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NOTE ON CHRONOLOGY
The planet Ithæor, upon which this story is set, has a year
equal to 0.8058 Earth years.
Each year is divided into six bi-lunar months, approximating
the interval between conjunctions of Ithæor’s two moons.
There are 251.143 solar days in one year; leap days are
inserted every seventh year.
Each day is divided into 27 hours; each hour into 75 minutes;
each minute into 50 seconds.
Seconds are of standard (Earth) duration.
Liriōnee’s age at the beginning of her diary is 24 years and
61 days; therefore she is 19 ½ Earth years old.
Her father Firinoth, aged 81 years and 89 days on Ithæor, is
slightly under 65 years and 7 months in Earth terms.
Physical units of measurement, such as metres and
kilometres, have been given in Earth standard form for the
convenience of the reader.
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IHZHERNUTH

Days of the week:
Délarnish Public
holidays:

MUR

MLEENUTH

Lalmren, Vrolnren, Krethmren, Tlornren, Iygren,
Ezgren.
Enelmih (ENL); Caranæorn Victory Day (8 Oriamnuth);
Oriamiqen (38-41 Oriamnuth); Murnelmih (MUR, 1
Fesovraer); Awmelra Vrew (27 Fesovraer); Technocracy
Day (14 Yalonraer); Niskouryd (5-7 Mleenuth).

Ezgren ENELMIH, Year 2348 Qalminaun
Oriamdarë

Summer Solstice, Moons conjunct

I have decided to keep a journal this year because... well,
because it’s something I have never done before, and I would
like to think my life is interesting enough to transcribe. Also,
my co-mother Leloristel – who died the year before last –
often kept a journal. I might be honouring her memory by
continuing to document the lives of our family.
So, for the record: my name is Liriōnee Emlerit (or Liri for
short), I am twenty-four years old, I love learning, drawing,
sports, dressing as nicely as possible and being sociable –
with the right people.
Enelmih. It’s a special day, the first and longest day, not part
of any month: marking the new year and giving everyone a
break from work or study. A time to reflect on the year just
ended: six months of being happy or sad, six months
hopefully lived well. It seems, in retrospect, that I lived last
year well.
1) I joined the Qerehnta Academy as a student of Archeology
and History.
2) I was the star of our district flingball team: I got the
loudest cheers when we won the city final.
3) I learned to drive the family autowheeler.
4) I finished with my obsessive, morose and not-too
intelligent boyfriend Moyganim Halatreel, who I had been
with for over three years but generally outgrown on every

level. That was last Fesovraer; in the two months since I’ve
had a little fun with two other men, but neither would have
been good for a long-term relationship.
5) The best part of the year was the three weeks we spent in
the Telmithar Islands – me, my mother, little brother
Dahatren and my best friend Eltha. Swimming in that warm,
violet-glowing lagoon at night, with both silvery moons and
red Zherrista in the sky, makes a girl feel like a goddess.
Of course, when your father is Mandator Firinoth Emlerit,
one of the more important government officials in the city of
Bresklaim Shores, it’s expected that you will have a fairly
good life.
Anyway, when the clocks changed from 26:74 to 00:00 and
this year began, the family were gathered around the radio in
our green-painted, curve-walled lounge – all in our formal
prayer outfits, loose grey leggings tucked into high leather
boots and yellow shirts with little emerald clasps at the neck.
My august father [by Orialaó, that’s pretentious! I’ll just
refer to him as Father, okay?] led the New Year prayers – in
time with the Prime Priest of Melnaméa, whose sonorous
voice announced the moment over the airwaves. Father is
eighty-one now – me and Dahatren were the children of his
later years – his hair is all white, his dark face a bit lined, and
he tends to walk around a lot less. But he still stands straight
at nearly 190 centimetres (that’s a head taller than me), he
thinks clearly, he makes firm decisions and his voice never
wavers, least of all when making public speeches. And those
ocean-blue eyes of his, which I’m proud to have inherited –

people never stop telling me what a shocking contrast they
are with my brown skin! – they certainly haven’t grown dull.
My mother, Netairma, is thirty years younger than Father.
She’s somewhat shorter than I am, fairer-skinned, and –
though I hope she doesn’t read this – she’s putting on a bit
too much weight, especially since she had her leg operation
and gave up lonthraer riding. Still, she loves her job at the
mail centre and she’s as good-looking as any woman her age.
No dye in her hair yet, as far as I know – just the intricate,
sparkling, metalweave headdresses she has always loved to
wear. I generally find them an uncomfortable nuisance
myself, and only bother with one for special public events.
Dahatren’s a fairly average teenage boy, I’m just glad we
aren’t twins! He’s a darker brown than me – skin, hair and
eyes all much the same brown. He’s getting taller and lankier
each year, he’s no genius at school but he’s a decent athlete
(he never much liked team games though). And he’s the only
one in the family who wears spectacles. I’ve always loved
him unconditionally of course, even when we quarrel – which
is only natural with a six-year sibling age gap.
Then there’s Teverhonro, my two years older half-brother
who is also my nephew – Tevers, as everyone calls him. Like
me, he was very popular and sporty at school, now he works
with a wealthy fuel farmer (with him, not for him... that’s
how Tevers insists on putting it!) He’s about the same height
as Father – who is Grandad, to him – but much more
muscular. Tevers is very handsome, there’s no denying that, seeing him at the beach in his briefs evokes some rather
unsisterly thoughts and seldom short for female company.
Except tonight, with his latest girlfriend at her own family

gathering.
My half-sister Meshyleeth wasn’t here: she and her husband,
Ensóan, are with his family in the Ukeevix region. It’s a
shame, since she and I get on almost as well as me and Eltha,
despite being practically different generations. Her two little
boys though, aren’t always cute or sweet...
Once we had finished supplicating Orialaó for good fortune
and prosperity in the year ahead, and the radio began playing
a selection of last year’s favourite compositions, Father broke
out the atrillai spirit and poured a little for everyone. The
final moment of formality was when he saluted the portraits
of our departed loved ones: Leloristel, to whom he was
married for fifty-three years, and who had happily shared him
with Mother the last twenty-four of those years; and their son
Teverhonro the First, the family war hero, Mother’s lover and
Tevers’ father.
(I never told Father, but I don’t actually like atrillai spirit –
the taste, I mean, is sickly and sour to me. It can still get me
pleasantly intoxicated fast when I wish... like a few times
when I wanted to recapture my failing passion for
Moyganim. That was one reason I finally got the resolve to
tell him we were over with. What kind of love was it, if I
could only let him touch me when I was drunk?)
After that, we switched from speaking ritualistic Etlevreóni
to our normal colloquial Délarnish. When the year was about
forty minutes old, everyone was talking and sipping more of
the sour atrillai – except Dahatren, who had started singing
along to ‘Reuryrf by Rednight’ on the radio. I knocked back
my third glass quickly, to avoid the taste. Then Mother took

me by arm and led me outside. It was a warm, dry night, clear
and dark, with no Zherrista, Tirvaen or Saahvaen to outshine
the stars.
“What’s wrong, Liri?” she asked. “You looked unhappy all
through the prayers.”
“Did I? Sorry, must have been worrying about my studies.
There’s some seriously big assessments coming up, this
year – am I smart enough to last at Qerehnta, Mother?” I
really wasn’t aware I had been looking down or low, and
didn’t particularly feel that way either.
“Believe me, if your father can last in the government of
Délarnad all these years, you can survive one of our better
educational establishments. You have twice his brains, Dear
One.” Mother sounded just a little sardonic. “Not to mention
that a good name and good looks matter at least as much as
your assessment grades, these days.”
“I hope you don’t mean that seriously, Mother... This nation
is supposed to be a technocracy, not a beautocracy. That’s
what I was always told, you know – by everyone from Father
to the Savants Supreme!” I thought I was being very witty,
saying this.
“Might as well let you keep your faith in the state for now,”
my mother said, without much expression. “Whichever way
the system works, you will do fine – unlike some of us.” She
squeezed my hand, kissed me on the cheek and went back
inside.
I stood out on the unlit forecourt a while longer, looking up at
the stars – not that I know much about them, that’s

Dahatren’s hobby – and the multicoloured city lights along
the northern horizon. All those lights were tiny in the
darkness, just like me. Considering this, I realized I was a
little drunk... and did feel sad, in some profound and
complicated way.
My family love me, I have my looks and my health and my
intellect and my youth... yet I’m lonely, or incomplete, or
both. Something is missing in my life, and I don’t just mean a
romance.
Not long after, I retired to my room. Woke up about 08:65 to
the sound of lonthraers snarling outside the window shutters.
Looked out to see Tevers and Dahatren saddling their beasts.
“Merry morning, Auntie!” said Tevers (he knows I find that
title annoying). “We’re going for a ride out in the
backcountry... now that you’re up, do you want to come
along?”
I was hungry, my head felt stuffed with crossflax – but it was
such a fine morning, and the smell of the air was so inviting,
that I had to say yes. Within fourteen minutes I had freshened
up, dressed in my riding costume, gulped down a cup of
thick, sharply-savory qaanej soup and joined them outside.
Dahatren had graciously saddled my lonthraer, Nenamdir, as
well as his own.
We loped out of the villa forecourt and down the road about
half a kilometre past the southern villas of Eseerila District,
then turned south into the scrub. Climbed along a narrow
track between the scraggy vheetlam trees for just over 2 km
(what’s the point in trying to be so exact?) to the high, rough

plain – then it was time to dash!
Nenamdir’s fine scales are blue and light grey. He’s about
my height at the shoulder, lean and strong, with sinewy legs
made for speed rather than weight-bearing, and short, tough
claws which are an unusual shade of purple, probably as rare
for a lonthraer as my eye colour is for a human. Both his
spinal columns are gracefully adorned with rows of nightblack triangular frills, from the twin tails up to the thick neck
and atop his broad, flat head where they converge – except
halfway along the back, where they were trimmed down to fit
the saddle.
Today he bore me on an exhilarating dash across the
pralgrass upland for nearly an hour, describing a broad circle.
My brothers struggled to keep up as we leapt over streams
and rocks, shrubs and skramp-burrows. Twice I saw other
riders, but nobody walking – I suppose most of the people of
Bresklaim were at home metabolizing their midnight drinks.
After Nenamdir and I began to tire and slowed to a walk, the
boys came up either side of me. They looked a lot more worn
out than I was. I joked: “Is this year going to be when you
both plan to outdo me in the saddle?”
Dahatren answered: “Ask me again next Enelmih!”
Tevers said: “I ought to allow you one advantage, Liri – can’t
have you feeling too overshadowed. But if you really want
me to try...” With that, he kicked his steed’s flanks and raced
off ahead. I was tempted to go after him, but preferred not to
be baited.
Dahatren told me how he’s worried about school tomorrow.

It seems that a teacher named Talganae really doesn’t like
him.
“She talks down to me all the time, telling me off for things
other students get away with,” he complained. “I should ask
to change classes, I’m sure she won’t grade me fairly.”
He’s at Silromig Lake school, the same one I went to until
two years ago – but I don’t remember any teacher by that
name.
I suggested he tell Father. If anyone is victimizing his son,
Father can surely do something to get the education
authorities involved.
Once we got home, well before the greatest heat as the Sun
climbed vertically overhead, the rest of the day was spent
lazily – at least by me. I took a long bath, enjoying every
moment of the warm water and sweetly astringent luzzôm oil
scent. (Father then chided me, saying that there’s a water
shortage and I should have showered instead!) Me and
Mother made dinner for everyone – not that we normally
would, but everyone had agreed to give the homekeeper
Enelmih day off work, since he did such a wonderful job all
last year.
Eltha messaged me on the telegrid (Father was monopolizing
the telephone most of this evening). She wants to meet
tomorrow afternoon down at the Ka-Uk’keu Club.
[Whoever my Future Readers may be: don’t expect me to
write this much every day, I have other things to do...]

Lalmren OHSIDRAER 1st, 2348
Examined myself, naked, in a full-length mirror this morning.
I’m quite pleased with what I see. There’s no longer any trace
of adolescent spots on my skin, which is smooth and medium
dark – the colour of fine, fertile loam. My face is all gentle
arcs, the chin small but well-defined, lips thin and pert, eyes
blue and bright, forehead high, thick black hair framing it and
falling to my shoulders. The body beneath is trim, though not
skinny: high, round breasts more than a handful each, a flat
belly (well, nearly flat), full hips and strong, sleek legs. I
used to want my legs to grow longer, but they’ve proved
more than adequate on the flingball ground and I’m a decent
height. Thinking of what Mother said yesterday, I can state –
without false vanity – that if I’ve really got twice my father’s
brains, my looks are at least enough to match.
Back to the Academy today. Our homekeeper, Atuvraet,
accompanied me in the autowheeler while I drove (I enjoy
driving too much to let him do it all, though Father would
pay him extra if he did), then took the vehicle home.
Qerehnta Academy is near the seafront in the eastern parts of
Bresklaim Shores, about nine kilometres from Eseerila. It’s
made up of fourteen buildings, all five-sided structures, with
tiered, steeply-sloping walls painted successively dull red,
brown and pale yellow – that’s neo-Vreónsar style. I don’t
know if I can call the style beautiful in itself; but it makes a
wonderful contrast to the rest of Qerehnta District, which is
mostly just modern, grey or whitish sandlute, conglomerates
and glass.
There are plenty of works of art around the Academy – some

new, painted or sculpted by our own students; some captured
from Xyzôrr lands in the last war; some true antiques, from
the actual Vreónsar Age that I’ve been learning about.
Two lectures today. One about life in ancient Vrydornaelen,
around the time when the first explorers crossed the Edalonic
Ocean. That was routinely interesting: I made notes, of
course, but didn’t bother asking any questions.
The second lecture, by a Dohrûsian archeologist who worked
at the digs near Laúnaneb last year, was just fascinating. I
mean, they have sites that date back to early Mikorifan times!
The preceptor – his name’s (something) Osgruló, and he
speaks Délarnish very well but strongly accented – had
uncovered the sacred pits where those Mikorakt shamans
carved up their human sacrifices. There were even a few
obsidian ritual blades still there…
I was sat halfway back in the lectureroom (there were about
fifteen of us students present). I got a few annoyed glances
and tuts from the others – even a couple of boys who usually
look at me with obvious lust – because I asked more
questions than the rest of them put together.
When he had finished and the class headed out, I approached
old Preceptor Osgruló and asked if he thought there was a lot
more still to discover in Dohrûs.
“The Mikorifans only built a few trading towns on the west
coast,” he answered. “It was the Jijaru, a thousand years or so
later, who settled there in large numbers, and more in what’s
now Nluria than Dohrûs. The real mystery is the ancient
Hrêsan people, the first native Dohrûsians, whom those
seafarers traded with. Most of their settlements were inland,

in the jungles and mountains, and there’s few exact locations
recorded.”
“You still speak Hrêsan in your country, though,” I said.
“Doesn’t the language contain many clues about the people
you got it from?”
“Oh, yes – but mostly just folk traditions, fables, skevarg
vangdin as we say. They had only the barest beginnings of
writing.”
I may not know any Hrêsan myself… someday, though, I will
go into those jungles and make a phenomenal historical find.
I’ll be addressed as Archaeologist Emlerit, I’ll set a new
fashion in glamorous-but-functional women’s working attire,
and academies all over the country will invite me to give
guest lectures!
After spending some time in the Academy library and
chatting with a few of the girls in the refectory, I caught the
public transit along the front and stopped at Ka-Uk’keu Club
to wait for Eltha. It’s a fashionable open-plan restaurant bar,
owned and run by a Moinampo immigrant family, with
cuisine found nowhere else in Bresklaim, a variety of potted
jungle bushes which variously flower in all six months – and
an exclusive little stretch of beach to sit and drink.
Eltha (Artist Elthirana Nathérath, that’s her full title and
name) is closer to me than either of my brothers. Her family
villa was three doors from ours until they moved out of
district four years ago, and we grew up together, both
attended Silromig Lake, always worked as a pair in art or
practical classes, almost never went to a flingball game or

photoplay separately, and even got our first boyfriends within
a month of each other. She’s slightly taller and slimmer than I
am, about the same colour, and some people say she’s prettier
(others say the opposite, and I could never be jealous of her
anyway).
But when she arrived at the club today, she looked miserable.
The first thing I did has put my arms around her and ask what
was wrong.
“I’m… truth is, I’m losing my job in two weeks, just found
out today. Not much of an Enelmih treat, huh?” I gasped at
this. Eltha has been working at the City Entertainment
Bureau since not long after we left school. She’s so smart and
creative, she surely can’t be anything but wonderful at her
work.
“Oh, what kind of people could dismiss you?!” I said, with all
my sympathy and indignation, handing her the vruĥynn
cocktail I’d bought for her. “And why? – or did they even
say?”
“There were a few reasons. I must have mentioned before
that my supervisor’s like a Velúhmaran overseer – she won’t
tolerate anything she calls slacking, even if you’ve got a good
reason. It was my headaches… I’ve been getting a few
recently and she thinks I’m faking them! Just leaving my
desk to get a painkiller… even that annoyed her!”
“I don’t know any Velúhmarans – but she sounds like old
lady Kelthurn...” I was referring to a teacher we both
despised back when we were fourteen. Maybe related to the
one who’s picking on Dahatren?

Eltha chuckled slightly, then went on: “I’ll admit, I did make
one little mistake. There was a poster design I had to do for a
new opera. They wanted the Rivexaon island where it’s set as
a map picture in the background... I drew the map of
Aedrevek, then, when I finished – with all the foreground
figures painted – I learned it’s actually Outer Aedrevek.”
“And they wouldn’t let you start again?”
“There wasn’t time – that’s what the head of Theatre Liaison
said. I know I could’ve done it all again in a day, but he
wouldn’t let me try. He said a more experienced designer
should take over, if I can’t get my details right before
starting.”
“That’s just impatience for its own sake,” I said. “Anyone
can get a little detail wrong – even him... But now he’s
making a much bigger mistake, by losing you.” I felt my
words were inadequate to change her feelings.
“I’ll get another decent job,” Eltha promised, to me and to
herself. “Maybe one which doesn’t give me so many
headaches... Those garish images everywhere, everything
coloured too bright – but never enough colours to illustrate
things as they really look... and the constant, pointless chatter
and shouting! Oh, Liri – it’s just too much.”
“Not enough colours? You used to say that when we were
painting at school sometimes... I never understood, I’m sorry.
You haven’t said it in years.”
“That’s because nobody understood, especially not the art
teacher... but I should probably have gone to Academy with
you. Working for the city isn’t as great as we always thought

it would be!”
I finished my cocktail. “I’d like that, Eltha. But I doubt you’d
really like it – not earning your own money as you always
wanted...” I wasn’t saying this too seriously, and she just
nodded. “How about we go out uptown Iygren night, have a
good time and forget work for a few hours?”
“Well, right now I still have my own money for drinks,” she
grinned, “and that’s a fantastic idea.”
Vrolnren Ohsidraer 2nd
New moon Tirvaen
Drove to the Academy again; but this time Atuvraet did not
accompany me, so I secured the autowheeler in the Academy
grounds and drove it back again as well.
The problem is, so few students or staff have autowheelers in
their families that there’s no dedicated place for parking
them – I guess that’s consistent with the Academy’s ancient
architectural style! It took me several minutes to find a space
between the statues and signs.
Someday soon, Father insists, the government will loosen its
monopoly on vehicle manufacturing, and private
autowheelers will become more common in Délarnad – once
they’ve built enough public transits, freight transports and
military vehicles to overfill every national quota for the next
twenty years or so. He also says that a new kind of engine is
in development, which factories will turn out in cheap motor
transports for everyone. Until then, we privileged families

will have to enjoy the provision of a vehicle, and endure the
constant requests for rides from friends and neighbours.
Today was exceptionally hot; I wore my short white skirt and
silver cloudyarn top. It’s not especially revealing, just
reflective and comfortably cool – but, being a Sevvrau
designer garment, it still gets me plenty of admiring looks!
Today’s first lecture was given by a female preceptor from
Tromúhrf, and I was flattered to see that she was wearing a
cheap imitation of the same top. Unfortunately, her subject
matter – the causes of the Kaér Town revolt in 2212 – wasn’t
particularly interesting.
When I got home, Tevers had a new girlfriend visiting for
dinner. Her name’s Glemyreuna Eklorrin, she drives a biofuel
tanker, she’s tall, buxom, broad-chinned and a few years
older than him. It seems she picked him up at the farm
yesterday, along with her last fill of cargo. She’s also a nonstop talker, though she’s not boring in any way – I suppose
all the long days she spends driving on her own must make
her more keen to converse when she does have company.
After finishing their ulgeurm steaks, she and Mother carried
on about the Pilkatharaun fantasy radioplays for almost an
hour solid, while Tevers mostly just listened and gave
Glemyreuna unwavering attention. From the way he looks at
her, I can see he’s seriously smitten.
I didn’t mention the fact that he was sleeping with Aráeeth,
the daughter of Father’s subadjutant, as recently as four days
ago...

Krethmren Ohsidraer 3rd
Father needed the autowheeler this morning. Rode Nenamdir
to the Academy and changed clothes on arrival. Quite
appropriately, the stable where he spent the next five hours is
in the Vrondamin building – named for the elite order of
Vreónsar knights, whose leader my beloved lonthraer is
named after!
There was a photoplay last year called Daanresya Front,
about Prince Nenamdir Erefenid and his knights, which made
it look as if they alone were responsible for winning the
Second Continental War... entertaining, though not quite
historically accurate. But I didn’t much like the actress who
played Prince Nenamdir’s lover – I’d say she was dirtying
my name. After all, Priestess Liriōnee of Shoinvond was
known as a healer, not a sword-swinging warrior girl...
Lecture about the development of airships, from the first
passenger flights in the late 20th century to the dirigible
warships of today. We don’t see those often in this part of the
country, worse luck!
Back home, Dahatren complained again about that Talganae
woman. Apparently she accused him of cheating on a science
essay today, simply because he’d quoted a paper that was
ordered through the telegrid. When he tried to point out that
the grid is widely used for discussion and research by the
academic community, she threw him out of the classroom for
arguing.
Father said he will write a formal query to the school
governor – by hand, just in case the staff at Silromig Lake

don’t know how to open telegrid messages.
Used the telegrid machine myself this evening to find a
public discussion about life in Zetumurr. We have one of the
latest Ambrelen Industries models in our villa, a Tarnúhan
import: it’s only about four cubic metres in size, has
hundreds of glowing valves smaller than my little finger, is
almost silent (minimal clunking relays), with velvety springmounted input keys and a readout panel whose backlit
characters change almost instantaneously.
A grid user calling himself (herself?) Giymad Guor described
seeing his three uncles arrested by Waladuran occupation
troops, who were investigating an assassination attempt on
their commanding officer. Only one uncle was ever released.
I (using the name Bresklaim Breeket) asked if he actually
lived in the city of Giymad – which, as far as I knew, was
bombed out of existence. Guor replied that his family – the
few of them left – are part of an attempt to rebuild a
community on the outskirts, but he himself left Zetumurr as
soon as he got permission to travel. I suppose that’s the only
reason he now has telegrid access! His (her?) command of
Délarnish impressed me – at least I didn’t have to try out my
own limited Duruánic, in which I’d almost certainly make a
few malaprops.
I was in the middle of typing another question when our
machine blew out a cluster of valves. Sthyzz!
Tlornren Ohsidraer 4th

New moon Saahvaen
No lectures today. I took Nenamdir out for a ride, this time
into Paavqol District where the old main market is located.
Paid a street stabler to look after him for a couple of hours. I
was browsing the cheap jewelry stands when Moyganim
appeared. He walked over and said simply: “Hello, Liri. You
well?”
Moyganim Halatreel: he’s good looking, he would do
anything to please me, and I will not deny that I adored him
at first. He was a decent kolvisy team player and had a few
friends who got on well enough with mine. We used to make
out in a quiet corner of the school grounds between classes; it
was so flattering to feel how much I excited him! We liked
talking about music and sports, though I sensed a slight
tedium in him when I enthused over history.
After nearly a year I decided I liked him enough to go all the
way, and we traded our virginities. That was awkward and a
bit disappointing the first time... I started to enjoy it more
after another two attempts.
But he seemed to think he had to compete with me,
academically and athletically. He grew more and more
unhappy as I achieved things he couldn’t, however often I
assured him it didn’t matter. And he turned jealousy into a
full-time job, getting annoyed if I even smiled at another
boy – or if Eltha and I wanted to go out anywhere without
him, he’d be sure I was looking for a new lover. I started to
resent him for that, and found I was losing interest in sex
with him. Almost everyone, especially Eltha, said that he
didn’t really deserve me – I was finally convinced.

“Not too bad,” I answered. “How have you been? How’s the
job?”
He looked sad. “It’s fine down at the docks,” he said. “And
I’ve got a bigger place to live now. I still miss you, though.”
I wasn’t sure what to say to this. “Move on, Moyganim... I
have. There are plenty of other girls – don’t you go out any
more?”
“Sure I do. Me and a couple of the boys are going uptown
tomorrow night.” (Great – I’ll have to avoid him if I can).
“You know something?” I ventured, casually moving away.
“You’ll find someone more easily if you don’t try. Just be
yourself and it will happen naturally.” He was looking at me
in a hurt fashion. “But you remind me of the Uldurthist god
Afiralk. He spent an eternity pining for lost love, and his
moaning annoyed Avemrelkra so much that he was chained
to the Sun, to keep his heart warm and brighten his mood.” I
realized I was talking pointlessly.
He held up his hands. “I don’t care about ancient myths, Liri.
I just know you’re still amazing, even when you talk rubbish
like that.”
All I could say was “That’s nice to know,” before I moved
over to the next stand in the aisle and tried to look engrossed
in studying a metalweave belt. Thankfully, he didn’t follow
me.
Iygren Ohsidraer 5th
Two lectures again today – including another by Preceptor

Osgruló! I made sure to ask plenty of questions. He
suggested I read a book by Historian Adasoth Veekeran,
about the culture of intellectual refinement in the Southern
Mikorifan Empire. It isn’t one of our normal recommended
texts, but he clearly thinks I’m exceptional...
Got my first essay assignment of the year. I have four weeks
to write a “reasoned exposition” on how 13th century
Tarnúhan colonists in Zironarúh laid the grounds for the
present-day political systems of Kumanikath and Honnvri. I
had better start reading soon.
Went home for dinner, took a scented bath (to Qyvaweth
with the water shortage!), put on my sheer purple and yellow
waterpattern Qisgenri outfit and tristrapped dance sandals,
tied my hair into four down-curved hornknots, painted my
cheeks with azure sparkles, then offered Atuvraet the usual
seven doraefs cash to drive me uptown. Mother gave me
some extra spending money, when she saw I’d made such a
serious effort to look beautiful. Phoned Eltha, who confirmed
she will be at the Teuriot Rotunda by 21:40.
It’s now 21:06, and I’m about to leave.
Ezgren Ohsidraer 6th
13:45 - Just got home. What a night...!
I met up with Eltha as planned. She was wearing a Klarenyr
silvery thigh-length robe, showing off her long legs to best
effect (men tend to look at them a lot; I get more attention
focused on my chest) and a headdress my mother would have
liked – but even if she’d dressed plainly, my friend would

still be a great beauty. She had also hired a guest apartment
just down the road for us, tonight only. It was another warm
night, and lots of little golden breekets were flying about the
city centre, filling the air with their fricative trilling – I
suppose they, like we, felt the need to enjoy being alive.
Teuriot Rotunda were hosting an open music competition,
with anyone who held a level three melodikey license given
seven minutes to play – and up to twenty-one minutes more,
if the rest of the clientele approved. There was no shortage of
volunteers, predominantly students from the Onbresk Arts
Seminary. A couple of them were downright bad musicians
(fake licenses maybe), but most performed pretty well.
We got our first drinks, sat and talked a while. Eltha was in a
better mood than last Lalmren; she told me how another old
school friend of ours, Designer Thaeránee Imdrelfon, had got
in touch yesterday and said that there’s work available at the
clothing factory across town. I have to admit, I’d just love to
design new attire...
That was when they walked over. Three men who looked not
much older than us – but they were all so handsome, you
could imagine they’d never age! They were wearing sharp
designer leggings and tops which just screamed affluence and
taste. I found myself smiling like a happy halfwit.
“Merry nighttide,” said one of these veritable Vrondamin
knights. “I’m Klemlo, this is Halsi and Vralnu – we’d like to
offer you fine girls a drink or two.”
Eltha answered first: “So... what do we have to offer you
back?”

“Just the honour of letting us know you a little better,” said
Vralnu. “Starting with your names, I should hope...?”
“I’m Liri, and this is Eltha,” I said, noting Halsi’s Rivexaon
arm tattoo. “Sounds good to me – just as long as you’re not
from the Wavulazh Extremes Regiment...”
They bought us iskreseg ales and chatted with us for what
must have been nearly an hour. They’re not Rivexaon – Halsi
just has a cousin in West Ohbrux who he stayed with for a
year – in fact, they are from right here in Bresklaim Shores,
and work at one of the shipyards. Vralnu has a nice gift for
compliments, though I got the feeling he was maybe trying
too hard to be amusing. He seemed most interested in me; the
other two were more attentive to Eltha – who, conveniently,
has always aspired to be important enough someday to have
two husbands.
Klemlo drank about half as much again as his friends and
volunteered to play the melodikey. He does have a license,
but I thought he would be too drunk to play accurately. I was
wrong! He belted out ‘Warwagon of Love’ with abandon and
skill. The crowd cheered and yelled that he should stay on
stage.
Next he played ‘Run Run Ralavronel,’ and his friends asked
Eltha and I to dance. I was only too happy to let Vralnu
sweep me around the room in his muscular arms – he’s a
better dancer than he is a comedian! His eyes, fixed on mine,
were enchanting. More than anything else, he made me feel
warm, wild and wanted. It’s a shame, I suppose, that
Oriamdarou etiquette disapproves of passionate kissing
whilst dancing.

After Klemlo had completed two more pieces, I realized
Vralnu was getting tired of dancing (not I – my flingball
season stamina remains!) I took him to one side, kissed him
as tenderly and longingly as I could, and whispered, almost
without thinking, that I had an apartment nearby where we
could go. Then I remembered my best friend – wasn’t I
supposed to be helping her be happy? Not to mention, she
held the key to that rented apartment... Glanced around for a
few seconds, then saw Eltha and Halsi over by the bar. They
appeared to be talking angrily.
Went to ask her for the key. The next thing I knew, Halsi was
practically begging me to tell Eltha to calm down.
Eltha grabbed my arm and snapped: “Let’s get out of here,
Liri. This zashkorf just called me a whore!”
“No, please!” said Halsi with frustrated supplication. “I only
said she’d be worth a lot more than –”
“Don’t lie! You’ve ruined the moment, understand? Now
leave me alone!”
I felt I had no choice but to stay with Eltha and let her rant.
Vralnu conversed with Halsi for a minute (no doubt agreeing
with him about the impossibility of reasoning with women).
Then he wandered over and cautiously asked me if we were
all right.
“I’m fine, it’s just that Eltha needs some space,” I said.
Orialaó knew, I was still keen to take him somewhere private
and make love with him. I stroked his cheek. “Don’t go...”
At that moment – by the will of Qyvaweth itself!! –
Moyganim showed up. He had two of his old school friends

with him, plus another boy I didn’t recognize. Pushing his
face in Vralnu’s aggressively, he demanded: “What you
doing with my girl, eh?”
Vralnu looked taken aback, but certainly wouldn’t be
intimidated. “I don’t know who you are, lad, but I don’t think
she’s your girl.”
“Damn right I’m not!” I hissed. “Moyganim – just go away,
understand?”
Moyganim was clearly rather drunk – which was shocking,
since he never drank much before we broke up. He stabbed a
finger at Vralnu’s throat. “What’s this skramp-spawn got that
I don’t?”
Before I could answer, Vralnu shoved Moyganim hard in the
chest, sending him sprawling into the arms of his friends. All
four of them hurled themselves at him, ready to beat him
senseless. Halsi ran over to defend his friend; Eltha and I
backed off hastily.
It was no doubt only a matter of seconds, but seemed like
minutes: four men against two older and stronger, punching
and grappling and shouting. Klemlo abruptly stopped his
current musical effort, jumped off the stage and rushed
hither, knocking a couple of dancers out of the way. Before
he could join the fight, six hulking, orange-uniformed
Rotunda staff converged on the bar, all armed with metal
batons. They battered the brawlers around the heads and
torsos, dragging them apart and then herding them towards
the exit.
Klemlo stood and watched with us – I guess his dislike of

getting a bruised skull was stronger than his loyalty to his
friends. Once they were out of the Rotunda, he apologized –
somewhat falteringly – for their actions.
“Whatever,” Eltha said, with cynical finality. “I suggest you
get out there after your friends; you men are all the same.” (I
should mention that she had a very bad experience with her
last boyfriend: after she introduced him to her family at their
Oriamiqen party, he had an unnatural relationship with her
male cousin, which carried on for nearly three months behind
her back before they were exposed. Now, of course, they are
both in prison).
I was too shocked with the whole incident to say much
myself. Nobody ever picked a fight over me before – should I
have been flattered, or ashamed? Klemlo shrugged resignedly
and turned to leave; I blurted out: “Tell Vralnu I’m sorry – I
mean, I do like him.” He nodded. “Wait a moment... give him
my telegrid code.”
To those grid users who I’ve actually met in person, I’m
BreSh-824750-LirEm. I hurriedly wrote this down on a
notepage from my belt pouch and handed it to Klemlo. Then
he was gone. I could have given him my home telephone
code instead, but I didn’t want a family member answering
for me...
Eltha had signaled for another ale, and swallowed half of it in
one gulp. She said, “How can you like him? He started that
fight!”
“He was only standing up for himself – and me. Moyganim
started it.” As much as I love her, I do think she’s sometimes

unreasonable.
Still, we stayed out for another two hours – I think – left
Teuriot Rotunda and wandered down the thoroughfare to the
Hiladrehm Drinkery, where we danced a bit more. Eltha
cheered up before long and started flirting with another man,
who seemed to be there on his own; I gave them some space
for a while and went to the bar.
As I about to order, a girl who looked rather plain and
rough – apart from her lurid purple hair – approached me and
asked: “Aren’t you Liriōnee Emlerit?”
“That’s right...” I studied her face, finding it vaguely familiar.
“Do we know each other?”
“Hotelier Nisiána Kouramith – we met in Melnaméa, six
years ago,” she said. “You played flingball against my
school... I remember you were the youngest player in the
game, but you scored the most.”
I had actually forgotten that particular distinction, but of
course I remembered the occasion: Father had taken Tevers
and I to stay in the capital city for about ten weeks while he
did a temporary government exchange job, and during that
time I joined a junior flingball club. We played against a
local school team in the sixth week – despite me scoring
fifteen points, my side lost in the end. Thinking about it, I did
vaguely recall her – she, very sportingly, had congratulated
me after the game, and we must have talked for half an hour
at most. I was quite amazed that she recognized me now.
I said all the obvious things. “Of course...! It’s so nice to see

you again, you look fantastic! [Not true, to be honest.] Well,
how have you been? What are you doing here in Bresklaim?”
“I moved here last month with my husband and co-wife – he
owns our guesthouse business,” Nisiána replied. “We’re
opening a big new hotel on the seafront soon – and it’s going
to include a championship-size flingball ground, come to
think of it.” I got the feeling she was keen to impress me –
did I make such a big impression on her, all those years ago?
She continued, “Do you still play?”
Once I had filled her in on the winning record of my Eseerila
team and how we will be resuming play next month, she
quite predictably offered to host our first game against her
community team from Melnaméa. That ought to be
interesting...
I shared another drink with Nisiána, exchanged telegrid
codes, then I felt ready to leave. Eltha chose to take her new
acquaintance to bed for the night. He’s a Tarnúhan, and his
name is Frelsbaan (that’s how it sounded, anyway – I spoke
to him very little).
The apartment she had rented was fairly bare – just two
simply-furnished bedrooms, a kitchen-lounge and bathroom.
I lay down in one room with a tall beaker of water for
company, to the muffled sounds of passion from the next
room. I was tired and dissatisfied. Such a shame about
Vralnu: I wondered where he was now, what he would have
been like in bed, and whether he was wondering the same
about me...
Woke up about 10:70. Frelsbaan had already left; Eltha was

sitting in the lounge, sipping cold qaanej soup and looking
rather understandably happy.
“I think I’ve struck rhodium, Liri!” she said. “He’s a
painter – and if he makes art as well as he makes love, he will
be the next Tzyhonôsst!”
So, my aim for the night had been accomplished. Let’s just
hope Frelsbaan lives up to his first impressions.
*

*

* *

*

24:20 - The remainder of the day has been uneventful.
Went to the beach at Luikrahnta, east of Qerehnta District,
with Mother and Tevers. It was wonderfully hot, with just the
gentlest ocean breeze from the north. The sky was the most
profound blue, without the light haze that too often dilutes its
hue in summer; the sea was calm and near-tideless; the beach
crowded with beautiful people.
For an hour or so I just lay in the dry sand, watching the
broad-sailed freighters out on the watery horizon, before I
bothered swimming. I was also eyeing the numerous nearnaked men and enjoying the way they looked back at me.
Tevers was in the sea straight away. He convulsed with a
fake electric shock, pretended to be pulled under and shouted
“Help! Zhorkaa!” A trio of nearby girls actually believed him
for a few seconds – long enough to gasp with terror and
splash desperately out of the water, until they heard him
chuckling behind them.
Killer electric zhorkaas off the beaches of Bresklaim? That’s
why we swim in high summer: the water is supposed to be
too warm for them right now.

Father got the telegrid machine fixed yesterday. I went back
to the Zetumurr discussion list tonight and posed another
question for Giymad Guor: Where did he learn such good
Délarnish? No reply so far. Asked a few general questions
too, about food and radio programming in an occupied
country. Got two anonymous replies: it seems they eat well
enough, but imported exotic food or drink are almost
unknown (no iskreseg ale? Terrible life...) And the local
Zetumish-language radio broadcasts are mostly amateur, with
the two official stations running little more than translated
Duruánic programmes.
Moments before I would have shut the machine down, the
personal message light flashed. I threw the corresponding
switch, and this appeared on the readout panel:
For - BreSh-824750-LirEm
By - BreSh-025704-VraTu
Lovely Liri, hopefully this message is not too
presumptuous of me. My friend Halsi was quite
badly hurt last night, Klemlo and me had to take
him to the infirmary. I’m so sorry if I caused you
any grief and hope you and Eltha had a good
evening apart from that. You are truly gorgeous and
I would really like to meet you again soon – and
since you so kindly gave Klemlo your code, I hope
you feel the same way. Any evening next week at
whatever place you choose.
May Orialaó defend you,

Shipwright Vralnuthen Tuldernat.
I was immediately flushed with joyous anticipation. ‘Truly
gorgeous’...! I replied at once:
For - BreSh-025704-VraTu
By - BreSh-824750-LirEm
Hunky Vralnu, I was devastated that you were
thrown out of the Teuriot – it really wasn’t your
fault. It’s I who should apologize for my former
boyfriend, I left him months ago. I certainly hope he
got hurt worse than Halsi! And I would just love to
meet you, as soon as we can. How about
tomorrow – can you come to the Ka-Uk’keu Club on
Qerehnta Seafront at 18:35?
May Syeurix and Lazráib enlighten your path,
Student Liriōnee Emlerit.
Waited two minutes, and he messaged again:
I didn’t know you were an Uldurthist, in fact I’ve
never courted one before! I think I can find KaUk’keu easily enough, see you at 18:35.
Good night and can’t wait,
Vralnu.
Sent him one more reply, which he may or may not have read
yet:
Oh, I’m not – I just really like the Uldurth myths,
especially that of the lover gods who they named
the double planet after... I’ll be there, you bring the
zrexah nuts!

Sleep safe and stay strong,
Liri.
Lalmren Ohsidraer 7th
Father seemed rather apprehensive this morning, as if
something big were about to happen in his workplace. Tevers
mentioned to me that Father had spent over an hour on the
phone last night, speaking in Sëtarni – a language he
mastered for his diplomatic duties during the war, but which
neither I nor my brothers ever learned. (Eltha’s new
boyfriend, of course, would have understood.)
Father denied anything was out of the ordinary – just a
problem with those new autowheeler engines. Whatever may
be going on, it wasn’t urgent enough for him to deny me the
autowheeler ride to Academy, just like last week.
Did some reading for my essay. Those 13th century colonists
must have had an interesting time of it, but they couldn’t
have been very democratic – not like Honnvri or Kumanikath
are now – and since Tarnúh itself had never been a
democracy, it’s going to be hard to find any ideological
connection.
I arrived at Ka-Uk’keu Club twelve minutes early. I was
dressed in my sexiest red summer trimsuit, hoping to show
Vralnu how lucky he was. Bought two drinks, sat near the
entrance and waited.
And waited... and waited. Did some more reading, politely
declined the attention of another, not very handsome man,

finished my own drink and started on Vralnu’s.
It was now 18:70. Took off my sandals and wandered across
the hot sand down the beach to the water’s edge, where a
flock of broad-winged, blue-furred vyrelengs were circling
lazily above the breakers looking for minifish. The Sun was
westering and the wind growing stronger; so was my anger. I
am not accustomed to men standing me up.
At 19:02 I walked back to the counter, slammed down the
second empty cup and turned to leave. The proprietor, old
Ka-Uk’keu Eyb, asked me what was wrong.
“A missing man!” I answered. “He’s over forty minutes late
now, and I’m not waiting any longer.” I must have sounded
hurt, because he promptly poured a measure of cheap
plauvvil juice without being asked and offered it to me.
“Surely no sane man would abandon you on purpose, there
must be a reason he has not arrived,” Eyb said. “Do you have
his telephone code?”
I drank the plauvvil slowly, savoring the fruity sweetness –
Eyb knows my tastes. “No, just his telegrid. Maybe he had an
accident, or maybe he has a girlfriend who he’s just
reconciled with today. He seemed so keen the night before
last...”
“Or maybe he just felt shy and thought you would not
possibly like him if you see him in the daylight.”
Maybe so; or perhaps this is punishment from Orialaó, for
forgetting my weekly prayers yesterday? I paid Eyb one
doraef for the drink and got the next transit back to Eseerila.

Dahatren was building a tower of waxfibre food cartons and
cooking utensils on the lounge table when I walked in. He
said it was to be photographed for his sculpture class – and as
an afterthought, he asked me to pose next to it, to make him
look like a professional artist with his own model!
I came very close to smashing his sculpture out of sheer
annoyance.
No telegrid messages this evening. Telephoned Eltha: she’s
meeting Frelsbaan again tomorrow, but next Lalmren is still
the last day of her job.
Vrolnren Ohsidraer 8th
Pietist Kysevar’s Day (Tromúhrf)
I didn’t have to be at Academy until afternoon, so I stayed in
bed an extra two hours, then went for another morning ride
on Nenamdir. The disappointment from yesterday still
weighed on my mind – but I refuse to spend all day brooding
over a man I barely know!
Returned from the uplands and checked the telegrid
machine – to find an apologetic message from Vralnu.
I’m so sorry, Liri. Maybe you won’t believe me, but I
just could not make our date yesterday. The
deadline for fitting out a new cargo ship was
changed and my boss demanded everyone work 2
extra hours. And before I got away my mother’s
medic phoned the yard. She’s been ill this week and
desperately needed to see me, I couldn’t say no.

After all that, I was too exhausted and ashamed to
send a message last night. But knowing I’ve let
down a woman as beautiful as you is devastating to
me.
Once again, I’m so sorry. Please reply if you still
want to know me.
Vralnu.
So, he’s really devoted to his job (though he probably hasn’t
got enough commitment to spend eighteen years building a
mountaintop temple all on his own, like Pietist Kysevar
did...) Will he be just as devoted to me, if we ever get
together? I get the feeling his explanation is true – but I
haven’t replied yet.
Tevers didn’t come home today. Mother says he’s spending
the night with Glemyreuna – funny that he should want to tell
his mother! I asked her what she thinks of the tanker woman.
Would Driver Eklorrin make a good daughter-in-law?
When I alluded to the concept of Tevers’ eventual marriage,
Mother suddenly became misty-eyed and sighed sadly. It was
my turn to enquire, “What’s wrong?”
Mother answered: “Thirty years ago today... was when I met
the first man I loved. Your brother...” She indicated that
picture on the wall: the first Teverhonro, resplendent in the
old-style uniform of the Bresklaim Lonthraer Legion. “The
love we had – a poet might say, ‘it was as bright as the desert
sunlight, as deep as the global ocean of planet Syeurix.’ You
never feel quite like that again. Every day, I wonder: where
was he reborn, and when? His soul may be in our world even
now... or perhaps he won’t return for a thousand years.” A

single tear ran down her right cheek.

Was Teverhonro really quite the paragon everyone makes
him out to be? He volunteered for service when Délarnad
joined the Fifth Continental War; he won a commendation for
valour in the initial campaign on the Xyzôrr border; two
years later he went off to fight in Guxolzôr for the last time,
leaving a pregnant, orphan girlfriend with his parents, and
was killed. After young Netairma had borne his grandson,
Father decided to marry her himself.
No need to say I wish I could have known my soldier brother;
but of course, that was impossible either way. If Teverhonro
had come home alive, Mother would have married him
instead – and I would never have existed.
Krethmren Ohsidraer 9th
Full moon Tirvaen
Spent more time in the library than usual, researching my
essay and revising for a test at week’s end. One lecture, about
the founding of our nation. It was presented entirely in
Etlevreóni, which requires a little more concentration to
understand – but gives a greater sense of historical
immersion.
One of the boys in my archaeology class, Oradnyil Aenthot,
is trying to start up a student branch of the Anti-Zherleimian
Combine. He said his co-father’s family were driven out of
their home city, Praskaméa, by the multitude of Moinampo
immigrants – and that now, some fundamentalist from
Varihsen has joined our City Government, who is planning to

reduce street lighting in several districts for the sake of
Zherleimian full-moon and conjunction ceremonies. With the
Near Moon at full tonight, I suppose he picked this date to
make his point.
I asked Father about this back home. Apparently he did help
induct a new mandator recently, with a Centrisenic name: RiAk’sou Aut. He seems to regard her as a reasonable person;
even if she was brought up in a theocratic state, she must
have lived in our country long enough both to become a
citizen, and to separate her religion from her political
thinking.
Oradnyil is an angry boy (and is he scared of the dark?) He
hopes to rally enough student support to stop the Academy
celebrating Awmelra Vrew this year. Assuming he achieves
anything, I wonder if the few Zherleimian students will fight
back? Their faith is supposed to be pacifistic – Eyb and his
family certainly wouldn’t hurt anyone. But let’s not forget
how hard our Centrisenic allies fought during the war...
Messaged Vralnu this evening.
Okay, I’ll believe you for now. One more chance: we
can still meet somewhere before the week is over.
You choose the place and time.
Liri.
Tlornren Ohsidraer 10th
Lecture this morning was about pre-Oriamdarou Vreónsar
sexual morality. However seriously and professionally the

preceptor delivered it (she’s an elderly and somewhat ugly
ex-sailor woman, at that!) there was a lot of inevitable
sniggering, crass quips and lewd comments from the male
students. A society where a rich man could buy himself up to
five wives – and where Army service guaranteed the right to
weekly sex with one of the well-paid State Concubine
Sisterhood – must sound like a golden age to them! I didn’t
ask any questions this time, although of course I’m no prude
myself...
Pork was served in the refectory today. It’s a fairly rare treat
in these parts, with so few pig farms in Délarnad and
extortionate export fees from the northern countries. I spent
five doraefs on a portion of crispy fried pork and vegetables,
more than twice what I normally pay for Academy lunch –
but I’d say it’s worth paying extra for. The taste is so
distinctive; and, like beef, somehow intrinsically more
satisfying than the meat of any bichordate animal. Uldurthists
say that their gods seeded pigs and cattle on Ithæor, right
along with humanity.
Dahatren moaned that he’s still getting grief from Teacher
Talganae. She yelled at him in class for writing while she was
talking, then said his last maths assignment came far short of
what’s expected of him. He also said some of his classmates
joined in picking on him, and she didn’t even chastise them.
Father’s word doesn’t seem to hold much weight with the
educaters.
Vralnu messaged me again (no surprise there).
Thankyou for understanding, I’m so relieved I

haven’t lost you yet! Can you make it to Matorrnid
Park at 19:30 tomorrow? I’ll be at the west
entrance.
Replied that I could. Shortly after sending, I got another
personal message:
For - BreSh-824750-LirEm
By - Ukeev-893121-MesTo
Hello my little Liri-ling! Not heard from you in
weeks, how’s Academy? I was hoping you could find
time to show me around your place of learning
when we come to visit for Oriamiqen, you know I
always regretted not studying there myself. The
boys have been learning to ride, and are keen to let
their favourite aunt take them out on the trails
where you and I used to go.
Also, can we talk on the telephone soon? I’ll pay, I
miss you a lot... Ensóan isn’t always the best
company these days, as much as I know he loves
me.
My heart’s still in Bresklaim,
Meshyleeth.
My dear big sister needs me! We haven’t seen each other
since last Fesovraer – so who can blame her? I replied:
For - Ukeev-893121-MesTo
By - BreSh-824750-LirEm
Hi Meshy! I miss you too, come back here sooner
than Oriamiqen if possible. You can call the villa

most evenings, I don’t go out so much anymore –
but Father spends a lot of time using the line these
days so it’s just a matter of luck if you get through.
I’m sure he would like to speak with you as well. I
know he thinks a lot about the old times with his
first family, especially since Leloristel passed on.
Are Neda or Pimo riding half-size lonthraers yet?
They seem to grow so fast! If I’m really their
favourite aunt, please tell them not to bring any of
those rotten rasbugs this time...
Bresklaim life is incomplete without you,
Liriōnee.
Mother was very late home tonight. She said she had been to
a tavern with her colleagues; but I couldn’t help noticing that
she didn’t show any sign of being even slightly intoxicated.
Iygren Ohsidraer 11th
Woke up early and couldn’t get back to sleep, so I wandered
outside and watched Zherrista rise about an hour and a half
before the Sun.
That dazzling but heatless red pinpoint... it’s said to be
twenty-two times brighter than full Tirvaen, and prominent
even in broad daylight. It can be fascinating to look at,
although it never varies. In fact – or so Dahatren told me
once – even a hundred billion years from now, when the Sun
has long since burned out and Ithæor is a frozen cinder,
Zherrista will shine on, almost unchanged...

Had an interim exam this morning: short written answers
about key facts and dates of the first three centuries Q.O. in
Caranæor. I think it went fairly well for the most part; but
I’m ashamed to record that I couldn’t remember what year
the Rahíodite Crystals of Power were sculpted! It’s always
been my wish to visit Moinampisen and see those crystals at
the Orlmadriin museum – you’d think the inherent interest
would help fix details in my memory.
Wore the red summer trimsuit again. I could feel a few male
gazes fixed on me in the exam room, and more following me
when I walked into the refectory for lunch. Sat with
Dreshaleeth and Amésnae Veemdraden, the non-identical
twins from my history group. We talked about men.
“That Oradnyil is seriously nice,” Esnae said with an
exaggerated roll of the eyes. “Sure, he’s a bit bigoted – but
strong convictions, they give a man depth of character
actually, I say. And maybe if he had a girl, maybe if he was
really happy – then he’d forget about hating Zherleimians,
maybe...”
“More likely,” I said, “he would expect you to think just like
him. I’m not saying don’t go after him... just don’t try to
change a man. From what I know, it just makes them angry.”
Dresha, who isn’t so sunny-natured as her sister, had other
ideas. “I think if he knew you wanted him, he’d take you to a
weird cult meeting where he’d expect to do it with you in
front of everyone! Strong convictions against one religion
probably means he’s a fanatic for some other we haven’t
heard of...”

Esnae objected: “That’s such a stretch! We don’t exactly
know him, I’ve spoken maybe thirty words to him, actually!”
“There’s always Eukel, he’d be better for you,” I put in, “and
he does look at you a lot.”
“He’s good looking – but I never see him smile – that
Alnarene accent too, it really annoys me,” said Esnae.
“Eukel faú Kalyaver is mine!” Dresha snapped. “I love men
from Alna-Traa, I think their accent is sexy, especially when
they’re speaking their own language. And if they don’t smile
so much, at least they don’t give you fake smiles and lying
promises!”
“Anyway, Liri,” Esnae asked, “Who’s this one you’re
meeting today...?”
“I can tell you his name, his job, that he’s good at dancing
but really bad at keeping dates. And that he’s so attractive,
after just one kiss I can’t stop thinking of him! I have to see
him again, or I’ll spend years wondering what I’d missed...”
It was a lengthy transit ride to Matorrnid Park. I arrived
18:20, walked through the orange flamefern beds and rows of
fork-leaved trogek trees to the west entrance; I intended to
wait around no more than twelve minutes. No need – Vralnu
was already there.
He looked amazing still, though not in the fashion-fit dancing
boy way of a week ago. This time he wore long, close-fitting
trousers and a rough-made open-front shirt, all in muted
shades of blue, with plain black work shoes. In daylight, his
skin is significantly fairer than mine – but his eyes and hair

are as black as anyone’s can be.
When he saw me he smiled like a child at a Niskouryd
festival. “You came! I half thought you’d pay me back for
letting you down!”
“That’s not my way,” I replied, walking slowly to where he
stood. “I said I believed your excuse and I meant it – like
when I said I’d love to meet you. Is your mother better?”
“A little, thanks.” He took both my hands in his –
tentatively – then he obviously relaxed a bit when I didn’t
mind. “You’re even more stunning looking than I
remember... and I’m still so sorry about Lalmren. It would
have been worth losing my job, just to see you again sooner!”
I felt my cheeks grow hot under his admiring gaze; he was
clearly struggling to look at my face rather than my cleavage.
“Just stop apologizing and make it worth my trouble,
Vralnu.”
“I’ll try.” He produced a little box from a pocket inside his
shirt. “I hope this is a start.”
The box contained a glittering, silvery-white wrist-chain with
a characteristic gleam. I was surprised and delighted. “Is this
really palladium?”
“Yes – well, mostly. I think it’s about as close to pure as we
are to divine – so, close enough.”
Fitting the chain around my right arm, I laughed, “It’s
lovely – please, don’t tell me where you got it!” There was an
obvious way to thank him for this gift. “Would you like to
kiss me?”

That was a beginning. We kissed deeply there in the park for
a few minutes, not caring that several passing people whistled
and guffawed. Eventually he suggested I come with him to
his home.
He shares a backstreet house, within walking distance of the
park, with Klemlo, Halsi and one other shipyard boy – all of
whom were fortunately elsewhere when we got there. (It’s
surprising that they can afford a telegrid machine, and there’s
no phone; the affluent-looking clothes they wore last week
seem to have taken up most of their finances). Vralnu’s room
is small and quite austere, his bed is simply a soft crossflax
mattress only just big enough for two – but for us, this
evening, it was a paradise.
We made love twice, then fell asleep; I woke nearly two
hours later, teased him awake and made love again. He’s a
wonderful lover... big and powerful and passionate. He made
me climax every time! It was so worthwhile giving him a
second chance. Lucky, lucky girl...
It was after 24:30 when I finally left, to catch the last transit
home. Vralnu gave me a plate of zrexah nuts with salted meat
and an ale – almost the only foodstuffs he had at home, but
since he’s an unmarried man that’s not too surprising. I
promised to come back on Vrolnren.
I nearly fell asleep again on the transit, but – for a girl
wearing nothing but a low-cut, bare-limbed trimsuit, light
shoes and a palladium trinket – it actually started getting
uncomfortably cool. Not normal at this time of year.

Ezgren Ohsidraer 12th
The first thing I felt when I awoke today was a warm, happy
glow. Ahh, Vralnu..! I can’t wait to feel you inside me again!
Tevers noticed my aura of happiness as soon as he saw me at
breakfast (no doubt he’s seen a few other girls looking the
same way...) “So, Auntie,” he asked, “who’s the fortunate
man?”
I told him briefly, saying that I think he and Vralnu will get
on well.
“I hope he’s good to you,” Tevers said, “or I’ll cut off the
fuel supply to his shipyard and get him dismissed!”
“Come on, Big Nephew – I know you don’t have that
authority! But thanks for the thought... And so far, he’s been
very good to me.”
Tevers grinned. “Bring him here some time soon, and I’ll
bring Glemyreuna. The four of us could share a game of
velsrar xedrem... or just go riding, if you’re not feeling so
adventurous.”
“Riding would be fine – now that you mention it, I don’t
even know if Vralnu can ride a lonthraer...” A game of
gambling against various sartorial forfeits might well be
popular among the degenerate nobility of the Xyzôrra, but I’d
rather choose my attire myself than have it dictated by
random numbers!
“You and Glemyreuna have been ardent and faithful for the
last eleven days – that’s nearly an eternity, by your standards.
So what happened to Aráeeth, anyway?” I asked.

“Aráeeth? The name sounds vaguely familiar... Ohhh – you
mean Aráeeth Aldelit, that schoolgirl, don’t you?”
“Yes, that’s her. The one whose father can get you in big
trouble with our father, and your employer. Does she still
think you’re her boyfriend?”
“If she does, it’s a sad delusion and no fault of mine!” he
said. “I told her we weren’t permanent or exclusive, and she
seemed to understand. She’s messaged me three times since
Enelmih, but no doubt she’s got another man or two on the
go as well!”
“So do you plan to carry on seeing both of them?” I know I’d
prefer a loyal and steady boyfriend myself; but if Vralnu does
have another girl somewhere, the important thing is that he
doesn’t try to hide her from me. Since our relationship is just
physical so far, I could probably accept sharing him as long
as he’s honest.
Tevers nodded slowly. “I could say that’s not your business –
but if I can’t tell my own sister-auntie, who can I tell?”
I observed my weekly thirty-five minutes of prayer, which I
have practiced since the age of eight but neglected last
Ezgren. Called Eltha. She and Frelsbaan have spent a lot of
time together this week, and she’s very happy so far.
Yesterday she visited the clothing factory which Thaeránee
recommended. The design manager wants to see a selection
of her art – on the subject of clothing, naturally – if he’s
going to consider offering her work. And she asked me to
help her come up with some new ideas for that purpose.

Rode Nenamdir over to her residential block in the old
riverside sprawl of Mrauremj District, where there’s a
common paddock for lonthraers. It’s not the prettiest part of
the city – a lot of the small streets there aren’t even paved,
better suited for lonthraer or human feet than wheeled
vehicles, and there’s too much litter thrown in the Great Loop
Canal – but it’s not particularly criminal and dangerous, like
the poorer parts of Ukeevix or Melnaméa. (No need to worry
about Nenamdir being stolen... if some stranger tried to lead
him away, he’d probably bite their hand off!) Eltha relocated
there to have her own dwelling, almost as soon as she got her
job; being independent was always more important to her
than to me.
It’s not as if losing her position with the Entertainment
Bureau will automatically entail the loss of that beloved
independence, and an ignominious return to her father’s
home. She’ll be assigned a new job by the local labour
authority within two weeks – but that could be any job,
however unskilled or uninteresting, and very likely paying
less. What she wants is something artistic.
Her compact but comfortable one-bedroom apartment is
decorated with landscape and cityscape paintings, some of
them her own; these make up for the view from the two
windows, which show little more than the wall of the taller
building across the street.
Eltha was delighted to hear about me and Vralnu, and
impressed by the chain he gave me. Frelsbaan has given her a
fumdren-horn clasp set with semiprecious Tarnúhan gems.
She says he’s fairly well-to-do for a freelance painter, and he
hopes to set up a permanent portrait and mural business in

Bresklaim Shores.
We spent about four hours devising colourful, daring and
original dream outfits which we would both like to try on, if
they ever take form in fabric. I drew the initial monochrome
graphite sketches, Eltha copied them out in firm inked lines
and added the colours we had agreed on – plus some of the
subtle and unusual shading she seems so gifted in inventing.
Eventually we had fifteen different pictures, all beautiful (in
our eyes) and complete.
“By girls, for girls, all ours, all awesome!” we smiled in
unison, just as we always did in art class at Silromig Lake.
However, Eltha wasn’t in a happy mood otherwise. She’s still
losing her job tomorrow: although the higher officials at the
Bureau have given her what they called a fair hearing, they’re
still more inclined to believe that spiteful supervisor than her.
And the Theatre Liaison boss seems to be about as forgiving
as a dishonoured Dohrûsian oligarch.
So, tomorrow morning my friend Elthirana will go into work
to collect her art materials, work record and termination
documents, bid farewell to the majority of her co-workers
and to her professional title. I invited her to come to Eseerila
in the afternoon, where we can revisit some of our younger
and simpler times.
Lalmren Ohsidraer 13th
I was just leaving for the Academy this morning when Father
stopped me at the door. “Liri, I have to ask you something,”

he said. “Have you noticed anything... different about your
mother recently?”
“No, not really. Maybe she’s stayed out late – but I didn’t
think it mattered, she is a grown woman. Are you and her
having a problem, Father?”
He looked somber. “We hardly talk anymore. She’s been
dismissive, barely responding – as if I’ve simply become
uninteresting, or perhaps as if she’s concealing some
resentment toward me.”
“If that’s true... she’s been concealing it from me, too.” The
idea of my parents not being happy together – it’s just
strange, it’s wrong, it’s frightening. “But I’m sure you’re just
imagining it, Father. I could trying asking her if you like.”
“She’ll talk to you, even if not to me. Please do so, Liri. I
have more than sufficient concerns at present, without
worrying about anything familial.”
I was pleased to learn that I got top marks in the group for
last Iygren’s exam. It seems those Crystals of Power aren’t so
important after all... More lectures on life in the Vreónsar
Empire, in its final century of expanding science and
innovation. I didn’t know there was evidence that they’d
begun using steam power in textile production! If so much of
their empire hadn’t been devastated so suddenly, if it wasn’t
for the Starfall Flood... where might we be by now?
Hurried home after the second lecture. I suppose I really
should have spent some time in the library, but I didn’t want
to risk disappointing Eltha, and there was only one transit

available between 17:00 and 18:00. The vehicle had trundled
just over halfway back to Eseerila when it was stopped by a
team of civil patrolmen.
The driver – who, understandably, didn’t like having a gun
waved in his direction – obligingly opened the carriage door
and let three green-suited, armed lawmen on board. One of
them, addressing the fourteen passengers, boomed out:
“Sorry to hold up your journey, people – but we have good
cause to suspect there are Baniltorostu agents at large in this
area. Therefore, every one of you better have proper proofs of
your identity and business. If not, you’ll be accompanied to
the district garrison for handprint checks. Understood?”
I wasn’t worried: I had my student identification and transit
pass (with Father’s name as well as my own) in my belt
pouch. One of the lawmen studied them briefly, gave me a
cursory nod and handed them back. However, two of the
other passengers didn’t have anything adequate. One of them
was a woman maybe around Mother’s age, who loudly
protested having to leave the transit.
“I have to get to the charity startoken game, there’s nineteen
people waiting for me! Can’t I just bring my ID to your
garrison tonight?” she begged.
“No, our orders are very clear,” replied the leading lawman.
“Get off the transit right now – I would prefer not to use
force.” He added, a bit nastily: “You would be advised to
worry as much about IDs as startokens, it might spare you
this inconvenience in future!”
The other undocumented passenger was a man of maybe

thirty-five. When he spoke, his accent was distinctly
Tarnúhan. “I returning to home brother my,” he said in
halting Délarnish. “Stay I five weeks only Bresklaim
Shores... concern you not need.”
“If you’re not a citizen, moving around this city without ID is
inexcusable,” snapped the lawman who dragged him to his
feet. “For all we know, you entered Délarnad illegally. We’ll
have to bring your brother in for questioning as well – now,
let’s go.” (I’m sure he would have been treated more harshly
if he were Xyzôrr, or even Dohrûsian.)
Both individuals were quickly removed from the transit,
escorted to the armoured vehicle parked nearby. The leading
lawman was last to leave. He briefly thanked the rest of us
for our co-operation and told the driver to continue on his
route.
Anyway, I was delayed in getting home by merely a few
minutes. It was 18:12, everyone else was out – even
Atuvraet, who had taken Father’s lonthraer for her threemonthly veterinary check. I fed Nenamdir minced mreur fish,
polished his neck and face, then got myself some food.
Eltha turned up nearly half an hour later. She carried a grey
shoulder bag containing the items I mentioned yesterday. It
was the first time I had seen my friend unemployed – but she
wasn’t sad or angry anymore, it looked like she had already
grown used to the idea. If anything, she seemed relieved.
“Well, that’s it. I won’t be seeing all them again. You know...
the headache I got this morning was gone almost as soon as I
left the bureau!” She hugged me. “I can be happy, Liri, as

long as I’ve got you.”
“And Frelsbaan!” I grinned.
“Yes, and him... Still, there’s plenty of handsome, sexy men
in this city, but only one of either of us.”
I got us both drinks, and told her about the patrolmen raiding
my transit. What she said surprised me.
“They shouldn’t be allowed to do that! Dragging people off
at random just because they can’t prove who they are, it’s
wrong! How would you feel about being summarily
arrested?”
“What do you mean? It’s necessary to keep us safe,” I
insisted. “If I’d been stupid enough to leave my ID at home,
I’d have gone with them too, and I’d deserve to. I admire our
civil patrols, for doing their job with such efficiency.”
“It wouldn’t matter too much for you, I guess – one phone
call from your father and you’d probably be released.” Her
tone was sardonic. “Those other two people might not be
quite so favoured. And I’d have found this villa locked and
empty, I’d be standing outside worrying what happened to
you.”
I shrugged. “This isn’t Dohrûs... or Vaevuk or Arlinuij... they
won’t be tortured or locked up indefinitely! As long as their
stories, and identities, can be confirmed, they won’t be
harmed. Our authorities have to find the Baniltorostu, those
criminals did kill High Savant Vrunirul last year – they’d
destroy our freedoms if they could.”
“No need for them to even try, if our own government’s

going to do it for them!”
“I know what my father would tell you,” I said, “if you want
to change the way things are done. Become an engineer,
scientist or law enforcer: then you can work your way up and
get into the government yourself.”
“In another twenty-one years or so, perhaps!” she sighed.
“Not much I can do to change things now.”
“It sounds to me like you want to live in a democracy,
Eltha!”
“That works well enough for the Waladurans, the
Tromúhrfites, the Alnarenes – and a good few other
countries.”
“Yes, but look what happened in Zetumurr or North
Lerdros – not to mention the Velúhmarans, what they call
democracy isn’t exactly the kindest or freest system.”
Eltha soon lost interest in this debate. “Didn’t we plan to
reminisce about our happy childhoods, not argue over how
free our country is?”
That was perfectly true, but it wouldn’t be easy to get back to
that now.
No long after, Dahatren got back from school. He said hello
and smiled shyly at Eltha, who gave him a flirtatious wink
and pout. I’ve long known my little brother had a crush on
her, but I’ve never seen him look so bashful. He quickly fled
to his room.
We took a walk around Eseerila, stopping briefly at an old
three-trunked tree which we used to climb and jump out of

when we were little. Naturally, it looks a lot smaller now.
The branches I once thought daringly high are not much
above my current eye level.
“Do you remember,” Eltha asked, “that time we brought
Nysenram Ovazind here?”
“How couldn’t I? He tried to climb as high as you, fell out of
the tree and thought he’d broken his arm. I never heard
anyone scream so loud... until he realized he was fine.”
“I wonder what kind of man he grew up to be.” (Little
Nysenram left Silromig Lake school a year or so after that
incident – I think his family relocated somewhere inland).
Eltha continued: “Don’t you think, perhaps, our whole
society is getting a bit like him? A nasty shock or two – an
assassination blamed on the Baniltorostu – and we all think
there’s far more wrong than there actually is...”
I gasped and shook my head. “I thought you were the one
who wanted to end that argument! It was me who got stopped
by the law today, and I’m not dwelling on it!”
“Sorry. Yes, maybe it’s just me that worries too much, not
the whole country. But you’re the only person I feel like I can
talk to about this kind of thing. My family won’t hear a word
of anything political.”
What am I, a one-woman open oratorium? Everyone thinks
they, or others, can talk to me freely – that’s nice – but if I’m
not careful, I will have everyone else’s problems and woes to
deal with.
This evening I asked Mother if she was upset with Father.
She sa noss

[Can’t write any more, too tired]
Vrolnren Ohsidraer 14th
Last night I asked Mother if she was upset with Father. She
replied that it wasn’t anything Father had said or done to
her – it was things she had heard about him.
“Your father asked you if you wonder whether I’ve got a
problem? I want to know if he does.”
“He’s never said anything bad about you, Mother. Sure, he
seems too dispassionate for his own good... and no doubt he’s
still sad about Leloristel – but I know he loves you, what sort
of problem could he have?”
Mother closed her eyes and took a strained breath. “Some of
the women I work with... they’ve said they saw him with a
girl, they said she wasn’t much older than you! A few days
before Enelmih, when he said he was working – and again,
just last Iygren.”
“Saw him with a girl, my kind of age... doing what?”
“Apparently they were walking in Silromig Park, near your
old school – holding hands. And I heard she kissed him...”
Mother was trying not to sob.
I was appalled. “Father would never – Could they be lying?”
“I don’t want to give any names, but... but these are people
I’ve known for years. Almost as long as you’ve been alive,

Dear One.” Mother and the other senior mail workers are a
close, loyal team; I know they’re the oldest friends she still
has.
Went to see Vralnu after Academy. Dressed a little more
substantially this time; but after he’d closed the bedroom
door, I didn’t stay dressed for long! Once again, we had
fantastic sex. He kept going longer than ever, plunging into
me until I was utterly worn out with pleasure. I never knew it
could be this good!
Klemlo was home when we left the bedroom, reading a cheap
fiction serial. “Nice to see you, Liri,” he smiled slyly. “You
two been having fun?” (He had probably heard my moans of
joy).
“I’d have to say yes,” I said, sliding my arm around Vralnu’s
waist. “Thanks for introducing us, Klemlo.”
“My girlfriend would say it was my duty as his housemate, so
would Halsi. We all got tired of him whining about being
lonely!“
Vralnu grinned and stroked my hair. “For right now,
Klemlosonro, you’ll be getting absolutely no whines from
me!”
“How is Halsi?” I asked.
“Your old boyfriend’s mob – they broke his cheekbone and
bruised his ribs,” Klemlo said, his tone suddenly grim. “Halsi
was back here after two days, but he won’t be working for
another week. Right now he’s staying with his family in
Jezhkun District.”

The shame I’d felt for being the cause of a brawl came
rushing back. I’ve been enjoying Vralnu’s lovemaking so
much, I almost forgot the unfortunate events of the night we
met. “I wish I could have stopped them, I really do.”
“What you could do is tell us your crazy rellz-boy’s full
name... and where he lives.”
Vralnu must have felt me tense with worry. He held me to
him reassuringly. “He’s not talking about us going there for
revenge, beautiful. We only want to get the lawmen involved,
see that he pays for beating up Halsi. Especially when Halsi
was just trying to protect me!”
I was at once indecisive and unsure. Klemlo and Vralnu were
quite right, of course: their friend deserves justice.
Moyganim, however, still has a place in my heart, so I could
never hate him – though I can certainly be angry with him,
and often was. If I enabled these men – who I yet barely
know – to get him in trouble with the law, no doubt he would
never forgive me; we could never be friends again. But
Moyganim might never accept us simply being friends.
Would it be kinder for both of us to drive him away for
good – make a final, clean break?
Klemlo added: “Take some time to think about it if you have
to. I mean, I know this is a big thing to ask, and maybe the
boy still means something to you.” I was most impressed by
his apparent empathy; most men seem very slow to pick up a
woman’s feelings, except maybe Tevers. Klemlo’s girlfriend
is certainly very fortunate.
So I chose. For the second time, I wrote Klemlo a note on the
pad I carry in my belt pouch, tore off the sheet and handed it

to him.
“Dockhand Moyganim Halatreel,” he read, “Lalinast Byway
7895, Paavqol District. Thank you, Liri!”
“It’s where he lived when we were together. He told me he
has another place now; I don’t know where that is.”
“If we have somewhere to start, we can find him,” Vralnu
said with a satisfied nod. “You’re the best thing that’s
happened to me in – well, in ever.” He took hold of me again,
and I pressed myself tight against him.
“I just need to know I haven’t done the wrong thing,” I said,
looking deep into his eyes. “You promise me you won’t take
justice into your own hands?”
“I’d promise you anything you asked for, absolutely
anything,” he murmured in my ear. I could feel him growing
hard again.
Klemlo showed his emotional discernment once more. “I see
you two would appreciate some privacy,” he quipped, and
headed for his own room.
I must be crazy. After betraying someone I’d known for
years, I find myself happy and full of desire? I kissed Vralnu
ardently. “Let’s go back to bed.”
25:12 - Got home less than an hour ago, had a late meal. I’m
very tired and a little sore, but all I can feel otherwise is
contentment. Every woman should have a man like mine –
there would be so much less war and grief in the World!

Krethmren Ohsidraer 15th
Full moon Saahvaen
Woke up and started worrying about my parents again. Father
told me that Mother didn’t come home at all last night. I
could not decide how best to enquire if he is having an affair,
so I just asked him plainly: “Who’s the woman you were
meeting in Silromig Park?”
He was confounded, but only for a moment. “Not surprising,
I suppose, that my activities are closely and unofficially
observed. Yet it grieves me that my own daughter should be a
party to such paranoia.”
“You wanted me to ask Mother what was bothering her,” I
reminded him, “and that’s what she told me – that she heard
you’re cheating. I don’t think it’s true myself, Father.”
“If your mother had herself confronted me with this dubious
information, I could have explained,” he said. “The young
woman concerned is an educational associate, not a
paramour. I would prefer not to be more specific just yet. The
matter we were discussing is sensitive – but not intimate, I
can assure you.”
Whenever he says “I would prefer not to be more specific” –
and he has said it more than often enough – I know he’s
talking about something official. That means there is little
point in asking for more details. But do official discussions
about education involve holding hands and kissing...?
On the subject of education, today the Academy library found
me a copy of that book Preceptor Osgruló recommended:

Great and Subtle Minds of Mikorakt Ohg, by Adasoth
Veekeran. Skipped through the first three chapters: it’s
moderately interesting, but a bit too abstract and
metaphysical for my liking. I would rather know what ancient
peoples did, not simply how some modern scholar believes
they thought. Still, I may take the time to finish the book –
after I’ve done my essay, of course.
Dresha was in an awful mood today. I could tell she was
hardly paying attention during a lecture on the growth of
Wemkruln as a manufacturing centre. She confided to me,
afterwards, that her father and co-father (who is not much
older than her) had a fight over money. The younger man
spent two thousand doraefs – much of it earned by their
mutual wife, Dresha and Esnae’s mother – on a new radio
transceiver set, which will allow him to chat with other
amateur broadcasters as far away as the Isineel Islands.
Because of that purchase, the family will be unable to clear
their debts this year. The girls’ academic funding could be at
risk, too – and the radio dealership doesn’t give refunds
unless the equipment fails!
I asked where Esnae was. Apparently she stayed at home
today, playing with the new radio gear.
When I got home, Father and Mother were talking urgently in
the lounge. I wandered in, they both said hello, then went to
their bedroom to continue talking privately – and didn’t
emerge for at least three hours. I ate some spicy fafiklaav
sticks, went on the telegrid and sent a few public messages
which have yet to get any replies, handed the machine over to
Dahatren when he returned from school, and took Nenamdir

out for a ride.
Trotted down toward the river this time, north-west from
Eseerila and out onto the dry, cracked, open mudflats – where
the arm-long grey mrulgrubs crawl and tunnel, waving their
tendrils in fear when a lonthraer approaches. I let Nenamdir
stop, so he could claw up and eat a few of the repulsive
creatures. Before long we came across a group of seven
lumpish, green and brown stripe-scaled pygmy elbvarks,
sifting through the muck with their tusks and flicking down
long tongues, to catch whatever little exocrustans they
unearthed. Though they weren’t any higher than my waist,
they stood their ground, reared up, lashed their twin tails and
gave dull roars as we approached, trying to scare Nenamdir
away. I was surprised to find wild elbvarks so close to the
city – they must have wandered downriver as it grew
shallower in the dry season. If they continue into town – into
Eltha’s neighbourhood, that would be – someone will
probably shoot them.
Got home again, thirsty and dusty, as night was falling and
the full Far Moon rising. I took a shower (half wishing
Vralnu were sharing it with me), dressed and went to the
kitchen. Found Mother and Father at the grand table. This
time they were holding hands and looking calmly mirthful.
“Thank you, Dear One, for helping us work this out,” Mother
said to me. “Your father’s explained everything to me – it
was all a misunderstanding.”
“I’m so glad to hear it!” I answered, truthfully. Then I
thought: if he can tell Mother what his business was with that
other woman, perhaps it’s not actually so official? “So – if I

may, Father – what’s your... ‘educational associate’ working
on? I know perfectly well that nothing you get involved in is
really trivial...”
“I’d – we’d – still rather not say – yet. You, most likely,
would not entirely understand,” my father smiled.
“Father –”
Mother quickly backed him up. “Liri, he’s not being
condescending, I promise. We just both think it’s something
best not to talk about – but I can promise it doesn’t affect
you, either. Now, why don’t you have some adrevni stew?”
Tlornren Ohsidraer 16th
New moon Tirvaen
There was news of a war on the radio this morning. Those
Uqoureni socialists have launched what they call a punitive
expedition into Ikraxeb, to punish the desert landowners for
“unfair denial of resources.” Which probably means they
simply want to mine something that happens to be on the
wrong side of the border, and can’t abide the foreign land
rent. I just hope it doesn’t affect our supply of Ikraxen
perfumes...
No lectures today, so I stayed at home and planned to spend
at least six hours reading. Unfortunately, there were just too
many distractions... Once everyone else had gone for the day,
I couldn’t resist firing up the telegrid machine and looking
for responses to my messages. Found another discussion
entry by Giymad Guor: he learned my language from serving

Délarnish tourists in the Telmithar Islands! Who knows,
maybe I’ve met him for real? There were some utterly
gorgeous men at the hotel where we stayed last year – and
since the archipelago was a territory of Zetumurr up until the
Waladuran conquest, naturally many of them were Zetumite.
Sat outside for a while to enjoy the Sun. Did a sketch of the
northern skyline, with its tapering city-centre towers and
slowly turning industrial windmills a few kilometres distant.
Read five chapters of a book on the colonial period in
Zironarúh; it hasn’t given me a clear idea how to answer that
nagging essay title!
Tevers brought Glemyreuna to visit again; they went to his
room first, of course, to emerge nearly an hour later. I mixed
three plauvvil and brelimef juices, for myself and them. They
were sat on the main lounge couch, smiling and sniggering
over a copy of Monthly Farm Affairs, looking happy and
disheveled.
Glemyreuna thanked me for the drink. “You’re very sweet
and smart, aren’t you, Liriōnee? It’s hard to believe he’s your
brother!” She punched Tevers’ shoulder playfully. “He says
you’re a student? I could never do that.”
“Sweet – Auntie Liri?” Tevers scoffed. “She’s anything but!
She’s wholesome, deep and serious – and you’re right, she’s
smart. Did I mention she designs clothes?”
“That’s really only a hobby,” I said. “Just a few things I’ve
drawn, I’ve also worn. And being a student’s not so bad – as
long as you study something you’re really interested in.
There was one boy who started in our history group because

his mother wanted him get into teaching, and –”
Glemyreuna cut me off. “Hate to say it, but I can’t stand
studying. Most books bore me! I guess I’m just not deep or
serious enough... What interests me is enjoying life! One boy
I knew who went to your academy, he was there four years
spending his family’s money – and ended up working for
someone he’d gone to school with, who’d started a
stonemason business.”
I sensed a not-so-humorous note of scorn in her voice. “No
doubt he loved his job, too. But you didn’t mention what he
studied at the Academy?”
“Sculpture, I think it was!”
“So he was still working with stone, and probably carving it.
Sounds like his work matched his studies, I don’t see the
problem.”
“The problem was, he could’ve started working in it straight
from school like his boss did. He’s be much better off, and so
would his family.”
She carried on like this for some time, seemingly determined
to convince me that I’m wasting my life attending the
Academy. In the end, Tevers tactfully changed the subject.
“Glemy – did you mention a new type of startoken set going
on sale in Péuzind this week? My mother might be interested
in that, miwaóvin.” [Meaning darling, for those of my Future
Readers who may not speak Etlevreóni.]
She stood up, sticking her oversized breasts close to his face.
(Mine are quite ample enough, but Glemyreuna makes me
look like a boy. They are almost as big as her head!) “If I

were to play startokens against your mother, I’d win – she’d
end up hating me. And you wouldn’t want that, right...?”
I excused myself and returned to my room. I’ve decided I do
not like that woman.

Message from Vralnu: he’s working late again tomorrow, and
invited me over again on Ezgren. I replied by suggesting that
he come to my home this time. My period is due soon... it had
better hold off until after our next meeting!
Iygren Ohsidraer 17th
Saw my academic guide, Preceptor Tarousonemd, today. He
set me another essay: comment on the possible technological
level of the pre-Xyzôrr Duuřvrak Vales culture. Those ruins,
near Kaunthiéss, have been thoroughly dug and studied over
centuries by the Xyzôrra – but Délarnish archaeologists have
only occasionally been allowed access. I may have to use my
imagination, as much as my research skills, for this piece of
work.
Eltha phoned me late this afternoon with some great news.
The clothing factory have given her a job! That design
manager was impressed by our drawings and – no doubt – by
her passion for art. She starts on Krethmren next week.
We went out to celebrate this evening, to a little oldfashioned drinkery a few streets away from her apartment.
She brought Frelsbaan along too – and Thaeránee Imdrelfon,
who helped her find the job.

I hadn’t seen Thaerá for the better part a year. At school she
was plump, dressed rather dowdy and tended to chatter
nervously. She’s a lot slimmer now and seems more
confident, though she’s still a prattler!
“It’ll be awesome having you to work with, Eltha – and Liri,
I wish you’d come work there too, I bet you helped Eltha
with those pictures. [I just hope she doesn’t say so to Eltha’s
new boss!] How is that dreamy big brother of yours...?”
“He’s just great, and I know he misses everyone from
Silromig Lake. How about you – working life’s been good to
you, I see!” I indicated the tunic of fine white-pink fibroscale
she was wearing. “Where did you get this?”
“At the import market over in Derlax – the merchant said it’s
from Loni Rivexaol, I’m not sure if it is really, but I liked it
anyway and he only asked for twenty-six doraefs! Did you
know there’s people there selling fake Pilkatharaun books
without the right paperhatching on the back page? Anyway, I
learned a lot about how to look good from the weavers I work
with, they’re all such glamour girls – even the ones who
aren’t actually pretty!”
“Any boyfriends right now?” Eltha asked her.
“I just got dumped by a zashkorf of a builder – oh, don’t
worry, I’ll be happier without him! But you know, there’s so
many more breekets in the sky, I won’t be staying single for
long.” Thaerá turned to Frelsbaan. “Eltha tells me you’re
going into business here as a painter, can I be your first
customer? I need a good portrait of me to hang in the family
hall next to my mother’s. How much will it cost me?”

“I cannot, yet, be sure if my vocational plan will work in your
city,” he answered, in his carefully enunciated, secondlanguage way. “If I am to paint you well, I will need some
new colours and canvas first. It would be... fifty doraefs, at
this time. Or forty-two Tarnúhan lathacs, if you hold those.”
Thaerá looked dismayed.
Eltha took Frelsbaan’s hand in one of hers, and topped up his
drink with her other. “My love, I’m sure you can go a little
cheaper than that. Use some of my paints if you have to; I do
owe Thaerá a favour.”
Frelsbaan smiled and kissed her lightly. “You are right, I
think, my sweet Elthirana.” It warmed my heart to see how
happy Eltha looked in that moment. “Perhaps forty doraefs
will be enough; will you be happy with that, Thaeránee?”
“Er... yes, yes, that’s very good,” Thaerá replied. “Will
tomorrow be okay? Or an evening next week? I’ve got a lot
to do after work but this – you know, I can’t wait to see it
done!” Before Frelsbaan could reply, she addressed me
again: “You have to tell us more of what your father’s said to
you about city policy! How’s Bresklaim going to go along
with that national economic plan thing, when we’ve already
started running short of water?”
We stayed out quite late, but didn’t get particularly drunk. In
fact, I think Thaerá only had four ales in as many hours – she
talked so constantly, it was rare that she actually took a sip.
Ezgren Ohsidraer 18th
Vralnu, to his credit, was not afraid to meet my family. He

got off the transit in Eseerila about 15:60, dressed in (what I
suppose was) his best rust-hued shirt, purple headband,
horizontally-pleated white leggings and polished, dappled
dalopru-hide boots. Even his belt and pouch were dalopru
hide! He looked like he was heading for a government office,
not an encounter with his girlfriend’s kin.
I’d been waiting for a few minutes... the transit was a little
late, I guess I began to worry that he would stand me up
again. When he arrived, I instead felt ashamed that I was only
wearing my plain blue, short dress and belt with light shoes.
That didn’t stop him looking at me with his usual infatuated
admiration, kissing me and presenting me with a little packet
of sweetened zrexah nuts.
He was suitably impressed with our villa and the autowheeler
parked near the stable. Dahatren was outside, targeting the
black, squeaking fexatels fluttering around the roof with his
pellet gun.
“Vralnu, this is my little brother Dahatren,” I said.
“Dahatren... meet my new man.”
They shook hands, but Dahatren looked rather intimidated –
Vralnu is somewhat physically imposing (with or without his
clothes on!) “Hello... it’s nice to know you.”
“Same to you, friend – amazing place you’ve got here!” said
Vralnu. “Is that gun a... Fifth War Nerlmaro Campaign
replica?”
“Don’t know, really – I just use it for play hunting. Do you
hunt?”
“Not for a couple of years, but I’ve still got my gun – it’s a

bit like yours. Maybe we could both go shooting sometime?”
I could tell he was anxious to get on well with my brother,
which has to mean he’s serious about me!
“Maybe... that is, if Liri wants to come, too.”
“I’ll think about it,” I giggled – although I can handle a
weapon, I never saw the point in shooting little scrawny
avizards out of the sky when there’s hardly any meat on
them!
Tevers was out, watching a fistfoot dueling tourney – but my
parents were both home, playing kolvisy at the big board in
the lounge and still acting lovingly reconciled. With her red
pieces at most of the commanding nexuses, Mother was
clearly winning.
Time for another introduction. “Father, Mother – I’d like you
to meet Shipwright Vralnuthen Tuldernat. He’s been really
nice to me.” Father got up. I took Vralnu’s arm, hoping I
could make him feel less nervous. “Mandator Firinoth
Emlerit, my father.”
Father shook Vralnu’s hand in a formal way, sizing him up
critically and without emotion. “Welcome to our domicile,
young man.” He looked at him searchingly; Vralnu nodded
respectfully.
“Thank you, honoured Mandator. I’m... well, your daughter
is such a nice girl, I hope you’ll find me worthy of her.”
I wondered how Mother must have felt when Father was first
introduced to her, as her boyfriend Teverhonro’s father. Of
course, that wasn’t quite the same. She must have been
attracted to him, whatever else she was feeling – and I’ve no

reason to believe Vralnu has any illegal attraction to older
men!
“Sit down, Vralnuthen, please,” said Mother. I hastily
introduced her as well. “Call me Netairma. Liri tells me you
build ships?”
He took a seat next to the kolvisy board, as did I. “Yes, I
work for a maritime constructor. I help put the ships together,
I don’t design them.”
Father poured a glass of brelimef for Vralnu. “Enlighten us
further, if you will, as to the nature of your life and
profession.”
I can’t be bothered to transcribe everything Vralnu told them
about his job. It was much more than he’d told me up until
then: he cuts and welds metal, smooths and joints wood and
fits pipes. He’s not just a strong, beautiful sex machine – he
knows a lot about the shipbuilding process. It occurs to me
that he could even help me with my studies, if I choose to
specialize in seafaring history next year.
Mother eventually asked: “So, Vralnu, what’s it like living
over by Matorrnid Park? I’ve heard some mixed stories about
that part of town...”
“It’s okay. Great music scene, nice drinkeries... You get a
little trouble sometimes and there’s a few shops whose wares
can’t be trusted – but isn’t that true anywhere?”
“Not here in Eseerila,” Mother stated firmly.
“If you’re worried about Liri being safe over there, there’s
really not much danger. And I won’t let anything happen to

her.”
“He’s right, Mother,” I added. “It didn’t strike me as any
more dangerous than Mrauremj.”
My mother didn’t seem convinced. “Still, you be careful if
you stay there late. One thing in particular,” she said
pointedly to Vralnu, “aren’t some of you – of those shipyard
types, who live thereabouts, known for using itramia
powder?”
I felt a cold twinge of dismay. Tact was not always my
mother’s greatest talent. “Oh, Mother, please...”
Father quickly interceded. “Netairma, miwaóvin – I am not
sure that is a reliable or factual assertion! Allow the boy
some credence for his willingness to meet with us at Liri’s
invitation.”
“I don’t take drugs!” Vralnu protested. “None of my friends
do either, that’s a promise!”
“I’m sorry, but you can surely understand my concerns,”
Mother went on. “Liriōnee is my only daughter, I love her
more than Orialaó does, if that’s possible. I’ve just got to
know nothing bad will befall her.”
What could I say to placate my mother? “I see one speck of
itramia in any place I set foot, and I’ll never go back there –
ever. Even if there’s a priceless archaeological find waiting
right under the floor!”
“And if I see any, I’ll...” Vralnu floundered momentarily,
seeking a suitably witty anti-drugs assertion.
“You’ll what?” Mother asked.

I was about answer for him, when he found inspiration. “I’ll
seal whoever’s dealing it into the keel of the next new ship
we lay down!”
It wasn’t until evening, when my parents took the
autowheeler and headed into town to see the Rivexaon opera,
that Vralnu and I were able to go to my room and make love.
After hours of waiting, exchanging smoldering looks and
furtive touches, our passion was hot and urgent. He came too
quickly, but with a few minutes of kissing and fondling my
breasts he was ready for more – and gave me deep
satisfaction.
However, he then found a few smears of blood on his
contraceptive sheath. I’d started bleeding; so, no more sex for
a week. Human nature is cruel unto itself!
Lalmren Ohsidraer 19th
Little to report today. Two not-so-interesting lectures.
Dahatren told me that Teacher Talganae seems to have layed
off him for now.
There’s a sleek, white, very modern Alnarene destroyer
currently in port at Bresklaim Shores. I saw a few of the crew
in town today: they were all short, densely bearded men with
greasy-looking, pockmarked faces. I’ve heard there are
supposed to be women serving on their ships too... if I were
ever to join any country’s navy, I’d want to know what their
diet and skincare facilities were going to do to me.
Meshyleeth phoned this evening, as she’d promised. We each

spent eighteen minutes speaking with her. She told me there’s
a new craze among the women in Ukeevix – for yellow facial
makeup and blue hair highlights. Sounds primitive and
tasteless; I forgot to ask if she’s tried it herself.
Vrolnren Ohsidraer 20th
I was dressing this morning when I found a horrible spiky
xikpian sitting in one of my shoes! I screamed involuntarily
and dropped it; the nasty, ten-legged little thing scuttled away
and hid under my bed. Lucky I didn’t slip the shoe on my
foot without noticing... I’d have got a vicious bite, probably
poisoned.
That happened to me once, when I was twelve years old. I
could barely walk for days. Understandably, I’ve been pretty
scared of xikpians ever since. I called Tevers, who used a
long-handled brush to force the creature out of hiding and
trapped it in a pot, then released it outside on the road. He
could have killed it instead – but I didn’t fancy cleaning up
the resulting slimy mess!
Finally got around to writing something of that first essay
today. What must it have been like for those long-ago frontier
folk, way down north at the bottom of the World? Colonizing
a chilly continent where the Sun sets for months at a time...
labouring in shifts to lay up food and fuel during the
ceaseless summer daylight... relying on each other to
motivate and inspire when Orialaó seemed unable to help, or
uncaring... As I wrote, the implications unfolded for me.
The smartest, the most sensible, the innovators and natural

leaders would have come to the fore by popular approval –
whatever their position had been, in the appointive system of
the mother country. Could this, in itself, be the seeds of
democracy?
I was planning to take Nenamdir out this evening, but I felt
too tired and pained. Let him walk around the villa for an
hour and gave his legs an extra polish – that always makes
him happy. My lonthraer doesn’t know how fortunate he is to
be a scalern, bichordate beast – even if he were female, he
wouldn’t have periods!
Krethmren Ohsidraer 21st
Had a particularly good lecture this morning, on the subject
of the Serelonic War. While most of the World was
struggling with the 22nd century Recession, the great sea
powers fought over remote islands and trading posts across
the vastness of the biggest ocean. You’d think there’s enough
open water out there for everyone to trade and prosper
without stepping on each other’s feet or pointing weapons at
each other... But those Zetumites, Alnarenes and the rest still
found things to fight about, and found money to waste on a
war, despite their crippled economies. They only made peace
when the Velúhmarans forced negotiations on them.
Perhaps they did it because sailing the high seas and
exchanging cannon fire was simply more interesting than
staying at home, counting scarce money and trying to create
jobs?

Phoned Eltha this evening to ask about her new job. She says
the only definite thing she’s learned so far is that she’s not
expected to need any “consolidation time!” Only minutes
after she’d arrived and been allocated a workspace, her
supervisor – she calls him Barōfys, he’s Tromúhrfite – gave
her a loosely-described clothing concept and five hours to
come up with detailed paintings. She just about managed it,
but doesn’t think he was entirely happy with her efforts.
I asked what the concept was. Her answer: 22nd century
seafarers! I could probably have helped her again.
Tlornren Ohsidraer 22nd
Took the autowheeler again today, leaving it outside the
Nerefomt building. Another lecture about the Serelonic
War – this time focusing on how three new nations emerged
from the peace treaty.
Then there was one about the very distant past, the Hot Age
when the sea was much higher. That’s pre-history, of course,
with no known human traces, a bit out of my field… yet I
could identify with it, when the lecturer said that the hills just
south of town – where I go riding – would have been a
coastline back then. Three years ago, I did notice what
looked like big fish bones in some crumbling rocks up there;
I mentioned this, and she advised me to look out for more.
There was a particular species of giant fwurjor fish whose
remains are very rare, and any new find would be highly
prized.
At lunchtime, Amésnae was sat on her own in the refectory.

She nibbled morosely at her jorlatãr roots, looking up at me
when I approached with nearly-shed tears in her eyes. As
seems to be my unofficial job this month, I asked her what
was wrong.
“It’s Othandel,” she said quietly. “He died last night.”
Othandel is – was – her lonthraer, who she’s owned for seven
years.
“That’s just terrible, Esnae – I’m so, so sorry. No other
lonthraer could truly replace him, I know that.”
“I’m not getting another one yet, actually, Liri. I don’t want
one. Not this month, certainly – there’s no money for it.”
“If I lost Nenamdir, I might not want a new lonthraer for a
while,” I said. “He’s like a member of the family.”
“Dresha didn’t come here today because she’s at the
infirmary,” Esnae continued. “Kept coughing and shivering
all yesterday. Whatever she’s come down with, it’s enough of
an excuse to skip lectures. I’m thinking it might even be what
killed Othandel.”
“Then... maybe you might have it also?” I instinctively
backed away from her a little, then felt bad about it.
“I feel okay so far. I’ll certainly stay home too, if I do start
getting sick.” She turned rather sardonic. “The last thing I
would want to do is to make you feel anything less than
perfect, actually, Liri.” For a moment, she reminded me of
her sister.
Wasn’t quite sure what to say. “I shouldn’t have said that,
Esnae. Besides – you don’t have to worry, I’m not perfect

anyway, and nobody ever said so. Except you, just now.” (In
saying that, I realized it was absolutely true. Even
Moyganim, as possessive and sexually obsessed as he was,
never called me perfect; and neither has Vralnu!)
Esnae got up. “I suppose I should go, I’ve got to take
Othandel down to the beast disposal yard for composting.
Oh – and I should probably go to an infirmary too, just in
case.”
Drove homeward in a distinctly bad mood. I’d got to thinking
that: (i) not only has Vralnu never called me perfect, but he
hasn’t messaged me since we last had sex parted company –
what if he’s two-timing me? (ii) Father and Mother seem to
be struggling, or at least trying hard, to remain on good
terms – what if they haven’t really reconciled? (iii) It’s
already about halfway through the month, but I feel like only
a week has passed since Enelmih. If time goes faster as I get
older, before I know it I won’t be young, beautiful or sexy
anymore...
I was so distracted with my various worries that I didn’t
concentrate enough. Drove through a five-road junction in
Paavqol without slowing down – and an old steam carriage
chugged directly into my path from the left. I braked hard and
turned right desperately. For a horrible moment I felt all six
wheels lose their grip and the autowheeler skid,
uncontrollably, towards the slow, grey machine looming
ahead. Then it stopped, probably a mere three metres short of
collision. Seconds later the steam carriage had passed, and I
was left gasping in its trail of acrid woodsmoke.

Restarted the engine and moved out of the junction, before
any other vehicle could happen by and run into me. I was
astounded and mortified. Drove the rest of the way home at
half speed, constantly willing my hands not to shake as I
steered.
Iygren Ohsidraer 23rd
Full moon Tirvaen
I haven’t told anybody about almost crashing the autowheeler
yesterday; but I don’t think I’m confident enough to drive
again soon. (If I can be so careless, I certainly don’t deserve
to have anyone say I’m perfect...)
To distract myself from self-denigration, I messaged Vralnu
before getting the transit to Academy:
Hello my Syeurix! How is your week? I’m just about
finished my period now, and 5 days is far too long –
I need you! Please tell me I can see you tomorrow.
All my love,
Liri.
Oradnyil Aenthot made a real nuisance of himself in our
archaeology tutorial today. When Preceptor Kamlerul posed a
discussion question on the risks associated with digging up
fragile animal bone or skin artefacts, he immediately said:
“Bits of bone and skin can’t be important enough to care
about. Surely they just prove the people who used them
weren’t smart enough to use metal, or wood – or even stone!”
“By ‘smart enough,’ I’m assuming you mean ‘advanced

enough,’” said the preceptor. “A pre-metal society isn’t
necessarily less interesting because of its technological state.
And stone is often less suitable for tool-making than bone,
depending on what a tool is intended for.”
“Yes, I know,” Oradnyil carried on, “but archaeologists
shouldn’t be messing around looking for little ancient
villages and... hunting camps and... wherever bone tools
would be. We’ve got proper old towns, lost cities, battlefields
and exciting places like that to study.”
I joined in. “If that’s how you feel, Oradnyil, you can stick to
the cities and battlefields. But some of us feel differently, we
can work on older and simpler sites if we want to.”
“Then you won’t have so much chance of finding anything
really important, will you?”
“I don’t see why not!”
“Speak for yourself, Liriōnee – I would rather dig up a
Goltrind War battlecart and learn more about how they were
built, than some boring ulgeurm-hide basket which will
probably fall apart as soon as you lift it!”
“There can’t be much left to learn about the Goltrind War, or
its battlecarts,” I said, “considering how scholars have been
turning it over and over since before the 1st century! I think
I’m more likely to make a significant new discovery if I
excavate a Hrêsan village and look for their sacred bone
charms or recording sticks or –”
“Or fertility symbols?” broke in Eukel faú Kalyaver, giving
me a tight but lecherous grin. “Perhaps we could study those
together?”

“Yes, or those! I’m sure you’re interested in their symbology,
it’s still not been deciphered,” I replied, and favoured him
with a suggestive raise of the eyebrows.
Eukel, despite his ingrained Alnarene reserve, seemed to be
in a flirtatious mood today. “Those pagan Hrêsan priests must
have known a few... stimulating things about jungle herbs
and flowers. It would take both of us to examine their
artefacts and to fully... apply that knowledge.” I was warmed
by the attention; if Dresha had been there, she might have got
jealous. Vralnu certainly would!
“You’re proposing a research partnership, then? I hope you
can keep that offer open until we both graduate.”
Oradnyil had the nerve to suggest: “Aren’t you two getting
rather off the topic here?”
Preceptor Kamlerul then clapped his hands for silence. “You,
also, seem to have ignored my original question, Oradnyil.
All of you: serious archaeologists, or indeed any competent
scholars, do not lose sight of their research objectives. Can
we have a focused session here, or would you rather just go
to the library and plan your own syllabus?”
“I am sorry, Preceptor,” said Eukul.
“So am I,” I nodded, inwardly denigrating myself again.
“Artefacts made of animal skin... Oradnyil did say that they
might fall apart –”
“Preceptor, you’re not being fair!” Oradnyil stood up,
looking like he was about to start crying. “I thought I was
replying to your question, then she started arguing with me
and he started trying to court her! You’re blaming me for

them getting carried away?!”
“Calm down! Research must also be separate from strong
emotional reactions,” said Kamlerul, wiping his spectacles.
“Pacifism? You sound like a Zherleimian!” Oradnyil almost
shouted. “I think I will go to the library – mark me down if
you like, Preceptor, but I won’t be victimized!” With that, he
stomped out of the room.
If I am smart enough, I may one day decode that ancient
Hrêsan symbology – but what Esnae sees in him, I will
certainly never understand.
Tevers and Dahatren played startokens in the lounge for a
few hours later today, betting fafiklaav sticks and jellied
priklimbs on the outcome of each game. They used to play
that a lot when they were younger; it’s nice for them to spend
time together as brothers, I suppose, and forget about work or
girls or sport temporarily. It was also nice of them to leave
the telegrid machine to me!
Vralnu messaged me back:
So glad to hear from my Lazráib! I’ve been okay this
week, work is not too hard, saw a good concert with
Halsi on Tlornren. But I need you too – like crazy.
See you in the Park again, 11:00 tomorrow?
Can’t wait to hold you,
Vralnu.
Tirvaen went into eclipse this evening, for the first time this
year. It turned a much darker red than most lunar eclipses. I
briefly wondered why, then remembered that Zherrista is

almost behind the Sun right now – so Tirvaen, passing
through the shadow of Ithæor, was hidden from both sources
of illumination.
Ezgren Ohsidraer 24th
Parliamentary Day (South Lerdros)
Rode Nenamdir to Matorrnid Park this morning. Vralnu was
waiting for me, like before. I dismounted, threw myself into
his arms and locked our lips together.
Tethered my lonthraer to a tree on the wooded south side of
the park, and walked with Vralnu through the groves of
glossy green and orange foliage. Holding hands wasn’t
enough; we couldn’t keep from touching one another. The
sweltery heat and the fragrant stillness of the air only seemed
to heighten our feeling of intimacy. Before long we gave in to
our overpowering desire, found the nearest hidden spot in the
dense shrubbery, lay down and made frantic, ecstatic love
right there. (I’m fairly sure nobody heard us...)
I was so happy, to find that he had missed me just as much as
I had missed him. He can’t possibly be seeing anyone else
behind my back.
After we had retrieved Nenamdir and taken him to a street
stabler, Vralnu took me to one of those nice drinkeries he
mentioned, down by the Lumglësiam Canal. It was already
open well before midday, and decorated in a slick ambermetallic last century Porúhnese style. We bought vruĥynn
cocktails, sat on clean, firm floor cushions next to a low steel
table in the corner, and discussed our relationship.

“The first time we met,” he said, “I thought you were the
loveliest thing I’d ever seen – and I also thought you’d
probably not like me, that I wasn’t in your league.”
“Don’t run yourself down, it’s disappointing in so fine a
man,” I smiled.
“But, amazing as it is, you’ve proved I was wrong about
that!” he paused, then hurriedly added: “The league bit, I
mean – not about your loveliness...”
“You certainly were wrong...”
“So can we be... well, serious? Committed, I mean – rather
than just having fun? I know I care about you more every
time I see you, and that’s not simply because of the sex.”
“Are you sure it’s not just the sex...?” I asked, stroking his
thigh. “Because if I know how men think, that’s been more
than enough so far. And it has been for me!”
“Liri, I mean it. I’ve got some real feelings for you. There
was another girl last year; she got really serious too soon and
started talking about marriage, after only a month! She even
said she wanted two husbands – me, and some stablemaster
from across town. That’s when I left her, because I knew I
didn’t feel the same. And I never want to share a woman,
can’t understand men who do!” He spoke faster than usual,
and paused for breath at this point. “With you, it’s different.
We’ve been together only two weeks and spent most of the
last one apart, but I’ve thought about you every hour. I want
to be with you whatever happens – and there’s nobody else I
even feel like looking at now.”
As much as I adored what he was saying, for a moment I

understood what he must have thought about that unnamed
previous girlfriend. “I want to be with you, too – I hope we
can keep seeing each other a long time. You’re the most
attractive man I know, Vralnu. You’re as good-natured as
you are handsome, and you make me so happy in bed. We’re
great together, we get on easily, we can have some wonderful
times...” (He was smiling like a little boy on Niskouryd
again.) “Just one thing – you’re not going to ask me to marry
you, I assume? Not just yet, at least?”
“Don’t worry, I didn’t plan to. But if that was the only way I
could hold on to you... yes, I think I’d ask!”
“No, that’s not required. I’ll stay with you without being your
wife.” Then it occurred to me that only he had mentioned
faithfulness and monogamy. “But I’m not looking at anyone
else, either. The only man I need is you.” We kissed, light but
lingering.
Later an all-wind instrument band of five played in the
establishment, and Halsi arrived to join us. He looked fairly
well, but there was still some bruising on his right cheek. He
greeted me with pre-technocratic courtesy: tapping his
forehead and breastbone simultaneously before blowing a
stylized kiss with both hands. I made the feminine return
gesture: hands framing my face with thumbs touching the
jaw, then fingers meshed over my heart.
“I wanted to thank you, Liri, for letting my friends find your
ex,” he said.
“So you located his current residence?” I hadn’t wanted to
mention that little matter to Vralnu previously, thinking it

would spoil our mood.
“Yes – just yesterday,” Vralnu answered. “The couple living
at his old place had a forwarding address. And you know
something, beautiful? They may not know us, but they didn’t
like him. Once Klemlo mentioned the name Halatreel, they
were perfectly willing to tell us.”
Halsi added: “I’m tempted to go confront him today, take my
rangeball mace...”
“You promised me that wouldn’t happen!” I exclaimed. “I
mean, your friends did.“
“And it won’t, not with the mace,” he assured me. “I’ll be
taking my infirmary report instead – and a lawman.”
“When?”
“Tomorrow.” He checked himself at this. “No – not
tomorrow. Rounelmor Vrew... it’s a bad day to plan
anything.”
“You’re a Zherleimian? I see now why you don’t want
violent revenge.” This was a surprise, but it made sense. My
historical curiosity was roused. “Tell me, then – what’s so
terrible about making plans on Rounelmor Vrew?”
“It’s the darkest day of the year. For that day alone, the
World has only one great luminary. Without Zherrista’s light,
Ithæor is cursed with misfortune. Shadow spirits and
bloodwraiths are said to roam the lands, dragging errant souls
into the cosmic void. And right now, up in the Southern
Hemisphere, in Kasskarr and Waladuru where the true faith
began, it’s the middle of winter too. What’s worst is if
Tirvaen or Saahvaen – or even both – are new, and dark, on

the same day. If that were true this year, I’d be required to
not even cook food.”
Went to their residence later. Had more great sex with Vralnu
(that was unavoidable and undeniable), curled up together on
the sole lounge couch and listened to the radio a while. There
was mention of a new photoplay, which will be the first in a
sequence tying in with upcoming art exhibits and books –
like the Pilkatharaun series. It’s called Global War: Rednight
Invasion. I know Dahatren will like it. Vralnu and I decided
to go watch it on Krethmren; it opens in the theatres
tomorrow, but we felt reluctant to plan anything tomorrow...
Lalmren Ohsidraer 25th
Rounelmor Vrew [Sun and Zherrista conjunct]
Arrived at the Academy and got a horrible shock. I’d totally
forgotten there was an exam this morning! Hadn’t prepared
at all!
The only thing I could do was give it my best effort. The
subject was the coal-burning centuries, from about 1860 to
2110... everyone knows some things about them, but my
background knowledge wasn’t adequate. I confess that I
guessed a couple of questions, others I left blank.
There were twenty-five questions in total, I answered
eighteen and was only certain of maybe half those answers...
I’m convinced I’ve failed. And all because I was too busy
yesterday with my boyfriend to check the academic schedule.
Just two hours reading last night would have made the

difference!
It’s not Vralnu’s fault, of course. I can’t just stop seeing him
because of this. Still, I must not put sex before my studies,
however much fun it is. For the rest of today I felt physically
hot – in a cloying, unpleasant way which had nothing to do
with the weather – and prickly; I actually doubt I could have
got into any sexual mood if I’d tried.
Spurred on my sense of guilt, I stayed up until 26:00 tonight
reading, finishing the Zironarúh essay and generally trying to
make up for my academic lapse. I’d only just finished when
Tevers roared up in the autowheeler outside. From the sound
the brakes made, I could tell he’d stopped just short of
ramming the villa.
Closed my book and rushed to the front door. My nephewbrother stormed in, dressed in his best party slacks and
looking incensed. “Don’t ask, Liri,” he snapped. “Just don’t.”
“You sound like Father!” I said. “If you won’t tell someone
what’s bothering you, you can’t deal with it.”
He slammed the door behind him and punched a wall. That
was scary to watch – any harder and he could have broken his
knuckles. “You remember my old friend, Navorur
Meralshun?”
“Sure, he was in the athletics corps with you. Has something
happened to him?”
“It’s what’s happened because of him,” Tevers sighed.
“Aráeeth and I met up with Navo in the Derlax market this
evening. He shook my hand, asked how things had been since

school, complimented my girl and all that. He even bought us
drinks at the nearest bar – it’s a place owned by his cousin.
Then the Rhodium Reavers burst in!”
He was talking about an infamous Bresklaim criminal gang
who manage to vanish into the backstreets every time the
lawmen try to catch them. So named for the silvery cloth
masks they wear to stay anonymous.
“What did they want – were you hurt?” Tevers didn’t look
injured, thank Orialaó; I grabbed him a glass of Mother’s best
lóajin spirit to help him calm down.
“They shouted that some jewelry from their market had been
swiped. And that anyone who tries solo crime in their
territory would pay double, or lose a few fingers. Navo’s
cousin immediately shut the doors and locked everyone in –
he’s clearly one of them, though I’m sure Navo didn’t know
it.
“Anyway...” he knocked the spirit back in one gulp, coughed
a few times and carried on. “The Reavers searched each
patron’s pockets, pouches and purchases at knife-point.
Aráeeth was sobbing with fear – that made them laugh. I
didn’t do anything... should have broken that bastard’s arm,
grabbed his knife and fought my way out...”
“You were right not to try,” I assured him. “There’s bravery
and then there’s foolishness – you could have been killed,
you don’t have the strength of Vulserbaro! Or they would
have killed Aráeeth to punish you...”
“You’re right, of course. It was when they searched Navo
that they found what they sought. He had a small fortune in

gems and palladium, all wrapped up in a bundle of kitchen
cloths!” Tevers thumped the table, still seemingly determined
to injure his left hand. “Those masked ruffians laid into him.
They smashed his nose and knocked out at least four of his
teeth. And once they’d taken every coin he had on him, one
of them said... he said, it wasn’t even half the value of what
Navo had stolen. So they’d have to permanently maim him,
too. That’s when I finally opened my mouth. I offered to
make up the difference.”
“Oh, Teverhonro...”
“Yes – I knew he probably didn’t deserve my help; I just
couldn’t watch a man’s fingers cut off. I had 560 doraefs cash
left – it was just enough. If it wasn’t, I might have had to give
them the autowheeler. One of them patted my cheek, then
knocked me down while they all roared with laughter – and
after that, believe it or not, they showed a glimmer of honour.
They opened the doors and let us go.”
Pity and admiration overwhelmed me. I shook my head, then
hugged him tight. “Next time I see that Navorur, I’ll get your
money back for you...”
“I can handle that myself, Liri!”
He certainly put my Rounelmor Vrew misfortune into
perspective.
Vrolnren Ohsidraer 26th
New moon Saahvaen
Got the result of yesterday’s exam. I passed – but only just.

Esnae failed. She’s been a rather lax student right from the
start; three more failures, and she’ll have to begin again in
Yalonraer.
Eltha called this evening; says she’s learning to love her new
employment, however intensive it’s been so far. But she’s
working so hard, she feels drained and ennervated each
evening. We agreed to get together on Ezgren. I doubt
there’ll be any collaborative artwork this time, if she’s been
creatively overtaxed the rest of the week...
Messaged Vralnu to confirm that we are going to watch
Rednight Invasion tomorrow. He says to meet him at 18:40,
down the road from Teuriot Rotunda.
Krethmren Ohsidraer 27th
24:35 - Got home a few minutes ago. I’ve never found any
photoplay so fascinating!
It was a hot but windy late afternoon in the city centre, the
streets bustling with people of several nationalities, slowtrotting lonthraers and purring, clunking or steam-hissing
vehicles of various kinds. Vralnu – almost punctual this
time – showed up at the transit stop about two minutes after I
got off one of those vehicles.
Trownesk Photoplay Theatre is the largest in Bresklaim
Shores, seating over six hundred people. The screen is ten
metres high, and wrapped around in almost a half-circle;
there are six projectors at its base, their seamlessly
overlapping images giving a sense of real immersion in the

story.
We got seats near the back and a couple of cool ales each.
Some people prefer to sit at the front, and keep turning their
heads side to side; I just like to sit back and embrace a
handsome man while I watch.
Global War: Rednight Invasion depicts Ithæor being attacked
by a fleet of rocket warships from Xalkozha, one of the
planets which orbit Zherrista. We still haven’t seen the faces
of the invaders themselves, but the opening scenes brilliantly
portrayed what that world must be like: half of it in
permanent, baleful red daylight, half forever frozen and lit
only by the distant, powerless Sun. The Xalkozhan
civilization – burning a kind of high-energy, liquid coal
which Ithæor lacks – had ravaged the livable side of their
planet, leaving much of it overheated and poisoned. They
looked Sunwards and envied our unspoiled world.
It was perversely exciting to see their rocket ships encircle
Ithæor, broadcasting threats of Starfall-like devastation
unless all governments surrendered to them. [Presumably
they had learned our languages by listening to radio
programmes. If there really were a civilization on Xalkozha,
shouldn’t we be able to receive theirs?] Of course, most of
our nations refused. The Velúhmaran Union launched three
rockets carrying high explosives and managed to destroy two
enemy ships in orbit (I suppose it’s rather controversial to
portray them as heroes, but who cares if you’re imagining a
greater enemy out there?) The Waladuran Alliance soon
achieved the same; then the aliens sent down meteor-bombs
to destroy the capitals of both powers, along with five other

cities around the World.
Still, neither would surrender; the photoplay even credited
the Xyzôrr Confederacy, Jymelfo, and us here in Délarnad
with similar rocket technology! It emerged that mankind had
called the Xalkozhans’ bluff: they didn’t actually want to
devastate our planet with giant bombs from space, they
wanted it as nearly as possible intact. Therefore their ships
descended, establishing bridgeheads and bases across every
continent, from which their advanced warwagons and
impossibly fast turbo-aircraft rolled out. All the armies on
Ithæor were mobilized to meet them – and Global War was
truly joined.
That was the end of the photoplay. I cannot wait for the next
Global War installment, due out in Ihzhernuth. Vralnu loved
it too; afterwards he seemed surprised that I was so impressed
with a war story.
“Because I’m a girl?” I asked.
He agreed, a bit reluctantly. “You’re a beautiful girl who can
think like a boy – and enjoy the same things!”
Had three drinks afterwards, and ate a light mixed-meat meal
together before I caught the transit home. We had exchanged
some passionate kisses during the photoplay, but didn’t go
anywhere to make love today. I wanted to see if we can have
normal, friendly fun without sex. Happy to say that we
certainly can! I’m going to his place again in two days.
He and Halsi have still not made their visit to Moyganim.

Tlornren Ohsidraer 28th
Recommended Rednight Invasion to Dahatren: with his
interest in stars and planets, I know he will enjoy it.
He said, “We know there’s got to be some life on Xalkozha –
because of the oxygen in its atmosphere. But if there are
people, they’d never see the stars without going into the cold,
dead side of their planet. So their science wouldn’t be the
same, they’d maybe not be able to build rocket ships...” He’s
still going to watch it, skepticism aside.
Had another of Preceptor Osgruló’s Mikorifan lectures this
morning. He’s been trying to get us thinking in terms of that
civilization’s year count (which of course is still used by
many of the Southern Hemisphere countries) – to the
Jymelfons, for example, this is the year 4146 Mikorifum
Zolsada. The main subject of the lecture was how their
calendar has developed over time, and how the modern
version might seem to the ancient users. However, I found
the whole matter far less interesting than his previous
presentations. In fact, I didn’t even ask any questions.
Mother and Father may have had another falling-out. She was
sulking this evening and he was nowhere to be seen. If they
don’t ask me to get involved, of course, it’s entirely their own
concern.
Iygren Ohsidraer 29th

I’ve been losing motivation for my studies in the last few
days. Each morning, I am tempted to just stay home and
pretend I have no lectures scheduled! Why should I feel this
way?
Didn’t actually succumb to that temptation yet. Went to
Academy and sat through two lectures – but while I followed
what was being said, my mind was more on my parents,
Vralnu and even the fictional Xalkozhan invasion.
Put the final touches to that first essay in the library this
afternoon. Handed it in to Preceptor Tarousonemd a few
minutes before he locked his office and left. As he pointed
out, the past we study gets deeper every day – but presentday deadlines do expire. I’ve never missed one yet; today
was the closest I’ve come.
Vralnu had a modest but tasty assortment of ales and snacks
waiting for me in his room. We stayed in bed more than three
hours and made love three times. He was more keen and
rapacious than ever; I seem to have him seriously hooked on
sex! He says the mere thought of me can turn him on. Never
mind discussing our relationship status, all I cared about
today was the pleasure we share. I can’t say for certain that I
love him – but I do love the feeling of his lips caressing mine,
the touch of his warm, gentle hands, his lean, strong body on
top of me, and his manhood filling me...
Between our lustful indulgences we chatted lazily. The one
serious thing he said was that yesterday, they’d finally gone
to confront my ex about his attack on Halsi.
He told me that nobody was there; in fact, Moyganim’s

apartment was sealed up, and an arrest notice glued across
the door. The lawman, who Halsi had called in, checked with
his colleagues back at the local garrison: the tenant of this
dwelling was imprisoned nine days ago. For dealing in
itramia powder! One of his dockworker colleagues had
smuggled in a big load of it, straight from Susteuza. If
Moyganim is not pardoned or proved innocent by the middle
of Oriamnuth, his landlord will be free to re-let the
apartment.
At first I assumed Vralnu was joking, but he seemed quite
sincere. Moyganim Halatreel, a drug dealer?! I could never
have imagined that before. (Alright... he and I did experiment
with burning naygrak biofuel seeds once, inhaling the vapour
as some illegal thrill-seekers do; all it did for us was make us
feel very sick.) Did ending our relationship traumatize him so
much that he became a quite different person?
Ezgren Ohsidraer 30th
New moon Tirvaen
This being the fifth Ezgren in the month, I went with the
family to Eseerila temple this morning. The congregation
prayed for our lawmen and covert government staff, who
protect society from Baniltorostu, or other insidious threats.
A community faith service is so much more spiritually
focusing than private prayer, even for those like me who
aren’t really devout. I mean, I do believe in Orialaó – most of
the time – but I don’t imagine It will curse me with years of
misfortune if I miss one or two monthly services.

The priest’s final words, this morning, were: “Nrers
ulzaerplou, telth vëirrgiplou: duileethri araizh qyvirsh
vëirrálrë.” [Etlevreóni, translation: “As we believe, so shall
we live: in divine goodness as the essence of life.”] The
Creator is supposed to be benevolent, so a certain amount of
tolerance must be implied!

Eltha came to Eseerila again this afternoon, bringing
Frelsbaan with her. They were accompanied this time by her
father, Engineer Nuwahan Nathérath, whom I hadn’t seen in
months. He’s sixty-three, a bit plump and usually not wellshaven – but otherwise, as handsome as Eltha is beautiful. If
he wasn’t like an uncle to me, I might even fancy him despite
the age difference.

He and Father are old neighbours, though not best friends
like Eltha and I. They exchanged a formal greeting and talked
about that government technology issue.

“Tralúhblon Workshops needs the funding, Mandator, if we
are to perfect our gas engines for autowheelers,” Nuwahan
said. “As it stands, a methane-turbine vehicle has plenty of
power and range – better than some standard biofuel engines
give – but the fuel tanks are big, unwieldy, and any leak
could be catastrophic. When they are perfected, their
manufacturing will grow bigger than the Susteuzan narcotics
industry!”

“So, to be precise, what you must really perfect is the storage,
not the engines?” my father asked. “Is there not an institute
over in Dral Dlorshrë also working on that?”

“There is. The last two prototypes they came up with had

serious flaws in the compressor design, if you ask me. They
were wasting too much heat. I know it’s a national project...
but wouldn’t Bresklaim Shores’ government look better, if
you could claim credit for completing most of the
development work here, in our city?”

Father gave an amused tut. “Local success should not be a
personal ego-boost for myself, Engineer. My Tech-Admins
assure me your budget is adequate; although as a one-time
engineer myself, I know ‘adequate’ to be a subjective term.
Send me a financial estimate if you wish, I’ll compare it with
the official ones.”

I put in: “Encouraging a little friendly rivalry between cities
might not be so bad, Father. It’s what makes us sports teams
try our hardest...”
Frelsbaan and Father exchanged a few phrases of Sëtarni;
there was no guessing the meaning from their expressions,
but I assumed it was just initial chit-chat. Afterwards, though,
my father seemed a little uncertain towards Frelsbaan –
though he didn’t say anything outright against him.

Went riding with Tevers, Eltha and Frelsbaan (my guests
borrowed Father and Dahatren’s lonthraers, two beasts who
are mild-tempered enough to accept virtually any rider with
reasonable skill). Frelsbaan is clearly an expert rider. He got
Dahatren’s normally average-performing steed to literally run
rings around Nenamdir and me. Eltha was as surprised as I
was; her boyfriend, artist and charmer that he is, never
mentioned this talent. I wonder what else he can do?

Back at the villa, we found Father and Nuwahan sharing a
bottle of atrillai. My mother had gone out again; the two men

had transitioned from discussing engineering, to what seemed
like an exchange of griping against women.

“Netairma is becoming thoroughly unreasonable,” I
overheard Father saying. “I’ve nothing but the finest feeling
toward her still, yet she is never happy. Husbandly adequacy
now seems as difficult to define as adequate development
funding!”

“I’m the last person who should advise you on how to make a
marriage work,” Nuwahan answered dolefully, “Life goes on,
though... come flood, fire, engine failure, or divorce.”

Nuwahan quit the commercial navy and got an engineering
job just after Eltha was born, since his wife, Falrōimd, had
difficulty raising their first child, Lamowero, with him at sea
half the time. He wasn’t going to leave her struggling alone
with two children. Yet only five years later, the
inappreciative woman left him for some Rivexaon trader,
took Lamo and moved to Kyrivex. Eltha has only seen her
mother and brother twelve times since then, and I’ve met
them only thrice. Nuwahan never chose to marry again,
though he’s certainly both attractive and affluent enough. He,
along with Uncle Kamfirin, Aunt Serithenra and their two
sons (one of whom is an imprisoned deviant) are the only real
family Eltha’s got. I’d like to believe I’ve filled the role of a
sister for her.
The army of Uqourenir have reportedly captured several
towns in south-western Ikraxeb. Radio news today mentioned
that one of the great Ikraxen magnates, Ku Thurrim Skreul,
has fled across the border into Vaevuk after part of his lands

were overrun. He no longer trusts his own government to
protect him, and he was quoted as saying: “I would have sold
the socialists that oasis, for we must all feel our enemies’
goodness and know where their hands have been. But
irrigation of dry holes in our country is an acquired skill, and
they can be relied upon only to rape us.”
No doubt that’s a bad translation from Nêrsaha...
Lalmren Ohsidraer 31st
Vzlonyrr’s Night (Confederacy of Xyzôrr Kingdoms,
Guxolzôr)
As soon as I woke up this morning I knew I was ill. I felt
weak, fragile, drained of strength, and found myself shivering
in the shower. My appetite was just about non-existent, I
couldn’t finish my tyaal tubers or plauvvil.
“You’ve got the qehvchills, you should stay home,” Mother
said. “Eat a few nrenoin leaves and keep as warm as you
can.”
She must have said the same thing at least ten times over the
years. To her, I’m still essentially a little girl who needs
protecting. “I’ve got important lectures today, Mother...”
“Don’t be stupid!” She was abruptly in no-compromise
parenting mode. “Lectures can be caught up by reading. And
if you can spend the day reading here – maybe you’ll even
learn as much that way as you would there, listening to some
senile old scholars.”
“They’re not all old, and none of them are senile!” Funny,

that: the one day I’ve got a proper excuse not to go to
Academy, I should want to protest at being kept home.
Okay – I’m guilty about how I’ve behaved recently.
“Your father’s taken the autowheeler already, and I’ll
confiscate your transit pass if I have to. So unless you want to
ride – or walk – to the Academy, despite feeling the way you
do, you stay right here today, Dear One.”
As frailly hypersensitive as I felt, I could imagine that
banging my knee on a door frame would break my leg. I
simply didn’t have the energy or resolve to argue with her
further.
So I remained at home, dressed as if we were living in the
North Polar Republic, and pushed myself to begin work on
the second essay. Luckily, Father has a book about early
Xyzôrr history, though it makes only a few references to the
Duuřvrak Vales culture. Seeking more facts – or rumours – I
sat at the telegrid machine with a blanket huddled around me,
putting general queries in historical discussions. I tried
Délarnish, Etlevreóni and Duruánic, using a different alias in
each language.
It was not until about 14:20, when the heat of the day had
reached its maximum – and I was still trembling in my
blanket, when I should have been luxuriating out in the
sunlight with a bare minimum of clothing – that I got a reply.
Someone calling themselves Threlúam wrote the following,
in Etlevreóni:
Duuřvrak people had the first lonthraers in
Caranæor, acquired them from Orleklint travellers
about 5000 years ago in what is now Moinampisen.

At the same time they almost certainly passed on
the plague which ended the Orleklint empire. They
may have started the cults of 1 or more animal-gods
that Xyzôrra still worship.
I hadn’t heard of the Nameless Plague connection before. I
(under the name of Yeméari) wrote in response:
That’s a fascinating anecdote! Where did you hear
it? It must be hard to know anything definite about
such an early society.
Minutes later, Threlúam answered:
I worked in the Kaunthiéss kingdom, I have
analyzed artefacts and explored foundations. The
original inhabitants may have had no written
language, but they left surprisingly detailed records
of other sorts. In particular, painted copperwood
pallets for pictoral storytelling. None of these have
ever been removed from that kingdom.
If this person is telling the truth, I’m quite lucky to find them.
Hopefully I can get some more snippets of information out of
Threlúam... though it would be best to check a few of them in
the Academy library, just in case (s)he is simply a fantasist.
Another grid user, who gave no name at all, also replied:
I been there to Duuřvrak seen lots of stuff like
swords. Theres even guns the vales people had
electric and maybe airships – they didn’t invent
those gods they WERE gods.
With all my heart, I hate people who waste my grid time on
nonsense like that! I’d block his or her messages if I could;

but of course, when there’s no user name or code given, the
telegrid machine can’t set up a block...
I was feeling no better by sunset. Ate a few mouthfuls of
dinner, went to bed early and quarantined myself. Qehvchills
isn’t the Nameless Plague, it’s usually not much more than a
nuisance unless you’re old – but the longer it lasts, the more
inconvenient it will be for me. I’ve heard of people (pretty
sthyzzing stupid people) who came down with it and simply
stopped eating altogether. Without food, they just grew
colder and weaker. The illness got worse, and kept their
appetite suppressed until they starved to death.
Vrolnren Ohsidraer 32nd
Still sick. I hate to write this, but I didn’t shower or bathe all
day – just stayed in bed, with occasional visits to the toilet,
telegrid machine or kitchen. Had to force myself to eat. Did
some more reading and managed to make a few preliminary
essay notes.
I also tried drawing Vralnu’s face from memory. Somehow,
the result wasn’t very flattering! At one point, I shivered so
much that my hand slipped – giving him a crooked nose. I’ve
kept the picture, but I’ll most definitely never let him see it.
Messaged Vralnu on the telegrid this morning, told him I
have the qehvchills and cannot see him for a few days at
least. He replied that he has it too! He dragged himself to
work yesterday, but his supervisor noticed his shivering
weakness and sent him home early. Today he’s trying to

summon the strength for a walk to the local apothecary –
since he and his friends have no nrenoin leaves, or any other
kind of medicine, in their home.
The question is: which of us caught this malady from the
other? We’ve used protection each and every time we made
love, though I don’t think either of us is carrying any kind of
sexual disease. If only there were an equally easy way to
avoid spreading a normal illness. It seems there’s still a price
for passion(!)
Krethmren Ohsidraer 33rd
Today I felt somewhat improved. Took a bath, in water as hot
as our villa’s solar heating system could make it. It felt just
about comfortably warm. Then dressed in my warmest
Haurmalen llama furs and went out to feed and groom
Nenamdir. I can’t neglect him too long – the guilt would feel
worse than any illness. Afterwards my energy was all but
gone and the chill was creeping back into my body.
In less than two weeks, the Eseerila flingball team
reconvenes to begin practicing for this year’s city Coalition
season. I pray (I mean, I literally prayed today), that I’ll be
back to normal before then.
Got a telegrid message from Esnae: she says I’ve missed two
brilliant lectures on the Hasaélric founding period in the 16th
century, plus a few nice bits of refectory gossip. Called
Preceptor Tarousonemd to explain my three days’ absence.
He says he needs to see me on Iygren... if at all possible. His
tone made me feel a little apprehensive.

Mother wasn’t working this afternoon. She brought me home
some stronger medicine which helped, and we sat and chatted
in the lounge.
“How are you and Father getting along right now?” I asked.
“Please be honest with me.”
She tried to hide it at first, but it was plain that I’d touched a
nerve. “We got over that nonsense about the girl,” she said,
through gritted teeth.
“Then... why do I still feel you’ve got a problem, Mother?”
“I don’t think that’s your concern!”
“You’re getting... well, chilly, just like I feel – and avoiding
each other again. If the family’s going to be affected, then
yes, it is my concern.”
“All right, Liri.” My mother rubbed her temples. “There was
a girl. Your father says he met her through the education
committee, they had a few drinks and he kissed her.” This
much I already knew. “They saw each other again, twice –
and a third time, at Rounelmor Vrew. He insists he didn’t
sleep with her, but... he’s lied to me before. I tried to forgive
him, I really tried. Then, last week –” Here she began to
weep.
I took one of her hands in both of mine, and asked as gently
as possible what had happened.
“We were in bed, making love – and he called me by her
name! The fact is, he wants somebody else. He’s not happy
with me anymore!”
Having wondered for years about what married life might be

like, I said something I probably shouldn’t have. “Mother:
Leloristel accepted you, all those years ago. Now that she’s
gone... could you accept Father having a third, younger
wife?”
“What?! He’s far too old now!”
“Well, not in the eyes of the law. Moyganim’s grandfather
married a new wife when he was ninety-three...”
“And what kind of man was Lanofram Halatreel? A harddrinking, womanizing old wastrel, who never had to work
even a day after he made an ill-gotten mineral fortune. It was
his money that Rivexaon slut married, not him – he wouldn’t
exactly have been one of the Council of Elders, in her
country! Your father’s very different... and so is she.”
“The girl?” I realized how ridiculous that sounded – referring
to Father’s supposed girlfriend only as the girl. “Just what is
her name?”
“He called her Amlúee.” (Mother seemed to check herself
here.) “Her second name... I can’t remember. I just know I’ll
never let it be Emlerit!”
One thing I could say, which I know for certain. “Father
would not keep trying to hide his relationship with this
Amlúee – not if he’s already been found out.”
“He won’t humiliate me in society either! Not if he values his
position. Either he gives her up, or I will definitely leave
him – and a mandator who destroyed his own family would
be disgracing the title and all it stands for!”
Her words seemed to summon my sick shivers again. “You’d
really... you’d leave my father? You’d go live alone? Or

expect Dahatren or me to –”
“Enough, all right?! I’m not sure where I’d go – but I
promise you, I do have options.” With that, Mother got up
and flounced out of the room.
Stayed in my own room all evening, keeping warm – and not
wanting to see to either of my parents. Overheard Tevers and
Glemyreuna talking, out on the forecourt; one thing he said
was “You’re really the only woman for me, Glemy...” No
doubt he says the same to Aráeeth. Like grandfather, like
grandson?
Tlornren Ohsidraer 34th
Definitely feeling better today, though I’m still not well
enough for riding (or flingball, or sex...)
Made the effort to do some reading outside in the Sun, and
found it pleasantly warm. Zherrista is easily visible again,
east of the Sun now and setting second.
Lacking the energy to walk around much, I must have spent
more than half an hour just watching the fexatels wheeling
about overhead. Furless, black, ragged, skin-winged,
squeaking scavengers, endlessly scouting the gardens and
gutters of Bresklaim Shores for edible scraps. They’re often
treated as vermin and they’re no way beautiful, yet I’ve
always been intrigued by them. Scavengers must perform a
useful function, cleaning up after us all. I tried sketching two
of them in flight, with four tall buildings as a backdrop – but
since they wouldn’t hover or alight for more than a few

seconds, my picture ended as a couple of simple parody
shapes with funny faces and exaggerated claws, trailing
curved motion lines.
When I was little, I used to imagine that fexatels’ shrill,
grating voices were a language just like ours. I wondered
what they talked about when they weren’t eating garbage –
and trying to avoid being eaten by those viscous scurrying
skramps, or scary night-flying vadreeks. Did they spread
gossip and chatter idly, like people do? Did they pass on
stories about their ancestors who scavenged over Terlosrin
and Vreónsaré? Or about a time before there were people on
Ithæor at all?
There’s been a new outbreak of religious unrest in southern
Porúhn, near Aldrodest. The national ruling clerics decreed
the introduction of a new holiday, early next month, in
reverence of the nature-spirit Gorûzlarr – whom they regard
as a primary acolyte of Orialaó. But since Gorûzlarr is a
scalern-faced, bestial deity who originated in the Xyzôrr
pantheon, a major local sect has declared honouring him to
be blasphemous. These purists – who are closer to our
Délarnish brand of Oriamdarou than most Porúhnese
worshippers – have started riots in four towns and promised
worse violence on the Day of Gorûzlarr. They’ll probably all
end up being killed, of course... theocratic governments really
don’t enjoy having their religious practices defied.
Father has hardly been home at all the last two days. I believe
he moved into the spare bedroom this evening.

Iygren Ohsidraer 35th
I think I’ll be back to normal in another two or three days.
Atuvraet drove me to Academy, where I found – despite still
feeling weak and chilly – that my enthusiasm for lectures has
revived. I really liked the one we had this morning, about the
cruel and flamboyant excesses of Nlurian monarchs before
the Fourth Continental War.
Went to see Preceptor Tarousonemd after lunch. He set two
chairs on opposite sides of his office, switched on a
mechanical aerator and had me sit downwind of it with an
open window right behind me. I guess he was seeing me
more as a source of infection than as his student. Considering
that he’s at least ninety years old, and looks much more
withered and worn out than my father, he has a right to be
nervous about catching the qehvchills.
He said: “I marked that essay of yours on Lalmren. It
surprised me, Liriōnee.”
“How so, Preceptor? I hope you weren’t too disappointed.”
“Oh, quite the opposite. I could tell you’d completed it in a
hurry – the presentation was a bit below your normal
standard. But you came up with a rather original
interpretation of the subject matter.”
I must have looked as dazed as an Enratharr theurgist in one
of his drugged ritualistic frenzies. “Really...?”
“The rest of the class did little more than repeat facts and
political trends from a few books – which is all I expect of
first-year students. But your ideas about the origins of
Kumanikan democracy... they intrigued me. They showed

evidence of more mature thinking.” He paused, eyeing me
intently. “Your previous essays were similarly distinguished.
And your tutorial contributions have been consistently very
insightful, Preceptor Kamlerul agrees with me on that.”
“I do my best, I’m so very glad if you’re pleased, Jáun!”
[Superior male.]
“I am. You’re an outstanding student. What I have to ask is
this: do you feel challenged enough?”
“Do I think my studies are too easy? No, I... I never really
thought about that.” My conscience prodded me to say a little
more. “But I have felt that – perhaps – I wasn’t trying hard
enough. Sometimes my motivation has... slipped, just a bit.”
(Glemyreuna would have enjoyed listening in on this!)
“That can be taken as a yes.” I nodded, reluctantly. That’s
when he got to the real point. “I’d like to assign you some
extra work, accelerate your studies – keep you motivated to
the full. If you are willing, that is.”
“You mean, let me progress faster than the other students?”
This was both flattering and disturbing.
“Indeed: you could get your full credentials in three years
instead of four.”
“I really don’t know if I’m able – and I didn’t know that
could be done.” I felt an involuntary, shy smile on my face.
“It’s been done before, if infrequently. Of the students
concerned, some became numbered among our greatest
scholars. One I knew particularly well.”
“Who was that, Preceptor?”

He smiled back. “Me.”
Dahatren was in a good mood tonight. Not only did he win a
triple sprint at school today, but his least-favourite teacher is
going to be away for several weeks. I asked if the dreaded
Talganae was sick or injured. What he’d heard was, she’s
been assigned to the city’s Teaching Standards and Empathy
department...
Ezgren Ohsidraer 36th
Ehashowm Drama Festival (Waladuran Alliance)
Vralnu messaged me: says he’s all recovered from his
qehvchills. I invited him over for Vrolnren night – but didn’t
exchange much other information. Telegrid time was at a
premium today, with both my brothers home.
Tevers brought Aráeeth to visit today (and I’m feeling well
enough now that I wasn’t afraid of making them both ill).
Since she’s the first of his two current girlfriends, I should
describe her: three years younger than me, a head shorter, and
darker. She has a thinnish, childlike, bespectacled face but a
nicely rounded figure – it’s a real pity that she doesn’t know
how to dress! Today she was wearing an eye-wrenchingly
mismatched combination of long pink skirt and a bright green
top, with orange and white stars pinned all over it. Since I
was planning only to stay home and walk no further than the
local shop three minutes down the road from our villa, all I
wore was my loose-legged grey trousers and beige llama
wool pullover; my hair was a loose, wavy, unbrushed mess.

Still, I undoubtedly looked better than her.
The three of us sat out on the forecourt and played an old
guessing game, each choosing objects somewhere in our field
of view and the others trying to identify them from five clues
of no more than five words each. Aráeeth’s second choice
was the rugged old outdoor radio sitting in the eastern bend
of the forecourt – Tevers successfully guessed it before I did,
and switched the radio on. Nobody had used it for months, so
we were lucky to find it tuned to the Onbresk Arts station.
After a few minutes, the radio played a really bizarre new
verse. I’ve heard it played twice more since then. ‘Forthright
Madness’... by some fringe performer calling himself
Rockface Ralkérath. It wasn’t exactly sung; just intoned
rapidly, to a sharp, warbling melody. Since it’s the first
composition this year which really caught my attention, I’ll
transcribe it – as much as I can remember.
Beyond, between, before, beware!
In realms of dream by none conceived
And framed by all;
Where light and scent synonymise,
When never-winds blow calm in chaos,
Clouds of chrome crawl, greenly riven
On plains of star sand.
Lasting ponder trails on truths,
With xarrosk fins to swim in sound
And feel the frosting;
Will streets unfathomed call behind and
Trulpek teeth wear down their words,
Will hilly mandates halt the rage

Of genius glass guors.
Some are found and some are fraught,
Nice ways out proclaim a shade
Of tunic harmonies;
Take a square beast far into town
Under walls bright in pralgrass foam,
For minds encindered draw a line
Round Forthright Madness!
For the Waladurans, today is a holiday to honour the great
poetic plays of Krauvibh Ehashowm, and many others
inspired by his style. Rockface Ralkerath’s work is a bit
different!
The first time we heard it, Aráeeth asked: “But xarrosks don’t
have fins, do they? They don’t swim, they run.”
Tevers said, “It’s not supposed to make sense, Ráee. That’s
why it’s called Madness...”
“I think all songs should make sense,” she said. “Without
sense there’s no purpose, without purpose there’s no truth
and no joy.”
“That’s sounds a bit profound! Who are you quoting from?” I
asked.
“Sy-Ak’kou Oov,” she replied. “Haven’t you read any of the
Kolek’kanuro Cycle?”
“No, I haven’t. But I know it’s seventeen volumes, and about
one and a half million words! So you can’t blame me for not
finding the time to try...”

“My father got me a simplified version when I was only
fourteen,” Aráeeth continued. “It’s a lot shorter than the full,
Moinampo original, and I just loved it.” She fidgeted with
one of the orange stars she was wearing. “And one of the
characters wore a jacket like this for her coming-of-age
dance. I had it made a few years later. Do you like it,
Tevers?”
“Oh, it’s... it’s very nice,” Tevers lied. “Really suits you,
Ráee – I mean, you’re so fresh and imaginative and honest,
those bright stars all over it are like your soul.” I struggled
not to laugh; Aráeeth looked overjoyed.
“Have you read a lot of famous literary works?” I asked her.
“Yes, yes – I try to read four books every month, as well as
my schoolwork. I want to join your academy after school,
and study Etlevreóni, Délarnish and Sëtarni literature. I adore
reading!”
She clearly also adores my nephew-brother, from the way she
was looking at him. Just how devastated would she be, if she
found out he’s two-timing her? Especially with a woman who
dislikes academics?
“I’m sure the Academy staff would be very glad to teach
someone so keen,” I said. “It’s just a pity Teverhonro isn’t as
literary-minded as you!”
“Hey! Don’t you girls start ganging up on me, now!” smirked
Tevers.
“I don’t mind that we’ve got different interests,” Aráeeth
assured him. “You’re so good and brave – like the way you
handled those awful Rhodium Reavers and saved your friend

from –” she winced. “I hate just to think they were going to
do to him. I was so scared and useless... but you kept calm,
you got us out of there safe. How many student boys could
have done the same?”
“Ráee – please don’t keep thinking about that, okay? I wasn’t
a hero; I only did what I could. I was just so glad you didn’t
get hurt.” His modesty was obviously all the more endearing
to her. “I absolutely promise, we’re never going to that part
of town again.”
“No, never!” She got off that subject quickly. “But will you
take me out to Jezhkun tonight? There’s a poetry club called
Vazindrun’s, and on Ezgren evenings they host comedy
versificators.” Tevers agreed. Aráeeth turned to me, and
added: “Why don’t you come too, Liri? I bet you’d like it.”
“Maybe I would... but do you two really want me along on
your date?”
“Sure we do – that sort of entertainment is more fun, the
more people you can share and talk about it with.”
“Yes, come with us, Auntie,” Tevers said. “You’ve been sat
here at home all week... illness or no illness, it’s not right for
someone like you.”
Tevers drove us there and home again. There were at least a
hundred people in Vazindrun’s airy but scruffy open-fronted
venue, and six different poets performed. Despite not entirely
wanting to go at first, I did really find myself enjoying their
comedic verses. Several were parodies of scenes from
Ehashowm’s dramas. I laughed as much as the rest.

Near the end of the event, when the Sun had set more than
three hours since, I was feeling chilly again. Then I noticed
that everyone else was, too. My qehvchills hadn’t relapsed; it
was actually getting cooler. Summer must be ending early
this year.
Lalmren Ohsidraer 37th
Full moon Saahvaen
I still haven’t decided if I want to accept the offer of an
accelerated study program. Told the preceptor I’d give him
my decision tomorrow. At least I’m nearly back to full
health. Rode Nenamdir to Academy and back, and when I got
home I felt hot, invigorated and hungry! It’s like waking up
from a long, grey, unwholesome dream...
A fleet of twenty airships passed over the city today. They
were travelling from Zontaméa in Loni Rivexaol to
Savuzuaak on our east coast, and the standard sky route
swings a little north in case any have to put down here. Not
sure what they’re carrying – probably just passengers and a
light goods – but they were quite a sight, even at four
kilometres up. Painted from nose to tail with the Rivexaon
green, turquoise, scarlet and gold flag colours, or with
Délarnish blue, scarlet and cream, the sheer size of the
airships made them stand out against the hazy azure sky like
tiny rainbow clouds. Come to think of it, it’s been so dry this
month that a few more real clouds might be welcomed.
Phoned Eltha – I’d not spoken to her in far too long. Her job
is getting a bit easier, now that she knows what’s expected of

her. She and Frelsbaan are still the paragon of pleasure; but
she says she wonders more and more why he hasn’t much of
a social life, except for her. He paints during the day, and
seems to keep a lot of his evenings solitary (so do I, of
course, but I’ve got my studies...) Perhaps, I suggested, he’s
just different from most men, and naturally happier on his
own. There were two or three boys at school like that, though
I can’t say I understood why they were like that. Or that I
cared, since Eltha and I were never short of companionship
or attention.
Father stayed out all day and most of the evening.
Government business is apparently getting more and more
complex, time-consuming – and generally just busier. He did
telephone home more than once, saying that he wants the
family assembled at 20:00 on Krethmren. He has an
announcement of some sort to make.
Vrolnren Ohsidraer 38th
Full moon Tirvaen
After today’s two lectures, I decided to accept Preceptor
Tarousonemd’s offer. He was so pleased when I informed
him, he immediately handed me a revised reading list – and a
new, busier lecture schedule for next month.
When I looked at it the first time, I was more than slightly
shocked. I’m going to have to seriously give up my life
substantially increase my study hours.
Went straight to the library and gathered all the new
textbooks I could. I dived straight into one of them – Pirates

of Jinamree – and found it so compelling, that before I knew
it four hours had passed and the library was closing! Got
back to Eseerila by public transit only thirteen minutes before
Vralnu was due to arrive on the next, so I waited for him
instead of walking home.
He was on time! We were so overjoyed to meet again, it must
have been two whole minutes before we even stopped kissing
and left the transit stop. He spent far too long apologizing for
giving me the qehvchills, until finally I had to tell him to
desist. I mean, I might actually have given it to him... Not
that it matters, but I sensed he really hated the idea that a girl
could make him sick.
I told him all about my accelerated studies, and found myself
going on about Jinamrese piracy while he just smiled and
nodded. Before we reached the villa, I had probably
summarized everything I read today.
When we got to my room, he finally said: “Thank you, Liri.
I’ve heard enough – can we just do what comes naturally?” I
laughed, started kissing him again – and we did exactly that.
Afterwards, as I lay in his arms and luxuriated in the warm
firmness of his body, I found myself whispering that I was
sorry for boring him with my historical monologue.
He sighed deeply and held me tighter. It wasn’t boring, he
assured me. Just a lot more information than he ever read, or
wanted to read. “I’m not as clever as you, I know that.
Today – us, now and here – is what interests me. People
hundreds of years ago in distant places, they’re not really so
important.”

“But you don’t mind me chattering away like that
sometimes?” I asked.
“It’s fine – if you let me interrupt every so often, maybe... By
the time you graduate from that academy, I might have
learned enough from you to get a sub-credential in History
myself!”
He was implying that we may still be together more than two
years from now! This filled me with joy. He’s crazy about
me! Thinking of counting the years ahead, I realized that I
still didn’t even know his age. I asked him right then; he said
thirty-four.
Ten years my senior: perhaps it’s the extra experience which
makes him so good in bed. But for such a handsome and
desirable man, it’s also a bit surprising that he’s never been
married...
Did some more work on the Duuřvrak essay after he left. But
I’d written maybe a hundred words before I found myself
falling asleep on my desk.
Question: Can I fit my new study schedule in with playing for
the flingball team again?
Krethmren Ohsidraer 39th
The family gathered in the lounge at the end of this
afternoon, as Father requested. Mother had returned from
work early. “This had better be important,” she told me. “The
only thing I really want to hear from your father right now is,

‘Netairma, I’m moving out and the villa is yours...!’”
Dahatren was more perturbed than I about our parents’
marital rift. He asked, twice, “But Mother, why did you
pretend everything was okay again?” and ended with “Can
you not just forgive him? He’s only a man!”
All Mother would say was: “It’s not that simple. There’s
more than one problem between us now.”
Father turned up several minutes late, even with Atuvraet
driving. He looked harried – and hurried – as he walked in,
though he was plainly trying to retain his customary dignified
calm. “Thank you all, for being here. There is something it is
incumbent upon me to inform you; rather than simply
allowing you to find out through standard media sources, or
by way of mere rumour...”
“‘Standard media sources’? Why do you think your life is so
interesting? Just get to the point,” my mother snapped.
He took what I thought was an unnecessarily deep breath,
and said “The Velúhmarans are coming to town.”
We were all, I suppose, somewhat darkly bemused. This was
not the awful personal tidings we had half expected – but it
was something seriously unusual, and big.
“Late next month, the Heráith – which is the new bannership
of the Velúhmaran Union, and by all reports a supremely
formidable seaborne fortress – will arrive at Bresklaim
Shores as part of its first operational voyage, and moor here
for five days. Many of the crew, preferentially senior officers,
will come ashore and attend formal diplomatic events, by
invitation of our Savants Supreme. The intent of this visit is

to seek warmer and more open relations between our nation
and theirs.”
“Are you going to be at any of those... events, Father?” I
asked.
“Certainly, I am. In addition,” he said, with one eyebrow
raised, “it should be possible to take at least one family
member with me, to each such official function. If any of you
wish to attend.”
There were a few seconds of awkward silence.
Tevers spoke up first: “I’ll go with you, Grandad. Those
people think they’re the chosen race, they’ve wanted nothing
to do with the rest of the World for so long. Let’s see if
they’re just men like us!”
“Not me,” Dahatren said. “I’m still a kid really, I wouldn’t fit
with all your important types and foreign officers, Father –
would I?”
“Your youth alone would not be prohibitive, Dahatren,”
Father replied. “It would be instructive for our Velúhmaran
guests to meet a broad variety of our citizens, which can
include those still at school.”
“Well, maybe, then. I’ll talk about it to my teachers... there
might be someone else they’d think was better, to represent
the school.” My brother’s clearly uncomfortable with the
idea – but he doesn’t want Father or Tevers to think he’s soft.
Mother answered next. “Me, come with you? Definitely not.
Aztalu aóvinaun uudran gruivahiam náunrof broqidrë. [To
consort with evil people is to invite corruption in one’s self.]
I’ve no interest in meeting slavers; least of all, ones who

believe that Orialaó Itself ordains what they do!” Her tone
left no room for negotiation.
She looked to me questioningly. I’m sure she hoped her Dear
One daughter would agree with her on this.
Unfortunately, I had to let her down. “I do want to attend,
Father. All my life I’ve wondered about the Velúhmarans.
We know their basic history, we know their accomplishments
and their crimes – but we know so little about them as
people, except what they choose to tell us on the telegrid.
There has to be more to their lives than slavery and hardline
religion! I’d like to meet them... whatever they may have
done to our distant cousins, out there across the ocean.”
Father grinned broadly and suddenly looked younger. “With
enquiring intellects like yours, we are certain to impress
them. Liri, I will be most proud if you accompany me to the
first reception.”
Tlornren Ohsidraer 40th
Had another archaeology tutorial. Oradnyil has apologized to
Preceptor Kamlerul and is back in the group. Today, though,
he was pretty subdued during our discussion. Kamlerul posed
the question of how we – as a team – would plan the
excavation of a previously-unknown ancient town, if one
were discovered tomorrow a short way up the river Onbresk
from here.
Oradnyil’s Anti-Zherleimian efforts have, disturbingly,
begun to show some success! More than fifteen students have
now agreed to boycott both Awmelra Vrew (Fesovraer

twenty-seventh, this year) and the Full Moon Conjunction
ceremony (end of next month). I’m no Zherleimian, but I’m
planning to celebrate that Full Conjunction – along with
Esnae and Dresha, if they’ve got nothing more pressing to
do – and then make a point of telling Oradnyil how
fascinating it was.
Tried putting another question to Threlúam on the telegrid
late this afternoon. Worked on the Duuřvrak essay for nearly
two hours before (s)he replied – with the last bit of
information I needed! It wasn’t just copperwood they found
in those digs at Kaunthiéss, it was nails and arrowheads of
copper. So that far-bygone people were metalworkers,
however crudely; possibly even before they had regular trade
routes across Caranæor. Or perhaps they acquired their
knowledge of metal through trade, from the slightly older
Urxarrl Valley culture? If I end my essay with that
ambiguity, I should again be demonstrating my powers of
mature academic thinking...
Father was home at a reasonable time this evening, but
Mother never got in. She had told me the mail workers were
holding their monthly social tonight, but not that they would
be staying out all night.
Iygren Ohsidraer 41st
Moons conjunct
National Resolution Day (Gwörrn)
Last day of the month, last day of my standard academic
schedule. From Lalmren, it’ll be at least two lectures every

day – sometimes three.
Rush-finished the essay in the library after a hastily-eaten
lunch, and handed it in with less than an hour to spare.
Preceptor Tarousonemd says he’ll have it marked within a
week.
Decided to let the remainder of today, and tomorrow, be a
break from my studies. Who knows when I’ll get another
one? Called Eltha after her working hours and asked if she’d
like to go out tonight. She said yes. Frelsbaan is meeting an
important art client this evening – and if he gets the contract
he hopes for, he will have regular portrait customers every
week until Murnelmih at least. Vralnu won’t be uptown this
evening, either: he’s visiting his mother, since today is her
birthday. If I’d messaged him yesterday and found out then, I
might have gone with him – he’s met my family, I really
should meet his too.
It’s been six weeks, now, since the night Eltha and I met our
current boyfriends. Though we’re both very happy with them
still, we’re going back to Teuriot Rotunda. Looking for good
ales and music; plus, maybe a little male attention, though I
won’t do anything more than flirt... probably.
21:67 - I’m dressed the same as I did six weeks ago, except
this time the sparkles on my cheeks are white; and, since my
hair has grown considerably since then, this time I’m wearing
it in three thick braids adorned with red and gold aluminum
flowers. Cash, keys, ID and notepad are all in my belt pouch.
Leaving the villa in a few minutes.
[Future Readers: thanks for staying with my journal thus far.
The end of the first month feels like a kind of landmark. I’m

still enjoying writing it, though I don’t always have the time
to be thorough or eloquent. Next month should be
interesting – hopefully starting with tonight...]

Ezgren ORIAMNUTH 1st, 2348
Last night was, to be blunt, horrible.

At least it started off tolerably well. Eltha and I had our first
drinks in the Teuriot Rotunda; there was no melodikey
contest this time, but a seriously good six-piece band playing.
Unfortunately, the audience was a bit sparse – and most of
the men in there looked old, more like Mother’s generation
than mine. With nobody around who appealed to us, we
danced together as only girls can do.

That didn’t stop a pair of them from trying their luck. I felt a
tap on my shoulder from behind, and turned to see a sleazylooking, pinch-faced, somewhat gangly man about my own
height with a rough beard streaked grey, and eyes glazed with
drink. He gazed down at my body for a few seconds and
smiled – nothing but a slack-jawed gape of lust, really –
shook his own body suggestively and beckoned me towards
him.

Maybe he used to have more with women luck twenty years
ago, or maybe he’s spent his whole life being rejected and
just kept trying more and more desperately – but all in all, I
was totally repelled. He’s about as attractive as one of the
slimy, cold-blooded pliantimorphs that dwell in pools and
streams deep underground, creatures from old stories to
frighten children. I stuck my left palm in his face and said
“NO,” as firmly as I could, then turned back to Eltha. Only to
see that his friend had, simultaneously, moved in on my
friend.
The second man was more than a bit better looking, but still

old and bearded. The most striking thing about him, as I
recall, was the metallic silver-grey fibroscale shirt he wore,
open to halfway down at the front and fastened directly to his
breeches with what looked like diamond studs. Eltha had
returned his greeting and was listening to him talk. I took her
hand to lead her away from him, but she actually wouldn’t
go!
“Just let me talk to him for a minute,” she said. “He seems all
right, really.”

“Thank you, immensely!” smirked the middle-aged
philanderer. “May I humbly presume to ask your name, or
should I just call you Fair Radiance?”

“I’m Eltha, and this is Liri,” she replied, trying to sound
cool – but too obviously charmed already. “And what’s your
name?”

“Neúvret. Director Srenifor Neúvret,” he said, with a
contrivedly-wry tilt of the eyebrows. “Perhaps you’ve heard
of me – I hold a senior position at Alitholn Imports.”
(Srenifor is Preceptor Tarousonemd’s first name too... it’s a
posh, old fashioned sort of name, belonging to some famous
technocrats of the 23rd century. It would seem strange to find
any man under seventy with that name now!)

“No, I’m sorry – but maybe I should have. Buy me a drink,
honoured Director?” Eltha asked.

Srenifor pretended to finally notice me. “You don’t mind if I
appropriate your lovely friend for a while, do
you ...Liriōnee?”

His own far-less-charming friend, whom he didn’t bother to

introduce, was still hovering nearby and staring unsubtly at
me. I resolutely ignored him, and I was about to say that I did
mind – then Eltha gave me an earnest, imploring, Please,
Liri? kind of look. Like the way she used to beg me silently
when one of our teachers asked for volunteers to read out
Duruánic duo poetry in the school hall, and she wanted to do
it but I didn’t.

“...No, I don’t mind – much,” I allowed him, “As long as I
get a drink as well.”

He nodded, gave a short wave to his drunken companion,
then placed a presumptuous hand on the small of Eltha’s back
and escorted her to the bar, with me at her other side. The
bartender attended to Srenifor almost immediately; he asked
what we wanted, and ordered two iskreseg ales along with his
own “standard.” I’m not sure what that was, exactly – but it
contained three different-coloured layers of liqueur, which
didn’t mix until he stirred it.
I whispered in Eltha’s ear: “Are you drunk already? He’s just
an old letch, Eltha – however rich he might be...”
“It’s a free drink! I’ll repay him with a few smiles and a little
conversation... I’m not going to sleep with him!”

“Okay. But please don’t leave me alone too long, I certainly
don’t like his companion.” That other individual had
followed us over there; in the periphery of my vision, I saw
him signalling for another drink.

Eltha thanked me, then turned to her elder admirer and began
chatting flirtatiously. As I’d fully expected, Srenifor’s alefuelled friend moved closer to me again. I didn’t look at him.

“Hello, there,” he said, with determined geniality. “Come on,
talk to me, young goddess. Don’t you know you’re just
incredibly beautiful?”

I could see that I’d have to be nasty. “Yes, I know I’m
beautiful – but you’re certainly not. And I have a boyfriend.
I’m not interested in you, sorry.”
He wouldn’t give up. “So where’s your boyfriend now, then?
What can I do to please you?”
“You could walk straight to the rail terminus, get on a train to
Praskaméa and stay there!”

Without warning, another man suddenly stepped up to the bar
between us. “There you are!” he beamed at me, as if he knew
me well. “I thought you’d be at the rooftop bar.” He was
younger than Srenifor’s friend (maybe not much over
Vralnu’s age), taller, and much more handsome, although he
had a slightly receded hairline and a prominent paunch. [Why
am I describing him in the past tense? His appearance won’t
have changed since last night...]
The first individual stepped out from behind the newcomer’s
back. “Is this him?”

Having glanced aside at him with intense distaste, the
younger man gave me a smile and a wink.
“That’s right, he is,” I lied quickly. “Now sthyzz off!”

My rescuer immediately asked me to dance, and I had little
choice but to say yes – or reason to say no. Let him hold me
at arm’s length during a mellow song, and asked his name.
He said Tyvided Qartishk – he’s Tromúhrfite, that’s why he
doesn’t use an occupation title, although I would never had

guessed from his accent. Told him my own name; he made a
very flattering, though very corny, comparison between me
and the ancient Liriōnee of Shoinvond, who is a real heroine
of legend in his country. He said she couldn’t possibly have
had eyes as striking or lovely as mine...

After a minute, though, I began to notice his body odour. He
was sweating far more than a healthy man should during an
easy dance. And his sweat just seems to smell more
unpleasant than most.

Still had a bottle of ale in my left hand. When he pulled me
closer and tried to kiss me, I allowed my arm to knock on his
and casually accidentally spilled the ale on his shoes and
trousers.
“Hey – this is new!” he snapped, letting go of me and
brushing at his grardskin breeches. “Did you have to?!”

“I’m so sorry, I’m just too careless... I’ll be treading on your
feet next. Shall I get us both another ale, then we can just sit
down?” I wasn’t ready to get rid of him quite yet, but I had
no wish for him to touch me. My nose would object.

Tyvided agreed – he most likely isn’t accustomed to girls
buying drinks for him. We sat at a small table offside of the
dancefloor and talked for a while. He enthused about his
homeland, about Trasikalt city and its sports teams and
swilling Hokweyrn bitter at the Mill Boys’ Club. (If he’s
from the north of Tromúhrf, that probably justifies his
excessive sweatiness – he must find our climate rather hard to
bear!) Why was he in Délarnad, I asked? Part of a workforce
exchange program agreed between our two governments. But
he wouldn’t mind staying permanently, he says. He claims to

love the weather here, and the women even more. He didn’t
ask me much about my life, or my likes – to him, no doubt, I
was just another of those nice Délarnish women, and
interesting for one reason alone.

I kept an eye on Eltha, who was still cozying up to Srenifor
Neúvret at the bar. Decided we would have to get out of
there, soon – I was getting bored with Tyvided’s selfinterested conversation, and it would be unfair to keep him
hoping that I might want to get intimate. I kept catching
whiffs of his sweat-stink, which was starting to sicken me.

Took my chance when he went to the toilet. I returned to
Eltha and suggested we go now. She’d just finished a drink –
it would be an opportune time to thank Srenifor and take her
leave. He, however, begged her to accept another. At some
point in their conversation, she had obviously told him about
losing her job last month, as he now said: “Alitholn Imports
values intelligence and charm above experience – or
government references. You could earn a lot more working
for us, Elthirana... especially if a senior director
recommended you.”

As he spoke he ran his fingers down the length of her right
arm; but at the last few words, she pulled away. Such
recruitment assistance would plainly not come free, we both
realized that! I wondered how many young female employees
of his organization had accepted a ‘recommendation’ from
him to get their jobs.

“Don’t worry, I’m all right with the work I’m doing now,”
Eltha said; I was thankful that she’d seen what kind of man
he was. “You’re right, Liri – we should be leaving. Thanks

again for the drinks, Director. Goodbye.”

He gave her a pained look and shrugged sadly – at least he
wasn’t petty enough to insult her for rejecting him. We
walked over to the exit. At the last moment, Tyvided
appeared again and barred our way.
“Where are you sneaking off to?” he asked, rather angrily.

I was tired of being bothered by obnoxious men. “We’re not
sneaking anywhere!” I snapped. “Leave us alone – I’m sorry
for wasting your time, but we’re going somewhere else and
we don’t want to be followed. And for your own good,
Tyvided – do something about the way you smell.”

He didn’t reply; I pushed past him to the open door, followed
by Eltha. Then I felt a wet, sharp, slap on my back. Turned
round and looked down at the dirty, squishy mess on the
floor. I just could not believe it: he had thrown a cupful of
kraipesh gelato at me.

“What the zashk?!” Eltha shouted. Before I could respond
myself, she slapped him hard. He grabbed her wrist when she
swung at him again, then raised his other arm to strike her
back. I seized it and tried to twist it behind him; Eltha kicked
him in the shin. He roared, thrashed wildly and hurled us
both to the ground. I banged my elbow painfully.

Of course, within seconds the Rotunda security men were on
the scene, clubbing him into submission before throwing him
out on the street. He yelled “Ungrateful, rellz-filth slut!” back
at me as a parting shot.

Eltha had got up and helped me to my feet. She wasn’t hurt,
but my left arm felt paralyzed. I sat at a nearby table and

cradled it, waiting for the ache to subside. A couple of others
wandered over, asking if I was okay and generally making
sympathetic noises. One of them handed Eltha a dampened
cloth drink mat.

She began wiping the sticky gelato off the back of my dress.
“That damnable fat animal! Where are all the good men
tonight? Liri, I’m sorry I left you to him, I shouldn’t have
even spoken to that Srenifor –”

One of the orange-shirted staff interrupted her. “You two
girls – I remember you. You caused another incident last
month.”

“Not our fault! Blame the men!” I said, immediately realizing
that my words came out like a despairing whine. Two more
solid-looking males stepped in behind the first, looking at us
coldly.
“You saw what happened – that man attacked my friend, he
threw kraipesh all over her,” Eltha put in. “We were just
leaving, we didn’t want trouble!”

“Then trouble seems to want you. And troublemakers are not
welcome in here.”

I started to protest further, and was interrupted by a familiar
voice. Director Neúvret had joined the gathering about our
table – with his gangling friend in tow. “I believe you are
right to be concerned,” he said to the security men. “These
two individuals were most unkind to Damaroln here, and to
myself. She,” he indicated Eltha, “extorted drinks out of me
with spurious affection, then threatened violent reprisals from
her family if I ever spoke to her again. Provocation, clearly,

is their pastime.”
“That’s a lie!” cried Eltha.

The repulsive Damaroln (now that I know his name, I’ll
certainly never give it to any future pet I might someday
have!) gave me a spiteful sneer, and added his word to
Srenifor’s. “I remember seeing that previous incident. This
one,” he jabbed a finger at me, “kissed two men within as
many minutes, making sure they each saw the other, to
inspire jealousy and anger. That’s what started them fighting.
I’d say they embody the worst qualities of all young women.”

With my arm still hurting and now his vicious falsehood, I
could barely keep from bursting into tears. “Why? Why are
you doing this to us?” I asked helplessly. “You know it isn’t
true.”

Eltha stepped forward as if to slap him, too – but one of the
men in orange stopped her.
“Who are you going to believe?” said Srenifor, calmly
vindictive. “Us; or some puerile schoolgirls?”

The leading employee nodded, and addressed us with
brusque certitude. “Director Neúvret is a major sponsor of
this establishment. What he says is taken very seriously here.
You two will have to leave, now; and you will not be allowed
in the Teuriot Rotunda again.”

So, after being about to leave willingly, we were ejected in
disgrace. Simply for spurning the attentions of three
undesirable men. The only consolation was that Tyvided was
nowhere to be seen in the street outside.

We both decided we wanted more drinks, if only to drown
our anger and frustration. Went to the Agglok dance-bar two
streets away (although it’s named after the largest of
Zherrista’s planets, that bar can barely hold seventy people).
Eltha tried again to clean my dress. But despite her best
effort, a green-grey stain remained on my back; and the oilysweet smell of kraipesh lingered about me for the rest of the
night. Neither of us wanted to dance, just drink.

It must have been at least another five ales each before we
left and headed for the temporary apartment Eltha had
booked. By that time we were both seriously drunk. I
remember we had rudely dismissed several people’s
conversational overtures in the Agglok. One of them, a fat
woman with skin so fair she could almost be an albino, Eltha
recognized from the Entertainment Bureau. Considering what
she represented, Eltha had a proper reason for being rude to
her!

The apartment (not the same one as last month) wasn’t more
than eight minutes’ walk away – I think – yet we took two
wrong turns on the way there. I vaguely recall a group of
boys yelling some lewd remarks at us in the street. When we
finally got to the right door, DISASTER. Eltha had lost the
key!

She desperately searched her belt pouch, both pockets and
down the front of her dress. No luck. “We’ve got to go back
to the bar, ask everyone, look on the floor...” she started
snivelling. “I can’t! My head hurts so much, I need to lie
down...”
“We’d never find it,” I sighed, suddenly feeling sick. “I bet

someone’d give us a useless old key just for a laugh. Orialaó,
what can we do??”

“Night transit to Mrauremj, maybe. I know there’s none to
Eseerila.” She slumped down against the wall, head in hands.
“But the nearest stop is further than back to the Teuriot...”

I banged my fist on the locked door of unpainted uklesirm
wood. It rattled loudly around its locking bolts; the sound
jarred in my skull, and I had some idea of the pain Eltha must
be feeling. “Don’t do that, please!” she begged through
breaking tears.

Glancing up and down the narrow, bluishly half-lit,
randomly-paved street, I had a vague idea about knocking on
someone else’s door and asking if they had a telephone,
calling home and asking Father or Tevers to drive into town
and rescue us. As I imagined the humiliating search for a
helpful stranger, the succession of tired and angry people
turning me away, the inevitable lecherous man who would
invite me in and instantly demand sex, my stomach heaved. I
bent over, steadied myself on the wall, and vomited.

Tyvided’s last words to me echoed in my mind – and felt
true, in that moment. My head was spinning, my mouth tasted
like rellz droppings, I was exhausted and still nauseous; my
best friend was sat, crying, in an empty alley. It couldn’t get
much worse than this.

Staggering away from my pool of puke, I caught my foot on a
small, protruding paving stone. It should have tripped me, but
instead it came loose. Crying out with pained defiance, I
wrenched it free of the ground, went back to the door and
smashed it against the lock. Eltha gasped and covered her

ears. I hit the stone home twice more before the bolt housing
splintered and the door swung inward.

I’m not sure what time we broke into that apartment. But it
was 09:20 when I woke up, still in my party dress – and
feeling like a thirst-maddened, agonized captive in some
ancient Rahíodite slave pen. There were two low beds in the
single sleeping room; Eltha was unconscious on the other. I
drank as much water as I could, willing my head to stop
pounding. I was relieved to see that the damaged door had an
inside bar, which one of us had secured in place before we
collapsed.

There was no food in the apartment, only water. After
another two hours, we both caught transits to our respective
home districts. I had just under twenty-four doraefs left (not
lost any of my money, thankfully...) and gave Eltha eighteen
toward the cost of the lock. She will have to settle up with the
owner of the apartment. I was just relieved that nobody had
seen me smashing my way in and called the lawmen – some
residents of that street must have heard it.

After feeding my starving mouth until I thought I might be
sick again, I spent the rest of today at home. All I wanted to
do was hide from everyone, as if the whole sorry night were
my own fault (well, it was my idea to go out, so I suppose I
am to blame).
This evening, I told Father what had happened at the Teuriot.
He already knew the name of Director Srenifor Neúvret.

“That man has significant pecuniary, and some political,

influence,” he said. “He is also egregious in his relations with
employees, several of whom have accused him of amorouslymotivated misconduct. I can well believe he would falsely
denounce you and Eltha, to deflect attention from his own
social transgressions.”

“Isn’t there something we can do about it? Does he just get
away with lying and having us banned?”

“I can engender some trouble for him in City Government –
neutralize a number of the favours and contacts he enjoys,
perhaps impact his company’s market share. However, to
inconvenience him would be to penalize his organization,
thus harming many other, blameless, individuals.” Father
sounded apologetic. “Which, in turn, would be bad for my
own position and reputation. Especially were it perceived as
a personal vendetta.”
“I can’t expect you to do that, Father. Sorry for asking.”

“Regarding the Teuriot Rotunda, though,” he grinned tightly,
“Neúvret may be a sponsor of the club itself, but several of
the ales they sell are supplied under permits issued by a
department which I can influence. I will certainly let them
know that banning my daughter is a foolish act.”

It occurred to me that perhaps I should just try to forget about
it all. “You don’t have to. There are other places I can go
out...”

“You like the Teuriot, though, don’t you? Even if it does
seem to have a high quotient of strife. Liri, I will speak to
them on this matter. My sense of parental obligation demands
it, even if you do not.”

25:12 - After everything else, my wrist is cramped from
writing all this down. [Maybe I should try being briefer?]
Lalmren Oriamnuth 2nd

Lonthraer rides: 2. Transit journeys: 2. Lectures: 2.
Tutorials: 1. Restaurant visits: 1. Sexual encounters: 1.
Rode Nenamdir to Academy and back. He needs a
professional claw trim.
Today’s discussion question: if you had been a minister
to High Lord Moruvargua of Zetumurr, could you have
remained loyal to her despite the carnage of the Fifth
War?

Saw Vralnu late afternoon, needed cheering up. He,
Klemlo & Releumin (Klemlo’s girl) took me out for a
decent seafood meal of durnai and meronaul fillets.
Made love in his room afterwards. Period feels
imminent.

Dahatren watched Rednight Invasion for 3rd time. Talked
about it constantly this evening.

Radio news: Xyzôrr High King, Azkrûvarr of Ntrassôr,
was killed yesterday in apparent hunting accident.
Assassination suspected by some. Queen Vzrebilasseh
of Ôixeraak is next in rotation for High monarchy; her
succession would increase diplomatic tension with
Porúhn.
[No. This style just feels wrong...]

Vrolnren Oriamnuth 3rd
Flingball is back on the calendar!
Awful timing, though... my period just started... I’m not
bleeding all that much yet, but the pain impaired my
performance in this afternoon’s training. Still, I couldn’t wait
to get in there.

Got back from Academy as quick as I could, did a bit of
essay writing but couldn’t really focus. Changed into my
white and beige, short-skirted team gymshift, flexible highgrip sportcourt shoes, battered leather vambraces and strong
chest girdle. (I admit it makes my breasts look somewhat
flattened, and taking it off after training is an amazingly
sensual relief – but playing without it can get painful, to say
nothing of making them sag when I’m older!)

The gymshift and girdle both still fit me perfectly. I didn’t
think I’d gained any significant weight in the last three
months, but it was nice to be sure. Some girls obsess about
their weight – and their compulsion to lose some of it – so
much that it’s unbearable to hear. Myself, I’d happily keep
my current physique forever.

Walked to the fine-gritted sports ground, a couple of
kilometres from our villa, for 18:30. It was great to assemble
the team again. There are seven of us girls right now – two
have left Eseerila since last season, so we’ll have to recruit
replacements this month. From youngest to oldest: Student
Leyirera Rethidaen (just twenty-one, finishing school next
year), Cleaner Aeltise Qeskudra, myself, Factoryhand

Droyelimd Tharnáin, Homewife Lre-Ek’sie Eun, Builder
Kleniveeth Nynilro; and our team boss, Homewife Velráunee
Edulram (who’s forty-one, and been on the team eighteen
years).

After we’d finished exchanging greetings and recent stories,
we did a few warmup exercises. Ran around the ground three
times. Droyelimd tripped on the second lap and skinned her
knee, but she didn’t make more than a sharp tut. She got
straight back up, applied a bandage and rejoined us
immediately. Aeltise, who’s put on a noticeable bit of weight,
was out of breath and lagging well behind the rest.

Spent about fifty minutes running through our standard game
formations – carefully allowing for the two vacant positions –
and passing the ball around. Kleniveeth dropped it twice.
Leyirera couldn’t remember the stretched five-point
formation. When we did the double chevron, I found myself
at the rear right with the next spot vacant. Velráunee passed
the ball to me from the front and I barely caught it; when I
flung it on to Eun, it fell short and bounced. I’ll have to work
on my low fling.

Goal practice was best. Each of us took ten shots at the target
column from varying distances; I missed only twice, and hit
the top target – the hardest, with the highest scores – three
times. Kleni missed half her shots. She seems to have lapsed
a bit more than the rest of us – but still, she’d be far from
useless in a match.

Finished with a short game of three-per-side, with Aeltise
voluntarily sitting out. Eun scored most, though I managed to
take the ball off her more than once. She’s taller than me,

with a longer reach; the reason I surpassed her in last year’s
season is my superior aim, and because I tire less quickly.
She was Eseerila’s top scorer before I joined the team.
Perhaps this year she is hoping to reclaim the title. A little
friendly rivalry might help us both push ourselves a bit
harder.

Velráunee seemed mostly happy with our initial performance
(though she did cast a sidelong glance at Aeltise). She wants
us to train twice a week from now on; of course, not
everyone will be able to attend every session. As for filling
the vacancies, we are all to look out for possible recruits.
Apart from being able and willing to play, the only
conditions are that they must live or work in Eseerila, and
they must be female...
Krethmren Oriamnuth 4th
New moon Tirvaen

Ached all over when I woke up – and it wasn’t just period
pain. My back and shoulders muscles, in particular, must be
seriously out of condition. Or perhaps it’s all the time I spend
sat reading, in the library or my room? Have I been using a
bad posture without knowing it?

Tevers had a row with Mother this evening. She accused him
of wasting fuel and making frivolous use of the autowheeler,
because he had driven to Luikrahnta to watch a rangeball
game with two old friends. He replied that perhaps she
shouldn’t have used it to attend her work social last week,
and at least he wasn’t keeping it overnight as she did. At this,
she flew into an uncharacteristic rage. He had no right to

question her actions or where she went, Mother shouted; she
went on to say that if he didn’t have enough respect or
consideration to ask when he wanted the autowheeler, he
could forget using it at all, and get Glemyreuna to drive him
in her tanker! He insisted, angry himself now, that she had no
reason to get so upset, and that it was wrong to bring his
girlfriend into it too. That, of course, set Mother off about
how bad Tevers was for cheating, carrying on with two
women at once – how he was no better than his grandfather.
Tevers threw the autowheeler keys across the lounge and
retreated to his room.
My mother is getting more and more unreasonable. She
might be unhappy with Father, but she can’t blame him for
her own behaviour.

Father himself is now permanently sleeping in the spare
room. He won’t tell me what he plans to do about his
marriage, or if he’s still consorting with the mysterious
Amlúee. If he is, I’d like to meet her – so I can tell her what
she’s done to my mother, and see if she’s capable of caring.
For that matter, I wonder if she has any worthwhile qualities
at all? Apart from youth and beauty, of course.
Tlornren Oriamnuth 5th

A substantial bank of clouds appeared today, and the
temperature dropped sharply by the end of the afternoon. It
was almost cool enough to require long sleeves and trousers.
The rains will be here soon.
Attended three lectures, then spent over two hours in the

library – and began to struggle for motivation again. I had to
skip through three rather similar books about the early
Délarnish dominant castes, who vied for control and presided
over the gradual repopulation of our coastlands in the
centuries after the Vreónsar Empire collapsed. One such
book would have been interesting enough; but the whole
point of the new essay I’m working on is to contrast separate
accounts of the time, and identify which of their so-called
facts actually conflict.

Dahatren and I talked for a while this evening. He says he’s
got a girlfriend at school right now, named Elazut (she’s
Dohrûsian!); but so far she refuses to come to our home, or to
let him visit hers. His best male friend Ohnefram, who’s
never had a girl himself and cares more about music and
singing, thinks Elazut’s family must still harbour some postwar resentment... even though they do live in our country. I
suggested that maybe she’s simply shy and nervous – that it’s
up to him to convince her she’s likeable enough for his
family to approve of, and for her own folks to trust a nice
young man with her.

Told him about the tedium of comparing those three history
books. He actually had the perfect remedy: a fascinating story
in one of his fiction serials, entitled Falling Flame Rekindled.
We all know about the Starfall, and how its giant tsunamis
brought an abrupt end to Vreónsar times; but what if there
had been another such cataclysm, in the mid-23rd century?
And if this time the great impact was not in the ocean but on
land, right in the heart of Mraletæor where Waladuru and
Fylraan meet? The World today might be quite a different
place.

I read the whole tale before bed and really enjoyed it. When
real history starts getting tiresome, alternative history makes
a welcome change...
Iygren Oriamnuth 6th

Esnae told me today that her co-father’s new radio operator
friends, on various islands such as Kyilazh and Qorunaxiyl,
are swapping stories about ships being attacked and sunk by
huge minacious efravyrns. It seems there have been several
such attacks in the last year around the Rivexaon and
Naxiylan archipelagos, on vessels as long as thirty metres.
Giant, sinuous, wormlike, dagger-toothed sea beasts coiling
themselves tight around the hulls to break them, before
picking off the helpless crews in the water: it’s the stuff of
old seafaring legends and children’s monster stories.

I asked her if they were talking exclusively about wooden
ships – I’d be scared indeed to think an efravyrn could crush
a metal hull! Esnae wasn’t sure. But she says the main
rumour is that efravyrns – in that part of the World, at least –
are developing a special liking for the taste of human flesh. If
it’s true, there will be stories on the telegrid too; the official
news will likely mention it soon enough.
Didn’t go to flingball training. Too much homework to do.
Ezgren Oriamnuth 7th
New moon Saahvaen, solar traverse

Period finished. I badly wanted to meet Vralnu today and

have some serious fun in bed. To my dismay, he messaged
that he couldn’t see me... or wouldn’t. He and his friends had
an all-day Boat Club party to attend! I wasn’t happy.

The idea that he’s got another woman somewhere came
creeping back to bother me.

To cheer myself up, I went to the Mrauremj art gallery with
Eltha and Thaeránee. They were both wearing new outfits
based on one of the designs we invented last month. Filmy,
red-amber split skirts tied to the ankles; and spiral-cut, shortsleeved, blue-purple tops held in place by fine wire frames,
with the opening running from the navel around the left side
to the back and thence from the right below the breasts, under
the left armpit and up to the nape of the neck. Thaerá is still a
bit chubby, especially at the waist – but the costume flattered
her, nonetheless. And Eltha looked fantastic in hers. They
definitely have to get one made for me!

The main themes of the current displays were ‘Practical
Thrissiats,’ ‘Telegrid Addiction’ – and a Global War tie-in,
with pictures expanding on the imaginary landscapes of
planet Xalkozha, plus the alien rocket ships and war
machines from Rednight Invasion. Makes me wonder what
artists two centuries ago might have come up with, if they’d
tried to imagine the Fifth Continental War.

A dishevelled, greying man, colourfully and eccentrically
dressed, was studying these pictures intently. Thaerá greeted
him, and he noticed her for the first time.
“Liri, Eltha, this is Critic Ranvothaet Tharnerim,” she said.
“He’s an old friend of my mother’s.”

Ranvothaet nodded to us briefly, not wasting time on hellos.
“Good to see young people appreciating art. Even if it’s as
unimpressive as this lot…”
“You don’t like them, Critic?” I asked. “Why not?”

“Shallow. Escapist. Commercially sponsored, created
according to the dictats of a photoplay writer. The artist is
trying to interpret someone else’s imagination, but lacks the
skill to convey any inspirational spark. There’s no real
vision – only illustration.”

The thrissiat artworks were the best thing there – we all
agreed on that. As Thaerá put it: “Scalerns who live in trees
must think we’re dumb, for staying on the ground where we
can use only our legs to get around!” She was admiring a
sculpture of one of the toothy, dexterous, arboreal creatures,
made out of little machine parts and old electrical wiring.

“No doubt they think our hands are wasted, unused half of
the time,” said Ranvothaet, pointing out a picture of seven
smiling orange thrissiats, linked left-hand-to-right-tail
between two tree branches. Each one held a different tool in
his right hand, an open book between his feet and a different
national flag with his left prehensile tail: Délarnad, Tarnúh,
Guxolzôr, Loni Mahéiri, the Isineel Islands, Arlinuij and
Susteuza. The technocratic countries... “Here, we have a
political statement cleverly made in humourous fashion. Can
you girls see it?”
“It’s supposed to mean that we technocracies are the most
practical nations,” I said proudly.

“Or maybe,” Eltha suggested, “it means we’d get on better if

we were all just animals...”

Ranvothaet had already moved on to a picture of two
brownish-yellow thrissiats having a sword fight with what
looked like Kasskarrian ceremonial blades, painted entirely
out of tiny discrete splashes of colour. “Look at this! I’d say
there’s real talent here – it’s simple and complicated at the
same time. You’ll note: there are no continuous lines or solid
shapes anywhere, yet somehow, the image overall is clear
and quite detailed. An original accomplishment, worthy of
recognition. That’s my opinion; although possibly, others
might disagree.”

Thaerá gushed, “I really, really wish I could do this kind of
work, I’d be a proper artist – just like your boyfriend, Eltha.”

Eltha shook her head with a grin. “Not just like him, Thaerá.
Frelsbaan’s quite a different sort of artist from whoever
painted this – his work is firm, lifelike, with smoothly
changing tones. This art’s no less proper, though.”
“Oh, I know what his work’s like. I’m happy enough with the
portrait he did of me last month. My mother, though, she
didn’t really seem especially impressed – please, please,
don’t tell Frelsbaan I said that!”

“I won’t,” said Eltha. “But I never saw that portrait myself.
What exactly was it your mother didn’t like?”

“She thought it was... kind of typical, derivative, copied from
any of a hundred other painters’ styles – not a distinctive
vision of me, in any way. She said a photograph might have
been better.” Thaerá sounded very guilty. “I promise that I
don’t think the same thing, really I don’t – and anyway, does

that matter? It’s still a realistic picture, and it might be
prettier than the real me!”

Eltha affected a dreamy smile and a sigh. “It’s an early work
of a young master. Someday – back in Serethdíun, where he
grew up – there will be a dedicated Frelsbaan Henōmol
Gallery. And I’ll be the model in at least a few of the
priceless pieces on display.”
I asked Thaerá: “Is your mother a practicing art critic, too? I
hope she has a better opinion of our dress designs...”

“No, no – my mother’s an office assistant, at one of the big
food supply centers. She’s just an amateur art scholar, not a
professional like Ranvothaet here.”

The old man, who had become engrossed in another painting,
turned back to us. “I‘d be willing to give you an opinion on
this Freslbaan’s work, if I have the chance to view it. Though
you may recall that your mother and I usually agree in our
judgement, Thaeránee. So I hope, for his own good, the artist
can bear a little negativity...”

“I’ll tell her, Critic, I’m sure she’s like to invite you round
sometime,” Thaerá said.

“Well, then – perhaps I’ll be gracing your family with my
company soon. For now, though, I must go and write my
reviews of these… latest dabblings.” Without another word,
he walked away, heading for the gallery’s back rooms.

Once he was gone, Thaerá shook her head and sighed. “I
probably won’t do that, Eltha. You must have noticed how
pompous he can be. When he’s come to visit now and again,
he’s talked a lot about personal merit in society: like, not just

artistic merit, but about technical and intellectual, and
sporting, and martial, and administrative kinds of merit as
well. And how people who don’t demonstrate real abilities or
interests in any of those things...” her flow of speech tailed
off for a few seconds here.
“Like labourers, you mean?” I said. “Shop staff, cleaners...
people in low-skilled work? What did he say about them?
About farm workers, perhaps...?” I expect Tevers would hate
Ranvothaet!

“He’s says they’re the kind of people... meant to be unskilled,
less privileged, and not to have much political power. That
the rest of us shouldn’t marry them, either. What he said was,
’Keep the poorer genes contained’.”
I heard an obvious echo of what I’ve been reading recently.
“Okay, so he’s an elitist. He wants our country to develop
into a caste system – like back in the first millennium.
History moving in circles... it’s a miserable idea, if you think
about it.”

Thaerá said, “Maybe not all that miserable. If history could
repeat itself, we might go back to the romantic times of the
Vrondamin knights and the Erefenid dynasts... brown brick
palaces and rich courts and brave warriors with their swords
and muskets, long blue sailing ships, big vorgrards pulling
carved carriages everywhere and markets where all the
clothes are handmade!”

“Just as likely we’d end up with bloodthirsty Mikorakt
religion, human sacrifice again!” Eltha answered shortly. “Or
bring back the cult of Argřourth and all that body
scarification...” (I felt my skin tighten all over at the thought.)

“But there’s plenty of elitists in the country, I know that.”
“When I suggested that history could repeat itself, I didn’t
mean it literally!” I said.

Eltha told me how her temporary landlord had overreacted
about my destruction of the lock on his apartment a week
ago. She paid him the full value of it, on top of one night’s
rent – and, let’s be honest, the lock was rather fragile to begin
with. She says he ranted wildly about young people these
days being wantonly destructive and uncaring, and that he’ll
never accept her custom again. I told her how Father plans to
get us back in at the Teuriot Rotunda; she’s actually not too
bothered. There are better places for us to go out, she says –
and her new colleagues will show us where.

Saahvaen went into traverse at about 15:40 this afternoon. I
did squint at the Sun a few times in the next hour: it wasn’t
noticeably any dimmer, but a tiny black disc was visible
against it for a while. As Dahatren says with repetitive
enthusiasm, whenever there’s a solar traverse: “Just imagine
if one of the moons was big enough, or close enough, the
hide the Sun completely when they pass in front – like they
can eclipse Zherrista? That would be really incredible to
see...”
Lalmren Oriamnuth 8th
Caranæorn Victory Day

It’s twenty-five years ago today that the Confederacy of
Xyzôrr Kingdoms surrendered to Délarnad, Tromúhrf and the

Centrisenic League; and that Dohrûs offered us a ceasefire.

No Academy for me today, no school for Dahatren, no work
for Tevers or Mother (or Eltha, or Vralnu) – to most people,
Victory Day is a holiday, earned for us by the honoured dead.
But Father was kept busy for the same reason. A Waladuran
diplomat named Drëbodh Allesheew is in town today, and
she needed a high-ranking escort for her participation at the
commemorative functions.

Most of the family chose to stay in Eseerila for the local
temple ceremony and public feast. I took a transit and went to
watch a parade in the city centre.

A column of ten classic, eight-wheeled warwagons led the
procession. They were painted in orange, green and brown
savannah camouflage with our national flag on each side, and
polished to a shine brighter than any lonthraer’s scales ever
were; their big guns, front and rear, were angled upwards in a
kind of permanent salute. They crawled through the main
thoroughfares at little more than walking speed, allowing
cheering children to run alongside, waving toy weapons, until
their parents reined them in.

After the warwagons came the veterans, in uniforms of
various colours and designs: some walking proudly, some
(with less than two functional legs) in motorized trackchairs,
the old officers riding stockily-bred greenish lonthraers...
Teverhonro the First would have ridden one of those into
battle. (In fact, his steed may well still be alive somewhere).
There must have been several hundred of them, an eternally
victorious host, taking over half an hour to pass the street
corner where I stood. I recognized a good few, including

Eltha’s one-armed uncle Kamfirin Nathérath – and old
Rivexaon gunchief Twalimai GePruxa, who was my first
history teacher at Silromig Lake.

At the rear of the parade came four steam platform trucks,
carrying trophies captured from our former foes in the last
year of the war. There was a wide-bore Xyzôrr artillery
piece, its long barrel battered but the jagged-pattern desert
paint restored; a Zetumite light airship carriage (carrying
only dummy bombs now), one engine intact and the other
twisted and discoloured from when it was shot down over the
Ytrowhar Sea; the gun-bristled outrigger of a Liorwan
trimaran battle boat; a small Dohrûsian jungle combat
vehicle, with front-mounted power saws for slicing a path
through the thickest undergrowth.

Vralnu had said he would meet me there, outside the Grand
Ombreótral furniture store. I didn’t bother looking for him
until after the whole procession had trundled by. Found him
sitting on a stone bench, holding a cloth bag and looking
rather bored.

How could he have been bored with a Victory Day parade to
watch?

When I sat down beside him, he lit up at once. “Liri,
beautiful – you’re the best thing I’ve seen all week!” He
reached over to kiss me; I turned my head and offered him
only my right cheek.

“Well, since the week just started I shouldn’t be too
complimented. But if you’re saying I’m better to see than the
parade... that’s very kind, I guess.” I put a sulky edge in my
voice. “So how was that Boat Club of yours...? Must be

something very special, to keep you from my arms after five
days!”

“It only meets twice a month, and yesterday was our late
summer river crossing,” he explained, waving a placating
hand. “I couldn’t let the others down, they needed me
because I know cross-currents and tacking better than most. I
suppose I could’ve told you sooner.”
“Why couldn’t I have been there to watch, or help out
somehow?” I asked.
Vralnu squirmed, just a little. “Because... it’s a club just for
men.”

“I see.” This annoyed me intensely for a moment – until I
remembered that my flingball team is strictly exclusive of
men. (Men almost never play flingball: they’re conditioned
against it by tradition, I suppose. And in my view, many men
are too clumsy and aggressive to make good players.)

“I hoped I could make it up to you again.” He reached into
the cloth bag – then looked horrified. “Oh, no...”
“What’s happened?”

Vralnu groaned despairingly. “I bought you a box of xraveop
berry tarts. But the box was fragile, I think I banged the bag a
few times in the crowd, and now... ” He withdrew his left
hand from the bag. It was covered in crumbs, fragments of
squashed fruit and sticky, purplish jam.

I couldn’t help but laugh. “Oh, Vralnu, Vralnu! – you men
are clumsy! Come here, miwaóvin.” I seized his hand and
began licking the sweet mess off it, finger by finger. I always
adored the taste of xraveop berries: whole or squashed, it’s

still awesome. “We can still share this little treat.” My mouth
full of jam, I gave him a long, sticky-sweet kiss.
After our lips parted, we both giggled like children. “So, am I
forgiven yet?” he asked.

“For now... as long as I get your full attention the rest of the
day!” His gentle manner and almost palpable aura of virility
always affect me strongly; I’m not sure I could possibly stay
angry with him for long, unless he did something really bad...
“Anyway, let’s go follow the parade to Mishéatal
Concourse.”
“Why, for the speeches? I heard it all last year.”

“This time, my father’s going to make a speech.” I’d already
got up; I took his hand (the clean one this time), pulling him
to his feet and leading him into the passing stream of people.

It was only a few minutes’ walk to Mishéatal Concourse: the
great pentagonal open space (capable of holding eight
thousand people, so I’ve heard) was nearly full with the nowstationary Victory parade vehicles, lonthraers and veterans,
plus a huge attendant crowd. On the black stone platform at
the west side, under the flags of Délarnad and our wartime
allies, stood maybe twenty officials and armed lawmen.
Though we couldn’t get close enough to make out their faces,
I could identify my father by his height, white hair and
scarlet-sleeved mandator’s suit of darkest blue.

The time was 14:35. After a fanfare of horns and electric
chimes silenced the crowd, he stepped up to the bank of
microphones at the centre of the platform. His vastly
amplified voice was distorted and shot through with subtle

crackles, but more potent and passionate than ever.

“People of Bresklaim Shores: citizens, allies, visitors, and
most revered war veterans – welcome and thank you for your
attendance.

“At this hour, on this date, a quarter of a century ago, the
conflict known as the Fifth Continental War ended on our
continent. Although fighting continued in the Southern
Hemisphere for some months thereafter, our own land knew
the peace which has endured until today.”

He briefly shifted to Etlevreóni: “Bwilid oriabu garngōl tlirët
mraaserelh, eréif serelhiam. Oqu zarrál sredaanrë húerv
mraaserelh – dóaf eemblya serelhiam.” [Though to make war
is not always right, it is always brave. And death in battle is
not always glorious – but it is always meaningful.] The
majority of the crowd understood, for they happily yelled
their agreement.

“It was the valour, discipline, devotion and sacrifice of our
fighting forces, with the tireless and dedicated support of the
whole civilian populace behind them, which brought about
that victory. And so, in eternal memory of those of us who
perished before the final triumph,” (I’m sure his voice
wavered slightly here, and quite understandably), “let all now
present give voice to our Commemorative Prayer.”
In life is deed and choice,
In choice is peace and war.
From war comes pain and grief,
From grief comes pity and wisdom.
Orialaó, Creator of the Universe,

Bestower of consciousness and will,
Who imparted all emotions and virtues
That humanity might relish and enrich the gift of
living:
We implore you, bless the spirits of our friends who
died
Fighting valiantly to serve and save this virtuous
nation.
Let them move on to new and better lives, be it now or
in other ages.
And look with compassion on we now alive, who miss
and mourn them:
Help us live in tolerance, honesty, and percipience,
That war and its evils may not return to our land.
In pity is empathy and love,
In love is beauty and long memory.
From memory comes forethought and understanding:
From understanding, the hope of a better future.

[Okay – I’ve heard it year after year, just about everyone
with a conscience knows it. But my account of today would
feel unfinished without transcribing it.]

After the communal recitation was finished, a few seconds of
silence passed. Then, Father continued:

“Joining us today is a representative of our greatest comrades
in arms, with whom we shared the anguish of the struggle
and the exultation of victory; the mightiest, the bravest, the
undisputedly most diverse and democratic nation on Ithæor –
the Waladuran Alliance. Good people, please welcome

Delegate Drëbodh Allesheew!”

There were cheers and applause as the foreign diplomat took
the microphones. From where Vralnu and I stood, I could see
that she was at least as tall as Father, about as dark as me,
and either had immensely long hair coiled into a thick,
conical spiral atop her head, or wore a black cloth headdress
of the same shape. Her all-red outfit was clearly of the loose,
billowy Neruótif court style; her Duruánic accent, when she
spoke, was surprisingly light.

“I am honoured to be here,” she said. “I was also in your fair
country at the time of Caranæorn victory twenty-five years
ago, as a junior member of our military liaison team. Though
my duties at the time were purely clerical, I had witnessed
joint command decisions made by our leaders and yours; I
had seen the valour of your soldiers and the pain of those
whose friends, or loved ones, died; I recall the moment when
the Xyzôrr offer of capitulation was first received. The
moment when years of courage, dedication and hope were
proved to have been equal to the task. And, for me, what
truly made the occasion joyous was the sense of comradeship
our two peoples had developed while fighting side by side. It
is the sharing of a hardship which brings people together – be
it just two individuals, or 500 million – and once that
difficulty is overcome, a real friendship can remain firm and
vastly enrich their lives. As it has for all of us!”

She paused, giving the crowd time to issue another burst of
applause. Presently, she continued:

“We have an ancient saying in my country: ‘Beyond all other
loves, is the love of peace.’” (I’ve heard that from

Zherleimians in this country, too). “But it was our wartime
symposiarch, Kraelh Ahathowdh, who answered that saying
with this: ‘Without righteousness and reparation, any peace
will be hollow; and its love, futile.’ Having taken office after
his predecessor was killed at the Zetumite front – as the
enemy was barely held off from a final advance on our
capital, Nuurzhamad – Symposiarch Ahathowdh refused to
negotiate, or to accept any terms. He kept us brave and
determined; and less than two years later, your great nation
came to our aid. Eventually we reversed the state of the war,
pushing Moruvargua’s forces all the way back to their own
land and forcing their complete surrender.

“It was the least we could do to lend you some of our
strength in return, helping to win the battle here in Caranæor.
And as then, so now. Speaking for my government, I say to
the noble peoples of Délarnad and Tromúhrf: We who won,
will never bow down!”

The horns blared tunefully again, joined by more mass
yelling of deafening exultation. Vralnu and I joined in of
course, waving madly in the hope that Father would notice us
from the platform (no real chance of that).

The Varihsen-born mandator, Ri-Ak’sou Aut, gave the next
speech – about how the Centrisenic League nations fought
the Xyzôrra on the opposite front to ours, and how, just like
the Waladurans, they welcomed our entry into the war. After
her, the oratorical spot was given to a Tromúhrfite
businessman and veteran, whose name I didn’t catch amid the
general noise (at least it wasn’t Tyvided Qartishk!) Although
not a formal representative of his country’s president, he had
been an officer during the war and seen the slaughter of

thousands on both sides at the Second Battle of Xokanuska.
He described watching his flag and ours raised in the heart
that city, just as they flew here, above him, today; and how
the modern legacy of that campaign was the free technocracy
of Guxolzôr.

This lead directly to the final speaker. I smiled happily at
Vralnu, squeezing his hand; I could tell from his face he was
getting a little bored (being, as he said last month, more
interested in here and now than in history). But he could see
how fascinated I was by the speeches, so he didn’t complain
once – just held me from behind, whispered a few loving
comments and kissed my ear, then listened patiently.

The last speech was made by Zuessussad of Kêssakri, an
envoy from Guxolzôr – the former Xyzôrr kingdom which
we conquered and subsequently freed, on the condition that
they adopt our Délarnish system of government. A good few
people I’ve spoken to think we should have kept them under
indefinite occupation instead, as the Waladurans have with
Zetumurr and Liorwaal. That’s how Mother feels.

“My nation owes its existence to yours,” said the rainbowrobed envoy, drawing out every s sound in Xyzôrrak style.
There were a couple of affirming jeers from the audience at
this, but he went on: “After we had learned to respect you in
battle, you showed us a juster and nobler way than absolute
monarchy. And though we remain Xyzôrra by blood, by
culture and by speech,” – more contemptuous yells here –
“for the past quarter century we have seen Délarnad as our
wise and merciful better, to whose fine example we aspire!”
Because of his accent and pronunciation, it was difficult to
tell if he sounded truly sincere – though no doubt he was

trying to...

Zuessussad continued: “My country, separated from the
Confederacy of Xyzôrr Kingdoms, has prospered as a
technocracy. The ravages of war are long since repaired;
poverty and hunger have been all but eliminated among our
people; our schools, medical system, rail transport, fuel
industry and overall standard of living are better than ever
before. Many in Guxolzôr – myself included – believe that
we, and perhaps the whole CXK, were wrong to have ever
been your enemies. We are your allies now, and until such
time as all the World is united in permanent peace.”

That was more than a little hypocritical, a kind of
conciliatory fawning: after all, it was us who declared war on
them, although not without reason. A relatively few, polite
individuals applauded at the end of his brief address. I was
tempted to do so but thought I might embarrass myself. My
father thanked him, and they both stood down.

After that, our city’s Prime Priest came forward and led the
crowd in a further few minutes of prayer. When he was done,
the strident horn music resumed. A quartet of small dirigible
warships, gleaming blue-armoured ovoids studded with guns
and recessed crew decks, converged in the sky far above the
Concourse. They manoeuvred slowly around one another,
trailing heavy green smoke – to form, in the still air, a
fleeting outline of our national sigil. Five gold-painted
combat planes, rear-facing propellers mirroring their grenade
launchers under each wing, zoomed in lower, each from a
different direction, intersecting beneath the airships. They
passed perilously close to one another, and each detonated a
chain of actinic fireworks as they parted. The flares were

brilliant enough to stand out even in a daytime sky; so that,
for maybe half a minute, a dazzling five-pointed star
blossomed and expanded over Bresklaim Shores.

Took a transit back to Vralnu’s district, went to his house...
had a few hours of simple but wholesome food, sweet
Nlurian reedmead, and our customary exquisite passion. At
last, intoxicated, blissful and weary after my fourth trembling
orgasm, I fell asleep in his arms – and missed the last transit
home.
[This is written retrospectively, on the following day.]
Vrolnren Oriamnuth 9th
Rain!!

The first thing I was aware of this morning was the sound of
falling water, which I hadn’t heard since last Yalonraer in the
Telmithar Islands. Then I realized I was still in Vralnu’s bed,
he asleep beside me with his right arm across my midriff. The
little east-facing window showed a light grey, sodden sky:
the night had come and gone. The old clock on the far wall –
I don’t think it’s very accurate, but at least he’s careful to
keep it wound – said 07:19. I should have been home,
preparing for a busy day at the Academy.

Got up and dressed hurriedly, though Vralnu was not happy
that I wanted to leave right away; he’d got the morning off
work, and was doubtless ready for yet more lovemaking. The
bathroom and toilet which he shares with his three friends
isn’t often as clean as I’d like, and I had to wait for Halsi to

finish before I could use it.

Then it hit me: I had only what I’d worn yesterday, that is, a
medium-thickness, four-colour grassthread bodice with
elbow-length sleeves, dark red tight leggings and high
grardskin boots, plus of course my usual belt and pouch.
None of it was waterproof, or likely to keep me comfortable
when soaked!

Vralnu offered me his raincoat, which is (obviously) too big
for me and of a clearly masculine style which I wouldn’t
dream of trying on, never mind wearing in the street, if I had
any choice. But I didn’t think any of the other three were
likely to have something more suitable; and they were all
getting ready to depart for work, so they needed their
raincoats themselves. I didn’t have any choice: I donned my
boyfriend’s heavy, baggy, fray-hemmed, hooded grey slicker,
with sleeves so long my fingertips didn’t even show, kissed
him goodbye with a whispered promise we’d be doing it
again soon, and hurried out towards the transit stop.

It’s remarkable how two or three hours of rain can transform
a city – especially one which stays dry and hot for months at
a time, like Bresklaim. The narrow streets in Mattornid
District were already threaded by ephemeral streams, the
running water brown and grey with summer dust; every
exposed wall or window darkened and glistening; people
rushing from building to building instead of walking or riding
steadily, except a few who simply stood with upturned
smiling faces and embraced the downpour; the grey overcast
directionless daylight, replacing bright blue sky and direct
sunlight; the sheer omnipresent sound and feel of striking
raindrops, still a novelty in themselves; the changed smell of

the air – fresher, cooler, subtly pungent and vividly more
alive.

The first transit to Eseerila was already so packed with rainshy travellers that it didn’t even stop. Waited twenty-six
minutes for the next, trying to shrink deeper into the raincoat
and pulling the hood as far forward over my head as possible.
The rain seemed to be getting heavier. I tried to pass the time
by running through some verses of Ituróath Nerefomt’s
Qolmaarou Destinies in my head; Aráeeth can probably
recite the great 1st century poet better than I can.

I was able to board the next transit, but there was no seat free
and barely room to stand after another few stops. The journey
is nearly an hour normally, longer at a busy time like this,
and often bumpy. At one junction, when the driver braked
abruptly, some fat middle-aged man stumbled into me and
almost knocked me down. He apologized excessively, even
saying that if my soul and temper were as fine as my face, I
could surely forgive his blundering! I was pleased enough to
smile and nod, which seemed to satisfy him.

It was 09:42 when I at last got home. None of the family
were there but Father, for whom today was a holiday in place
of yesterday. I let him know where I’d been all night. It
didn’t trouble him much (I’m a big girl now, after all), but he
said:

“Liri, I consider Vralnuthen a winsome young man of
reasonable intellect and good character; I can understand
your appreciation of him. However: do you believe you and
he have enough similarity to support a long-term romantic
relationship?”

“I don’t know if we’ve got anything permanent, but I’ve no
complaints about him right now,” I answered. “He loves me
just as I am, he’s considerate; he did lend me this raincoat,
which I think is the only one he has! Why do you ask,
Father – are you hoping to marry me off...?”

“Oh, assuredly not! We see Meshyleeth far too seldom for
my liking since she took a husband; I would prefer my
second daughter to remain part of this household a
considerable while yet, assuming you are willing to do so.
All I wish is to know how committed you might become. I
care about your happiness – this being a difficult time for
your mother and myself.”

“Vralnu makes me happy, Father – but, believe me, I don’t
depend on a man to be happy!” Perhaps that’s not quite true...
I’ve become rather keen on sex recently, and if I had to rely
on self-indulgence it would probably feel a bit wretched.

I decided to change subjects. “I heard you and Delegate
Allesheew speak at Mishéatal yesterday. It was an impressive
occasion and I was proud to be there; but I wish you could
have held the stage longer, Father.”
“You truly think that? How sweet and loyal of you to say so,
Liri.” He looked aside and sighed for a moment. “I confess: I
did not receive positive repartee from the other officials
present. Least of all, Delegate Allesheew.”

This was unexpected. “What do you mean – what did they
say?”

“Words to the effect that... that my short introduction was
uninspired, lacking originality or verbal vigour. Allesheew

afterwards complained that my description of her nation was
too brief and did them insufficient credit.”

“Father, that’s just stupid! You had the people cheering and
happy. You’re a great speaker, you’ve always been!”

“It was not the first time my performance has been criticised
recently. Ironic that, after years of giving corrections to other
orators, it is I who now face the same. I am growing old,
Liriōnee. I have held the rank of mandator almost as long as
you have lived. Perhaps I am beginning to lose my edge, my
ingenuity.”
“Does that mean...”

“That I have to resign?” he finished for me. “Not just yet. I
can still handle the normal business of government; I know
that my experience and example is valuable to the younger
officials. Possibly – in a year or so, perhaps – I could step
down with some dignity and claim my honorarium monies.”

Being a mandator’s daughter is not, in itself, a position of
power. As Zuessussad yesterday emphasised for all to hear,
Délarnad is no monarchy – so I’m no princess or noble lady.
But my father’s role in ruling our society has been a point of
great pride for me, ever since I was an insatiably curious,
chattering little child. I’ve long felt that, when he finally
gives up his job, a part of my own identity will be lost or
changed... hopefully, by then, I would have an established
career and full adult life of my own (maybe even a husband
or two!)

“Just a year? Far too soon, you need to teach the younger
mandators a lot more before they can carry on without you!

A few pompous fools may be whinging – but the respect and
love you’ve earned from the people of this city, you’ll never
lose that.” I wanted to help him feel better. “What about our
visitors from Velúhmaras? Will you still be meeting them?
Will I?”

“Yes. Don’t worry about that, my lovely daughter. Your
hunger for knowledge shall not be frustrated because of me.”
He chuckled. “And who can tell? My success, or lack thereof,
in eliciting amity from those isolationist ambassadors, may
well be the salvation – or the terminal malediction – of my
working life.”

I’d missed one lecture completely, and arrived at Academy
midway through another. It was given by Preceptor Osgruló,
so I didn’t want to miss the rest. Sneaked in at the back as
unobtrusively as I could. The Preceptor doubtless noticed;
elucidating on the design of the first city at Slojzar, he barely
broke the flow of his speech to glance at me. I didn’t feel
insolent enough to ask any questions after being absent for
half his presentation.

Afterwards I asked Eukel if I could borrow his notes to copy
what I’d missed. He showed them to me; they’re written in
some kind of code which I couldn’t read! It took me a
moment to realize that he’s using the arcane Hrêsan symbols
we’ve all puzzled over... with his own modern meanings
assigned to each, obviously.

Rain doesn’t normally stop flingball training, unless it’s
freakishly cold as well – or part of a violent storm. Today I

made sure to attend. Wore the same gymshift, which is
designed to be damp with either rain or sweat. Rode
Nenamdir to the sports ground and tethered him in a patch of
pralgrass just outside, to let the persistent wet weather wash
him down for me.

Leyirera arrived from the same direction as I secured
Nenamdir’s leash to a binding post. She cooed with
admiration at my lonthraer and started patting his head
without asking me. Nenamdir shook himself violently and
snarled at her. She jumped back in shock.

“Careful,” I said. “Lonthraers don’t like head contact, except
from people they trust. Stroke his shoulders if you like –
that’ll help him get used to you.”

“I’d rather not! Sorry to bother him... I don’t know much
about animals.” Always appearing daintily delicate despite
being athletic, Rera now looked quite scared.
“I could teach you more if you like, maybe how to ride,” I
offered.

“Nah, that’s okay, our newest teammate’s already promised
to teach me.” She gestured to another woman who had just
stepped out of the ground entrance.

“Hi, Rera! And you must be Liriōnee, right? I saw you in the
final last year, you were amazing.” The newcomer was
certainly striking. She’s exceptionally tall, maybe half a
metre above me, trim but formidably muscled for a girl;
unimpressively small chest but a prominent rump. Her face
was (is!) somewhat coarse and thick-featured, yet looked
intelligent. I would guess she’s at least 35. “Builder

Halisamin Evorsanemd – call me Sami!”

I shook her hand. “Evorsanemd? That was my co-mother’s
birth name; maybe we’re family?” (If Sami is a relative of
Leloristel, she and I still have no actual blood connection –
but the bond will be there all the same). “How do you come
to join the team?”

“Kleniveeth, she invited me along last Iygren – we work
together. I moved here from Draleshkun, last Ihzhernuth, I
was in a team there a few years back. Did your co-mother
have any kin in that area?”

“She grew up there! I mean, she left Draleshkun nearly sixty
years ago, I think most of her family are gone now, they
stopped writing to her or my father well before she died
herself... but we’ll find out.”

The rain finally eased off during our training session. Nobody
tripped over this time, and Aeltise did a bit better than last
week. But Sami, with her height and correspondingly long
legs, outperformed us all in speed and reach; she has a good
aim too, she almost equalled me in goal practice. Either she’s
a former champion who we’ve somehow never heard of
before, or just a gifted natural player who’s never used her
talent to the fullest. She should be a valuable addition to the
team.

At the end we played four-per-side (nobody sitting out).
Myself, Aeltise, Velrá and Eun lost 5-6 to Kleni, Rera, Droy
and Sami. [Abbreviating all the names of more than two
syllables seems best for this diary, since that’s how we
address each other!] Our first official game of the season
has been set for the 25th of this month, and Velrá intends us

all to beat our personal best scores before then.
Krethmren Oriamnuth 10th

There was more rain this morning, though it only lasted a few
hours. Already I can see the vegetation around Eseerila
looking greener; and suddenly there are breekets flitting
about everywhere, revelling in the cooler, damper daytime
air. Tiny gold-winged avizards that will happily perch on an
outstretched finger and keep up their trilling breek sounds
until you feed them a crumb of something. Eltha once took
two of them as pets – until they escaped from their cage,
gnawed open her makeup kit and gorged themselves on the
facepaint. Which, unfortunately, was fatally poisonous to
them.

Asked Father about Leloristel’s side of the family today. He
said that apart from her elder brother, Plorsetrarm – who is
alive, but outlived all three of his children and has only a
granddaughter left – she had two cousins, both male, living in
Draleshkun when she last heard from them. They were never
close to her, and lost touch soon after Meshy was born.
Perhaps one was Halisamin’s father or grandfather?

My parents are still speaking when they have to, but treating
each other as housemates. They have taken to dining at
different times. When they are both in the same room, the
sense of discomfort and resentment is intense. I refuse to take
sides in their cold conflict; Tevers is spending as much time
elsewhere as he can, but he clearly favours Father. Dahatren
is more his mother’s son, on the whole, and he’s getting more

and more unhappy. He said tonight that he’s going on an
eight-day school expedition to the Paliláun Mountains,
leaving next Lalmren.
Tlornren Oriamnuth 11th
Got the following telegrid message today.
For - BreSh-824750-LirEm
By - Melna-184378-NisKo

Hello Liriōnee, how have you been? Sorry I took so
long to get in touch again, there’s been so much to
do! The new Kouramith Bresklaim Hotel is finally
opening 5 days from today. Mandator Dradenrul is
doing the honours, along with my husband of
course. There’s going to be quite a lot of his
employees and old friends there, with free drinks
and samples of the food the hotel kitchens will
serve! I’ve invited just a few people myself, and I’d
like you to be one of them. Would you like to come
see our flingball ground? I think you’ll be pleased.
We’ve made every effort to give it the expensive
touch worthy of the best players – like you. As I
mentioned before, my district team from the capital
will be in town next month. We can arrange a game
to fit in with your team’s schedule.
The hotel opening party starts 17:00 Krethmren
16th, at Aribróan Shoreway 634. I really hope you’ll
be there.
Fondest wishes,

Nisiána Kouramith.

So I’m one of the best players? It’s very generous, especially
coming from someone who barely knows me! After a few
minutes’ consideration, I wrote back:
For - Melna-184378-NisKo
By - BreSh-824750-LirEm

Hotelier Kouramith, thank you for writing. Did you
see the Victory Day parade in the city centre? My
father gave the first address. It’s so good of you to
invite me to your opening party. I just hope your faith
in my flingball skills isn’t too exaggerated! I’ve been
rather busy myself; but I’ll provisionally accept, it
sounds like fun. And I’m sure you know how free
drinks usually sweeten an invitation! Your husband
must be a smart man with great business sense, I’d
be interested to meet him.
If I can’t make it for any reason, I’ll let you know.
See you next week,
Liri.

Another friend is always worth having, providing she doesn’t
get too clingy... There was a new girl at school about eight
years ago, named Mynairel, with whom I hung out for a few
days while Eltha was on holiday with her father. Until I
realized we didn’t really have much in common. But she’d
invested an unhealthy amount of her heart in our perceived
friendship, and kept following me around like a half-tame
chobreth. In the end I had to tell her I thought she was
foolish, dull, and not pretty enough to be seen with me(!) –
which was cruel and untrue, and reduced her to tears. It made

me feel horrible, too, but it worked. She never spoke to me
again; and I never had the courage to apologize to her.

The tone of Nisiána’s message reminds somewhat me of
Mynairel. I hope our association doesn’t turn out the same.

Went to see Vralnu after Academy. He was gracious and
appreciative of my time, yet seemed a bit down about
something – and wouldn’t tell me what. Made love only
once, I had to get home and study.
Iygren Oriamnuth 12th
Full moon Tirvaen
No rain today. The Sun and Zherrista were visible most of the
time, although it’s still cooler than last week.

The war in Ikraxeb was major news again today. After a
fierce two-day battle near the Vaevish border, Uqoureni
forces have fallen back about fifty kilometres – but they are
apparently destroying captured infrastructure as they go, and
forcing the few Ikraxen landowners behind their lines to
renounce titles to their properties. Premier Gulthgra Gwugo
of Uqourenir has publicly denied these reports.

The Senior Executives of Jymelfo and King Dolboraf IX of
Utaréo have offered to mediate peace. In the case of Utaréo,
who are still rebuilding from their great earthquake two years
ago, Premier Gwugo replied that King Dolboraf’s real
interest is in securing cheaper trade agreements for his own
people.
Had to stay longer than normal at Academy, for a tutorial

scheduled at 16:50, which didn’t finish until nearly an hour
later. I’d planned for this: took my sports attire with me this
morning, changed clothes there, and rode directly to flingball
training from Qerehnta.

Sami equalled my score on goal practice this time – and Eun
outdid us both. There’s still no ninth member of the team.
Aeltise brought along another Tarnúhan girl today, but she
proved to be too slow and uncoordinated. Maybe I’ll have to
find someone (too bad Nisiána wouldn’t be eligible, even if
she wasn’t planning to play against us...)

Father told me tonight that there’s a clerk working at his
government office whose family also live in Eseerila, and
she’s expressed an interest in playing flingball for the district.
Her name is Lamtharee Draséun – I don’t remember him ever
mentioning her before. I gave him the time of our next
practice session, to pass on the her.

Eltha called, anxious and distressed. Her father has been
taken to infirmary after what they think was a stroke. He lives
alone – but, by the mercy of Orialaó, one of his ex-sailor
friends was visiting this morning when it happened. Eltha
says he still hasn’t come around, although the doctors tell her
he’s stable. She’s spent two hours by his bedside today, and
will go back there tomorrow afternoon. Really no need to
say, I’m going with her. Had to cancel a date Vralnu and I
were planning.
Ezgren Oriamnuth 13th
Day of Gorûzlarr (Porúhn)

I had planned to spend all morning studying, but overslept (I
woke up from a scary dream about having to walk down a
decrepit old hallway crawling with large, colourful xikpians).
Flingball training must have been more tiring than I realized.
As it stands, I have two essays due in the next two weeks and
haven’t started writing either of them yet, though I’ve done a
good deal of background reading.

I persuaded both my parents to let me have the autowheeler
for a few hours. Drove to the outskirts of Mrauremj to meet
Eltha, then went on to the main infirmary in Tralúhblon.
Arrived at about 14:50.
Nuwahan Nathérath was lying in a medium-care section with
six other patients. One medic was in constant attendance.

The sight of him now was mortifying. He looked badly worn
and deflated, his skin paled from its usual dark vibrancy, and
the right side of his face was slack, scarcely moveable. He
was conscious when we arrived – and he can still talk, which
gave us immense relief – but the partial paralysis rendered his
words slurred, slow and forced. It was clearly a straining
effort for him to speak at all, and he made no attempt to use
his hands.
“So good you’ve both come,” he said to us. “My own pretty
Elthirana... I need you to pray for me.”
“Father, you’re going to be fine. You’ve got to be,” Eltha
said.

He smiled up at me with only half his mouth, which was
itself disturbing. “And Liri... clever Liri, with eyes like the
ocean. You’re looking fresh and vital...”

“I am? You’re so nice to say so, revered Engineer.” I wasn’t
sure what to say that might help, so I chose to say little. And,
to my utter shame, I felt momentarily envious that he hadn’t
called me pretty.

He forced out a hesitant, bitter retort. “Drop the pointless
formality, Liri. I can’t be revered if I’m like this!”
Eltha assured him: “The doctors say you should recover in a
few weeks. It could have been a lot worse.”
“I trust doctors less than I’d trust Xyzôrr priests!” her father
growled wearily. “Half of them should have been butchers...”

The duty medic interjected, with some indignation: “You
don’t need surgery. Just rest, care and a little help to regain
mobility.”
“I wasn’t... talking... to you!” Nuwahan hissed.

“Father, please, just relax,” Eltha said, then quickly
apologized to the medic. “He’ll calm down if you leave us
alone a few minutes.” The man nodded and moved off.
Nuwahan sighed, dribbling a little from the right of his
mouth. “Relax? I can’t do much else right now.”
I said: “We’ll do all we can to help. If you want anything
from your home, tell me please. I can drive now, you know.”

“You can get me some of my clothes,” he said, “daseelod
stalks from the kitchen... the book by my bed... the radio...
two of the –” I had grabbed my notepad and was writing a
list. When he didn’t continue, I looked up. He had fallen
asleep.

We headed outside. Then Eltha stopped, drawing a sharp,

horrified breath.
“Oh, Liri – what if I’m going to have a stroke too...? My
headaches, they’re almost chronic. Maybe blood pressure
causes them... if it can happen to Father, it might run in the
family!”

“No. No... you’ve got a perfect right to worry about your
father, but yourself – you were always so healthy.” I gave her
a hug. “Didn’t you always say it was overwhelming noise,
lights, colours, things like that, gave you headaches? And
strokes almost never happen to people as young as us.” I’m
not a student of medicine, but I’m confident enough about
that.

“I wanted to say the best things for him. I just wish I believed
them.” She wrung her hands together.
I continued to the parked autowheeler. “You did say the best
things, Eltha. And they’re true – he is going to be okay.”

My parents may have fallen out, but at least neither of them
is suffering like Nuwahan. Eltha’s going to need my help and
my prayers.

His home, like his workplace, is also in Tralúhblon District,
only about three kilometres from the infirmary. We went
there next to collect the things he’d requested, plus a few
more items Eltha knew he would appreciate having. One of
these was an old wooden model boat, not much longer than
forty centimetres, which he let me play with once with as a
child. He told me back then (I had just turned eleven years)
that it was a replica of the boat in which Pelyol UnthWōsrom, the famous 20th century Porúhnese adventuress,

sailed home from the Icetooth Isles single-handed. It still has
its little single sail and fine rigging, plus a broken speargun at
the prow for fighting off zhorkaas.

It was me who snapped the gun. I remember how I started
crying with guilt, and promised to make him a replacement in
carving class at school. Nuwahan assured me it didn’t
matter – that he’d seen so many real guns, on real boats, he
would rather I made something beautiful...

Speaking of the Porúhnese: radio news says there were
violent religious protests in several towns and cities today, as
the purists promised. A lot of people were imprisoned but
only three are known to have been killed. So far. Overall,
though, the new festival has proven a popular success.

The traditional image of Gorûzlarr is a man with the head of
a rellz: bone-crushing jaws, barbed spines on both cheeks,
large single nostril above the eyes, and skin that can take on
any colour or pattern. Xyzôrra say that he consumes the souls
of the sinful dead, just as a rellz scavenges the flesh and
bones of dead beasts. Worshipping such a being is supposed
to provide a motive for living a good life, and make you
appreciate being part of nature’s endless renewal. I can see
why – but I can’t really feel the appeal. Perhaps I’m limited
by my upbringing?

24:30 - Messaged Vralnu to say that I can’t see him
tomorrow either (because I need to catch up on my
homework), but hopefully we can meet on Vrolnren. I hit the
telegrid send switch over two hours ago; he hasn’t replied

yet. Probably, of course, he’s just not using his machine right
now – yet I cannot shake off the mental image of him making
love to another girl. Worst of all, it could be someone like
Glemyreuna Eklorrin, who would scorn me for my scholarly
habits and try persuading Vralnu that I’m not worth his time.

[Why am I writing such pointless, paranoid nonsense?! It’s
simply a waste of page space. Vralnu’s very fond of me as a
person and he absolutely loves my body. Logically, how
could he conceivably want to cheat on me?]
Lalmren Oriamnuth 14th

It rained again this morning, quite heavily. The water
collection barrel at our villa is already almost half full, after
being empty since weeks before Enelmih.

Three lectures today: Qolmaar in the pre-Goltrind era, the
Av’thanu Mountain culture who built the Loranzix Treasury,
and Fylraan after the Fourth Continental War.

Around 14:00, I saw a large passenger airship rise from the
edge of the city and head southward. Most likely it was the
one carrying Dahatren and his schoolmates to the mountains.
Thinking about the fun he’s going to have, I decided it’s
about time I got away from Bresklaim Shores again. Even if
only for a few days (I mean, the flingball team need me!) I
should see more of the country, instead of just reading about
it.

Mother seems to be staying out all night again. Father now
says that, since she won’t forgive him for straying a little, he
may as well continue. So I might actually be meeting Amlúee

sometime soon.
Vrolnren Oriamnuth 15th
Met Vralnu in Jezhkun to watch a late-afternoon diskracket
match. It was dry but unusually cool, and the Sun stayed
hidden. He bought me another little edible present: this time,
a non-squashable malbufal bar with sweet-rasbug filling.

I asked him if he could get a week off work, for us to take a
trip somewhere together. The ruins of Terlosrin? Lake
Athreséil? The Naeriléun Savannah? Or just some quiet
village in the mountains, with high-climbing walks among
awesome scenery followed by long evenings in bed?

His reply wasn’t quite what I’d wanted to hear. “It’s going to
be difficult – I’d have to ask my employers at least a month
in advance. And the construction schedule is very busy until
after Murnelmih, they might not be able to spare me.”

“I’d rather we go away sooner! Please, at least ask them.” At
this moment, the younger of the two diskracket players
scored a dramatic three-pointer, driving the larger disk
straight past his opponent’s shoulder into the rearfield
triangle. A chorus of cheers erupted from half the spectators.
Vralnu yelled his disapproval for a few seconds, then said,
vaguely: “Okay... but anyway, who’s going to pay for this
holiday you want?”

“Well, my father can give me some money – but I’d hoped,
since you’re the one with a job, you could afford a few
hundred doraefs?” He looked at me with obvious dismay, and

I shrugged guiltily. “Just enough for a cheap guest room, and
the airship tickets? I could pay for food and everything else.”

“I’d have to choose the guesthouse and the airship,” he said.
“They wouldn’t be the expensive standard you’re used to,
Liri... I’ve got rent to pay!”

“Vralnu, don’t be like that! I don’t expect anything special.
I’m not elitist. I can’t help if I was born to modest privilege!”
I was suddenly concerned (maybe too much so) that despite
all the tenderness and affection he’s demonstrated, he might
all along have considered me a spoilt and pampered snob.
“You don’t really think I’d expect some luxury apartment, do
you? I’ve never complained about your place...”

Intent upon the game, he answered curtly: “There’s nothing
wrong with my place, it’s just less impressive than your
parents’ villa! I know you’re way above me and I’m glad of
that – but would you be okay, living frugally for a week?”

I watched the elder player land a solid, round-winning
combination, knocking both discs crosswise into the opposite
sidegoals within seconds of each other. Giving Vralnu the
next few seconds to applaud, I finally said: “Yes, I’d be fine!
But if you don’t really want to go away with me, you should
say so outright. Don’t try to put me off.”

“Liri... I never said I didn’t want to. You just sprang this on
me suddenly, I can’t get it planned on the spot. And what’s
the point arguing about luxury, until I know whether or not I
can get the time off?” He was irritated – I suppose all he
wanted right now was to enjoy watching diskracket. Perhaps
I could have chosen a better time to ask.

“I’m sorry. Just say maybe we can go – please, my love?”
He nodded briefly, “Maybe. But not Terlosrin. Old ruins are
your thing, not mine.” The next round had begun, and I let
him watch it without distraction.
I went straight home afterwards; we shared a goodbye kiss,
but I felt it was rather perfunctory. Next time I see him, I
won’t mention a holiday unless he brings it up first.

Clerk Lamtharee Draséun turned up for flingball practice
tonight. She’s probably the plainest young woman I’ve ever
seen: short, skinny, curveless and dressed all in grey, her
thick spectacles half-hiding a dark, dour face, hair close-cut.
She made everyone else seem positively exotic. If her
character resembles her looks at all, it’s obvious why Father
never spoke of her!

We greeted her courteously; she thanked us in little more
than a whisper. “Let’s see what you can do,” Velrá began,
handing her the ball. “Try upper-target flings from long,
medium and close range.”

Lamtharee tried hard, but missed from all three ranges. We
gave her a second chance, and a third: out of nine flings, she
hit the target only twice. Her face was a picture of misery.
“Sorry,” she muttered.
“You can work on it,” I said. “Why don’t we try some
running and passing?”

For maybe three minutes, the team jogged up and down the
ground at an easy pace. We threw the ball back and forth,

each girl pointing out who they would pass to next.
Lamtharee was in the middle; she dropped it several times,
thrice threw wide of whoever she indicated, and before long
was too out of breath to keep up.

Seeing her already panting and slouching, Velrá was forced
to end the try-out. “I’m really sorry,” she said. “I don’t think
we can accept you as a teammate right now. Why don’t you
train for a few months, get a bit faster… come back next –”

Before she could finish the sentence, Lamtharee had turned
away wordlessly and walked off the flingball ground, staring
at her feet. She never looked back.

After that, Velrá increased the pace. We did more running,
worked through the formations faster and passed the ball
around to a three-second count. At four-per-side, me, Sami,
Kleni and Aeltise beat the others – but we were all pretty
exhausted by then.
Krethmren Oriamnuth 16th

Went to the seafront in Aribróa District by transit, straight
from Academy. Wore my two-piece floral orange skirtsuit,
made of rain-resistant fabric, with a light metalweave
hairmesh; worrying about getting wet, I didn’t bother
applying makeup except a little lip colour. The attire got me
a few compliments from my history classmates (although
Dresha looked at it a bit sourly). I was lucky, the weather
stayed dry all day.

Nisiána’s new hotel was easy to find. It’s four floors tall with
a front that curves in two directions; it’s set back from the

road behind a row of crescent-pronged, flamelike abstract
sculptures twice my height; it has step-wise sandlute walls
painted yellow and brown. I was hungry when I arrived and
hoped the free food would be on offer soon!

There were two quite fair-skinned security men at the door,
in green lawman-type uniforms but without guns. I handed
one of them my student ID.

“Emlerit? As in old Firinoth, who gave the Victory speech
last week?” He said something to his colleague in what
sounded like Sëtarni; they both sniggered. “Anyway, sexy –
you’re on the guest list. Go on in.” Such real professionals(!)

Inside was a short passageway, well-lit rooms on both sides.
The sound of chatter and low, mellow music emanated from
the double end door. Opening one side, I stepped into the
party.

There must have been at least forty people in the highceilinged, octagonal-windowed, airy function hall. The first
thing I noticed was that just about everyone was wearing
something formal – be it headbands and pleated leggings,
high boots and shoulder straps, or forked capes – in white,
various grey tones, or relatively muted colours. My casual
orange skirtsuit clearly stood out. Then I realized that most of
the guests were men a lot older than me. Many of them
turned and watched me walk in; the conversational sound
level dropped markedly. It reminded me of the Teuriot
Rotunda three weeks ago... for a cruel second, I feared that
Srenifor Neúvret and Damaroln would be there. Feeling an
uncomfortable heat rise in my face, I quickly scanned the
crowd for anyone familiar.

I didn’t have to search very long at all. Nisiána saw me first
and hurried over, with a smile which quite improved her
undistinguished features. Her hair was now back to a naturallooking black, and boldly decorated with metal moon-pins;
she was wearing a pale, off-green Sevvrau dress, trying hard
to be either seriously businesslike or seriously glamorous
(with questionable success).

“Liri, how wonderful you made it! You look utterly
beautiful! Welcome to the Kouramith Bresklaim!” She spoke
fast and excitedly, like serial party-goers do when they’ve
never quite calmed down after the night before.
“This is quite an impressive place,” I said. “Thanks again for
the invite. You didn’t tell me about the dress code, though...”

“Ahh... well, it wasn’t an agreement, or a requirement. Most
of these people just dress smart all the time! With the
company my husband keeps, I’m so used to it I don’t really
notice. Sorry about that.” She indicated the left side of the
room. “Come meet my husband.”

The man of the day, and owner of the hotel, was stood by a
huge shelf-rimmed pot which held the preserved branches of
several ornamental tree species, chatting with another man
and woman. He’s short and stocky, a little below Nisiána or
myself; he was obviously far older, judging by his thinning
hair and sagging face. He wore a conservative (but, no doubt,
custom woven) caped suit, two shades of grey. He’s averagelooking at best, just like her.

“Darling,” said Nisiána, “this is Liriōnee Emlerit, the local
flingball prodigy I mentioned. Liri: my loving starwalker,

Hotelier Eparnim Kouramith.”

Eparnim gave me the old tap-kiss greeting gesture, which I
returned. “My wife’s description fell far short of your true
allure, delightful Liriōnee. Hlamrin amdiël jofoubreú! [A rare
pleasure to meet you!] I sincerely hope that this meagre
establishment I’ve run up is satisfactory in your eyes?”

“It’s amazing – what I’ve seen. I’m really honoured to be
here, good Eparnim. Dóaf suhvjo damreílt anasulh! [But you
are both too generous!] I’m no prodigy, though I’ve always
been a... passably good flingball player.”

He took an ornate drink carafe from the shelf around the big
pot, and poured some of its contents into a slim blue chalice.
“You must try the ekrouliah bubbly. It’s fermented only in
the upper Kreldirron plains; Nisa’s particularly fond of it.”
He handed the chalice to me, then poured another for her and
one for himself.

Ekrouliah is something I’d never had before today. I drank a
sip: the taste was vaguely savoury but sharp, tingly, startling.
Nisiána touched her chalice to mine. “May there be many
passably good games this year!”

Taking a deeper gulp, I felt a delicious warm shudder run
through my body. “I’ll try not to disappoint you.”
[Future Readers: am I going into too much detail? I don’t
want to bore you, or myself.]

For the next two hours or more, though both of them worked
the room and chatted to the other guests, one or other of the
Kouramiths were nearly constantly attentive to me. The
ekrouliah turned out to be as highly intoxicating as atrillai;

after my first cupful was drained, I was far more relaxed and
found myself talking volubly about sports, literature, fashion
and family. Nisiána told me how she’s the youngest of four
daughters, how her parents had wanted to get rid of her
before she turned thirty, and that Eparnim – who was a
benefactor of the small business academy where she had
studied – had courted her for just two months, ignoring the
prettier girl students, before asking her to become his second
wife. That was three years ago. Her parents were so pleased
by her catching a wealthy older man, they had paid for flights
to Gwörrn and back as a marital gift.

On hearing this, I excitedly said how much I’d like to see the
historic Dlóensragro Palace in Kroésg – even if most of its
legendary finery was stripped out during the 20th century
socialist period. Eparnim just shrugged, admitting that they
hadn’t even bothered to go inside the palace during their tour
of that city. What a wasted chance!

We ate an assortment of fine sweet and savoury snacks,
carried around the room on platters by staff who, I think,
were mostly Guxolan immigrants. Four other men, one of
whom was very attractive, approached me with flirtatious
greetings and compliments – but Eparnim chased them all
away, saying, “She’s not interested, no unwanted advances at
my party.” Since he owns the hotel, his pronouncements were
accepted unquestioningly.

It occurred to me – although my mind was somewhat blurred
after my third drink – that neither he nor Nisiána had
mentioned his other wife even once. I enquired about where
she was. “Teséil? Back in Melnaméa,” he said, with
dismissive flick of his hand. “She’s directing a refurbishment

at my principle hotel. The place is so personal to her, she
couldn’t accept letting a mere employee decide how it would
look. It’s as if it’s her baby.”
“Do you and she have any children?”

“No. We tried for years, Tesé’s just not fertile. But hopefully,
with Nisa...” I wonder if he’s considered that he might be the
one who can’t reproduce?

Nisiána, who had just returned from another conversation,
gave her husband a quick peck on the cheek. I think it was
the only real sign of affection she’d shown him since I
arrived. “You’ll have an heir, darling, don’t worry.” To me,
she said: “What about you, Liri – would you like children
some day? I’m sure they’d be beautiful, and gifted.”

“I really don’t know. Not for years yet... I don’t feel I’ve
lived anything like enough of my life... It might be nice
someday, as you said.” Thinking of Vralnu, I added, “My
boyfriend: he’s so handsome and strong, if we had a child I
know it would grow up like a god. If I was desperate to get
pregnant right now, I wouldn’t bother looking for a better
father.” In my happily drunk state, I suddenly wished I could
be with Vralnu: I wanted him inside me, hard and vigorous,
would have given him all the sex he wanted, with or without
protection.

Couldn’t help noticing that for a long moment, Nisiána
looked very sad. I began thinking of how to tactfully excuse
myself and leave the party, so I could jump on the first transit
to Mattornid and pay my man a surprise visit; just then, the

music and conversation in the room abruptly died down.
Someone important had arrived.
“It’s well past time he got here!” Eparnim snorted, grabbing
another two drinks and hurrying over to the man who had just
walked in.

Mandator Gerastoln Dradenrul, who I’d met only twice
before, is younger and heavier than Father but no less
eloquent. However, from what Father’s told me and from
various local news stories, his position on social issues tends
toward the strictly practical rather than the compassionate.
After a short, inaudible exchange with Eparnim, who gruffly
handed him a chalice of ekrouliah and no doubt bit back a
complaint about his tardiness, the mandator strode over to a
larger set of doors opposite those through which we all
entered the room. Up until now, they had remained shut.

Turning to face the watching guests, he spread his arms like a
Fylraani clan chief, pompous yet magnanimous at their
Festival of Charity.

“It is my immense pleasure,” he proclaimed, “to experience
the completed excellence of this grand new guesthouse. It
shall serve the needs of those in our city who appreciate good
food, fine beverages, luxury in which to relax and, above all,
the beauty of our coastal location.

“For its existence, we should all sincerely thank the worthy
Eparnim Kouramith. His wise and generous investment in the
economy of Bresklaim Shores has already brought significant
new employment; I am sure that henceforth, it will attract
high-quality custom from far and wide.” His tone became

more jovial for a moment: “Which means I’ll be back here
soon, as a guest – along with not a few eligible Rivexaon
women! And so, as a member of City Government, I hereby
declare this establishment open and operating!”

Eparnim had unlocked the double doors behind him; now he
and the mandator pushed them open with a simultaneous
triumphant gesture. The doors swung outwards, revealing a
long, smooth stretch of sand running down to the calm, grey
sea. In the foreground was the outdoor dining and bar area
with a colourful mosaic floor and a selection of newlyplanted trees, half-grown and held upright by stakes.

The whole effect would have been a lot better if the sky were
blue and the Sun shining – or better yet, on a clear evening
near Awmelra Vrew, with the Sun setting and Zherrista rising
opposite. But the assembled guests applauded heartily
nonetheless.

Eparnim then formally thanked the mandator and informed
everyone that the party would end in thirty-five minutes, but
that anybody who wished could stay in the bar afterwards –
or even rent a room.

“Isn’t it great?” Nisiána asked me, once he’d finished. “The
flingball ground’s out there too. Do you want to see it now,
Liri?”

“Okay. Show me, if it’s as grand as the rest of the place.” By
now, I wanted to leave; but I thought I should at least take a
look at this sports facility, which she had treated as such a
major selling point for the hotel. Plus, the free drinks and
food entitled her to a little more of my time.

She led me to the open doors. As we passed Dradenrul, he
suddenly turned to me. “You’re Mandator Emlerit’s
daughter, aren’t you?”

“Yes, honoured Mandator.” So the two most important
people at the party both wanted to talk to me? I wondered
what made me so special today. “I was very impressed by
your –”

“Before you jump to a wrong conclusion, I just want you to
tell him something for me. Unofficially.” He spoke quickly,
not wishing to be interrupted. “He should watch out. There
may be misfortune heading his way, such as governmental
problems he will not have earned. Say to him: sykrelt’s
grounden stalking. Can you remember that?”

“‘Sykrelt’s grounden stalking,’” I repeated. “Though I don’t
know what a hunting beast has to do with –”

“Just repeat it to your father, young lady.” With that, he
switched his attention to someone else.
Nisiána and I walked outside, to the right of the mosaicfloored bar, where a few other guests were already making
themselves at home. Adjacent to that bar was a huge oval
enclosure, maybe sixty metres long. Unlocking the nearest
entry gate, she motioned for me to enter.

The elliptical playing floor, its axes measuring forty-eight
metres by thirty-two, is paved with rough, blue gritstrip.
Boundary and formation lines are painted in bright yellow
and red, with standard, tapering flingball target masts at each
end of the longer axis. Surrounding the play area are six
tiered rows of cushioned spectator seats; and on one side, a

huge, very modern electric score display panel. It’s nearly as
salubrious as Bresklaim Centre West’s flingball ground,
where we won the city final last year.

I walked to the centre, turned slowly around a couple of times
and whistled my approval. “Eparnim built this, with his own
money – just because you like flingball?”

“I had the idea for it, Liri, yes. It does make some business
sense, too.” She picked up a ball which had been left on one
of the nearest seats (probably by herself), and started
bouncing it casually. Wearing her party dress, playing with a
flingball looked extremely odd.

“You’ve gotten so lucky with your husband, Nisa – is your
life like this every day?” She nodded. My tongue was
loosened a bit too much by the drinks. “I said how handsome
my boyfriend is... but if he only had this kind of money...!”

“Oh, not that lucky. You know, he mainly married me
because he wants a baby. He gives me just about anything,
though you get used to being rich – and then it’s not always
wonderful.”

“A lot of people think I’m a rich kid,” I said, “but I can’t get
my own flingball ground built, simply by asking! There’s so
much I can’t have that I’d like to have, and I accept that...
You sound unhappy though, Nisa – why?”

“There’s things I’d like to have as well, that I can’t have.”
She flung the ball to me; being tipsy, I almost missed
catching it. “I don’t have friends. I was never very well liked
at school. I’m twenty-nine, Eparnim is almost twice my age.
All the people we meet, his friends and business associates,

they treat me coolly and politely but they don’t want to know
me, really.”
I passed the ball back to her. “I’m sorry. But hey... at least
you get to meet them. Perhaps you’re trying too hard?”

Sending me the ball with a slow, high fling, she spoke in an
almost pleading tone. “I need a friend here in Bresklaim
Shores – someone smart and sporty and pretty. Liri, would
you be my friend?”

“I suppose we can be friends, yes, But, Nisa... I have to go
home now. Thank you – thank your husband – for the food
and drink, thanks for all your conversation.” I was starting to
feel uncomfortable. I suddenly thought: what if her interest in
me is more than just friendly? This was probably absurd; still,
I returned the ball to her again and started for the open gate.

Nisa ran a few strides, then hurled the ball hard and fast (and
angrily?) at one of the masts, hitting the middle target dead
centre. It was a very good shot. Leaving it to bounce and roll
around the empty ground, she then followed me out. “What
about a game? Remember, your team against mine, like we
said?”

That was still a good idea. “It would have to be on an Ezgren,
one when we won’t have a Coalition game. How about the
13th of Ihzhernuth? I can’t speak for the whole team, though.
I’ll ask them this Iygren.”

She went back to her happy, businesslike party voice. “That
should be fine, just fine. I’ll clear it with my team boss, then
let you know for sure – and arrange their transport here. It
will be a fun occasion, I promise.”

We had reached the double doors of the hotel function hall
again. The guests were already fewer; Eparnim and the
mandator had gone elsewhere. The staff were beginning to
clear up. I thanked a couple of them, who had served me
earlier.
“Liri,” Nisa asked, “will I see you again before the game?”

I was actually pleased by the appreciation; although the
spectres of Mynairel and of Eltha’s cousin continued to tinge
my perception of her. “Possibly. I’ll let you know. Well –
goodbye, Nisa.”

Now that I’m writing this down, I realize I don’t have much
real reason to suspect that Nisiána is some deviant, girlloving freak. She’s probably exactly what she seems: an
insecure young woman, brought to an unfamiliar city with
only her much older husband for company, who just feels the
need to find friendship.

One of the security men let out a lecherous whistle as I left
the hotel; perhaps it was their behaviour, all along, which had
left me ill at ease.

Reached the transit stop and realized I wasn’t feeling even
slightly lustful any more. Went straight home instead of
heading for Vralnu’s place. Knowing fate, I would have
turned up only to find he’d gone out for the night.
Tlornren Oriamnuth 17th
First King’s Birthday (Utaréo)

Forced myself to get up at 06:00 – four hours before I had to

leave for Academy – and do some frenzied writing on the
first millenium caste system essay, which was due in today. I
knew the facts, or most of them, but I had no clear structure
in mind and mostly made it up as I went along.

(Isn’t everyday life, in itself, largely made up as we go
along? People have routines, and pre-decide a lot of specific
actions; but much of what we do and most of what befalls us
is never planned... I mean, I can’t tell what I’m going to write
in this journal tomorrow. Or even say for certain I will be
alive to write it...)

Didn’t finish the essay before leaving, and I almost forgot to
eat breakfast until hunger broke my concentration. Nobody
else was home by then, except Atuvraet. He was cleaning the
kitchen when I rushed in, to grab a quick glass of sehlyram
juice and some cold ulgreum meat on suskrin bread.

“If I may presume to ask, Qáom Liriōnee, since it may
determine the future status of my employment here,” he said,
“is it true that your parents are separating?”

Though he was being as polite as anyone could ask, even
using the old high-caste prefix with my name, his words
made me want to scream.

“No, it’s not true! They’re just having a temporary bit of
trouble. Nothing’s going to change, and you’re not going to
lose your job!” I snapped. Then I wondered if he might even
know more than I do. “Atuvraet – you’ve been my mother’s
driver more often than mine. Could you tell me where she’s
been going, all those nights she stays out so late?”
“I’m sorry. Your mother is my nominal employer, and I must

respect her confidentiality. I didn’t mean to upset you, Qáom;
is there anything I can do for you right now?” He’s said those
last few words to me hundreds of times before: but I never
found them annoying until today.

At least my family pay our homekeeper for his services. Not
like in a Velúhmaran household.
“Not unless the autowheeler is still here.” It wasn’t.

Took the transit to Qerehnta. Two lectures. I struggled to
finish the essay in the library; kept getting distracted by
thoughts of flingball, my parents, Nuwahan... and what life
must be like for Nisiána, if she is constantly hiding an
attraction to her own sex.

Finally, by about 17:55, I’d produced what seemed to be a
well-written piece of work. I’d drawn conclusions at random
points, jotted them on a separate sheet and tried to make the
rest of the text lead smoothly up to them – but a few re-writes
had ensued, and I ended up with five rejected pages in
addition to the ten-page definitive essay. I even drew a map
of 9th century Délarnad, which I thought was quite neat and
well-annotated, showing the overlapping territories of the
strongest regional rulers and where the different castes
predominated. Again, I rushed to Preceptor Tarousonemd’s
office at the last minute... and missed him.

The door was locked, the sign said BACK TOMORROW. He
must have finished early. Now, should I push my swift but
stylish handiwork – the only copy – under the door and leave
it lying there overnight? When, for all I knew, some
antisocial nocturnal cleaning worker would open that office

and dispose of my essay as scrap paper? Or should I take it
home, and return to the Academy tomorrow far earlier than I
would otherwise need to?

It would probably be just fine to lie on the floor until the
preceptor found it in the morning. Then came a vision of him
walking in there wearing smooth-soled shoes, slipping on my
papers before he noticed them, falling head-first into the edge
of his desk and cracking his skull open... But above all, I
simply didn’t want to let my essay go until I knew for sure
that Preceptor Tarousonemd had it.

With a sigh, I stowed the precious manuscript in my bag, and
walked back to the transit stop. It began to rain again before I
got there – not for long, but heavily. Despite my light
raincoat, I was half soaked before I got home. If I’m not more
careful I could get ill again.

Tevers noticed how pensive I looked at dinner. Neither of us
had plans for the evening (both his girlfriends are otherwise
occupied), so he grabbed the autowheeler as soon as Father
brought it back and took me to a cheap photoplay theatre in
Derlax.

The seats were not the most comfortable, there was poor
ventilation and too much noise from the street outside – but
the photoplay itself, Grand Balloon High Days, was quite
good. All about five crew members (three women, two men)
on a luxury airship making a two-week journey across
Mraletæor and on to Krabáel; each one looking for their
perfect romantic partner. Although they meet different
charming passengers in every city where they touch down,

four of them eventually end up falling for each other. The
third woman, seeming left out, discovers that she’s the
illegitimate daughter of a very rich passenger whose only
other heir recently died...

Just an escapist story, of course. But I found myself
wondering if working on an airship might be fun. It would
certainly more than satisfy my vague wish to travel... and yes,
there might well be plenty of interesting people to meet, in
every sense of the word.

I mentioned this to Tevers on the way home. He surprised me
by saying he’d be too worried about falling out the sky to
enjoy such a job!

Father was reading in the lounge when we got home.
Remembering Gerastoln Dradenrul’s words, I told him
“Sykrelt’s grounden stalking – whatever that means.”

For a moment, he looked shocked. “I wish you had not said
that. As to what it means: I regret, you may have to learn
quite soon.”
Iygren Oriamnuth 18th
Full moon Saahvaen

Rose early again, got ready for Academy. Messaged Eltha
and Vralnu on the telegrid, asking to see her today and him
tomorrow. It was when I opened my bag, which I’d thrown in
a corner of my room yesterday afternoon and not touched
since, that I learned the worst.

The front pocket, which held my essay, turned out to have a

hole. Yesterday’s rain had leaked in while I walked to and
from the transit, drenching and ruining the painstakinglywritten pages. When I pulled them out, the edges crumbled
between my fingers. Even in the centre of the sheets, the ink
had run and become unreadable. All my hours of work,
destroyed!!

It’s not like me – but I screamed in despair. Mother rushed to
my door and asked what was wrong, thinking I must have
hurt myself. I showed her the remains of my overdue essay;
she made a few sympathetic noises, but couldn’t offer much
more than her sympathy. She did clean out the bag, and
sewed a patch over the hole. After sobbing into my pillow for
a few minutes and trying to gather my thoughts, I set myself
to writing it all again.

I could remember the main points and the overall structure
very well, but the fine details and attributions would require
more time in the library. I didn’t think I could complete it
today, attend my history tutorial and make flingball practice
on time.

Went to Preceptor Tarousonemd’s office this afternoon,
empty-handed and contrite. I told him what had happened;
but my hesitant, apologetic attitude must have come across
badly. Saying my assignment was ruined by rainwater is
probably about as believable as saying that my lonthraer ate
it! And for me to let him down so soon after he gave me the
accelerated study program, that’s inexcusable – in my own
eyes, even if not in his. He said I have two more days to
submit it with a chance to pass, though he’ll still have to
mark me down.

I pushed myself hard at flingball practice, trying to put lost
essays out of my mind. Got top score this time, but only just.
Asked Velrá about playing at the Kouramith hotel, 13th of
next month. She’s quite amenable to the idea – it’s been
fifteen years since she played against a team from the capital.
Sami said she’d like to meet my family; I suggested she visit
around Oriamiqen, when Meshyleeth (Leloristel’s daughter)
will be in town along with her boys.

Eltha and I went to see Nuwahan in the infirmary again this
evening. He’s not much improved, still confined to bed and
having difficulty speaking. But he has calmed down a bit, he
didn’t make any disparaging remarks about doctors this time.
He also thanked us for bringing him the toy boat, which was
sat on the table beside his bed. Its hull is filled with little
cream and pink get-well flowers, from Kamfi and Serith.

I asked him what he thought about Velúhmarans (who should
be arriving in less than two weeks). He encountered a couple
of their ships during his seafaring days, but never spoke to
anyone aboard. In his opinion, they should just stay on their
side of the ocean. They sat out the Fifth War despite
overtures from both sides, although a couple of their western
cities attacked the Alnarene Klomkre islands in 2336; and
they’ve shown no real interest in diplomacy, before or since.
Why should we bother entertaining them now?

26:20 - As I finish this diary entry, there’s still an incomplete
replacement essay on my bedroom table along with a pile of
books and the first notes for my next essay, due in on
Krethmren. Looking at it still irks me – but I’m too tired to

work on it any more.
Ezgren Oriamnuth 19th
New moon Tirvaen

Mother was out all night yet again. I’d hardly noticed, being
absorbed in my essay. Said my prayers first this morning,
then got to work on it again. The re-write was just about
finished by 11:50, when I heard an autowheeler pull up
outside – with a different engine sound from ours. It was
clearly someone else’s autowheeler, which is a rare thing
indeed at our villa.

Went to the front door just as my mother opened it. She was
wearing a gold, crushed-crossflax Klarenyr glamour frock,
which set off her figure far better than normal home attire.
“Hello, Dear One,” she said. “There’s someone I’d like you
to meet.”

The man behind her was tall, wiry and very dark, a little
withered-looking, but handsome – and immaculately dressed.
I guessed he was of similar age to her. His eyes, I noticed,
were not normal dark brown but a waxy-leaf greenish shade;
quite rare, like mine or Father’s blue eyes.

“This is Sub-Battlelord Fráonavdi Aselthen.” Mother added,
hesitantly, “My boyfriend.”

“I’m glad to finally meet you, Liriōnee,” her companion said.
“I know what your mother just said must be a shock, but
hopefully we can get along.”
I was stunned. Was this some kind of joke?

Mother lead the army officer into the lounge and offered him
a seat. I hung back, until she hissed in my ear: “Do the
courteous thing, Liri – mix some plauvvil juices for
Fráonavdi and I!”

“Boyfriend?” I whispered back. “So Father just kissed
another woman, and you decide to –”

“There’s more to it than that. Just get us those drinks, and
you’ll soon understand.”

Father was in the shower at the time. I wasn’t sure if Mother
knew he was home, but she soon made it clear that she
wanted to introduce Sub-Battlelord Aselthen to her husband.
When Father walked into the lounge, the introduction was
hardly needed. He sized them both up in an instant, drew
himself bolt upright and exhaled sharply.
“So, Netairma: you are finally acting on your true feelings?”

“Yes, Firinoth. I’ve been dissatisfied with you for months
now. Indeed... ever since Leloristel died, I expected –
however selfish it may have been – to have your undivided
love, to be the only centre of your life. Yet you’ve actually
neglected me more and more.”
“That is a blatant falsehood!” Father declared.

“We just don’t have the social or physical fulfilment we used
to have. And when you betrayed me with that hussy Amlúee,
however slightly, I decided I should do likewise.”

Aselthen stood up, dominating the room with his height.
“Mandator Emlerit, your wife is a uniquely beautiful,
intelligent and passionate woman. I realize that I have not yet
heard your side of the marital debate; but I think, for her to

turn to me for solace and to say those things, you must have
failed substantially in your role as husband.”

“You steal my wife, then come into my home and criticize
me so?!” I’ve seldom heard Father angry, but his magnificent
voice now blazed with it. “Were you not an important
individual, Sub-Battlelord, I should rend you limb from torso
without hesitation!”

Tevers appeared at the door in his riding clothes, having just
returned from the uplands and stabled his lonthraer. He had
plainly also heard the last few sentences. “Don’t bother,
Grandad. I’ll kill him for you!”
“Shut up, Teverhonro!” Mother said. “This is between your
parents – that is, your elders.”

“If you threaten me again, young man, however indirectly,”
Aselthen said, “I fear that my loyal unit guards may hear of
it. They can be most unpleasant to those who annoy them.”

“They can try!” Tevers took a few menacing steps towards
the newcomer. “Nobody breaks up my family. I don’t care
who you are, old man!”

“Whether you care or not: I was your father’s legion-mate.
He saved my life once. I knew your mother before you were
born – and when I encountered her again last year, I realized
I should have stayed closer to her after he was taken from
us.”
“What the bloody sthyzz is happening here?” I yelled. “Are
we living in Vaevuk? Father – since when were we ruled by
force and threats?!”

My father snatched up a heavy metal candleholder and

slammed it down hard on the table, with a crack loud enough
to silence everyone.

“This is a singularly appalling day, for me and for my
children,” he intoned grimly. “I cannot believe that I have
lapsed so severely in my spousal behaviour. My impression
has been that you, Netairma, have gradually lost any true
feelings you may have once had toward me, that perhaps –”
“Don’t try to turn this back on me!” Mother snapped.
I said, “Would you just let him finish, mother?”
“Liri, you do not tell me what to do!”

“You need not intervene, Liri,” Father assured me. “I am
quite capable of asserting my viewpoint without assistance.
Now, as I was about to say, my wife: perhaps the older I get,
the more you feel the gulf between us? The more you fear
that you wasted your youth on a man so much your senior?”

One thing is clear to me: Father has suddenly become very
touchy about his age. He thinks it’s harming his job; and now
his marriage, too.
Mother answered, a little more calmly: “That has nothing to
do with it. It’s how you act, the attention you give – not how
many years you’ve lived!”

“Mother, why don’t you admit the truth?” put in Tevers.
“You only married Grandad because my father died.” He
jabbed a finger at the ever-present portrait.

“Tevers, just stop right there!” I said. I’ve always hated that
idea, although I know it’s very likely true. It makes my own
life feel cheapened, if I was conceived only in a second-

choice union.
“Maybe he is, in fact, correct?” said Father, dryly.

“Yes, I loved Teverhonro. But I loved you too, Firinoth. And
for a long time, you loved me back. That’s what’s faded.
Without love, we have nothing in common apart from the
children.” Mother sounded like she was unloading a burden
carried far too long. “I never liked opera much. Or the books
you read in bed. Or the monthly temple visits...”
“You’ve had over twenty-six years! You might have
considered declaring this somewhat sooner!”
“Yes, I should have! There’s no easy way to put it, but –”
“But what?” Father spread is hands in vexation.

“I need a man who’ll give me more sex. I want it so much
more often than you these days... I feel like you’re barely
attracted to me!”
Father slumped down into a chair, his face crumpling. For
maybe the first time since childhood, he was speechless.

Tevers gasped in disgust. “Mother... how can you be doing
this? Leaving your husband and your children – just for some
skrampy old soldier’s shaft?!”

The old soldier turned to face my nephew-brother, with rage
and grief in his expression. “Listen, boy. I love your mother. I
always did, back during the war. I could never say so then,
because she was in love with your father – and he was my
good friend. I lost them both! I married someone else; I’ve
buried my wife and my daughter. Now, at last, I’ve got
another chance with Netairma.” His voice softened. “I’ll

make your mother happy... and if I can get to know you – the
Second Teverhonro – I’d be glad of that, too.”
“Never!” Tevers swiped the kolvisy board, sending pieces
rolling all over the floor. “I never knew my father, and I don’t
want to know you.”

I couldn’t take any more. I ran to my room, grabbed my
raincoat and overnight bag (packed two changes of clothes,
plus my essay), saddled up Nenamdir and rode hard into
town. Hardly stopped until I reached Matorrnid District.
Vralnu was home, waiting for me – but he hadn’t expected
me to fall into his arms and start crying before I spoke a
single word.

In his room I haltingly, snifflingly told him what had
happened. He said little – just that he was so sorry and he
thought my mother was making a horrific mistake. I
continued to weep quietly against his chest, taking some
solace in the knowledge that I could be as soft and pathetic as
any vulnerable child, without him thinking less of me.
Inevitably, our comforting embrace soon turned passionate.
He made long, sweet love to me, helping me forget my
family woes for a while.

I should, really, have gone home this evening, but I couldn’t
bear to. Leaving Nenamdir at the street stable for most of the
afternoon and all night cost over thirty doraefs. Not that
Father will care much about money right now...

Vralnu and I went out to see a Proluthran-style metal
percussion band perform in a local drinkery The bold and
jaunty music didn’t exactly suit my mood, but I listened all

the same, drank several strong cocktails and eventually
begged him to take me back to bed. By then I was so drunk
and melancholy, I couldn’t orgasm.
I remember him telling me something about his own mother:
how she used to grow suskrin plants every year, but never
made bread out of them because she prefers how they taste
raw. Maybe raw, and young, is what my mother needs – not
middle-aged and bitter.
Lalmren Oriamnuth 20th

Vralnu woke me up about 07:20. I had a nasty headache and
just wanted to spend all day hiding from the light – but he
had to get to work, and I reluctantly remembered Nenamdir
and Academy. There was food and juice in the boys’ house
but no medicine, except a few old nrenoin leaves. I crushed
and ate them, washed them down with two big beakers of
water, and didn’t leave until Vralnu did. My head was
slightly improved.

Nenamdir was glad to see me. He doesn’t like being in a
strange place overnight, though the stablers clearly know
how to placate an unhappy lonthraer. I mounted gingerly and
kept him at trotting speed. Thus it took over an hour to reach
the Academy; my head was still feeling delicate when I
arrived (I was desperate for the toilet as well).

Handed in my rewritten essay. The preceptor took a quick
glance and said he’ll have it marked by tomorrow; but I
know, given the delay, that I’ll get little more than a barepass mark. Today’s lectures, of which I’d missed one, passed

in a blur. I made no notes and asked no questions. All I
wanted was to go home. I could have returned to Vralnu for
another night, but I realized (so did he) that my family
needed me.

I rode, utterly weary, up through Eseerila around 16:50. Got
home to find Mother had moved out.

There was a number of bags and loose items in the hallway.
Atuvraet said that my mother had told him not to tidy them
away until she came back for them. The lounge was tidy, but
looked distinctly wrong; it took me a few seconds to realize,
this was because Mother’s favourite Beikrondi swirled-quartz
tree sculpture was gone.

Father was sat, expressionless and silent, at the telegrid
machine, sending short messages and reading an article about
female psychology. I offered to cook him dinner; he barely
nodded.

Grilled three fumdren neck fillets, boiled tyaal tubers with
adrevni and made a sauce of ground malbufal, bzalkuk grains
and sea salt. I’m not the best cook in the city – in fact, I’m
sure I left the meat under-done, and used too much malbufal,
making the sauce too sweet despite the salt – but Father
didn’t complain. Nor did Tevers, who came home and ate his
portion a couple of hours later.

After we’d eaten, Father said more than three words at last.
“Liri, Liri – what can I do? I have now lost both my wives; I
face solitude in my failing years ahead.” The vigour was
drained from his words, which now sounded almost feeble
and shaky. “And for you, this must be a wrenching shift of
reality... I never seriously imagined your mother could

behave in such a way. If I, unwittingly, pushed her into it,
then I have destroyed your life as much as mine. I’m so
sorry.”

I struggled to find anything worth saying. “Mother running
off with some old friend from before you were married? She
can’t have done that... unless she’s got a problem that’s
nothing to do with you. I thought I knew my mother; I see
now, I was wrong. But Father, you’ve been a good husband
and an amazing father. You’ve still got me.”
Outside it was darkening fast, and rain began falling again.
Vrolnren Oriamnuth 21st
Autumnal Equinox
Spring Equinox Festival (Waladuran Alliance, Fylraan,
Kasskarr, Lakorul, South Lerdros)

No word from Mother yet. I tried to put her out of my mind
today – but that was pointless. At least she hasn’t left the
country, as Eltha’s mother did.

Worked on my next essay, which is about role of divergent
Uldurthist beliefs in determining the borders of the Xurucorm
Desert nations. Again, I’m going to rush to hand it in on time
(tomorrow). And I’ll use Father’s camera to make some kind
of copy!

Tevers took today off work to spend with Father. He now
says he’s not going kill Fráonavdi Aselthen, but he is
determined not to talk to Mother unless he absolutely has to.
I cannot make the same resolution.

We have a ninth flingball team member at last: Student
Peraneska Ithkelan, she’s the same age as Rera and goes to
the same school. In appearance, she’s much like Droy: a
solid, strong-limbed, stereotypical girl-oaf who might be
better suited for wrestling than flingball – but she can run,
pass and fling very well. Now that the Eseerila team is
complete, I can worry less about one part of my life!

Vzrebilasseh has been formally appointed High Queen of the
Confederacy of Xyzôrr Kingdoms. The Savants Supreme sent
an ExecuTech to her ascension ceremony, as Délarnad’s
representative. Our radio stations relayed various moments of
the event, as transmitted by Xyzôrr broadcasters from
Zlarthiéss: all I heard was a lot of loud, deep-toned grandpipe
music, clanging gongs, massed cheering, and a few lines
spoken by their priests and viziers, in unintelligible Xyzôrrak
(with a Délarnish translation inserted afterwards).

The telegrid is full of rumours about High Queen
Vzrebilasseh’s plans for CXK foreign policy. Some say she
hopes to take back Savuzuaak, preferably by diplomatic
means. Others believe that she will propose a joint research
and development effort with Délarnad, to achieve the
fabulous radiation-metal power source promised by the
Principles of Panphysic Equivalence...
Krethmren Oriamnuth 22nd

Mother’s remaining baggage was gone from the villa this
afternoon; and Dahatren is back. He didn’t call since Iygren
and had no telegrid access up in the mountains – so we had

no way to let him know of our mother’s affair.

He looked happy and confident when he walked into the
villa, about 18:20. I’d got back from Academy about an hour
before, after finding Preceptor Tarousonemd’s office closed
again when I tried to submit my essay – this time, I pushed it
under the door. I was sitting in the lounge, attempting to draw
an underwater picture of a minacious efravyrn fighting a trio
of black, streamlined zhorkaas, while two people in a boat
rowed hurriedly by above. The efravyrn had Sub-Battlelord
Aselthen’s face... Tevers was off somewhere with Aráeeth,
and Father was still at work (or, maybe, drowning his
sorrows at one of the exclusive government clubs).

“Hi, Liri! That was the best school trip ever! It only rained
once, we did climbing and rappelling, hikes and white-water
boating. Me and Ohnefram found this cave full of animal
bones!” Dahatren told me all this before he even sat down.
“I’m so glad you had fun,” I said. “And how’s Elazut?”

“She’s fine. We managed to sneak away from the others a
couple of times in the evenings –” He stopped, smiling
awkwardly. “You were right, Liri – she is shy, though I know
she really likes me, and she wants to take things slow. I
reckon I can wait.”

“She’ll admire you even more if you do,” I assured him,
trying to sound wiser than my years. (I may have made
Moyganim wait – but I practically jumped straight into bed
with Vralnu, and I’m not regretting it yet!) “But, Dahatren:
there’s something rather serious I have to tell you...”
By the time I’d finished describing what happened last

Ezgren, he was quaking and gulping. His eyes were dry, yet
looked utterly desolate. “I can’t... I can’t believe this. Mother
was so upset with Father... and she had someone else, all
along?”

“I don’t really know. But I do know she’s left. We’ve got to
be strong... She’ll get in touch soon, she still loves us. You,
and me, and Tevers.”

“She still loves Father!” Dahatren half-cried. “She’ll come
back...” I put my arms around him, and he buried his head in
my shoulder. “I’ll persuade her, I’ll plead with her – I’ll
make her come back!”

This evening, Mother did get in touch. There was a personal
telegrid message for Tevers, Dahatren and I.
For - BreSh-824750-LirEm, BreSh-350144-TevEm,
BreSh-910521-DahEm
By - BreSh-447531-NetEm

My darling children,
I know you must all feel upset, confused and
betrayed by what I’ve done. I do have good reason. I
could no longer pretend to be truly happy with your
father. For one thing, he isn’t even trying to be the
loving husband he once was. His work means more
to him now than I do.
Fráonavdi cares deeply for me, just as he did many
years ago, although I only regained contact with him
two months back. He is a good and honourable
man; in time, when you’ve got past being angry, I
really hope you can get to know him and understand

why I’ve chosen to be with him.
Please believe me, my feelings towards each of you
haven’t changed at all. I love you and I already miss
you terribly. I am staying at Fráonavdi’s town house:
Sremelnam Parkway 387, Idralserl District. Please
reply, and please visit me soon.
Jiwáhaen déamsh zarrngidlëm ibreulh,
Your mother.

[‘My familial love will never die’]? She’s saying what we
wanted to hear, that’s something! I haven’t replied yet.
Dahatren did, though I don’t know what he wrote.
Tlornren Oriamnuth 23rd
Exam today: forty questions, about the Rahíodite civilization
and its successor states up until the 18th century. The one
thing I couldn’t remember was the name of Emperor
Zormarth the Great’s favourite wife – the one whose
presence sweetened his despotic rulership for a few short
years.

Derésnae Veemdraden (Esnae and Dresha’s mother) has been
appointed an adjutant-sci in the City Government. Dresha
says she’ll be working under Mandator Dradenrul; and she’s
throwing a party to celebrate her new empowerment, four
days before Oriamiqen. I’m invited; I asked if I can bring my
boyfriend. The girls promised to get back to me on that.

Spent a couple of hours in the library after today’s last
lecture. Researched the question which had eluded me earlier.
The tragic 4th century Empress of Rahíod was named

D’nremiem; the only one of Zormarth’s wives ever to be
known as Empress. As I read in Great Moinampo Legends:
Zormarth, although a harsh, masterful absolute ruler and a
polymath genius, was so ashamed of his disfigured face that
he wore a grardskin half-mask for public appearances – and
would bed only blind women. Lady D’nremiem supposedly
feigned blindness to join his harem, for she loved him despite
his ugliness... and once she admitted that she could see him,
he came to love her so much that he freed three hundred
condemned slaves to celebrate their marriage. When she died
four years later of the Nalyn jungle sickness – whilst carrying
their only child – his heart is said to have died with her,
making him a far more tyrannical emperor than he had been
before.

Went to Vralnu’s place straight from the Academy, stayed
until 24:00. No tears this time. After the shock of my mother
walking out, my feelings seem numbed and detached now.
Talked about visiting Mother at her new man’s house; tried
to figure out how I should be feeling. He couldn’t offer much
advice, but said that he’ll come with me if I want – his
presence might even up the situation, make me feel less
awkward. He also mentioned that he can get ten days off
work next month, if I still want us to take a vacation together.
After some welcome and satisfying sex, I told him that I
definitely still do.
There were a lot of lawmen patrolling the Mattornid streets
this evening. Apparently, it’s a manhunt for some escaped
convict, rumoured to be either an embezzler of military
funds – or a child killer.

Iygren Oriamnuth 24th

Flingball practice today was pretty intense. Our opening
match is tomorrow and the team are in fairly good spirits.
Pera has already proved to be a great player and integrated
with the rest of us as quickly as anyone could have hoped;
Sami possesses a height and reach which none of us had last
year; Kleni is (just about) the fastest runner; Eun and I are the
top scorers. The others are excellent all-rounders and Velrá is
still the best game tactician. We played two games of fourper-side, with her acting as arbiter. I won one and lost one...
and afterwards, I realized that I hadn’t thought about Mother
once since practice started.

Dahatren went to see Mother after school. He came back
close to 24:60; I was talking with Eltha on the phone, had
been for nearly an hour. (I would dearly love to have seen her
in person, but our schedules just didn’t overlap this week.
Her father is still far from well). She’s promised to come
watch the game tomorrow. So did Vralnu; I want to show
him that I can be strong, as well as passionate or lachrymose!

My brother, after being so distraught two days ago, seems
ambivalent now about Mother’s situation. He said Fráonavdi
Aselthen isn’t so bad really, that he’s got a lot of interesting
things to talk about, and that our mother seems happier than
she’s been in months – maybe a year! But that she really,
really wants me to visit too.

Perhaps Dahatren’s actually being more open-minded than I
am... since I’m supposed to be the greatest scholar in the

family, that’s a humiliating thought. I sent Mother a telegrid
message, promising to drag myself over to Idralserl on
Lalmren.
Ezgren Oriamnuth 25th

Bresklaim Flingball Coalition, match 2348-01: Eseerila
vs. Paavqol.

The match was held on Paavqol’s home ground, and began at
14:00. We, as the visiting team, had a public transit booked
exclusively (all paid for out of public funds, sports leagues
are considered important by our technocrats!) I caught it only
minutes after getting back from temple. We were already in
our pink and gold championship outfits when we arrived,
each carrying a non-sports outfit in her bag. It wasn’t raining,
but some heavy greyish clouds were drifting ominously near
in the north, over the sea; Zherrista was high in the east, and
the Sun was hidden.

Said more weekly prayers in the players’ anteroom before
going out into view of the public. Each of us chose something
different to say. My contribution was simply: “Niivaslodlak
luufelbael, ploudoplenv eréifal oqu laówaqë ousralhnu
emrelsi oqu tulengã risrau.” [From start to finish, give us the
courage and co-operation to succeed with honour and pride].
I briefly forgot that Aeltise and Eun don’t speak Etlevreóni;
Velrá repeated it in Délarnish.

There were, maybe, eight hundred spectators – nowhere near
full capacity – plus a few media people with big cameras and
microphones, on the front row at one side of the oval ground.

The arbiter, an old ex-adjutant woman with a strident, highpitched voice, took one of those mouthpieces and announced
us all by name as we walked toward the centre. Cordial
cheers and whistles (and a few jeers) greeted us. I glanced
around discreetly, but didn’t have time to pick out Eltha or
Vralnu.

I did this several times last year, of course – yet there was a
nervous tension in the pit of my stomach, the fear of failure
and of letting the team down, mixed with the thrill of feeling
all those expectant eyes upon the few of us.

The home team came out next. That was a shock. They’ve
replaced five, maybe six of their nine since last season – and
the new recruits were all big girls, built like Droy and Pera
but all taller than I am, two about Sami’s height. There were
gasps and wowing sounds from the crowd. Our opponents
stood opposite us, mirroring our beginning formation; I was
to the right of Velrá just outside the ground’s central
diamond. The individual facing me could have been an
ancient Slorrûvek warrior ready to enter battle, frenzied with
mead and bloodlust.

Without wasting many words, the arbiter declared the match
commenced. She turned her back to us and threw the ball
over her shoulder in the direction of the centre, purposely not
looking who it went to.

As it happened, the ball landed closer to the Paavqol team
boss: a towering, coal-skinned she-beast called Enbreleeth
Ithelro. Snatching it up, she ran quickly left, drawing Velrá,
Aeltise and Rera towards her, then passed the ball over their
heads all the way right, to her teammate who had stood

opposite me.

I dashed forward and managed to seize the ball before she
caught it. Running into their half of the ground, I very soon
had the whole lot of them closing in on me. If it were a fullcontact sport, I would very likely have received a few broken
bones. Just before the ball could be wrenched from my grasp,
I turned and threw it backward to Sami, who had rushed in
not far behind me. She sprinted forward ten paces – as many
as the rules allow whilst in possession, with her long stride it
was just far enough – and flung the ball long-range at the
target mast. It rebounded from the outer ring of the lower
target. Minimal two-point score, but still a hit!
[What am I doing? I can’t describe the entire game step by
step: I’d probably still be writing by noon tomorrow...]

That was the last chance we got for a long time. The
opposition fought harder from then on, and the ball stayed
down our end for what seemed like hours. They scored twice,
once in middle-outer, gaining nine points before I got hold of
the ball again and ran it back past the centre. Kleni had
sprinted ahead of me, and I passed to her – just as she
collided with a heavier opponent. She fell hard and sprained a
wrist. The arbiter called a halt while she was helped up and
quickly examined by a medic; then it was announced that
Kleni wouldn’t be able to continue. The burly Paavqol player
who had knocked her down was ejected from play as well;
but they lost only two points, leaving them still well ahead.

Play resumed from chevron starting positions. Rera caught
the ball this time and made an impressive forward dash, but
she was intercepted and robbed before she could pass it. This

time I happened to be right in front of the charging Paavqol
woman. I feinted left, so she would veer to her own0 left in
avoidance, and managed to switch back across her path in
time to seize the ball. We fought over it for a few seconds
before Pera slammed her fist down on it, knocking it free of
both of us, and ran it back towards the mast. She passed to
Aeltise, who scored a dead-centre hit on the middle target.
Six points! We were back in the lead.

For the first time, I really noticed the yelling of the
spectators. Took a few seconds to catch my breath and scan
the crowd. There was Eltha, three rows back on the right,
waving happily to me. I smiled and nodded slightly in return
(players aren’t supposed to let the audience distract them).
Her support gave me a momentary surge of new energy.

We began again with the five-point formation, stretching as
far as possible across the oval. Droy was at the point closest
to the centre and caught the ball, but four opponents
converged on her before she could go forward more than six
paces. She passed to Eun, who ducked and rolled past an
interception (getting some very deserved applause, it’s a hard
thing to do when you’re holding the ball!) and made it to
within a few metres of the target before flinging.
Unbelievably, that Ithelro giant caught the ball before it hit.
A few seconds later, she’d run and passed it back past the
centre.

Paavqol made the next two hits, bringing the score to 14-8 by
the break time at forty minutes. Ten minutes to recuperate,
drink water and nurse our waning energy. My team gathered
at our end of the oval. I wasn’t exhausted yet, but I could see
Aeltise and Droy were flagging. Gulping down a bottle of

water, I looked through the crowd again, while my
teammates chatted with a few of the nearest spectators.

No sign of Vralnu. Where was he? If he’d decided to
prioritize some boys’ pastime over watching me play, I’d find
it extremely difficult to forgive him.
“Liri! Concentrate, would you?” Velrá had been issuing terse
instructions almost since the break began. I returned my
attention to her. “You’re our star scorer from last season. I
want to see you hit the targets for a change!”

“It’s a team effort,” I said. “Circumstance has dictated my
role in this game so far. I’ll take a shot if I get one.”

“Be that as it may – if you don’t take any shots in the second
half, we’ll all be very disappointed.”

When we went back out, Velrá yielded the centre position to
me. I was facing the intimidating Enbreleeth Ithelro in the
diamond; she gave me a brutal grin.
I thought, for a second, that I made out Eltha’s voice amid the
yells of the spectators... then the arbiter threw the ball
amongst us, and play resumed.

The ball came to me. I caught it well before it would have
fallen to chest height, sprinted right and ducked under
Enbreleeth’s sweeping arm, almost forgetting to count my
paces. Six, seven... glancing aside, I saw Eun just ahead to
my left. Eight, nine... I passed to her, and ran on towards the
target. Two of the Paavqol team got in my way, then Rera
sprinted up past them on the right. Eun threw the ball high,
hoping she would catch it. Rera was badly outweighed by the
opponent who tried to block her – yet somehow, she got hold

of the ball and had to fall back a few paces to avoid being
tackled.

Sami had come up close to her and overtopped the nearest
opposition. Rera passed to her at the last possible second.
Sami then raced around Ithelro, found four other opponents
rushing in on her, jumped as high as she could and threw the
ball to me.

The target mast was open. I ran forward three paces, focused
on the top target, and flung.

The ball hit the very edge of the target’s outer circle. As
every player in the ground came to a halt, the crowd’s massed
voices erupted. The score panel flashed up another seven
points for Eseerila! I stood still, breathing deeply, and let
their adoration wash over me. I think the most fervent cheer
came from Kleni, who was sat on the front row near the
target mast I’d just hit, her right arm in a sling.

After that moment of victory, the game started going badly.
Paavqol got possession of the ball right from the next throwin and kept it for several minutes. My team defended our
mast as best we could, but it wasn’t possible to keep them
from scoring indefinitely. Eventually one their big girls
spiked the ball above Velrá’s outstretched hands and straight
to the centre of the top target, scoring the maximum eight
points and regaining their comfortable lead.

I looked around at my teammates. They were all tiring now;
and I realized I was weakening, too. Wiping the sweat from
my eyes, I only hoped Paavqol were hurting just as much. We
took first positions again, this time in a double chevron.

Eun caught the ball and we all ran forward; but she was
robbed of it a second before she would have passed to me.
Doubling back, we pursued the opposition to our mast before
Sami got close enough to catch an attempted fling. She
passed upfield to Aeltise – who was no longer fast enough to
avoid being intercepted. She found herself fighting for the
ball. I ran in and smacked the ball from their struggling grip,
sprinted away from our end as fast as I still could, and passed
to Pera at my tenth stride. But she was at an awkward angle
on my right; in twisting whilst I ran, I missed my footing and
fell headlong into the fine grit.

It wasn’t as painful as falling from a lonthraer, but it still
hurt – like being slapped across the whole front of my body.
Luckily I managed to get my hands in front of me before I hit
the ground. For a moment, all I was aware of was the rough
surface pressed against my palms and left cheek; then I heard
cries of alarm, the arbiter’s horn halting play, and felt the
raw, stinging pain of abrasions beginning in both hands.

I sat up and examined myself, just as the skinny, elderly
female medic arrived at my side for the same purpose.
Nothing seemed to be sprained or broken... but my hands and
right knee were torn with grit and starting to bleed. I fought
to get my breath back. The team gathered around me and
helped me to my feet. Beyond their concerned questions and
“You’ll be fine”-type assurances, I suddenly made out a more
welcome voice.

“Liri, are you okay? I’m here, my Lazráib.” It was my
Vralnu! Looking left at the nearest part of the crowd, I saw
him, standing up in the second row. His handsome face was a
picture of concern – yet just by being there, he made me feel

better, as if the pain of my damaged skin ceased for a long,
peaceful moment.

The medic was saying, “We’ll have to clean those cuts before
you can continue, come offside,” and I nodded, walking over
to the left stands. The arbiter had to insist that one Paavqol
player (a lanky Tarnúhan expatriate named Krokliren) leave
the game as well – until when, and if, I returned to play. To
allow one side a numerical advantage in flingball is almost
unheard of. As the remaining fourteen players formed up for
another throw-in, I beckoned for Vralnu to join me at the
injury bench.

I was soaked with sweat (he’s seen me, and felt me, like that
before...) but also smeared with dirt and blood, now. As
much as I needed his support, I was a little ashamed to look
this way. He never mentioned my appearance, but sat beside
me and put an arm around my shoulders, gently wiping the
dust from my face with his other hand. Closing my eyes, I
pressed my head back against his fingers.

“I was late, I’ll beg you to forgive me,” he said. “Missed the
transit, I’ve no excuse – got here at the end of the game
break.”

“It’s just wonderful that you’re here now,” I sighed – then
winced, as the medic’s tweezers dug into my right palm,
pulling out a fine rock fragment. “None of my family
bothered.” More sharp pains lanced through my hand in
quick succession, and I almost cried out. “Sorry I’m not
playing so well.”

“You are, you are! That was a fine hit you scored... and
you’re in the middle of the action all the time, you’re the real

heart of your team, lovely Liri.”

I smiled graciously at him, then winced again. The old
woman had finished cleaning the grit from my right hand,
and was now applying some cleansing but stinging Idreeln
antiseptic lotion. Glancing across the ground, I saw Eltha’s
seat on the far side was empty. She must have been on her
way round.

I said, “It’ll be over soon. If we lose by more than four
points, we’re out the league for this year. I’ve got to get back
out there!” The medic now began work on my left hand, and I
gritted my teeth against the intense pain of the tweezers.

“Just another minute, young lady,” she assured me. “I’ll have
to dress these hands of yours properly, or you’ll be in agony
whenever you catch the ball.”
“I’m already in agony. Just please, hurry!”

Shaking her head firmly, she replied: “Little princess
Emlerit – you’ve never had a baby. Like a man, you don’t
know what pain is.” I suppose I was just asking for grief; and
I’m sure she pressed the tweezers in a little harder after that.

There was an eruption of cheers all around, but mostly from
behind me. Paavqol had scored lower-medium, another three
points.

Vralnu had taken it upon himself to massage my shoulders
and neck. He’s no expert, but it did help me loosen up. I
realized it was slightly embarrassing, having two people
working on me at once – however beneficial. Just then, Eltha
made her way over, pushing past the spectators on the front
bench from my right.

“You can do this, Liri!” she said. “You’re playing brilliantly.
With you back in the game, Eseerila will win yet.” She
nodded to Vralnu. “We’re both here for you. You’re our
champion, remember?”
“That’s right,” added Vralnu. “Your best play is still inside
you. Now’s time to –”

Despite my gratitude, I started sniggering. “Okay, please!
Both of you, I get the point... I’ll try to live up to your faith in
me.” The medic was now wrapping my hands with two-layer
gauzeleather. My palms still stung, but the pain was dulled.

Eltha produced four slips of blue paper. “I’ve got cheap
tickets for the latest opera tomorrow – a man I worked with at
the Entertainment Bureau owed me. You two come, I’ll bring
Frelsbaan. Win or lose, we can still celebrate your game.”
“I’m not really an opera person, but I won’t say no!” Vralnu
said.
“What’s it called, this opera?” I asked.

“Akouruthrev. Real history, I thought you’d like it,” grinned
Eltha.

Working with commendable speed, the medic finished off by
wiping the dried blood and dirt from my knee – no fragments
to dig out this time, thank Orialaó – then rubbed in the
Idreeln. She didn’t apply a dressing there, as it would have
impeded my running. “That’s it, girl. Now I suggest you go
out and justify these two good people’s devotion!”

I thanked her, quickly kissed Vralnu and clasped hands with
Eltha, got up and hurried over to the arbiter, who was
standing offside near the main entrance. She asked, cursorily,

if I was ready to continue; I nodded, and the medic gave her
an affirmative wave. She blew deafeningly on her horn to
halt play again, just as Rera had been struggling to keep the
ball.

“Liriōnee Emlerit of Eseerila and Deeíth Krokliren of
Paavqol are to re-join the game!” she shouted. “Both teams to
first positions.”
[I’m getting tired of writing now. To conclude...]

Having another few minutes off had left me less weary than
the other players. I got the ball twice in the next two minutes
and took a shot, but it was caught. Deeíth Krokliren, who
seemed personally angry with me because of her temporary
suspension from play (it was the arbiter who chose her to
remove, I had no part in the decision!) kept shadowing me
and took the ball off me next time it was passed my way.
Velrá intercepted her as she headed for our goal and threw
the ball to Droy, who got it back across the centre and passed
to Eun, who was near the target. An opponent caught the ball
in flight and would have taken it down our end again; but she
was tiring, and I was able to cut across her path, snatch the
ball and roll under her wildly-swung right arm. Not taking
the time to get up and run, I threw the ball to Pera – she took
a long shot and hit the lower-centre target for a score of four.

Next throw-in gave the ball to Paavqol. We blocked them to
the best of our waning strength until, with nine minutes left,
they scored another five points in the middle-outer. This put
them eleven points in the lead.
Gathering the team together for a moment, Velrá almost
growled: “What happened to our championship record, girls?

Eseerila is better than this! Just keep pushing yourselves
these last few minutes – we can close the gap.”

We took up the close, concave starting formation – a thin,
gold-pink line – determined that they wouldn’t get past us if
they caught the ball. They did. Sami and Aeltise intercepted
the player who ran for our end, then threw the ball to Eun,
who got past the nearest opponents and made the full ten
paces upfield. Rera blocked the Paavqol player who tried to
head her off, almost getting knocked down (but Enbreleeth
Ithelro had, no doubt, demanded that her teammates incur no
more penalty points). I sprinted for the target, overtook Eun
and caught her low forward pass. Turned to take the fling. I
had a clear shot. Then, a split second before I would have
released the ball, my right hand was grabbed from behind.

It was Deeíth Krokliren. Bigger and older than me, she had
an iron strength which hurt my already-wounded hand. I
struggled with her briefly, but she tore the ball away and
almost tore my gauzeleather grip-dressings as well. Smirking
at me, she passed downfield.

I ran after the ball. It was another two minutes, or more,
before Eseerila got possession of it again. The yells from
both teams’ supporters were growing more urgent. I was
tiring again, and I knew everyone else was at least as
exhausted as me.

Droy snatched the ball from midair, breaking a Paavqol pass,
and ran with it several strides before passing to Aeltise. She,
almost too worn out to run at all, made a few slow steps
crosswise, then passed backward to Velrá. Our boss took the
ball forward as far as she could, three opponents grouping to

cut off her course. Pera was just behind her and took the ball
around their right, barrelled forward and stopped just short of
a full-frontal collision with Ithelro. She passed directly left to
me. I had a feeling that only seconds remained.

Deeíth Krokliren headed for me again. Starting forward, I
didn’t hope I could outrun her – I just knew that I had to. At
what I think was my sixth pace, another of the Paavqol team
crossed into my path. Krokliren was rushing in on my right;
just behind and ahead of her was Velrá. I jumped and passed
to her, as high as she could catch, then took a quick pace
back and let Krokliren blunder past me.

Velrá ran for the target. Ithelro and three others closed in on
her, while I, with my lungs and leg muscles burning, dashed
right and forward. Seeing her shot blocked, Velrá glanced
around both sides, saw me and threw me the ball, just ahead
of my position. Almost falling over again, I caught it on the
run. Without further thought, I ran another three paces
forward, aimed and flung.

The ball seemed to float through the air for an hour. I saw
Ithelro jump, hands above her head, straining to catch it... but
she was too weary to reach high enough. It struck and
rebounded from the top-centre. The whole ground was
suddenly filled with feral yells of pure emotion.

It felt like sunlight running in my veins. I closed my eyes and
almost sank to the floor. Eight points! The score was now
30-27. I’d done it!!

Then, from somewhere very remote, I heard the arbiter
ordering first positions again. Looking at the big clock
opposite the score panel, I saw that there were still almost

three minutes left of the game. My time sense had deceived
me; I hadn’t just scored the decisive, last-second hit every
player dreams of. Still, my teammates’ spirits and strength
were suddenly lifted. They all praised and honoured me as
we took up our star formation. Now, all we had to do was
keep Paavqol from scoring again.

And in the short time left, we successfully accomplished that.
We blocked them in every approach and caught the one, last
shot they attempted. The arbiter finally, welcomely, blew the
double horn blast that signalled game over. We had lost; but,
with only a three-point lag, we remain a valid part of the
2348 City League. There will be more games for us in the
next few weeks.
*

*

* *

*

24:32 - Had a few drinks with the team after play. It was so
great to be at the heart of our sense of achievement. Vralnu
and Eltha joined us for first two rounds, so did my
teammates’ friends, but I think Eun tried to flirt with Vralnu.
She’s not too pretty but I’d better watch out. Went straight
home af ter since I needed to read for another greysky essay.
Its been over 9 hours sin ce the game finished, I’m so tirred I
cn barely focuss on this diarypage Feeling good again with
life being a hole in all existtant lovin g people sY I csn be
great playrre upside the annoseoiid sea tree
Goodnight!
Lalmren Oriamnuth 26th

Full moon Tirvaen

The palms of my hands are still raw and sore. Changed the
dressings when I showered after the game yesterday, and
twice again today.

I should mention there was another flingball match yesterday
as well, shortly after ours: 2348-02, Bresklaim Centre East
vs. Jezhkun (visitors). The home team won 19-13. So
Jezhkun have the unhappy distinction of being first team off
the league.

I remembered this morning that I’d told Mother I would see
her today. But then I’d also accepted Eltha’s offer of a double
date at the opera; with three lectures and a tutorial today, I
couldn’t make it to Idralserl and back after Academy in time.
Messaged my mother again and said I’d come tomorrow –
though that will likely mean missing flingball practice.

When I switched on the telegrid machine, I got the inevitable
cascade of comments and news snippets about my game. My
personal telegrid code isn’t known to the journalists and
commentators (if it was, our machine would probably pop its
valves like soap bubbles from sheer message overload, after
every Eseerila match!) – but there was no shortage of chatter
in the local sports discussion lists I’ve connected with.
Here’s a few examples:

A close-fought match that really kept the audience
engaged right to the end....

Eseerila have lost their winning touch. Their whole
game was a desperate holding action, barely
avoiding early league exit...

The mostly new Paavqol team seem to be an
unstoppable flingball ground force...
Velráunee Edulram: get the hint! You need to make
way for a younger boss...

Top scorer Liriōnee Emlerit was as valiant and
skillful as ever – with the glaring exception of her
humiliating tumble. Maybe she was playing whilst
drunk?
Now, that’s insulting! Of course, the commentator didn’t use
his or her real name...

Nisiána messaged me, apologizing for not being at the
game – she and Eparnim had taken a boat trip out to Qolalnep
island. But she was as complimentary as ever about me
scoring most of our team’s points.

Met up with Vralnu in Mrauremj at about 19:00. Eltha and
Frelsbaan turned up a few minutes later. Eltha’s boyfriend
seems more reserved than ever now, though he’s still just as
attentive and affectionate to her. He and Vralnu had not met
before today – I think Vralnu found Frelsbaan a bit difficult
to relate to, but he barely even tried. They have nothing in
common apart from mine and Eltha’s company, and most
men find making smalltalk harder than women (that’s what
Father always said). We tried to act as social glue for them,
coming with up with topics of conversation in which we
though they could both engage.

The most successful topic was one of Eltha’s: the question of
whether a man’s penis can be considered just a little part of
his body, or if the man himself is only an extension of his

penis...

The opera was nothing special in quality terms, and the songs
were written in a needlessly pretentious style. But the story it
told, about Princess Akouruthrev – last of the venerable
Gwörrnish royal family, brought up to inherit power which
her ancestors had wielded for over seventy generations – was
touching. I don’t know if she really had a plebeian best friend
when she was a child, the daughter of her lonthraer keeper,
who was later killed in a quarry accident because the royal
bureaucracy had neglected working safety standards; but
whatever persuaded her, Akouruthev ultimately chose to give
up her birthright and embrace socialism along with the
common people, even selling the Dlóensragro Palace to raise
money for public works. Only for the whole socialist system
to collapse forty-seven years later, and for her country to
descend into anarchy before she died.

The difference between our two boyfriends soon became
even clearer. Frelsbaan sat calmly and seemed to enjoy the
opera, with a loving arm around Eltha. Vralnu didn’t enjoy it
at all. He kept fidgeting with his belt pouch and shifting in
his seat next to me. I had to nudge him and whisper for him
to sit still, twice; he looked frustrated, but obliged for a
while. Afterwards he told me he’d hated the singing and
found the whole show tedious.
“Wasn’t there anything you liked about it?” I asked him.
“Yes, actually. I liked walking out at the end!”

“Well, if we take that holiday, we’d better avoid operas,” I
said. “There’s some things I guess I’ll just have to appreciate

on my own.”

“If we take that holiday?” he repeated. “It was your idea.
Have you changed your mind?”
“Not yet. But try not to make me change it, okay?”

The four of us went for a drink afterwards, but Vralnu
continued being off. I’m not sure he smiled even once, and
he hardly seemed to want to talk. Eltha remarked that he
should consider himself lucky we hadn’t watched a Sëtarni
opera; Frelsbaan added that Tarnúhan singers really know
how to break glass with their voices, and that Vralnu’s
expression during the show could have done the same thing!
Vralnu said, with unnecessary spite: “Right now I think I’d
rather listen to glass breaking, than have any more of you. I
could’ve been at a proper music night with the boys.”

“What’s wrong with you?” I asked. “He didn’t mean any
harm.”

He glared at me, clenching and unclenching a fist. “Do not
side with someone else against me. Or we’re finished, that’s a
promise!”
Didn’t go back to his place tonight, I certainly wasn’t in the
mood. I’ve never known him to act like this. He comes out in
my support one day – and spoils my evening, the very next?!
I thought it was us women who are supposed to be fickle! My
period is due any time now, yet one might almost think he
was premenstrual...
Haven’t seen Tevers for the past three days. He seems to be
working late a lot recently, and spending more nights with

Glemyreuna. Her family home is out towards Onduuqazh,
about two hours’ drive south of here, although they like
parking her tanker in the forest by the river Avnilaim and
sleeping out there. It sounds romantic, I admit – but I never
fancied sleeping in the woods. Too many xikpians and
itchiters, not enough home comforts!
Vrolnren Oriamnuth 27th

Two bombs went off in central Melnaméa, just after today’s
noon minute. Sixteen people were killed and a government
repository damaged. Baniltorostu are thought to be
responsible. Lawmen all over the country will be intensifying
their search for those anti-technocratic terrorists; but that
might leave them less manpower to fight ordinary crime.

There were a few showers of rain today, none heavy enough
to seriously bother me. After I’d ridden to Academy and back
(two lectures, about the Orleklint godkings and the first
written accounts of Uldurth myths), and given Nenamdir
some scale-polishing and luxury rasbug snacks, I took an
early-afternoon transit to Idralserl. Got there just before
16:70. I’d dressed as plainly as I possibly can, in limbcovering dull grey and brown – trying to make myself feel
dispassionate. Not wearing dressings on my hands any more,
though they’re still a bit tender.

Sremelnam Parkway is a street of well-appointed, exclusive
residences, running along the Trownrë Canal which separates
Idralserl District from Bresklaim Centre. Sub-Battlelord
Aselthen has a three-storey, white painted, five-walled house

with a built-in autowheeler garage and a modest garden
space, enclosed by a high metal fence. It’s altogether too big
for a man on his own. If this is my mother’s new home, at
least she’s given it a suitable purpose.

My mother’s new home... When I knocked on the door I was
breathing hard. The reality of the family breakup was
suddenly all about me again. It happened to Eltha all those
years ago; and though she vaguely remembers crying, for
what seemed like days, after Falrōimd left her, she’s since
grown up without a mother and almost forgotten. It’s my turn
now, and I’ve got a lifetime of maternal presence to put
behind me.

Fráonavdi Aselthen quickly answered the door. He was in
uniform this time: all stiff, savannah-pattern fabric and
leather, looking untouchably calm and authoritative. “Thank
you for coming, Liriōnee. Your mother has been anxious to
see you. Please, come in.”

I nodded neutrally and went inside. His home is just as
spotlessly, obsessively clean and neat as his uniform. My
mother was in the big lounge/dining area which filled half of
the first floor. When I walked in she was arranging food and
plates on the low table. The sight of her surprised me: she
had turned her hair purple! Her attire was the exact opposite
of mine: a bright blue, green and pink skirtsuit, all limbs
exposed along with her cleavage. I could understand that
men, even much younger ones, would really enjoy looking at
her; but it was unsubtly wrong, her trying so hard to roll back
the years.

She ran over and embraced me. “Dear One, I’m so happy

you’re here! Sit down, please, have some brelimef juice. I’ve
missed you so much.”
“Mother, I didn’t leave our home. I’ve missed you, too – but
I came here because I want to understand. What can you...
what does this man have, to take you away from us?”

We sat on the floor cushions by the dining table. Fráonavdi
(I’ll have to call him by his first name, as Mother does)
entered the room and handed me my drink, but let Mother do
the talking.

“I loved your father, Liri,” she said. “He’s the one who did
things I didn’t like – not just cheating on me. I’ll tell you
now... you ask him, see if he denies any of it.”
“What, then?”

“For a start, he has contacts in the Entertainment Bureau.
Why do you think Eltha lost her job? And his mistress: her
full name is Amlúee Talganae. Remember that name?”

“That Talganae? Mother, you’ve got to be wrong.” I was
incredulous. “Father got involved with the same teacher who
was picking on Dahatren?!”

“Your father thought Dahatren wasn’t trying hard enough at
school. He wanted to believe our son was as intelligent as our
daughter.” Mother grinned mirthlessly. “So he instructed a
member of the Silromig Lake staff to put more pressure on
him, push him to greater efforts. And during their meetings,
Firinoth found she was attracted to him. Young, pretty and at
least moderately clever... what man of his age would decline
the opportunity? Probably made him feel incredibly virile!”
Her voice was laden with scorn.

“And Eltha... you’re saying he got her dismissed? Why
would he want to interfere with her life?”
“Not her life, Dear One – yours. You’d expressed
Eltha’s job, and a certain envy of her
independence – more than once. He seemed to
might be influencing you away from your
commitment... so, yes, he got her dismissed.”
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“No!” I said. “Mother, I heard what you said to Father last
time I saw you – I was shocked then, but I could see you
meant it all. You were unhappy, until then I had no idea how
much. But isn’t it enough that you’ve walked out? Why make
up these things, too?” I’d just called my mother a liar, and
immediately felt guilty.

“I’m not making it up!” Mother sounded agonized.
“Firinoth – your father – is a government official, Liri. A
politician. He’s totally used to lying, to manipulating people,
to interfering in all sorts of things. I know he loves his
children, but achieving his aims is simply more important to
him than love.”

“So what else do you think he’s done?” This wasn’t why I
had come to see her; I suddenly felt anxious to change the
subject, and remembered something else. “And can you tell
me what a ‘sykrelt’s grounden stalking’ means? That phrase
seemed to worry Father when he heard it. Is someone
manipulating his affairs, too?”

“Not sure what you mean... the only sykrelt you’ll find in
Bresklaim Shores is at the zoo, not too far from here. It has a
cage to sleep in, not a grounden – and there’s nothing for it to

stalk.”
Fráonavdi sat down next to my mother. “I can tell you a little
on that matter. Sykrelt’s Grounden is the unofficial name of a
low-profile government investigation section, whose purpose
is to identify subversives and malcontents among our
bureaucracy – both civil and military. If they are assessing
your father, it –”

I could barely keep from hurling my drinking glass in his
face. “How dare you? After what you’ve done to Father, now
you’re suggesting he’s subversive – that he’s a traitor?”
Even Mother gave him a disapproving look.

“Liriōnee, no. I’m sorry – that came out wrong.” He bowed
his head. “It could be simply a random check. They do not
require a specific report or suspicion to follow up. I’m sure
Mandator Emlerit is every bit as loyal to our country as I
am.”

“Calm down, please, Dear One,” Mother said. “I don’t know
much about national security... but no matter any grief
Firinoth’s caused me, I agree that he’s devoted and sincere in
his allegiance.”
“I shouldn’t have asked!” I realized that I’d clenched my fists
tight, and my nails were making the newly-healed palms hurt
again. “Look – can we please stop talking about Father?”

“You haven’t heard the worst of it yet.” Her voice wavered
tautly.

“Right now, I’m not sure I want to.” I turned to Fráonavdi.
“What I’m thinking is... if you’re going to be part of
Mother’s life, that makes you part of mine. So I need to know

you better.” Whether I want to or not...

He spread his hands contritely. “I am what you see; I have
nothing to hide. Except when my duties require
confidentiality.” Touching the rank insignia below his left
collarbone, he said: “I have served in the Army of Délarnad
thirty-two years, since I was twenty-two. I was with the
Bresklaim Lonthraer Legion during the war, and until it was
disbanded; now, I command a division of the Taivōruu
Infantry at Tharnimqel Cantonment.”
“You said you knew my brother?”

“Teverhonro – we called him Hrouánro in the Legion,
because he had a bit of a hot temper. But a warm and faithful
heart, too. He and I shared plenty of wild off-duty nights in
various cities. I was very glad of his friendship, though I did
feel a little envious that your mother was back here waiting
for him, and not me.” (Mother smiled wistfully at this). “A
good few of the Xokanuska veterans are only alive today
because of him – you already knew that, of course.”

He got up, took a framed picture from the top of the drinks
cabinet near the door, and handed it to me. It was of two
boyish, grinning soldiers in uniforms of the familiar old-style
dirty-yellow desert colour, with their handguns held
diagonally in elbow-to-waist position. After a few moments I
recognized one of them as Teverhonro the First, and the other
as a much younger Fráonavdi.
“If you were Teverhonro’s friend,” I asked, “did you ever
meet my father back then?”
“Only once, when we were on leave,” he said. “He was a

subadjutant at the time, I believe; and I was barely an
overwarrior.”

“I suppose you would have been just another boy, to him.
And to think... you’d be stealing his wife someday. I guess
that would have made you proud, if you’d known?” He
looked hurt, which gave me some mean satisfaction.

“This was my choice, Liri,” Mother insisted. “I am not a
commodity or a possession, to be stolen – or bought, or sold.”
Her tone was harsher than mine. “What you’re implying –
it’s a rather Velúhmaran attitude.”

“Please, mother, don’t twist my words. I can see I’ve got to
accept this choice of yours. But you’ve both got to accept
something as well...” I addressed Fráonavdi, “...that I’ll need
a long time before I forgive you, even if you didn’t mean to
hurt me.”
“Yes, I can accept that,” he answered.

The three of us continued talking for nearly another hour, and
ate some of the richest, bluest qaanej soup I’ve ever had
(more of a warm purée, really). I learned more about
Fráonavdi’s life. It’s sad indeed that he lost his only wife and
only child in a railroad crash. And – although I don’t like to
write this – there is a certain romantic poignancy to the fact
that he loved Mother unrequitedly when they were young,
and held onto that feeling for nearly three decades, until she
finally decided to love him in return.

Eventually, our somewhat forced conversational energy ran
out, and two long minutes passed in silence.
I finished my glass of juice. “Well – maybe I should be

leaving?”

“I understand,” Fráonavdi said, “that you, and your father,
are attending the first reception for the Heráith crew, two
days from now?”
“Yes.” I had an awkward thought. “Are you going, too?”
“I was asked to, yes. But if that bothers you, I will wait until
the second day of their visit. My schedule is my own to
choose.”
I nodded, and got up.

“Liri – I promise,” said Mother as I donned my outdoor coat.
“I really promise, I’ll come to your next flingball game.
Please, just let me know when and where.”

Once I stepped outside and closed the door, I realized just
how tense I’d been the whole time. This meeting, about
which I’d been more nervous than I admitted to myself, was
over – and the sense of relief made me light-headed. I felt as
if I were floating back to the transit stop, not walking.

Missed today’s flingball practice, as expected. I worked on
two more essays this evening but made little progress with
either. Father was out late; I haven’t mentioned to him what
Mother said about Talganae. Or to Dahatren.
Krethmren Oriamnuth 28th
Order and Justice Day (Jinamree)

Still haven’t confronted Father with what Mother told me.
I’m not sure I believe it all; and I don’t want to cause grief

between us before tomorrow.

A squad of lawmen made a sweep of Qerehnta Academy
today, interrupting lectures in progress, closing the library for
over an hour while they checked under every book-rack and
chair for explosives, confiscating bags of documents for
detailed inspection, searching through garbage for anything
possibly incriminating, randomly checking the IDs of
students and staff alike. Of course a few students complained,
calling it a prelude to martial law.
Got a telegrid message from Vralnu this afternoon:

Miwaóvin Liri,
I have to apologize for how I behaved on Lalmren
night. It should have been fun for you and I spoiled
it. I just get these dark moods sometimes that stop
me enjoying anything or feeling good about people –
even people I love. It’s been happening more often
recently. The way I acted makes me feel awful and if
you never want to see me again, I’ll understand.
I love you and I’m sorry,
Vralnu.

Dark moods? He has a job he likes, good friends, his godlike
good looks; he has me! What’s he got to feel ‘dark’ about?

Father told me the diplomatic reception begins at 16:30
tomorrow, in the Osvenoth Vóekonthrit Venue. He says he
wants us to arrive by 16:10; and that I should wear something
formal, but stylish. Not sure any of my going-out clothes will
do. I should have asked Mother for advice yesterday, but it
didn’t occur to me while I was with her.

The last thing I did today was reply to Vralnu’s message:

Vralnu,
Thanks for the apology. I don’t think I understand
your problem... but you were so good for me when I
went round there crying about my mother, and when
I got hurt in the flingball match, I owe you some
forgiveness.
If you’ve been feeling down you don’t have to hide it,
or try to be sociable if you cannot. Next time you get
one of these moods, you should tell me so that we
can avoid any difficult situations.
Message me in two days please,
Your Liri.

I think maybe I do love him – or the prospect of pointless,
unprovoked negativity would be too much to put up with.
Regardless of how good the sex is.
Tlornren Oriamnuth 29th
New moon Saahvaen
Heráith arrives Bresklaim Shores.

Still not started my period. I know I’m not a precise
mechanism, but there must be some reason why it’s late...

Left Academy just after noon. I’d spoken to Preceptor
Tarousonemd this morning, asking if he knew anything about
the history of Velúhmaras which I might use to impress the
visiting officers. He suggested I ask them for their account of
the North Barrdlazh Troubles in the 2190s: as far as we
know, a slave rebellion temporarily created a breakaway

island state, until it was reconquered. The oppressed chattel
had thrown off their chains, taken a glut of revenge, and held
onto their new freedom for a few short years... then finally
fought to the last man, when faced with defeat and slavery
again.

How the conflict is remembered by the victors might be
different. The preceptor also said he’s quite envious of my
being invited to the reception. He’ll certainly expect me to
share my experience afterwards!

I spent over forty minutes deciding what to wear. Finally
settled on beige, long-split trousers with matching blacklaced shoes (show a little leg, but only a controlled glimpse),
my short-sleeved, pastel red fibroscale blouse (loose fit and
high neckline, I didn’t want people staring at my breasts the
whole time!), and a glossy brown, interweaved double belt.
Piled my hair up with a rhodium-plated net headdress, and
wore the palladium wrist chain Vralnu gave me. Applied a
little azure paint to my ears, jawline and throat – to frame my
face, not alter it. Father, who had put on the same best
uniform he wore on Victory Day, seemed satisfied with my
appearance.

Atuvraet drove us into town. The weather today was quite
clear. It was when we’d crossed into Bresklaim Centre
District and mounted the bridge over the eastward railway
that I saw the shining sea – and the great ship, anchored
almost straight ahead.

Father asked Atuvraet to stop for a minute (there was only
light traffic at the time, and the bridge is quite wide enough
to pull over) so we could look at it. At what must have been

about three kilometres from our position, the Heráith
dominates the view out past the city’s east docklands,
dwarfing every freighter, passenger vessel, fishing or patrol
boat moored there. I hadn’t known exactly what to expect,
but it’s an amazing sight!

The Velúhmaran bannership is at least 300 metres from prow
to stern, and rises maybe twenty metres above the water
along its full length. Grey but gleaming, its long right
gunwale faced the city, with two huge, side-pointing gun
emplacements visible. Above that, to the fore, is a complex
superstructure of layered decks, stubby towers, countless
windows reflecting the red glint of the still-rising Zherrista,
radio masts, flagpoles, and more big guns pointed fore and
aft. The rear half of the ship appears to be one vast, flat flight
deck. The shapes of numerous aircraft were visible, along
with a single inflated airship tied down right behind the
superstructure. Auxiliary boats could also be seen, secured
along the hull just below flight deck level – I counted eight
on the side we could see, with an obvious gap for the ninth.
Although tiny compared with the parent warship, they must
be sizeable vessels in their own right to be conspicuous at
that distance.

A little further out, one of our own Délarnish medium
frigates is anchored – no doubt assigned to escort the Heráith
through our national waters. Less than half the length of the
visitor and probably only a tenth the weight, it looks like a
lonthraer accompanying a vorgrard. Two blue dirigible
warships are hanging stationery above the shoreline, a
respectful distance from the visitor – which dwarfs them as
well. I imagine they are just present to provide a show of

strength.
“A battlecarrier,” said Father. “Méa garngōlrë kemshvyor!”
[Seafaring city of war!]

“It’s beautiful... powerful, awesome, deadly and beautiful,” I
said.

We continued past Mishéatal Concourse and reached the
Osvenoth Vóekonthrit Venue five minutes later. Another
neo-Vreónsar style building, four-tiered, five-sided and
colourful, on the east bank of the river Onbresk just inland
from the docks. The streets surrounding it had been cleared
of non-essential traffic; armed lawmen were everywhere, plus
a number of soldiers and sailors. Father’s ID was all we
needed to get through. A space had been allocated for our
autowheeler to park, less than a minute’s walk from the
venue’s main doors. Atuvraet, along with other guests’
drivers, had a free lounge to relax in for the next few hours.

The clock in the Venue foyer is set between the hands of a
three-metre marble statue, depicting the man this diplomatic
venue is named for: Savant Supreme Osvenoth Vóekonthrit,
visionary engineer and revered statesman of the 22nd century,
a founding leader of our technocracy and one of Bresklaim
Shores’ greatest citizens. His timepiece said 16:14 when we
entered. After signing a long printed guest list and handing
our jackets to an attendant, my father and I were directed
upstairs to the grand assembly hall on the first floor.

I’d never been in the presence of so many important,
uniformed people before. There was one high savant; no less
than four mandators, including Father; over fifteen adjutants,
subdjutants, tech-admins, sci-admins and city legists; a

similar number of army and navy officers, the most senior
being a warruler (I think); and maybe twenty non-uniformed
guests like me, relatives and spouses of the official attendees.
Though I didn’t actually make a count myself, somebody said
there were sixty-two of us present – not counting the foreign
visitors, who had yet to make an appearance.

The crowd assembled here made Eparnim Kouramith’s party
look like a sports association seniors’ day – except that most
of his guests had been male, whereas this crowd had fairly
even numbers of men and women. Most were sat around the
long, fixed, central table of smooth granite, talking in small
groups; a few were scattered about the room, admiring the
little sculptures and paintings along its periphery. A couple of
those without uniforms could have been schoolboys, and sat
quietly reading pocket books... I was probably not the
youngest person present. At one end of the hall, next to the
staircase, was a mounted microphone and lectern for making
speeches; at the other end, another table holding covered
plates of refreshment and still-sealed bottles of ekrouliah.

Father was greeted separately by several people, one of
whom I already knew: Subadjutant Mranyvun Aldelit,
Aráeeth’s rotund and balding father. Father’s been his
supervisor for the last three years.

“What an honour for both of us to be here, right, Jáun?” he
beamed. “And Liriōnee – it’s lovely to see you, well done for
representing your academy!” I smiled and nodded.

“Let us look our best, elucidate with honesty, sagacity and
pride; represent our nation to the World-leading standard it so
truly deserves,” Father replied. He was in full official mode

now, above all personal concerns and very glad of it.
Remembering what Mother had told me, I tried not to doubt
his self-insistent honesty.

“The Velúhmarans have reportedly docked at at Point Seven
Pier, in one of those side launches from the Heráith,”
Mranyvun said. “They’ll be here any minute now. You know,
I heard that ship has more than three thousand people on
board?”

My father said, “Information on such matters is little more
than telegrid-propagated rumour. I should hope they will
clarify it, or correct it, themselves.”
“How’s Aráeeth?” I asked. “Knowing her love of learning, I
thought she might be here too.”

“She did ask if she could attend. But I told her it wasn’t open
to school pupils. Her excessive... bluntness, and naiveté,
might not be suitable for this occasion.” He tutted and shook
his head. “And I couldn’t count on her to choose a good
outfit, either.”
“I could have helped her with that, so could Tevers.”

“Irrelevant, Liri,” Father said. “I believe that the small
sample of Bresklaim Shores’ populace here assembled are
quite sufficiently representative.”

Mranyvun nodded. “It’s enough that I’m present. Anything
my daughter wants to know, she’ll learn from me.”

At that moment, a loud, short cadence sounded from the
building’s tannoy. All conversations in the room ceased. This
was it.

A city legist, in his multi-frilled, large-cuffed, all-grey
uniform, hurried to the lectern and proclaimed, in an
amplified voice: “Jáunaun oqu qáomaun, [superior males and
females] I present, with great honour, the commanding
officer of the Velúhmaran bannership Heráith: Armadarer
Isdariat Kaegoél.”

The individual who now climbed to the top of the stairs was
of no great height, but his air of authority was undeniable. He
wore a jacket of deep red and blue, ornately seamed with
thick, glittering white trim; black trousers, not pleated but
vertically seamed with similar, rope-like white trim; and
short, laceless, highly polished, twilight indigo boots. On his
head was a four-pointed cap of that same colour. The
prominent, compact, golden design on the front of his
jacket – three overlapping hexagons surrounded by six stars –
was no doubt the symbol of his rank. His face was thinnish,
angular and aged comparably to my father’s, with a neat grey
beard covering the tip of his chin and rising just to the
corners of his mouth.

Behind him, on either side, came two tall, solid men in
uniforms coloured the same, but plainer, with no hats or trim,
and only twin white triangles on their jacket. Each carried a
long-barrelled, black rifle in what I guessed was the formal
ready position. They stopped on the last step, just below their
commander, snapping their weapons into a one-handed grip,
sloped over the left shoulder.

The armadarer scanned the room with a sharp, emotionless
gaze, briefly meeting the eyes of several people, me included.
I suppressed a shiver. Then he spread his arms and bowed his
head briefly. The legist yielded the lectern and microphone to

him. When he spoke, his accent was one I had never heard
before, but the language was Délarnish. And grammatically
perfect.

“On behalf of my crew, my government and all the
Velúhmaran Union, I greet you,” he said. “To be permitted
entry to this city, to this land, is a grace hitherto unknown to
any of my people. I am deeply grateful to be here, and hope I
may make some new friends today. To move beyond five
centuries of distrust, and needlessly cool mutual feelings,
would be a fine thing indeed.”

The most senior official in the room (and in the city), High
Savant Halsitarm Veekenul, replied: “In the name of
Bresklaim Shores and all the nation of Délarnad, I welcome
you, revered Armadarer, and your crew. May this day be
remembered as the start of a new amity between our
peoples.”

Isdariat Kaegoél bowed again and removed his cap, revealing
a shiny, wood-brown, nearly bald head. Three other officers,
similarly uniformed but with fewer hexagons and stars on
their jackets, climbed the staircase in quick succession. “I
present my head of logistics, Under-Captain Awiqōn
Kimeán; our ship’s propulsion chief, Deckmaster Raunitak
Urengeán; and Under-Captain Jashomin Uchaivath,
commander of the Heráith’s aircraft division.” The first two
were men, both bigger and younger than Kaegoél. Kimeán is
the best looking, although Urengeán is much stockier, and I
got the feeling he was almost all muscle. Jashomin Uchaivath
is a tall woman with sharp features, brassy-brown skin and
hair cut almost to the scalp, whose chest fills out her jacket

most impressively.

After them came ten lower-ranked Velúhmarans, two of them
female. (Three out of fourteen? Women seem not too well
represented in their navy...) The last five to enter were more
armed guards, who took up silent, watchful positions at the
edge of the room. High Savant Veekarnae took the lectern to
say a few more words of welcome, inviting the visitors to
mingle freely with the hosts for two hours before formal
discussions began.
Deckmaster Urengeán was first to speak to Father and I. His
Délarnish is fairly good, but his thick, deep-pitched, nasal
accent makes him tough to understand now and again!

“This is a beautiful city,” he said. “It reminding me of
Voaranont, my home town. We have there similar sandlute
walls.”

“I have heard fascinating report of your city – most precisely,
the Voaranont Research Institute,” answered Father. “History
records the first artificial radio transmission as occurring
there, a year before it was achieved in our country.”

Urengeán nodded. “Nysanror Matorrnid accomplished that.
There is, at the Institute, a statue of him. Your own statue,
down the stairs of this building... it has the same look.”

I said, “There’s a Matorrnid District here in Bresklaim
Shores. I’m sure it’s been called that since long before radio
was invented... but maybe your famous engineer was related
to some of our city’s earliest people?”

“It may be. If Matorrnid early man was lost to his family,
joined your colony, ran to this land when the colonies we

took...” He smiled apologetically. “So long now, no grief for
that remaining – I hope.”

Sixteen generations since the last Délarnish settlements in
Velúhmaras were captured by the native fanatics... could any
historian feel grief, or anger, today? I shook my head, quietly
studying this imposing man, wondering if he had a wife back
home – and what he could do to a girl in bed.

Then I remembered what my academic guide had said. “Can
you tell me anything about what happened on North
Barrdlazh, in the 2190s? I’m a history student, I’d love to
hear your people’s side of the story.”

“Our side? I am unsure to understand, there is only one
story.” He looked to my father, who raised his eyebrows in
support of my question. “It was uprising of a bad cult:
servants murdered masters who fed them, their wives and
children. They ate bodies of children. Island North Barrdlazh
was a base for killers and pirates. To end it, our soldiers
fought five years.”

“Then the slaves didn’t rebel because they’d been
mistreated?” I said this automatically, then thought I might
have put it more tactfully.

He seemed to flinch, without actually moving. “My people –
most of us – we do not mistreat slaves. They are looked after,
they worry never for food or homes. Owners love their
servants. For this, they work, they accept rules and obey.”

My father asked, “Then it is believed that the rebellious
servants of North Barrdlazh were led astray by immoral and
anarchistic religious extremism? I will admit, such corruption

of virtuous faith has been known in our nation also.”

“You are correct. Our faith, the Teuradæorian faith which our
land united – it is, by others, many times not understood and
not liked. We, like you, worship Orialaó. The prophet
Likrōnan of Vreónsar time we honour, like you do. Our
modern beliefs of Orialaó, they come from Taivoser Heráith.
The ship name too, comes from him. But evil people there
have been, who change and poison his words, used them to
cause more evil.”

“We don’t know much about Taivoser Heráith,” I said. “Does
his faith celebrate Oriamiqen and Niskouryd?”

“Yes, yes we do. This Oriamiqen, our ship will be at
Iydornae in Tarnúh. I hope we will pray with their people,
together.”

Now that’s a stolid, imperturbable man. I decided not to press
him further about slavery; there were others I could ask.

Later on I got to chat with Under-Captain Uchaivath, over a
round of the free ekrouliah. With her stature, prominent
bosom and slight air of condescension, she reminded me a lot
of Glemyreuna – though she’s perhaps two decades older.
Father was elsewhere in the room by then.
“You are student?” She asked. I nodded. “What will be your
given job after you leave the institute?”
“Actually, we call it an academy. I think I’ll be able to
choose my own work – I’d like to be an archaeologist.”

“Archaeologist? I do not know that word of your speech,
forgive me.”

I thought for a moment. “Etlevreóni is, maybe, closer to your
language than Délarnish. In that tongue, we’d say
jaelmanamdnëlaij.”

“Ah – ‘ancient building study doer,’ I understand,” she
smiled. “Our mother speech in Velúhmaras it is Apavreóni,
there will be many words alike. But I thought in your
country, work was decided for people by city governments?”
“That happens, yes... but usually, only when people cannot
find the jobs they want. There are some jobs nobody really
wants, so they are given to those without work. Most of all, if
they’re not qualified for anything else.”

“It sounds fair. For us, it is possible to be without work for
long times. If any person cannot support themself they can
live by charity of the state for two years; if still they find no
work, then they are made servant, and bought by a master
who will support them.”

I guess that’s a strong incentive not be lazy! “You must have
studied hard and worked for years to gain your position. Did
you always want to be a pilot?” I asked.

“Yes – but not always navy pilot. Fifteen years ago I was
flying supply planes and airships over the Great Centreland
Desert, where there are small communities with no railroads.
My husband, he was factory supervisor in our town near the
Chyfaral Mountains.” Her voice suddenly swelled with old,
ingrained sadness. “Only six years we had been married –
then he was killed by gangsters, who had links with crossocean crime network. That is why I joined our Velúhmaran
Union Navy.”

Surprising that she told me all of this... me, a stranger in a
long-unfriendly land. Then again, maybe it was all invented
to gain my sympathy…? “I’m sorry. Did you – did your
navy – catch those criminals?”

“The ones who killed my husband, some were caught on
land. Their accomplices, at sea... My first ship, the Greyfall
Knight, we sank three smuggling boats near T’vuleum
island.” (I assume she translated the ship’s name from
Apavreóni for me, very nice of her!) “We had airship aboard
only, no deck space for planes to land. I was pilot when we
bombed one boat.” Her sad tone had turned to pride. As if an
afterthought, she added, “T’vuleum belongs to Délarnad. Do
your people also have problems with sea crime networks?”

“I’ve heard news reports about piracy, and there’s rumours of
outlaws hiding in the interior of the island, in the frozen
mountains. But there’s no reports to suggest they’re from
your country.” I was completely honest in saying this.

“Not from our country,” she said defensively. “The criminals
come into Velúhmaras, from T’vuleum; from Amidreko,
which belongs to Tarnúh; from Klomniss Islands, which
belong to Alna-Traa. All countries deny it.” I was about to
reply here – but Jashomin Uchaivath was getting impassioned
now, and hadn’t finished. “I know your people think we are
cruel and uncaring, that we just rule our continent of slaves,
we never help in your big wars – that we hate the rest of
Ithæor! But we always wanted only to live peacefully, to
mind our own lands. We have been harassed, vexed, kept out
from trade and treaties. We seek no wars for five hundred
years, yet still we have problems outside to fight against. In

many ways, we are victims!”

“Then... are you actually glad to be here today?” I tried to
sound facetious. “You think maybe you’ve walked into a
whole city of gangsters, waiting to hold and ransom you?”

She sighed, her tirade done, then chuckled at my jest. “No, I
do not think that. And glad I am, to be in this place. Today
we are guests, not victims – that is very fine. I wish to ask
you something, young Emlerit. You said you may choose
your work. Would you like to have vote – to choose your
leaders, also?”

I wasn’t sure how to respond to this. “Maybe. I don’t know,
really... I’d have to live in a democracy for a few years, see if
it made any real difference.” There was an instinctive need in
me to defend my country’s ways. “Délarnad was democratic,
once. It ultimately failed us: in the 22nd century, when the
coal ran out and the World Recession hit, our elected leaders
couldn’t keep people in work, couldn’t stop the rising
poverty, hunger, crime and disorder. From what I’ve read,
there were always too many compromises, and elections were
often corrupt – especially in hard times. The people panicked,
voted in a convocation who promised to focus on farming
and keep the country fed, create new jobs by returning to the
land. That just lead to more problems because too many
people had grown up in cities, working in factories, and
couldn’t accept relocation or rural lives. There was another,
emergency election, which fell apart and left us with no
working government. The country came close to anarchy.”

I noticed that she was following intently, clearly quite
interested in my improvised history lesson; another of the

Velúhmarans, a male junior officer, had drifted over and was
also listening to me! So I continued, with more confidence:
“It was the scientists and engineers, the military leaders and
the lawmen, who took control and became the first
technocrats. They made difficult decisions and long-term
plans which no elected convocation was willing to. They
forced the farming programme to continue and mandated a
whole new fuel farm sector, built up the biofuel industry
from almost nothing, kept enough factories running by
making tough sacrifices in defense and arts – they
successfully pulled Délarnad out of the Recession. Our
technocrats earn their positions through proven expertise and
hard work in industry, research, law or defense; they don’t
get power just by charming the people, making promises,
saying the right things and winning votes. And our system
must be worth having, since six other countries have adopted
it in the centuries since!” On this note, I stopped and finished
my drink.

Both of them nodded, in what I hope was approval. “That
good to hear,” said the junior officer (I never asked his
name). “You, without vote, are happy. Democracy still work
good in Velúhmaran Union – all vote, except child and slave.
Us, with vote, are happy.”

Under-Captain Uchaivath said to me, “You seem clever, with
open mind.
I doubt not you will be very good
jaelmanamdnëlaij; and someday, technocrat perhaps.” I was
very flattered. (Okay – so she’s nothing like Glemyreuna!)

The bottles of ekrouliah bubbly provided were only enough
for about two small glasses per person, and I’d had one. As
usual, it was wearing down the safeguards of my speech.

“But are the slaves happy?” I asked pointedly.
“Most of the time. They have all they need, they are loved in
exchange for service.” Uchaivath was saying exactly what
Urengeán had said. “When they grow dissatisfied and act
wrong, we have ways to make them right again.”
“What kind of ways?”

She gave no sense of discomfort or dishonesty, talking about
this. “Some are given medicine for mind illness. Some are
put to hard labour in the desert – after that, they know to
appreciate their old life more. Some are sold to our military,
where they learn discipline, same as sailors. We have slaves
aboard the Heráith.”

As casually as she said this, it was shocking. I wondered if
she truly believed that platitude about slaves feeling happy,
even loved. “Then... is there any chance I could meet one,
Under-Captain?”

“No slaves are under my command, in the aircraft division,”
she answered, just as casually. “If you wish to talk with
ship’s slaves, ask the armadarer.”

I looked around the room. Armadarer Kaegoél was talking
with Mranyvun Aldelit and some female adjutant I didn’t
know. Briefly excusing myself, I went the refreshments table,
poured two more glasses of bubbly and wandered over to
where they stood.
I had a sudden feeling that I shouldn’t do this. But I would
almost certainly never meet these people again, and my
curiosity was too strong to be denied.
“Jáun Mranyvun, how’s this function going for you?” I

asked.

“Just fine, Liri, thanks. The armadarer here was telling us
about the national sports in his country.” Mranyvun held out
a hand, clearly expecting me to give him one of the drinks I
carried. I withheld it – as Isdariat Kaegoél looked me up and
down with the same piercing glance as before.

I realized his eyes were the exact same colour as
Moyganim’s... albeit in a face far older, more intelligent and
filled with calm, unnerving power. Again, I forced myself
not to tremble. Meeting his gaze and smiling shyly, I offered
the glass to him.

“Thank you, sweet othriun of the sapphire eyes!” He took the
ekrouliah and made a gesture similar to our old tap-kiss
greeting, but with one hand only. (Othriun? I’ve never been
described as a multicoloured tropical avizard before; must be
a uniquely Velúhmaran compliment...)

Mranyvun quickly introduced me, both by name and as his
supervisor’s daughter. Hopefully he didn’t feel too snubbed
about the drink! The adjutant woman rolled her eyes and
turned away.

“Most revered Officer,” I said, “I’m sorry if I interrupted
anything, but I was just talking with your aircraft
commander. She tells me you have slaves on your ship?”

“We do.” He didn’t seem to mind my directness. “They
perform cleaning, waste disposal and other unskilled duties,
as well as being waiters in the messes and personal servants
for the officers; similar to the roles of slaves on land.”

“The rest of your crew – I assume they all chose to join, and

are paid for it?”

“That is also true. I know that sailors and soldiers in some
nations have been conscripted, to serve without choice,
mainly during major wars; for us, that has never been
required.” He sipped the ekrouliah, his face showing a
glimmer of pleasure. “Like the soup you call qaanej, this light
and foamy liquor is exquisite. Perhaps a trade agreement for
it can be worked out... or, perhaps, you might inform me
where I may purchase more of each, while we are docked
here?”

“Not me, Armadarer – sorry. In fact, I only first tasted it
myself two weeks ago... About the slaves, though. I’m
curious. Are they the personal property of the officers they
serve?”

“Some are. I myself, own two. Most are owned by the Navy,
as an organization, and sent to a particular ship or base in
response to labour need – not to accompany any single
officer.” Stroking his little beard, he said; “Your interest in
our servants, I assume, is academic? Are you planning to
write a paper on the subject for your institute of learning?”

“Well, I don’t know about a paper – but I’m sure my tutorial
group will be fascinated by this, to compare your system with
other slave-holding countries in history.” I seemed to be
getting plenty of information. [And as my Future Readers
will already know, I do love learning!] I swallowed a third of
my drink in one go, and tried the same tack as in my last
conversation. “Do you think, though, the slaves on your ship
are happy?”

Kaegoél nodded. “They should be. Slaves aboard a vessel as

modern as the Heráith have better food and accommodation
than most others do ashore. And if slaves on a Navy ship
have families back in the homeland, those also receive certain
privileges.”

My next line came out almost involuntarily. “Even so,
Armadarer – would you want to be bought and sold, like a
farm animal?”

His expression, so dispassionate until now, was suddenly
transfigured with anger. He swallowed indignantly and his
eyes blazed at me; if I had been one of his subordinates, I’m
sure he would have yelled loud enough to burst my eardrums.
“What?” he snapped. My stomach seemed to turn to ice.

Grabbing my right arm, Mranyvun growled, “That’s not
appropriate, young woman. I think you’d better say sorry,
and find someone else to talk to.”

“No. Little Liriōnee, who thinks herself so clever, needs an
answer.” The armadarer’s voice was now quiet, intense and
menacing. “You know nothing of a Velúhmaran servant’s
life. You know very little of my life. For you to compare me
with a servant is meaningless. There is a natural order to this
world.”

I realised a lot of other people had stopped their various
conversations and turned their attention to him – and me. But
nobody dared interrupt while he spoke. “Your father is a man
of some importance in this city. For that reason only, you are
here now; not for your own merit, I am sure. Yet did anyone
suggest you be excluded from representing Délarnad at this
function – or excluded from your place of study – in favour
of some young genius, less fortunate by family? I doubt it!

Did you earn that fine headdress, probably worth no small
sum, in any way other than your birthright? I doubt it! You,
girl, are indeed happy enough, being what you were born to
be. And, if their needs are met, so are our servants. So, too,
are farm animals.”
There was a heavy silence. Everyone was looking at me. I
wanted to sink straight through the floor and vanish. Should I
just keep quiet? No – they all expected a reply of some kind.

“I’m sorry... But what I really wanted to ask is, can I meet
one of your servants?” I said softly, feeling like a school
child trying to tell the teacher he was being unfair.
“Most definitely, no. They will not be coming ashore.”

He can talk down to me; but he has no authority here, he
can’t harm me. This thought made me a little bolder.

“Why not? You think they might run away, try to stay here?
This city,” I added, “it was first built for those who escaped
from Velúhmaras, when our old colonies were conquered by
your people. Bresklaim Shores exists, because my ancestors
didn’t want to be your slaves.”

Looking as if his blood was boiling, Kaegoél replied after a
very long moment, “Then clearly, we were quite wrong to
feel welcome here!”
High Savant Veekarnae had appeared from my right,
followed by Under-Captain Kimeán and my father. “Revered
Armadarer,” said the high savant, “Please, forgive this girl’s
imprudence. I’m sure it was merely a poor choice of words.”

Kimeán hastily addressed the surrounding crowd. “Good
people, be assured; my superior did not mean his last

statement. We all are very thankful for your hospitality. Our
talks today must go forward – one slight upset is nothing.”

Father took my arm and led me to one side. “Liriōnee, I’m
unsure what happened there – and right now, I don’t need to
hear it. For the sake of salvaging this meeting and any
potential diplomatic progress, you must depart immediately.”
“Father, all I said was –”

“I’ve very seldom had to be harsh with you,” he said, “but
I’m your father, and I must insist: go home, right now!”

I headed for the exit without another word. Glancing back, I
saw Jashomin Uchaivath looking at me with profound regret.
Nodded to her once before leaving the room. The two
Velúhmaran guards still stood at the top of the staircase made
no sound, but I could sense their unfriendly gaze following
me down.
Didn’t even look for Atuvraet. I walked, in a virtual daze, to
the nearest transit stop.
Spoke to nobody for the remainder of the day, and barely ate
anything.

26:29 - Just wrote up the whole event in one go – this time I
welcome the writers’ ache in my forearm, since it’s
distracting me from my lingering shame.
Iygren Oriamnuth 30th
Meshyleeth’s birthday

I couldn’t face getting up in time for Academy. Lay in bed,

trying to stay asleep, until well after 09:00 – until after Father
would have left the villa. He didn’t even try to talk to me.

It seemed certain that the printed news, local radio and
telegrid would be full of stories (some true; some stupidly,
maliciously exaggerated) about me offending the
Velúhmaran visitors. It took a lot of resolve to switch on the
telegrid machine and check. Turned out it wasn’t as bad as
I’d feared. The whole reception, and the negotiations which
followed it, seem to be under a partial news restriction – for
today, at least.
The worst thing I found was this:

Some rather undiplomatic questions asked by the
student daughter of Mandator Firinoth Emlerit, about
his view of Délarnish people in comparison to chattel
servants (that isn’t true!) caused annoyance to
Armadarer Kaegoél. Very graciously, the Heráith
commander did not let this matter seriously
influence his diplomacy. The young woman was
immediately removed from Vóekonthrit Venue, and
may face an academic penalty for her behaviour.

Decided I must not miss Academy today altogether, which
would just make me look more guilty. After feeding and
grooming Nenamdir (he doesn’t care that I said something
‘undiplomatic’ to a pompous foreigner!), I caught the transit
to Qerehnta.
Got a view out to sea as the vehicle approached my
Academy. The Heráith, of course, is still anchored in the
same place, its massive side guns pointed at Bresklaim’s east
coastline. Maybe I’ll relax a bit more once it’s gone.

Arrived on time for a simply brilliant lecture about the Wars
of Sand and Snow, by a Porúhnese guest speaker who grew
up in the North Polar Republic. I enjoyed it, but I was feeling
too shy to ask any questions. Afterwards, Esnae asked me
about yesterday. She hadn’t been paying attention to the
news…

“It was interesting, but not like making easy smalltalk!” I
said. “I could tell you what the visitors had to say to me; they
seem like reasonable people. But I... well, I had to leave
early.” I described my conversations with Urengeán and
Uchaivath.

“I really wish I could’ve gone too. I’d have asked them about
climbing Mount Thlenosaril and sailing on Lake Hrelnon,
actually – I know there’s some awesome landscapes in
Velúhmaras.” She gestured with both hands, as if vaguely
picturing Ithæor’s highest mountain.
“That’s probably what I should have asked them about…”
“Why? Did something go wrong?”

“Oh, it was just a silly thing really. Something I said that was
misunderstood. Language barrier…” I was lying a bit, but it
felt natural. “Isn’t your mother going to any of the diplomatic
events?”

“No, she only just got her job and the senior adjutants had
priority. She’s still having her party next Tlornren, though,
and she’d love for you to come, now that you’ve got
yesterday to tell her about!”
“Did you ask if I can bring Vralnu?”
“Yes, actually…” she shrugged. “Mother said it’s just a small

party she wants. She’d rather not have friends of friends –
it’d get too big and expensive.”
“Fine. I’m sure you’ll have a few other girls there; best if I
keep him away from the competition!”
“You’ve got no competition from me,” said Esnae. “I finally
got Oradnyil to take me to dinner tonight...”

The weather is getting cooler, and there was light rain for a
couple of hours this afternoon. Hardly broke a sweat during
flingball practice today. The team all agree that we didn’t do
anything wrong in our match with Paavqol – we were just
overreached. Our next game, against Gefëthiir, has been
scheduled for seven days from now. We will be the visiting
team again; it should have been Tralúhblon, but they asked to
defer since one of their best players will be unavailable that
date. Gefëthiir District is right across the city, just past
Matorrnid. No reason Vralnu can’t be there for me – and
Mother, too.

I was expecting some harsh words from Father tonight; but
when I got home, he on the phone to my big sister and spent
nearly half an hour talking. After that he handed the receiver
to me. Meshyleeth inundated me with questions about the
game last week, about the new dresses Eltha and I designed
(not much to tell there, really...) and about what’s happened
with Mother. She and her boys are coming to visit on the
36th. I can’t wait – having her back for a few days will make
the family feel a bit more whole. Passed the phone to Tevers
after about fifty minutes. This long call by Meshy should be
on her husband’s budget, not ours.

Dahatren was nowhere to be seen. I assume he went to visit
Mother again and stayed there... not permanently, I should
hope – how could he be so disloyal? Not to mention that
Idralserl is nowhere near Silromig Lake school.

I left the villa again immediately afterwards, not wanting to
talk to Father. Took Nenamdir out in the gathering dark.
Rode to Mrauremj to see Eltha, who was fortunately at home
without Frelsbaan. She says her father may be leaving the
infirmary week after next. He’s been asking a lot about me
and my family; yet Eltha never once questioned me regarding
yesterday, or mentioned the word Velúhmaran… I hope she
hasn’t heard.

What she did tell me, very tactfully, was that we should
probably not double-date with our boyfriends again. I
repeated what Vralnu told me about his ‘dark moods.’ She
replied:

“My supervisor, Barōfys Kerlidach – he talked about
something like that. He had a woman friend back in
Tromúhrf, who used to go through phases of being miserable
for no reason, then happy and energetic, then miserable
again. The doctors called it alternating abjection. It got
worse until she tried to kill herself; she was put in a mental
infirmary. Barōfys never saw her again.”

“So if Vralnu’s like that…” I gulped. “He says I make him
very happy – surely I can help him stay happy? Why should
he ever feel suicidal, as long as we’re together?”
“I don’t know much more, Liri. Not anything more, to be
honest! Maybe there’s books in your academy library about
this abjection illness.” Eltha briefly massaged her brow; she

must have had another headache coming on. “But if he
carries on being like that, and it gets too much for you...”

“You’re suggesting I leave him? Eltha, I can’t. Not without a
real, strong reason. I really care about him. And who knows
if I’d ever find another man so wonderful in bed?”

“I didn’t say leave him. I just think… someone like that
might not always be good for you, even if he does love you.
It depends how bad his moods become.” Trying to lighten
things up, she added, “You, Liri, could have any gorgeous
man you want. There’s probably a thousand more Vralnus in
Bresklaim Shores, just waiting for you to find them and make
them horny!”

Got home and switched on the telegrid machine about 25:20.
Found a message from Vralnu (the real one, not a potential
replacement):

Liri, I heard a shocking story today about you. Tried
calling several times but your villa phone was
always busy.
Is it true you insulted the Velúhmaran captain, said
his whole crew should be our slaves, then threw a
drink in his face? Were you trying to start a war?!
Tell me it’s all lies and I’ll believe you.

The malicious rumour system has gone into top gear... I’m
appalled that my boyfriend could even think it might be true.
What if Eltha’s right…?

Ezgren Oriamnuth 31st

Period finally started last night. Probably just tension had
held it back.
There was no avoiding Father today. After breakfast, he took
me into his study and locked the door.

“Liri… what can I say? You were a severe embarrassment, to
me and to all of this nation, in your behaviour towards
Armadarer Kaegoél.” I made as if to reply, but he carried on
immediately. “After your departure, it took some time to
assure him that your remarks were actually atypical of our
attitude. I believe the negotiations which followed that
reception were substantially, if not heavily, influenced by the
resentment you engendered. You may even have cost
Délarnad several hundred thousand doraefs in potential trade
agreements!”

I had to say something. “I was just being curious, Father.
You’ve always encouraged me to be curious, to pursue an
academic career – “

“Just stop right there!” My father sounded more brutal than I
had ever heard him. “Curiosity is a great virtue; but without
restraint, it can be a fatal failing. Myself and Teverhonro
were almost excluded from tomorrow’s diplomatic function
because of you. Perhaps you meant no harm; but your words,
nonetheless, caused considerable harm. For that, you must be
subject to a penalty.”

“Then what penalty?” I quickly imagined unpaid labour, or –
far worse – having all my favourite clothes taken away…
“I have already spoken with the adjutant-sci in charge of

Qerehnta Academy. You are to be suspended from education
for a period of three months. Starting the day after
tomorrow.”
I tried to sound calm, but I wanted to cry. “That’s not fair.
That’s evil! After what you did to motivate me…”

“Half a year away from the Academy will, hopefully, teach
you to appreciate your position better. You will be
temporarily assigned work, and thereby learn what real adult
life is about; in doing so, you will also earn an income to
supplement our domestic finances. That will more than
compensate for your transgression.”
“Mother told me you got Eltha sacked! Just to keep me in the
Academy – and now you do this?!”

He grew visibly tenser. “Did she say that? Your mother is
bitter and cruel! She’s exaggerating. I didn’t order Elthirana’s
dismissal from the Entertainment Bureau – I merely raised a
minor concern. Quite unlike the very major concern I now
have about you.”

“Minor concern – is that what you had about Dahatren at
school? Why you got your teacher slut to harass him?
“You do not turn this conversation against me! Whatever I
did, was for the good of my children and my city. I have a
duty to both –”

I was getting too upset to care about politeness. “To
Qyvaweth with duty! You’re destroying your family, father.
If you’re going to pull me out of Academy and force me into
some dull job –”
“Don’t interrupt me! The more you argue, the more dull your

employment can be made. You think yourself so clever,
Liriōnee?” (My own father, echoing the words of stuck-up,
slave-owning Isdariat Kaegoél...! Again, I almost broke down
and cried.) “Then accept your reprimand, like an intelligent
person. With your knowledge of history, you should be aware
that many cultures would have punished you far more
painfully, for almost ruining a high-profile official meeting.”

“Please, Father… I’ll apologize to the armadarer, I’ll work
part-time on Ezgrens – anything, just don’t make me miss
half a year’s studying. I’d rather fight a hungry xarrosk with
my bare hands.”

He shook his head. “The mandate has been issued. Tomorrow
you may go to Qerehnta and hand in any outstanding work,
return your library books, bid farewell to your classmates.
But as of Vrolnren morning, you are excluded from that
academy – until Yalonraer 33rd.”

I was taut and quivering all over. Every breath I took felt
painfully drawn, as if through a strangling grip. “Maybe I
should go live with Mother…”
“Do that, if you must. But you would never again be
welcome at this villa; nor could you remain part of the
Eseerila flingball team.”
I got up and left the room without another word.

Tried to keep busy for the rest of the day – reading, drawing,
finishing an essay – but I’m sure I sulked plenty, too.

An hour or two later, Tevers said to me: “I don’t know if this
helps, Auntie – sister – but what you said at that function, I

think it was very brave. And honest. If I get to meet that
Kaegoél man myself, I might even ask him something
similar!” I threw my arms around him and held him tight.
Replied to Vralnu’s message:
What you’ve heard is vicious, exaggerated lies.
Don’t you dare believe I did all that.
Please meet me at the Ka-Uk’keu Club tomorrow,
19:50. We’ve got a few things to talk about.
Liri.

Mother called. She and Fráonavdi went to a meeting with the
Velúhmarans yesterday, and took Dahatren with them. Funny
that, last month, she was so determined not to go anywhere
near them… Fráonavdi can, apparently, persuade her out of
her stubbornness. The three officers I spoke to weren’t there
this time, but Under-Captain Awiqōn Kimeán was. Mother
says he seems like a really reasonable, progressive man with
good ideas about international relations – not at all the cruel,
inhumane slaver stereotype she had always imagined. My
name was mentioned a couple of times; what she heard was
much closer to the truth that what Vralnu heard. Although
disappointed in me, on the whole she had enjoyed the event.

Dahatren came back to Eseerila this afternoon. He didn’t
enjoy yesterday’s diplomatic event: says most people there
were patronizing to him and didn’t really listen to anything
he said. He’s not moving in with Mother permanently, but he
plans to spend two or more nights a week at Fráonavdi’s
house. That’s bound to upset Father; right now, though, I
don’t care how my father feels.
Two more flingball matches in the city today. Mrauremj lost

to visiting Luikrahnta 21-35, and Evornerm beat visiting
Aribróa 28-23. Neither Eltha nor Nisiána will be happy with
those results!
Lalmren Oriamnuth 32nd

I could barely stand to go to Academy this morning, but of
course I had to. Quite appropriately, it was raining when I
arrived.

Preceptor Tarousonemd already knew of my suspension, and
was clearly dismayed by it. I went to see him first, handed in
the essay I completed yesterday (about the rise of regional
separatism in the ancient Jevlodun Empire, and how it finally
broke up). I have two more still unfinished, but he says they
can wait until I rejoin the Academy.

I told him, almost word for word, what happened at the
Vóekonthrit Venue three days ago. He was naturally very
interested, though skeptical about Deckmaster Urengeán’s
version of the Barrdlazh troubles. When I’d finished, he said:

“You shouldn’t have said exactly what you did to the
armadarer; yet your meaning was admirably inquiring and
insightful. Clearly, not a question he was prepared for!”

“I didn’t want to offend him. I just – he seemed to want to
put me down, and I had to stand up just a little. But to my
father, and everyone else, I was just a kid, being insolent to
their guest of honour...”

“Politics and truthfulness are often at variance,” the preceptor
said. “Myself, I declined an offer of appointment to City

Government, nearly thirty years ago – because I prefer the
honesty and directness of academic work. I could quote you
many historical examples; but you don’t need that right now,
I know. What I will do, is promise to keep your place in my
classes and guidance schedule open. I hate losing you, even
temporarily. Your absence will be sad for many at Qerehnta
Academy.”
“Thank you, Preceptor.”

He handed me a piece of paper. “Here’s a list of books and
telegrid articles, which you could read over the next three
months. They’ll help you catch up after you return. I can
authorize five indefinite loans from the Academy library; I
know you’ll look after the books.”

“Then I suppose I should go borrow them now. Thanks again,
Preceptor – see you again in Yalonraer, I guess.” I got up to
leave.

He offered his hand; I shook it. “Call me Srenifor if you like,
Liriōnee. And Happy Oriamiqen.”

I went to the administrative office next, where I signed – with
sad resignation – the paperwork which formalizes my
suspension. Ran into Dresha and Eukel just afterwards. They
were headed for the refectory, hand in hand. Dresha has
snared the man she wanted (although he still looked me
squarely in the chest, as instinctively as usual). They were
both shocked and sad by what’s happened to me. Dresha
gave me her family’s address for the party, and convinced me
to share a last Academy lunch with them; the refectory was

serving pork again!

Eukel told me about Yiner diú Lerynald, the former
Prolocutor of Alna-Traa, who famously insulted an
overbearing, ungracious Jymelfon senior executive at a trade
summit. She lost some prominent supporters in the Alnarene
Praesidium, and many thought she would be forced to resign;
but instead, Lerynald’s courage and candor won new respect
from the oligarchs of North Lerdros, leading to a lucrative
deal which helped complete the Pan-Oceanic Commerce
Centre in Traa City.

It was a kind analogy, which made me smile. But I replied
that – like Srenifor Tarousonemd – I wouldn’t want to be a
politician myself.

I returned two books to the library, and took out five of those
Srenifor recommended:
Colonization of the Serelonic Archipelagos;
Faith and Heresy in Second Millennium Qolmaar;
The Fworanthë Dynasty – Triumph & Decline;
The Gods of Uldurth – Interpretations Through the Ages;
The Diary of Praumilh Ifedoudh.

Haven’t started any of them yet. I’ll wait until I really begin
to miss my studies. Lingered in the library another three
hours or so and skipped through the remaining four books on
the list. I didn’t want to go.

I felt tears welling in my eyes as I returned to the transit stop,
waiting for the vehicle which would take me away from
Qerehnta Academy. Three months which I’ll be to forced to
waste on some dreary, anti-intellectual job, when I should be

continuing to learn and grow… It’s all just so unfair.

I can’t even call myself Student Emlerit, not now. To think:
the technocracy I’ve always loved and believed in, is doing
this to me.

Vralnu made it to the Ka-Uk’keu Club, and was punctual
(unlike the first time we were supposed to meet there!) The
sky had cleared by now, the Sun was almost setting and
Zherrista also well past zenith; the blue vyrelengs were
circling overhead and diving into the waves in greater
numbers than ever, filling the air with their low-pitched
hoots. Out to sea, the great Velúhmaran battlecarrier still
dominated the horizon – its hull looking golden now, in the
light from the west. It was a beautiful setting in which to
meet my lover, albeit an unfortunate day.

After he’d kissed me hello and bought the first ales, Vralnu
picked a small table as far as possible from the other patrons.
For the second time today, I recounted my experience at the
diplomatic function last Tlornren; and the consequences.

“Those evil rumours I heard: I believe you, not them. I know
you, I love you, and I believe you.” He was holding and
stroking my left hand, as delicately as if it were still injured
from the flingball fall. “Liri, it’s terrible. I know how much
your studies mean to you. If there’s anything I can do to
help...”

“When you told me you had the emotional abjection – dark
moods, or whatever – I thought I would have to help you.”
“Just forget that, all right?” Vralnu sighed. “I was wrong to

say it – I’ve been told many times, it’s more an excuse than a
real problem. People use ‘abjection’ to justify being
miserable and rude and nasty, when they’ve got no cause.
You don’t deserve that, especially not from me!” He sounded
angry with himself.

“I was really unhappy, Vralnu, when you ruined our last
night out by being so spiteful. But this... it’s far, far worse.” I
glanced out at the Heráith, and wondered if anyone aboard –
most of all, the commanding officer – was looking back in
my direction. “I’ll hate being banned from the Academy for
so long, I need someone I can count on. Like Mother, I know
I can’t count on my father any more.”
“You’ve got your brothers. You’ve got me.”

“And you’ve got problems of your own. It would be nice to
think we’re stronger together, that we’ll be the ideal help for
each other... yet this is real life, not a child’s storybook. Can
it actually work that way?”

He spread his hands in mock supplication. “Yes. It can. You
once said we’re good together… is it so impossible you were
right? No, life isn’t simple like a storybook, Liri – but our
feelings about each other should be.”

I grinned and slowly sat back, feeling my tension and worry
suddenly soften. “How could I possibly disagree...? I want
you in my life, my Syeurix – now, most of all. But like I said
on the telegrid: if you ever feel you’re too down to enjoy
something, if you’re likely to spoil it for me, say so. I’ll do
my best to understand, I promise.”

He looked a lot happier than I’ve been recently. “Then how

about we go back to my place – if you understand my
intent?”

“Sorry, miwaóvin: I’m bleeding. But how about Tlorn –” I
checked myself. “No — got a party then. Iygren will be fine,
though. Can you wait?”

“You’re worth any wait, Liri. I’ll get off work early if I can.”
He signalled to one of Eyb’s staff, indicating that we needed
two more drinks. “What about our holiday, next month? You
still want to do that?”
I hadn’t thought about it. “I don’t know. I’d still like to – but
it depends if I can get time off from my job, whatever that
will be. Nothing’s really certain for me now.”

We stayed there more than an hour and a half after sunset,
took a short walk along the beach as the stars came out –
those bright enough to show up in a sky still redlit by
Zherrista. Most prominent was the untwinkling double star of
Syeurix and Lazráib (two planets really, I know, one of them
all ocean and the other a frosty desert; probably millions of
couples, throughout history, have used those twin worlds as a
metaphor for their own love). I pointed them out while we
stood at the transit stop in a close embrace; his only reply
was to kiss me, deeply and thrillingly.

Needing the comfort, I held onto him and kept our mouths
and bodies pressed together for what seemed like forever,
until the next transit rumbled by. It was one bound for
Matorrnid. Reluctantly, we let go of each other; he was so
hard and aroused, I felt slightly guilty that he’d simply have
to go home and masturbate! After Vralnu was gone, I waited
alone for nearly another half hour before the Eseerila transit

arrived. It wasn’t a particularly chilly night – yet without
him, I was cold.

Tevers had accompanied Father to the final reception for the
Heráith crew this afternoon. I got home soon after they did,
and walked quickly past them in the lounge. I wasn’t going to
say anything; but Father insisted on proclaiming, “Welcome
to non-student status, daughter. The Labour Authority will be
contacting you within the next two days.”

Did he expect me to express gratitude? “Father… all I want is
to get this suspension over with. I won’t enjoy being
employed, not until I have my credentials.”

“You might come to enjoy it,” said Tevers. “I know you feel
bad now, but you might.”

On top of everything else, my period pain was worse than
usual tonight.
Vrolnren Oriamnuth 33rd
New moon Tirvaen
Heráith departs Bresklaim Shores.

I was still lying in bed at 08:40, when I would normally be up
and dressed – with no motive to face the World. Tevers
knocked on my room door. “Liri, can I come in for a
moment? I’ve got an idea.”

“If you like.” There was no reason my nephew-brother
shouldn’t see me in bed; I had a nightdress on, I’d only sleep
naked in the very hottest weather – or when I’m with Vralnu.

I sat up and pulled the covers up to my neck. “Enter.”

Tevers opened the door and handed me a glass of freshlysqueezed, deep-green sehlyram juice. “I’m off to work
shortly, Auntie. I know you’re going to have a job too, very
soon. What I thought was: rather than just some random job,
anywhere in the city, would you like to work at the fuel farm
with me?”
“You’re joking, aren’t you?”

“No. This is the main harvesting season, we need more
people. I’ll ask the farmer when I get there. If there’s an
opening for you, I can drive home at lunchtime and pick you
up.”
“Me, out in the fields picking naygrak seeds all day?” It
sounded ridiculous. “I might get just a bit bored, Tevers…”

“There’s more to it than that,” he said. “You could maybe
help with the paperwork, the inventories, the accounting. It’d
be easy for someone brainy, like you. And even when you are
out picking, you’d be part of a team – men and women both.
We have a real fellowship, some good laughs. Trust me, it’s
normally not boring!”
I rolled my eyes and shrugged. “Very well. I’ll try it.”

There was a vacancy, as it turned out. Tevers returned in the
autowheeler just before 13:60. I’d dressed in my old riding
clothes: a rough, loose turquoise pullover, with long sleeves
tight at the wrists, grey leggings and flexible ulgeurm-hide
boots. The boots have thickened soles, in case my lonthraer
goes lame and I have to walk home over rough ground;

hopefully this will make them useful in the fields. (I don’t
really have anything designed for outdoor work). Took my
raincoat, too, although the day proved to be dry.

Tevers drove north-east out of Eseerila, along the shore of
Silromig Lake (the school is at the west end) and into
farming country. I haven’t been riding in that direction very
often; I prefer the open uplands and the river plain. The fuel
farm he works at is about two kilometres past the lake – a
little closer to home than the Academy. The main entrance is
a high, leafy, angular arch grown of living, interwoven
vheetlam branches, holding the sign: Vavithlat Biofuels.
Beyond this, a narrow, uneven side road winds more than
another kilometre through the fields of naygrak and slolesl, to
the main farm buildings.

There was one other autowheeler parked there (private for the
farmer’s family, no doubt), and a battered mini-transit
vehicle. I saw four rather dumpy, worn-out looking grey
lonthraers in a paddock we drove past. The farmhouse is
bigger than our villa, but roughly constructed of hefty,
cemented gravel lumps and protruding wooden beams.
Around it are garages, stables, silos and a one-storey office
building. The biggest structures are two complex
fermentation-refineries – with adjoining rows of heavily
fireproofed biofuel tanks.

The first place we went was the office building. Inside was a
canteen room, where eight men and four women were sat
talking, reading, drinking ziralgal water or playing
startokens. A couple of the men whistled cheekily when they
saw me.

“Hey, Tevers – you never said your sister was such a gem!
Gonna introduce us?”
“This place suddenly looks a lot better! Nice to meet you,
beautiful…”

Neither of them are particularly attractive, but I was warmed
by the attention. I smiled and bobbed my head, to let Tevers
know I didn’t mind.

“Liri, these are Farmhands Orishóath Fovolum and Prilarleu
GeLelvek. And, Rishó – my sister’s not just any gem, she’s
one of the Crystals of Power!”

He led me to a door across the canteen, beyond which was
the farm’s main office. An obese, broad-shouldered, craggylooking man, with a deeply lined, triple-chinned face and a
frizzled shock of grey hair, was seated behind a polished
amber-metallic desk with all-rounded edges. Looking up as
we entered, he showed no expression that I could see.

“This is the owner, Farmer Vrisafam Vavithlat,” Tevers said.
He introduced me next.

“So: you’re the famous insulter of foreign captains,” said
Vavithlat, sounding tired or drunk. I suppressed my urge to
correct him. “Out of Qerehnta for a while, I understand. Your
brother says you’re very clever – though I’m not likely to put
you to sales negotiating. What can you do for us?”
“I can learn to do whatever I have to,” I replied.

“Well, what we have to do now is get the slolesl harvest in,”
he said. “I’ll give you the rest of this week to try out as a
field hand. If you’re productive enough, there’s a permanent

job for you.”
“I was hoping to do something more… intellectual, if you
need it. Eventually, anyway. Tevers said you might have – ”
“Might. Later. Try out first.” To my nephew-brother, he
added, “You can stick to the field work this week, too. Show
her how it’s done.”

For the next four hours or so, I learned to harvest slolesl
leaves. Wearing threadbare leather gloves from the farm
store, I twisted the fleshy, yellow-green, six-lobed leaves –
some of them as big as my face – off their stems, which grew
in tight metre-spaced rows to about the height of a tall man.
These I collected in a cloth basket carried on my back.
Whenever it was full, and heavy enough to be uncomfortable,
I then emptied it into the funnel of the motorized compaction
engine which crawled around the edge of the field.

Five of us, including Tevers and Prilarleu GeLelvek, worked
that particular field today. They showed me that there’s a
definite technique to breaking the leaves from the stem
quickly and with minimal effort. We take only the mature
leaves, leaving the darker, smaller ones to keep the plants
alive. Each of us took turns driving the compaction engine,
which is much easier to drive than an autowheeler.

The others chatted away intermittently, and asked me all sorts
of friendly questions. I didn’t know if Tevers had told them
much about me. One of the women, Rilmaedel Vavithlat
(she’s the farmer’s niece) said there weren’t enough female
farm workers, and we can do the job better than men in some

ways. When I asked in what ways, she said:

“Girls are more in touch with others’ feelings, so we can
handle animals better. We’re tidier than men, more careful,
we can keep things cleaner and make even a farmyard look
nice. And when we’re around, men behave better. They work
harder to impress us, and they don’t fart all the time!”

Prilarleu told a few jokes about farmers from Loni Rivexaol
(very mature of him, being able to laugh at his own
countrymen!) For example, he says they can’t grow adrevni
in Kyilazh, because the farmhands are so dumb they’d
mistake the flowers for coins and try to purchase the same
plant’s fruit with them; and in Ahkrod, farmers leave their
property in such a filthy mess that the pigs have been known
to take charge and tidy up…

It must have been about 17:25 when a distant boom, like
thunder, suddenly erupted from the north-west. Everyone
stopped work and looked up. We saw six aeroplanes, tiny
specks low in the west, swooping and circling over the city,
writing with smoke just as the airships did on Victory Day.
From the farm, we couldn’t read whatever they had written in
Bresklaim’s sky. The planes then zoomed away north. The
two dirigible warships, which had kept their motionless vigil
over the city’s seafront for the last few days, now turned and
headed inland. Clearly, the Heráith had fired a dummy shell
to announce its departure, and launched a skywriting team to
bid everybody goodbye. I suppose Jashomin Uchaivath was
probably piloting one of those planes; maybe she thought of
me amidst her duty.

Missed flingball practice again. Messaged Velrá later, and
said it’s for family reasons; a stopgap job doesn’t seem like a
good enough excuse! I must NOT let them down on Iygren,
with our match the very next day. (There’ll be no session
next Vrolnren, since it’s Oriamiqen.)
Tevers drove us home by 19:20. “So: how was it, Auntie?
You think you’ve got a future in farming?”

“I really don’t know yet! But guess what? I’ve gone all
afternoon without reading anything. That doesn’t happen
very often…”
“And was it as boring as you’d thought?”
In fact, now that he mentioned it, it had not been. “No… it
might be repetitive, but I can keep my mind busy if I have to.
If your co-workers like me – “
“I think they do. So far, anyway!” he grinned.

“Then I’ll stick with it.” Amid the new experiences he had
provided me today, I had never got around to asking Tevers
about his reception with the Velúhmarans yesterday.
(Nobody at the farm, except the fat farmer himself, had
mentioned my diplomatic infamy). I asked him now, as we
entered the villa.

“Armadarer Kaegoél was there,” he answered. “Father had to
speak to him at one point – I don’t know what they said,
because I stayed away. Father never introduced me to the
man. The ones I did talk with, four of them, had some
interesting stories… like a shipwarden named Fiurnid, he was
in the Klomkre War. He described battling the Alnarenes at
sea – his ship crippled one of their destroyers, although the

Velúhmarans lost in the end, and he was part of a rearguard
action on land when they were pulling out.

“I told him we have a few Alnarene people right here in
Bresklaim. I thought he’d curse them, but instead, he said:
‘Why not you bring them here, now? To meet Alnarene in
peace and talk, I would be interested. To tell of braveness
their people showed.’ I was a bit surprised, Liri, to find a
slaver admiring bravery.”

“I wonder – if they’d fought in the Fifth Continental War,
would they talk about it with such nostalgia?”

“The way I see it,” said Tevers, “they’re still isolationists,
always were. For all the weapons they’ve built, that huge
warship and everything, they couldn’t really face a major
war. Who’s to say if they’d remember it as heroic, or just as a
nasty, bloody, foreign nuisance?”

“Let’s just hope we don’t see them again,” I said. “At least,
not for a very long time.” Thinking of being suspended from
my studies, I wish I could do something particularly horrible
to Isdariat Kaegoél. (Perhaps I should have thrown a drink in
his face...?)

Tevers went out again later to meet Aráeeth, but I’d had
enough of being outdoors for today. Started reading Faith
and Heresy in Second Millennium Qolmaar. It might help me
understand why people kill each other, over the right way to
worship Orialaó.
Krethmren Oriamnuth 34th

Father took the autowheeler this morning, so Tevers and I
caught a transit to the fuel farm. The transit stopped right
outside the vheetlam arch entrance, but there was still a walk
of several minutes to the farm buildings. In light rain, too.
Everyone says the entry road is too small and bumpy for a
normal public transit to negotiate, and Vrisafam Vavithlat is
too stubborn and stingy to get it upgraded – otherwise, the
City Government would instruct transit drivers to take us all
the way to work. It’s a vital business, after all.
Spent most of the day in the fields. It rained intermittently,
my boots and raincoat got pretty muddy. I think I’ll be seeing
wet slolesl leaves whenever I close my eyes – and, despite
the gloves, my hands are feeling rubbed raw again. I must
buy myself a new pair.

Rishó Fovolum worked with us today, and did most of the
talking. He doesn’t have Prilarleu’s sense of humour,
unfortunately; what he does have is a very active
imagination. At one point told me he won the amateur
fistfoot fighting championship last year (despite being short,
skinny and clearly over forty-five). I glanced at Tevers, who
smiled and shook his head. Rishó also claimed to hold fourthlevel credentials in botany and ecology. I asked why he was
working on a farm, instead of doing research or teaching; he
replied that there are simply far more people with credentials
than there are skilled jobs these days! That might happen in
countries with a free labour market, I suppose – but not here.

When I mentioned my own academic interests, he
immediately said that his mother’s cousin had made
important historical discoveries across the ocean in Beikrond,
and was going to leave them a fortune of ancient Av’thanu

treasure(!)

It was nice of him to give me so much attention all day. The
occasional compliments he put in seemed genuine, even if I
didn’t believe much else of what he said. He’s plainly very
attracted to me, though I don’t fancy him even slightly. If he
were bigger and more insistent, I might have reason to worry;
but he seems harmless.

Visited Mother and Fráonavdi again tonight. They were both
deeply sympathetic about my suspension. Fráonavdi even
asked if I’d like to work on the housekeeping staff at
Tharnimqel Cantonment! I said no thanks. It would be a lot
further to travel every day than the fuel farm – unless I
moved in with them, and I’m still determined not to like
Fráonavdi, or accept any help from him. But he’s really
trying to get along with Dahatren and me. I can’t deny that
Mother is definitely happier with him.

I’m barely speaking to Father yet. I think he was involved in
some emergency policy meeting today. Still haven’t met
Amlúee, but he’s seeing her more often. Am I to have new
families on both sides?
Tlornren Oriamnuth 35th

Finished my period by this morning. I was glad I wouldn’t
have to wear padding at the Veemdradens’ party…

Rode Nenamdir to work, Tevers took his lonthraer.
Rilmaedel was happy to look after them both for the day,
along with her uncle’s heavyset draught lonthraers (who will

have more work to do once ploughing of the naygrak fields
begins).

The novelty of working outdoors has already worn off. I’m
starting to be seriously bored now… ‘Keeping my mind
busy’ isn’t as easy as I’d expected, and the other workers’
jokes are running out. I suppose, whenever somebody new
joins them, all the old jokes are new again – but not for long.
Farmhand Liriōnee Emlerit may be a productive citizen, but
she won’t be a particularly happy one.

Messaged Vralnu before work, asking him to choose where
and when we’re meeting tomorrow night. When I got home I
found his reply. He can’t make it! Says he has to go see his
mother, but didn’t say why. What he said was, he doesn’t
want me involved since I’ve been through enough recently.
He promises to be at the Gefëthiir match on Ezgren and to
spend the rest of the day with me.
I’m still feeling down overall, and I was really looking
forward to being with him tomorrow. If his mother is
seriously ill (like Nuwahan), or just desperately lonely, he
could at least tell me so – or even ask me to accompany him,
I’d be perfectly willing to. Does he have something to hide?

Couldn’t help indulging in some angry speculation. Perhaps
he’s not really visiting his mother at all… there’s another
woman in his life, as I’ve feared before. Or is it another man?
Or is he doing something more sinister than just cheating on
me…? What if he’s the fugitive the lawmen were searching
for two weeks ago? What if Vralnu was wearing a silver
mask in Derlax last month – maybe he was the Reaver who
held a knife to my brother’s throat…

I told myself these thoughts were simply stupid and childish.
If I allow myself to believe such things, I’ll end up thinking
my father is the demon Argřourth incarnate – or that fexatals
really are talking to each other when they squeak. Still, my
disappointment with Vralnu won’t go away.

23:66 - Just got back, a lot earlier than I’d expected. Orialaó,
forgive me…

The Veemdraden family live in the north-west corner of
Paavqol District, between the flingball ground and the Great
Loop Canal. I arrived by 20:45. Their house is a bit larger
than Fráonavdi’s, and more ornately decorated inside than
our villa. The walls have paper printed with reproduction
murals of mountain landscapes and ancient or foreign cities;
some of the pictures I recognized, from the historic Ithkelan’s
Marketplace in Praskaméa.

Esnae greeted me at the door. She was wearing a short,
sparkly, one-shoulder golden dress, which outshone my
fluffy-sleeved, figure-hugging, white and blue robe. “Liri, it’s
so awful, you being suspended. You must be so upset… oh, I
shouldn’t have said that, actually. Come on in, we’ve got ale
and food and music. Mother’s so keen to meet you, she
actually doesn’t care what you did. I want you to be happy
tonight, Liri. Help yourself to anything!” I couldn’t say much
in reply, but I clasped her hands in mine and entered.

Several other guests were there already. In the lounge, fastpaced tinkly music played from a big array of radio and
recording equipment dominating one corner. A handsome but
vacuous-looking young man was operating it – who I later

learned was Kerunro, Esnae and Dresha’s co-father.

His wife, Derésnae, the agelessly pretty hostess and
Bresklaim Shores’ newest adjutant-sci, was handing out
drinks from an improvised bar in the opposite corner. I
followed Esnae’s advice, walked straight up to her, accepted
a glass of lóajin spirit and swallowed it in one gulp.

I hadn’t anticipated the gustatory shock of neat lóajin. I
gasped, coughed and clenched my teeth, while Adjutant
Derésnae Veemdraden giggled like a schoolgirl. After I’d got
my breath back and started feeling tipsy, she asked my name.
I told her.

“Oh – the one who gets rude with Velúhmarans!” (When will
people stop saying things like that?!) “I just had to meet you,
Emlerit. If I’d been there, I hope I could have given that
armadarer half as good as you did!” She shook my hand and
winked. Hardly your average government official!

“Adjutant Veemdraden,” I said, my throat still burning, “I
just said what I thought at that reception. I wasn’t trying to be
rude, whatever the media gossips may say.”

“If I thought otherwise, I wouldn’t be offering you drinks. I
prefer people who ‘just say what they think.’ And no titles
tonight, please.” She refilled my glass. “I barely know your
father; and Gerastoln Dradenrul’s far too self-righteous to
give me an unbiased account of his reception with those…
dubiously-honoured official guests. So: tell me all about it,
pretty blue eyes!”

Sipping my second drink slowly, I told the story of my
conversations with the Velúhmaran officers, yet again. I

should probably copy my diary entry for that day onto the
telegrid: it might save me some of these repetitions in future.

Derésnae was fascinated. Her first husband, the girls’ father,
danced his way over to join us. “My g–good lady h—h–
here,” he stammered, “could be m—much happier if she gets
assign—ned to foreign rel—l—l—ations, some day.”

His speech impediment elicited my pity, but I couldn’t show
that. “I’m sure that’s true, good Jáun.” (Nobody’s ever told
me his name).
“Thanks, Emlerit. You have fun,” said Derésnae, giving her
man a drink.

I watched him take a gulp, then cover her with spray when he
spoke again. “B—b—bringing everyone here tonight, i–i—
it’s got to b—b—be fun.”

By now, another few people had arrived; including Oradnyil,
who gave me a brief greeting before moving on to debate
with Derésnae about some awkward point of religion. I talked
with a couple of others, and let Esnae tell me how she’s spent
weeks looking for a young lonthraer worthy of replacing the
late Othandel. Her father is finally buying one tomorrow: the
breeding ranch where the animal was born have no proper
name for her, so Esnae’s going to call her D’nremiem.
Hopefully the beast won’t start playing blind while Syna’s
riding her...

Dresha was dressed very similar to her sister, but in purple.
When I went to say hello she was talking with a tall, athleticbodied man in fine black and grey casuals. He turned to me;

his angular face was roguishly lovely. Involuntarily (as with
most men), his glance went down to assess my figure, but
returned quickly to meet my own eyes. He had a charming,
dangerous smile. I may have blushed – I instantly knew that I
really liked him, in a very primitive and exciting way.
Dresha introduced us, naming him as Mechanic Klaetorevdi
Kiváin, her co-father’s brother.

“Liriōnee Emlerit, the flingball star? I’ve heard of you,” he
said. “You’re the kind of girl who’s not afraid to singe a few
furs, people say…”

“I just like to be honest. Especially with important foreign
officers,” I answered.

“Then be honest with me. Do you like people who listen to
glassy chime music?” He gestured toward the radio system,
where Kerunro was playing another delightfully sharp-belled
tintinnabulation of that type.

I smiled joyfully. “Of course. We can listen to all the glassy
tunes you like. So… where have you been all this time,
Klaeto? In the company of Avemrelkra himself?”
“In Onduuqazh, where my job is. I just do that to earn
money, though – my real vocation is rangeball. And
appreciating real beauty…”

Vaguely, I remember Dresha asking something at this point –
but we must have both ignored her. I think she snorted and
turned away; all my focus was on Klaeto now. “Are you in a
team?”

He nodded. “That’s why I’m here. We’re playing a local
team in Derlax on Ezgren. Kerunro invited me to stay here

for that, and for the Oriamiqen break. And maybe he thought
I’d enjoy meeting you… if so, he was right.”

I grabbed two more drinks and proceeded to tell him all about
my flingball team. He told me an old member of his team
played for Délarnad at the World Rangeball Championships
last year. (Their game on Ezgren is going to be two hours
before ours). We talked for several more minutes, exchanging
meaningless information and ever-more tempting flattery. I
felt as if everyone else in the room had ceased to exist. He
touched my hand; it was like a glorious electric shock. The
look in my eyes must have told him everything.

“Come with me, Liri,” he said, and led me out of the lounge
to a guest bedroom at the back of the house. I was moderately
drunk, but I knew what I was doing was probably wrong. Yet
I also knew that Vralnu had let me down.

Klaeto closed and latched the door, took me in his arms and
kissed me. My whole body tingled with pure desire.
“I’ve got a boyfriend,” I protested gently.

“Derésnae has two husbands, and that’s just fine,” he
breathed in my ear, his hands eagerly caressing my behind. “I
know you want this. Just let it happen.”

He kissed me again, and I surrendered to my lust. Before I
knew it we were naked on the bed, his gorgeous, tightlymuscled body on top of mine, his hardness thrusting deep
inside. Klaeto doesn’t have quite Vralnu’s size, but he’s got
natural rhythm and skill – and I was so excited, it didn’t
matter. He brought me to the longest, most intense orgasm
I’ve ever had.

I almost fainted with ecstasy; then I felt his hot semen
flooding me, and I realised, in sudden dismay, that we had
done it without protection.

“How could you?” I sighed. “I might get pregnant… get off
me.”

He rolled aside, magnificently nude and looking blissfully
satisfied. “I’m sorry, I don’t have any sheaths here – you’re
just so sexy… I couldn’t help myself.”

Getting up, I saw a private toilet attached to the bedroom. I
rushed in there and cleaned myself as best I could. Retrieving
my clothes from the floor and putting them on, I looked at
him with mingled infatuation and annoyance. “Do you do this
with all the girls?”

“Not all the girls want me,” he said. (That’s hard to believe!)
“We have to get together again. What’s your telegrid code,
Liriōnee?”
“Klaeto… no. It was – oh, you’re simply incredible, but I
can’t.”

He sat up, his face turning glum. “Just think about it, okay,
please? I could tell you enjoyed that! I swear, protection next
time.” As I opened the door, he added, “The family can give
you my code…”

Not knowing what to think, I got out of there fast. The party
was still on in full musical force, but I went straight for the
exit – and nearly ran to the transit stop. Didn’t even say
goodbye to anybody.

Iygren Oriamnuth 36th

I remember how wonderful I felt, the morning after Vralnu
and I first made love. This morning, my first emotion was
worry. What have I done? Vralnu’s a good man who loves
me. So what if he’d cancelled another date? He most
certainly doesn’t deserve me cheating on him, with someone
I’d known for about fifteen minutes, and being careless
enough to risk pregnancy or venereal disease! And then
rushing off like that… it must have seemed very rude to the
twins, not to mention their mother.

Yet my thoughts of Klaeto are not angry, or even regretful.
All day, I couldn’t stop remembering the marvellous pleasure
he gave me. There was a real chemistry there, too: even
before it came to sex, I was totally absorbed in his company
and it felt so right… he felt the same things, I’m sure,
however many other women he may have had. (I don’t even
know if he has been particularly promiscuous: that’s just a
natural assumption, considering how attractive he is and how
quickly he seduced me!)

Now that I’m sober and well past the reflex action of fleeing,
I know I really should have exchanged our telegrid codes.

Got the transit to work again. Tevers had booked the day off.
It didn’t rain today, and the routine of picking slolesl leaves
was somehow less dull than yesterday. Perhaps I’m getting
used to it. I didn’t really talk to anybody; tried studying the
fine structure of the leaves and stems as I handled them,
looking for random pictures among the tiny pits and wrinkles
in their waxy skin. I managed to conjure up fleeting outlines
of skramps, goats, avizards, fish, xikpians, swords, windmills

and kitchen utensils, among other things… since I had only a
few seconds to look at each leaf before throwing it in the
basket behind my head, I was pleased my imagination could
come up with so many of these abstractions.

Farmer Vavithlat was drunk by mid-afternoon. He’d already
said I could leave early today, to get to flingball practice; but
when I actually returned to the office building and signed out
at 16:60, he started moaning about absenteeism and how
young women these days couldn’t stick out a proper week’s
work.

“I suppose you still expect to have a three-month job here,
right?” he growled, standing in the canteen door with a bottle
in his hand.
I actually wasn’t at all sure, but I said I did.
“Girls aren’t the best workers, you gossip too much and –”

“What about your niece?” I hadn’t heard such an attitude
before (but then, I’ve never worked on a farm before).

He belched, then made a dismissive gesture. “She’s different.
You… you’re young and pretty and the men like having you
around, but I think you distract them. I’ve heard you worked
not so bad – though there’s better workers out there, sure.”
“I’m trying my best, boss. I never meant to distract anyone.”

“You know what?” The man took a long swig of his bottle,
then looked at me as if he were watching a cloud float past. “I
couldn’t give an ulgeurm’s anus right now! You go play your
girly game, have a nice Oriamiqen, and come back next
Iygren. Then I’ll decide if I want to keep you around.” He
pulled an envelope from his pocket and threw it on a table.

“Here’s your first pay.”

I nodded, picked up the envelope and left without another
word – there’s no point talking to someone in a mood like
that. Counted the money inside as I walked back down the
entry road: 490 doraefs, for three and a half days. I know
Tevers gets a lot more than that; Eltha certainly earns better.
At least I’ve got five days away from the farm now.

Then I thought: it’s my own wages. I’ve earned money
before: in the two months between leaving school and
starting at the Academy, I did a few weeks’ work at a clothes
shop in Paavqol, then spent most of what I’d made on the
Telmithar Islands holiday. Now, though, I could start saving
up a real stash – and not have to rely on Father for
everything.

Who knows, maybe by Yalonraer I’ll be thanking him for
forcing me into employment? I don’t feel thankful to him
right now, but people do change.

The flingball team were generally optimistic about tomorrow.
Kleni’s wrist is healed now and she proved she’s back to her
full skill – the sprain probably wasn’t as bad as it had
seemed. We had a good practice: five of us beat our previous
accuracy records for distant-target flings. Droy said that if we
win, her employer will donate 3000 doraefs to the Bresklaim
Flingball Coalition. Velrá said she’s certain our loss to
Paavqol was an aberration, and we can win decisively again
in future.
Stayed home this evening. Father and Tevers were both out.

Dahatren brought his girlfriend to visit.

Zet Elazut (that’s her full name, Dohrûsians usually go by
their second) is very pretty and has a blacker complexion
than even Fráonavdi – but she’s so thin, she seems almost
starving. Dahatren clearly doesn’t prefer ample breasts or
rumps, like Tevers does! Her accent is unlike Preceptor
Osgruló’s, much more nasal; I gather that they’re from
opposite ends of Dohrûs, as she said her original home town
is far up south, close to the border with Nluria.

She and I had an interesting enough conversation about her
homeland, without once mentioning the war. She says the
Dohrûsian oligarchs can be fair and benevolent, providing
everyone else accepts their place in society. Her family were
favoured workers in the building trade, with some modest
wealth of their own – until her grandfather died, and his
oldest son wasted most of it on bad deals and litigation. An
oligarch’s daughter was also involved and lost some of her
money, bringing the builder and his relatives into more
disrepute. The second son, Elazut’s father, chose to emigrate
with his young family rather than face poverty and shame
back home.

I asked her about the ancient Hrêsan culture, with its fertility
symbols and bone charms. She knows less about it than I do.
After the three of us had played a few rounds of startokens,
she and Dahatren went to his room. Could my little brother
be losing his virginity tonight? He’d better be gentle, Elazut
looks as if she might snap in half…

24:32 - I did a bit more reading and went to bed early. As I’m
writing this, Klaeto is still very much on my mind. If he were

here in my room, right now, I doubt I could resist letting him
have his way with me again. Will I be thinking of him next
time I’m with Vralnu?
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Bresklaim Flingball Coalition, match 2348-05: Eseerila
vs. Gefëthiir.

Meshyleeth and her two sons arrived in Eseerila this
morning. They’d taken an overnight train from Ukeevix, and
Atuvraet picked them up at the terminus. The autowheeler
pulled up outside our villa about 09:40. Father, both my
brothers and I were there to greet them (I put my lingering
anger with Father aside for the occasion).

My half-sister, who’s chubby, light-coloured and vibrant,
looks better than ever. She’s forty-six years old, but could be
thirty-five. Her eyes are black but always seem to sparkle –
and when she saw us, her whole face shone with the same
sunny smile she has in my earliest memories. After her, my
nephews got out of the autowheeler. Nedagurin and
Pimoworad Torithun, aged twelve and nine respectively
(Neda will be thirteen next month, Pimo’s birthday was last
month) are both energetic and mischievous, but as cute as
little boys can be. Not so little any more, though: I was
amazed how much Neda, in particular, has grown since four
months ago. He’s almost up to his mother’s shoulder now!

After we’d all exchanged hugs and cheek kisses, the boys
started pestering my father. “Tell us a new story, Grandad!”
“I wanna play my tapwhistle for you, Grandad!” “Did you

hear about the talking vadreeks from Tathyisen, Grandad?
I’ve got all the toy figures…” Father beamed happily, as he
seldom does (these days, especially seldom), took both their
hands and headed for the kitchen, where a few sweet snacks
were ready. Meshy grabbed her shoulderbag from the
autowheeler and went indoors with the rest of us.

We spent an hour just talking. Meshy was keen to hear all
about work and school, about our latest love interests (I
didn’t mention Klaeto), about Mother’s affair, and about
how’d I’d got myself suspended from Qerehnta Academy.
She told us why her husband, Ensóan Torithun, didn’t come
with her to see us: as a former security guard, he’s been
temporarily conscripted by the Ukeevix City Government, to
help maintain order over the Oriamiqen and Full Conjunction
party days.
“Does it get really violent in your city?” Tevers asked.

“There’s more than a few rowdy types who like to get drunk
and start fights,” Meshy answered. “Any excuse: a big-league
rangeball game, a high savant’s birthday, or a public holiday.
And the big crime gangs, they control a lot of the portland
slums, the old entertainment districts. Now and again, there’s
all-out street battles between the gangs. We don’t have
enough lawmen in Ukeevix.”
“Bresklaim’s not without crime – I’ve seen it up close,” said
Tevers. He described his mishap with the Rhodium Reavers.
Meshy just shrugged and sighed. “You’ve got to be more
careful.”
Dahatren said: “Why did you move to Ukeevix at all, Meshy?

It sounds like you hate that place!”

“No, no, I don’t hate it. There’s not crime and violence all the
time! It’s a beautiful city, too – as you know, Liri, plenty of
ancient ruins and nice old buildings. And my husband’s got a
really good electrical workshop job. That’s why me moved
there, Dahatren. Electrics is the biggest employment sector in
Ukeevix – and Ensóan’s too clever to waste his life standing
around, doing dumb security jobs!”

“So, can you come watch my flingball match today?” I asked
her. “It’s in three hours – I know you must be tired, but
please say you can!”

“Certainly I will, Liri-ling,” she nodded. “I was always so
proud of my little sister and her sporting prowess! Neda will
want to come too, but Pimo’s not into sports much – least of
all, girls’ sports.”

The boys rushed into the lounge at this point – Grandad
Firinoth was plainly tired of their gambolling already. Pimo
jumped up on Tevers’ lap and began eagerly asking him
about where the first avizards came from. Neda came over to
me and asked when I was going to take them out riding.

“Tomorrow afternoon, Neda, is that okay?” I said. “I’ve got a
big game this afternoon, and after that I’ll be too tired for
riding.”

“Sure. I can ride a proper lonthraer now! But I want to watch
you play flingball, Auntie Liri. I won’t fidget or make noise, I
promise!”
I laughed and ruffled his hair. “Neda, you can make all the
noise you want at a flingball match. Everyone else does!”

*

*

* *

*

[Written next day:]

My team’s special transit to Gefëthiir District left Eseerila at
12:35, allowing plenty of time for the roughly fourteenkilometre journey through the city. The family (Meshy,
Tevers, Dahatren and Neda) followed in our autowheeler a
while later.

It’s a slightly smaller flingball ground than the one in
Paavqol, with a newer and smoother surface – no loose grit, I
was relieved to see. We had the usual team prayers before
marching out. I didn’t use Etlevreóni this time; I just said
“Spare us all stumbles, injury and weariness.” Kleni added,
“Great Orialaó, stand between us and brutal, onrushing
bullies!”

We walked out into the oval ground at 13:70. The spectator
stands were packed. There was the usual cacophony of
welcoming cheers and whistles. I searched the crowd quickly
with my eyes. Two rows up, on the left side, Mother and
Fráonavdi were waving keenly at me. I raised a hand in
response. Near the home team’s end of the oval, one row
back on the right, I saw Vralnu. He waved more reservedly,
and I blew him a kiss.

Gefëthiir team came out second. They weren’t as
intimidating as Paavqol, not a group of giantesses, but looked
perfectly capable and confident. Their boss, a Porúhnese
immigrant named Ganuni Kerwa-Vom, is their tallest player
and actually quite beautiful. She waved to several friends in
the crowd, then took her starting position opposite Velrá,

giving her an arrogant smile and nod.

The arbiter, this time, was younger, heavier and had a deeper,
richer voice than at our last game. She announced us all,
reminded everyone present that fair play and maximum effort
were required throughout the game, then threw the ball in
blindly as usual.

Sami caught it the first time. She ran around two opponents
and passed to Rera on her tenth stride. Rera was intercepted
before she could move far, and threw the ball backward to
me. I made it six paces towards the target pole, veered right
to avoid an opponent’s grab for the ball, made two more steps
and passed to Kleni, who had raced upfield. She took a longrange fling and scored, middle-outer. Five points, and little
over a minute into the game!

Gefëthiir took the ball on the next throw-in and got it close to
our end, but we stopped them scoring for a few minutes and
finally got possession again. Droy ran up the centre of the
oval ahead of any interception, carrying the ball as far as she
could, until Sami came up on her left and received her pass.
She headed for the open target, with everyone else moving in
the same direction. Then a considerably shorter but whipkeen Gefëthiir player sprinted up, faster than I’d ever seen a
woman move, drew level with Sami and cut across her path
just as she was about to fling. The opponent smacked the ball
from Sami’s hands, sending it bouncing over the right-side
barrier.

A little girl in the front row caught the ball and threw it up
and down gleefully. The arbiter politely asked for it back
while both teams returned to starting positions, but the child

seemed to ignore her, until her (presumed) mother tried to
catch the ball above the girl’s head. She managed only to
knock it further back to the third row, where it landed in
another child’s lap and scattered the bag of sweets he had
been holding. The boy began wailing like an abandoned
baby; his presumed mother stood up and yelled angrily at the
first woman. The arbiter shouted for order, then motioned to
an attendant across the oval, who took up a spare ball and did
the throw-in, restarting play. I think both mothers were asked
to leave if they could not control their children, but I was
aware of that boy bawling for some minutes afterwards.

We didn’t score again for the whole first half – the home
team had clearly rallied after our first hit. I took two flings
myself, but both were caught. The score remained 0-5 when
we stopped for ten minutes. Then I saw my siblings and Neda
watching from the back row on the left. They waved and
shouted to me, inaudible of course amidst the general chatter
of the crowd. I was quite tired already and drank my water
gratefully. Noticed Dahatren get up and work his way
through the rows to see Mother.

Vralnu was determined to talk to me, and had to make it all
the way along the second right row to our end – some people
get annoyed with a man pushing past them, however politely
he asks. When he reached me, we had only four minutes
before he had to go. Holding my hands across the barrier, he
looked at me with the warmest, loving tenderness. There was
no trace of a dark mood in him now… but my own loving
feeling was mixed with guilt, unable to forget I’d betrayed
him. I managed not to let it show.

“You’re still winning, darling. Don’t forget that. I’ll be here

for you after the game, we can get a nice meal and –”
“My family are here, too,” I said. “You’ll have to share me
with them for a bit, is that all right?”

“Perfectly all right, perfectly. I just hope your big brother and
sister like me…”
“And speaking of family: how’s your mother?”

He glanced aside and hesitated. “She’s… not too good. I’m
sorry I couldn’t see you yesterday, Liri, but my mother had a
few things she wanted to talk about. She worries about my
abjection, too much; she thinks I don’t visit her enough; she
imagines other people have problems with her, who don’t.
Apart from her brother – Uncle Deru, that is – I’m all she
has.” (Strange that he never refers to her as simply Mother.)
“It’s nothing that you need to worry about, though. She won’t
affect our relationship, my love. I swear that – by the rings of
planet Kynaaren!”
“Now you sound like an Uldurthist! I’ll accept that vow – in
the name of all history students, who know how seriously the
planets and their namesake Gods could be invoked.”

“Here, this might help you recuperate.” He handed me a
creamy malbufal bar, in wrapping which looked more
expensive than the last one he gave me. I ate half of it
quickly. The taste was divine, and I’m sure it gave me an
energy boost.

“You can’t keep a girl hooked with sweets alone,” I
whispered. “It’s been fourteen days, Vralnu… I expect you to
give me some proper fun this evening.”

“You have my word on that, as well!”

I kissed him, short but hard, and felt appropriately
revitalized.

Velrá coughed loudly and called for my attention, wanting to
discuss game strategy. Vralnu squeezed my hands once more,
then started back towards his seat.

I won’t describe this game in the same kind of detail as the
last. Ganuni Kerwa-Vom scored a top-outer hit for Gefëthiir
early in the second half, putting them two points in the lead.
That freakishly fast player of theirs (I don’t remember her
name) took the ball off me twice. Aeltise collided with an
opponent who was racing upfield to intercept a pass from
Eun. They both fell over, but neither was hurt. At least
nobody got injured or sent off today.

When there was about ten minutes left, I finally got a hit:
middle-centre, bringing the score to 7-11. Kerwa-Vom
gathered her team for a final effort. Their two heaviest
players made a forward charge, trying to scatter us, even as
another of the Gefëthiir girls caught the ball on thow-in.
Running in a close formation and passing it at little more than
arm’s length, they reached our end without dodging or backtracking, and the player at point took a fling which both Pera
and Eun failed to catch. It hit lower-centre, equalizing the
score.

Both sides were losing speed and strength by now. Gefëthiir
caught the next throw-in, too – but we kept them from
scoring, and the game pushed from one end of the oval to the
other, then back into the middle. With two minutes remaining
Pera managed to snatch the ball from their fast runner, who

was also slowing down. She and Droy tossed it back and
forth a few times as they zigzagged towards the target, until
they were cut off from each other by four opponents. Droy
then passed backwards to Velrá, she passed forward to me, I
ran a few paces and threw the ball to Eun. She dodged around
Kerwa-Vom and flung. The ball struck middle-outer again.

There was one more throw-in; and only a few hectic passes
later, the terminal horn sounded. Final score: 11-16 to
Eseerila. Victory!!

Our families and other supporters yelled and applauded
crazily. A number of radio and media people were closing in
on us, too. Velrá and Sami were happy to talk to them; I just
wanted to collapse somewhere with a very large drink of
water.

The home team were amicable in defeat. They praised our
skill and shook our hands; we thanked them for a challenging
and well-fought game. I just love a good sporting spirit…

Then, as we walked to the exit and the showers, I heard my
name called from the left front row, almost straight ahead.
Hot and weary though I was, I felt suddenly hotter, and
tremulous, when I saw who was standing there. Klaetorevdi
Kiváin.

“I rushed over here right after my rangeball game,” he said.
“I just had to see you. And you played brilliantly, by the
way!”

I stopped by the barrier, to talk as briefly as possible. “My
boyfriend’s here! Leave me alone, please…” It was another
reflex action, I knew. “For now, I mean… Yes, okay, I was

wrong to run away the night before last.”

He reached out to take my hand, and I pulled back. “Liri, I
understand – what we did, it was sudden and unexpected, no
wonder you were timid afterwards. But I’ve been thinking of
you every minute since. I never felt that way before.”
“Oh, don’t…”

His face, a picture of masculine beauty, was filled with
longing. Against my will, I began to feel the same rapture as
the first time I met him. He pulled out a scrap of paper and
offered it to me. “My telegrid code. Please get in touch. I
know you can’t come with me now – I can wait.”

Glancing left and right to make sure Vralnu wasn’t close by, I
took the note, folded it and slipped it into my cleavage.
Klaeto’s eyes glinted with delight. “All right,” I said. “We
can keep in touch. But I have to go.”
It was very hard to walk away from him. I want Klaeto again,
I want him badly.

After the team had showered and changed, we – along with
all our attendant family members, friends and lovers who had
been in the crowd – went to a big tavern-restaurant called
The Jumping Chobreth, on the slopes of the single, rounded
eminence which gives Gefëthiir [One Hill] District its name.
It was a happy crowd in there, singing old folk tunes and
sharing platters of roast fumdren meat and crispy vegetables.
The drinks were served in brass goblets with a stylized
flingball target mast engraved on them.
I shared a table with Meshy, Tevers, Dahatren, Mother,

Vralnu, Sami and a friend of Sami’s, Electrician Amréil
Myemren. Neda had joined a quiz game with some other
children, and Fráonavdi had found that two of Kleni’s elder
cousins were his old schoolmates; catching up with them
gave him a convenient diversion (I think maybe he’s nervous
of Tevers).

Mother was overjoyed to have all three of her children in the
same place again. She tapped a goblet of iskreseg ale hard on
the table. “To my lovely daughter Liri and her excellent
teammates! Flingball was never so much fun to watch, even
back in the war.”
Everyone took a swig and banged their goblets down in
response. “I’m sure it was, Mother,” I answered. “But
thanks!”

“You deserved to win, you fought so hard all the way!”
Meshy said, playing the part of doting big sister as she’s
always done. “I should have been on the Eseerila team
myself – it was a series of bad timings and other priorities
that stopped me.”

I noticed Mother looking sidelong at her, with the slightest
sigh. It would be interesting to see them both back when they
first met, as girls younger than I am now… Unfortunately, I
don’t have a time inversion talisman (or whatever it was that
Rerldi Pilkatharaun used, in the second of his radioplays).
“Meshy,” I said, “Halisamin here has been wanting to meet
you. She thinks you might be related.” Sami repeated what
she’d told me about her family.

“So my mother may have been your cousin once removed, or

something?” said Meshy. “She told me, a long time ago, that
her relatives in Draleshkun had quite a family fortune. Was
your father rich?”
“Not was,” Sami replied. “He’s still alive, and he’s got a fair
bit of money, though I wouldn’t say he’s really rich. But
there’s a few things he needs – and he said only his lost
cousin had them.”

“What kind of things?” asked Tevers. “If you’re right, we’re
family too. I’d be your second cousin once removed – or
something…”
“He told me, a certain kolvisy set. Combined with two others
he already has, it would make a priceless metaset – worth
more than everything else he owns put together.”

“Do you think you’d know the missing set if you saw it?”
Mother put in. “It could be Leloristel’s old board and pieces,
that Firinoth and I play on – I mean, used to play on...”

Sami nodded. “The pieces from all three sets are designed to
slot together with their counterparts, to make what he calls
gestalt figures. It’s the heads of those figures he doesn’t have.
The shapes for attachment would be plain enough, I think.
Can I take a look some time?”

Tevers and Dahatren invited her to come by our villa
tomorrow. Meshy and Sami continued to discuss Leloristel
and the Evorsanemd family, while Tevers began a long
conversation with Amréil – which fairly blatantly turned to
flirting. Mother started asking Dahatren about his girlfriend,
wanting to know everything she does and likes.

Vralnu had been quite quiet so far, after initially shaking

hands with Tevers and Meshy, saying it was a pleasure to
finally meet them. I asked, whispering in his ear, if he was
feeling down again.

“No, not at all,” he whispered back. “It’s a fun place to be –
really, it is. I just can’t wait to get you alone!”
“Do you think my sister’s pretty?”

“Yes – not like you, though. Your father saved his best genes
for later, I reckon.” He winked, squeezing my leg under the
table.

I have sometimes worried that Tevers wouldn’t like my
boyfriend; but there wasn’t really much opportunity to find
out, since they hardly spoke to each other today. Vralnu
talked more with Meshy, asking what her favourite music and
sports were – and what I’d been like when I was little. She
gleefully told him of the time I built a stack of old food crates
to climb up onto Father’s bedroom cabinet in search of my
Niskouryd gifts, then got stuck up there when the stack
collapsed; and about me putting my first junior gymshift on
upside down. A bit later, she quietly complimented me on my
taste in men.

Dahatren later got into an argument with a younger teenager,
the son of Velrá’s friend Pemurae. It seems my brother was
talking about Global War and the rumours concerning the
second photoplay; the other boy said all fans of outer space
stories were sad and lonely, with too much empty space
inside their own skulls. Dahatren called him a cheeky,
closed-minded little turd, which just lead to more insults.
Finally, the boy slapped Dahatren in the face and ran for the
door. My brother gave chase for a few metres until one of the

restaurant staff stopped him; by then, his little opponent had
disappeared down the street outside.

Pemurae apologized to Dahatren and Mother, promising that
her son would be punished. I overheard Fráonavdi telling my
brother he was right not to pursue the boy further; that it was
a cowardly attack and if he let himself be baited, he would
only get more of the same.

People began to thin out from The Jumping Chobreth after
three hours or so. I and my family (and Vralnu) stayed until
nearly 19:60. The flingball team got a courtesy transit home,
except Aeltise – who was staying with a friend in
neighboring Tharnimqel – and me. Dahatren went with
Mother and Fráonavdi. Tevers looked at Mother’s boyfriend
coldly, but gave him a forced nod and wasn’t openly hostile.
After giving Amréil a quick goodbye peck, he drove Meshy
and Neda back to Eseerila.

Neither I nor Vralnu are working tomorrow: this is
Oriamiqen holiday week and I’m determined to enjoy it, after
all that’s gone wrong recently. It’s only a short transit ride
into Matorrnid from Gefëthiir. We reached the shipyard
friends’ house about 20:15, said hello to Klemlo and
Releumin, then retired to Vralnu’s room and made love
straight away. I could tell, from his initially desperate
passion, that he hadn’t had any sex recently. Hopefully he
didn’t sense that I have…
And where was Klaeto this evening? Out drinking with his
rangeball team? In bed with another girl? Or alone in the
Veemdradens’ guestroom, thinking of me?

(Today’s other flingball match: Idralserl vs. Bresklaim Centre
West. The result was a 20-all draw. Admittedly, it was nice
of Fráonavdi to attend my game – instead of one with his own
district team.)
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Spent the night at Vralnu’s place; I slept very soundly, tired
from the flingball game and the sex. Once, however, a couple
of hours before dawn, I woke up temporarily and found him
muttering in his sleep. The few words were slurred and
broken—but I’m sure he said a name. Freseuna…

I put it out of my mind and went back to sleep. We lay in
until nearly 10:40 and of course we made more love, twice.
Feeling refreshed and full of energy, I spent a lot of time on
top, riding him vivaciously and adoring every second – until
we climaxed gloriously together. And as soon as he was able,
I began again. Yet even the full length of his huge, wonderful
organ couldn’t banish the memory of Klaeto, whose telegrid
code was hidden in my belt pouch.

I’m just glad Vralnu has the sense to keep plenty of
contraceptive sheaths in his room. I must have drawn out
every last sperm cell he had by the time I was done!
Afterwards, spent and content, he said it had been the best
sex in his life. Hearing this was more gratifying than any
other flattery. With one sweet sentence, he had atoned for all
the grief he caused on our double date night.

We had a late breakfast, then went shopping: I wanted to
spend some of my wages. He showed me where the clothes

stores in Matorrnid are – which he probably regretted soon
after, since I took nearly an hour to choose a new-style
crenellated silver skirtsuit, another grassthread bodice (in
sea-blue with green trim), a pair of proper outdoor boots and
tough work gloves. Vralnu got visibly bored and impatient,
and couldn’t find anything he really wanted to buy.
Yet he didn’t complain. He’s really trying to control his
moods; I finally decided to give up shopping and go for a
drink. I could have spent all day with him, but I have to give
as much time as I can to Meshy and the boys while they’re in
town. So I caught the transit home about 14:05.

Just before we parted, I asked him who Freseuna is. He said
that’s his mother’s name. Plainly, the idea of talking in his
sleep embarrassed him. Kissed him a slow goodbye – and
found myself beginning to feel horny again! (It’s official: I’m
a nymphomaniac). After this morning, though, I’m sure he
needed more time to recuperate…

When I got home, Sami was there. She and Meshy seem to
have accepted each other as being family – although two
more different-looking women, in the same broad age group,
would be hard to find! They were examining the old kolvisy
set, talking excitedly about selling the completed metaset and
how they’d each spend their share of the money.

Father, however, doesn’t like the idea. “That kolvisy set is, to
me, an important memento of my first wife; your mother,
Meshyleeth. You no doubt remember her fondness for it. I
had to accept the finality of my parting from Leloristel; I
have no wish to part with it, as well.”

“Father, come on. My mother would have sold it herself, if
she’d known,” Meshy said.

“You are wrong there. She wanted no further contact with her
cousins in Draleshkun,” Father insisted. “The possibility of
substantial financial gain would not have altered that.”

“Why did she feel that way, honoured Mandator?” asked
Sami.

“They had… fought. It was a conflict over principles, rather
than property. I was not involved, and thus cannot provide a
first-hand account of the matter. Ask your father, he may be
willing to describe his relationship with Leloristel.”

That was all Father was willing to say. Meshy practically
begged him for more information, but he wouldn’t oblige her.
What else is he hiding? Meshy told me, later, that she’d never
heard of any family feud.

I took Neda and Pimo out lonthraer riding, as promised, this
afternoon. Father had hired two dwarf lonthraers for them:
beasts just over two-thirds Nenamdir’s height but with legs
and body in the same relative proportions, who could dash
nearly as fast as him over short distances. It had rained a bit
overnight, and the uplands near Eseerila were a newlyfreshened green.

Pimo lagged a bit at first and whinged that we were going too
fast for him. I showed him how to urge the lonthraer into a
faster dash. Neda tried to show off, making his mount rear up
and turn tight circles. Eventually he fell off, landing flat on
his back – right next to a protruding rock, which would

doubtless have broken his spine if he’d fallen directly on it.
He screamed once, but didn’t start crying like many children
would. As I told him, nobody is considered an experienced
rider until they’ve taken at least four falls.

Neda put on a brave face, remounted and continued along my
chosen route, although slower and less flamboyantly than
before.

“Auntie Liri,” he asked me as we trotted back towards town,
“where did you go to last night, when the rest of us went back
to Grandad’s villa?”

“I stayed with my friend, Vralnuthen. The one who was
sitting next to me in the restaurant.”
“Are you going to marry him?”

I laughed. “Oh, I don’t know about that! He’s a really nice
man, but I’m not planning to get married right now.”

“Well, I hope you won’t,” he said with all the directness of a
child. “I think you should stick with flingball, not get a
husband and start having babies. You could be famous,
Auntie.”

Pimo drew level with me on the other side. “Don’t marry
anyone else, Auntie Liri. I want you to wait for me till I grow
up!”
I guess he’s a bit too young to understand the idea of incest.
“That wouldn’t be proper, Pimo – we’re family. It would be
like your mother marrying your cousin Tevers. It can never
happen, I’m sorry.”
“But don’t kings and queens marry their aunties and cousins

sometimes? Like the Xyzôrra kings and the Ver… the Veeonnzer ones?” (He was plainly trying to say Vreónsar).

“We don’t have kings and queens in our country. Who told
you that?” I asked.

“I read it, Father gave me a book about history. It’s the
funnest book ever!” He’s a precocious learner, then…

Neda said, “Pimo can read as good as me, Auntie. The
teachers want to put him with older children!”

“Pimo, we’ve got the same interests. You’ll never be my
husband, but you might be my student someday.” If my
academic career ever recovers from this bloody zashk
suspension!

Back home, Father insisted on speaking to me. “Liriōnee,
how much longer will you continue to treat me as the
enemy?”

I sighed. “You’re not my enemy, Father. I’m just not happy
with you – how would you feel, if you’d been kicked off City
Government for half a year?”

“What I had to do, postponing your studies, was not easy; I
did not enjoy it. But it was necessary. If this is worth
anything: I still love you and I remain proud of you.” He
offered me a kraipesh fruit. “Already you have saved the
Labour Authority some trouble, by finding employment for
yourself. That is commendable.”

I was hungry after my ride, so I accepted the kraipesh. “It
might not be permanent – they could still have to find work
for me. Father – are you finished messing with my life, at

least for now? Do you have other strings on me you plan to
pull? If I do anything else that offends your politics… what,
will I be thrown out of this villa, too?”

He shook his head. “You will always have a home here, as
long as I’m alive. And on the honour of the Savants Supreme,
I have no intention of further intervention with your affairs.
Least of all while my own affairs are under a security
review.”
Looking into his eyes – the same pure, profound blue as my
own, seeming luminous with sincerity – I said, “Very well, I
believe you.”

I know Mother wouldn’t. What did she mean, saying that I
‘haven’t heard the worst of it yet’…?

“Then please, Liri: can we try to have a reasonable family
Oriamiqen tomorrow? If only for the sake of Meshyleeth and
the boys?” He ventured a small smile.
“Yes, Father. We can try.”
Dahatren turned up soon after, having been in Idralserl all
day. He says Mother will hopefully be visiting us late
tomorrow. Father may not want her company right now, but
he won’t try to stop his children seeing her.

Eltha phoned. Nuwahan is going home the day after
tomorrow, and we’ll be there to congratulate him. Tomorrow,
Eltha is coming to visit – at my insistence – to celebrate
Oriamiqen with Meshy and me. In the absence of Mother,
we’ll at least have three women; more, if Tevers brings one
of his girlfriends round.
I got on the telegrid machine late this evening. The rangeball

listings informed me that a team called the Onduuqazh
Hexaflails beat the Boremites of Bresklaim yesterday. Sent
the following message:
For - Onduu-341907-KlaeKiv
By - BreSh-824750-LirEm

Dear Klaeto,
Congratulations on winning your game. I should
have given you time to tell me about it yesterday.
How was your day otherwise?
What you said about not ‘feeling that way before’:
did you mean it? I won’t pretend I haven’t been
thinking of you a lot as well. I could come see you
Krethmren, or just maybe tomorrow night. Let me
know when you’re free. But if we have sex again –
and we probably will! – please remember it’s only
going to be sex. Nothing serious or long-term,
especially not long-distance. When exactly are you
returning to Onduuqazh?
Happy Oriamiqen and furtive kisses, miwëlaó,
Liriōnee.
The affectionate term miwaóvin doesn’t suit how I feel about
him – only miwëlaó [lover] will do!
Vrolnren Oriamnuth 39th
Oriamiqen
Early morning telegrid message:
For - BreSh-824750-LirEm

By -

Onduu-341907-KlaeKiv

Dear Liri,
Thanks so much for contacting me. Our rangeball
game was very nearly a draw – we won by just 2
rounds! Bresklaim Shores is full of great
sportspeople, and beautiful ones like you.
What you said about us having sex again – just
sex – is fine by me. I don’t want to mess up your
relationship with your boyfriend, who must be a
pretty remarkable man to have earned your love. I
think you and me can have some fun without
affecting either of our lives. You’re a 12-out-of-10
woman, I’d count myself many times blessed to
spend just one night with you.
Not tonight, though. My brother and his family have
another big party planned, and I can’t be antisocial.
Tomorrow evening would be ideal. I’m catching a
train back home at 20:00 on Tlornren.
Happy Oriamiqen to you too, see you soon,
Klaetorevdi.
The holiest day of the year… and foremost in my thoughts is
a man(!)

Went to Eseerila temple with the family for 11:00. The
temple is normally rather plain inside: five pentagonal
windows, and the standard three low, white, concentric oval
walls around a basic black stone altar at the centre. Today it
was decorated exuberantly: stylized pictures and hanging
dolls of plants and animals, all in the most vivid colours and
glitter. I think they were more colourful than the last few

years; although a bit subdued compared to 2340, when the
Prime Priest came to our district for Oriamiqen.

It was packed with people, mostly in their prayer outfits – all
those yellow shirts crowded together looked like a sea of
plauvvil juice. All except the priest, who had on a loose
single-piece raiment, black and undecorated, in extreme
contrast with his diamond-bright, silver-white belt and
headband.

He began with the inexhaustible story of how the prophet
Likrōnan first perceived the true oneness of divinity after he
was struck deaf in his early youth, and began to hear the
voice of the Creator in his newly silent reality, telling him
how the beauty of the World – seen and felt with greater
clarity in the absence of sound – was testimony to the power
and love of its maker. How, without words, he received the
Divine Statutes by which the faithful still live. And how
Likrōnan, fifteen years later, unknowingly cried the Creator’s
name Orialaó! aloud in the grand city hall of Shoinvond,
whereupon his hearing was restored to him. All who heard
him then listened to his teachings, and the Oriamdarou faith
was born. After another fifteen years, it was adopted by the
elite of Vreónsaré – from which time, our count of years
begins.

The congregation then held silence for three minutes, or 150
seconds: ten seconds for every year the Prophet endured
deafness. Naturally, I heard a few whispers, coughs and tuts
in that time. I’ve never managed to hear the voice of Orialaó
in any silence (but then, would I recognize it if I did hear?)
After that we let our voices soar, and sang my favourite

hymn.
You shaped the skies, You lit the stars,
The Sun You kindled gold;
Zherrista crimson, Moons of silver –
All lights, strong and old.
You filled the seas, You raised the lands,
The airs and clouds You made;
The mountains white, the broad plains green –
Their rocks and clays You laid.
You seeded trees, You sowed the herbs,
All beasts You called to be;
You breathed forth life, to fill the World –
To grow, and wander free.
You birthed Mankind, gave us our souls,
Your World, to be our home;
All love, all joy, all genius –
From You, our blessings come.
And though we oft have sinned and strayed,
And failed to live in right;
To You, we raise our prayer and praise –
Orialaó, Bring us Light!

More songs and prayers followed for the next hour. When we
were ready to depart, the priest’s last words were: “Yivathjo
rái nãrzoh ith, nimolerf maebplou ozíuhaun Orialaó daënt.”
[Be happy this sacred day, because we are the work of the

Creator.] The boys were getting restless by now; though they
like to sing and had out-voiced just about anyone else, their
attention couldn’t stay fixed on the prayers for long. They
wanted to get into the city and see the pageant…

That was fascinating too, it always is. Tevers drove the
family into Bresklaim Centre (Atuvraet is with his brother
and in-laws today). Five times on the way he got angry at
careless drivers, but never collided with them. Rain began in
the early afternoon and got quite heavy for a while; that
didn’t stop people from turning out. Nor did it seem to bother
the beasts being paraded through the streets.

The city zoo is nearly unoccupied on Oriamiqen. Its main
attractions are walked, under tight control – or driven, in
cages on the backs of slow-crawling cargo vehicles – around
a big loop. Over the GeAuzha Canal, from west to east near
the shipyards and docks, across the river, then inland past the
Teuriot Rotunda to the eastward railway, back west over
another river bridge, across the Trownrë Canal into Idralserl,
and home. It takes about three hours in total. To pass the spot
where we stood and watched it, the pageant took forty
minutes or so. And as they passed, the crowds on both sides
sang hymns in praise of the Creator’s multitude creatures.
Incredibly, Neda and Pimo stayed attentive and interested for
that whole time!

The zoo’s two vorgrards led the way. They’re big specimens,
both close to four meters at the shoulder, greyish-yellow
scales gleaming with the rain like polished, flexing wood.
Their plodding, tree-like legs made the ground shake a little,
even with the deep concrete of the main streets. Each one has
a body like a colossal sack packed with boulders and sand.

I’ve always though vorgrards’ heads are majestically ugly:
lumpy, almost snoutless with a heavy slab of a jaw, those
huge, protruding, muscular, sharp-crusted lips for tearing
tough trees and shrubs, the dull little yellow eyes and
drooping jowls of scale. Their whip-like twin tails were
bound together at the tips, to prevent them lashing left or
right and slicing anyone’s head off. Each vorgrard’s four
horns, two projecting straight forward from the jaw and two
curving downward from the sides of the skull, had been
tipped with soft, decorative red plugs.

Following them were the five fumdrens: small in comparison,
but still far bulkier and heavier than any lonthraer or bull.
Their barrel bodies, tan blotched with orange, are topped by
two tall bone-skin sails, one on each spine, which had been
painted with a whole rainbow of colours. They, too, have
prominent horns, forked and almost white – each one
probably worth more than our autowheeler.

After that came the solitary sykrelt, pacing back and forth in
its long, moving cage. Lean, sleek, long-legged and sharpclawed, it was visibly filled with pent-up speed and power;
its scales kept changing colour, flashing rusty red, yellow,
brown and green in a patternless sequence. With no
vegetation to hide in, a sykrelt’s metachromatic ability was
useful only to reflect its fierce, frustrated mood. The beast
was doubtless wishing it could break loose, leap into the
crowd and plunge its three knife-like external fangs into a
random human quarry.

Next were Qolmaarou longhorn wildcattle, with glistening
slimy noses, humped shoulders and legs which looked too
delicate for the weight they carried, dull black fur standing

out amongst the gleaming scalern animals.

The animals got smaller as the pageant went on. Dalopru,
with their brown-and-yellow dappled hides, backward-curved
dorsal spines and reverse-jointed running legs. Two rellz, in
separate cages, both drooling and snorting; their skins were
shifting lazily from light tan to black and back again, bored
or brooding. Fruzzfess goats, scrawny and thin-haired, the
kind that Xyzôrr desert-dwellers herd and trade in. And, in
the last and tallest cage, six thrissiats: climbing on the bars,
swinging from beams by their tails, standing on their hands,
making an excited jibbering commotion louder than the
singing of the onlookers.

At the end of the bestial procession walked an old priest,
shaking clusters of mini-bells in both hands, repeating over
and over that all Orialaó’s creatures have divine functions in
the World. Upon his passing, the singing ceased and the
crowd began to break up.

We returned to Eseerila to find Eltha waiting at our villa. She
greeted Meshy with a hug and gave the boys some little
sweets. The morning she had spent with Kamfi and Serith;
for this afternoon, she was part of my family.

The three of us (Eltha, Meshy and I) prepared dinner. A
mixture of four roasted meats – farmed, not hunted, as today
is all about respect for animals – and three types of fish, with
various vegetables raw, boiled and fried. Meshy’s learned to
cook better than I ever did, since she and Ensóan have no
homekeeper.

Tevers and Dahatren took Neda and Pimo out riding again,
west, to the edge of the Onbresk floodplain. Later, Dahatren

told me that Neda had deliberately thrown himself off his
lonthraer into a soft flamefern patch. The boy said he was
working towards being an experienced rider…

The dinner turned out very good, and everyone said so. We
were about half finished when the door alarm buzzed. Tevers
answered it. When he walked back into the dining area,
Amréil Myemren was with him – holding hands. He
introduced her to Father, who just nodded and offered her a
seat; the rest of us (except Eltha and Pimo) already knew her.
Amréil is taller than me but shorter than Sami, she had soft,
pleasant features and an average figure – and she’s
considerably older than Tevers, probably about Sami’s age.

A third girlfriend?! How long can my nephew-brother keep
this up? We were all as tactful as we could be, never
mentioning Glemyreuna or Aráeeth.

Father, having sung with the rest of us in temple and at the
pageant, played with the boys for a while after they got back
from riding – but was almost silent for the rest of the day.
After dinner, for which he thanked us briefly, he sat reading
some official-looking documents (can’t he take a break from
work for even a single day?) This evening he made one
phone call, muttering into the mouthpiece as quietly as
possible. Then Mother turned up, driving Fráonavdi’s
autowheeler; Father took one look at her, though the lounge
window, and retreated into the bedroom they used to share.

My mother stayed for two hours or so. She’d brought a box
of sweet, home-baked zrexah and xraveop cakes, which we
all ate and enjoyed – except Father.
Oriamiqen was much more magical when I was a child, with

my parents together, Meshy living with us and Leloristel
alive – but I still like it. There are too many cynical people
these days who refuse to celebrate, saying Orialaó is the
Creator only of their misery – there’ve probably always been
such attitudes. I, of course, am well aware that people in past
times had far more reasons to be miserable, than most of us
do today. Even those of us who’ve been denied the right to
study…
Krethmren Oriamnuth 40th

I borrowed the autowheeler with Father’s approval, met Eltha
in Mrauremj again, then picked up Nuwahan Nathérath at the
infirmary. He was dressed in thick, casual clothes, as if trying
to conserve body heat despite the reasonable air temperature,
and walked with a cane – slowly, carefully, but
independently. Eltha carried his clothing bag, I was carrying
the model boat.

“I’ll never sail again – but I’ll never be so sick and helpless
again, either!” he stated with exaggerated confidence.

“You have to take it slowly, Father,” Eltha said. “Two
months at least, then – “

“I’m going back to work before that. No arguments, all
right?” We had reached the vehicle by now, and I opened the
door for him. “And Liri, how’s work for you? Less
demanding than full-time study?”

I was surprised how much that question saddened me. I
didn’t think (yet) that he was trying to be nasty, or mock my
misfortune. “It’s not bad; it’s almost fun, revered Engineer –

I mean, Nuwahan. I like getting money I’ve earned myself.”

As I drove back to his house, he talked moodily about the
evils of infirmaries. He had despised the food, the attitude of
the carers, the room temperature, the noise, the wall patterns,
the Oriamiqen decorations… he made it sound as if he’d
spent the last few weeks in a torture chamber.

Eltha finally got a chance to reply. “Father, you’re free now.
I’m sure the infirmary staff did their best for you, but if it
wasn’t good enough… maybe you can litigate and get
reparation money?”

“If I stooped to that, I’d be no better than some petty medical
administrator!” Nuwahan declared, sounding suddenly stoic.
I pulled up outside his home at this point. He made a sharp,
pained sigh. “It’s just got to be said: that was the most
unsettling, erratic road journey I’ve ever had. Take some
extra driving lessons!”
I didn’t know what to say. I’d tried my best to help him; I
thought I’d been driving carefully. “Eltha, maybe I should
go.”
“No, please. I’ll take him inside.” Eltha had already got out
of the autowheeler and was assisting her father to his feet.

“I don’t need to be taken inside my own house,” Nuwahan
almost snarled. “Give me the key! You can bring my stuff.”
He hobbled to the front door and fumbled with the lock,
getting it open after about half a minute. I stayed in the
drivers’ seat, while Eltha looked back at me forlornly.
After she had taken his bag inside and got him settled down,
she asked me to come in for a glass of juice. In preparation

for his release, she had stocked the house with fresh food and
drink three days ago.
“How’s Frelsbaan?” I asked.

“He’s been busy with his painting, I’ve not seen him in a few
days. But he’s still romantic, and very good to me. We’re
going to a Full Moon Conjunction party just after midnight.”

I envy her uncomplicated relationship. “Vralnu… he’s been
great recently, but I’m sure he’s got some kind of secret. It
involves his mother.”

Eltha said, “All men have secrets, probably. I know Frelsbaan
does. And Uncle Kamfi – ”

Nuwahan suddenly shouted from his bedroom. “Elthirana! I
need some daseelod stalks!” She rushed to the kitchen and
grabbed a handful of them.

Talking of secrets, I felt I had to share my own with
someone. I confessed to Eltha about Klaeto, and that I was
going back to him tonight. She smiled cheekily, looking
incredulous at the same time.

“Liri, you naughty girl! I’d never have thought you were the
type to two-time. You’ve always seemed serious about men –
even Moyganim.”
“I’m not that type!” I assured her. “But with Klaeto… he’s
irresistible, I was just overwhelmed.”

“Are you sure it’s not just a comfort thing? You’ve been
unhappy about your suspension, and you said Vralnu had let
you down, too. Maybe this man took advantage of that.”
“If he did, he’d been reading my mind better than anyone else

ever could. I never told him either of those things. What
happened was as much my idea as his.” I flung a one-doraef
coin at the wall. “I’m almost scared, Eltha… I thought I was
a sensible person, that I valued being faithful and careful.
Can’t I control myself at all any more?”

“You’re just being a natural woman!” She shook her head
knowingly. “Stop fretting yourself so much. You’re fit and
beautiful and highly sexed – sounds like, so is Klaeto – I
don’t see why you should deny that, just because you’re also
clever. You want to be with him again – go for it, Liri! I
won’t tell anyone…”

As I did for her, the first day I visited Nuwahan after his
stroke, she’s now helping me. And she’s the one who has no
mother or sister to turn to.

I left not long after. Nuwahan, seemingly revelling in his
newfound cantankerous bitterness, told me I should get the
autowheeler back to my father before I was tempted to make
any unnecessary journeys and endanger the lives of others!
Eltha apologized for him; but I had no wish to listen to more
of this nonsense.

Last month’s near miss apart, everyone knows female drivers
are better…

20:30 - Vralnu invited me over this evening, and I probably
should have gone. But Eltha’s encouragement convinced me:
I’ve just got to satisfy my passion for Klaeto, at least once
more. I’ve made an excuse to Vralnu (I mean, he’s cancelled
on me before) and am going back to the Veemdraden house

in Paavqol.
*

*

* *

*

[Written next day:]
Esnae was out with her mother, father and co-father – at a
music festival, I think. Dresha was home when I arrived, and
answered the door. I apologized for leaving the party last
week so early.

“Don’t worry; Klaeto explained why,” she smirked. I
reddened and shrugged shyly. “Come on in, Liri,” Dresha
continued, matter-of-factly. “Eukel’s taking me out soon, you
two won’t be disturbed.”
Their lounge looked very empty without a crowd of people.
But Klaeto was there, mixing three cocktails. “Hello,” he said
simply, lighting up with desire when he saw me.

I made a hesitant reply, “Thanks for inviting me,” – but
words were hardly needed. Looking at him and entwining our
fingers, I felt I would burst into flames.

The three of us sat and chatted over drinks for maybe twenty
minutes, until Eukel arrived. Dresha said, “Oriamiqen was
fun, but I just don’t like the songs. Couldn’t people be like
Likrōnan himself, and worship the Creator quietly? Without
sound?”
“There are some sects that do,” I said, selfishly impatient for
her departure. “You could join one, though I can’t imagine
Esnae would! As for Eukel –”
“Oh, he’s not religious. He’s a total pragmatist, doesn’t want
anything divine and unprovable to affect his view of the

world. And you know something? I might be happiest that
way, too.”
“So where are you off to tonight?” asked Klaeto.

“The Hall of Unholy Horrors,” she said, with relish. “Then
the Academy’s Conjunction party.”
Once Dresha and her man had left, Klaeto and I went straight
to his guest room. “We’ve got just tonight,” he smiled,
pulling me into a tight embrace.

This time, he had a big packet of contraceptive sheaths
prominently located on the nightstand next to the bed.
Glancing over at them, I said, “Then we mustn’t waste time.
Let’s see how many of those we can use up...” Our lips met,
and our bodies fused together.
We managed to use two of the sheaths this evening, before
our passion burned down into warm, contented sleep.
Tlornren Oriamnuth 41st
Moons conjunct, both Full

It was around 01:00 that the two full moons came together,
and the Near Moon passed in front of the Far for the next few
hours, while both were eclipsed and reddened in Ithæor’s
shadow.

Klaeto has little interest in such matters, but I wanted to see
it, so he set a clock alarm for 03:00. There was a distant
sound of massed voices singing, a sonorous Duruánic chant –
the local Zherleimian choir, leading an all-night street party.

Although I couldn’t follow many of the foreign words, one
translated verse was repeated every so often:
Moons together, shine compassion,
Rise creative, loyal to time;
Powers enduing through the aeons,
Praising you, all joy is mine.

We looked out the guestroom window, which happens to face
south-west where the moons were at that hour.
There shone Tirvaen, crimson yet still bright, reflecting light
from Zherrista whilst hidden from the Sun. Its disc was
distorted by the limb of Saahvaen, protruding on the right
side – the Far Moon would soon vanish entirely. Clouds
crowded above and below, no doubt obscuring them every
few minutes.

The tone of moonlight was very special, a shade seen only
when one of the moons is redlit by Zherrista alone. Like
blood but lighter, friendlier. That choir out there must have
been treasuring every moment of the light, streaming through
gaps in the clouds. I briefly imagined their childlike
disappointment, if the cloud cover became total before the
Conjunction ended. (Probably some wealthier Zherleimians
had booked airships, to take them above the clouds if
necessary).

Myself, I drank in the gentle light and song – while Klaeto
pressed up behind me, stiff and swollen, kissing my neck and
shoulders and cupping my breasts. As the moons joined, it
felt so perfect for me to watch with this beautiful man, his
touch sending arrows of pleasure racing through me; he very
quickly had me wet and wanting again. I closed the window

shutter and got back in bed with him.

Stayed with Klaeto until about 14:40 this afternoon. We
hardly saw the Veemdradens, though I know the girls were
home some of the time. They’d both been to the Full Moon
Conjunction event at Qerehnta Academy last night – which I
certainly couldn’t attend as I had hoped to. Maybe I was
being antisocial again, using their home as a love nest. I
probably won’t be going back there in the near future. I felt
bad for neglecting my family, too, and knew Vralnu must
have been getting suspicious (I found two telegrid messages
from him later) – but physically, I’ve felt more joy today than
ever before.

Klaeto’s totally insatiable… and when we’re together, so am
I. From waking in the small hours until our reluctant parting,
we had sex no less than six times. After the day’s first fast
and frantic bout, he slowed down and showed his staying
power, carrying on and on each time, pushing long and deep,
making me orgasm again and again before he came himself.
He always came quite abundantly, shuddering and gasping
and plainly in overwhelming ecstasy – adding great pride to
my own pleasure! Then he would hold me, gently play with
my bosom, begin kissing me all over and soon get hard again
for another effort.

“Miwëlaó, don’t stop,” I begged him. “Don’t ever stop,
wonderful miwëlaó!”
He never seemed to tire or lose interest; he may have spent
more time inside me than out, and I certainly did more
moaning than talking. We tried several positions. We broke

off only to eat and drink (water, to replace what we lost in
sweat).

After the fourth time, he said he wished he could keep
something to remember me by. I gave him the cheap, fakerhodium necklace I had been wearing yesterday. He fixed it
around his own neck: not quite a man’s style, but it somehow
looked good on him – being the only thing he was wearing!
“I’d like to have a picture of you, right now… that could be
my keepsake,” I said.

“Maybe you could borrow Derésnae’s camera… but she
might be shocked when she gets the images developed!” he
sniggered. “I don’t have one – just a little paper and a pencil
or two.”
“Then I’ll draw you,” I smiled. “I’m not bad at drawing.”
“Are you serious? You want me to model for you?”

I kissed him. “Very serious. You just lie there exactly as you
are, carry on looking gorgeous, tell me where the paper and
pencils are. Oh – and keep that necklace on…”

So he reclined on the bed, lying on his left side propped up
on his elbow, while I spent about eighteen minutes sketching
every bit of his naked, perfect body and handsome face. He
fought not to laugh at first, but quickly got to like it; I found
it the easiest, most natural drawing to work on, my eyes and
hand perfectly in tune. I was caressing him minutely with my
gaze, just as I had before with my fingers; each stroke of the
pencil was fun in itself.

The finished picture is, most certainly, one of my best works
ever. When Klaeto looked at it his expression was

indescribably happy, if a little shamefaced. “You really want
to keep this? I… I don’t know what to say, Liri.”
“Just say… that you’re not going to covert it yourself!”

He carefully rolled the picture up, tied it with thread and
placed it in my jacket, then held me and kissed me once
more. We took a long shower together, which ended in our
fifth euphoric union.

Nearly every climax I had today was as good as that first one,
six days ago. It was as if my entire body were designed only
to give and get pleasure, exquisitely... endlessly. I wanted
never to leave that room or his company; his lovemaking was
like a drug, I couldn’t get enough!

But, eventually, came the awful moment when I had to let go
of him and step onto the transit for home. By now [23:70, as
I’m writing] he’s out of town. The last thing he said to me
was, “Liriōnee Emlerit, I’ll never forget you. Even if I get
rich and marry two loving wives, who stay with me for eighty
years, a piece of my heart will belong to you – always.”

“Klaetorevdi Kiváin,” I replied, “the sweetness you have
given me will never fade. If I lose everything else I ever
cared for, I’ll still find happiness in thinking of you – as long
as I live.”
I may well love Vralnu, I don’t want to lose him; yet I don’t
think I’ll ever again feel complete without Klaeto and his
awesome sexual capacity. There’s no guilt or regret in me
any longer. How can an experience so beautiful, such as he
and I have shared, be wrong?

Perhaps I’ll have to tell Vralnu sometime. It’s not my fault if
he can’t accept it or forgive me. Perhaps I will see Klaeto
again – we’ll certainly continue to correspond. If this were
some old romantic tale, I’d obviously give up my whole life
and run to Onduuqazh to be with him; or spend years alone,
living on his mere memory. But this is reality. [At least it is
to me, Future Readers.]

When I returned to the family villa, flushed and weak and
tender after all those hours of passion, I found the Full
Conjunction excitement was still ongoing – even though we
Emlerits are not Zherleimian.

Neda and Pimo greeted me with a tray of little lunar cakes
they had made, and a barrage of questions about where I’d
been. I ate a couple of the cakes – tangy, grain-crunchy and a
bit too burnt, but still very nice – thanked them, and
explained I had stayed with another good friend. Meshy dug
out an old book of Full Conjunction music and started
plucking the melodies on her Proluthran lyre, which had lain
unused in the storeroom for over a decade. Her playing was
somewhat rusty and hesitant; still, I sat and listened,
remembering her making music to lull little me to sleep,
years ago.

Dahatren’s best friend, Ohnefram Rethilro, came over to
visit. Both of them had been awake from midnight and seen
the conjunction start. They talked animatedly about the
moons, about the fanciful idea of travelling to one of them in
a rocket, and what the view must have been like from the
nearside of Saahvaen early today: the great, dark disc of
Ithæor covering the Sun, outlined in red and speckled with

city lights, with the smaller, utterly black disc of Tirvaen
across its centre.

We’ll have to wait nearly a year for the next Full
Conjunction; and there won’t be another so close to
Oriamiqen for ninety-three years.

Father was out all day and well into the night. I assume he
was involved in unscheduled special policy meetings or
workforce negotiations. Tevers took Amréil to meet a couple
of his friends in the city. I began feeling rather tired about
21:20, before the boys were sent to bed (I had a good
reason)! Retired to my room and began reading The Diary of
Praumilh Ifedoudh. It’s quite good, actually: the true
experiences a Waladuran woman who worked as a telegraph
technician in the early years of the Fourth Continental War.
Fell asleep for a while, then awoke and wrote up this journal.

As both moons were in line with Ithæor and the Sun, the tides
were at a maximum today. The shipyards were locked down,
the few staff working today restricted to areas ten meters or
more from the water, the locks double-gated in case of strong
winds driving the high waves even higher. Vralnu had told
me that, last time we were together.

I answered his telegrid messages with a brief electric note,
saying everything was fine and that I could see him on
Ezgren. Before then, I’ve got to decide if I want to tell him
the truth.

24:26 – Just unrolled my sexy drawing of Klaeto. Looking at
it makes me feel so good. Must store it somewhere safe, it’s
for my eyes alone.

Iygren Oriamnuth 42nd

Meshy and the boys took their train back to Ukeevix this
morning. After bidding them farewell, Tevers and I went
back to work (caught a transit). We still hadn’t seen Father.

More picking slolesl leaves. The boredom of the work soon
returned; it was alleviated, though, since the farmhands had
all-new stories about the last few days’ festivities and
drunken doings. I was able to contribute some details of the
Gefëthiir flingball game. Rishó came up with his craziest tale
yet: that his neighbour had hosted an Oriamiqen party at
which every other guest turned out to be a spy.

Farmer Vavithlat called me into his office at the end of the
day. “Emlerit, I’ve decided. You can work here until the
harvest’s done, which should be in three weeks. Then, I’m
afraid, you’ll have to go.”

“Why, boss? Because you won’t have enough work after
that?”

“That’s not why.” His eyes narrowed, and he snorted softly.
“You’re too good for this place! You’re too smart. Some of
the others have said so, and it’s obvious enough from your
academic record. If I keep you on here you’ll be wasted,
doing simple-minded work – you’ve been thinking so
yourself, don’t deny it! – and that makes me look bad. City
authorities wouldn’t approve.”

Although I don’t especially love the job, I was appalled, and
couldn’t help showing it. “Won’t it look worse if you dismiss
me, just for being too smart?” Before he could answer,

another question popped to my lips. “City authorities? Did
my father tell you to let me go?”

“No, he didn’t.” (Maybe Vavithlat was lying…) “But I’ve
had the same problem before, I’ve learned that underemploying more capable people hurts my reputation, it’s bad
for business. And I’m not dismissing you, I’m just setting a
limit to your temporary employment.”

“Have you no heart?” I asked. “I’ve shown you nothing but
hard work and a willing attitude. If that doesn’t count for
anything – if you just want to put politics before… before
integrity – then perhaps you don’t deserve me!” I got up, but
restrained the urge to storm out of there and slam the door.
“Look here, girl: it’s not personal, it’s just the technocratic
way. If you want to quit right now, you’re free to go,” he
said, as if stating a law of nature.
Somewhat sullenly, I replied. “I’ll work those three weeks.”
I know enough to understand that if I walked out voluntarily,
I’d be the one looking bad – making the Labour Authority
less likely to appoint me anything I’d enjoy.

At home, two hours later (around 19:65), I was sorting out
my clothes and re-organizing my room in an attempt not to
think about work. The door alarm sounded, loudly and
insistently. I went to open it, Dahatren was just behind me.

Two men stood there: one in a lawman’s uniform with a short
rifle slung across his back, the other in an official-type caped
suit of a dark green I’ve never seen before. There was an
armoured civil patrol vehicle parked just outside our

forecourt.

“Is this the residence of Mandator Firinoth Emlerit?” asked
the second man.
“Yes,” I said.
“Then is he at home?”
“No,” Dahatren and I replied, both at once.

The man pulled out a heraldic medallion of some sort. The
national sigil formed the center of its design. “I’m with the
National Loyalty Inquiries Division,” he said. “You may
have heard of us as Sykrelt’s Grounden.”
“May we come in?” the lawman added.

It was an unnecessary question; I was hardly going to turn
away people like these! They took seats in the lounge. I
offered them juice, but they declined. Tevers, who had been
bathing, came out and asked what was going on. The lawman
took all our names.

“Your father – or grandfather – was supposed to meet my
associates and myself this morning,” said the Sykrelt official.
“He never arrived, and nobody in the City Government seems
to know where he is. I must insist that you, as his family, give
me any information you have as to his whereabouts.”

“We don’t know either,” Tevers answered. Dahatren and I
nodded in agreement. “He left this villa yesterday morning,
and he hasn’t been back since. We assumed he was at work,
or –” he glanced at Dahatren, and stopped.
“Or where?”
“With his mistress,” I finished. “Amlúee Talganae – she’s at

the Teaching Standards and Empathy Department.”

Dahatren stared at me in amazement. I realized, too late, that
he still hadn’t known who Amlúee was! “So my father’s been
sleeping with nasty teachers – and he’s gone missing?” he
said.
“If you’re all telling the truth – yes, he’s missing,” said the
lawman.

The man in dark green spoke next. “I must advise you that
absconding, to avoid a formal investigation, can be
considered a sign of guilt. Might he have had any other
reason for wanting to disappear? Think carefully, please.”
We all shook our heads.

“Guilt?” I demanded. “Guilt for what? Just why are you
people investigating my father?”

“I shouldn’t really be telling you this,” the man said, “but
considering the impact it could have on your lives, it is only
fair that you be forewarned. My organization received
uncertain reports of his involvement with a Baniltorostu
conspiracy. Possibly with the murder of High Savant
Vrunirul.”
My insides turned to ice. Impossible!

“That’s sthyzzing absurd!” Tevers half-shouted. “My
grandfather loves his country more than any other man
alive!”

Dahatren looked like he would break down and weep.
“Father could never help terrorists,” he whispered.
“There’s no way it’s true,” I said finally, forcing my voice to

be neutral.

The visitors left a few minutes later. The Sykrelt official gave
us his telegrid code, in case we hear anything from Father.
His name wasn’t hinted at: the code is simply
GovCen-102030-OpSix.

So… as this month ends I’ve lost my mother, my Academy
position – and now, it seems, my father. I briefly gained an
amazing second lover, who couldn’t remain with me; and a
job, which I will soon lose as well.
[Future readers: Whatever happens next, I’ll have to
continue my journal. It’s not been all been fun to live
through. But perhaps it’s mildly interesting to read?]

Ezgren IHZHERNUTH 1st, 2348
Teverhonro’s birthday

Father is still missing. We’ve all sent him telegrid messages,
with no response. The lawmen are looking for him all over
the city. Most of his clothes or other effects are here at home,
so it doesn’t look as if he intends to stay away from
Bresklaim Shores for long; but for all we know, he could still
have caught a train somewhere on a sudden whim.

That’s not the sort of thing my father would normally do...
neither are conspiracy or treason, but he’s suspected of both.
For my weekly prayers, I earnestly implored Orialaó to
protect Father and bring him home.

Tevers is twenty-seven today. Dahatren and I had both made
trogek fruit faces for him; mine was the most artistic,
Dahatren’s was the biggest! He didn’t feel like celebrating it
much, though Aráeeth did come over in the late morning. She
was dressed in loud, clashing colours as usual.

Once Tevers had told her about Father, she got dramatically
sympathetic: clapping a hand to her forehead, exclaiming
“Orialaó, revaaret mraadlëmegu!” [Creator, please don’t
allow it!] and grabbing him so tightly she looked as if she
were trying to crack his ribs. A bit later she offered to help
make his birthday meal. Atuvraet (who will no longer have
legal employment here, if Father doesn’t return within two
weeks) politely refused her assistance. Tevers took her out
for a walk in the vheetlam woods. He’d normally ride, but
she never learned how.

At around 16:15 – just as I was preparing to go to Vralnu’s
place – a youngish woman who I didn’t know arrived at the
villa. She’s pretty, in a subdued sort of way, fairer-skinned
than most and has a permanently intense, twitchy look about
her. Her attire was loose but neat, mostly mauve and
patternless without a scrap of ornamentation – except for the
red-framed oval spectacles, fastened tight to the pink-gold
netting which held her hair bunched at the back.
She’s got no real style.
“You must be Firinoth’s daughter,” she said, when I
answered the door. "I am Teacher Amlúee Talganae, he’s
probably mentioned me.”
“So… you’re the one whose name drove my mother away,” I
said.
She answered, “I heard she left him for her own reasons. But
I’ve got to meet all of you, and maybe I can tell you
something that will help.”
“You mean… you know where Father’s gone?”
“I have an idea, yes.”

I wasn’t exactly disposed to be friendly toward her, but I’d
imagined meeting her several times; above all, I was curious
to see what kind of woman could have tempted my father
astray. I said, reluctantly, “Come in.”

She sat down in the lounge without being asked, picked up
one of the copperwood relaxation balls from their dish on the
table and rolled it casually between her palms. She seemed
quite at home, as if she knew the villa well. I wondered how
many times Father had brought her here, while the rest of us

were out or sleeping.

Before she could start talking, Dahatren walked in. He
stopped dead at the sight of Amlúee, letting out an
uncomfortable gasp. “What are you doing here?” he snapped
instinctively.

“Hello, Dahatren, it’s nice to see you again,” she said, a hint
of condescension breaking through her forced-friendly tone.
“I’m afraid I’ve been spending a lot of time with your
father.”

“You’re lying – you never liked seeing me. You treated me
like a criminal in your class.”

The woman’s teacher mentality came out automatically.
“This may be your home and not my classroom: but you
don’t talk to me that way, young man. Whatever I said or did,
it was for your own good. I was just performing my
professional duty to improve your performance.” My brother
opened his mouth to reply, but she carried on. “And don’t
assume your father would support you, if he were here right
now. If you must know, it was his idea.”

“Well… no, we’re not in a classroom now, and you’re not
working at Silromig Lake anymore – so I can say what I
like!” Dahatren sounded happily vindictive, like on the rare
occasions when he’s fought with me. “No way is my father
really in love with you, Talganae – he’s just desperate, ‘cause
he’s lost both his wives. And… ‘professional duty’?! You’re
not much good at your job!”
Amlúee, surprisingly, didn’t admonish him at once. She gave
him a hard, imperious stare, her lips closed tight. I suppose, if

she’s smart enough to teach, it must be obvious to her that
she can’t just come into someone else’s home and start
scolding him. And, most likely, Dahatren was quite right
about Father’s feelings…

“Look: why don’t I just say what I came here to say, and
leave?” she asked, after a few long seconds.
“My brother doesn’t want you here – so that’s a good idea,” I
said.

Amlúee began by stating, emphatically, “Your father is not a
traitor. But he has challenged the City Government’s policies
on several matters… including education. He wanted pupils
to have some choice of what they study in the final three
years of school. There was a debate about it, last Mleenuth,
and teachers from several schools were invited to take part.
That’s when I first met him.

“The consensus went against his proposal; and though he
accepted his defeat graciously, some other mandators and
adjutants still resented him. For that, and his other positions.”
She continued, “For example, there was a time he
suggested – to the Savants Supreme, no less – that the role of
prosecution be separated from the lawman’s duties, and
defence no longer be handled by subadjutants. That lawmen
focus on enforcing the law, and a new profession of
dedicated litigators prosecute or defend the criminals they
capture; the way the Waladurans do it.

“What the Savants said was, since we already have the
dedicated magisters to decide verdicts and sentences, creating
another legal trade would complicate the system too much.
And – worse, for your father – those in City Government who

started out as lawmen hated the idea.”

“That’s what he told you, obviously,” I said, “but if it’s true,
why didn’t he mention it to us – his family?”

“He was ashamed. He thought you’d all lose respect for him,
if you knew he’d been defeated.” Reluctantly, she added: “As
your mother had lost it already, or so he said.”

For a moment, I wanted to tear her tongue out. “Don’t tell me
what he said about my mother! And I can’t believe he’d
rather confide in you than me!”
“I’m not saying he would, normally... but since I was at the
teaching debate, I knew anyway. I really liked Firinoth, I
wanted to be a friend to him, to help him get his way in
something.” She gave Dahatren an apologetic look. “Like
when he asked me to put more pressure on you. He wasn’t
very happy with your last school report.”

“I remember that, yes,” my brother muttered sulkily. Then he
raised his voice, “But why are people saying Father helped
the Baniltorostu?”

“I’m afraid that’s not something I’ve heard much about. Your
father never mentioned it himself, until two days ago – he
came to see me, late on Full Conjunction morning. He did
say: the bullets which killed High Savant Vrunirul had been
identified as part of a batch made here in Bresklaim, at a
small factory for which he has some administrative
responsibility.”

“That doesn’t mean he gave them to the terrorists!” Dahatren
exclaimed.
Amlúee shook her head. “No, it certainly doesn’t. But with

those Sykrelt’s Grounden types already onto him – and the ill
will he sensed from a few fellow officials – he still felt
threatened enough to leave the city.”
“Get to the point, then,” I said. “Where has he gone?”

“He said he was going to find evidence to prove his own
innocence. Vrunirul was shot in a town called Nalsdrōfaun,
near Praskaméa. So, that’s probably where he went.”
I sighed. “Then you don’t actually know where Father is?”

“I said I had an idea – not that I knew.” She suddenly
sounded like a teacher again, pointing out a pupil’s mistake.
“And before you ask, no: I’m not going to repeat this to the
lawmen.”

“Because you want to give him time to get the evidence,
right?” asked Dahatren.
“Exactly. I had to tell you, though.”
I posed a simple question: “Do you love my father?”

“Yes. He might have made you angry and disillusioned
lately – but to me, he’s the perfect man. Handsome, wise,
clever, erudite, important. And I don’t care at all about the
age gap. I’ve known him less than three months; yet if he
returned here right now and asked me to marry him, I think
I’d accept.”

For a moment, I imagined myself in love with Nuwahan (a
healthy, pre-stroke Nuwahan, that is…), or even with
Srenifor Tarousomemd. That will surely never happen; but I
don’t doubt Amlúee meant it. If you really love somebody,
perhaps it doesn’t matter what others think about them.

She departed a few minutes later, just after Tevers and
Aráeeth returned. Incredibly, though, Dahatren offered her a
sehlyram juice first. Clearly, what she said had moved him
too. She accepted it with a less forced-sounding friendliness
than before.

Once she was gone, I decided I should stay with my brothers
today. With both our parents away, we three are all each
other have. So, I wouldn’t be able to visit my boyfriend as I’d
promised. Messaged Vralnu to cancel and said he can come
over here tomorrow evening instead – and to bring more of
that Nlurian reedmead.

Maybe I’m making a mistake here: by repeatedly putting off
seeing him, might I be worsening his abjection sickness?

We played a doubles kolvisy game: boys against girls, Tevers
and Dahatren versus Ráee and I. They won by an original
strategy, after controlling only two nexuses in the mid-game.
I’d like to think we let Tevers win, because it’s his birthday –
but none of us were playing to lose. Ráee is still as innocently
devoted to him as she ever was. I don’t know if she’s
wondering what he does, all those evenings when he’s not
with her...

One thing she did say was that Mranyvun had told her all
about me at the Velúhmaran reception. She wasn’t rude about
it, but she asked me a bit bluntly what I’d been thinking when
I annoyed the armadarer. I said the same as I said to Father:
that I was just being curious. Aráeeth’s a keen academic –
maybe she understood.
Mother arrived at the villa about 20:10, with one of the

birthday garlands she always use to make when we were
children. She hadn’t known yet that Father was missing.
When I told her, I was pleased to see that she looked
devastated (just as she should, if they were still together).

She told Atuvraet she can continue paying him to cook and
clean for her children another two weeks after he would be
finishing. On the condition that he teach me as much of his
culinary skills as he can.

“Why me, in particular?” I asked. “You think I can earn
money as someone else’s homekeeper?” (I had mentioned to
her that I’ll be redundant from the eighteenth.)

“Dahatren still has his school work – and Tevers won’t learn
to cook, he never could. Liri, I know how much you like
learning.” She casually drew a fingertip across the dining
table, collecting the faintest touch of dust. “Without the
homekeeper, there would be ten times as much,” she said.
“You know I was an orphan child, Dear One. I had to cook
and clean for other people before I married your father. If
you’re going to be looking after yourself soon —”
“I get the point, Mother. Though I don’t have to like it.”

Flingball matches today: Matorrnid vs. Tharnimqel, Derlax
vs. Qerehnta. Tharnimqel achieved a bare victory at 25-27,
leaving both teams still in the League. Derlax won 35-20 – so
it’s goodbye to Qerehnta (again!)
Lalmren Ihzhernuth 2nd

I’m trying to get on with life as normal, despite recent events.

Went to work with Tevers; today, I got a change of task!
Spent the hours picking naygrak seeds instead of slolesl
leaves… The weather was unsettled, with Sun and rain
alternating randomly and a strong north wind. Storm season
isn’t far away.

Prilarleu GeLelvek came up with a new joke today.
“Question: What do you call a government official who
passionately wants to improve people’s lives? Answer: A
missing person…”

Worried sick about Father as I am, I yelled at Prilarleu that it
wasn’t funny. He was taken aback by my vehemence and
apologized. When I said why it bothered me, he swore that he
hadn’t known. However important I like to think Father is, I
guess it’s foolish of me to assume that everyone in Bresklaim
will have heard about his disappearance already.

Took Nenamdir out for a quick dash after work. Vralnu was
already at the villa when I got back. Tevers had let him in;
they were talking about guns and hunting (typical men!) He
did his best to express concern and sympathy over Father,
and didn’t moan about not seeing me for a week. His own
father died when he was ten; he never had a co-father or
stepfather. The reedmead he’d bought with him helped
Tevers and I feel a little better.

After I’d showered, I took him to my room. I wanted to make
love, but it took both of us longer than usual to feel ready. He
was less ardent, as if he had to make an effort to be horny –
perhaps it’s because of the abjection. And I kept seeing
Klaeto’s face in my mind, imagining his body instead of

Vralnu’s. Of course, Vralnu still left me passionately fulfilled
in the end.
Vrolnren Ihzhernuth 3rd

Glemyreuna brought her tanker to the farm this morning,
driving it carefully though the entrance arch and up the
rough-surfaced approach lane. My co-workers, Tevers and I
were about to head out into the fields when she climbed
down from the cab. Her front-heavy figure drew numerous
lustful eyes; she threw an exaggerated pout and wink at
Tevers, eliciting a round of whistles and sniggers from the
other men.
Pointing a thumb back over her shoulder at the vehicle’s huge
cylindrical trailer, she drawled sluttishly: “Fill me up, if you
please...”

Tevers had a quick chat with her while a fresh load of biofuel
was pumped into the tanker. He called me over after a couple
of minutes.
“Glemy’s curious about how you like working life,” he said.

“Deep-and-serious Aunt Liri,” she grinned, “those gloves and
boots look good on you. Welcome to the real world!”

I replied, with heavy sarcasm: “It’s a real lot of fun... I never
want to go back to Academy(!)”

She pecked Tevers’ cheek. “You’re lucky you had an inside
contact at this farm. Took me three years to get my first
driving job.”
“Contact or no contact, I won’t be here very long. The boss

says I’m too smart for this place —”
“Probably the truest thing old Vrisafam ’s ever said,” Tevers
put in.

“If anything… I’d prefer to have your job, Glemyreuna.” I
may have said this with a little malice, but it’s not untrue.

“Well, you’re sure not having it! Besides, I don’t think you’d
like it really – you can’t read a book at the wheel.” I’m sure
she would have said something more deprecating, but didn’t
want to upset Tevers.

I mentioned that public transits won’t carry us up that bumpy
farm approach, although the authorities would like them to;
the others told me they’d be risking suspension damage. Did
tankers like hers have some special reinforcement, I
enquired?

She replied, mockingly, that the transits aren’t subject to any
such farmhand service requirement, or any risk of damage –
it’s just that the workers love to whinge.

Resumed flingball practice today, rode Nenamdir there and
back. Velrá has confirmed the booking for a non-league game
against Nisiána’s team from Melnaméa – their actual district
is called Lraskuren – for Ezgren, thirteenth of this month.
My father remains unlocated. A pair of lawmen came to our
villa tonight with some scanty updates on their search for
him. Most significantly, they’re now fairly certain he didn’t
take a train to any of the five nearest destinations, including
Onduuqazh or Draleshkun.

None of us said anything about the place near Praskaméa…

Talked to Meshy on the telephone and told her what’s
happened to Father. Understandably, she was perturbed. Said
she’ll talk to the lawmen in Ukeevix – they probably already
have a report of his disappearance, but she’s going to demand
they make it a priority matter to search for him! I doubt
they’ll listen to her.

The Diary of Praumilh Ifedoudh continues to fascinate me.
Here’s a passage I particularly liked:
25 Fesovraer 3854 (2056 Q.O.)

Laid 16 km of [telegraph] cable today, reached a
town called Lidhargrih. The local governor was
amazed and delighted to exchange a message with
his grand-nephew in Pselmilorl. We are making
good progress: the cable might even stretch all the
way to Úawalven by Enelmih. That’s if our men at
the front can hold back the Fylraanis long enough
for us to finish the job.

My team got free drinks at the governor’s favourite
tavern. More than half the men of this town are away
in the Army, so my male co-workers had plenty of
attention from the local women. Traegh Ahulloéh,
despite the favourable odds, still managed to get a
black eye for his filthy innuendos! As the only
woman on the telegraph team, I was mobbed by
girls asking about fashions and dancehalls in
Nuurzhamad!
We’ll rest here in Lidhargrih 2 nights before pressing

on. I’m glad to be doing this job – it’s a way for
someone to use their brain in service of our country,
without getting it blown out!

What would that town governor have thought of today’s
telegrid? Could I learn to be a technician, if the archaeology
doesn’t work out? Will people be reading my diary, three
centuries from now?
[Okay, Future Readers: it’s pretty vain of me to think this
could ever be published!]
Krethmren Ihzhernuth 4th
Still no sign of Father.

The war in Ikraxeb is over: Uqoureni forces have pulled out,
after several of the new mining rights they demanded were
enshrined in law by the Ikraxen magnates. Nro Telisst Hrairn,
the acknowledged richest and most influential magnate, was
quoted on the radio as saying: “We, who value the equitable
and profitable life of our nation above petty pride or
vengeance, have offered terms to the Premier of Uqourenir
within which our people can continue to prosper. This is
neither surrender nor an admission of defeat: it is merely the
best way to end this pointless conflict.”

Give them what they want, to make them go away? I don’t
know if that’s what I would choose. The Uqourenis will
probably be making more demands before long, just as the
Rahíodite Empire used to bully their smaller neighbours.
Ikraxeb will need to work hard to build a stronger army in
case of another attack – and that, in itself, is bound to use up

a lot of their precious prosperity.

That could almost be something I’d have said in a tutorial
discussion, if I were still attending the Academy. I miss it so
much! At least, I still seem to be thinking like a student...

Though I’d rather have been reading, I assisted Atuvraet
while he cooked filleted trulpek fish in a mixed-spice sauce.
Slicing the fish open, removing all the bones including both
spines, along with the internal organs and the external fins,
was a longer and fiddlier job than I’d expected. He had two
fish prepared before I finished my first one. The bones and
fin-spikes pricked my fingers. Afterwards, when the fish
were in the oven, I washed my hands thoroughly – but I
swear, a faint smell of fish still clings to them as I’m writing
now, hours later.

I need cheering up. Called Eltha; we are going out Iygren
night. This time she’s bringing two of her work colleagues,
and Teuriot Rotunda is not our destination.
Tlornren Ihzhernuth 5th
Where are you, beloved father?!

Naygrak seeds are even more boring to harvest than slolesl:
they’re just round, darkest red and featureless, they don’t
have wrinkles or veins in which I can look for pictures. The
bushes they grow on are never more than a metre and a half
tall, so I have to stoop a lot to get at the lower-hanging seeds.
The other pickers say “bend your legs, instead of your
back” – very sensibly, as I discovered when half the seeds in

my basket spilled out from bending too much. I haven’t made
that mistake again; even so, my back’s starting to hurt.

Tevers is not happy with the boss. Not only did Farmer
Vavithlat refuse to give me a permanent job, but now he’s
insisting people take their boots off before entering the farm
canteen, and switching to a cheaper, inferior brand of ziralgal
water for refreshments! On top of that, he’s been talking
about diversifying the crops: converting at least three fields
to a new strain of fuel-wheat. That can be harvested with a
machine, driven by one man – which might provide a
convenient excuse to cut several jobs.
My nephew-brother says he may quit before the year is out.
There’s no real prospect for advancement at the farm, and he
will never own any share of it (unless he marries Rilmaedel,
for whom he feels no real attraction!)

Atuvraet showed me how to cook a five-grain vegetable
casserole, with marine vyorpral-frond trimming. I can
appreciate the skill involved and was fairly pleased with the
resulting meal – but when I asked him which culture first
started collecting vyorpral from the sea as a condiment, he
looked at me blankly and shrugged.

Mother and Fraónavdi came by the villa unannounced, before
I’d finished cooking. The sub-battlelord, ever true to his
uniform, brought some colourful new publicity booklets
about jobs in the Army and Navy and their Civilian Support...
perhaps Mother had deduced that Tevers, the namesake son
of her long-departed first love, wouldn’t be happy working
on a farm indefinitely. Despite his father’s fate, Tevers

actually accepted the booklets and promised to read them!

Fraónavdi also had a custom-engraved pocket knife for
Dahatren, and a little pot of rare, imported Naxiylan eye
makeup for me. He’s determined to win our liking! The gifts
are nice – as long as he only brings them rarely. If he gave us
things all the time, it would be downright desperate bribery.
Mother tried my casserole and gave it glowing praise, though
I’m sure she just was being generous.

Went to Vralnu’s place after dinner (arriving about 22:10).
He’s actually bought a couple of low-detail, general history
books and read a quarter of the first one so far. Trying to
share my interests and make sure we don’t run out of
conversational material: how thoughtful and nice is that!
With more sweets and a pair of photoplay tickets for next
week as well, he was doing everything he could to please me;
so, naturally, we soon did the most pleasing thing of all.

The sex is still great, though it might be starting to get
routine... compared to what I had with Klaeto. But I guess
that was so superb precisely because we had so little time
together. Vralnu is here, in my city, he’s good for me and
he’s the one I should be thinking about every day. Should
be...
Just before leaving, I asked if I could meet his mother.

He seemed resistant to the idea. “She can be very
temperamental – judgemental – she’s not too good with
meeting new people. I don’t know if you’d like her, Liri…”
“I should think it’s more important that she like me,” I said.
“Do you imagine maybe she wouldn’t?”

“Oh no, she’ll like you – how could anyone not?” he smiled,
a bit apprehensively. “She just might not show it very well.
I’d hate for you to be upset by anything she might say.”
“I can deal with a little maternal over-protectiveness! You
worry too much, miwaóvin – really.”

“We’ve had a nice evening together, however short… please,
can we not spoil it by talking about my mother?”

I nodded. “All right. I am rather more concerned with you
than her.” But I couldn’t shake my vague suspicion. As I put
my jacket on, I added, “Vralnu… I just don’t feel I’ve got
proper trust here – like there’s something important you’re
not telling me. Why can’t I meet you mother, really? I mean,
what does she have – the Dalbidrok Plague?”

“Liri, please stop!” His voice cracked into a broken, begging
tone. “Don’t be like that! We’ve got to trust each other – I
trust you. You’re the one who said we’re stronger together.
Do I have to keep convincing you it’s true?”
I could hear the hint of abjection again – or what I think is
such a hint. “I’m sorry. See you on Lalmren, okay?”
“Okay.”
With a quick kiss (definite routine there), I bade him farewell
and departed.

He trusts me, I don’t quite trust him… and yet I’m the one
who’s been untrue. As long as he doesn’t know, does it really
matter?
Iygren Ihzhernuth 6th

New moon Tirvaen
Enfranchisement Day (Waladuran Alliance)

Overslept this morning. Tevers found me still asleep when he
was ten minutes from driving to work. To save him from
having to wait for me, I offered to get the transit half an hour
later; since I’ve got only two more weeks to work anyway,
why should Vavithlat care if I’m late? Tevers, however, is
proud of his punctuality.

He reluctantly agreed and left without me. I got myself
bathed, dressed and fed (plus the barest minimum essential
makeup – can’t risk my lips looking too dry or my nose too
shiny, even on a farm!) by about thirty-five minutes later.
Noticed how low the villa’s food store is getting. Atuvraet
usually does the shopping for us at least once a week, most
often on Iygren. Will I be doing it all myself, two weeks from
now?

The transit was poorly timed, so I got to work an hour late.
Despite what I’d said to Tevers, I had a cloying sense of guilt
about my tardiness. Felt like I was back at school, trying to
sneak in the gate without being noticed after missing the start
of my first class, hoping I could hide in the sports section
until the second class... (Not that I was actually late for
school often, no more than five times!) Unfortunately,
walking up the approach lane made it impossible to sneak in.

Vavithlat docked me twenty doraefs pay for the hour I
missed – more than the seventeen-point-five doraefs I
normally earn in an hour. I wonder if I could summon a
lawman and get him charged with theft? Over the price of a
couple of drinks, probably not. If I did have a long-term job,

I’d have to take the matter more seriously.

Aeltise and Droy were missing at flingball practise. The rest
of us tried a new formation for reduced teams, the three-toed
claw, which was introduced recently by the National
Flingball Association. Passing the ball around in this
arrangement places too much stress on the single player at the
rear, I thought, but gives the front three – the best runners –
maximum chance to get hold of the ball quickly. We may try
it in our next match.
*

*

* *

*

[Written next day:]

Etha asked me to meet her in the west side of Mrauremj, near
the river, at 24:00. She wore another newly-designed outfit
from her workplace: an ankle-length orange skirt with black
and cream hem; a sheer-sleeved black top, with complex
golden thread patterns covering the shoulders and running
down middle front and back; and a loose, diaphanous outer
gown of fine purplish netting, secured only at the waist and
wrists, falling to knee height. It’s not bright, brash or
revealing, but looks sophisticatedly feminine, affluent and
intriguing. I was impressed, and told her so; she admitted it
wasn’t one of her own designs.

Myself, I was wearing my new crenellated silver skirtsuit,
with blue leggings and short boots; let my hair hang loose,
but it’s down almost to breast level now, it will need cutting
soon. Brought a pastel-green jacket too, as I expected cool air
later in the night, maybe rain.

We crossed the Veekeran Road bridge into Bresklaim Centre,

where Eltha led me to a little tavern a few streets south of the
rail terminus. It was still warm enough for people to be
drinking outside. Two of them greeted Eltha. Both were
women a bit older than us, wearing unique dresses with some
stylistic resemblance to hers, but neither were as pretty as
her – or as me, I’d like to think. [Surely, I can at least let
myself be vain occasionally...] One of them I recognized.

“Liri, you remember Semruéska Lelkirin, right? She’s
Designer Lelkirin now – she helped Thaerá get her job at the
clothing factory, just like Thaerá helped me,” said Eltha. The
first woman raised her eyebrows.

“You were a few years ahead of us at Silromig Lake!” I said.
“I remember being impressed by your design work even
then – you were one of the best art students, you inspired
me!”

“And you were a proper little bright flame,” she replied.
“From what Eltha’s told me, you’ve outdone just about
everyone academically...”

“Meet Designer Itarmae Broázind,” Eltha continued,
introducing the second of her colleagues. “Itarmae, this is my
non-blood sister, Farmhand Liriōnee Emlerit.”

Itarmae shook my hand energetically, with an almost scarily
adoring smile. “I am a huge flingball fan...! It’s just so really
amazing to meet you, Liri Emlerit – I’ve been at nearly every
match your team played, this year and last! You’re just the
best... that last eight-pointer against Paavqol last month, how
did it feel to turn the tide like that? I’ll buy you two drinks, if
you’ll only sign the cuff of my dress!” She grabbed a
clothmarker stick from her belt pouch and offered it to me

like a begging bowl.

My flingball playing may get me a certain amount of
attention in local print and on the telegrid, but I’m certainly
unused to this kind of reception. I’m not a national sports
hero (even if my nephew, and more than a few others, have
said I could be!) After a few seconds I stopped feeling taken
aback; then it was really quite pleasant. “Sure – if you like,” I
said, took the clothmarker and scrawled my name on the cuff
of her dress at the right wrist. Eltha and Semruéska watched
and giggled.

“It must be fun being famous,” said Semruéska (who was
wearing glasses with thick, circular lenses that magnified her
eyes). “I’m not into flingball, so you can leave my dress
alone, thanks!”

When we’d got our drinks (Itarmae bought me one, I insisted
that was enough), they started talking about fashions and
designer labels. It seems their work is also their passion – I
wish I could say the same! – and that the clothing factory,
which is officially called Emderáun’s, is launching a major
new high-market range of its own. Employees will get
clothes in this range half-price.

“I must be the city’s best expert on Zynsaarn fashions, I
almost married a tourist from Zynsaa,” Semru said to me.
“Did you learn anything about Velúhmaran fashions, when
you met them?”
I’m still a subject of rumour. I replied, with heavy sarcasm:
“Am I famous for that as well? It’s not always fun being
famous, least of all, not for something diplomatically

sensitive…”

Eltha said, “Please – don’t talk about Velúhmarans, Semru.
It’s not something Liri’s happy about.”
“Fine,” Semru nodded. “What can I talk about?”

“Tell me about men from Zynsaa,” I replied. “A tiny island
nation, who vote on everything... it must be very different.”

She beamed reminiscently. “My ex, Abalorvatai, he’s the
perfect islander. He’s slim, fit, strong; he knows everything
about seafood and boats, he can swim like a salqeth. He’s
friendly to everyone, open, honest, sort of innocent. He
hadn’t travelled much before, so Bresklaim was the biggest
city he’d ever seen – he was fascinated by everything. And
he’s a great lover, too.”
“He sounds like gefë gefreunav desuls! [One in ten
thousand!] So – if you don’t mind me asking – why didn’t
you marry him?”

Taking a deep gulp of ale, she said, “He decided he didn’t
want to immigrate here permanently. And I couldn’t live in
Zynsaa... I mean, I’m sure it’s a lovely place, but it’d be too
small, too isolated for me, way out in the ocean. And their
government – they call it direct democracy – sounded like
too much hard work... though Abalorvatai’s very proud of it.
They’ve been doing it since the War ended, when he was a
boy.”
“What do you mean, hard work?” I asked.

“Like you said, they vote on everything. Any new law, any
public spending, the amount of fish you can catch – even the
colours of street signs. So you’ve got to know about

everything, if you want to use your vote!”

Itarmae broke in: “So who’d really want to spend so much
time reading up for all the decisions, right?” (Eltha had gone
to get another round of drinks).

It actually sounded pretty good to me. “If you loved politics,
like you clearly love sports… might not be hard work at all!”
I thought about it some more as I drained my glass.
“Although I suppose it might only work with a small
population, like Zynsaa’s. Direct democracy couldn’t be very
practical on a larger scale, like here in Délarnad, with
millions and millions of votes to count all the time...”
“Never bothered much about government stuff,” Itarmae said.
“But if you flingball stars are into it, then I’ll try –”

“You don’t have to, girl!” I assured her. “I probably only
bother with it myself because my father’s a mandator.” That
scary worshipful child idolization mentality again... I do like
being admired, especially by men – but it surely can’t be
good for her to want to imitate someone’s whole character,
just because they’re good at flingball!

“Big scale or small, it still wouldn’t be my thing,” said
Semru. “In fact... I’m surprised at you, Liri. If your father’s a
technocrat, I thought you’d be all for technocracy, and hate
the idea of giving the power to everybody. Surely, you must
think, a lot of people aren’t smart enough to be allowed to
govern?”

I felt miffed by her assumption that I’m so snobbish. She was
practically calling me an elitist! It was tempting to bluntly
ask if she had a problem with me; but I didn’t want to fall out

with Eltha’s colleagues at our first meeting, I’d be hurting her
working relationships.

I answered: “That’s not what I think. Okay, maybe some
people simply aren’t suitable to hold power – and that’s not
just criminals and lunatics – but all people, acting together,
surely are. Just to be clear: I enjoy reading about all sorts of
things, and direct democracy appeals to me. If Abalorvatai
ever returns here, I’d like to meet him.”

Semru turned sad, all hint of affront gone. “Well, that’s never
going to happen. He’s got the rest of the World to see, and
I’m sure he must have another woman by now.”
Eltha returned with a tray of four ales, and had overheard the
last statement. “Then maybe tonight, we can find you another
man!”
“If you do, he’d better be pretty special. I’ve got high
standards now, thanks to Abalorvatai...”

Itarmae swallowed half her drink quickly. “My Lonsafrin,
he’d say join an acting club or a craft class or something, to
meet someone.”
“Your boyfriend?” I asked. “What does he do for a living?”

“Her husband,” Semru answered, as her colleague downed
the rest of the drink. “He’s an accounts keeper.”

“A leading accounts keeper. Lonsafrin’s got two people
working under him now!” Itarmae launched into an
enthusiastic spousal spiel. “And he does all these different
things in his spare time, the metalcrafts and acting and his
avizard-watching club and other stuff... I’m really proud of
him for keeping so busy. He started them all before we met,

says it was a way of meeting like-minded people. And when I
went to see one of his acting club’s plays, that’s when we
met. Tonight – right now, you know – he’s helping to set up a
party for crippled children. Not like your average quiet,
boring accounts man, or a lazy, hard-drinking workman!”

“Lonsafrin’s clearly... original. And fascinating,” I said. “My
boyfriend has his own friends and his boat club, he likes his
music nights and sports – but he’s not out somewhere
different every evening, like your man seems to be.”
“But... doesn’t he ever just spend the evening with you?”
asked Eltha.

She had clearly racketed the disk straight to the main goal.
Itarmae’s enthusiasm abruptly gave way to a kind of wornout resignation. “Sometimes. Not often enough. All right – I
feel neglected. I love him anyway, I do – but the happiness
we had, it’s not really there any more.”

So much like Mother’s words, from the day she announced
her affair with Fraónavdi. A wave of sadness rose up in me. I
had to offer sympathy. “My mother would know how you
feel. I suppose we all want our men to be perfect; so, when
they show they’ve got faults, it’s tough for us to tolerate.”

Semru bought the next round, while Itarmae continued
talking about her marriage. I gathered that Lonsafrin
Broázind had been socially awkward, lonely and insecure
before they met, and his broad range of spare-time activities
were an attempt to make up for that (a quite admirable
attempt, in my opinion). Itarmae herself had plenty of
friends – or drinking partners, anyway – and found the
contrast between their lifestyles interesting. They’d been very

happy together for the next few years. But after he’d got used
to having a wife, he started taking her for granted and
prioritizing his hobbies over her, saying she had tried to
‘dumb him down.’

Eltha and I weren’t trying to be nosy, but Itarmae plainly
wanted an audience. After another ale had cut the last
restraints on her chatter, she moaned: “I know he doesn’t care
about my feelings these days – because he keeps farting in
the house, even in bed. And worse, he’s not performing in
bed! His shaft keeps going to sleep before he does – or it
won’t wake up at all.”

“That happens with every man sometimes, I’ve heard – but if
it’s a regular thing, it must mean something bad,” said Eltha.
My best friend was also quite tipsy now, and her heartbreak
from last year came gushing out. “He might secretly prefer
other men! He could be in love – that is, doing it, doing
zashk! – with another avizard-spotter, and just married you to
seem normal! Oh, I don’t mean to – I really hope I’m wrong,
Itarmae. Men like that make me sick!”

Surprisingly, Itarmae didn’t react with anger at this wild
accusation against her husband. She just looked at Eltha with
glazed curiosity, then said: “You might be right. He always
was sort of strange... maybe I never knew how strange.”
“I think both of us need to find new men tonight,” Semru put
in. She turned to me. “Will you two help us with that?”

“Two months ago,” I said, “Eltha and I went out uptown and
we both met new men – who we’re both still with. I don’t see
why you can’t do the same!”

We moved on to a larger drinkery, with a dancefloor, not
long after. I’d never been there before: it’s a place called
Iskorlanth Hold, built like an old stone fortress, with staff in
costumes like soldiers might have worn, back when
Deruthonro Rethidaen and his democrats overthrew the caste
system of Délarnad. The internal décor is cheap imitation
stonework and wood panels. A quartet of musicians were
playing melodikey, wood percussion, longflute and fifteenstring lyre, with enough electric amplification to be easily
heard over the general conversation volume. Their wordless
tunes were a bit repetitive, with an old, traditional feel, but
pacey and uplifting.
Once I’m back at the Academy, maybe I’ll propose a tutorial
group visit to Iskorlanth Hold – so we can define just how
historically authentic it is...

Anyway, the drinks were a little cheaper than at Teuriot
Rotunda. I got the first round. Scanned the place for anyone
else I knew; there were no familiar faces, but plenty of
handsome male ones! One trim, fair and decidedly comely
young man wasted no time, and said hello to me at the bar as
soon as I’d ordered.

“You look familiar,” he said. “Did I see you in a happy
dream I had last night?”
“Only you can answer that, really. But my happy dreams
involve a particular man, who’s still there when I wake up,” I
replied.

“Lucky him. I wonder if he minds a little competition? My
name’s Gemornóan.” He obviously wasn’t easily put off. “At

least tell me yours, I need a name to remember for such an
unforgettable face…”

The bartender presented me with a tray of drinks, and I
handed him the exact price in doraef coins. Glanced over at
my companions, who were looking back – Semru had a
definitely lecherous expression, presumably directed at
Gemorn.

“My name’s Liri,” I said. “Come join us, I think my friends
might like you.”

He chatted with us for a while, and answered Semru’s keen
get-to-know-you questions. But most of his own enquiries
and eye contact were given to Eltha, who was pleased enough
by the attention. I left him to her, not wanting another casual
lover for myself. Itarmae had grown quiet, staring at various
people with drunk, half-interested eyes.

“I want him,” she said to me presently, indicating a shortish,
well-built man of no obvious age and rough, stubbly features,
dressed in plain blue and green, with glasses similar to
Semru’s. He was standing at a nearby table with three others,
looking at some large note paper or loose page in his right
hand.
“So go talk to him,” I suggested.
She quailed a bit. “I haven’t tried chatting to a strange man in
years...”

“I’m not exactly a veteran seductress myself,” I said, “but
once he sees you, and if he wants you too, it should be easy.”
“You said you could help me, right?”

I laughed. “So if I get his attention first, then you’ll be able to
talk to him?” This was a role I never imagined I’d play:
hustling up men for two older women I barely knew... and
helping a married woman try to cheat on her husband.
Thinking about it, if I were in an unhappy marriage, I’m sure
I’d want to cheat too. Does that mean I can no longer fault
Mother for leaving?
“Please...”
“Let’s go, then.” I took her hand and led her, with deliberate
nonchalance, over to the stranger’s side. “Hi, there,” I said.

He turned and smiled at us. “High-bright night,” he
answered, uncertainly pronounced. “Womans you... fair
muchly!” I recognized his accent: Alnarene.
I talked very slowly and deliberately, hoping his
understanding of Délarnish wasn’t even worse than his
speaking it. “My friend here, she is looking for a nice man.
She thinks you look nice. Are you from a ship?”

“Yes. Not we from... kixpalkeol –” He glanced back at his
paper, which I realised was a list of Délarnish phrases. “From
not warship. From… box ship.” (A freighter?) He studied
Itarmae, who pouted with timid yet plain desire. “Name, what
yours?” His three companions, presumably also Alnarene
sailors from their similar clothing and complexions, listened
with bemusement.
“Itarmae – sorry, I don’t speak any other languages,” she
said, nervously as a schoolgirl and too quickly. “What should
I call you?”

The man didn’t understand for a moment; then one of the

others said something in their language, presumably a
translation. “Name, is mine Adtrin faú Chyoqan. Wife... not
me have.” Good of him to be so direct!
I whispered to Itarmae that she should speak more slowly for
him (a real challenge to someone so excitable, I’m sure...)
She thanked me and carried on talking to Adtrin.
I went back to our table. Eltha was still monopolizing
Gemorn’s conversation – and from the way they were
looking at each other, that seemed unlikely to change. The
sidelined Semru was clearly annoyed.

“How about we go dance?” I suggested. “There’s some real
talent over there on the floor!” It was true: if I didn’t have
Vralnu, any one of several men I’d seen could probably have
taken me home...
Semru said, with little interest, “Why not?”

It wasn’t long before we got noticed by a pair of handsome
young lads - both looking of similar age to Dahatren, my sort
of height and flawlessly black-skinned (as if they’d never
suffered from acne!) They danced close to us, hoping we’d
acknowledge them; after half a minute or so, I returned one
boy’s gaze and raised my eyebrows. He said hello and asked
my name, told me his own is Naesenoth.

I talked with him as we danced, but didn’t touch him – and
he, very nobly, didn’t try to touch me either. Semru took the
other boy’s hand and danced with him, but he kept glancing
over at me and his friend.

Naesen was (is!) really sweet and straightforward, he
complimented me very nicely; and he can dance as well as

any man. The one thing he didn’t do was offer me a drink. At
the end of the band’s next tune I led him offside.
“How old are you?” I asked.
“Twenty. Is that a problem?”

“Not to me... but you’re almost too young to even be here.
You must be still at school, right?”

He nodded, reluctantly. “I can’t wait to finish and get a job!
It’ll be just great to have my own money. Please don’t tell
my mother I’ve been here – she thinks Kasronim and I are at
a triple photoplay tonight…”
I tutted and grinned. “You naughty boys! Fear not, Naesen:
I’ll probably never even meet your mother.”
“Liri, do you have a boyfriend?” he blurted out.

“Yes I do. I’m sorry. But, Naesen – you’re very cute.” I
kissed him on the cheek. “I’ll buy you a drink. Just don’t tell
my mother!”

Went back to the bar. Kasronim followed us after a minute –
as if he didn’t trust an older girl with his friend – and Semru
followed him. I got Naesen a light dronnetmead (the cheapest
drink they serve there); his friend looked on expectantly, with
a clear sense of entitlement. I was about to order one for him
too, but Semru abruptly said she would buy it. She asked him
earnestly what drink he preferred, grabbing the boy’s arm and
all but forcing him to look at her instead of me.
It was by now about midnight.

Ezgren Ihzhernuth 7th

Naesen and Kasronim sat with me for maybe twenty-five
minutes, carrying on a pleasant conversation – which, I made
it clear, was all I could offer either of them. They asked me
about Academy life, about flingball, about what girls like
most in a man; I did my best to give them some useful tips on
female wants and interests. Semru kept interjecting at first,
directing questions at Kasronim even though he repeatedly
turned away from her. As much as I appreciated the lads’
interest, I was aware of her desperation and discomfort.
Unlike me, she was looking for a man – and so far, both the
men she’d wanted had eyes only for Eltha or for myself.

Eltha had been dancing with Gemorn. I looked for her again
and they were now stood in a corner, lovingly intertwined
and joined at the lips. (Frelsbaan will never hear about it
from me, of course.) Semru noticed them too, and her
expression was utterly forlorn.

She got up without a word and went to check on Itarmae,
who was still with the Alnarenes. I saw her speaking
brusquely and pointing to the door, but couldn’t overhear
from where I was. Itarmae shook her head, then Adtrin put
his arm around her. She kissed him; the other three sailors
applauded.

“Boys, you’ll have to excuse me,” I said. “My friend needs
me… best wishes to you, with school and everything.”
(Semru, who I’d known at school and not seen in years until
tonight, could only loosely be called a friend – but I didn’t
want to leave her lonely and dejected.)

“That’s okay, Liri. I hope your boyfriend knows what a
special girl he’s got,” said Kasronim. Naesen nodded. I got
up and squeezed both their hands in farewell, then went over
to the sailors’ table.
“Adtrin asked me to go back to their guesthouse with him,”
said Itarmae. She looked shy but delightedly keen... nice to
see it was about something besides flingball fandom this
time!
“Are you sure about this?” I whispered. “I know you love
your husband... Eltha was probably wrong when she
suggested he’s –”

“Don’t go back there, Liri... Adtrin’s sailing away in three
days! I’m not leaving Lonsafrin for him, I just want to have a
good time!”

I was regretting helping her in this – but probably just
because I’m still unhappy about Mother. “Okay. Have fun,
Itarmae.”
“Thanks for everything. Liri, can I see you again?”

“Just come to the Kouramith Bresklaim Hotel in Aribróa,
next Ezgren, about 15:00. That’s where my flingball team’s
playing next.” It can’t hurt to have such an avid supporter in
the audience...
“Now go we?” asked Adtrin. Itarmae sighed happily and took
hold of his arm, nodded to Semru and I, and they headed for
the door.
I wonder if he made her as happy as Klaeto made me?
“Liriōnee, shall we get out of here now?” said Semru dourly.

“Come on – it’s not even 01:00 yet. Let’s get another drink!”

She pointed to Eltha and Gemorn, who were still kissing
ardently. “Everyone else is having a happy time and I can’t.
Another drink won’t change that!”

I tried to understand what she was feeling. Ever since I was
sixteen I’ve always had plenty of attention from boys and
men, whether I want it or not. (No doubt a fair number of
boys at Silromig Lake used to think about me when they
pleasured themselves…) The first boy I kissed was four years
my elder; he got back with a long-term girlfriend his own age
a few days later, but I wasn’t really hurt because, for me, it
had been only an experiment. I’ve never been hopelessly
enamoured of someone I couldn’t have. I never had to watch,
in bitterness, as the object of my desire got involved with
another girl. I may have left Moyganim – but no man who
really mattered has ever left me. If I wasn’t beautiful, if I
didn’t have a face and body people so enjoy looking at, how
different would my life experiences have been? Semru, I hate
to say, is not exceptional in her looks.

“There’s plenty more men around here,” I said to her.
“You’ve still got a few chances.”

“No!” She looked ready to slump to the floor from weariness.
“First Abalorvatai, now this. I’m not giving anyone else a
chance to hurt me.”
“I don’t want to leave without Eltha. Just one more drink, all
right? I’ll –”

“You’ll buy it?” she snapped, her expression changing from
vacant sadness to hard-edged anger and contempt. “Of course

you would! You’re so sthyzzing perfect, aren’t you?! You
buy drinks for that boy just to thank him for liking you… you
help Itarmae have her fling, just because she showered you
with her idiotic sports-fan flattery… you find a new man for
your best friend too, who’s already got one…! And now, you
think you can help me as well! Is there no end to your
insufferable niceness?”

I must have physically reeled from the shock of her
vehemence. “I was just –”

She cut me off with a snarling continuation. “You thought
everyone liked you at school... maybe a lot of them did, but
you never had to work for it, you never had to try. What did
you do to deserve to be so pretty, so clever, so sporty?! You
could have any man – you could take anyone’s man – just
like Eltha! But that’s not enough! You have to act so
generous and… and good, to make us all feel like we owe
you something. You make people like me look and feel
worthless, just by being you! And I bet, somewhere under
that gorgeous façade, there’s a cruel heart in you that loves
seeing people’s envy and pain!!”

She was so wrong – I didn’t love it at all, seeing her seethe
with envy. Under this vindictive attack, I felt tears spring to
my eyes. Then my dismay curdled into a cold fury.

“If that’s what you think of me,” I said, “then you deserve to
feel worthless! You’re a bitter, vicious woman, Semruéska –
and it’s not my fault, it’s not anyone’s fault but your own! I
have never wanted to hurt anybody. You know: you haven’t
just had your parents break up, your career put on hold, your
father disappear… you aren’t having to worry about him non-

stop!” I carried on over her attempted reply. “I came out
tonight with good intent, hoping to make new friends, or
maybe only to feel better for a while… I don’t deserve that
lying tirade of yours. So if you want to spout your evil
venom, go find another place to do it!”

Semru didn’t actually hit me – but I could see in her eyes, she
would gladly have done far worse. Iskorlanth Hold, like the
Teuriot, had its security staff standing by, ready to punish
any violence with ejection and maybe a permanent ban.

“Whatever!! You godlessly righteous, pampered princess –
don’t pretend you know anything about grief, or loneliness!
Maybe you can fool yourself, but not me!” She yelled this in
my face, then spun on her heels and strode away.
I watched her exit the drinkery. Orialaó, let us never meet
again!

Dazed and deeply hurt, I went back to the bar and ordered a
large measure of loájin spirit. Found I barely had enough
cash left to pay for it. I sat at an empty table and drank it,
drop by drop.

Two more men approached me in the next few minutes,
asking if I was okay. I shook my head and told them firmly to
leave me alone. Then Eltha, having finally broken her liplock
with Gemorn and remembered to look for her friends, saw me
drinking by myself and rejecting the second man’s overture.
She hurried over, leading him by the hand.
“Liri, what happened? Where are the others?” she asked.

I told her briefly, just saying that Itarmae had gone off with a
man and Semru had gotten nasty, then left on her own. I

finished with a downhearted-sounding “Elthirana, shall we
get out of here now?” (I realise now, those were Semru’s
exact words to me! Maybe I could end up like her, if enough
things in my life went wrong.)

“If you want. I’m tired, anyway.” She turned back to
Gemorn, her face aglow with lusty happiness. “Not tonight…
it’s too soon, handsome. But I’ll gladly see you again in a day
or two,” she said, caressing the back of his neck. “Thanks for
being so sweet!”

He slipped both hands inside the gauzy outer gown and rested
them on her rump, clearly not wanting to stop touching her.
“Any day you like, Eltha. I wish you could stay longer.”

“‘Long’ is most certainly the word, with you!” She put a
cheeky hand on his crotch, and I inwardly laughed my
approval. “Let’s exchange phone codes.”

It turned out that neither of them had bothered to bring a
pencil in their pouches, so I let them use mine. Once done,
she gave him a farewell kiss – which looked like it might last
another hour. I was almost ready to interrupt, when she at last
disengaged from him.

We left Iskorlanth Hold around 01:20; it took us thirty
minutes to walk back to her flat. Rain had fallen while we’d
been inside, and the unpaved sidestreets in Mrauremj were
muddy. I slipped and almost fell twice. The hem of Eltha’s
lovely new skirt got very dirty: she complained about that
spoiling an otherwise wonderful night out.

“I’m glad it was wonderful, for you,” I said, once we were
inside and reclining on the couch in her small lounge, shoes

off, warm yellowish lamplight on.

She closed her eyes and smiled, giving a blissful little moan.
“I decided to do as you did, Liri, and have some fun on the
side. That Gemornóan…. Mmmm!! Up until we met, I didn’t
really know what sexy was…”

“I’m sure he didn’t, either! But thanks so much for leaving
when I wanted to. Semru is evil… she really spoiled things
for me.”

“Just because I’d met such a gorgeous man, I wasn’t about to
abandon my oldest friend,” Eltha said. “Your company
means more to me than a good screw. And I’ll never go
drinking with Semru again.”

“Where would I be without you, Eltha? We should always
have each other, though boyfriends may come and go.”
Father was still on my mind – but in that cozy apartment,
with her, I felt secure.
“You’re too right… I love you, I love my father, and I love
Frelsbaan. But I’m going to invite Gemorn over here
tomorrow night – today, that is – and enjoy him to the
absolute last drop!”

She went to bed a few minutes later, after getting me a
blanket to sleep under on the couch. I stripped down to my
underwear, switched off the lamp and lay down. Couldn’t
sleep at first; my mind was unwillingly spinning with worries
and I could still hear Semru’s spiteful voice berating me. I
forced myself to think about something nice – Klaeto quickly
came to mind.

I imagined Eltha and Gemorn having several hours of

insatiable, amazing sex, like Klaeto and I did. Ohhh, if only
he could have been there for me right then! The thought of
him got me rather excited, and I couldn’t resist masturbating.
My own fingers are a dismal substitute for his throbbing
manhood; but I quietly gave myself an orgasm, after which I
was finally relaxed enough to slumber.
*

*

* *

*

Got up at nearly 09:00. Eltha had some good food and juice
in the apartment (Neither of us wants another sick, starving,
pained, post-drinking morning like last month!) She seemed a
bit more regretful about cheating on Frelsbaan; said she may
see him tonight instead of Gemorn.

I got home before noon. Both my brothers had gone riding –
poor Nenamdir, stuck alone in the paddock while his two
fellow lonthraers were out stretching their limbs, looked
dispirited. After I’d checked my messages (found nothing
new) and switched clothes, I saddled him and took him into
the uplands for a dash.

While we were out there, the bad weather began. A heavy
cloud cover blew in from the north-west, the wind picked up
rapidly and rain soon began. I turned Nenamdir back towards
Eseerila and loped homeward, but the wind grew stronger
and the rain heavier until it was driving almost horizontally
into my face, half blinding me. There were rumbles of
thunder from afar. Nenamdir was unfazed and plodded
slowly on; I was soaked to the bone, growing chilly numb
and clinging tight to his scaly neck, unwilling to let him run
for fear that he’d stumble in the sodden ground and throw
me. Dismounted once we got back on the hard road in

Eseerila and led him the rest of the way home. By now,
lightning was flashing over the city.

The boys had returned ahead of me. Tevers offered me a hot
cup of adrevni stew, which I gratefully accepted and
swallowed hurriedly.

The storm lasted all afternoon and into the evening. As I’m
writing this [23:42], light rain is still falling, though there’s
been no thunder for the last two hours. If similar weather
returns tomorrow, working in the fields will be dreadful.

One flingball match took place today: Tralúhblon against
Paavqol, who were the visiting team this time. Those Paavqol
bruiser girls beat Tralúhblon 28-33. Another game, which
had been scheduled later this afternoon, was called off due to
the storm.
I messaged Klaeto, who is so frequently in my thoughts.
For - Onduu-341907-KlaeKiv
By - BreSh-824750-LirEm

Dear Klaeto,
How have you been? Any more rangeball games
coming up? I’ll bet mechanical work is more fun than
harvesting biofuels right now!
I realize that I never asked you something very
important. Do you have a steady girlfriend, there in
Onduuqazh? If so, she’s the luckiest woman on
Ithæor and I wish you both every happiness. If not,
then I’d like to hope I can visit you, maybe some
time this month? We had such a wonderful time
together, it seems very wrong not to repeat it.
Miss you a lot. Be well,

Liri.
Lalmren Ihzhernuth 8th

Radio news this morning: the Waladuran Senate have asked
the Savants Supreme, and the Rivexaon Council of Elders,
for military assistance against insurgents in their Jijaru
province. These so-called Nrivaskeerlam, who have been
fighting to separate Jijaru from the Waladuran Alliance for
the last four years, seem to be getting foreign supplies and
armaments smuggled in by sea – our Délarnish navy could
help intercept the shipments, and possibly find out which
country is aiding the Nrivaskeerlam. So far, our leading
technocrats haven’t decided whether or not to grant the
request.

If I were one of the Savants Supreme, I’d definitely say yes.
Best to keep our wartime alliances alive. Just as the
Waladurans need our help now, we might well need theirs
someday…

It reminds me of something Praumilh Ifedoudh wrote about.
Her diary mentions a Jijaru politician named Nrivaskeer, who
led an anti-war party and tried (unsuccessfully) to broker a
separate peace for his country, which would have meant
abandoning Waladuru to fight the Fourth Continental War
alone. Back then in the 21st century, Jijaru was a separate
nation; if it becomes one again, some fear that the rest of the
Waladuran Alliance would break up. So who, then, would
retain control of their island territories, or of the occupation
forces in Zetumurr and Liorwaal?

The strong wind and varying rain carried on until midafternoon. Vavithlat’s naygrak fields were so muddy it was
getting difficult to pull one’s feet out of the ground for every
step. Rishó’s left boot came off once, and he fell face-first
into the mud. At least there was no thunder, no need to fear
being struck by lightning.

Only nine more days to work at that farm. I guess I can put
up with the mud, the boredom and the repetitive humour that
much longer.

Mother came over again late this afternoon. I was preparing
to go see Vralnu, though I did stay long enough to tell her
what happened Iygren night. When she heard about Itarmae
and Adtrin, she gave a sardonic laugh and said, “My kind of
woman, I suppose!” After I’d described the unpleasantness
with Semru – and what that woman called me – Mother was
angrier than I’d been.

“I never pampered you, Liri,” she said, “nor did your father!
All good parents indulge their children and shower them with
affection, but nobody can say I was too soft or encouraged
you to be selfish! And even if you weren’t my daughter, I’d
still call you the most kind-hearted, well-meaning girl I ever
knew. ‘Envy and pain,’ she said? If I run into this Semruéska
person… she’ll find out what pain means!”

I thanked her – though I’d not want to see my mother in
prison for an act of violence! Left the villa at 20:60. Tevers
had also gone out, so Mother spent the majority of her visit
talking to Dahatren.
Vralnu and I went to a games evening at one of Matorrnid
District’s community hubs. It was my idea – I wanted to do

something different from the usual, like Lonsafrin Broázind
might...

There was a good mix of people there, from my age up to a
few folks who must have been over 100 years old; some of
them disabled, some who were dressed downright weird and
either never seemed to speak, or muttered to themselves
constantly. Mostly, though, they were normal and very
friendly, keen to welcome every new arrival and get them
involved in the various games.

The crowd was divided into groups of nine, and reshuffled
every twenty minutes. Each group did something different in
that time. I started out in the same group with Vralnu, but we
soon got separated.

There were short startoken games, of course – nine quick
hands played, and whoever got the most top totals was the
overall winner. There was a non-competitive drawing game,
where an ambiguous subject name was given and everyone
had four minutes, to sketch whatever came to mind.

Another was the chain story game, in which each person
contributed one sentence at a time to writing a story – starting
with the words “Zherrista rose over the village, just as a
thundering stampede rushed down from the hills...” There
was time for the paper to be passed around the group twice
before it was read out. The finished tale involved the
stampede turning out to be lonthraers with human heads; the
village being an ancient Haurmalen Mountain community, at
war with the early Jevlodun Empire (that was my first
contribution!); a great warrior decapitating his wife for
saying that the human-lonthraers were better looking than

him; and a modern motor transit driving into town, full of
tourists from the future.

I also played velsrar xedrem – the temporary clothing
changes were limited to a variety of crazy-patterned hats,
scarves and sleeveless tops mixed up in a box on the table.
Then came a game of building a tower out of carved wood
blocks, each shaped differently but with two or more flat
faces, which usually didn’t fit snugly together. The tower
quickly became very unstable as it got taller, and the winner
was the last player to add a piece without causing it to
collapse.

Stayed for eight different games (two hours, ten minutes).
Overall, it was great fun for everyone. An event like this
makes a real change from just drinking, music, flingball or
photoplays! Vralnu, though, was a bit down again by the time
we left.

When I asked what was troubling him, he said some of the
people were crazy and annoying. Still, Vralnu insisted he
didn’t regret going. It’s just that ‘weirdness’ makes him
uncomfortable – same as the idea of bigamous marriage. I
hadn’t felt like that: even those players who were obviously a
bit mentally unsound, had joined in well and seemed to enjoy
themselves.
Didn’t have time to go to his place; we just got a quick drink,
before I caught that sex-stopping last homeward transit!
We’re going to Trownesk theatre again on Krethmren.
No reply from Klaeto.
The flingball match postponed from yesterday, Evornerm vs.

Bresklaim Centre East, was played early this evening. It was
a 9-17 victory for Centre East. With the lowest final score of
the season so far, Evornerm will be throwing themselves a
consolation party...
Vrolnren Ihzhernuth 9th
Father has been found!!

Those same two lawmen were waiting for Tevers and me
when we got home from the farm. They informed us that
Mandator Firinoth Emlerit was recognized by a citizen in
Nalsdrōfaun and apprehended, when he tried to purchase a
guide to firearms standards from a local technical store. He’s
being brought back to Bresklaim Shores tomorrow, but we
won’t see him until after Sykrelt’s Grounden are finished
with his “emergency interview” on Tlornren morning.

An interrogation? Father may be a clever man, with vast
experience of formal interviews (usually as the questioner,
not the interviewee) – but answering a charge of treason has
got be rather different! I begged them to let me be there, so I
could offer my father some support. The lawmen flatly
refused. They said it’s not even within their authority, to let a
suspect’s family in on his interview. Once they’d gone, I sent
a telegrid message to OpSix (the Sykrelt man), asking if he
can permit it.

I know I couldn’t make much difference to the outcome of
the hearing… unless, ultimately – if the interrogators are
sufficiently corrupt and lecherous – I prostituted myself on
Father’s behalf. Even if I got desperate enough to do such a

distasteful thing, Father himself would never forgive me.
Plus, for all I know, the interrogators themselves might be
female.
Missed flingball practice because of the lawmen’s visit.

Dahatren’s school year finishes on the twenty-fourth of this
month. He told me, today, that Mother asked him to go live
with her and Fraónavdi after that. There’s a good school in
Idralserl to which he could transfer. I don’t want him to go…
but he said he’s thinking about it. Mother is definitely his
favourite parent – although I can’t say she has a favourite
child.
Assuming Father doesn’t go to prison or something, there
may be little family left for him here in our villa.

Spoke to Eltha on the phone. She tells me she chose the
amoral option last Ezgren, and called Gemorn as promised.
He came to her flat with a huge bag of malbufal and xraveop
treats; they ate a few, then got straight down to business.
Unfortunately, Eltha says, he was a real disappointment in
bed. He had no rhythm. She gave him two chances – but he
came too soon, and she didn’t come at all. Sounds like the
word with him is actually ‘short,’ not ‘long’…
No reply from Klaeto.
Krethmren Ihzhernuth 10th
New moon Saahvaen

Tried not to think about Father today. At least I know he’s

now back in Bresklaim. Returned to slolesl picking for a
couple of hours. More stormy weather; luckily, the worst of it
passed south of the city. No one’s been zapped in the fields
yet.

The waiting is over. I’ve finally seen the second Global War
photoplay, entitled Frontlines of Torment.

Today was the first showing in our city, and if Vralnu hadn’t
bought tickets in advance we’d certainly not have got a seat.
Thousands of Bresklaimers have been just as eager as me –
or even more so – to see how the Xalkozhan invasion would
continue to play out.

Frontlines of Torment covers half a year of fictional wartime.
Confronted by a faceless enemy with far superior weapons,
the nations of Ithæor desperately resorted to massive
conscription and sacrificed hundreds of thousands of lives,
trying to keep the Xalkozhan ground forces contained near
their landing zones. Xalkozhan aircraft could not be
contained or stopped – they freely bombed our cities, roads
and rails. Any enemy soldiers killed or captured were
incinerated by an automatic failsafe built into their uniforms,
leaving nothing to be studied or examined.

All of Zironarúh, most of Fylraan and Rethronfo were
quickly overrun, as were the Xurucorm Desert nations.
Jymelfo and Kasskarr seemed certain to fall in the next two
months. Even the great dirigible battleships of the Waladuran
Alliance were mostly no match for alien turbo-planes, and
went down in spectacular ruin. The Waladurans, like the
Mikorifans thousands of years before, quickly recalled their

garrisons from Zetumurr to help defend the homeland;
Zetumites then welcomed the Xalkozhans as liberators,
giving them a land they could secure unopposed.

Centrisenic and Xyzôrr armies, once bloody enemies, united
to engage a huge contingent of invaders who had seized
Arlinuij and the lands north of Lake Uízrra – after taking
terrible losses in open battle, they were driven into the
jungles to adopt guerilla strategies. More Xalkozhans landed
in the Fruzzfess Desert and pushed towards Zlarthiéss; here,
the Xyzôrra fought back in such numbers that they wrecked
the main attack force, halting their advance.

The main Xalkozhan landing area here in Délarnad was at
our northern border, overlapping the southern parts of Tarnúh
and Tromúhrf. New warwagon designs were rushed into
production in Ukeevix, to fight on a front which drew closer
to that city every day.

There were enemy bases all along the Skybrace Mountains in
Velúhmaras, from which their forces assailed the cities of
Gelbhiss, Voaranont and Ryr Limúor. Alongside the masked
alien infantry fought groups of slaves, who willingly sided
with the invaders against their masters.

At the end of the photoplay came its biggest shock. Once
Xalkozhan medical scientists had analysed the microbes in
our planet’s air and water – and developed suitable
inoculations – their troops no longer needed breathing masks
and sealed helmets. When a group of them finally revealed
their faces, the audience expected to see something hideous
and utterly inhuman: scalerns or avizards, or tentacle-faced
annoseoids. But nothing of the sort.

The Xalkozhans are actually humans, yet still look very
alien: people with creamy white skin, freakish yellow hair
and blue or green eyes. They are much paler than any breed
native to Ithæor, even from the North Polar Republic – like a
whole race of albinos. Except that albinos don’t have eyes the
same colour as mine...

I suspect the writers of Global War have invented a
backstory based on the Uldurth myths. If Gods who walked
among the stars seeded people here on Ithæor, why shouldn’t
they have done the same on Xalkozha?

I was delighted with the photoplay and managed to stay
happy for a few hours afterward – as Vralnu found out, when
we made love back at his place. He’s somewhat less randy
than he used to be, but I can get him hard easily enough when
I want to...

Best of all, he confirmed that he’s booked us a guesthouse at
a place called Dral Jalmáorë – on the edge of the Naeriléun
Savannah! – from the twentieth to twenty-sixth of this month.
When I get my pay packet this Iygren, I’ll have to sort out
airship tickets. The great southern wilderness awaits us!

I’ll be missing my mother’s birthday, but she surely won’t
mind this once.

Still no message from Klaeto. No reply from OpSix, either.
What did I expect?
Tlornren Ihzhernuth 11th

It was tough to go through my usual routine this morning,
knowing Father was under interrogation. Tevers drove us to
the farm with an angry, almost reckless haste; neither of us
spoke at all during the commute. I found I could focus on the
stolid repetition of naygrak picking as a way to avoid
dwelling on other things. When we started it was wet and
windy; rain gave way to sunshine at some point, but I barely
noticed the improving weather. My mood was glum and
resigned, as if the clouds lingered within me after they had
drifted away. Could this be what Vralnu’s abjection feels
like?

Tevers negotiated an early finish for himself and me. We got
home at almost exactly 17:00. Stood at the window in the
lounge, listlessly turning a relaxation ball over and over in his
right hand, was my father.

I rushed over to embrace him with a gasp of relief. “Father!
I’m so glad you’re home!” Tevers shook his hand after I let
go.

He looked as if he’d aged another decade in thirteen days.
There were new lines around his mouth and eyes, he’d lost a
noticeable bit of weight, his hands were trembling slightly;
even his hair seemed to have thinned.

Father raised his eyebrows. “Dare I hope, Liri, that you’re no
longer quite so resentful about the suspension?”
I grinned. “That doesn’t matter to me any more. All any of us
care about right now is that you’re all right…”

“I’m uncertain if my situation qualifies as ‘all right.’” His
voice, I noticed now, was dulled, and there was a smell of

alcohol about him.
“Grandad, what happened at the interview?” asked Tevers.

Father picked up a bottle of atrillai, just over half full, and
took a gulp from it directly. I’ve never seen him do that
before – he always drinks from a glass. He offered it to
Tevers and me. I declined, but my nephew-brother grabbed
himself a cup and poured some.

“They did not mistreat or intimidate me, I promise you; that
is not our country’s way. Yet I have been unable to dispel the
allegations made against me,” Father said. “The
investigations I made in Nalsdrōfaun yielded some clues as to
the provenance of the ammunition used in the Vrunirul
assassination; but nothing conclusive. I had hoped to find
another bullet embedded in a wall or post, which could be
analysed at an independent laboratory – such as the one I
worked at, before I first became a subadjutant. All I found
was a few impact marks, plus one witness, a mere child, who
claimed he could describe the weapons the assassins used.”
“So how can your accusers have anything conclusive against
you, either?” I asked.

“There is – or so I was informed – an ammunition factory
dispatch note, bearing my signature, which was found in the
residence of a known subversive searched shortly after the
event. Also, it seems that an employee at the named factory
claimed to have seen me, in that factory’s administration
suite… negotiating with the same subversive.” Seeing our
expressions, he added, “That individual is a shameless and
abominable liar!”

Tevers said, “And they want to put you on trial or something,
just based on that? I don’t know much about law – but what
you’ve described doesn’t exactly prove you guilty, Grandad.”

“Some of the attitudes of other officials count against me.
There are those who resent my positions on certain issues.”

“So we heard. From your Amlúee, in fact,” I said. “But it’s
so… it’s just not right! You’ve served this city for decades,
and now a few nasty rumours can destroy your career?”

Father sighed, and drank again. “I can still beat the charges,
avoid any censure. I only require someone to refute the false
testimony, plus a few favourable witnesses to my character.
And no, Liri: those witnesses cannot be family members.”
“So who’s the liar? I’ll gladly persuade him to take back his
testimony against you!” said Tevers grimly. “There’s a
couple of lads who could help me, too...”

“I don’t doubt that you would, Teverhonro,” Father smiled.
“But most unfortunately – and by deliberate policy – I was
not told the name of this person. And I likely will not be told
until the trial itself.”

Tevers slammed a frustrated fist down on the table. “And
when’s the trial?”
“Next Tlornren. Neither Sykrelt’s Grounden, nor the senior
lawmen of this city, believe in wasting time.”
So, my father is back… yet in just six days, he could be gone
again. This time, to prison.

“You can beat it, Father. Petty, paranoid bureaucrats, and
jealous liars, and… whoever these people are, they don’t rule

Délarnad.” I insisted, sincere as I could try to sound. “Loyal,
competent technocrats like you will always prevail! And if I
can help you somehow, Father, please tell me.”

“You can help me immeasurably, simply by believing in me.”
Father thought for a second, then continued: “Or perhaps
your support to me could be more than merely moral. Liri,
you have academic research skills. If you could find details
of any previous trials with similar charges… the examples
might help construct my defence.”

I spent almost two and a half hours on the telegrid machine
this evening, placing enquiries in legal discussion listings –
which I’ve never even looked at before – under the new alias
of Esfalëgosa [kind inspiration]. No replies yet.

Also sought out scarce electrical versions of trial records.
Only one of the documents I found was directly relevant to
Father’s case. Saved it in the telegrid machine’s magnetic
buffer.

Got one private message. For a moment my heart quickened,
thinking it was from Klaeto. The reality came as quite a
surprise.
For - BreSh-824750-LirEm
By - BreSh-550873-MoyHal

Hello Liri,
I’ve been released by the lawmen. The drug charge
was dropped for questionable proof. Have to put my
life back together now, starting with trying to get my
job back.
I just want to say I really regret starting that fight at

the Teuriot in Ohsidraer. I was drunk and out of
control, you must have been disgusted with me. So
sorry. You’ve got a new boyfriend now, I know. If
he’s the same one you were with that night, please
tell him I’m sorry too.
Spending all this time in prison taught me to accept
a lot of things. So if there’s any chance we can still
be friends, I promise I can accept that now. Could
we meet up some time?
Vëirrál dajo maebegu yivathdlëm,
Moyganim.

[‘May your life be happy’]… if he only knew! Spending
nearly two months locked up can’t have been much fun, but it
was probably simpler to deal with than everything that’s
happened to me in that time.
I replied:
For - BreSh-550873-MoyHal
By - BreSh-824750-LirEm

Hi Moyganim,
Glad to know you got out. I was astonished to hear
you’d been accused of selling itramia; I really never
thought it was true. I haven’t forgotten how nice you
usually are.
I accept your apology. My boyfriend may or may not
accept it. Hopefully, you and he will never be in the
same room again.
Eseerila are playing a non-league match in Aribróa
District this Ezgren, at the Kouramith Bresklaim
Hotel. Come and watch if you like – we can talk after

the game.
Thanks for getting in touch,
Liriōnee.

After sending that message, I suddenly thought: what if
Vralnu also comes to the match? I didn’t ask him to come,
but I can’t very well ask him not to, either. Well – despite
what I said about the two of them never meeting again – if
Moyganim sees me kissing Vralnu and holding his hand, he
will have to prove he can accept just being my friend. (I
wonder when he last had sex? Maybe he hasn’t even been
with anyone since me…)
Sent Klaeto another, short message, in case he accidentally
wiped the first.
Iygren Ihzhernuth 12th

My father will not be returning to work before his trial. The
fact that he disappeared once, avoiding an official interview,
makes the authorities all the more distrustful. He is
effectively confined to Eseerila, with anonymous citizens
keeping watch of his movements in case he attempts to flee
again. Father assures me he will not try. His first vanishment,
he says, was “due to a day of multiple stress factors
shattering my reason and composure.” He’s aware that
missing the planned interview brought further suspicion upon
him.

Vavithlat paid me my full 700 doraefs for the week.
According to the National Air Travel Guide (our copy of

which is three months old), two return tickets to Dral
Jalmáorë should cost 480.

I worked hard at flingball practise and beat Kleni’s targeting
performance. The girls are all excited at the prospect of
facing brand new opposition, whom nobody in Bresklaim has
played before... Aeltise has managed to shed the extra weight
she had last month, she’s playing better than ever. Rera just
accepted a marriage proposal – she’s planning to wed as soon
as she leaves school and wants to plan another friendly game
as part of her celebration! Sami was relieved to hear about
Father returning. She and Meshyleeth have exchanged a
couple of messages since Oriamiqen and are still hoping to
find out what Leloristel’s family problem was.
Nisiána messaged me today, saying simply:
My teammates arrived in town today. Let the best
team triumph.
I answered:
Tomorrow should be fun. I hope you’re ready!

Of my family, only Mother has promised to attend the game
tomorrow. Vralnu says he can’t make it: Boat Club again.
Moyganim confirmed that he’ll be there.
Klaeto! My perfect secret lover, who swore I’d always be in
your heart! Why don’t you answer me...?
Ezgren Ihzhernuth 13th
Full moon Tirvaen
Friendly flingball match: Eseerila vs. Lraskuren (of

Melnaméa)
My period began early this morning. As usual, its timing is
awful. Thank Orialaó, the worst pains didn’t kick in until
tonight.

In any standard flingball game – with two teams of nine – it’s
likely four or more players will happen to be bleeding at the
time. We have our ways of coping with it.

Velrá had chartered the transit to Aribróa for 13:25. Being a
non-league match, transportation wasn’t free this time – just
half price subsidised, so we each had to contribute five
doraefs. Pera was six minutes late. She kept apologising
throughout the first half of our journey.

Hotelier Eparnim Kouramith greeted us at the hotel doors
when we arrived. “Welcome, welcome, sports heroines!” he
boomed. “You’re doing my organisation a great honour by
gracing this new venue with your championship talent. My
wife and her team await you in the flingball ground!” He
nodded to me, and lowered his vocal volume a bit. “I’m glad
to see you back here, Liri. Are you ready to show me how
Bresklaimers play?”

“I’m always ready; we all are. Thank you for hosting this,
good Hotelier,” I said.

I introduced him to each of my teammates. He looked at Rera
with especial lechery, before showing us through to a
changing room area on the seaward side of the hotel. As
usual, we said our Ezgren prayers on the topic of good luck
for the game. I kept thinking I had to say something about
avoiding opponents who felt unnatural attractions to us; but

the others wouldn’t understand, as I’ve never mentioned to
them how I vaguely suspected Nisiána of feeling that way
about me. All I said was that blessings had been upon our
team many times before – “...And please, great Orialaó, don’t
abandon your most loyal sporting servants today!”

The hotel’s nice new flingball ground, which had been empty
and echoing when I saw it before, was now packed with
spectators. My team walked in to a verbose announcement by
the arbiter, whose voice I recognised before I looked at her. It
was Adjutant Derésnae Veemdraden! I suppose she was
doing this as a favour for her boss, who knows Eparnim.

“Eseerila District has, arguably, the best flingball team in
Bresklaim Shores,” she said into her microphone. “Their
participation makes this highly anticipated, extra game an
important event. And a special welcome to their star scorer,
who also happens to be a friend of my family: the very
beautiful and talented Liriōnee Emlerit!” There was a round
of cheering, and my cheeks flared up uncomfortably. Was she
trying to embarrass me? I raised a reluctant hand in response.
Pera and Aeltise giggled behind me.

“Now, I don’t suppose either side can be properly labelled
the ‘home team,’ since neither are local to this district,”
Derésnae went on. “Eseerila’s home location is, by far, the
nearest geographically; but since our guests from Melnaméa
are currently staying at this hotel, the ground you play on is
closest to being theirs. Lraskuren team – a thousand thanks to
all of you for coming to our city!”

The Lraskuren girls, who had been sitting in the front row at
the far end of the pitch, stood up and walked towards the

centre. More cheers. They were wearing bright blue and
silvery gymshifts, a good contrast for our pink and gold. Four
of them were very tall, like Sami, the rest of average build –
except for the slightly dumpy Nisiána, who nodded to me
with a happy smile.

Their team boss, one of the tallest players, with a face so lowbrowed and broad-mouthed that she looks like a lonthraer on
two legs, raised both her hands. Derésnae introduced her as
Medic Keshistel Sáirith. “We’ve come a long way and we
expect a good game!” she shouted, then looked straight at
Velrá. “Bresklaim Shores has a nationwide reputation for
sporting excellence. Whoever wins here today, what matters
is that you prove it to be true. I believe my team and I can put
you to the test!”

“Please do!” answered Velrá in a similarly loud voice. “If
you beat us, I’m sure there are others in this city who will
challenge you before long.”

Several of the crowd yelled “Es-ee-ril-a! Es-ee-ril-a!” I
glanced in the direction of those voices; and there was
Itarmae, waving at me with fannish gusto. Hadn’t spotted my
mother or Moyganim yet.

“Both teams to ready!” ordered Derésnae. We took up the
double chevron formation, with me on the left edge at the
front. Lraskuren chose a single curved line as their starting
formation, Nisa next to Keshistel Sáirith at the centre.

First throw-in started the game. One of Lraskuren’s tall girls
caught the ball, bounded forward then passed backward
before she could be intercepted. In seconds they threw the
ball to a player who had been on the right end of their starting

line, and now had managed to run behind our whole team
before receiving it. Our target was wide open to her, and she
sprinted for it.

Kleni caught up with the woman as her ninth stride, knocking
the ball out of her grasp. I rushed after it and retrieved it, just
before it bounced offside. But three of the opposition
(including Nisa) blocked me before I could get more than a
few metres back upfield. Ducking to the right, I tried to pass
to Sami; Sáirith jumped in front of her and caught it.
Almost before we could respond, she had run five steps
forward and passed quickly to one of her teammates, who
instantly took a long-range fling – hitting our mast, middle
centre. 6-0 in less than two minutes… it looked as if our
success against Gefëthiir might be repeated, but this time
against us.

That’s how it went for most of the first half. Lraskuren
seemed faster and more accurate than us, and we almost
never got far into their side of the oval. Nisa took the ball off
me once (although I did catch her attempted fling not long
after) and Eun got knocked over, though she only suffered a
few bruises. The opponent responsible was allowed back on
as soon as Eun had insisted she could continue.

They scored another seven points; I scored a single, middleouter hit, after Droy, Velrá and Rera managed to avoid
interception and pass upfield from each to the next, then on to
me. I got my riotous adulation from the audience and a
momentary thrill of triumph, of course… yet after standing
there for those glorious few seconds, I found myself so out of
breath that just walking back to starting position was an

effort.

That was thirty-four minutes in. Lraskuren caught the next
throw-in and pushed down to our end, putting us very much
back on the defensive. We desperately blocked their passes
and attempts to line up shots, but seldom got hold of the ball
ourselves before the break time. The score was 13-5 to them
when we stopped.

It had scarcely registered with me – or any other player,
probably – that the wind from the sea had grown strong and
blustery, or that the sky was filling with heavy clouds of
steely grey. I noticed while I slumped on a team bench near
our target mast, drinking water. Mother wandered down to
the front row to talk to me.

After giving me the standard encouragement and praise for
how well I was playing, she said: “I know about your father’s
trial next week. I trust you’ll be there, too?”

“Be there, Mother? I assumed it’d be a closed hearing – are
we allowed to go?”

“Fráonavdi made some enquiries. This is a trial – it isn’t like
the Skykrelt’s Grounden interview. Not secret. Justice isn’t
sought in secret. A certain number of observers can go. And
the subject’s family get priority…. I’m surprised Firinoth
didn’t tell you that.”

“Father did say his family can’t be character witnesses. But
do you think perhaps we could speak unofficially – before the
trial – to the magisters? Tell them what kind of man he is,
that he can’t possibly be guilty of treason?” I suggested.
(Like Tevers, I’ve never paid much attention to how the law

works).
My mother sighed and spread her hands. “Only if they want
us to.”
“If there’s any chance I can help,” I said, “then I’ll go.”

She changed the subject. “Moyganim’s here; he said hello to
me at the entrance. And he said you invited him.”
“I did, Mother. He just got out of prison and –”
“Maybe you still care about him a bit?”

“Not like that. I love Vralnu, now. And, Mother… if you talk
to Moyganim, don’t mention drugs!”

Velrá wanted to try being more aggressive when we went
back out. The others were getting disheartened, but she made
a quick motivational speech.

Pointing to the Lraskuren team at their end of the pitch, Velrá
said: “They’ve got some good players who work very well
together – but nobody exceptional. You girls have a level of
tenacity and determination that is exceptional. They’re
getting more tired than we are. They can’t keep up the kind
of speed they had at the start; we can keep up our effort.
We’re not losing – we’re just scoring later than them. For
ourselves and for all of Bresklaim Shores, we will win this!”
Droy said, “The shortest one on their team, she’s something
special. Watch out for her.”
“Who – Nisiána? Why do you say that?” I asked.

“I never saw anybody tackle quite like she does… or run so
nimbly on short legs. We could use her – I mean, someone

like her – on our team.”

The second half of the game began better for us. I caught the
ball first and got a full ten paces front-right, before passing to
Eun who also avoided being intercepted. She gave the ball to
Sami, who dodged around two opponents and took a fling.

It was caught by the beast-faced Sáirith. But when she passed
to a teammate who began running for our end, Aeltise cut the
woman off and forced her leftwards into Pera, who took the
ball back.

We kept possession for a couple more minutes, until Kleni
got a clear shot. She hit middle-centre, bringing the score to
13-11. Equalization looked to be nearing!

Next throw-in went to Lraskuren, who had the ball in our half
of the ground immediately. Droy caught a pass intended for
Nisa; two opponents closed in on her at once, and she flung
the ball low to Pera who crouched to catch it. She was
intercepted and lost the ball again before she could get far –
but I, in turn, took it back from the opponent who would have
taken a shot. We gradually got the ball back across the pitch
centre, nobody on either team managing to run with it more
than a few paces. Velrá had been right: Lraskuren were
definitely slowing down.

Play was stopped briefly when Sami tripped an opponent
(accidentally, I’m sure!) The woman had been backing up in
hurry to catch a high fling and not seen Sami behind her, so
she fell backwards and hit her head. She wasn’t stunned, but
bleeding and clearly concussed – the medic quickly declared
her out the game. Naturally, Derésnae sent Sami off too. With

twenty-three minutes left, both teams were reduced to eight.

Lraskuren got possession again after the pause. They made
another push into our half, and after a series of rapid passes
Nisa scored a lower-centre hit. 17-11. She looked pretty
weary by now, yet she threw her hands high and gloried in
the applause of the crowd. (I guess a flash of public acclaim
and attention mean more to someone like her, who doesn’t
get it just for her looks…) As we all returned to starting
positions, I caught her eye and nodded, acknowledging her
skill. She gave me another of her face-transforming smiles –
which now looked more gloating, perhaps, than friendly.

We (Eseerila) had agreed to try and summon some extra
aggression for the end. With our tallest player gone, we were
a little more desperate anyway. I tried to imagine how a man
would feel: disadvantaged, losing the game, tough
opposition, team and city pride at stake… he’s be angry, he’d
ignore his weariness, he’d fight harder! And so could I!

Keshistel Sáirith caught the throw-in and started forwards.
Pera charged at her, seizing the ball before she could pass it
to anyone. Kleni then knocked it from their competing grips
and sent it bouncing in my direction. I sprinted past the
middle line, drawing two opponents to intercept me. Ducked
and rolled past one of them, grazing my left arm on the gritty
ground. The other was on me as soon as I stood up again. She
tried to grab the ball from my hands; with a psyched-up surge
of anger, I yanked it away, forced her aside and passed at
longest possible range to Rera, who had run upfield from me.

Rera made it a few paces closer to the target, but Nisa got in
her way. Droy rushed in just behind and Rera passed

backward to her. Nisa, with unflagging determination, turned
to Droy and tackled her instead, getting hold of the ball and
fighting for control. After a few seconds, she had it – Droy
stayed with her, trying, with slightly greater height, to block
any attempt she made to pass. I moved in to help. Nisa
dodged from side to side, feinted in one direction and got
around Droy, running three steps then hurling the ball to a
teammate just behind me. I jumped and caught it, slightly
past the apex of its flight.

Aeltise had worked her way into the space closest to the
target. I ran right a little, saw Lraskuren players close in on
me from both sides, and threw to her as fast as I could. She
caught it smoothly, pivoted on her heels and took a fling
without moving one step. The ball slammed straight into the
top-centre! 17-19 to us! We would win!

The crowd roared their congratulations to Aeltise, while all
sixteen players still in the game stopped where we were and
took several deep, weary breaths. About now, I felt the first
spots of rain.

The next throw-in – which turned out to be the last – came to
me. I charged forward again, momentarily imagining myself
as a brutish hero on an ancient battlefield, as if I could smash
down anyone in my way… like Resohkar the Atoora, about
to kill the Golsereth warlord and make himself a king…

Before I reached ten paces, the lonthraer-like Sáirith was
right in front of me. I stopped dead, just avoiding running
into her, glanced to my left and passed to Velrá. I knew I
didn’t have the physical bulk to knock over such a hefty
woman – and even if I did, it would very probably get me

sent off. [The absurdity of my aggression fantasy makes me
laugh grimly now, as I’m writing it down.]

The Lraskuren boss hissed at me in frustration; although
she’d cut me off, she was no longer fast enough to catch up
with a running foe. Velrá got about halfway upfield, then
passed to Eun, who was forced to move backwards and try to
duck around three opponents. Finally she passed toward
Kleni, but the ball was caught.

In the last few minutes, both sides exchanged possession and
trotted tiredly back and forth, never getting close to either
target – while the rain grew gradually heavier. Then, when
Rera got the ball and made a forward run, Nisa pulled off a
final tackle. She wrenched the ball away from Rera, dodged
Pera and Kleni, and ran nine paces straight for our end before
I got in her way. With a defiant glare at me, she passed
obliquely to a teammate on her left. That other women, a tall
one whose name I never found out, took a couple more steps
with the ball and flung.

Nobody was in a position to catch it. The ball hit lower-outer
for two points. Before the cheers had ended, the terminal
whistle rang out.

Final score: 19-all. A dead tie must be the fairest possible
result… although I’d still really like to have won!

All of us players, I think, now welcomed the rain. It was not
uncomfortably cold, but felt glorious as it cooled my head
and body, flushing away the stinging sweat. The teams
variously shook hands and lauded each other’s skill. The
crowd, realising they were rapidly getting soaked, hurriedly

got up and pushed noisily past one another on the way out.

Eparnim threw another party afterwards. Both teams were
offered refreshments in the function room, and up to two
members of the audience were allowed in for each player.
My guests, who I’d named before the game, were Mother and
Moyganim; Itarmae begged to be let in, and Sami (as much
out of guilt for her dismissal as anything else) said she would
count Itarmae as her guest.

Moyganim glanced nervously across the room at me, fiddling
with his ale cup, until I beckoned him over. He’s lost weight
and has a nearly shaved head; his posture is a little less
straight than it used to be, as if he’d got used to carrying a
heavy load. He’s still handsome, of course – studying his
face, I couldn’t help remembering all those tender clinches
and kisses we shared at school. But his eyes, for a chilling
moment, reminded me of Armadarer Kaegoél…
“That was a great game, Liri,” he said, sincerely. “You’re
playing better than ever. And thanks so much for inviting me
here – I thought maybe you’d still be mad at me.”

Shaking my head, I replied, “I wasn’t exactly pleased with
you, last time we met. But you were drunk – and I know you
can’t handle alcohol well.” I guess I should have thanked him
for the compliment on my game.

“I probably can’t handle it now, for sure – this is almost the
first drink I’ve had in twelve weeks!”
“Oh… well, what was it like? Prison, I mean?” I wasn’t just
curious for its own sake; I had to know more about what my

father might be facing, a few days from now…

He looked down at the floor, sighing. “What can I say? They
fed me enough… there was some hard work to do, shifting
crates of clothes and food, loading and unloading supply
carts… More than anything, Liri, it was boring. There were
times I had to stay in my cell for hours with nothing to do,
just an old book if I was lucky – and the whole place was so
grey, the walls, the clothes, the tables, even the food seemed
grey. And no girls!”

Automatically I took his right hand in both of mine, hoping
he wouldn’t think of it as anything more than a gesture of
sympathy. His hand felt different, somehow – glancing down,
I saw a large, raised, new scar on the back of it. “I’m sorry,
Moyganim. You didn’t deserve to be in there. Did you have
trouble?”
“Not much.” His eyes avoided mine as he answered, and I
thought I noticed a slight shudder in his shoulders… “But
anyway – I heard things have gone a bit wrong for you, too.
What really happened with the Velúhmarans?”
I winced, letting go of his hand. “Ask me anything but that,”
I said. “I’ve sthyzzing well had enough of telling it!”

Moyganim had already met most of my teammates, back
when we were together – but he didn’t know Sami or Pera. I
introduced him to Pera first, as Sami was busy apologising to
two of the Lraskuren girls (the one she’d hurt was resting in
her rented room).

Immediately, there was a connection between them. Pera
isn’t the most talkative girl I know, but she and Moyganim

began chattering keenly about maritime music and new
autowheelers (even though neither of them actually own
one…)

I was happy to leave them to it. I’d been a bit worried that
Moyganim would latch onto me out of his lingering
attraction, and I’d eventually have to get rid of him by being
blunt – now, that wasn’t a worry any more.

Nisa sought me out soon enough. “Liri, I loved that game.
Your team deserves its reputation. I say we’ve all earned our
drinks today! How was it for you?”

“It was fun… and challenging, I suppose. Your team all
played really well.” I gestured towards Sáirith. “Is your boss
satisfied with a draw?”

“No way. She’ll be polite and sporting about it, but she’s
never properly pleased unless it’s a decisive win. I didn’t
mind the result, though.” She was glancing around the room
at my teammates. “Do you all think you’ll be city champions
again this year?”

“I’d like to be able to say we will, for sure! As long as
Paavqol team are still in the league, though – I can’t.”
Itarmae appeared by my side and smiled ecstatically at both
of us. “What a brilliant game! Thank you, thank you! I’ve got
to learn the names of all your team,” she finished, looking to
Nisa.

I made another introduction. “That’s a nice outfit, Itarmae,”
said Nisa. (Itarmae was wearing another designer creation
from her workplace: a skirt, blouse and split-cape
combination in various shades of purple and cream.) “I wish

our fans back home dressed like you!”

“Oh, I’m sure they’ll only want to dress like you,” Itarmae
replied. Then she pulled out that same clothmarker stick,
thrusting it at Nisa. “Please... my outfit will look even better
if you sign it...!” I turned away momentarily, so she wouldn’t
see me roll my eyes. Saw Mother chatting to Eparnim, who
was bolting the doors and windows against the ever-stronger
wind outside. A crash of thunder sounded, far out to sea.

Droyelimd joined us a minute later, holding an extra glass of
ale – which she offered to Nisa. “You’re probably the best on
your team. Tell me something about yourself!”

In Nisiána’s face, I saw a glow of delighted disbelief. She
wasn’t used to the flattery – and, for a short time, there was
more attention for her than for me...

“Really – there’s not much to tell,” she said. “I’m married to
the man who built this hotel... but I’m nothing special, I just
organise a few events and I love playing flingball!”

“So do I. I’d love it more if we could play on the same side,
sometime...” Droy answered.

Here was another instant bond. Nisa and Droy carried on
talking to each other, almost exclusively, for at least the next
half hour!
I asked Itarmae the obvious question. “So, how did it go with
Adtrin?”

She breathed out hard, her eyes sparkling. “He’s a beast...!
He made me do things I’d hardly imagined!” It was just
above a whisper, meant for my ears alone. “But I liked it. I
adored it! I went back to him the next night, and the one after

that. Feels like I never knew what sex was really about
before!”

“By Indrikta’s Flail!” (The Uldurthist oath was the first thing
that popped into my head). “Sounds like he’s really changed
your life!”
“I’ll have to teach Lonsafrin some of Adtrin’s tricks, it could
change both our lives! He might want to stay home more
evenings...,” she tittered.

I found myself tee-hee-ing a bit too. “Better be careful! Don’t
make it obvious you picked up those – tricks – from another
man...”

“I’ll just say I read about them... in some dodgy telegrid
article, maybe!” Itarmae clinked her goblet against mine.
“Thanks for helping me get together with Adtrin. I owe you a
favour, Liri.”

Although I wanted to, I wasn’t nosy enough to ask what her
Alnarene lover’s amazing ‘tricks’ actually consisted of! I’ve
heard of some rather strange sexual practices – and a few of
them sounded utterly repugnant...

“I’ll think of something. How about one of those dresses
Eltha had on last week?”

Neither of us mentioned Semru – until Mother wandered over
and asked me to introduce my new friend. When I told her
Itarmae was one of Eltha’s co-workers who I’d met on our
last night out, my mother said, “So, you’re clearly not the one
who accused me of being a bad mother!”

Itarmae looked flustered. “I’m not sure I know what you

mean…”

“Oh, Mother, please… [Have I said that before?] Itarmae
was already gone when Semru turned vicious on me. She had
nothing to do with it!”

“Well, I trust you have better manners than your friend,”
Mother continued.

“Eltha said Semru had upset Liri… but Semru’s not told me
anything about what happened after I left,” Itarmae said.
“She’s been a bit down all week at work, she’s not spoken to
anyone much.”
Mother said, “Maybe she’s another of those types who should
be in a mental infirmary. There’s people living and working
in this city that aren’t normal – they’ve got mental problems,
and the rest of us shouldn’t be forced to cope with it.” I hope
she wasn’t thinking of Vralnu!
“So glad I’m not one of them,” said Itarmae.

There was a dazzling burst of white light from outside, and
deafening thunder at the same moment. All conversation in
the room ceased as people turned to the windows.

I realised that it had very quickly grown almost dusky,
although the time was only about 17:20. Heavy rain was
falling, driven by the wind hard against the glass. And yet
one of the young trees on the seaward side of the hotel,
planted only months ago, was on fire.

Moments later came another lightning flash brighter than
noon, another sharp, crashing blast to wound the ears – from
upstairs, now. It almost seemed like the wall themselves
shook. The hotel itself had been struck this time. Lucky that

the windows didn’t shatter!
“I expect I’ll get a few requests for rides home in the
autowheeler,” said Mother. “Waiting at a transit stop in that
weather is not going to be pleasant!”

Itarmae took two involuntary steps further from the doors. “I
hate thunder,” she said in a small, frightened voice.
Mother snorted softly at her cowardice. “If it doesn’t stop, I
suggest you pay Kouramith for a room and stay the night. He
said he has a few spare.” More lightning.

Next to approach us was Derésnae. She winked at me and
shook my mother’s hand.

“So, you’re Mandator Emlerit’s wife. Lovely to meet you!”
she proclaimed.
“Yes, Adjutant Veemdraden – we’re still married,” Mother
nodded. “But I’ve actually decided to –”

“You’ve got an amazing daughter here,” the adjutant carried
on. “And my daughters have said her academic suspension
was totally unfair. No disrespect to your husband and his
decisions, but I happen to think so too…”

Mother replied, “Liri loves her studies, yes. Of course
Firinoth was wrong, to deny them to her for three months!”
She took thought for a second, then asked: “You couldn’t
give my daughter some kind of work until Yalonraer, could
you – honoured Adjutant? She’s capable of so much more
than harvesting biofuel.”
I wondered when either of them would speak to me rather
than about me. The thunder and lightning carried on, but the

hotel was not struck again.

“No. There’s no vacant positions in my little section, sorry,”
said Derésnae. “It’s up to the Labour Authority to find
temporary work for people – they’ll be fair to her, I’m sure.”

“Like they were fair to my eldest son?” Mother scoffed.
“Teverhonro – he’s clever, he’s handsome, he can lead
people, like in his school sports; but they stuck him out in
some muddy fields, to tend crops with a bunch of dumb
nonentities!”

I had to break in here. “Mother, the farm staff aren’t all
dumb! I’ve got to know a few of them and they can be witty,
funny – even charming. Low intelligence might mean a life
of simple labour, but doing simple labour doesn’t mean
lowering your intelligence!”

“Well, obviously not, Dear One. What I’m saying is, if
someone is capable of doing better, more interesting work,
then the authorities should find that work for them! Making
the best use of people according to their abilities – that’s
what technocracy is supposed to be about.”

Derésnae said, “So you think the City Government should
create new skilled jobs where they aren’t really needed?
Make employers pay people to fill superfluous positions, in
which they’d spend much of their time with little or nothing
to do? I haven’t been in government long, but I know our
society couldn’t exactly function very well like that.”
“Considering what’s being done to Firinoth, I don’t believe it
functions particularly well anyway,” Mother snapped.

“I hate to say it – but your approval isn’t needed by the

government. Though they do prefer having it.” Derésnae
sounded apologetic, stating a hard fact.

“You think I didn’t know that?” Mother was clearly getting
tired of it. “It was nice meeting you, Adjutant... but if you
throw another house party, forgive me if I don’t come. Liri –
excuse me.” She walked away a short distance and began
talking to Velrá.
I apologized to Derésnae for my mother’s curtness (it seems
wrong to call her simply Derés, since she’s a government
official).
“Your mother is certainly not in the habit of holding back her
opinions,” she said. “If she’s so passionate about people
having the right jobs, perhaps she should retrain: to be a
societal commentator.” Good of her not to make the obvious
quip, about my gaffe at the Velúhmaran reception proving
that I’d inherited Mother’s undiplomatic approach…

“Maybe she will. Mother’s been changing a few other things
in her life –” a blast of thunder drowned out my voice. Rather
than continue about Mother, I broached the other matter that
was on my mind. “Adjutant... please tell me. Have you heard
from Klaeto recently?”
“Meaning, since the last time you were with him? I’ve not
spoken to him, but Kerunro – my younger husband – has.”
“Is he okay? I tried to contact him, he didn’t reply.”

“He’s more than okay, apparently. His rangeball team won
another game last week. And Kerunro was really happy, you
see, because...“ She paused, sighing reluctantly.

“Because what?”
“Because his brother’s now betrothed. Klaetorevdi is getting
married in two months. I’m really sorry, Liriōnee.”

“No…” The shock of what she’d said was almost physical. It
felt as if my own blood had turned to burning acid. I wanted
to scream, It can’t be true! – but the words wouldn’t come
out. I gulped, struggling for breath.

Seeing the look on my face, Derésnae looked distraught
herself. “Oh, I shouldn’t have told you that! Liri – he said
you’d just… just had some fun together – I didn’t know…”

I could barely hear her anymore. The room, the people, all
grew blurred as my eyes filled with tears. I tried desperately
to hold them back, but it was pointless.

Instinct told me to get out of there, to hide my grief from
everyone. Turning away from her, I walked mindlessly to the
seaward door, feeling like the air around me were some thick,
foul, cloying soup. Before anyone could stop me I wrenched
back the bolts, shoved the left door open and ran out into the
storm.

The rain smashed down on me, saturating my clothes and
hair in seconds. I ran straight towards the sea, past the paving
and the trees and onto the gently sloping beach. In the halfdarkness I saw high, white waves breaking ahead, their roar
competing with the raging wind that drove them. A jagged
tree of lightning split the sky beyond, forking down into the
ocean. I stopped as the foam of a crashing breaker, flowing
ever-slower up the sand, crawled over my feet at the very end
of its reach.

“My Klaeto!!” I cried. “Why, why? Did it all mean
nothing?!” I was sobbing hard now, and threw my head back
to let the rain swamp my tears – wishing, for a few desperate
moments, that a lightning bolt would slay me, burn me to
oblivion instantly, leaving only wretched ashes to be washed
into the vastness of the sea.

Love. Though I hadn’t known it until that moment, I love
Klaetorevdi – everything about him, not just his manhood.
My memories of him, so treasured before, are now
unbearable. As more and more wave-crests toppled fiercely
and sent foamy sheets of water racing up the beach to where I
stood, I thought of the tireless, surging passion we had
enjoyed – how he had set my whole body afire with exquisite
sensation, over and over again. Now there was only despair,
made manifest in the chilly rain and wind that assailed every
part of me. Slowly I slumped down, coming to sit awkwardly
with my forehead resting on my knees, my hands clawing the
sodden sand.

I’m not sure how long I sat there, weeping, with rain and
seawater pouring over me. Probably no more than five
minutes. Then my mother and Eun found me, got me on my
feet and guided me hastily back to the hotel. They were
drenched too, but didn’t complain. One of Eparnim’s
Guxolan staff brought us warm, absorbent blankets to wrap
around ourselves.

I was no longer crying, but I’d become apathetic; my pain
had been chilled to a numbing mental fog. Numerous people
asked me if I was all right, and all I bothered saying to each
was a simple “Yes,” or “Will be.” I spoke only briefly to
anyone for the remainder of the day. When the Eseerila team

transit left for home (a bit late, I think, due to flooded roads
in Jezhkun), Mother offered to drive me directly to the villa
in Fraónavdi’s vehicle. Droy didn’t board the transit either –
she said she’d stay at the hotel tonight.

The autowheeler issued to Sub-Battlelord Aselthen is newer
and plusher than ours. There’s a water-resistant cover to fit
each seat, a radio, and even a warm-air fan to help me
continue drying off as Mother drove. (Another benefit to her
in leaving Father for Fraónavdi!) It was slow going: the main
byways in Matorrnid and Jezhkun were closed, forcing her to
detour through Bresklaim Centre and Derlax before reaching
Paavqol District, thus crossing four congested river and canal
bridges instead of two. Took nearly an hour and a half to get
me home.

On the way, Mother asked me a few times what was so
wrong; I answered reluctantly, but I didn’t lie. In the end, she
got the whole story out of me.
“Dear One,” she said, “it must be terrible. This Klaeto: I
don’t think he wanted to hurt you, but he probably thought
you just used him for sex, like he used you. If he’d known
how you really felt –”

“I didn’t know how I really felt,” I said. “I thought I loved
Vralnu, not him! Mother – can you really love two men at the
same time?”
She adjusted the radio dial, seeking a signal not hissing with
storm static. “Yes, you certainly can. I loved two men once,
who happened to be father and son. I love Fraónavdi – but I
still love your father, too, Liri, even if our marriage wasn’t

working.”

“How can I carry on, though, feeling like this? How can I be
with Vralnu again? He’ll know – it’ll be obvious another man
broke my heart. Then he’ll leave me as well …I’ll have
nobody.” I know how pathetic I must have sounded.

“Believe me: you’ll get over it. Wait a few days, then see
Vralnu.”
“Not much choice but to wait, really. It’s my period.”

We were speeding up the main street of Eseerila by now. The
storm had eased off, though uneven rain was still falling, and
scraps of redlit early evening sky were visible. Directly in
front was a prominent, untwinkling star – the planet
Avemrelkra, I think.

Finally got home at 20:20. Mother came inside for brelimef
juice and bread. Father was there, reading. They looked
awkwardly at each other and exchanged stilted greetings.
Then he went to the storeroom and started sorting through his
folders. My parents may still love each other, but neither
made any attempt to show it.

Tevers came in, looking tired and bedraggled, just before
Mother would have left. His hair, usually well-styled, was
plastered chaotically over his ears and cheeks. He had been
walking in the hills with Amréil (she prefers walking to
riding) when the storm began. They’d then spent over an
hour trying to shelter under the broken roof of an abandoned
ulgeurm pen; after finally braving the downpour to get back
to her home, they had what he called a “little disagreement.”
So instead of a fun, cozy evening with an appreciative

woman, he got yet more drenched on the way home. The rain
had only just now stopped.

“Then you’re down to merely two girlfriends again?” Mother
asked.
“Not if I have a choice,” Tevers answered, as he stuffed his
saturated boots with scrap paper. “I really like Amréil – it
was just one fight, I’ll try to make it up to her.”
I said, “What happens when she finds out about the others?
You might find it tough to make up for that…”
“She won’t find out – unless someone gets cruel and decides
to tell her.”

For that moment, I actually despised Tevers. He’s the one
being cruel – to all three women! Derésnae may have told me
the awful news, but she wasn’t being cruel, just honest;
Klaeto is the one who’s hurt me.

“Well, maybe someone should! Women deserve better!”
Stifling the urge to sob again, I went to my room and
slammed the door.

Took out my masterpiece pencil portrait of Klaeto. My first
impulse was to tear it to bits. Yet in looking at his naked
beauty, I still, somehow, felt a glimmer of pleasure. I put so
much loving effort into that picture… I can’t destroy it.
Perhaps in time, the pain will fade away and I can take pride
in it again.

24:06 - Another long day written up. Repeating it all to
myself, moment by moment, all the words and actions, helps
me look at things rationally and put my feelings into a wider

context. But there are a few tear-stains on the recent pages.
Lalmren Ihzhernuth 14th
Sokaash Enthruvon Day (Tarnúh)

Yesterday’s League flingball matches: Luikrahnta vs.
Idralserl, 22-16 (Mother’s new home team are gone!); and
Bresklaim Centre West vs. Matorrnid, 31-33 (neither team
eliminated). I was too busy being miserable and selfabsorbed to look up the results last night.

This morning, I resolved to put yesterday’s grief behind me.
Apologised to Tevers for being abrupt. He was kind enough
not to ask what had distressed me; but, knowing Mother,
she’s probably told him.

The sky seems to have thoroughly emptied itself of water –
there was nothing but blue above today, plus a couple of
airships. Zherrista didn’t rise until early afternoon, so the Sun
shone alone more than half the daylight hours. I’ve been
reading, in The Gods of Uldurth – Interpretations Through
the Ages, that Uldurth is said to be a land under one sun and
one great moon. An unbroken world of symmetry and
perfection. I tried to imagine our world without Zherrista or
Saahvaen – how different religion and culture might be.
Something to think about instead of Klaeto a certain man!

Vavithlat’s fuel fields were still muddy and working in them
was typically tedious. I kept saying to myself, this is my last
week as his employee. Told him I wouldn’t be working on
Tlornren because of my father’s trial. He moaned, of course –

but he’d already set my end date, so what more could he do?

Went to the nearest travel office (in Tralúhblon) after work.
Bought airship tickets for Vralnu and myself, to Dral
Jalmáorë and back. They cost 340 doraefs altogether. Farm
work may be dull, but the wages are going to give us a single
precious week to truly enjoy.

Amlúee was at the villa again when I got home. This time,
naturally, Father had invited her (and Dahatren had quickly
jumped on a transit for Idralserl to visit Mother!) Sitting with
my father in the lounge, holding his hand and chatting in low
voices, she looked distinctly different… less cold and
officious, more sensitive, even ardent. More like a normal
young woman.

Not long after I arrived, they went to his bedroom. I couldn’t
help picturing her straddling him, bolt upright and in control,
naked but with her hairnet and spectacles still neatly in
place… Father, the ultimate mature pupil, letting Amlúee
teach him to enjoy himself again – ughh.

Messaged Vralnu and Eltha tonight. They both replied in less
than an hour: he’s visiting his mother again tomorrow and
she’s still spending half her free time helping Nuwahan, but
they both want to see me Tlornren evening. If Father is
exonerated, we can celebrate… if not, I’ll need all their help
to cope!

Eltha also said Frelsbaan took her to a Tarnúhan party just
after she finished work. They were celebrating the legend of
Swordprime Sokaash Enthruvon, who saved the people of
Amidreko from a deadly mass-poisoning plot. The fact that
he later gave his life, defending Tarnúh’s Velúhmaran

colony, makes him all the more revered. I wish I could have
gone too – I may not speak Sëtarni (nor does Eltha), but the
historical significance would mean most to me. Glad she had
fun.

I realised I hadn’t thoroughly read that telegrid trial record I
saved. Looking at it today, I found a lot of it hardly
understandable – but there was one thing which had clearly
helped the subject of the trial. Discrediting some of the
evidence used to prosecute him…

26:05 - Just messaged Thaeránee. I’ve got a vague hope of
weakening the case against Father – and maybe her family
friend Ranvothaet can help.
Vrolnren Ihzhernuth 15th

Woke up today with a feeling of loss and misery. It took a
few seconds to remember what it was about. Grabbed a
storybook and determinedly read up on the mystical
awakening of Rerldi Pilkatharaun, to put Klaeto and his
marriage out of my mind.

It’s a light-hearted, fun kind of read – I can see why those
stories are so popular. What middle-aged man, abandoned by
his wife and stuck in a job he despised, wouldn’t want to
discover he had supernatural powers, which gave him a
whole new life of adventures among a hidden world of
sorcerers and demons? Might suit Eltha’s father...

[What am I doing with a Pilkatharaun book in my room,
Readers may ask? Fantasies like that never really appealed
to me. The book belongs to Tevers, of all people – who

bought it because Glemyreuna likes them so much. I
borrowed it to see what all the fuss is about.]

Our esteemed Savants Supreme have decided not help the
Waladuran Alliance against the Nrivaskeerlam! The official
reasons are that our navy has taken substantial manpower
cuts recently, it’s committed to anti-piracy and fishery
protection operations elsewhere, and that Gwörrn and Nluria
would protest against a large Délarnish military presence in
the Dloskouram Sea. I can barely believe it! We are supposed
to be one of the World’s great powers – if our Waladuran
friends need our help, why should we worry about two
insular little countries complaining?

The Council of Elders in Loni Rivexaol, meanwhile, are
promising to support the Waladuran campaign. I heard
somewhere that a few, relatively young Elders are veterans of
the Fifth War, who fought in our army while their own
country stayed neutral. It seems their kind of wisdom is too
scarce over here…
A mild shower of rain fell today, while we were out in the
naygrak fields. After Ezgren’s storm, I hardly even felt damp.

At flingball practice I pushed myself hard, getting best score
on the target mast once again. The girls all expressed worry
about my behaviour at the Kouramith Hotel. I had to admit it
was because of a man; did my best to convince them (and
myself) I’m okay now. Apart from that, most of the team
were happy enough about last Ezgren, about achieving a
draw with Lraskuren, and how well we had represented our
city as a whole.
Velrá thanked me for instigating the match; Droy thanked me

for helping her meet Nisa, saying she feels like they’re
already best friends. Pera says Moyganim asked her for a
date – she wanted to make sure it was all right with me!

It certainly is. I’d be glad to see Moyganim in a relationship
with someone else – that would stop him pining after me and
trying to win me back. Yet I’m a bit surprised that he would
want Peraneska... Let’s be honest: she may be very strong
and fit, but she’s almost barrel-shaped, small-breasted, with a
fairly plain face and slightly crooked front teeth. Nobody
would claim her looks are a match for mine. [Vanity time
again...] If I was his first love, one would think I set his
standards for prospective girlfriends. Where did those
standards go? Prison time might have a lot to do with it...
Okay, I know: looks aren’t everything. But they do matter.

We have another League match to prepare for this week: a
quarter-final, against Luikrahnta. We beat them last year... I
should be full of confidence, but I don’t actually feel either
way.
Contacted the City Labour Authority, to let them know I’ll
need a new job from Krethmren the twenty-eighth (assuming
the return journey from Dral Jalmáorë isn’t delayed). Their
big office telegrid machine sent me a presumably automatic
reply:

We have added your details to our New Allocations
list and will contact you again in 12 days or less. If
your availability changes for any reason, please
inform us.

A more individual answer would have been nice; but the
mystery, of what I’ll be doing and where, is actually sort of

exciting.

Who knows... they might find me a position down at Vralnu’s
shipyard! Not only would I see him every day, but I could
revel in the attention from all those other hunky young
workers and watch Vralnu compete desperately to hold onto
me. Or I might even get an airship crew job...
Krethmren Ihzhernuth 16th

Much of today passed in a sort of daydream. I went to work
with Tevers, letting him drive as normal; I filled my basket
with slolesl leaves several times over; I laughed at Prilarleu’s
latest joke, though I can’t remember it now. But my mind
was always half on tomorrow.

The weather was cool and dry this evening. Went riding with
Dahatren down towards the river, which has greatly swollen
and hastened over the last few weeks. We stuck to a series of
hard trails which skirt the now-flooded mudflats. Zherrista
was at its highest soon after sunset, the broad waters
sparkling under it like an ever-moving carpet of red gems.
Saw no elbvarks, but the teeming mrulgrubs were writhing
and splashing around vigorously.
“What if Father’s convicted?” Dahatren maundered. “I know
he’s not guilty – but still, what if it all goes wrong?”
“I don’t want to plan for that,” I said, “but we’ve got to. Me
and Tevers will keep the villa, we’ll look after it until Father
gets out of prison... you might have to go live with Mother, I
know.”

Dahatren’s lonthraer snarled hungrily and edged to the right.
My brother let him snatch a couple of mrulgrubs from the
muck alongside the track. “I think I might want to go
anyway – there’s lots more to do in Idralserl than here. But
being away from you and Tevers and Father... I knew it’d got
to happen someday, just never thought it would be so soon.”

“Father needs us. When this pointless trial is over, he’ll be
back to work and trying to get on with his life. Don’t leave,
Dahatren. Please.”

“Ohnefram’s brother is training to be a lawman. He said, in
cases like this, even if the accused is found innocent, their
reputation can still be ruined... and with a job like Father’s,
reputation is everything. He won’t have the same influence
any more.”

I stopped Nenamdir briefly, to let Dahatren draw level again.
“All the more reason to stay here! If he loses his only living
son, as well as his wife and his job –”
“If I stay, though, Mother still won’t have any of us. She
needs me, too.”
“It was her decision to leave us! She wanted to live with
Fráonavdi Aselthen, but she can’t expect us to want the
same.”

Dahatren urged his mount into a faster trot. “I like Fráonavdi
a lot better than Talganae! Father’s going to keep seeing her,
it seems – so that’d be another reason for me to move out.”

“I admit, she’s not the most likeable or friendly woman,” I
said, “but she’s not your teacher any more either, is she? Is
your dislike for her stronger – more important – than your

love for Father?”

“Don’t ask me that. It’s not fair to ask me that!” he whinged.
“Liri – you’re starting to sound like a teacher yourself.”

“No – I want to do research, not teach! But I’m just saying…
you could maybe get to know her better, if only for Father’s
sake.”

“You’ve really forgotten what he did to you? Getting you
suspended from your precious academy – you won’t be
working in research, if he has his way. And I’ll be a failure to
him if I don’t get top grades at school, like you always
did…”
I shook my head. “You sounds like you’ve already decided to
move in with Mother.”

“Why, do you want me to go?” He was getting sarcastic, and
I restrained the urge to be the same.

“I already begged you not to, didn’t I? Father’s done some
wrong, it’s true – but he’s still our father and we owe him
everything. I’m going to stand by him... you choose for
yourself.”
The sky was darkening fast, despite Zherrista and the waxing
Saahvaen. We turned towards home.

25:43 – Thaerá replied. Her mother’s friend has contacted
Father’s office, like I suggested. I don’t have a legal-type
brain, at least I don’t think so, and I’m not a sub-adjutant. I
couldn’t represent Father. Tomorro I can only watch and
speak if tal ked to And Im gettiing too tiredto write more.

Tlornren Ihzhernuth 17th
Father’s trial

Got up early, as if for work; but instead of my field clothes
and boots, I dressed in my most stylish and serious
combination of attire. (My period had just about finished).
Choosing was not so easy – I’d never attended a trial before.
Quickly checked my telegrid messages while Tevers used the
shower. Vralnu had sent me simply this:
We all know your father’s innocent. He’ll be fine.

Two lawmen came to our villa at 09:00, to take Father to the
justicentre. My father, wearing his best mandator’s suit, calm
and stone-faced, spoke to them with cold courtesy. Then he
waved once to my brothers and me, who had been waiting
almost silently in the lounge, stepped outside and closed the
door. I heard the heavy wheels of their patrol vehicle
grinding away down the road, the hum of its engine like a
receding paagfly swarm.

We followed in the autowheeler, a few minutes later.
Atuvraet drove, competent as always. Tevers and Dahatren
were saying little; Tevers’ face was grim and his body
seemed to radiate angry tension, while Dahatren looked
haunted and permanently uncomfortable. Can’t be certain
how I looked to them; I was trying to be unemotional, and I
generally am a level-headed kind of girl, but it’s just not in
my nature to feel nothing.

First Bresklaim Justicentre is located near the seafront in
Centre District, just east of the docks and a couple of

kilometres west of Qerehnta. A very grey and plain structure,
shaped like three great overlapping cylinders much broader
than they are tall, it has several large, oval windows set high
up but almost none on the ground floor. The only decoration
is on top of the low-domed roof, above the main entrance: a
symmetrical, five-branched lawtree, plated with fine, thin
gold.

Mother was already in the observers’ gallery when we
entered. She had kept three seats vacant next to hers, and
quickly hugged each of us – but she had little to say, except
that she hadn’t been able to speak with the magisters. Amlúee
was there, sat as far from my mother as she could. Mranyvun
Aldelit was present too, along with Mandator Ri-Ak’sou Aut
and a few others, plus the radio and print journalists with
their notepads and microphones. Tevers shook Mranyvun’s
hand and made a quick, discreet quip about Aráeeth being the
best thing in his life; Ráee’s father seems to like Tevers (not
knowing the truth). I took a position between them when we
sat down.

This was the first time I’d seen Mranyvun since the day I
offended that zashking Velúhmaran armadarer; the memory
embarrassed me, as he was no doubt aware. He greeted me
quietly and neutrally, not mentioning our last meeting, and
said, “Liriōnee, you know I’m fond of your father. He’s been
very good to work for these last few years… and I may not
be taking part in this trial directly, but I’ve done what I can to
find helpful witness for him.”

We were sat just below the level of the big windows, looking
down on a circular courtroom which must have been half the
width of one cylindrical building wing. Below were ten fixed,

cushioned, stone seats, a small inclined reading desk in front
of each. The seats and desks were arranged in two opposing
semicircles, with a decagonal podium at the centre. As
Mranyvun explained to me, the five seats on the right (from
our viewpoint) were for the magisters, to stand for the five
principles of Délarnish law. The five seats on the left, starting
with the closest, were those of the moderator, the indicter, the
archivist, the defender, and the subject (my father!) On the
far side of the room, opposite our gallery but on the same
lower level as the ten seats, was a row of wooden benches
where witnesses would await their turns to testify.
I’d just found myself thinking about Klaeto again, when the
first of the trial participants entered the courtroom.

The man was gaunt, nearly bald, beige-skinned in the manner
of far northern Qolmaar, and clad in plain, dark purple.
“That’s Lalpior Orsul-Tlan!” whispered Mranyvun. “He’s
our most senior court archivist. I suppose your father’s case
does deserve the best…”
Striding straight to the podium, Orsul-Tlan looked up at the
observers and spoke in a strong, lilting Porúhnese accent.

“Good citizens, welcome to this venue of justice. Here today,
shall be determined the validity of treason charges, made
against Firinoth Emlerit, mandator in the Bresklaim Shores
City Government.” He gestured to his left, our right. “The
wise and respected magisters.”

Three men and two women, wearing caped suits in pastel
tones of the national flag colours, appeared from that
direction, stepping forward to their stone seats one at a time –
but remained standing. The archivist named them each in

turn. “Holunro Srakvomt. Semaldel Isyremd [first woman].
Adisim Meruvren. Zarait GeSamrix [second woman].
Fōlnarur Lelkirin.”

Lelkirin? Quite possibly, the last magister is a relative of
spiteful Semruéska. I prayed he’d be more rational than her.

Once all the magisters were in place, the three primary
participants entered from the other side. “Moderating this
trial: Adjutant-law Tovaerad Gralsond. Indicting the subject:
Lawwoman Máenera Nimthosh. Defending the subject:
Subadjutant Neventrun Róekam.”

Adjutant Gralsond is a huge man, maybe two metres tall and
half as broad – he must weigh more than the indicter and
defender put together. Other than that, he’s bland-featured
and shaven-headed. I couldn’t even guess at his age.
Lawwoman Nimthosh, no doubt a veteran of many successful
indictments, is visibly older than Mother but looks very vital
and tough. Her green uniform was impeccably smart,
unadorned except for a white sash (which I think marks her
as a court officer) and she wore no jewellery or spectacles.
Her opponent, Subadjutant Róekam, is compact and slim (the
physical opposite of Gralsond!). His features are fine, dark
and shrewd, but his small stature and delicate movements
make him seem timid.

Orsul-Tlan moved to his own seat, between Nimthosh and
Róekam. “So that we may proceed with clear resolve, let all
members of this court now declare the Oath of Judicial
Honour.”

All nine spoke together. “Yáemth galaesgidlëm, tasëm
qurigalhgidlëm. [Justice will rule, crime will fail.] By

Orialaó, Creator of the Universe, we swear to uphold these
principles: truthfulness, percipience, fairness, morality and
expediency. We shall enquire fairly, listen with percipience,
judge morally. Our subject, whether guilty or innocent, shall
receive truthful and expedient justice, which is the divinely
proclaimed right of every human being.”
Gralsond, the moderator, took over here, walking to the
podium. The others sat down; Orsul-Tlan opened a heavy,
dark green book which had been waiting on his desk, took
out a pen and began making notes.
“Bring forth the subject of inquiry!” Gralsond boomed,
pointing at the one seat still empty.

My heart beat faster and I sensed a rising tension among the
other observers. Mranyvun tutted quietly, nervously.

My father walked slowly into the courtroom from behind the
unoccupied witness benches, flanked by the two lawmen who
had picked him up from the villa. He stopped in front of the
subject’s seat. After a brief, expressionless glance up at us
observers, he looked levelly at Gralsond.

The lawmen withdrew into the shadows from which they had
stepped out, but remained dimly visible behind those
benches. The moderator then addressed Father.

“Mandator Firinoth Emlerit: the charges against you are of
treason. Of assisting enemies of the state of Délarnad known
as the Baniltorostu, by supplying them with ammunition; and
of facilitating the murder of High Savant Nuwariln Vrunirul,
by leaking sensitive information regarding his travel
itineraries. I understand that you deny both charges?

“Yes. By Orialaó, Creator of the Universe, I swear that the
charges are untrue. I am prepared to be judged, and I expect
justice,” Father said simply. His voice was bold and clear,
holding no hint of any fear he felt.
“You may take your seat. The indicter will now present her
case,” the enormous man said.
He was replaced on the podium by Máenera Nimthosh. She
spoke mainly to the magisters, some of the time to those of us
watching from the gallery.

“Firinoth Emlerit has served this city for many years,” she
began. “He has achieved much good with his decisions and
policies. Until recently, he was considered above either
reproach or suspicion. Which is why the idea that he could
betray our government, to which he has clearly dedicated his
life, is so appalling – why most people’s instinctive response
would be stunned disbelief. Yet the evidence I will present
speaks compellingly, and cannot be ignored or suppressed.

“I believe the subject was counting on his good regard among
our people to help him act against them with impunity. His
motives for aiding the Baniltorostu may not be fully
understandable; what we are concerned with, here in this
courtroom, are his illegal and deplorable actions.”

The lawmen had brought in five more individuals, to occupy
the witness benches. Nimthosh turned to them. “Come
forward, Lawman Nathralen.”

A youngish man, wearing the same green as her, rose from
the rear bench and strode briskly to the podium. The indicter
stepped aside, letting him occupy it. He carried a large red

document envelope.
“State your name, occupation and interest in this case,”
Moderator Gralsond ordered.
“Olkuvror Nathralen. Law enforcement. I have information
on the subject’s contacts, and evidence connecting them.”

“Are you committed to speaking with total truthfulness,
fairness and morality?”
“By Orialaó, I am so committed.”

Gralsond nodded to Indicter Nimthosh, who then addressed
the witness. “Please display and explain your evidence.”

Nathralen opened his envelope, removing an ordinarylooking sheet of printed paper. “This,” he stated, “is a receipt
signed just over a year ago, from the Eklormith weapons
plant in Evornerm District. It details the sale of two cases of
ammunition, designed specifically for high-accuracy silent
pistols used by covert government operatives – and by the
assassin who murdered High Savant Vrunirul.”
“Signed by whom?”

“By the subject; and by a purchaser named Avuénthi
Aesdrem,” Nathralen replied, “a disreputable exporter, long
suspected – though never proved guilty – of trading weapons
to Naxiylan forced-labour cartels. In one instance, a
prosecution against him was dropped at the request of
Mandator Emlerit. Aesdrem was finally exposed as an antitechnocratic conspirator ten days after the date on this
receipt, and disappeared before he could be arrested.”

My mother gave a quiet snort of contempt at this. I leaned

over to her. “Is that what you meant,” I whispered, “when
you said I hadn’t yet heard the worst about Father?”

She nodded. “I didn’t like what I’d heard about Aesdrem, and
it seemed to me your father had no business saving him from
justice. Now I see just how right I was!”

Nimthosh walked back to her desk and produced a picture
from an envelope of her own. I caught only a quick glimpse
of it: a man’s face. She showed it to the witness. “Is this
Avuénthi Aesdrem?” she asked.
“Yes.”
“Was he ever found and interrogated?”

“No. He remains a wanted fugitive. However, while
searching his home, we discovered another document
relevant to this case.” Nathralen pulled out a second piece of
paper. “A schedule of places which High Savant Vrunirul
was due to visit, as part of an annual administrative survey.
After the Praskaméa region, Vrunirul would be coming to
Bresklaim Shores. The town of Nalsdrōfaun, where he was
assassinated, is listed fourteenth from last.”
“And is this schedule also signed by the subject?”

“No, not signed. But Mandator Emlerit’s department were
going to escort the high savant during his visit to our city. As
such, only the subject and his direct subordinates would have
had the schedule.”
I looked at Mranyvun, who grimaced. “That’s right, we did
have it,” he muttered.
“Allow the magisters to examine the evidence,” Nimthosh

said.

The lawman walked over to Magister Srakvomt and handed
him the incriminating documents, along with three others
from the same envelope. Srakvomt studied them, without a
word, and passed them on to Isyremd.
Nimthosh added, “Jáunaun oqu qáomaun, please note: the
receipt is dated Ihzhernuth fifth, 2347 – eight days before the
Vrunirul assassination. The three additional documents are
also signed by Mandator Emlerit. They provide a comparison
for his signature on the receipt, which should authenticate it.”

Father whispered to the defender, who nodded. Neventrun
Róekam stood up and turned to Orsul-Tlan. “I must
emphasise at this point,” he stated, “that Mandator Emlerit
insists he never signed any such receipt with this Aesdrem
individual.”

The archivist nodded and continued writing rapidly. Gralsond
stood up next. “You will have a fair chance to review the
documents and question the lawman,” he told Róekam. They
both resumed their seats.

The five magisters each briefly studied Nathralen’s
documents. Zarait GeSamrix spoke up. “Query: have the
bullets used in the assassination been definitively matched
with the ammunition in this transaction?”
“They certainly have,” said the indicter (I’m sure she
sounded a little smug!) “The next witness will provide details
of that.”
Her second witness was a ballistics technician, who had two
small boxes containing bullets – one with unused bullets

from the factory where the receipt was signed, the other with
those recovered from High Savant Vrunirul’s body. He
briefly described the analytical process and how both samples
had to have been part of the same batch. (No point me trying
to record his statement word for word, I can’t pretend I
understood all of it.)
“Query: does the subject have regular access to the
ammunition factory in question?” asked Magister Lelkirin. I
looked back at Father – he was expressionless, unperturbed.

The indicter said, “I have one more witness waiting, who can
answer that – an employee of the same Eklomith Weapons
Plant.” She turned to the witness benches. “Come forward,
Machinist Damaroln Klarelo.”

The technician returned to his bench, with another man
walking into the circle to take his place. I got a good look at
him when he took the podium… and it came as a horrible
shock. He was the same sleazy, lecherous, lying Damaroln
person I ran into in the Teuriot at the beginning of last
month!!

I could barely keep from shouting. Nudged Mranyvun and
whispered urgently: “I know that man! They can’t let him
testify – he’ll lie!”
The chubby subadjutant impatiently tried to shut me up. “At
least hear him out before you call him a liar! If you disrupt
the trial, you could hurt your father more than help him.”

Klarelo identified himself as a machinist at the weapons
factory, then – with the sincerest-sounding overtones, he
should have been an actor! – proclaimed his commitment to

truthfulness, fairness and morality. Ugghh! Clenching my
lips tight shut, I listened with disgust. I had to do something!

Nimthosh asked, “Do you recognise the subject? If so, from
where?”
“Yes. From my place of work. He visits the Eklormith plant,
maybe two or three times a month.”

Defender Róekam glanced at Father – who nodded,
reluctantly.

“What was the purpose of the subject’s visits?” the indicter
continued.

“He’s a mandator, right? He was meeting with our director,
mostly. Giving orders from the City Government, I think –
what types of guns and ammunition to produce, how much to
produce, that sort of thing. The director said he was listening
to our employment complaints, too… but I never saw
anything get done!”

Nimthosh held up the picture of Avuénthi Aesdrem again.
“Do you also recognise this man?”

After looking at the picture long and hard (probably
pretending to be briefly uncertain), Klarelo answered, “Yes –
he came to the plant a few times, up until last year.”
“In which month did you last see him, please?”
“Ihzhernuth, right at the start of the month.”
The indicter carried on, “And did he meet with Mandator
Emlerit?”

“That’s right, I saw them together in an office near the

director’s. I thought they were acting suspiciously –”
Magister Isyremd broke in here. “You were asked to provide
facts. Not opinions.”
Klarelo shut his mouth with a scowl.
“One more question,” said Nimthosh. “Did the subject ever
directly handle or inspect a batch of bullets?”

“Yes. When he was in that office with Aesdrem, they had two
ammunition cases on a table. And that’s a fact,” he finished
pointedly.
“Thank you. You may sit down.”

While Klarelo skulked back to the witness benches,
Nimthosh took the podium again. “The statements of the
witnesses, and Lawman Nathralen’s documents, should be
proof enough that Mandator Emlerit specifically sold the
ammunition used to murder High Savant Vrunirul – to
Avuénthi Aesdrem, a man now known as a Baniltorostu
ally,” she said. “And that he, or someone close to him, also
gave that man information which allowed the Baniltorostu to
target the high savant in Nalsdrōfaun.

“Further – as previously mentioned – it is a matter of record
that the subject deliberately blocked a previous, minor
prosecution against Aesdrem. I have those records available,
if anyone here wishes to examine them. Why would he do
that, I ask, unless Aesdrem had some special importance to
him? Perhaps a purpose still to be fulfilled? We are fortunate
that a mandator has no power to intercede in the justice
system with matters as serious as treason, or with charges
made against himself.

“And on top of this, he absconded from the city at the end of
last month – the very day he was required to attend an
interview with the National Loyalty Enquiries Division. This,
too, is on public record. Why would any senior official do
that, I also ask; unless he had something to hide?” Letting the
suggestion hang in the air for a few seconds, she then
finished, “Wise and respected magisters: I believe the only
conclusion must be that the charges are accurate, that
Firinoth Emlerit’s guilt is quite evident. Thank you.”
“Qáom Indicter, have you have finished your presentation?”
Gralsond asked.
“I have, good Moderator.”
“Then we shall adjourn for one hundred twenty minutes,
allowing the defender to formulate his response.”
All members of the court rose and headed for the sides of the
room.
“I have to talk to the defender, and to Father,” I said, turning
to Mranyvun again.

My father and Subadjutant Róekam were in a side chamber,
talking with the man and woman who would be defence
witnesses. Those same two lawmen were guarding the door.
Mranyvun may be a subadjutant himself, but it took him a
precious couple of minutes to convince them to let us in.

Father told Róekam who I am. “Believe me, young lady, I’m
going to do everything I can to prove your father’s
innocence,” the little man said.
“Maybe I can help.” I was aware I sounded desperate. “That

last witness, Machinist Klarelo – Father, he’s the one who
lied on me and Eltha in the Teuriot, he’s Director Neúvret’s
friend. Is there some way I could go on the podium, tell
everyone what kind of man he is?”
“I believe I already told you,” Father sighed, “that character
witnesses cannot be members of my family!”

Róekam answered him, “True – a rule which applies for
witnesses to your character. But your daughter is offering to
give witness about Klarelo’s character. That should be
allowable; as long as we can be sure that something he
actually said today, in this court, is a lie.

“His statement, that I exchanged ammunition with Aesdrem,
is indeed a falsification,” said Father.

“I’ll do it,” I nodded. “Just ask me about the evening of
Ohsidraer forty-first…”

There were light snacks available during the adjournment,
but I couldn’t eat anything. Tried rehearsing in my mind what
I was going to say. Explained to Mother and my brothers that
I’d be moving to the witness benches, and why; Mother
quickly pointed out that Klarelo himself would still be there.
Did I want him to recognize me before I started speaking
against him? It was true that he’d been rather drunk in the
Teuriot, perhaps he wouldn’t remember clearly.

Still, I preferred not to sit near him – he still makes think of a
nasty pliantimorph. There had to be somewhere I else I could
wait to testify.

I ended up sat on a stool at the edge of the courtroom,

positioned so that, from the point of view of the witness
benches, I would be behind the moderator’s seat. Gralsond’s
size might help obscure me!

The court reconvened at 13:50; this time, all members arrived
and took their seats at more or less the same time. Archivist
Orsul-Tlan made a brief announcement that the trial would
continue, and Moderator Gralsond followed by commanding
the defender to make his case.

Neventrun Róekam took the podium. “Wise and respected
magisters, all observers,” he said, “this morning, you have
heard barely-consolidated, unfounded and tenuous evidence
used against Mandator Emlerit. If he did indeed transact
business with Avuénthi Aesdrem at the weapons plant – and I
remind you, he has already denied this – Firinoth Emlerit had
no way of knowing the ammunition they exchanged would be
used for assassination. And if High Savant Vrunirul’s
itinerary was leaked from his department, there are a
significant number of other individuals who could have been
solely responsible. To punish an official for the treason or
negligence of a subordinate, simply because he happened to
be in charge, is neither moral nor legal.

“The indicter’s case, as it stands, proves nothing definitively
against the subject. I shall now present counter-testimony
which will strip away whatever limited credibility it may
have.”

Róekam turned to the witness benches, and echoed
Nimthosh. “Come forward, Lawman Nathralen.”

The first witness returned to the podium, with his nasty red

envelope.

“You told the court that the copy of High Savant Vrunirul’s
itinerary was found at the residence of Avuénthi Aesdrem,
after his disappearance. Was the receipt for ammunition,
which Mandator Emlerit supposedly signed, found in the
same place?” Róekam asked.

“That’s right,” answered Olkuvror Nathralen. “I was part of
the team who discovered it.”
“And at the time, it was not considered significant?”
“At the time, the bullets which killed the high savant had not
yet been identified with those on the receipt.”

“That was a year ago,” the defender continued. “The bullets
must have been analysed within a few weeks of the event. So
why has it taken this long to connect the evidence and bring
charges against Mandator Emlerit?”

Máenera Nimthosh stood up, and spoke before the witness
could answer. “That’s an irrelevant question. Lawman
Nathralen was not involved in bringing the charges.”

“The indicter is correct,” said Gralsond. “Subadjutant, please
do not question the witness outside his area of expertise.”

Róekam nodded stiffly. “As you wish, good Moderator. Let
me take another approach. Lawman Nathralen: if the receipt
was sourced from the residence of a known traitor and
subversive – not directly from the Eklormith weapons plant –
can you be certain that it’s genuine?”

Nathralen spread his hands. “I have no reason to believe it’s
not! And, as the magisters have already seen, the subject’s

signature is genuine.”
Turning to Gralsond, Róekam said, “I request that the
lawman’s evidence be handed over to my next witness.”
“Granted,” the moderator replied.

“You may return to your seat,” said Róekam to Nathralen.
“but please leave your documents here.”
Nathralen did as he was asked. The defender then called out
after him: “Come forward, Critic Ranvothaet Tharnerim.”

The old critic – wearing an ill-fitted, tasteless blue, pink and
green suit, grey-haired and frizzy-bearded as he was when we
met in Mrauremj Gallery – walked jauntily to the podium.
Although I didn’t think very highly of his clothing, I grinned:
this was the witness I had asked for.

After his name, the witness gave his occupation: “Art critic.”
For his interest in the case, he said: “I have been asked to
view the incriminating documents and determine if they’re
genuine.”

“Another irrelevancy!” Nimthosh half-shouted. “This man is
an expert in art, not forensics. How can he make such a
determination reliably?”

I cursed that woman silently, hoping she’s never been
allowed on any sports team in her life. She’s got absolutely
no sense of fair play!
“Do you have a justification for bringing such a man to
testify, defender?” asked Gralsond.
I could see Róekam was making an effort to restrain his
annoyance. “To forge a signature believably,” he said,

“surely requires an artist.”

Magister Meruvren interjected, “That’s a valid point. I, for
one, will be interested to hear the critic’s testimony.”
Magister Isyremd nodded.
“Very well,” the moderator said. “It’s unusual – but
permissible. Carry on, Defender Róekam.”

The usual witness commitment line was recited. “Critic
Tharnerim, you are a respected authority on painting and
drawing,” said Róekam. “How long have you been working
in your field?”

“Thirty-nine years, Subadjutant,” answered Ranvothaet. (I
can’t help calling him by his first name, even though I barely
know him – because that’s how Thaerá first named him to
me…)

“And in all those years, have you studied artists’ handwriting
much?”

“Many works of pictorial art involve writing, or letters of
some kind,” the critic said. “And most artists sign labels for
their works. I assure you, I can spot a particular man’s
handwriting style just as easily as his brushstrokes.”

Róekam handed him Lawman Nathralen’s red envelope.
“Then here. Please take a look at the signatures on these
papers. Tell us if they were all actually written by the same
man.”

Ranvothaet pulled the documents out and studied them, one
by one, unhurriedly and with no facial reaction more than
blinking.

Looking at Father, I saw far more emotion in his face. His
usual calm was wearing very thin. Would he break down
completely if his defence failed?
The court was filled with silence: bemused at first, but
quickly growing strained. There was muttering from the
viewing gallery, and transit engines could be heard rumbling
past outside. Impatience was palpably growing in the air. I
found myself nervously chewing a lock of my hair – which I
hadn’t done in ten years. Even Archivist Orsul-Tlan, with
nothing to write, looked to be fidgeting...

It must have been five minutes at least before Ranvothaet
spoke. Holding up the ammunition receipt, he said simply:
“It’s a fake.”

I knew it! There were gasps and grunts from several people –
some of excitement, some of dismay.

Nimthosh, obviously and especially, looked annoyed.
“Would you explain your reasoning, if you can?”

“Compared to the signatures on the other three papers, this
one has subtle variations in line width, ink density and
angular sharpness,” the critic declared. “The hand pressure
used in writing it was different, and it most certainly took
longer. I would say this signature is a skilled and careful
imitation. The handwriting elsewhere on this paper belongs
to the same imitator.”
Defender Róekam couldn’t help smiling tightly (nor could
Father). “Is the style reminiscent of any artist you know?” he
asked.

“Even my discernment has its limits… I can’t give you a

name. Whoever it was, they are probably accomplished at
mimicking many working styles. But I know with fair
certainty that Mandator Emlerit did not write, or sign, on this
receipt.”
“Thank you, Jáun Tharnerim,” Róekam said. “You may take
your seat.”

Nimthosh couldn’t help making another contrary
proclamation. “I must remind all members of this court:
however accomplished a critic that individual might be, his
testimony was of very questionable relevance and based on a
personal opinion, not definitive knowledge. It is ironic that
my last witness was directly told not to provide opinions! The
evidence should still stand for consideration.”
“So noted, Indicter,” said Magister Srakvomt.

Defender Róekam called his second witness, another
individual I’d met before: Clerk Lamtharee Draséun.

Once she was on the podium and committed to truthfulness,
Róekam gave her the high savant’s schedule to look at. “Do
you recall handling this itinerary at your workplace, last
year?”
“Yes.”
“Was this the only copy?”
“No, there was one other. I filed it away.” Lamtharee’s voice
was flat, a shade mournful. She didn’t seem to look directly
at anyone.
“Is it still on the files at your office?”
“Yes. I checked yesterday.”

Róekam got to the point. “Did Mandator Emlerit instruct you,
or any of your co-workers, to give this copy to anybody
outside the City Government?”
“Not that I know of. Not me, certainly,” answered the clerk.

“Apart from the subject and yourself, how many people had
access to it?”
“Just four.” (That would include Mranyvun.)
“And are all four of those individuals still working in the
same department?”
“Yes.”

“So – whoever leaked the itinerary to Avuénthi Aesdrem is
still there.” The little defender had been pacing slowly back
and forth as he questioned his witness; now he stopped right
in front of her, looking her in the face so she would have to
meet his gaze. “You promised to be truthful. Can you tell us
just who it was?”
Lamtharee trembled, her face crumpling. “It was me.”

There was a collective gasp, from just about everyone. I
glanced at Father. He looked amazed. Myself, I scarcely
know the woman – yet she seemed like such a meek little
nonentity, it was hard to imagine her assisting a criminal. Just
as I couldn’t picture her seducing some rich, handsome
technocrat...

Gralsond spoke first. “Are you aware that you just confessed
to an act of treason, Clerk?”
Nodding, Draséun began to sob. She was struggling against
it, but her grief and shame must have been unbearable.

“Why did you do it?” Róekam demanded.

“Because...” wiping her eyes, the witness forced the words
out. “I was unhappy, lonely, desperate. My little sister was
hooked on itramia, I couldn’t keep her out of trouble.
Avuénthi Aesdrem had money, he promised to help. He was
kind to me, he said he was my friend... men never say that to
me. I thought we might even –”
Róekam interrupted. “So you betrayed your boss, Mandator
Emlerit, by leaking sensitive information from his offices to
an outsider who then used it to arrange an assassination.
Were you prepared to see him take the blame for it, before I
invited you here to testify?”

The woman on the podium turned to look at my father,
weeping silently but freely now. “I didn’t know Aesdrem was
a criminal – how could I?! But after I’d given him that paper,
I never saw him again. He never called me, never helped my
sister. You’re a good boss, honoured Mandator… I had to tell
the truth, I couldn’t let them blame this on you.”

Father stood up. “Your honesty pleases me, Lamtharee. Even
if your actions do not.”

“Your confession is now on record,” said Archivist OrsulTlan. “You will be the subject of a new trial, Clerk Draséun.”

Gralsond asked if either defender or indicter had any more
questions for Draséun; neither did. Róekam dismissed his
witness, and the lawmen led her away.

As her boss’ daughter, and as a loyal citizen of Délarnad, I
should be very angry with her. However, watching her go, I
was filled with pity. She’ll probably be imprisoned for years,

unless her own defender – whoever that’s going to be – can
win mercy for her, because of how Aesdrem wasn’t exposed
as a traitor until after the fact. Her confession has very likely
ruined her life… and she gives the impression of having a
pretty miserable life to start with.

The defender’s next words jerked me abruptly back to here
and now. “I have one more witness. Come forward,
Farmhand Liriōnee Emlerit.”

Taking a deep breath, I stood up and walked to the podium.
Suddenly I found myself terrified. Every eye was on me…
including Damaroln Klarelo’s, whom I determinedly didn’t
look back at. I had to speak, I had to discredit that man; my
father’s freedom, my family’s future, might depend on my
words. What the sthyzz was I doing?? Nobody’s ever called
me unconfident, or weak, or cowardly; but at that time, I
desperately wanted to be somewhere else.

I looked at Father again. He nodded once, and smiled
lovingly at me – for the first time since before Mother left
him, I think. He believed I could help him; I had to believe it
myself.
Moderator Gralsond repeated his standard line. “State your
name, occupation and interest in this case.”

“Liriōnee Emlerit. Student – sorry, fuel farm worker… [After
tomorrow, neither of those titles will be true.] I want to
witness to a character… about a person in this courtroom.”

“Are you committed to speaking with total truthfulness,
fairness and morality?”

My heart was still pounding, but my nervousness faded
quickly as I answered. “By Orialaó, I am so committed.”

“Please name the individual to whose character you bear
witness,” said Róekam. “Point him out.”

It was very hard to turn and look to the witness benches. The
sleazy liar was sat, shoulders hunched, staring back at me (no
doubt there was lust in his eyes, even now!) I stabbed a finger
at him. “That man. Damaroln Klarelo.”
Klarelo jumped to his feet, turning furious. “What is this?”
“Firinoth Emlerit is the subject here, not my witness!”
declared Indicter Nimthosh indignantly.

“Your justification this time, Defender…?” Gralsond asked,
with a clear hint of tedium.

“I think the honesty, or otherwise, of the indicter’s witnesses
is very important in any criminal case, Moderator,” answered
Róekam, firm and logical as ever. “Most of all, a case based
on such flimsy evidence.”
“What about my honesty?! I made the commitment!” Klarelo
shouted. “I was telling the truth!”
“Restrain yourself and sit down, Machinist,” ordered the
moderator.

“Query: why not question Machinist Klarelo yourself,
Defender, rather than relying on a third party?” said Magister
GeSamrix.

Nimthosh put in: “Indeed, why not? Plus, I must point out
that this young woman is most obviously not impartial to the
case – being the daughter of the subject!”

Róekam turned to the indicter. “Are you afraid to hear what
she has to say? If so, could that mean you doubt your
witness’s veracity yourself?”
“So you feel compelled to accuse me of hiding something,
too,” said Nimthosh witheringly. “You must be getting
desperate, Subadjutant!”

Gralsond stood up and raised his voice, dominating the room.
“That’s enough! Defender, Indicter – your rivalry in this
courtroom must not become personal, or I’ll have to declare
both of you incompetent.” The room silent for a few seconds,
then the moderator spoke to me again. “Farmhand Emlerit:
you may make your statement. Afterwards, Machinist
Klarelo may make a rebuttal if he chooses.”
“Thank you, Moderator,” said Róekam. “Farmhand Emlerit:
when and where did you encounter Machinist Klarelo?”
“In the Teuriot Rotunda, on the last night in Ohsidraer this
year,” I answered.
“Describe what happened, please...”

I was still nervous, but found myself speaking fairly steadily.
I told everyone how Damaroln Klarelo had tried to hit on me
while his friend talked to mine, that I’d asked him to go away
without success, and danced with another man to get rid of
him. I mentioned that the other man (not bothering to name
Tyvided Qartishk) had taken my attempted departure badly
and attacked me, attracting the attention of Rotunda security.
As quickly as possible, I got to the important point: the part
where Klarelo and Director Neúvret (whom I did name) told
those cruel lies about Eltha and me, to get us banned from the

Teuriot.
“Have you tried to return to that establishment since then?”
asked Róekam.

“No. But my father said he would use his influence to get the
ban lifted.”

“So your father, being a mandator, overrode the influence of
Director Neúvret – who is a personal friend of Machinist
Klarelo.” Nodding, Róekam turned to the magisters. “In the
mind of a vindictive, dishonest sort of man, that might well
be reason enough for seeking petty vengeance. Which is why
I believe Klarelo was lying against Firinoth Emlerit, here
today. His testimony must be highly questionable, at best.”
To the moderator, he said, “I have no further questions for
this witness.”
“Indicter, do you wish to question her?” asked Gralsond.

“I do.” Maénera Nimthosh stood up and approached me, as
Róekam returned to his seat. She looked me in the eye, and
fear surged through me again. It was just how I felt when old
Teacher Kelthurn used to coldly admonish me for talking in
class, or looking at a book while she spoke, or whatever else
she felt like picking on. (Although of course I was a child
then, and Kelthurn towered over me; today, with me standing
on the podium, Nimthosh was below my eye level).

“As I recall, Farmhand Emlerit,” she said, “when you were
asked to state your profession a few minutes ago, the first
answer you gave was student. Why did you say that, but then
correct yourself?”
“I am a student – I mean I was, at Qerehnta Academy, until

last month – and I will be again. My fuel farm job is just
temporary,” I replied.

“And what is the reason for this… temporary break from
your studies?”
I squirmed, her words scratching at an unhealed wound. But I
had committed myself to truth. “I was suspended.”
“Why?”
“Irrelevant!” Róekam called out. “What does the witness’s
academic status have to do with this case?”

“You called her forward to question the honesty of my
witness,” Nimthosh shot back. “I’m simply trying to establish
the extent of her honesty!”
“Accepted,” said Gralsond heavily. “Carry on, Indicter.”

“Why were you suspended from your academy, young lady?”
Nimthosh repeated.

I was desperately uncomfortable. There was no way out of
this. “It was a punishment. Because I… said the wrong thing
to a foreign officer. Because I messed up at a diplomatic
event, okay?”

“‘Messed up’? Is that what you call it?!” The steely-haired
lawwoman gave a subdued laugh, looking back and forth
from magisters to archivist. “I expect we’ve all heard, or
read, about Liriōnee Emlerit – and how she angered the
commander of the Velúhmaran bannership. She let down her
father, our city and the whole country! This is a girl who
cares nothing for authority, loyalty or honour. How can we
trust anything she says? Especially about some random

disagreement at a dancehall one night, which she was likely
too drunk to even remember clearly!”
You cold, cruel, vindictive, sthyzzing monster!! I could have
screamed; I could have torn her evil tongue out, then crushed
her skull in a metal vice!

I was about to snap out something angry – then the defender
caught my eye, gesturing silently: No, no, no! Nimthosh was
trying to bait me into losing my composure, making myself
look bad. I thought for a tense moment, then said: “That’s
just supposition, Indicter. You don’t know me, you weren’t at
the reception with the Velúhmarans… and you certainly
don’t know if I was drunk that night.”

She inclined her head, her expression calmly contemptuous.
“And you don’t know that Machinist Klarelo was being
untruthful to this court. Your testimony has disproved
nothing. As our wise magisters will doubtless agree.”
Nimthosh switched her attention to the magisters as she
spoke. “Let’s hope that’s all this girl has to say.”
“Machinist Klarelo: do you wish to rebut Farmhand Emlerit’s
testimony?” Gralsond asked.

“No, Moderator,” slimy Damaroln replied from his bench. “I
think the indicter’s said it all!”
“You may return to your seat,” Nimthosh told me. “And if
you have any decent powers of judgement, stay there.”

So that was my part in the trial, finished. I’d been humiliated
and insulted in front of everyone – and I was sure I’d
achieved nothing. Seething with frustration, I did as she said.
The moderator addressed Róekam again. “Jáun Defender,

have you finished your presentation?”

“Not just yet, good Moderator,” said Róekam. “Lastly, I
would like the subject to speak in his own defence. Come
forward, Firinoth Emlerit.”

My father took the podium and spoke the committal line with
calm confidence – but I could tell it was forced. A good man,
respected and influential for decades, could now lose it all. I
thought my suspension felt bad, as Nimthosh had just so
cruelly reminded me – and I’d actually resented Father for it.
How was this trial making him feel?!

“Mandator Emlerit, did you ever meet with Avuénthi
Aesdrem at the Eklormith Weapons Plant?” the defender
asked.
“Yes.”
“In what capacity? Did you transact business with him?”

“It was purely a chance encounter. He was there to place or
collect an order, but I was certainly not involved. In fact, I
barely remember speaking to him.”

“It has been stated, in this courtroom, that you once requested
a prosecution against Aesdrem be dropped. Is that true – and
if so, why?”

Father glanced sidelong at Nimthosh. “It is true. In Fesovraer
2346, Avuénthi Aesdrem was charged with unsafe freight
wagon driving; which, as you may be well aware, is a
particularly serious matter when transporting ordnance or
explosives. No-one, however, was injured as a result of his
supposed carelessness, nor was any property damaged. The
case therefore appeared inconsequential.” Father’s standard

verbosity broke through his hidden discomfort. “Aesdrem
had previously made substantial purchases from Eklormith
Weapons Plant. That factory endured a shortage of business
over the years 2344 to 2346, which threatened numerous staff
members with dissolution of employment. As it fell within
my supervisory purview, I felt that the Eklormith plant’s
customer base should be protected.”

“You’re saying that you spared Aesdrem a possible
conviction – which would have meant a crippling fine, or
perhaps the revocation of his business permit – so that he
could continue buying ammunition from Eklormith?”
Róekam went on. “That was your only motive?”
“Yes: although I certainly disapprove of unsafe driving, I
believed I was serving the greater good by helping to
perpetuate the livelihoods of people under my authority.”

“And were you, like Clerk Draséun, unaware of Aesdrem’s
terrorist connections?”

“Absolutely.” Father’s voiced swelled with its full oratorical
power. “He had successfully concealed that... despicable
aspect of himself from everybody with whom he associated,
including the very lawmen who brought the driving charge
against him. Considering the minimality of my acquaintance
with Avuénthi Aesdrem, is it at all difficult to believe that I,
also, was deceived?”
“No, Mandator – not at all difficult. One more question: the
indicter mentioned that you left Bresklaim Shores just before
your National Loyalty interview. You were found in
Nalsdrōfaun. What reason did you have for that?”

“I learned of the allegations against me; I reacted
defensively, with haste.” Father paused and closed his eyes
for a couple of seconds. “And yes, I was nervous. I felt that
there would be a rapid, inevitable progression from suspicion
to conviction, that I would have little opportunity to prepare
or prove a defence and nobody willing to assist me.
Therefore I took it upon myself to seek evidence at the scene
of the assassination, which might deflect blame away from
me. And away from my subordinates, naturally… I was
unsuccessful, I found nothing of any direct value.”

My father was excused and returned to the subject’s seat.
Defender Róekam addressed the magisters for the last time.
“As the indicter herself said at the beginning of this trial:
Firinoth Emlerit is held in good regard by the people of
Bresklaim Shores. He has no history of unethical or dishonest
behaviour. The notion that he would suddenly, with no clear
motive, turn to treason... that’s not just unlikely, it’s verging
on absurd.

“Clerk Draséun’s confession clears him of giving away the
high savant’s itinerary. The signed ammunition receipt has
been described as a forgery. And the account of his
interaction with Avuénthi Aesdrem comes solely from the
lips of a man known to have been maliciously untruthful, in
the recent past. All in all: I do not see how Mandator Emlerit
can be found guilty of treason now. Thank you.”

The five magisters spent little over an hour deliberating in a
closed chamber. Father, as the subject, was held in isolation
for that time; us witnesses were dismissed. I hurried back to
the waiting room where the observers, including my family,

would be. Just as I reached the door, Damaroln Klarelo
caught up with me.
“Emlerit,” he said, “you shouldn’t have done that.”
“I shouldn’t? What about you, lying against my father – and
against me, first?” I tried to push past him.

He stood firmly in my way. “All right, I was drunk that night
and maybe I behaved… a bit badly. But what of it? You’re
just a child, really – they’re not going to take your word over
mine!”

“All I had to do was make them doubt you.” I wasn’t
interested in arguing with him – but if he insisted on it, I
knew I could win. “If what I said can help my father, then
I’ve had my revenge on you.”
Tevers saw him barring my way. He strode across to the door
and tapped Damaroln hard on the shoulder. “Are you
bothering my sister, you zashkorf? That’s a bad idea!”

Klarelo slunk aside. “Touch me again, and I’ll see you on
trial!” he mewled, looking at my nephew-brother like a
whipped ulgeurm.

Mother and Dahatren both said I’d been brave to testify, that
I did well. I had to describe how scared I had felt on that
podium. But was it worth it?

“It’s worth it if Father gets off, if he stays in government and
the city doesn’t fall apart!” said Dahatren.

When the court gathered for the third time, only the verdict
remained. I was back in the observation gallery, from where I
studied everyone down below as well as I could. Moderator

Gralsond looked tired and irritated, as if he considered this
case a pointless mockery. Orsul-Tlan looked mildly
interested, like a preceptor awaiting a student’s presentation
on some trivial piece of research. Nimthosh and Róekam
were both tense and intent, keen for the outcome of their
efforts. The magisters, all five of them, wore expressions as
blank as stone walls. And my father was exactly as he had
been all along.

“Wise and respected magisters,” the archivist said, “do you
have a conclusion?

Magister Meruvren, in the central position of the five, stood
up. “Indeed. By a majority of four to one, we find the subject
innocent of treason.”

Several of us in the gallery cheered for a second or two –
before Meruvren held up a hand and glared at us sharply.

“However!” the magister continued, raising his voice.
“Mandator Emlerit’s past actions, in shielding the arms
dealer Avuénthi Aesdrem from prosecution on a routine
charge, did have serious consequences. As the subject
himself detailed to this court, he put convenience ahead of
justice by helping Aesdrem stay in business – allowing him,
subsequently, to organise the assassination of High Savant
Vrunirul. Such an unwise decision does not befit a senior
member of our City Government. Moreover, he chose to flee
the city three weeks ago rather than face a National Loyalty
interview, causing considerable inconvenience to all
concerned, to say nothing of the distress to his family and
colleagues – definitely not a responsible act. There has to be
a price.”

Meruvren sat down; there was a pause. Lalpior Orsul-Tlan
put down his pen and said, “There are few legal precedents
for a sentence based on bad policy decisions, magisters.”

Magister GeSamrix stood up and spoke next. “We are aware
of that, Archivist. We are also aware that Mandator Emlerit
has earned a certain amount of antipathy among other
government officials in recent months, for matters other than
those which lead to this trial. It seems that he is no longer the
supremely competent official he once was.

“As a result, our conclusion is that he should be retired.
Effective by the end of this month.”

She sat down to an eruption of noise from the observers and
the witness benches. Tevers and Dahatren yelled their
disapproval; Amlúee made a more restrained, but still angry,
outcry. I’m sure I called out something too, but I can’t really
remember what.

Perhaps the media people also in the gallery will remember,
and quote me on it…

Father had cast down his eyes. He sat motionless, staring at
his knees, while Gralsond thanked the magisters and OrsulTlan declared the trial concluded. Neventrun Róekam stayed
with him; everyone else down there rose and left the
courtroom.
*

*

* *

*

The family were back at our villa by 17:00, Mother included.
The lawmen had brought Father home; at his request, Amlúee
and Mranyvun came with him. My mother and Father’s lover

were civil with each other, though not exactly friendly (for
his sake only, I’m sure).
We’re all immensely relieved that Father won’t be going to
prison. There wasn’t much that could be said, though, to
lighten his cloud of disappointment and resignation. He took
out the atrillai and insisted on pouring some for everybody.

“Here’s to the truthful, percipient, moral law of Délarnad, in
all its expedient fairness!” my father proclaimed dolefully.
We all drank when he did. The sourness of the spirit hardly
bothered me this time.

“Don’t you intend to appeal against this retirement ruling,
boss?” asked Mranyvun.
“I might do so; yet that course of action strikes me as being
unworth the effort,” Father sighed. “It would take weeks,
require finding numerous further witnesses to my character…
and I had already intended to retire within the next two
years.”
“It’s wrong, Grandad!” said Tevers. “You weren’t to know
what kind of man that Aesdrem was. They’re just punishing
you because they can’t find him!”
Dahatren sounded more sulky than angry. “Father, what
happens to the rest of us when you stop being a mandator?
Will we have to move?”
Amlúee put in, “I never studied much law, but your defender
said it best… it’s surely not moral, or legal.”
Mother, reluctantly, nodded to her. “You were the highestranking person in that court, Firinoth – hard to believe those
magisters have the power to do this to you.”

Father looked from one woman to the other. “No, it is legal.
And a magister is not part of the governmental hierarchy.
Separation of judicial authority from politics is a crucial
pillar of technocracy; which I, like anyone else, must accept.”
“Like I always said: the system’s flawed. I’m just so sorry
this had to happen, before you’d believe me,” my mother
sighed.
The conversation continued like that for some time. For once,
I didn’t actually say much. Eltha showed up in another half
an hour or so, and Vralnu not long after. Thanks to the radio
and telegrid, they both already knew the outcome of the trial.
Vralnu had brought three bottles of the Nlurian reedmead,
which was welcomed by all – and used up quickly. I took
him out on the forecourt and related my view of the day’s
events, especially about testifying in Father’s defence and
how bad Nimthosh had made me feel. I was very grateful for
his presence, although it was no occasion for lovemaking.
His strong arms around me, gentle words of sympathy and a
couple of deep kisses were all the comfort I needed.
Eltha was both shocked and intrigued to hear how I’d
encountered Damaroln Klarelo again, and been able to refute
his lies against Father. Although she shared in the general
mood of commiseration, it was her who suggested organising
a big retirement party. Everyone likes the idea – except
Mranyvun, who would still rather Father fight to keep his
job. We’ve already provisionally decided to have the party on
Iygren the thirty-sixth of this month.
The financial implications of my father’s early retirement
were reluctantly talked about. He owns a seven-tenths share

in the villa and pays rent on the rest, directly from his salary.
So he could sell up and buy a smaller house outright; or, if
the family can raise enough money to purchase that
remaining share, we won’t have to find a new home. His
honorarium income will be enough for food and other
essentials, but he won’t be able to employ a homekeeper any
longer. And certainly, no more family holidays abroad. We
will lose the autowheeler too, since it belongs to City
Government.
Once my suspension from the Academy ends – with only
Tevers still earning money – it may even be difficult to keep
all three lonthraers. I’ll have to continue working, part-time,
while I study… I don’t want to think about selling Nenamdir!
Mother says she and Fráonavdi will keep enquiring with any
contacts who might offer me a decent job.
As for what Father will do with his work-free existence…
he’s thought about life after retirement before, of course, yet
facing the reality of it within the next four weeks must be
scary. He got fairly drunk, in a placid, contemplative way
(better than being a violent drunk!) and talked vaguely about
taking up wood-carving, or writing a great work of fiction, or
learning another language – maybe Xyzôrrak. Amlúee now
looked more like a diligent Xyzôrr concubine than a teacher:
listening to him rather than talking, and occasionally topping
up his drinks. As maudlin as my father sounded, I could tell
he found great solace in her company.
If she’s actually good for him, I can probably learn to accept
her.
At 22:65, Father paid Atuvraet to drive Eltha, Mranyvun and

Vralnu back to their respective homes. Fráonavdi came over
in his autowheeler to collect Mother; he was only here for a
few minutes, but he offered Father his sympathies and
received the briefest reply. Dahatren went with Mother and
him. Amlúee is staying here for the night. I heard our
autowheeler returning at about 25:00.

26:48 – Finished writing it all up. (No writer’s cramp this
time. My forearms must be getting stronger). Who knows,
maybe I can publish this account to earn a little extra for the
family? I’m exhausted, but reluctant to sleep… what if I
dream I’m back in that courtroom? Had enough of the law!
Iygren Ihzhernuth 18th
My employment at Vavithlat Biofuels is finished.

It rained today – I got muddy in those naygrak and slolesl
fields for the last time! Tevers and I spent much of the day
telling the others what happened yesterday.

Rishó Fovolum approached me near the end of the last
working hour. “I just want to say, Liri – I’m really going to
miss you. You’re so beautiful and so clever, having you here
has made this job much better for me. I wish you didn’t have
to go.”
“Thank you. That’s really nice,” I said, favouring him with a
smile.

He wasn’t finished. “Do you think – is it possible, a girl as
gorgeous as you – could ever want to be with a man like me?

I mean, I know I’m a lot older and I’m not rich or anything
[no mention of his promised Av’thanu fortune this time…],
but I can care, I can love, just as much as anyone. Maybe
more. Especially for you.”

He’s told me a lot of ridiculous falsities before; but now he
seemed completely genuine. Looking in his face, I saw a
deep, aching loneliness and intense, worshipful desire. Is he
really in love with me? It was flattering but sad, since I don’t
feel anything for him.
“I’m sure plenty of nice girls must want you, Rishó,” I
answered. “But not me, I’m afraid... you just don’t appeal to
me. Besides, I’m taken.”

“Well, I wish you’d tell me where to find those mythical
women who fancy me. Because I certainly never meet any of
them!” Sounding suddenly as miserable as Lamtharee
Draséun, he turned away and attacked another naygrak plant.
“Oh, I’m sorry!” I was down enough myself about Father, I
thought it would be petty and cruel for me to make someone
else unhappy. “Rishó – look at me. I can’t love you; but if
you love yourself, somebody else will. You’ve got such a
powerful imagination – you must be able to think of ways to
be happy, with or without a girlfriend. As a woman, I can tell
you: there’s so much more to life than women!”

He raised his eyebrows, quizzically. “I guess you’re right,
Liri. Thanks. So, perhaps – if there was someone who I knew
liked me – I could imagine a way to make myself look better
than the other men she knew?”
“Maybe, yes…”

“Well… perhaps I’d have to get sneaky,” he said, he said,
getting a dreamy look. “I’d make her think her current
boyfriend had done something bad. Or forge a letter in his
name to make him seem crazy, jealous, dangerous… she’d
wonder why, and I’d be the one to comfort her! I can imagine
what she wants, I can be what she wants…” He was talking
to himself now, as much as to me; I suspected he already had
someone in mind.
Forge a letter – and why? Someone forged that receipt to
incriminate Father. In all the discussion and indignation at
our villa yesterday, I don’t think anyone asked the simple
questions: who forged it, and why did they target my father?

At 16:70, I collected my final pay packet of 560 doraefs from
Vrisafam Vavithlat. He was drunk again. All he said was,
“So long, Emlerit. Don’t spend it all too quickly. And if you
want a reference, I’ll say you’re... not bad.”

“I probably won’t need one,” I said, hoping I sounded
defiantly confident, “and I’m not going to miss this place,
Farmer.” That last part is perfectly true!

Flingball practice was the best thing that happened today.
The rain had stopped and everyone performed pretty well,
with no trips or bad formations. The team are all looking
forward to tomorrow’s match. (This time, we will be playing
on our own ground!)

I invited my teammates to Father’s retirement party. Velrá,
Sami and Droy say they’ll definitely come; the others,

maybe.

Sent Ranvothaet Tharnerim a telegrid message to thank him
for his testimony yesterday, on behalf of Father and myself.
He may be a political elitist – which I don’t like – but he did
the right thing by us!

Packed my bag for a savannah vacation before going to bed.
Win or lose tomorrow, Vralnu and I will be on our flight
soon after. [I’m taking a new, blank book to write in while
we’re away: don’t want to risk losing this diary, or Vralnu
reading it and finding out about Klaeto!]

Ezgren Ihzhernuth 19th
Bresklaim Flingball Coalition, match 2348-14: Eseerila
vs. Luikrahnta.
Naeriléun vacation departure
[First entry in new diary book.]

I prayed earnestly this morning: for Father, for a decent new
job, that I won’t lose Nenamdir, that no more handsome
seducers will break my heart – and most of all, to win. Also
went for a quick ride in the woods, since I won’t be seeing
my lonthraer for eight days. Gave him a good leg and head
polishing afterwards, at which he growled appreciatively.

Dahatren spent the whole day in Idralserl, but Tevers came to
watch my game. For the first time this year, Father came too.
“I regret not watching your team compete this year so far,” he
said before we left the villa. “Now, given that you were so
instrumental in my acquittal, I am all the more obliged to
support you… and soon enough, I will have little else to do

with my time.”

The day was bright and mild, a fresh wind blowing from the
east, and the breekets were flying southwards overhead in
their hundreds, a storm of tiny golden flashes. Our Eseerila
flingball ground can hold about two thirds as many spectators
as the one at Nisiána’s hotel. Usually, it’s just us girls
practising – to see the place packed with people was
wonderfully different, filling us with a sense of community
pride. This crowd, full of familiar faces from our own
neighbourhoods, gave us the loudest cheers we’ve yet had
this year as we walked out to begin the game.

All nine of us looked great in our pink and gold – we were at
our collective peak of health and skill. We knew it, the crowd
knew it; they loved us. We had been city champions last year
and we could be again. Never mind heartbreak, never mind
courtroom nastiness or worries about the future… at that
moment I felt strong, happy and beautiful.

I spotted Vralnu in the second right row, waving adoringly,
and in my mind I could see myself as he sees me: feminine
perfection personified. I just couldn’t fail.

The visiting Luikrahnta team were already on the pitch
before us. They’re a trim, leggy, vibrant-looking bunch of
young women, two of them approaching Sami’s height, clad
in cream and maroon gymshifts with a sky-blue vyreleng
insignia on the chests. They had four new members since we
last faced them, including one who looked remarkably like
Eltha. She could probably have won her district’s beauty
contest as easily as a flingball game.
Today’s arbiter was an old colleague of my mother’s,

Heshalimd Almorenth, who quit the mail centre a few years
ago. She’s lived in Eseerila since decades before I was born,
and was a founding member of the team before even Velrá
first joined. She gave a little complimentary speech about
how proud she was of us, how fine it was to be back here, in
this venue where she’d seen the best days of her life, and
gave a special welcome to Sami and Pera, our newest players.

Almorenth introduced the visitors. Eltha’s lookalike, whose
name is Sriémla Vensaim, turned out to be their new team
boss!

The game began well for us. Kleni made the first hit, middlecentre, about eight minutes in, and we blocked three target
flings by Luikrahnta. I scored next, after another eleven
minutes, hitting lower-medium at long range and bringing the
score to 9-0! It looked like we were in total control of this
game.

Our opponents got more aggressive after that, cutting through
our starting formation as a dense wedge and subsequently
keeping the ball close to our end for a long time. They finally
scored, lower-centre, at twenty-seven minutes.

Droy caught the next throw-in and tried to get past
Luikrahnta’s line; but their tallest player, Fepama Adromth,
intercepted her and snatched the ball away. She then
somehow managed to evade tackles by Rera, Sami and
Aeltise, taking nine long strides before trying to pass to a
teammate. At the very moment she would have released the
ball, Eun made a grab for it and tripped, falling headlong and
knocking Adromth down with her.
Adromth skinned her elbow badly and was led offside for

medical attention. Almorenth sent Eun off. Neither of them
returned to play until the second half.

The annoyingly gorgeous Sriémla Vensaim scored middlecentre just before break time, putting them in the lead at 9-10.

I hardly realised until today – but I was complacently
accustomed to being the prettiest player on either side in
most of our Coalition games, not just a high scorer. Eltha and
I have (almost) never thought of each other as rivals; yet
now, faced with a stranger who matched my best friend’s
outstanding beauty as well as clearly being a formidable
flingball opponent, I was at risk of being eclipsed. [On these
pages I can be completely selfish, so I’ll confess:] I really
didn’t like it!

I got the standard encouraging, affectionate visit from Vralnu
during break. Tevers came down to our end too, gave a few
greetings and winks to my teammates, and said Father had
been cheering for me in words much shorter than he normally
uses...

Second half began much as the first had ended: with
Luikrahnta quickly taking the advantage. I barely caught
another fling after less than a minute, and Sami was stopped
from taking the ball past the centre line. They pressed us
hard, and seemed to possess limitless stamina. Fepama
Adromth, back with a bandaged elbow and a vengeful gleam
in her eyes, got a top-outer hit at sixty minutes. 9-17 and only
twenty minutes left… we were in trouble.

Velrá caught the next throw-in and charged madly forward,
flanked closely by Pera and Droy. They got past our
opponents’ main formation and made for the target, passing

the ball between themselves every few steps, while the rest of
us and most of the Luikrahta players ran after them.

Vensaim had been closest of her team to their end of the
ground. She caught up with my teammates, barged between
them and tackled Pera, fighting for control of the ball. Pera
managed to keep hold of it – but in the few seconds the tackle
lasted, three other Luikrahnta players had got between her
and the target. I came up far to her right. She passed to me; I
ran another six paces, getting an oblique line to the target at
medium range. Flung the ball as high and hard as I could,
moments before they could block me.

Top-centre hit! I’d done it again!! The score was equalized
and the glory, the massed yells of adoration from the crowd,
were all mine once more!

After my moment of triumph, things started going wrong
again. Into the last seventeen minutes, there was a standard
dwindling of strength in me and my teammates; if Luikrahnta
were feeling the same, they hardly showed it. Vensaim
stopped Eun scoring and got through an opening back toward
the centre, passing quickly upfield. Aeltise and Sami barely
prevented them from getting a clear run to our end. We
closed up around the target, blocking and tackling
determinedly – until one of the visitors ducked under Sami’s
reach and got in a close-range fling, hitting middle-outer.
17-22.

We got desperate. Though they caught the throw-in, Kleni
and I snatched the ball away and headed for their end, finding
ourselves blocked after six paces. I passed to Velrá, who
made a weary charge, got tackled, managed to keep hold and

threw it backwards to Rera. Our youngest girl, still light on
her feet, ran around big Adromth and flung – but it was
caught. It took us another couple of minutes to get the ball
again. Then, miraculously, Pera escaped a double tackle and
smashed in a lower-medium hit! 20-22… Eight minutes to
go.
I almost don’t want to finish writing this at all.

The next throw-in went to us, but we were unable to get far
forward. After another five minutes I received the ball from
Sami and took four paces before Sriémla Vensaim tackled
me. She seized the ball, trying to wrench it from my grasp,
and proved to be amazingly strong. Locked eyes with her for
a few seconds. Her resemblance to Eltha was less striking
close up, most of all because she had none of Eltha’s
affection or amity in her eyes – only a coldly competitive
fierceness. I recoiled for a moment from her heartless look –
accidentally loosening my grip on the ball, just the tiniest bit.
It was enough.

I lost the ball to her. She ran it far into our half of the ground,
passing to Adromth… their team were all in there within
seconds, pushing for the target mast. I pursued them but
couldn’t keep up any more. Nor could most of my
teammates. Only Aeltise and Droy were already close enough
to catch the inevitable fling when it came.
They failed. Luikrahnta scored top-outer again. Their
supporters in the crowd went crazy, and my spirits went right
down the toilet.

There was one more throw-in, but the last couple of minutes
were almost meaningless. Luikrahnta caught the ball, but

then they played pure defence and held onto it, keeping it
mid-ground and successfully denying us any chance to close
the gap.
Final score: 20-29. The terminal horn blast was an awful,
awful sound. It was the end of Eseerila flingball team for the
year 2348.

Naturally, we congratulated the victorious visitors with
automatic smiles and handshakes. I don’t know about the
others, but I couldn’t feel sincere in doing so. Avoided
shaking Vensaim’s hand. As silly as it sounds, I feared that
my resentment of her might damage my friendship with
Eltha.

After we’d showered and changed, there was some serious
commiserating to do. Again. Our team’s various relatives and
friends, who had been in the crowd, took over the nearby
Four-Door Barn drinkery.

My father and nephew-brother bought the first round of
drinks for the whole team. I suppose Father wants to enjoy
having some spare money while he still does – for the short
time he’s got left as a mandator.

Velrá thanked him and made a pointless sermon about how
we’d done our best, how losing didn’t matter in the end if it
had been a good game, that we’d had better years before and
we would again… and so on. Everyone agreed with her,
banging their goblets on the tables. Even me… though I was
still faking the feelings.
Yes, it was simply the better team that won – there was no

foul play. But we aren’t champions any more. We’ve failed
our community. I’m not a star scorer any more. I’ve failed.
Me, more than anyone. The great Liriōnee Emlerit has lost
her edge. What must all our fans out there think? What will
Itarmae think? So glad she’s wasn’t at this game...
I didn’t say any of these things aloud, but the words echoed
loudly in my mind, over and over. I could see the cruel
telegrid comments already, as if I’d written them myself.

Sami and Pera both said how they were still proud to have
been accepted on the team and looked forward to next year…
Kleni said she counted flingball as her true vocation, never
mind her culinary job (her words were a stinging reminder
of . Droy reminded us how we had earned 3000 doraefs by
winning the Gefëthiir match, making our one win this year
really count… Eun came out with a Moinampo phrase, I
think it was Janzufin ved’imflib zufap – which, she said,
means roughly ‘win some, lose some.’

Before I knew it, two hours (and four drinks) had gone by.
The shame of our loss was getting dulled and some of the
group were laughing again. Kleni’s husband, Naenlo – who
can’t hold his ale – started singing a song about us:

Young women, they say, are the flowers of the World,
They love like bright othriuns, cry like warm rain;
With each kiss that she gave me, each flingball she
hurled,
My girl savoured life and made me young again.
Vralnu, as usual these days, didn’t say much, except to ask
Father about the trial, and if he can be of any use to help the
family adjust. He’s sensitive enough to know how I felt, so

he played the quietly comforting role yet again. It was he,
though, who kept an eye on the time and finally urged me to
leave. We had an airship to catch, and only two hours more to
go.

Amazingly, my father immediately offered to drive us to the
airport! The autowheeler, as long as we still have it, has
become his dearest convenience, and he wants to get the last
possible bit of use out of it.

(The irony is, three years ago, Father himself supported the
proposal for a city law to restrict driving after the
consumption of alcohol. It was defeated – mainly because so
few people have private vehicles, the other mandators didn’t
think such a law would make much difference. So, today, he
had four large ales before providing a free transit service for
Vralnu and I).

After I’d said affectionate farewells to my team – we just
might have another non-Coalition game next month, Velrá’s
working on that – Father took Vralnu and me back to our
villa to pick up my travel bag. (Vralnu had his own modest
baggage with him.) Not even suggesting that Atuvraet do the
driving as normal, Father then headed east through Paavqol
and Mrauremj, across the river into Jezhkun. We had fairly
clear roads to Evornerm District, where the airport is.

Before driving away again, my father kissed me on the cheek
and shook Vralnu’s hand. “Shipwright Vralnuthen
Tuldernat,” he said, in his authoritative work-voice, “I am
hereby placing unprecedented trust in you. This is the first
instance, in her entire life, that my daughter has taken a
holiday without at least one family member travelling in

accompaniment. I implore you: look after her. Protect her
from any physical, animal or human dangers. Return her to
her home, and to me, unharmed and happy.”

I fought hard to avoid cringing. Thanks, Father…(!) I’m not a
baby!
“I will, honoured Mandator.” Vralnu answered. “I love Liri, I
won’t let you down.”

“Then I have one more request,” Father smiled. He opened
the autowheeler’s smaller front storage compartment, took
out his camera, and handed it to me along with a spare
imaging reel. “Waste not a single hour; see all that you can of
our nation’s renowned wild lands. Enjoy your experience to
the fullest. And capture some truly artistic, memorable
images.”

Our airship is called the Vulserbaro – and, like the legendary,
semi-divine Jymelfon hero it’s named after, it is very big and
strong! Painted with our national flag colours, it dominated
the broad Evornerm landing area and the three smaller
airships parked around it.

I asked one of the stewards when we came aboard: he said
Vulserbaro’s streamlined balloon hull is almost 270 metres
long, by over fifty metres wide and high. That’s probably
bigger than any dirigible battleship. It has five decks, built
flush into the lower half of that hull, and eight huge, sidemounted engine pods. There’s room for twenty crew and up
to ninety-four passengers.

Vralnu and I have a tiny private cabin on the second deck up,

right side; it contains a bed barely big enough for two, just
enough floor space to stand our baggage, two enclosed
shelves, a hand-sized washbasin and a window about the
width of a man’s head. After leaving our bags here, I hurried
him back down to the passengers’ dining hall and social area,
on the bottom deck. That’s a long, luxurious room with floorto-ceiling windows both sides – transparent walls, really –
where I was keen to be when the airship took off.

Departure time was 19:50, not long before sunset. The social
deck was full of people – we sat or stood along both sides,
drinking and chattering. But when the mooring ropes were
untied and Vulserbaro rose off the ground, everyone
suddenly hushed.

If I could fly every day for the rest of my life, I will never
cease to be thrilled by the sight of the ground falling swiftly
away, the vista spreading below me like a living map. I’m so
lucky to be born into an age when people have the means to
see their world from the viewpoint of a soaring avizard!

There was the river Onbresk, a swirled golden ribbon,
running north to the glittering horizon of ocean. On either
side of it lay the urban expanse of Bresklaim Shores: crazygridded streets, pointed towers, half-shaded domes and
starlike new-lit lamps; furthest away, the big cranes and
jettys of the docks. Gefëthiir hill was prominent to the left as
I looked north. I could just about pick out Mishéatal
Concourse, a small darker pentagon amidst the reflective
clutter of distant Centre District. Eseerila was far off to the
right, hidden by the airship’s nose. The nearer foreground
was dominated by Matorrnid Park, a dull green irregular
patch, with the bright thread of the Lumglësiam Canal just

beyond it.

Remembering the happy times we’d had there, I reached for
Vralnu’s hand – then realised he wasn’t stood beside me any
more. He’d sat down at a little table in the middle of the
deck, staring fixedly at his drink.

I rushed over to him. “Come on,” I urged him, “let’s enjoy
the view!”
“You can, Liri. I’m okay here.” He barely glanced up at me
as he spoke.
“What’s wrong, miwaóvin? It’s me that’s got a reason to feel
down right now,” I said thoughtlessly, looking back to the
windows lest I miss a moment.

He grabbed my arm, standing up to whisper to me. “I’ve
never flown before,” he hissed. “I hate myself for it – but I’m
scared!”

At that moment, Vulserbaro’s engines roared into life. I just
had to keep watching at the window, while the airship turned
south-east and Bresklaim Shores fell astern. Caught a short
glimpse of Silromig Lake and the little river Dlëndih,
winding through the hilly country where I love to ride; then,
as we continued climbing toward the four kilometre cruising
altitude, clouds began to obscure the land below.

Sunset, as always when seen from above the clouds, was
spectacular. I joined Vralnu at his sanctuary table and tried
persuading him to enjoy it. At least he wasn’t too nervous to
eat, once the crew opened the buffet at the rear of the deck.
The food was fairly standard and wholesome: baked or boiled
scalern meats and meronaul fish, vegetable mixtures with

spicy sauces of different strengths to choose from.

Didn’t talk to, or recognise, any of the other passengers. By
the time we returned to our cabin, the airship was passing
along the south side of the Tralíun Mountains, whose
rounded summits broke the clouds here and there, redlit and
bare. We’re due to cross the much higher Paliláun range
sometime late tonight.

24:16 – Just written up the day. Still sad about losing the
game. I’m sat on the edge of that little cabin bed. Vralnu is
asleep next to me – his face looks adorably peaceful in the
red light from our window. All I can see out there now is
Zherrista, dominating the flawless night sky and the
bloodlike cloudscape below. It’s time I got undressed and
curled up with my man.

Lalmren Ihzhernuth 20th
New moon Tirvaen, solar traverse
Divkřyg Festival (Confederacy of Xyzôrr Kingdoms,
Guxolzôr)

After I’d slept about three hours, Vralnu awakened me with a
kiss. His eager hands on my body made it obvious that he’d
got over his discomfort! I’ve spent other nights aboard
airships… but I’ve never made love in the sky before.

At 00:45 or so, just as we’d disentangled ourselves, the
landing alarm sounded – and the background hum of the
engines died away. Vulserbaro had reached its first port of
call: the mountain town of Pëlilimqel.

Touchdown was so gentle, we barely felt the deck shudder.
There still wasn’t much to see from our cabin: just a few
perimeter lights around the landing area, a few low, unlit
outskirt buildings and a red-shadowed, rocky slope beyond
them. From forward along the hull came the vague murmurs
of passengers disembarking. Normally, I would have quickly
dressed and returned to the public deck for a more extensive
look around – but I was tired and content, I just wanted to lie
warm in Vralnu’s arms and drift back to sleep.

Woke again about 06:20, to the growing light of predawn.
There were no clouds below us now and the mountains were
far behind. Roused Vralnu, so we could hopefully use the
mid-deck toilets and showers before the other passengers
started forming queues. I was anxious to get downstairs and
do more terrain viewing! Took the camera with me this time.

Beneath us, the heartlands of Délarnad were awakening.
Today’s first sunlight streamed in from almost straight ahead,
filling our airborne viewpoint a minute before it fell on the
land below. Rain-greened fields and scrub, a few denser
patches of trees which were probably orchards; little clusters
of farm buildings, dwarfed by several sprawling, brightening
arrays of solar power collectors; and scattered needle-like
radio towers, some looking tall enough to impale a lowerflying airship. There were four small towns to be seen, their
street lights winking out as we watched. Vulserbaro’s course
had brought us within distant sight of Lake Athreséil, which
grew suddenly radiant, filling the southern horizon like
another ocean.

Not far south, connecting two of the towns, I even picked out
a capillary-fine railway, roughly parallel to our flightpath,

with one of those long multi-purpose trains crawling along it
like a silver swiftworm.

Took several pictures, until Vralnu pointed out that if I didn’t
slow down, I would use up the whole first reel before we
even reached our destination. I had my face almost pressed
against the right-side window-wall. “Isn’t it beautiful?” I
said, squeezing his hand.
He was stood a short way back from the glass, still tense but
doing his best to relax. “Yes – it’s amazing. I’ll probably
always prefer sea ships to airships, though...”

“This isn’t the Gatfeglat,” I grinned. “It’s not going to crash
and drown us all! Airships are safer now than they were half
a century ago.”
“I know it won’t drown us. We’re not flying over water!”

There were just three other passengers present, all old men
who sat watching the dawn panorama silently. Two of the
crew, a young man and woman in finely-pleated grey overalls
with red belts and shoes, entered from the rear and starting
preparing the breakfast buffet.

With that crushing flingball defeat still looming in the
middleground of my mind, I eagerly sought another
distraction. “Let’s go talk to them.”

“Do we have to? They’ve got work to do.” Vralnu sounded
uncharacteristically dour.

“No, but I’d like to! Come on, miwëlaó.” He followed me to
the food counter, though I think I heard him tutting.

I greeted the crewmembers in my best, broadly smiling,

extrovert way. “Rarfai! [Hello!] Wonderful morning to meet
someone new, isn’t it?”

I grew amazed and crestfallen over the next couple of
minutes. Neither of them replied with more than a mere
“Yes” or “No,” neither of them smiled, and both were
obviously annoyed by my attention (although they tried not
to show it, no doubt for form’s sake). All I sensed from them
was tiredness and disinterest.

After the woman gave a deep, involuntary, suffering sigh
when I asked what their jobs are like, I gave up and walked
away. Vralnu hadn’t said anything, but he patted my shoulder
in a decidedly ambiguous fashion.
So much for the romance of working on an airship!

Speaking of romance... he pointed out, a few minutes later,
that today was the first time I’d ever called him miwëlaó –
instead of miwaóvin. He was flattered, luckily., not
suspicious.

Breakfast was opened half an hour later. Thankfully, the
same two staff were not actually manning the counter by
then. It was simple and tasty enough – at least the tyaal tubers
didn’t seem as worn-out as the people who had prepared
them...

Our second landing was in Zamdjlōk, on the north-east bay
of Lake Athreséil, at 10:03. In the intervening hours there
were books, periodicals and startoken games available.
Vralnu found a few issues of the Wildsound Music Journal to
occupy him for a while. I’d brought The Fworanthë
Dynasty – Triumph and Decline with me to read on our

holiday. Although the view outside remained enthralling,
after a while I felt a need for words as well as images to keep
my mind busy.

Zamdjlōk is a smaller city than Bresklaim Shores, but
impressive enough from above. It has central towers of a
unique spiral-type design, all painted a dazzling white; streets
and parks laid out in a grand fourfold flower pattern, with
three identically-shaped suburbs – where the fourth would be,
is the waterfront. Dozens of boats were visible out on the
great lake. The airport is at the edge of the district opposite
that coast.

We spent fifty-five minutes on the ground while passengers
embarked and disembarked, fuel and cargo were loaded and a
fleet of small planes took off, maybe for combat training.
From where the airship was sat, some old-looking buildings
were visible. I know Zamdjlōk has a museum containing preDélarnish statuary and jewelled armour. I really fancied
getting off and exploring the city, but of course there wasn’t
time.

Vulserbaro passed through some turbulence on the last
stretch of our journey. All it did was slow us down slightly –
but Vralnu got scared again, he went back to our cabin and
lay down. The land below looked drier and there were fewer
farms as we continued east, following the same, seemingly
endless railway. Finally, I saw the river Naerilé curling
across the noon-hot horizon ahead, and the dun-coloured
town lying before it. Touched down in Dral Jalmáorë at
14:71.

It’s dry here. The sky is cloudless, the air still and the streets
dusty. The temperature is like Bresklaim Shores in late
summer, before the rains begin; here, I’m told, they
sometimes don’t begin until Murnelmih.

After getting off the airship it took us nearly an hour to find
our guesthouse. The town map Vralnu was given when he
made the booking is crude, showing only the few main streets
and places of interest; so the numerous, unnamed backstreets
proved confusing. Carried my bag on my back until the shirt
against it was wet enough to wring out, and my shoulders felt
almost dislocated.

Still, I didn’t complain – it’s a new place to me! Not exactly
modern or pretty: mainly low, tired, shutter-windowed
buildings with cracked walls of dull adobe and shady front
overhangs, under which most of the local people seemed to
be sitting out the afternoon heat with chilled drinks and
blocky, crackling radios. The relative few walking around
were clearly on essential business, or tourists like ourselves.
There were plenty of lonthraers about, laden with packs or
pulling carts – but none looked as lissom or lively as my
Nenamdir, and some were so un-groomed that their scales
were brown with dust. I felt sorry for them. Noticed a few
drinkeries and restaurants I’d like to visit. According to the
map, there’s a museum in this town too.

Until yesterday, I hadn’t left Bresklaim in over four months.
Asked Vralnu how long it had been for him. He said almost
two years! Seems like his previous girlfriends didn’t have
any sense of adventure.

When we finally found the Tamvinith Court Guesthouse –

our place of lodging – it looked run-down and scruffy. The
hoteliers are an elderly couple named Nysenram and Esthinae
Lãldirm. Apart from age (they must both be nearly 100), they
seem an unmatched pair: he’s bent, wiry and short, while
she’s ponderous and obese. Both were sat outside when we
arrived.

“Vralni and Liru Tulderveth?” croaked Nysentrun. Vralnu
politely corrected him on our names.
“They don’t speak very clearly at that booking office,” the
old man griped. “None of you young people do these days.”

Inside, it’s actually quite nice: clean, simply but neatly
decorated, with dark wood floors and doors which make a
relaxing contrast to the faded white walls and ceilings;
furniture mostly made of the same wood, or of a polished
granite. We signed the guest register.
“Do you hunt, dearie?” Esthinae asked me.

“No, Qáom, not really – we’re just here to see the savannah
animals, not shoot them,” I answered.

“Well, you can try it if you like,” she said, pointing to a long
rifle hanging on the wall. “A good few of our guests enjoy
catching their own dinner out there. Just one kill each in two
days, mind you. That’s the law.”
“Perhaps I might,” said Vralnu. “I’ve hunted before.”

“It’s fifteen doraefs extra to hire a gun,” added the fat old
woman.

Our room has its own toilet and shower – I insisted Vralnu
make sure of that when he booked, I certainly didn’t want to

use shared facilities for our whole holiday! With the shutters
closed and the ceiling fan turning, it’s not too hot. The bed, a
raised stone platform with a firm, well-worn mattress, is a bit
bigger than the one at his Matorrnid place where I’m used to
sleeping.

The first thing I did in that Tamvinith Court guest room, apart
from gulping down some water, was to strip off my sweaty
shirt and collapse on the bed to test its comfort factor. Let’s
call it moderately comfortable – enough to feel fine after a
day out walking or riding, I’m sure.

Vralnu, likewise, took his shirt off and lay down with me.
“This is it, beautiful. Do you like it?”

“Dral Jalmáorë,” I said. “It means Walkers’ Town. I’d prefer
walking when it’s cooler outside!”
“So you don’t want to get out on the savannah this
afternoon?”
I rolled onto my side, pressing up to him. “Let’s just stay in
town today. Rest, look around, have a good meal, you know?
We can start the real adventure tomorrow. Early tomorrow, I
mean.”

“Anything you say, Liri,” he grinned, talking to my bare
breasts. “I know you’re not happy about that flingball game –
while we’re here, I want you to get over it and have fun.”
“Sthyzz off!” I pulled away. “Don’t talk about that. Please!”
“Oh, I’m sorry... If there’s things you don’t want me to talk
about, or think about, tell me now.” He sounded weary, as if
I’m hard work.

“Okay, miwaóvin. I’ll try not to think about the game – or
Father – if you try to get over your abjection. And your fear
of flying…”
“I will, it’s a promise,” he said.

Had dinner at a nearby tavern a couple of hours later. The
food was great – a wide choice of little dishes served on
separate plates (no seafood options though) – and a local ale
with a weird but interesting smoky taste. The place had live
music, too, a mix of old Délarnish and Xyzôrrak songs.
Several of those were sentimentally light, fluffy-sounding,
though I couldn’t understand the words... since it’s Divkřyg
day, across the eastern border. When Xyzôrra are supposed to
share their griefs and help each other appreciate their lives
more. We could do with a similar festival in this country.

24:63 – Vralnu just asked me to stop writing and come to
bed! It was my idea to start early tomorrow, so I guess he’s
got a point. And he’s healthily horny today. Signing off!
Vrolnren Ihzhernuth 21st
Full moon Saahvaen

[I’ve written rather too much for the last few days. While I’m
here in Dral Jalmáorë with my boyfriend, I’ll try to be
briefer – spend more time living our holiday than
transcribing it!]

Esthinae Lãldirm’s breakfast of boiled vroukfish eggs,
fafiklaav sticks and suskrin toast was absolutely mouthwatering, even though she’s cooking for five other guests

(and her husband) as well as us. We were outdoors by 07:40,
went straight to the east side of town where the various travel
businesses are. Found a little private tourist office named
Aldéarn and Imokirl, just before it opened.

According to Nysenram Lãldirm, a savannah tour in a motor
vehicle costs anything from ten to fifty-five doraefs, –
depending on start time, duration, distance, vehicle standard,
and extras like inclusive meals. Aldéarn and Imokirl do a
basic five-hour trip, with drinks and snacks, for eighteen
doraefs. (They don’t offer overnight excursions). They’ve got
just one large-wheeled, reinforced minitransit with a
retractable roof; it has several dents, the engine clanks and
grumbles a lot, and the six passenger seats are threadbare. I
guess they could only afford it because local government
heavily subsidises the tourism industry – but it wouldn’t meet
the public transit standards back home.

Driver Adasoth Imokirl, who took us out this morning, is a
dark and dumpy middle-aged man in a broad-brimmed hat.
He was polite but not especially talkative – except when we
got to the main road bridge across the river, just outside of
town.

“The river Naerilé turns east here,” he said. “It’s over 700
kilometres upstream to the next town, Dalopru Crossing – the
wild savannah spreads 100 kilometres or more either side of
the river all that way, and beyond it to the Guxolan border.”
“Has it always been a wilderness?” I asked. “Even during the
Fifth War?”

“Largely. It was known since ancient times as a place of great
natural wealth, with no powerful, farming peoples – nobody

like the Sremelnam, who lived in the Kreldirron plains. But
the savannah was gradually settled once Délarnad became a
single country. Parts were fenced in, breaking up the wild
herds and reducing their numbers. There were several more
towns out there once.

“Then came the end of coal, the 22nd century. The railroad
system fell apart, as you probably know, farms failed without
labour and a lot of people starved. Others headed west,
towards the cities and more fertile lands. They abandoned
their homes and ranches; the wildlife took over again and
multiplied. Decades after technocracy was established and
the economy recovered, the Naeriléun Savannah was
officially made a protected wildland.

“Today, we’ve got a far better railroad than before – but no
new towns or farms can be founded here. And during the war,
most of the fighting took place far down north in the desert,
or over the Nerlmaro Mountains in the south. The animal
migrations cross into Guxolzôr, after all – and Xyzôrra value
natural beauty as least as much as we do.” We had trundled
across the bridge as he spoke.

“Their gods look like animals,” Vralnu observed. “Maybe
they care about nature more than us.”

“Quite right,” said Imokirl. “Killing an animal with the face
of one those gods is a terrible sin, if you’re Xyzôrr – but
sometimes there’s no choice, if you have to defend your life
or your livestock. That’s why they’ve set aside so much of
their jungles and savannahs as sacrosanct wilderness, where
the sacred beasts can live undisturbed.”

The land beyond the river is mostly brown and yellow, dry

praalgrass dotted with spiny, flat-topped asuáfen trees. Flat,
torrid and wide open, it seems to stretch to the ends of
Ithæor – except in the south-east, where the first peaks of the
Nerlmaro range are distantly visible, low grey shapes rising
from the rim of the sky. Only the unpaved road, which
divides here and there as it runs on and on, marks the
presence of humanity. Near the river itself the ground is
damp enough to be green. And that was where we saw the
first animals.

They were dalopru of some sort, but quite different from the
ones in Bresklaim zoo: slimmer, with almost uniformly
brown scales and more elongated heads. Although they were
nudging and growling at each other as they grazed, they
barely reacted to the approach of our minitransit. Which was
good, since we couldn’t exactly have got a good look at them
if they’d dashed away as soon as they saw us! Same went for
the wild ulgeurms we came across soon after, who were
quietly stripping the top leaves from a clump of trees. I
suppose the animals near Dral Jalmáorë have gotten so used
to being watched that they see the vehicles as just another,
harmless kind of beast...

The groups of scalerns were small and scattered at first, but
there were avizards everywhere. Flocks of what looked like
greyer, smaller fexatels took to the air directly in front of us
several times; Adasoth Imokirl called them fexeldis. There
were big, whitish krezarns perched in the tree tops, watching
us inscrutably – now and then one would spread its huge,
furry wings and give a piercing scream. (Perhaps they were
trying to summon some predator to kill us, and leave them a
carrion feast…) Once, far away to the left, I saw several

krezarns aloft – maybe tracking a herd of some species on the
ground, to pick off its oldest and sickest members.

Imokirl stopped at a crossroads after two and a half hours,
parking just off the track. He let us out, set up three folding
chairs next to the transit and offered us some salted meat
strips and zrexah nuts with brelimef juice. I wanted to stretch
my legs rather than sit down again – he said not to go further
than ten metres away. There was no sign of any dangerous
animals, but Imokirl had a handgun at the ready.

After we’d eaten and were about to get back on the road, I
heard what sounded like thunder from the south. Dust clouds
rose as it grew louder. Imokirl urged us quickly into the
transit. Vralnu, unfortunately, was urinating behind a nearby
bush and took what seemed like ages to finish… the
stampede was almost upon us when he ran back and slammed
the side door. I stood up to watch through the open roof.

Wild lonthraers! There must have been hundreds of them,
dull blue and green-brown and rushing towards us in a broad
wave: a beautiful but unnerving spectacle. Imokirl seemed
unconcerned – he didn’t even start the engine. He knew, of
course, like I did, that lonthraers are too smart to run blindly
into a large stationery obstacle. The herd simply divided
around our vehicle and streamed past on all sides. The noise
was deafening, but we were in no danger. It took more than a
minute for all the lonthraers to pass. I got three pictures
taken, then closed the roof to keep the dust out – and because
it occurred to me that a big xarrosk might be chasing the
herd.

There was no such deadly monster in pursuit… but I did see a

weird, unfocused blur moving quickly after the lonthraers.
Vralnu pointed to the other side: another such vague shape
momentarily stopped moving. Two fierce eyes and three
cruel fangs came into focus, and the sleek outline of a sykrelt
was suddenly visible. Its swiftly-shifting scale colors blend
almost flawlessly with the background, yet you can see it if
you know where to look. The sykrelt just hissed at us
menacingly – I was very glad of the closed window between
it and me – then raced onward and vanished almost at once.
There wasn’t time to aim the camera at either of them.

Imokirl took a different route back home. In the last two
hours we were further south from the river and saw fewer
dalopru or ulgeurms. Once, though, a small herd of vorgrards
appeared way off to the left. They never came close to the
road, yet they were imposing even from afar. The biggest
ones were taller than the trees they were browsing from,
moving and bellowing with a proud, ponderous nonchalance
which showed they owned the savannah – and they knew it.
Back in town about noon. It was terribly hot by then – Vralnu
and I returned to the guesthouse to share a shower, make love
and rest.

Later, I dragged him out to the local museum. They’ve got
some old wagons and farm tools from the lost Naeriléun
towns Imokirl told us of, along with paintings and
photographs of those places, and of Dral Jalmáorë itself, from
centuries past; and a few more ancient local artefacts, like 8th
century beads and funeral ornaments.
[Okay, I’m not doing very well at shortening my diary entries
so far!]

Krethmren Ihzhernuth 22nd

I was lying in bed just after sunrise, with Vralnu on top of me
plunging blissfully away, when it suddenly occurred to me:
since I helped Father beat that ridiculous treason charge,
could he – as his last official act before retiring – get my
Academy suspension cancelled...?

After my thoughts were briefly blotted out by an inevitable
orgasm, I couldn’t wait to get dressed and ask to borrow the
Lãldirms’ telephone (they charged me three dorarfs for a sixminute cross-national call). The connection to home was
tinny and distorted.

Tevers answered – he was about to leave for the fuel farm –
and told me Father was still in bed. With Amlúee. I
desperately wanted to talk to him... but I thought Father
would be less inclined to do me such a favour if I disturbed
them.

Briefly told Tevers what I’d thought of. He laughed a bit, and
said, “Grandad wants to retire with a bit of his dignity – and
good reputation – left. I don’t think showing special
treatment for his daughter will make him look good to all the
other officials. Even if, maybe, you’ve earned it.”

“You think he still cares about that alone?” I asked. “I mean,
once his job is finished, all he’ll have left is his family. Us,
Tevers. We should be more important to him than what those
people think. Please, tell him I called.”
“Okay, but I won’t see him until this evening. You could call
again first. Anyway, I’ve got to go. Have fun there up south,

Liri.” He passed the phone to Dahatren, who had a bit more
time to ask me about my vacation. The six minutes were soon
over, and the connection broke automatically.

Had another tour of the savannah this afternoon: we took a
ten-doraef offer from a different business, for three and a half
hours with drinking water only. This trip was north of the
Naerilé, unlike yesterday. Shared our minitransit with
another, older couple from Yeeshnerm in the south. They
kept saying how much nicer it is here, where the air is hot but
dry, than in the sweltering jungles near their city.

We saw many of the same animals as yesterday, plus several
elbvarks half-submerged in a murky backwater. There were
more vorgrards around this time, and one of them blocked the
road for a minute or two. It dwarfed our vehicle, forcing the
driver to back up slowly and respectfully. I suppose it got
bored of the confrontation, since we offered no challenge.
Finished the first camera reel (thirty frames) today.
So far, I’m really enjoying all this. The land is primeval,
beautiful and rich – just as Vréonsar frontiersmen would have
seen it, or the Urxarrl Valley people long before them. It
makes me feel alive in a way that classrooms and flingball
grounds never have. Vralnu’s happier here too (even without
hunting!) And we’re all the more lucky to have each other.
Tlornren Ihzhernuth 23rd

Remained in Dral Jalmáorë today. I’d asked Esthinae to save
us some breakfast (didn’t mind if it was cold) so Vralnu and I

could have a long, sensual lie in.

Went to a diskracket contest after lunch (they play it
differently here, with only one disk at a time – meaning the
rallies last longer and final scores tend to be less). It was
oppressively hot, hotter than I ever played flingball in. The
local champion, Dalso Emthard – a decidedly ugly man with
freakishly big forearms, who seemed immune to the heat –
beat five opponents in a row.

It was getting a bit monotonous, so I asked Vralnu if we
could go somewhere else. He got annoyed, snapping back
that he was enjoying it. I was about to get up and leave
without him, when the arbiter called a misplay against
Emthard and disallowed one of his three-point scores.

The man went absolutely crazy! He broke his racket in half
and yelled abuse at the arbiter, calling him a stinking piece of
mrulgrub vomit. In a matter of seconds a bunch of his
supporters in the crowd were yelling too, and others
demanding they calm down. A couple of fights broke out, the
contest’s six assigned lawmen waded in, Emthraden attacked
one of them with the handle of his racket and inspired yet
more drunken spectators (who I assume were his fans) to turn
violent.
“Let’s get out of here!” Vralnu said, pulling me to my feet. I
was happy to do just that. But I see now: I shouldn’t have
asked him to leave before the trouble started. How would I
feel, if he – or anyone – walked out of one of my flingball
games early, purely because of boredom?

He probably had the same thought, but never mentioned it.

What a wonderful man he is!
We’re planning an overnight savannah tour for tomorrow.
Iygren Ihzhernuth 24th
Today started out awkward, but it’s ended amazing!

Vralnu was in a dull mood this morning, and didn’t want to
make love. I did – so I wasn’t too happy with him. It took
over two hours to find a tour business who did overnight trips
we could comfortably afford, and weren’t already booked
out. Finally settled on an outfit who call themselves
Openland Grand Trekking. They charged us forty-six doraefs
for the whole package. Got in their minitransit (cleaner and
newer than the Aldéarn and Imokirl vehicle) by 11:60. The
driver’s name is Lonaira Selvrimt; we’re her only passengers.

This time, Vralnu had insisted on hiring a rifle from the
guesthouse. He grudgingly agreed not to use it until
tomorrow, so that his kill wouldn’t be lying near us all night
to attract the krezarns and other scavengers.

Our outbound route was south of the river again. Went a lot
further than before, and in mid-afternoon came to one of the
overgrown, long-desolate Naeriléun ghost towns. We stopped
there for lunch.

The old buildings are just stone walls now, with no roofs or
window glass. The praalgrass sprouts from every crack,
twisted trees grow out through the windows and dry water
buttes; the streets are game trails. It was hot and still, the
avizards were silent. A few little dalopru and wild goats were

grazing in the shadows, but nothing else moved. I tried to
imagine the place full of people and noise and activity… it
wasn’t easy. I guess nature can change a town as much as any
war or technological progress. Made a quick pencil sketch,
trying to capture the feeling of peaceful abandonment. We
took a few photographs of each other with the ruins as a
backdrop.

Driver Selvrimt, a thin, lithe woman of indeterminate age
with amiable, sun-dried features and unusually sparse hair,
told us a little about the area. This, she said, was once called
Vóekonthrit Village: birthplace of that same Savant Supreme
Osvenoth Vóekonthrit, who settled in Bresklaim Shores and
became one of the founding leaders of our technocratic
government. The local legend is that, when he abandoned his
home village as a young man, he took the final train west to
Melnaméa. The woman he loved (her name was also Lonaira,
our guide said with a smug little grin) still had some business
to close down, and she promised to follow him in a vorgrardcarriage two weeks later. The night before she would have
left, there was a freak rainstorm and the Naerilé burst its
banks, flooding the village. Twenty-eight remaining people,
including Lonaira, were never seen again.

Osvenoth Vóekonthrit never married – that much is true, I
know. According to Driver Selvrimt: after he retired as
Savant Supreme, more than eighty years later, he returned
here in one of the biofuel railcars he had helped design. There
was another flood that day, so the tale goes, and he vanished
in his turn… yet every Awmelra Vrew, the brightest night of
the year when Zherrista is at opposition, two young vorgrards
can be seen wading together in the river near that ruined

village…

Reached the far point of our journey close to sunset and
pulled over, parking in a well-worn rocky hollow. A light,
warm wind had sprung up from the north, and the whole
savannah around us was rippling gold. The Nerlmaro
Mountains are more prominent from here, filling much of the
southern horizon. They look grey, craggy and utterly remote,
their highest peaks tiny glints of white.

Tiny exocrustans buzzed about everywhere. Overhead, a
huge flock of fexeldis were swirling, crossing and dancing
around each other as they fed on the exocrustans. Their rapid
squeaks and hissings filled the air like radio static.

Lonaira set up a little gas burner and boiled water for a
powdered vegetable mush, which went quite nicely with the
standard dried meat strips and bread. We drank warm
iskreseg ales and watched a dalopru herd wander slowly by.

We’re too far from the river to see it, but there’s a murky
little watering hole nearby. Every so often animals stop there
to drink. That included three vorgrards this evening! In awe
of their size and power, I instinctively watched them from a
crouched, stealthy position, peaking over the edge of the
hollow, and got what I hope is a passable photograph. Once
they were gone I did a detailed drawing of the landscape,
with a variety of animals around the watering hole.

As the Sun went down, a whole new chorus of animal noises
rang out from all directions. Little scalern creatures hidden in
the praalgrass were whistling and clicking; several different
species of dalopru gave a variety of warbling hoots and rough
groans. Lonaira said they were calling each other together for

the night. Once there was a fierce, shrieking roar from far
off – it set my teeth on edge. Vralnu grabbed his rented rifle
and gulped.

“Xarrosk,” said Lonaira calmly. (She’s armed too, with a
heavy broad-gauge pistol which she always wears. It has her
name inscribed on the grip.) “It’s very unlikely to come after
us when there’s so much game around. We’ll sleep in the
transit – xarrosks don’t attack vehicles, metal and glass aren’t
very tasty.”

“Speaking of metal...” I’d just noticed something half-buried
in the wheel-compacted earth nearby. I pried it up: a steel
spike handtool, like an awl, roughened and rusty yet still
sharp.
“Maybe you’ve just made that major archaeological find you
always dreamed of, Liri!” Vralnu smiled.
I wished he was right, but didn’t think so. “It can’t be all that
old. It would have rusted a lot more – even if it stays dry
most of the year out here.”

Lonaira examined the spike. “There’s a smithy in Dral
Jalmáorë that still makes these today. Probably dropped here
by someone who was repairing the road, a few years ago
maybe.”

“Well, I’ll keep it anyway,” I said. “It will have historical
value to me, as a reminder of visiting this amazing land.”

On impulse, I selected a loose rock about half the size of my
head. Using the old awl, I scratched two words into its flattest
surface: LASURIN LIRIŌNEERË [Liriōnee’s Rock].
Lonaira photographed me, holding both rock and tool. I will

take a memento of the Naeriléun Savannah home with me,
and also leave an engraved record of my presence right here.

Stayed up well into the redlit night. The animals have grown
quieter. Lonaira’s told us a few interesting stories about the
beasts and people of the savannah. I know she’s just doing
her job – but she seems to share some of my interests
(hopefully not including Vralnu!) and she’s really easygoing. I could come to see her as a friend.

25:27 - it’s got much cooler over the last couple of hours.
Lonaira said that’s unusual, even at this time of year. I’m
taking first predator watch, sat outside the transit with my
diary and the rifle. Still a few growls and squeals coming
from the land around us; I haven’t heard the xarrosk’s roar
again. Zherrista and Tirvaen are westering, Saahvaen rising.
Got to stay awake another two hours, forty-eight minutes...
Ezgren Ihzhernuth 25th
National Youth Day (Loni Rivexaol)

07:50 – It’s raining. Vralnu took final watch – he said the
clouds from the north filled the sky so quickly, it was like a
woman changing fashions... Warm rain started just before he
woke me and Lonaira up. Looks like we’ve brought the
North Coast weather here, right behind us!

A sizeable pool has already formed in our parking hollow. I
felt grotty after sweating through yesterday’s heat and then
sleeping in my clothes, and fresh rainwater would be much
cleaner than that stagnant watering hole. Knelt down, opened

my shirt and hastily splashed water over my body. (If it
wasn’t for Lonaira’s presence, I’d have happily stripped
naked in the rain and invited Vralnu to wash me!)

My rough toilette was startlingly interrupted by a keening,
gurgling sound from right in front of me. Looking up, I saw a
black, glistening, ovoid blob sat on one of the rocks across
the pool. It must have been nearly half a metre across; its
tooth-ringed, jawless mouth looked ready to nip my nose off;
other than that, its only features were thin red and yellow
bands around its body.

I shrank back with a cry, and the creature seemed to reach out
after me. But in fact, it simply stretched into a long, thick,
worm-shape and arched down into the water, where it coiled
and gulped thirstily.

The others had responded to my little yell. “Is that one of
those pliantimorph things?” Vralnu asked.

“Yes – this species is called qōsha hydel,” said Lonaira, one
hand on her pistol. “They can live and hunt above ground,
unlike most pliantimorphs – but they hibernate much of the
year, and only crawl out of their holes when it’s wet...
There’ll be lots of them around soon, and when they’re done
soaking up water, they’ll want food. We’d better get going.”
I took a photograph of the creature in the pool, using up the
last frame on the camera’s reel.
*

*

* *

*

22:35 – Back at Tamvinith Court, alone. Everything’s all
gone horribly wrong. Lonaira Selvrimt is dead; my Vralnu is
badly hurt. It was me who wanted to come here – if he dies,

I’ve killed him.

Lonaira drove us back west for about three hours. The rain
didn’t stop, and I saw two ulgeurms lying squirming beside
the road with those slimy, shape-changing qōsha hydels
latched onto their throats. Vorgrards blocked our path again
for several minutes at one point. But the worst came when the
road lead into a shallow gully, which should have been just a
gentle slope down and up again. Too late, Lonaira found the
bottom of gully was now full of mud. The minitransit slid to a
stop at the lowest point, and its wheels spun uselessly.

After a couple of minutes struggling to free us, she shut off
the engine.
“So now what?” I sighed. “We just sit here until dry season
returns?”
“We need something solid under the wheels,” Lonaira said.
“Just long enough to get us past this mud patch...”

Vralnu, to his credit, was thinking practically. “Planks of
wood would be best – but will tree branches and sticks do?”
Lonaira nodded. “They might. We’ve got to be careful
gathering them. Liri, are you okay to keep lookout again?
Use the rifle if anything attacks us.”
“All right.” I hated getting out in the muck – it could have
been crawling with biting things – but I had no choice.

The three of us rushed through the rain to the nearest clump
of asuáfen trees. A few little dalopru had been sheltering
from the rain there; they ran away. I stood guard for maybe
eight minutes, while Vralnu and Lonaira cut off low

branches. There was one small wood-saw and a pair of
loppers in the transit (these tour operators clearly believe in
being ready for anything!) Only in the last minute did I have
to fire a shot, when a qōsha hydel came slithering through the
sodden praalgrass and stretched itself in the direction of
Vralnu’s back.

They both jumped as the gunshot rang out close behind them,
but approved when they saw the splattered remains of the
creature.

We returned to the minitransit carrying several branches, the
straightest ones available. I was already totally drenched by
now – so getting down in the mud, to position them for the
wheels to grip on, wasn’t as repulsive as it might have been.
But this was certainly not how I thought our vacation would
turn out. All three of us got covered in black dirt from toes to
waist and up to our elbows. I put the rifle back in the vehicle
to keep it clean. At last, Lonaira felt we were ready to start
the engine again.

Then came the nightmarish, screaming roar from right behind
me.
I spun around and screamed myself.

A huge xarrosk was poised on the edge of the gully. It must
have locked eyes with us for only a second or two before it
attacked. But its image, in that moment, is burned into my
mind. The very face of primal fear, of the demonic god
Argřourth who is war and death personified: the grey-scaled
king of killer beasts, standing half erect three metres tall,
forelimbs extended with claws like serrated knives, wide-set
eyes blazing a ravenous red, jaws agape with two rows of

daggerlike teeth ready to rip through our flesh.
It roared again, dropped onto all fours and bounded down
straight at us. All I could think of was to flee. I turned to run,
slipped in the mud and fell flat. Lonaira whipped out her
pistol and shot the beast. She hit one of its front legs, eliciting
another piercing roar – it stumbled, but didn’t stop. Its two
long spear-horns, retracted before, sprang out from the
shoulder joints. I struggled to get up. Lonaira backed off a
few paces, aiming again for the xarrosk’s head. An instant
before she could fire, it was upon her. The left horn, a living
lance of bone, skewered into her chest and straight out
through her spine. She died without even having time to
scream.

Vralnu, no doubt just as scared as I was but steadier on his
feet, had grabbed the rifle. Another shot burst out, right
above my head. The xarrosk had withdrawn its horn from
Lonaira’s body and taken its first mouthful of her, just as his
bullet tore into its flank. The beast spasmed in pain… but
again, it got only a non-fatal wound. A moment later, it
rounded on Vralnu and me.

Firing a second time without proper aim, Vralnu missed
completely. The xarrosk swiped at him with its uninjured
right forelimb. The tips of those brutal claws slashed him,
raking across his raised arms and face. He crumpled,
groaning, into the mud.
Terror and grief stretched out my sense of time. I watched the
monster tower over my fallen miwaóvin, lowering into a
crouch as its ravening jaws opened to devour him – all
seemingly in slow motion. And at the same time, I realized

the rifle had fallen right beside me when it was knocked from
Vralnu’s grasp. I seized it, stood up, swung it into the general
direction of the xarrosk, and pulled the trigger.
The recoil of the weapon almost knocked me back down.
Blood gouted from a ragged wound, where the beast’s left
eye had been. It gave its most piercing scream-roar yet,
rearing up again and toppling onto its back. Unbelievably,
my bullet had still somehow missed the fierce and tiny brain.

“Die, just die!” I howled. The xarrosk rolled away from us,
convulsing and bellowing, but refused to obey me. I took aim
again, trying to get a clean, fatal shot directly into its open
jaws or right between the eyes; I couldn’t. Then it found its
feet, screams dimming down into an agonized, growling
moan, and limped away along the gully.

I sent another shot after it, not sure if I hit or missed – but the
creature didn’t come back. It turned a bend in the gully and
was lost to sight. I could still hear its pained voice, which
kept on fading with distance until it was drowned out by the
sound of the rain.

That was when I became aware of the rain again.... and the
mud I was standing in, that Vralnu was lying in. His blood
oozed from the gashes in his forearms – and out through the
fingers covering his face. And, close by... the mud was red
around the torn, mutilated remains of Lonaira.

Writing about it now, I’m more horrified and sick than I felt
at the time. I keep putting down my pen and taking deep
breaths. If I donntt mey handds sh ake & I cann ot wriit
Somehow, I got Vralnu to stand up and stagger back to the

minitransit. He had has a cruel slash across his left cheek that
just misses his eye, it was bleeding badly. The cuts on his
arms are longer and deeper. There was mud in them. I
washed them as best I could with water from one of the
drinking bottles.

There was a medical box aboard with a pot of idreeln
antiseptic. I rubbed some into his facial cut; he winced and
hissed, though he had neither cried out nor spoken since the
beast wounded him. His breathing was rapid and shallow and
his eyes dull, unfocused. While I clumsily tended his wounds
he began shivering, as if from the freezing polar weather
which neither of us has ever known. My strong, gorgeous,
loving man now seemed like a frightened, helpless, spiritless
child.
The idreeln was insufficient to treat his arm wounds. All I
could do was dab a little along each gash, wiping away the
welling blood second by second until my own hands and shirt
were covered in it. I wrapped bandages tight around both his
forearms, from elbow to wrist; they turned red and blood
leaked through, so I put another set of bandages on top of the
first. It took three layers before the bleeding seemed to stop.
There were just two bandages left in the box – and I had to tie
one of those around his head to cover the cheek.

“Stay with me,” I said. “I’m going to get you home, Vralnu. I
love you, I need you. You’re going to be okay.” Thinking
back now it sounds totally trite, but it was all I could come up
with.
He whispered back, glancing outside. “Blood. More danger...
get the pistol.”

He was right. Lonaira’s bloody carcass was already being
attacked by another qōsha hydel – aarrrgghh! – the sight of
it, sucking gore off those shattered ribs..! Two krezarns,
untroubled by the rain, flapped down from the sky and began
ripping as her flesh. There was a new growling sound from
not far away, which I’d heard before in the zoo: rellz. A rellz
wouldn’t be content with fighting over a single corpse, and
would surely come after any living prey that remained close
at hand.

Her weapon was lying half-sunk in the mud, not two metres
from her body. The blood hadn’t spread quite that far. The
notion of going near her, especially now the scavengers had
come, was horrible... but once I’d collected my thoughts for a
few seconds, I knew we might well need it. It was still a long
way back to Dral Jalmáorë.

Taking up the rifle again, I fired a shot in the direction of
Lonaira’s body. It frightened the scavengers off long enough
for me to run in there and snatch up the pistol. Then I thought
of something else. The vehicle keys were in her pocket... And
even if we had to leave her here, some proof of her fate
would be needed – or we might be accused of murder.

Why hadn’t we bought another reel for the camera?? What
was I to do – sit and sketch a picture of the carnage? There
was hardly enough time or safety for that. All I could do,
really, was take her ID, as some show of faith that I cared
what had become of Lonaira Selvrimt.

Steeling myself and clenching my teeth against nausea, I
staggered over to her corpse. The smell of blood was strong, I
tried not to breathe. Perhaps fortunately, her head and right

shoulder were gone, swallowed by the xarrosk. So there were
no lifeless eyes to gaze into... That qōsha hydel was still sat
in the muck nearby, contracted back to a pulsating ovoid,
watching me. I smashed the rifle barrel into it. The thing
gurgled horribly, crawling a bit further away. I could have
shot it, but felt scared to make any more such loud noise
before we got moving.

Searched in the pouch on the corpse’s filthy belt for a few
seconds until I had Lonaira’s keys and wallet, then ran back
to the minitransit.

Vralnu, sitting beside me wordless and paling with pain, held
the rifle with its few remaining rounds. I wedged the pistol in
front of the little steering column. Thank Orialaó that I
learned to drive! Not even bothering to change my blooddrenched shirt, I got the engine started and revved the
machine forward with every scrap of power it could produce.

The sticks we’d laid under the wheels cracked and splintered,
the ministransit jerked and slipped a little – I felt the traction
come and go for a few tense seconds – then, abruptly, it was
steady. We shot ahead, firm road under us once more. It had
worked!
Neither of us cheered, but we both managed a smile and a
sigh of relief. “You’re the best there is, my Liri,” Vralnu
croaked out.

The next few hours are almost a blur. I’m not really sure how
long I drove. Didn’t even stop to eat or drink. All I did was
keep going, focused desperately on the road ahead, on
avoiding any muddy patches or colliding with any animals. I

remember seeing vorgrards and wild lonthraers again, and – I
think – a couple of rellz, whose metachromatic camouflage
fluctuated as they crossed in front of us… I noticed when the
rain stopped and we came to an area still dry. There were a
few forks in the road; Vralnu fumbled with a map which
Lonaira had barely needed, and gave uncertain suggestions
about which turnings to take. We just kept heading what
seemed like due west.

It must have been late afternoon before I saw another vehicle,
heading towards us from a right-hand turning. I stopped and
searched frantically for the horn control. Just as they were
about to pass, I found the hooked lever and pulled it, hard,
three times. The blasts of sound were piercingly harsh.

The other driver skidded to a halt. It was a tour operator with
three passengers. I suppose I could feel guilty about cutting
their game viewing short – but the moment they got a look at
us, bloody, dirty and exhausted, they were concerned only
with helping.

It turned out we had only a few kilometres left to go (though
I had been about to head the wrong way!) One of the tourists
was an experienced transit driver himself, and took over our
vehicle. Another changed Vralnu’s bandages, using fresh
supplies from their medical kit. I sat in the back and drank
water, realizing how thirsty I’d become. When we drove back
over the bridge into the cosy old streets of Dral Jalmáorë, I
found myself dizzy with a glorious sense of safety.

They took us straight to the town’s infirmary. A Guxolan
doctor named Glaingyzhaz examined Vralnu, who was still
almost mute and now seemed feverish.

“You did a reasonable job cleaning his wounds,” he told me.
“But they are deep cuts. Some contamination has stuck.”

“Contamination? But xarrosks aren’t poisonous, are they?” I
gulped.

“Not in themselves. Old blood and meat can be. I think the
animal that attacked you had traces of previous kills, on its
claws. Shipwright Tuldernat, you have incipient sepsis.”
Vralnu was breathing rapidly and sweating. “What’s that
mean? Will you have to cut my hands off…?”

The doctor gave a practised smile. “Not if we give you the
right medicines, at once. It has only been hours since
infection. It can be cured. You must stay here at least tonight.
Probably tomorrow night.”
“We’re flying home tomorrow,” I said.

“Only if I declare him fit to leave,” Doctor Glaingyzhaz
stated firmly.

I wanted to stay with Vralnu at the infirmary – but I knew
there were other things that had to be done. After finally
cleaning myself up, changing, and throwing those filthy
clothes in the contaminated waste, I returned the minitransit
to the offices of Openland Grand Trekking. They were only
minutes from closing. Probably, under other circumstances, I
would have been in trouble for driving one of their vehicles
without authorization… That was forgotten very quickly,
once I’d handed over Lonaira’s personalized pistol and
wallet – and told them what happened to her.
I was crying like a baby before I’d finished my halting
account. My tears had been held back all those hours by

shock and determination. It’s humiliating to break down like
that in front of a group of strangers. Yet I suppose my
obviously genuine distress must have put my truthfulness
beyond any doubt.
A woman I hardly knew… and her horrible death will haunt
me, until my own dying day.

I became so self-absorbed that I didn’t notice how Lonaira’s
colleagues reacted to the news of her death. All I know is,
one of them eventually took me back to the infirmary. Sat by
Vralnu’s bed – they’d given him some strong drugs, he was
barely conscious but no longer in pain. Ultimately, I was
asked to leave by the incoming night shift.

Walked to the guesthouse. Ate a late, lonely dinner which
Esthinae had kept for me. Wrote it all down.

Maybe it was my first gunshot, to kill that qōsha hydel,
which let the xarrosk know where we were; or maybe it had
simply found us by chance. I can’t blame myself. I mustn’t
blame myself...
Lalmren Ihzhernuth 26th
Tretivaul (Uldurthist Star Walk Festival: Jymelfo, AlnaTraa, ten other nations)
Mother’s birthday

The old Lãldirms weren’t actually very shocked by my story
from yesterday, although they were, of course, sympathetic.
“Someone dies out there nearly every year,” said Nysenram.
“No respect for the ancient dangers, you young people…

such a shame.” (Compared to him, Lonaira can’t have been
much older than me).
“The woman you’re named after, the Priestess Liriōnee – she
faced a xarrosk once, too,” Esthinae added. “It sounds like
you’re as brave as she was, dearie.”

“I know. She and Prince Nenamdir, on the Daanresya Desert
battlefield…” It’s an exciting, heroic tale: the healer and the
warrior, standing together against one of the vicious, battletrained beasts unleashed by Xyzôrr tyrant Azzondraĥ and his
Argřourth-worship cult, sharing their first kiss amidst the
carnage after they slew the monster. But I never truly knew
how she must have felt.
And maybe I never will. There was nothing heroic about me
yesterday. I just did what I had to... I was driven by fear, not
courage.

Went back to the infirmary this morning as early as I could.
Vralnu was still asleep, no longer sweating. They had
removed the bandage from his face. His cheek cut seems to
be healing cleanly, but it looks like he’ll always have a big
scar. His forearms were still wrapped in fresh dressings.
I was holding his hand when he awoke. “Liri,” he said
blearily. “You saved me.”
“You saved me, too. Let’s just go home.” I kissed his
forehead.

A medic took a sample of Vralnu’s blood. Doctor
Glaingyzhaz came to see us about fifty minutes later.

“The blood poisoning is nearly gone,” he told us. “You need
one more batch of medication, Shipwright Tuldernat. We can

release you this afternoon. You must see another doctor
within two days, for confirmation of the cure.”
“So I’m not going to lose my hands?” Vralnu said.
“That is most unlikely.”

It was still several hours before they let Vralnu go. The
doctor gave him a bottle of greenish goo, to swallow tonight
and tomorrow morning. In the meantime, I was accosted by a
lawman who came to the infirmary. He demanded I
accompany him to the town justicentre and make a statement
about Lonaira Selvrimt’s death.
Having had enough of that trauma, I asked if I could do it
tomorrow (planning to jump on the airship home before
then). The man wouldn’t accept that. When I got to the
justicentre, I found out why: Lonaira’s sister, her only living
relative, was waiting there.

The woman is parched-skinned, scrawny, long-nosed, and
thin-haired in the apparent family manner. She had plainly
not slept and been crying most of the night. The lawman
introduced us, calling her Storekeeper Omireeth Selvrimt.
She wasted no words.

“You let my sister die and left her out there, you callous,
cowardly little slut!” she snarled. “Left her to the rellz and
the worms! By Qyvaweth, I ought to—!” Only the presence
of armed lawmen in the room restrained her.
“There was nothing I could do for Lonaira,” I pleaded. “She
was—”
“Don’t you speak of her in the familiar, as you were friends!”

spat the grieving woman.

“The xarrosk killed her instantly. I couldn’t help her – when
it attacked her, I wasn’t even armed! All I could do was save
my boyfriend and myself. I’m sorry. In Orialaó’s name, I’m
so sorry!”

Omireeth Selvrimt clenched and unclenched her fists, her
teeth gritted. “Why didn’t you bring back her body?”

How could she ask me this?! “I didn’t have time. I wasn’t… I
couldn’t touch it, it was… unpleasant. I’m not a pathologist!”

“You could have brought something back for me to cremate.
You didn’t think she might have a family. Or you didn’t care!
Well, Emlerit – I hope, when you die, someone treats you just
the same.” Her anger with me had changed to maudlin
contempt.

One of the lawmen said, “Perhaps Farmhand Emlerit can
direct us to the exact site of your sister’s demise. Any…
extant remains of her can be recovered by a trained
investigator.”

This horrified me. “Please, no! I can’t go back there. I
couldn’t stand it.”

“My sister was all the World to me.” Storekeeper Selvrimt
had begun weeping again. “The place she died – I have to see
it. Even if there’s no bones left, no scrap of clothing… no
trace of her to find at all. I’ll put a marker by the road, a stele
with her name on it. Something passing people will always
see.”

“You think you could identify the location of the incident on
a map, instead of coming with us?” another lawman asked

me. “We’ve got detailed charts of the savannah tour routes.”
“I’ll try.”

It occurs to me now that I could have lied – picked a spot on
one of the maps at random, anything for them to just let me
go. But it certainly didn’t occur to me then. For more than
fifteen minutes I sat at a desk, poring over the charts. Found
Vóekonthrit Village, then the place where we parked for the
night; then tried to retrace our journey yesterday. Maybe
Vralnu could have done it more easily, as he was the one
holding the map while I drove. At last, I noticed a point
where one of the roads crossed a winding dotted line which
continued north to the river: the map legend said such lines
indicate seasonal streams. It had to be the gully we got stuck
in.
“I think this is it,” I said.

Storekeeper Selvrimt, who wouldn’t go home or take any
kind of refreshment until she got some satisfaction, had a
look and said, “That’s the old Green Corclaw Creek. If she
died there… she’d say it was a good place. Where her soul
could ascend to the stars from the wilderness she loved, on
this, our sacred day…” She broke off, pulled out an Uldurth
Starwalk talisman and held it up before me – then slammed it
down on the desk with a cynical, despairing cry. “It should
have been you, though, it should.”

They had me write down an account of yesterday’s events
before I could leave. Thankfully, I had this diary in my bag –
just copied yesterday’s entry, leaving out the conversations
and feelings.

I hope they do find the right place. But I’d be surprised if
there’s anything left of Lonaira.

Uldurthists, like Lonaira and her sister, don’t believe in
reincarnation – but I do. Though I may not have known her
long, I will pray her soul is reborn to the happy new
beginning she deserves.

Vralnu was well enough, by 16:00, to walk back to
Tamvinith Court Guesthouse and pack his baggage – with a
little help. He can use his hands, although his forearms are
very weak and sensitive. We checked out. Esthinae Lãldirm,
fussing over Vralnu like a would-be grandmother, gave us
two bottles of that smoky local ale and a packed meal to take
with us. And the staff at Openland Grand Trekking, grateful
for my salvaging Lonaira’s gun (not to mention their vehicle)
gave us a free ride to the airport.

18:72 – We are aboard the airship Baron Sunbeam, waiting
for takeoff. Goodbye Dral Jalmáorë, Walkers’ Town. It will
be long time before I walk here again.

My mother is now fifty-two years old. I guess I could have
phoned her from the guesthouse, but didn’t remember until
after we’d left.
Vrolnren Ihzhernuth 27th
Full moon Tirvaen
Naeriléun vacation return
06:00 – Baron Sunbeam has made an unscheduled landing.

According to the pilot’s announcement, we’re sat in a field
on an eastern foothill of the Paliláun Mountains – about 156
kilometres short of Pëlilimqel. Apparently there’s a severe
storm on the other side of the range, into which they dare not
fly.

This is a smaller airship than Vulserbaro, and slower –
especially as we’re travelling north-westward, with the
prevailing wind against us. Baron Sunbeam also rolls and
pitches more. The cabin Vralnu & I were allocated is even
tinier than our last one. It has narrow bunk beds; I took the
top one. Vralnu hasn’t slept much – he’s still in pain from his
arms. Not to mention, the instability of the airship has
brought back his fear of flight. I tried sharing his bunk to
hold him and offer comfort, but it’s just too small.

There’s still a communal canteen-type deck; it has only
normal windows, instead of grand transparent walls. It’s still
night outside. Zherrista has set and Tirvaen sunk behind the
mountains, so nothing is visible but cropped praalgrass,
flameferns and some twisted nearby shrubs, by the dim light
of waning Saahvaen. A few of the crew are out there now,
pegging mooring ropes into the ground. I’m thinking they
must be nervous, walking into a strange, wide open place
when it’s so dark. Even if there aren’t supposed to be
xarrosks anywhere in this region…
*

*

* *

*

12:32 – Finally, we’ve taken off again. I watched dawn
break, then tried reading; couldn’t concentrate for long. A
trio of children got very bored and started running around the
communal deck, shouting and annoying the other passengers,

until their parents got permission to take them outside.
Vralnu isn’t feeling any better, he’s stayed in our cabin most
of the morning.

To pass the time after breakfast, I sketched the view of the
mountains from the canteen. One passenger, a passably
handsome man with a thick, curled moustache – which he’d
obviously styled carefully, but with the wrong effect on his
looks – and a flat monotone voice, tried to hit on me. He
complimented my drawing, looking down at it as an unsubtle
excuse to stare into my cleavage, and asked what such a
lovely, talented girl was doing travelling alone.

I told him I was with my boyfriend; he replied with the
standard question about where the boyfriend was. I asked him
politely to leave me alone, to which he made a crass
witticism about how a woman’s ‘sweet solitude’ needed
filling up... Unfortunately for him, he sounded like another
Damaroln Klarelo (perhaps that’s a bit unfair, since I never
even let him tell me his own name). Being completely
uninterested, I got up and left, saying that if he followed me
I’d rip his testicles off and use them as startokens. Not very
witty, I know – but it worked.

Went for a short walk outside. It was a warm day, open range
land around us with a few ulgeurms and cattle grazing further
down the hill. Couldn’t see any villages or farms, but they
might have been concealed in nearby valleys. A couple of big
avizards swooped and soared overhead. I think they were
laessks, flying hunters wondering if the parked airship had
brought anything edible with it. And one of them defecated
on me, hitting the left shoulder of my jacket! Ran back to the

airship to clean it.

To top it all off, the food onboard is sub-standard: dry and
almost tasteless. I can’t wait to get home!
*

*

* *

*

26:37 – We’re at Vralnu’s house in Matorrnid. Baron
Sunbeam landed at Evornerm airport about 24:10. It was a
frustratingly slow and uncomfortable journey: the big storm
had petered out, but there were still some strong opposing
winds and turbulence. I starting feeling sick – that’s never
happened to me on an airship before. Vralnu absolutely hated
it. The air grew calmer when we approached Bresklaim
Shores. Hopefully, at our coastal latitude, the midwinter dry
spell has begun by now.

Vralnu says his arms are still painful, but it’s a dull,
generalized, aching now instead of the sharp sting of the
original lacerations. He’s feeling weak and nauseous, too;
unlike my queasiness, it hasn’t got any better since we
landed.

He spent what were almost his last few doraefs on a transit to
his neighbourhood. (It’s only about four kilometres – if he’d
been in full health and we had no substantial bags, we could
have walked there happily enough).

Halsi was home when we got here. He was shocked at the
sight of Vralnu’s bandages, but immediately helped us with
our bags and brought us welcome meaty snacks and ales.
Vralnu was too weary to speak much, so I told the tale of our
brutal vacation experience.
“There’s a mini-infirmary a few streets from here,” he said,

“but it’s only open for walk-in patients in daytime hours –
government budget cuts, you know. We’d better take him
there first thing tomorrow.”

Vralnu gulped his ale. “Not sure I should be drinking this
with the medicine in my system. It’ll me make me feel better,
though. So I don’t care.”
“You should care, miwáovin! I care. I’ll stop drinking if you
will,” I said.

“Whatever.” He took another deep gulp. “How about I just
try to get some rest? I couldn’t exactly relax on that zashking
airship.” The flat, morbid tone of abjection was in his voice.
“Good idea, friend,” said Halsi.

There was nothing I could do but hope his mood would
improve overnight, along with his health. Thankfully, he’s
managed to fall asleep. I’ve no wish to make the hour-long
journey to Eseerila now.
I’ll go home tomorrow, and start looking for a new job...
Krethmren Ihzhernuth 28th

For the first time, I slept uneasily in Vralnu’s bed. Kept
dreaming that there were qōsha hydels sliding around the
room and monstrous, blood-dripping jaws waiting behind the
door...

My boyfriend felt worse this morning, not better. I woke up
next to him and noticed he’d been sweating far too much.
There was an unhealthy smell to his sweat, which he’s never
had before. He showered, getting his forearm bandages

soaked. When we removed them, the cuts beneath were
inflamed and nastily discoloured. There was none of the
medicine from Dral Jalmáorë left and no clean bandages in
the house. He clearly needed help, fast.

Walked to that little Matorrnid infirmary. One doctor was
present and three medics, with four other patients (three of
whom had been there overnight). Vralnu had to wait over
half an hour for any attention.

Doctor Glaingyzhaz had said the infection in his wounds was
nearly gone... if Nuwahan Nathérath were with us, he would
have been loudly contemptuous of that man’s competence.
Nearly wasn’t enough! The doctor we saw today said that
Vralnu has a particularly persistent kind of pathogen which
has been known to defy several standard treatments. He will
need a much stronger antibacterial mix; maybe even surgery,
to cut out the infected tissue. And he must stay with them
four nights, at least.

Vralnu had been quiet and moody before, but now he was
downright fatalistic. “Don’t visit me here,” he told me, once
he was sat in his allocated bed. “I don’t want you to see me in
this state any more.”
“Oh, Vralnu – I can’t just stay away. It’s my fault this
happened! I have to be here for you,” I said.

“No, Liri, it’s not your fault. I should have shot better, killed
the xarrosk before it hurt me or Lonaira! I’m the one who
fancied himself a hunter! And I couldn’t even save myself –
never mind protecting you, the woman I love. You had to
protect me. You’ve done enough...”

So, he feels like an emasculate failure. Will my regular
presence be a comfort (it ought to be!) – or simply make
things worse? How can he love me, and yet resent me for
saving his life? Perhaps some day, I’ll be old and wise
enough to truly understand men...

“Two days, okay, my Syeurix? I’ll come back in two days.
See how you feel then.”

He shrugged, gazing at the ceiling. “If you have to. Go sort
things out, find your new job. You don’t need me right now.”

Deciding to let him have the last word, I kissed him on the
forehead and departed.

Praumilh Ifedoudh wrote of a time when the front lines
broke, letting Fylraani troops penetrate as far as the open
woodland region where her telegraph team were working.
With scarcely any warning, they had to fight for their lives:
17 Mleenuth 3854 (2056 Q.O.)

Krëdh Ohichoun was shot through the head before
we even saw the enemy. We all had guns handy
and shrubs or trees to hide behind, but it must have
been another minute of random shooting until we
had anyone to aim at. Half our equipment was blown
to scrap in that time. I raised my head and eyeballed
a Fylraani, running from cover to cover as they
advanced on us.

I must have fired in the same second he did. The
man fell (dead, I very much hope) just as the left
side of my face erupted into agony. Ducked down
again, clasped my head and realized my left ear was

gone.

Traegh Ahullóeh killed another enemy who was
about to reach my cover spot. We escaped together
shortly. The brief firefight ended with the Fylraanis
capturing what was left our kit, while our team fled to
a fallback position deeper in the woods. The
telegraph gear won’t be of much use to them now.
18 Mleenuth

There’s no doubting that Traegh saved my life;
maybe he was hoping for a hero’s reward. But once
he got a good eyeful of my new, bullet-torn
countenance, he clearly forgot the idea! In fact, I will
struggle to get any romantic interest for the rest of
my days...
Perhaps that’s how Vralnu feels now. He thinks I won’t be
attracted to him any more. He’s wrong. If he lets me, I’ll
prove it to him.

Back home in Eseerila, I found Tevers at work and Father
away somewhere else (wrapping up his affairs as a
government official must be a complex process, especially
with so little notice). Dahatren’s school closed early today. I
barely had time to put my bag down before he was asking me
how the vacation had been.

Perversely, he found my story about the xarrosk attack
exciting! “Sounds like a real adventure!” he said, glibly and
very inappropriately. “Pity about the guide being killed, but if
I’d been there I’d have kept shooting until I made sure that

beast was dead too!”

“If you’d been there instead of me, you’d still be stuck out
there,” I sneered. “You can’t drive, remember?”
“Sorry, Liri. I guess you’re pretty shook up by it all.”

“Better ‘shook up’ than cut up. That’s what Vralnu is. He’s in
a bad way.”

Dahatren nodded. “He’s not the only one right now, let’s face
it...”
“What do you mean?”

“Haven’t you listened to a radio for the last two days?” My
little brother looked incredulous. “There was another terrorist
bombing, in Ukeevix. Thirty people were killed... Meshy
called yesterday, she’s fine – but she said two of them were
her friends!”

Seems like tragedy is closing in on nearly every level: from
sporting defeat to violent death. At least it wasn’t Meshy
herself, or her boys.

Nenamdir was delighted to have me back. Took him out in
the uplands and rode hard, imagining a xarrosk was chasing
us. (There probably hasn’t been one in this part of the
country since well before the founding of Bresklaim Shores,
but fragmentary First Millennium records do refer to
dangerous beasts of the North Coast). I’m proud to say that
my steed could outpace any of his wild cousins from the
savannah.
Saw my father and nephew-brother in due course. It took me

a long time to assure them I’m all right, that I’m not suffering
any kind of trauma or nervous stress after what happened. A
lot of girls would, of course... I’m told Leloristel had anxiety
problems when she was young, and I remember her being a
bit neurotic sometimes. (I am all right, aren’t I...?)

Father said he would make an official query about personal
protection standards among tour agencies in Dral Jalmáorë –
he’s got eight working days left to do it. And, no: my
academic suspension cannot be lifted early.

Tevers says he’ll take me on my next vacation, at his
expense – as long as I choose an historic location without
man-eating (or woman-eating) wildlife! I’m quite willing to
take him up on that: a visit to the great Ulêkasromd
monuments in Rethronfo would be just wonderful. Albeit
very costly, dear Tevers...

There were three private messages waiting for me on the
telegrid machine: (1) from Eltha, with details about a venue
she’s found for Father’s retirement party and a quote on the
price – 162 doraefs, with a full buffet and bar included; (2)
from Nisiána, expressing regrets about my team’s league
exit; (3) from the Labour Authority. They want me to go to
their offices tomorrow, for an aptitude assessment.
Tlornren Ihzhernuth 29th

The Labour Authority’s assessment was just a few simple
math and writing tests, which I finished in less than half an
hour, then a ten-minute chat with a plain, morose-looking
man who asked what type of work I’d prefer. I said I wasn’t

too fussy – that I just need to keep busy and earn a basic
income for the next two months – as long as it wasn’t fuel
farming, or the mail centre with my mother...

Anyway, before noon arrived I’d been allocated a new job.
And guess what, Future Readers? After I had a vague
romantic idea about working on an airship – which I then
abandoned, thanks to the curtness of those two Vulserbaro
crewmembers – I will now be a railway passenger attendant!
I’m expected to start on Lalmren, with a short training period
at the Rail Terminus. After that, I’ll be looking after people
on inter-town trains. I just hope not many of those people will
be awkward, demanding, rude, unhygienic, thieving, or
violent... Although it might turn out to be interesting and
enjoyable, too – who can say? I must try not to start with too
many negative expectations.

Got my photographs from the vacation developed. Most of
them have come out well; a few are blurred or over-exposed.
The aerial views of the country are impressive. And I’m quite
pleased with the pictures of myself in my savannah outfit. I
actually look adventurous (and beautiful, no doubt!) – as if I
might belong at a remote archaeological dig, giving research
some fresh new glamour!

The party venue is booked: Ralelthun Community Hub, here
in Eseerila, from 20:00 to midnight seven days from now. My
brothers and I have sent out more than thirty telegrid and
postal invitations. Father is hoping one of his superiors can
be persuaded to attend, preferably High Savant Veekarnae.
Went to see Mother and Fraónavdi. The décor in his house
has been changed quite a lot, to match her tastes; and they’ve

bought a big set of camping equipment for a week in the hills
next month. Fraónavdi is a bit warmer and more relaxed than
he used to be, at least as far as I can see. He’s not wearing his
uniform around the house quite so much. A woman’s
company... They actually seem to be working hard at making
their relationship work in the long term. (That thought makes
me want to cry.) But Mother has yet to mention getting a
formal divorce from Father.

She got very perturbed when I told my story about the
xarrosk. Almost yelled at me that I have to be more careful,
that I shouldn’t put my life in the hands of incompetent
strangers (meaning Lonaira); and that if I do insist on
exploring dangerous wilderness places, I need a boyfriend
like hers, with military training, who can use a gun properly!
I let her carry on without disagreeing, though I did try to
defend Vralnu’s abilities. I certainly haven’t gotten over the
fear and horror of what happened four days ago.
Iygren Ihzhernuth 30th

After cooking a simple family meal this morning, I finished
reading The Gods of Uldurth – Interpretations Through the
Ages. The last chapter deals with modern views on the
mythology. Although I pray to Orialaó and don’t believe in
those deities, I ended up wishing I could have written it
myself!

The very oldest scriptures, if translated literally from Orlek
Primary, refer to the great powers of Uldurth – not gods.
Kynaaren and Indrikta, eldest yet ever vigorous; Syeurix, the

conflicted inventor, patron and lover of fair, festive Lazráib;
Afiralk, primitive and fierce, who was enslaved by the others
before becoming master; Avemrelkra, child of Syeurix, who
grew to be strongest and most arrogant of all; and many
lesser powers. It’s been suggested that, if Uldurth was
literally another world, these might actually have been the
names of groups – maybe nations – rather than individuals.

Even to the Orleklints, those legends were already thousands
of years old. I don’t suppose they knew the truth any more
than we do today. Yet, as the author points out, nobody has
ever found human remains (or any mammal skeleton) older
than about 12000 years. There’s certainly no evidence of
humanity during the Hot Age, when Ithæor would have been
a very different planet. That’s one reason why the myth of
divine seeding from beyond the stars is still so widely
believed. Whether they were people or countries, the Uldurth
powers would have had to live somewhere else.

Apparently there was even an attempt, in the former nation of
Qandirour late last century, to popularize contemporary
versions of the Gods of Uldurth – through graphical
storytelling. Adventures starring characters who had the
strength of a hundred men, or the speed of lightning, or who
could take any shape, or read and control people’s minds, or
project deadly energy from their hands – or various other
superhuman abilities. For some reason, these stories were
never accepted widely enough to perpetuate the graphic book
form. It seems a real pity to me, I’d enjoy drawing pictures to
tell stories...
Visited Vralnu at the mini-infirmary. Both his heavily-

bandaged arms have tubes and needles stuck into them. His
right hand, in particular, seems almost immobile now. The
scar on his cheek has faded more; no longer red, but pallid
enough to stand out strongly. It’s not ugly – though I can’t
help staring at it

He’s on strong medication: his voice is thick and and his
mind blurred. Yet perhaps because of that, he seemed to have
forgotten his bitter words about not wanting to see me. His
face shone with the purest love... and he said I was so
beautiful, looking at me could take any suffering away. My
eyes, he murmured, have the bluest summer sky in them, and
make him feel just as warm!

He has to get better. If I love and wish hard enough, maybe I
can heal him by will alone. Then we can make love again –
as keenly and as joyfully as when we first met. To Qyvaweth
with Klaeto Kiváin!

The medics tell me that he can hopefully be released in five
days. They want to be sure his sepsis is completely gone,
with no chance of a relapse or any further complications.

Eltha came to see me at Eseerila tonight. She, a bit like
Dahatren, was compelled by my wilderness experience, but
scared too (a bit like Mother). “If I’d been there,” she
breathed, “I’d have – by Orialaó, I just hope I could’ve
handled it like you did. But I’d more likely have panicked
and done something wrong. You’re not just lucky to be alive,
Liri – you didn’t survive by luck, you survived by your own
effort. You should be proud.”
“I’ll be proud if Vralnu comes through this all right. If not...”

I let my voice trail off.

“That’s how I felt when my father had his stroke,
remember?” Eltha said. “I feared he’d always be an invalid.
And I had to understand that I couldn’t change his condition,
only help him deal with it. He’s nearly back to normal now –
apart from his attitude! Vralnu will recover too, however bad
it seems.”
“At least he’s still got his gift for compliments!” I happily
repeated what Vralnu had said about my eyes.

“Ahh, how sweet! He’s a man really worth fighting for!” She
paused, looking at me studiously. “But Liri... you know
something? Your eyes are really beautiful; yet I never saw
them as simply sky-blue, like everyone else says. To me, they
hold a whole rainbow of related colors... and I don’t just
mean just different shades.”

Again, this recalls the kind of things she always said in art
class when we were children. I was flattered and bemused. “I
wish I really knew what you mean. Could you paint my eyes?
Just which colors do you see?”

“I’m not sure if they all even have names. I suppose you
could call them... blue-variants.”
Ezgren Ihzhernuth 31st

Radio news: two terrorist suspects have been arrested in
connection with the Ukeevix bombing. They were caught in
Sheurziroun, heading for the Tromúhrfite border. Perhaps
they thought they’d have better chances of evading justice in

a democratic country? The suspects haven’t yet been publicly
named. However, one of them reportedly shouted that he is a
Velúhmaran citizen, and demanded to see his people’s
ambassador to Tromúhrf!

I never knew the Velúhmarans had an embassy there – they
certainly don’t have one in this country, or in Tarnúh. Father
suggested that Armadarer Kaegoél might have assigned one
of his officers to remain here in such a role, if I hadn’t
alienated him!

Went to Eseerila temple today, since I wasn’t here last
Ezgren. The priest led prayers for the families of bombing
victims. We sang a hymn extolling the inevitable triumph of
Orialaó over Qyvaweth, in their battle for control of human
souls. The final pronouncement of the service was:
Zrovtiaun daplou Ithæor dlëmobrevúyr,
Omkeutaun daplou plouóbrevúyr;
Vuóqulaun daplou esfalëal dlëmobrevúyr pruir,
Oqu gruivahál uudranrë dlëmtolezvúyr pruir.
Iwáhadth broqidajo edyl; iwáhadth salchaun ilshaes!
[Our bodies belong to this world,
Our minds belong to us,
Our souls must belong to kindness,
And must fight the attraction of evil.
Love yourself a little; love others a lot!]

It’s been a slow, restless, waiting day since then. I want to get
started on my new job; I want to see Vralnu well again; I
want to find out who tried to frame Father; in the longer term,
I want resume my education and start next year’s flingball

season! None of which I can do right now.

Couldn’t stay focused on reading. Went riding with Tevers,
then cooked vegetable casserole with vyorpral again. Not
because I want my father and brothers to get used to me
acting as homekeeper (that’s the last thing I want!) – but
simply because I needed something absorbing to do.
Lalmren Ihzhernuth 32nd
New moon Saahvaen
Arboki Challenge Day (Dohrûs)

As instructed by the Labour Authority, I reported to the staff
offices of the City Rail Terminus in Bresklaim Centre at
09:40 this morning. Wanting to make a good first impression,
I wore the same smart red blouse, beige split trousers and
black shoes as I did to that fateful diplomatic reception last
month. (After my encounter with the deadly brutality of
nature, the bad memory associated with this outfit is no
longer particularly off-putting.)

My ID got me in without a problem. I was greeted by an
ageing security man who escorted me to what he called the
induction room. It’s a grey, hexagonal space containing a few
small desks and chairs. There are windows in three walls
overlooking the Terminus’ dense maze of rail sidings,
platforms and sheds. Another wall is mostly filled by a huge
wipeboard with old ink smears up and down both sides.
Three other new employees were already there.

Their names, as listed on the wipeboard along with my own,
are Shasrōimd Kirandret, Fu-Et’yie Ayk and Olsevid

Draskúam. Shasrōimd is about my age, petite, almost
Dohrûsian black, with childlike beauty and a broad, dazzling
smile. She was dressed as if for a night out, making the most
of her legs and modest-sized breasts – that’s another way to
give a good first impression! Ayk, who says he’s a recent
immigrant from Senmirisen and wore wavy-patterened,
multicoloured Senmiril overalls to prove it, looks maybe
thirty-five. He’s tough-faced and impressively built, yet
manages to seem somehow languorous and weak. Olsevid is
much older than the rest of us, a small, spectacled man in a
shabby caped suit, with a crooked nose and white-flecked
beard.

The four of us waited around a bit, then the trainer showed
up. He’s grey but vital, sharp-eyed and fast-talking.

“Welcome to the National Railroad Service,” he proclaimed.
“I am Locomotist Mranokur Resalden, I’ve worked on the
railroads for close to forty-five years, starting as a passenger
attendant; and I’ll be providing you with four days’ initial
instruction on that role. After that, you will have two weeks
probation, working the shorter regional train routes. Should
you prove competent, you’ll then be eligible to make any
journey; potentially, to destinations all over the country!

“For the right kind of person, railroad crew work can be
immensely enjoyable and fulfilling. I know you were all
assigned here by the Labour Authority in response to a recent
manning shortage, rather than applying to us directly. So,
let’s get some background information on each of you. What
have you done before, and what do you hope to achieve in
the Railroad Service?” He gestured to Olsevid. “Starting with

you, Draskúam, if that’s all right.”

“Well, I’ve spent a lot of years doing a stock control job in
Derlax,” said the little man. “A few months ago my marriage
ended. There was nothing left for me but work I was sick of.
I thought I needed a change, so I told the Labour Authority I
wanted a job where I could meet people, see new places.
Looks like they were feeling generous.”

Shasrōimd spoke up next. “I’m not long out of school, I’ve
just done some temporary work cleaning and sewing. I didn’t
really ask for this job, you know, but I really like meeting
people too, I want to help them out if I can! And I want to see
the country, that’s for sure – not going to just get married,
have babies and stay here in Bresklaim all my life! This
could be the perfect job for me – I’ll soon find out.”

“Nice to see such a positive attitude in a non-applicant,”
Locomotist Resalden nodded. “How about you, Fu-Et’yie?”

Ayk sounded confident and eager to please. “I came half year
ago to Délarnad. Before, in Senmirisen, I worked in forestry
because it was needed by community and church. There was
little money though, and much crime. I learnt your language
to come here, to start new life. The journey, my family paid
for. This job, I will work hard and enjoy. It will be better than
forestry.”

Everyone looked at me now. What was I to say? I didn’t want
to seem like the unwilling, uninterested conscript; but I didn’t
want to lie, either. “I’m actually on a hiatus from studying at
Qerehnta Academy; I have two more months to work fulltime. I was willing to take any job,” I emphasised, “but now,
I think working with people is what I want. And if the

National Railroad Service really suits me, I could maybe
carry on, part-time, after I resume my studies.”

Resalden raised his eyebrows. “A lot can happen in two
months. I don’t pretend to be some fancy preceptor... but
maybe we can teach you a few things here you won’t learn at
your academy, Emlerit!”

Spent most of the day listening to his lectures about
procedure, passenger satisfaction, cash handling, food
standards, cleaning carriages and toilets, scheduling, crew
subsistence on long-distance... and the dreaded anonymous
government inspectors, who pose as passengers and take
great delight in writing savage criticisms of any crew
member who operates less than perfectly. (From his warning
tone, I got the feeling that Mranokur Resalden himself must
have been the subject of at least one such character
assassination.)

To his credit, the lectures were never boring; I even asked a
few questions. So did Shasrōimd, who was especially
interested in the subject of subsistence – like, do we stay at
the best guesthouses in Melnaméa and Sáir-on-Sea?
(Resalden’s answer: “Not the very best, but good enough for
most!”) It was like being back at Academy. Except that we
knew we’ll very soon stop studying, and start doing.

In the last two hours we got a tour of the Terminus. It’s busy,
noisy and dynamic. I’ve travelled by train before, but never
seen the supply, repair and administration facilities which
make such travel possible. There’s an office devoted to fuel
supply, managing contracts with farmers; a workshop

specialised for fixing the onboard radios and light fittings;
and a storeroom packed with baby care products for
passengers travelling with children under two. The
locomotive drivers have their own bar, which other crew can
only enter on individual invitation. Most impressive was
inside the top-price dining and dormitory carriages, where we
may get to work after at least a month’s experience.

It was nearly 21:00 when I got home. I’m actually looking
forward to going back there tomorrow. Hardly thought about
xarrosks or flingball failure all day.

Dahatren’s girlfriend, Elazut, returned to Dohrûs three days
ago for the biennial Arboki Challenge. If she proves be
among the fifty smartest, most adaptable, most natural
leaders in the fifteen-to-twenty age bracket, she’ll be fostered
by an oligarch’s family and grow up to join the country’s
ruling elite. My little brother prefers Elazut to come back
here; but he did fancifully suggest that, if she does end up a
rich Dohrûsian heiress, he could play fortune hunter and go
marry her some day...
I still don’t know if they’ve actually had sex or not.
Vrolnren Ihzhernuth 33rd

I’ve now completed one third of my suspension from
Qerehnta Academy. It feels more like a year than a month.

More induction room lectures first thing this morning, then
practical tuition on rail carriages. Locomotist Resalden has
shown us how to pour drinks for passengers (you’d think that

was easy, but in the limited space between rows of seats on a
moving train it needs some concentration and skill), how to
assemble standard meals in the shortest possible time, how to
clear up rubbish in the least intrusive way – and how to
answer challenges about prices or cash change. It seems
there’s always someone who tries to pretend you’ve given
them too little.

Olsevid’s been very quiet most of the time, just listening and
doing. Ayk, whose Délarnish is not perfect, sometimes asks
for clarification on what things mean. Shasrōimd and I are
the main talkers. She wasn’t so provocatively dressed today,
and is showing herself to be fairly intelligent.

We had lunch together and compared notes. She’s from
Tharnimqel District, she turned twenty-three last month and
broke up with an older, long-term boyfriend just two weeks
ago – she certainly doesn’t sound unhappy about that, more
like liberated. I told her what a great boyfriend I have –
didn’t mention his current condition – and she asked if he has
any single friends I could match her up with! She doesn’t
follow flingball, so she hadn’t heard of me (or of my abject
failure against Luikrahnta, phew!), but she’s into fashionable
clothes and the same kinds of music as I am.
I think I may have made a new friend. Let’s see how well
Shas and I work together.

Atuvraet Fumreth will end his employment as our
homekeeper next Vrolnren. He taught me another recipe
today. I insisted Dahatren wash the dishes after dinner.
Although he didn’t refuse, my brother moaned selfishly – and
talked again about going to live with Mother.

Radio news: that Velúhmaran ambassador has travelled from
Utromv to our border and acknowledged both bombing
suspects as his countrymen, requesting that they be handed
over to him for trial in Tromúhrf. Lawmen in Sheurziroun
have so far refused to release them.
Got a shocking telegrid message this evening:
For - BreSh-824750-LirEm
By - BreSh-594731-VelEd

Liri,
Droy has been arrested. I hear it was for perversion,
though I can’t believe that. Please ask your father if
he can find out more, maybe intervene. Will see you
at his retirement party.
Velráunee.

Factoryhand Droyelimd Tharnáin is a flingball teammate, a
friend; a dedicated, valiant sportswoman. And a pervert,
too?! That’s almost as unbelievable as the idea of Father
being a traitor.
Father wasn’t at home for me to pass on Velrá’s request.
Krethmren Ihzhernuth 34th

Railroad training was finished by 16:00, after which I got a
transit to Matorrnid. I was hoping to surprise Vralnu and
bring him a bag of malbufal sweets for a change – which I
would hand to him with the palladium chain on my wrist, a
further reminder of our happy times.

When I arrived at the infirmary, I was told he already had

visitors with him.

There were two of them. One was a stolid man in the black
uniform of a state psychiatric minder. The other: a woman
who looked to be near sixty, with close-cut hair and withered,
dusky features which might once have been beautiful, very
plainly dressed in grey trousers and top, plus a kind of loose
yellow harness around her body. She was sat by Vralnu’s
bed, holding his hand, when I walked in.

Vralnu looked much better: the bandages and tubes were
gone, replaced by the uniform grey-green patient slacks he
was wearing. He saw me first – and gulped. “Liri! I wasn’t
expecting you,” he said. He certainly no longer sounded
drugged; there was nervousness in his voice.

The woman looked at me and smiled blithely. “What do you
mean, darling?” she said. “It’s Dervae! Hello Dervae,
sweetie! Have you come to give us presents for the
children?”
“I’m sorry,” I asked her, “do we know each other?”

Vralnu answered a moment before her. “Liri, you ought to
wait outside. Please, really!” he urged me.

“There’s no need for rudeness, darling. Dervae, it’s me!
Freseuna,” grinned the woman. “And where did you get that
wrist chain? I have one just like it...”

“Oh, you’re Vralnu’s mother. It’s so nice to meet you,” I
said. “But I think you’ve mistaken me for someone else,
revered –”
“Mother? Don’t be silly, Dervae. I’m his wife!”

“No! Liri, she’s –” Vralnu stopped, his face looking
agonized.

“Your wife? What is she talking about, Vralnu?” I was more
than just shocked, I was stunned. “Tell me you don’t have a
wife!”

“Of course he does! He looks after our children, because I’m
a bit sick.” Freseuna sounded very hurt. “Don’t you believe
me?”

The minder took hold of the harness she was wearing. “Calm
down, Freseuna. I’m sure Dervae is just a little confused,” he
said.

“Who the sthyzz is Dervae?” I demanded. “My name’s Liri
Emlerit – I’m Vralnu’s girlfriend. And if he’s got children,
I’ve never seen or heard of them!”

Freseuna’s face twisted with sudden rage. “That is my chain
you’ve stolen – you monster! So what have you done with
them? My children!” She lunged forward at me, hands
outstretched; the minder pulled back firmly on the harness,
reining her in. “You’ve killed them! Killed my babies!!” She
was yelling madly now. Her expression was maniacal,
terrifying – scarier than the xarrosk.
The only other patient now present, a fat man asleep with his
head in a brace, stirred and moaned. Vralnu sprang off his
bed, stepping between me and Freseuna, seizing her hands.
“Fressy, Fressy! The children are fine! As long as you’re
alive, they’ll always be fine... always.”

“No, husband! Don’t... lie... to... me!” Just as suddenly as it
had flared up, her mad rage collapsed into the most pitiable,

tearful grief. “They’re dead. Dervae killed them. You know
that.... don’t lie to me.” He released her hands. She threw her
arms around him and wept desperately. The minder kept his
grip on her harness.

I watched for a short time, incredulous and appalled. “I think
you owe me the truth, miwaóvin,” I said at last. “What’s
happened with you and her?”

He looked up, and there were tears in his eyes now, too.
“Take her away, please – take her away from here,” he said
to the minder. The burly, black-garbed man nodded silently,
took Freseuna by the shoulders, and steered her towards the
door. She went unprotesting, her head hung low, crying still.

“Well?” I asked. Vralnu reached for me, but I stepped back.
“Is that woman your wife?”

He sat, tiredly, back on his hard bed. “Yes. I’m married,
Liri,” he said, in a tiny, tortured voice.

Several long seconds of silence followed between us. I felt a
rising wave of despair.

“Both my parents died before I was thirteen,” Vralnu began
at last. “I was in an orphanage, like your mother. At twenty,
they got me working for a carpenter called Deruthonro
Semóed. I liked the job. He was a good boss, a friend... I
came to see him like a father figure. And he had a sister –
younger than him, but twenty-two years older than me –
Freseuna.

“She’d never been married. The man she was engaged to ran
off the day before their wedding, she never told us why. I
always thought she was... pretty... but I didn’t imagine her as

a girlfriend, especially with the age difference. Until a
Murnelmih party at her brother’s house. I’d brought a girl
from the orphanage. Freseuna caught us kissing in the
storeroom and she was obviously jealous. The next time I
saw her, she asked if I’d ever gone all the way with a girl. I
said no, which was true.”
He glanced at that other patient; the man seemed comatose
again. I moved closer to him. “So you lost your virginity to
her?” I asked quietly.

“I did. Please understand, Liri: a woman so much older,
attractive, experienced, who wanted me... she made me feel
really special and important. Orphans don’t often feel that
way! We had a relationship in secret, on and off, for three
years – we thought Deruthonro would be angry if he knew. I
got involved with a girl my own age during that time, but
Freseuna didn’t have anyone else. She got more and more
possessive of me.

“Eventually she sabotaged one of my contraceptive sheaths
and got pregnant. Then we had to tell her brother. He insisted
I marry her, or I’d lose my job and the apartment he’d found
me.”

“How long have you been married, then? And where’s the
child?” I should have been too upset to hear any more, but
my curiosity was stronger.

“We wed ten years ago next month, just after my twenty-fifth
birthday. The babies – they were twins – were born in
Oriamnuth, the year after.” He drew a shaky breath and
looked up at me, eyes wet, face desolate. “And they were

both... born dead.”
“Oh, Orialaó...!” I couldn’t say anything more.

He spoke steadily, fighting the long-stored pain. “The medic
who delivered the babies – her name was Dervae. Rildervae
Envreshul. Her father was an old friend of Deru’s, and
Freseuna loved her like a niece. But Dervae had a crush on
me, it was obvious whenever she came to visit. I never
touched her, I swear – as I swore to my wife back then – I
wanted our marriage to work, I wanted to bring up our child!

“Freseuna never got over the horror of the stillbirths. She
accused Dervae of deliberately killing the babies – so she
could seduce me away from her. Dervae quit her job and left
town, we never heard from her again.

“Then, a few days later, Freseuna started pretending the
children were alive. She talked to them like they were right
there, in her arms. She spent hours acting out the chores of
feeding and changing and bathing them... it was just
unbearable to see, Liri, it hurt me even worse than their
actual deaths! When she kept doing that, week after week, I
knew she was mad. Deru finally had her put in the Gefëthiir
mental infirmary. She’s lived there ever since. They let her
out only for a few hours now and again, under supervision.
Like today.”
I found myself wanting to cry too, despite my anger. “Your
abjection... now I understand how it started. My poor, poor
Syeurix. I can’t imagine what it all must have been like.”

“Yes – I was first diagnosed with alternating abjection later
that year. I’ve struggled with it ever since. That’s another

reason I changed jobs, got away from Deru and everything
else. The only thing I couldn’t do was stop visiting Freseuna.
I still care for her.” His voice shrank to a whisper. “I haven’t
made love to her since it happened, not in over nine years.
Legally, she’s still my wife – but not in any other way.
You’re the only one I love, Liri. Please believe that.”

“Believe it?” I was still upset. “I might... if you’d been
honest. Why were you lying to me all this time, Vralnu?!
Couldn’t you have told me about your wife, about all the
grief you’ve been through – instead of saying she was your
mother?”

He looked down at the floor and didn’t reply for an
uncomfortably long time. I was about to demand an answer,
when he finally said: “You’d have left me if you knew... and
having you means everything. It’s not just you I’ve lied to,
either – Klemlo, Halsi, all my friends, they think she’s my
mother. I never brought her to my new home. I didn’t dare
tell them, or you. And, yes: Freseuna was the real reason I
missed our first date, at Ka-Uk’keu. I’m a coward, okay? Go
on, say it if you want!”

“You’re not a coward, Vralnu! But you are a liar. I’ve
nothing but sympathy for what you’ve been through.... how
can I trust you now, though?” I probably sounded harsher
than I meant to. “How can I be sure you really love me?”

“Ask Klemlo: my abjection’s been much better since I met
you. You make me happy, Liri – and I’d almost forgotten
what that felt like. You’re my salvation, my light in the
dark... you’re my goddess. How could I not love you?” He
was pleading, imploring; he didn’t seem to care that someone

outside might overhear. “Even if Freseuna wasn’t insane, I
couldn’t have stayed with her. I don’t think I ever really
loved her. The first time you and I made love... I never felt
that way before.”

That’s exactly what Klaeto said! Realizing this, I was
suddenly very cynical.

“Now I know you’re lying!” I snapped. “How many other
girls have you said that to?” Filled with the anger of betrayal,
I turned away. Then I remembered the chain on my wrist,
that first symbol of our love. “Wait... what she said about
this – is it actually hers?”

He nodded, defeatedly. “She almost never wore it. She didn’t
even like it...”

For a brutal moment, the same burning flared in my blood as
when I heard Klaeto was marrying someone else. I ripped the
chain off and threw it at him, hitting him right in the chest,
and strode towards the door. “You men... you’re all the
same!”

“What’s that mean? Don’t go, please!” Vralnu called out
despairingly after me. I didn’t stop. Not until I’d caught the
Eseerila transit, got home, reached my room and fallen onto
my own bed, where I finally let myself weep.

Father told me this evening that he’s confirmed what Velrá
said about Droy. She was arrested yesterday, in Aribróa, on a
charge of having unnatural sexual relations with another
woman; that other woman is none other than Hotelier Nisiána
Kouramith. It was Eparnim who caught them together and

summoned the lawmen.
I was right about Nisa all along.
Tlornren Ihzhernuth 35th
New moon Tirvaen

Do I still have a boyfriend? I walked out on Vralnu without
establishing what our relationship is, now that I know he’s
married. After sleeping on it, I know I still want him.
Considering what he’s been through with his mad wife,
perhaps I can forgive him for his deception. The spectre of
Klaeto still affects me... hearing his words from Vralnu’s
mouth, I went a little mad myself.

Tried to push it to the back of my mind for today. I had to
concentrate on finishing the railroad training. We did
passenger roleplay, evacuation and injury treatment practice,
mental math tricks to make handling money easier.

24:20 -- We’ve got the exams tomorrow. Along with Father’s
party, it will be a long and exhausting day. I’m going to bed
early. My mind is flooded with new facts, old worries, stillpainful memories of my diplomatic disaster and flingball
failure – and, more than anything, Vralnu. I may have to
masturbate before I can fall asleep!
Iygren Ihzhernuth 36th
Father’s retirement party
Vralnu must be out of the infirmary by now. I’m thinking...

now that I know about Freseuna, perhaps I should tell him
about Klaeto. I did call him a liar and say I couldn’t trust
him; if I admitted my own guilty secret, we would at least be
even. We could decide how we both feel, and where to go
from here. Sent him a telegrid message this morning, no
answer so far.
Train training is done!

Locomotist Resalden gave us a written exam on procedures
and standards, then a short series of scenarios: with people
who acted as awkward passengers; an imaginary fire in a
crowded carriage; an overturned train where the easiest way
out was through the windows; a broken-down locomotive
leaving everyone stuck in the mountains overnight.

Shas was nervous about the mountain stranding idea,
although we were assured it’s only happened four times in
the last hundred years! Olsevid struggled to climb out an
upturned window, let alone help anyone else escape – he
needs to get back in shape, before he can pass the probation
phase. Ayk failed the written questions – he’ll be allowed to
try again next week. As for me, the only problem I had was
one of the ‘awkward passenger’ situations: I told the actor,
who demanded to move to a doorway seat in a carriage which
had no seats spare, that he should have boarded a few
minutes earlier if he wanted to choose where he sat. Resalden
said I was basically right, but I should have been more tactful
about it and asked another passenger if he was willing to
swap seats with the first.

Still, apart from Ayk we’ve all passed! We were issued
uniforms soon afterwards. The railroad attendant uniform for

women is a short-sleeved pullover top, skintight trousers and
fibroscale jacket for cooler weather, all rusty red patterned
with golden ovals and curling stripes, with soft brown leather
boots. It took a couple of tries to find me a perfect fit. Not
quite my normal style – but it’s fairly flattering, even sexy.

Olsevid, who hasn’t displayed much sign of any feeling since
we met, gave me the gruffest hint of an admiring smile and
nod. His own uniform, with pleated male trousers and a
buttoned shirt of the same pattern, is a vast improvement over
that dreary old suit he’s worn all week. It makes him look
younger, even a little taller!

Got our first schedules, too. I’m on a 09:50 train to Péuzind,
Lalmren morning, accompanying two experienced attendants.
On Vrolnren I’m going to Draleshkun; and on Krethmren, to
Onduuqazh. Despite boyfriend worries, it’s exciting.

Meshyleeth arrived by train mid-afternoon for Father’s party,
I waited at the Terminus for her. She’s alone this time – she
didn’t want the boys missing school, even for only a couple
of days, and they don’t really like long rail journeys.
(Doubtless I’ll have to deal with bored children in my new
job). It’s great to see my sister again so soon, even if the
reason is so unfortunate.

We chatted non-stop on the transit ride home. She heard the
Ukeevix bomb go off last week, from a couple of kilometres
away. It sounds pretty scary, watching the smoke of disaster
rise from the centre of your city. The final death toll was
thirty-four. Their rail terminus wasn’t damaged, or she might
not have been able to get here – but some new office

buildings and the most popular photoplay theatre were badly
hit.

“Those Baniltorostu – if that’s who it was – I don’t know
why they do it. There’s no-one in Ukeevix who deserved
that,” Meshy said. “Except maybe the gangsters!”

“They hate technocracy. So perhaps they just want to make
our people feel helpless... that we can’t trust our government
to keep us safe,” I suggested.
“But why would anyone hate technocracy?”
I’d hardly ever thought about that. “Maybe it’s like
Skrudanôzhor, how he hated theocracy – enough to kill all
those Porúhnese clerics. In Porúhn, he’s remembered as the
essence of evil; but in Zovanurrka, people still mourn him.”

“Or maybe, some people you just can’t understand,” Meshy
said.
“You’re right. Like mad people...” I proceeded to tell her all
about Vralnu and Freseuna, including how he ended up in the
infirmary.
She was amazed. “Your life’s getting stranger than fiction,
my Liri-ling. If I were you, though, I’d not really want to
forgive Vralnu for lying. For all you know, he’s got more big
secrets.”

High Savant Veekarnae couldn’t attend the party, but he
allocated a couple of hundred doraefs to fund it. His
immediate subordinate, ExecuTech Serilvotam Droshkath,
came instead. Eltha and I used that money to hire a three-man
catering team, who brought food for as many as forty people,

and the musicians who were playing at Iskorlanth Hold thirty
days ago. It’s taken a week to arrange, when we could find
the time.
*

*

* *

*

[Written next day:]

Eltha (and Frelsbaan) met me at Ralelthun Community Hub
at 18:00 to set things up. Wanting it to be a fun occasion, she
was wearing that daring, spiral-cut top and split skirt outfit of
our own design – and she’d brought another one tailored for
me! Frelsbaan looked suave and stylish in his grey-and-gold
caped suit, which had a loose-fit jacket and star-shaped
paladium clasps on both belt and collar. Heshalimd
Almorenth, who’s a prominent community organiser, was
waiting for us with the building keys.

Once we’d got the tables and chairs arranged, providing a
dancefloor space and a convenient corner for the band, the
transit we’d booked for the caterers and musicians arrived.
We helped them bring their equipment in, but the caterers
wouldn’t accept any assistance with the actual food
preparation (it was mainly just pre-made snacks they heated
up, sauces they mixed, fruits, sweets and drinks they arranged
artistically).

I used the women’s washroom to change into the new outfit.
Eltha was very pleased with how it looked on me. Frelsbaan
smiled calmly, and jokingly asked Eltha if she and I could
share him, just for tonight. She said no, giving him a playful
punch. That was when I mentioned that Vralnu would
definitely not be coming, but I wouldn’t let my situation with

him affect me this evening.

The guests began arriving at 19:28. Nuwahan turned up first,
walking with a cane but otherwise looking almost completely
recovered from last month. The fact that he took a separate
transit from his daughter shows he’s managing all right. Then
came Mranyvun Aldelit (who, like Father, has an
autowheeler) and Aráeeth; then Mother and Fráonavdi (I
invited him, despite this being Father’s event, because I think
we all have to start accepting our changed family
circumstances). Meshy, Tevers and Dahatren arrived
together. Velrá and Sami were next, then Dahatren’s friend
Ohnefram. Subadjutant Neventrun Róekam and Critic
Ranvothaet Tharnerim, who were both so essential to
Father’s acquittal, weren’t far behind. Derésnae, Esnae and
Dresha Veemdraden arrived on the same transit as
Ranvothaet – as did Kamfirin and Serithenra Nathérath,
Eltha’s uncle and aunt. Moyganim showed up a few minutes
after them. The various others, mostly old friends and
associates of Father’s, all arrived by 19:60.

ExecuTech Droshkath, with two personal security guards,
made an entrance at 19:66. He’s an average-looking, coldfaced man of similar age to Father, but in a more elaborate
ceremonial uniform with sleeves of gold instead of scarlet.
Eltha signalled to the band, who began playing to greet this
most important guest.

I had invited Nisiána and Eparnim, but it’s hardly surprising
that neither of them came – or Droy. Srenifor Tarousonemd
couldn’t make it either; he replied to my invite with an
apology. Today is his twin grandsons’ birthday.

Last to arrive was Father himself, accompanied by Amlúee
and Atuvraet. Our homekeeper was a guest tonight too, not
just a driver. They entered on the very stroke of 20:00. The
music paused, the various conversations stopped, and
everyone turned to look.

Amlúee looked nicer than I’ve seen her before – more
feminine – with bright gold trim on her grey Qisgenri dress
and matching highlights in her hair, which was hung loose
for once. My father was wearing his best mandator’s
uniform, cleaned and pressed to perfection – for the very last
time. He held his head high; his face was sombre as he
surveyed the assembly. His eyes caught a ceiling light and
shone bluer than the sunniest lagoon.

Then he smiled. “Friends, family, honoured ExecuTech,
everyone,” he said, “thank you, with all my heart, for being
here tonight. I am inordinately blessed, to be retiring amongst
such warm, fine and admirable company.”
I glanced around and saw a few people roll their eyes: my
mother, Moyganim and Dresha, most obviously.

“To serve the people Bresklaim Shores these past twentynine years has been challenging, rewarding and immensely
worthwhile,” Father continued. “And although I had not
planned to end my mandatorship so soon, I will endeavour to
use the remainder of my life contributing to society in some
other way.
“However – immediately upon my arrival is hardly the best
moment for a lengthy speech! Perhaps later, once we’ve all
had our fill of whatever refreshments are on offer...”

“Absolutely, honoured Mandator!” Ohnefram called out.

Eltha gestured towards the caterers, one of whom nodded
back to her. “The buffet’s open, everyone,” she declared.
“Eat, drink and enjoy!”
The band started up again, and the next two hours or so
passed quite merrily. Esnae filled me in on recent events at
the Academy (she’s still seeing Oradnyil, but threatening to
finish with him if he doesn’t stop the anti-Zherleimian thing).

Thaeránee arrived late. She and Eltha were soon in deep
conversation with old Ranvothaet, about finer points of
painting analysis.

Velrá said she’s got another friendly flingball game arranged
for Fesovraer thirty-first. We’ll be playing a team from
Tallmine; and with my new job, I’ll likely be able to visit
their home ground first. The problem will be finding a
replacement for Droy. Hers and Nisiána’s trials are set for the
Krethmren after next, Fesovraer fourth.

“I can’t believe they’re guilty... but if they are, I don’t want
Droy back,” said Velrá. “She can serve her prison sentence,
then find another team. Eseerila won’t be associated with
sexual deviants.”

Her uncompromising tone was chilling. I thought of how
loyal Droy was to us, how hard and well she’s always played;
of how friendly and generous Nisa had been, how lonely in
her marriage and her life.

“If all they did was fall in love – however repellent and
abnormal such a love seems, to the rest of us – do they really
deserve prison?” I wondered aloud.

“Yes. As surely as a man-eating xarrosk deserves shooting!”
I flinched and gulped, realizing I hadn’t told her about my
experience on the savannah. “Velrá... please, don’t say that.”

Meshy and Sami, the newfound cousins, talked for much of
the evening. It seems Sami’s father is perfectly willing to
combine his two kolvisy sets with Father’s, providing he gets
one quarter of the proceeds. He also gave her some idea of
why Leloristel fell out with her family. The diaries my comother used to keep might confirm it... but whatever Sami
told her, Meshy’s not sure she wants to learn the rest.

Meshy now thinks that Father will be more willing to part
with his legacy from Leloristel – since another quarter of the
metaset’s value might be enough to buy the outstanding share
of our villa.

Aráeeth (who had dressed with a bit more color co-ordination
than usual, in a blue-green skirtsuit and dark purple leggings)
stuck with Tevers... up to a point. I went to chat with them
for a bit; Ráee asked me what I’d been reading recently, then
talked for several unbroken minutes about the works of
Krauvibh Ehashowm. She’s now decided she wants to study
Duruánic literature, not Sëtarni.

Tevers finally managed to break her monologue by handing
her a little plate of fafiklaav sticks and pickled rasbugs.
Dahatren and Ohnefram joined us, to thank me for hiring the
Iskorlanth musicians.
“You two look like the Grygathkan initiates from Saviours of
the Mountain Temples!” Ráee told them, referencing
Ehashowm’s first play.

“Not sure if that’s a compliment,” said Ohnefram, “but it’s
nice to meet you. Nice suit!”

“Ohnefram, this my girlfriend Ráee,” Tevers put in. “You can
be sure she meant it as a compliment, however unusual.”

“New girlfriend, Teverhonro? What happened to the one you
were with on Full Conjunction Day – Amréil Mymren?”
Ohnefram asked the question perfectly innocently, but
Dahatren nudged him sharply. “Hey! What’s wrong?” he
snapped.
Tevers and I both gave Dahatren hard stares. “I think we
should go talk to someone else! Come on,” he said, leading
his friend away from us.
But the damage was done. “Tevers, who’s this Amréil?”
Ráee demanded, her face a picture of distress.
“She’s nobody, miwáovin. He was mistaken,” Tevers assured
her, taking her right hand and kissing it.
“Actually, Amréil’s a friend of mine,” I said. “She was just
visiting that day, and she left the same time as Tevers.”

Aráeeth looked intensely at me. “You’re lying,” she moaned.
“How do I know? Because your lips are wobbling... I read
something about it!” Snatching her hand from Tevers’ grip,
she turned and flounced across the room to her father.
Tevers banged his drink down hard on a table. “That’s just
brilliant! Who needs the telegrid, when we’ve got that
Ohnefram’s mouth?”

I looked at him and shrugged. “If I were her, I’d prefer you
be honest. Admit the truth and promise never to see Amréil

again – let Ráee know she’s the one who really matters. At
least she doesn’t know about Glemyreuna.”

“In Argřourth’s name, Liri – keep your voice down! And I
don’t need my little auntie telling me how to live my life!”
He stalked over the buffet and grabbed another bottle of ale.

It was inevitable, I suppose, that Tevers should be caught out
eventually. He’s probably lost Aráeeth for good. Threetiming his women... I never approved, but I would never
interfere either. Perhaps now he’ll even restrict himself to
just one, for a while at least.

I asked Moyganim how it’s going with him and Pera. He said
he doesn’t really know; all they’ve done so far is talk and
hold hands. (Her hands are stronger than his.)

Father and Amlúee were talking with Mother and Fráonavdi.
All of them looked tense and serious. I drifted over to listen.

Fráonavdi, who was also splendidly attired in his best
uniform, offered my father some sort of pendant. “This is
given on behalf of all personnel at Tharnimqel Cantonment,”
he said. “An honorary Order of Excellence, for a lifetime of
service to our nation. Please accept it, Mandator.”

Father shook his head. “The only thing I would accept from
you, Aselthen, is the return of my wife.”
“My reasons for leaving haven’t changed, Firinoth,” said my
mother. “Besides, do you really want me back? When you’ve
got her?”

Amlúee waggled a disapproving finger at my mother. “I
won’t be held responsible for your adulterous behaviour,
Netairma! You may have deserted Firinoth, you may care

nothing for what that court did to him – but I’m going to stick
by him, and help him cope with it!”

“So, do you intend to marry him, Teacher Talganae?” Mother
asked.

Father answered instead. “If we do marry, you will not be
invited. Either of you.” He gave Fráonavdi a hostile look.
“Your presence here tonight, indeed, might well seem an
attempt to gloat over my downfall. Is that your motive?”
“Your daughter here asked us to attend!” Fráonavdi said.
“Was she acting without your approval?”
All four of them turned to me, questioningly.

“You may not like each other,” I said, “but I’ve had enough
of my family being broken. I hoped... if you came here,
Fráonavdi, Mother – if you were with the rest of us, to give
Father his send-off – I hoped you’d all see you’re on the
same side.”
“What exactly do you mean, Liri?” asked Father.

“I mean, you all want the best for my brothers and me – don’t
you? And you’re all loyal to this nation. Your real enemies
are the ones who tried to frame you for treason, Father. Or
the ones who nearly killed Meshy with that bomb! Whoever
would destroy our way of life. Not each other! Can’t you
learn to get on better?”
Mother sighed deeply, looking at me with a sad smile.
“I understand how you feel,” Amlúee said. “Still, you’ve got
no right to try teaching your elders a lesson. Especially not
your parents.”

I was about to make a retort – but that was the moment the
music stopped, with a sharp, attention-grabbing chord.
ExecuTech Droshkath had taken over the band area and
raised his hands, quieting the guests.

“We are all here,” he declared, “to bid farewell to Mandator
Firinoth Emlerit, a long-time stalwart of Bresklaim Shores
City Government, as his career comes to an end. Although
the reason for his departure is not a voluntary resignation,
there is no fitting emotion but respect and admiration among
all those who have known him. I have been authorised, by the
Savants Supreme, to present him with a special severance
trophy.” He motioned towards my father. “Mandator, please
join me over here and say a few words.”

Handing his drink to Amlúee, Father walked stiffly to the
ExecuTech’s side. They shook hands.
“I have so much to recall fondly, and not a few regrets,” he
began, “but the best things were—”
He was cut off by a hoarse, desperate yell from the other side
of the room. “Stop him!!”

Nuwahan Nathérath, walking cane brandished like a sword,
was lunging towards Frelsbaan... who had pulled out a small,
black metal handgun from inside his jacket, and was pointing
it at my father.

Everything then happened almost at once. Screams erupted
from every side. Eltha’s boyfriend pulled the trigger, just as
her father struck at him with the cane. The executech’s two
security guards rushed to shield him and Father with their
own bodies, an instant too late. The first shot drowned out the

screams, and Droshkath crumpled, clutching his stomach.

Frelsbaan batted Nuwahan’s stick aside with one hand, seized
the much weaker, older man by the neck and hurled him
roughly to the ground. Everyone else tried to flee in panic –
except Tevers, who ran in to tackle him. The guards pulled
out their weapons and took aim – but they were handicapped
by the need to avoid hitting any other guests. Before they
could shoot or Tevers could reach him, Frelsbaan fired again.
One of the security men collapsed.

Another shot rang out an instant later, from behind me.
Frelsbaan’s right hand erupted with a splash of blood,
dropping the gun. I spun around; Fráonavdi was holding a
little pistol of his own. He took a few steps forward, face set
like granite, and fired again. His second bullet took Frelsbaan
in the left thigh, just as Tevers barged into him. Frelsbaan
fell, groaning and bleeding. My nephew-brother held him
down.
“They did it!” Frelsbaan roared. “Pirates, slave-stealers, the
killings in Velúhmaras – paid for by them!”
“Shut up!!” yelled Tevers, punching him in the stomach.

After a couple more seconds, people began throwing off their
shock and rushing around. I ran over to Father. He was
unhurt; I hugged him thankfully. The valiant guard who took
the bullet for him was dead, a hideous hole punched through
his forehead. Serilvotam Droshkath was alive, but bleeding
badly from the wound in his belly. The other guard had
already started bandaging it.

Dahatren, close by, was leaning against the wall and

shuddering with horror. “How can this be happening?” he
gasped. “Stuff like this only happens to strangers in the
news...”
“Baniltorostu!”
Bresklaim!”

cried

Meshy.

“Baniltorostu,

here

in

Eltha had helped Nuwahan back to his feet. He was shaken
and cradling his left arm, but okay otherwise. Kamfi and
Serith quickly started fussing over him. Derésnae telephoned
for lawmen, while Moyganim and another guest helped
Tevers restrain Frelsbaan.

“I hope they hurt you bad in prison, like they did me!”
Moyganim snarled.

Fráonavdi, followed by Mother, offered to drive the
executech to the nearest infirmary. Father looked at him in a
whole new way.
“I may well owe you my life, Sub-Battlelord,” he admitted.
“At Xokanuska, I failed to save Teverhonro,” said Fráonavdi.
“Perhaps now he might think better of me.”

Neventrun Róekam had already begun questioning people
about Frelsbaan (but didn’t say if he plans to defend or
prosecute!) Eltha, who had slumped down on a bench and put
her head in her hands, angrily told him to sthyzz off.

The subadjutant said, “I apologize if this is difficult for you,
Designer Nathérath. Yet you must understand: your...
association with that man may leave you open to suspicion as
well, if you don’t provide a full statement – and convince the
law that you had no knowledge of his criminal intent.

Anything you can tell me may help.”

Eltha was shuddering, whimpering now. “No, no, NO, not my
man, not my Frelsbaan. He can’t be a killer! I loved him, I
really loved him – I can’t be that stupid! Why me?!” All I
could do was sit beside her and take her hands in mine.
“They’ll think I was in it with him! I’ll go to prison too!!”
She buried her face in my shoulder and began sobbing
desperately. I held her until my top was drenched with her
tears. Barely noticed when the lawmen arrived to take
Frelsbaan away.
The party was over.
Ezgren Ihzhernuth 37th

Forgot to pray this morning. Spent much of the day with
Eltha. One of the lawmen who turned up yesterday is also a
medic, he gave her a mild sedative – it was the only way of
calming her enough to get her home. She’s hurting to the
core: she was so happy with Frelsbaan. One boyfriend turned
out to be a pervert; the next, an assassin. My beloved best
friend feels like she’s cursed. At least her father is now a
hero! I helped her prepare her statement for the lawmen, and
signed it as a witness.

Father got a report from Subadjutant Róekam later today.
Frelsbaan has confessed everything, in exchange for the
promise of surgery to restore the use of his right hand. Prison
life may be more bearable for him if he can still paint...

It was he, the master imitator of artistic styles, who forged
the ammunition receipt in Father’s name. Avuénthi Aesdrem

paid him for it; but Aesdrem was only one contact, in a
Baniltorostu network spanning both Délarnad and Tarnúh. As
far as Frelsbaan knows, the reason they wanted to use
locally-manufactured bullets for assassinations was to avoid
implicating their true sponsors, whose own brand of bullets
might be identifiable.

He accuses ExecuTech Droshkath – and Father – of helping
to fund international criminals; apparently High Savant
Vrunirul was in on it too, which is why he was killed.
Frelsbaan specifically mentioned privateers from T’vuleum,
who he says were tacitly sponsored by our government to
harrass the Velúhmarans.

Jashomin Uchaivath told me her husband was murdered by
just such men. I still feel for her – I hate to think my own
father has any connection to her bereavement (however
tenuous). Of course, she also said her husband ran a factory...
for all I know, his job involved oppressing dozens of slaves.

And now her people are demanding custody of the Ukeevix
bombers? Baniltorostu and Velúhmarans... If they’re really
connected, that’s bad news for the whole World.

ExecuTech Droshkath is in a serious condition. He had lost
too much blood before Fráonavdi got him to the infirmary. It
took a couple of hours to get Frelsbaan’s bullet out of his
liver. If he dies, the Baniltorostu have won another victory.

Vralnu replied to my message. He was so down after our last
meeting, convinced I would never forgive him, that he lacked
the nerve to contact me sooner. But he’s returning to work
tomorrow and hopes I can visit afterwards. (I probably can:
my return train from Péuzind is due in at 18:55. But he’s

going to have to stop thinking like a typical man, expecting
me to fit our relationship around his job. My working hours
will be far more variable, and he will need to accommodate
that from now on!)

I hadn’t bothered checking flingball results for the past three
weeks, since my team were knocked out of the league. There
were still four teams in play as of last Ezgren; today, Paavqol
beat Matorrnid with a decisive 38-29, while Luikrahnta got
26-24 against Bresklaim Centre East. The final could be two
weeks hence.
Lalmren Ihzhernuth 38th

07:40 - Lawmen have visited our villa several times in the
last twenty-seven hours. I gave them Eltha’s statement and
said a few words about what happened on Iygren – don’t
know what I can add that several other witnesses won’t have
said already. So I’m going to begin work today, as if
everything were normal. If my attitude to the passengers is
affected by recent experiences, so be it!
*

*

* *

*

26:00 - It was a six-member crew on the outbound Péuzind
train: the locomotist, who I barely saw; the engineer, who
spent most of his time exchanging radio messages, or just
standing by in case of mechanical problems; the passenger
service boss, Steward Dalraema Maévret; experienced
attendants named Evtonro Dãmresh and Nylúee Vanidreth;
and myself, the newcomer.

Saw Shasrōimd in the crew centre before leaving. She was on

the Draleshkun train today, which left later than mine and
returned sooner. We promised to swap stories – she seems to
think there’s a new adventure waiting at every stop!

As we learned last week, there are three standard locomotive
models currently used by the National Railroad Service. My
first train was pulled by a Atruómun-352, with a normal
operating speed of 212 kilometres per hour. It was hauling
five two-deck carriages, all median comfort grade, including
one with a kitchen – total passenger capacity, 440. The train
was about half full when we pulled out of Bresklaim
Terminus.

Steward Maévret’s first words to me were: “If you’ve learned
everything you’re supposed to know, girl, we ought to get
along. If not – watch what the others do and listen to what
they say. I’m willing to make some allowances for firsttimers, but I’ve no tolerance for incompetence or laziness.
Understood?”

She’s a skinny woman well past her prime, who reminded me
unnervingly of Omireeth Selvrimt. I nodded, hoping the first
impression she gave wasn’t the norm.

It was a mild, clear day. The train wound through Bresklaim
Centre, Qerehnta and Tralúhblon, then out into open country
where it accelerated quickly. Flat farmland swept by. The
line passes within three kilometres north of Vavithlat’s farm,
and I’m sure I saw his refineries briefly in the distance.
Couldn’t resist waving contemptuously.

My first job was to check people’s passes on carriage number
two. None were missing. A little later I helped Evtonro
Dãmresh serve refreshments, carriages one to three. And,

inevitably, one passenger – a thin-faced young man in cheap,
dirty clothes – handed me a ten-doraef coin for a plauvvil
juice and fish mince, then, when I gave him the correct
change, he claimed it had been twenty doraefs! I have a good
memory for numbers and I knew I was right, but he insisted
and even called me a thief. Evtonro interceded, saying that
we’d count up our cash before the first stop and give him any
positive discrepancy. That shut him up... and there was no
discrepancy.

I enjoyed the smiles and looks I got from several male
passengers. Clearly, I do look sexy in the uniform! Two of
them asked my name; I told them, but said they should check
the Bresklaim flingball listings if they want to know more
about me. I was chatting to one good-looking man when
Steward Maévret caught my eye, her expression icy, and
shook her head. I immediately moved on to the next
passenger.
Doesn’t she want her crew to enjoy their work? Maybe it’s
because she can’t.

We stopped in a small town at 10:46, another at 11:33, and a
third at 12:18. A few new passengers boarded each time. At
least one of them, a girl who looked barely old enough to
travel alone, didn’t have a valid pass – it was two weeks out
of date. When I discovered that, the girl snatched it back
from me and ran away. (Not sure where she thought she
could hide, on a moving train!) Evtonro caught her in the
next carriage and tied her, kicking and struggling, into an
empty seat.
The train reached Péuzind Terminus at 13:15, where

Dalraema Maévret followed the established procedure for
child stowaways by handing her over to the duty transport
liaison lawman.

“Well done for spotting the date on that brat’s pass,” Evtonro
said to me, as he filled out a short form detailing the incident.
“Some new attendants aren’t so observant.”
“How long have you been doing this?” I asked.

“Seven years,” he said. “There’s payrises at your three- and
six-year points, and you can’t beat the travelling. I’m
supposed to encourage you, of course... still, some people
quit early. My wife did – she just wanted to work fixed
hours.”
“I like to think I can be flexible!”

He smiled wryly. “Piece of advice: keep being keen, but
don’t try too hard. Stewards like old Maévret, they’ll give
you all the dirty chores they can, if they think you don’t
mind.”

Dalraema and Nylúee soon boarded another train,
southbound to Thiirimqel and Kasron Strand. As my assigned
supervisor for the day, Evtonro stayed with me. There was a
two-hour wait for our train back to Bresklaim Shores, and he
showed me around a bit.

Péuzind is a sizeable town, with a couple of tall, tapered
towers like those in Bresklaim, some interesting shops, an old
sports arena and a multi-purpose cultural centre which acts as
museum, art gallery and tourist hub. I’d like to spend a
couple of days there. According to the information in that
centre, the town borders on the Péuz Commons: a broad,

scrubby, coastal region of dunes and creeks that stretches
several kilometres to the sea. It’s another preserved
wildland – hardly as grand as the Naeriléun Savannah, but
still supporting some rare avizard and exocrustan species.

The return journey, although a bit faster, was a lot busier. I
began feeling flustered by multiple demands for attention,
and made three little errors with a group drinks order. One of
the aggrieved men started complaining very loudly, until
several other passengers around him told him to shut up. The
new steward (whose name I forget) offered him a refund,
then quietly told me it would come out of my wages!

Got back to Bresklaim 18:42, seven minutes late. I was
drained and still somewhat embarressed, but calm. Evtonro
assured me that early mistakes are ubiquitous – he said I’d
had a good first day, and bought me a cheap dinner in the
crew guesthouse as a reward. He’s a nice enough man,
average looking, probably forty or so. He said nothing critical
all day, but never once tried to flirt with me, either; I hope I
get to work with more people like him, it will make things
simpler.

Changed out of uniform before getting the transit to
Matorrnid. After nearly seven hours as crew on a public
transport, it already feels novel to be a passenger...

Vralnu is physically healthy again, but he’s far from happy.
When he’d given me a bottle of reedmead and we’d sat down
in the privacy of his room, I still half expected him to put an
arm around me and kiss me as a prelude to making love, like
he usually would. All he did was look at the floor and rub the

scar on his cheek, as if he somehow hopes he can wipe it
away.

“Do you still love me, Liri? After you ran off at the
infirmary, I was ready to...” he didn’t finish the sentence.

“Yes, Vralnu, I love you. You’ve given me so much. You
were there for me when Mother left us, when I got hurt
playing flingball, when I was suspended... And now we’ve
survived the savannah together, I love you even more.” His
expression barely changed. There was something I had to
ask. “If I hadn’t found out about Freseuna like that, would
you ever have told me?”

“Some day. I wanted to. But, like I said, I was afraid of
losing you. If you only knew what it’s like, having to keep
that secret from the person you love...”

“I do know.” The words had come out of their own accord;
now, I had to say the rest. I braced myself – it was like
preparing to take the witness podium again. “I had someone
else, too.”
He swallowed hard. “Who?”

So I finally told him of Klaetorevdi Kiváin, and – without too
much detail, of course – what happened between us, at the
Veemdradens’ party and on Full Conjunction Day.
Vralnu listened, his eyes going dead.
“Was he better in bed than me?” he asked, at last.

“No, not better... just different.” It felt good to be honest,
even though I knew it was hard for him to hear. “Vralnu: if
you love me as much as you said – if I’m really your light in

the dark, your goddess, your Lazráib – then surely, you can
forgive me! Just as I can forgive you, about Freseuna.”

He stood up, turned away, and breathed hard. I saw his
shoulders quiver, his whole body tensing.
“Vralnu...?”

Abruptly, he hurled his ale bottle hard against the wall,
smashing it to shards. “Get out!” he yelled. “Just sthyzz off,
Liri!!”
“Please, no. I can’t leave –”

“Go away. Go to this Klaeto! You did it because of my
abjection... when I thought we were making love, you’ve
been thinking of him while you were with me...! And you
knew I hate bigamy. What else have you been hiding from
me? I don’t want you here. Go!”

There was no thought of pleading with him further. All I
knew was that I had to get away from his terrible pain and
anger, that I could not endure seeing the man I love in that
state. I ran from his house, then caught the homeward transit
almost blindly. Barely noticed the weather, the road or
anyone around me, until the driver called out “Eseerila
South!”

Meshy is still here. She’s spent most of her time keeping
Father company, or out riding with Dahatren (I let her borrow
Nenamdir). When I entered the villa this evening she saw I
was quietly crying and rushed to offer sympathy. We talked
for ages; my sister’s kind words have helped immensely. She
was rejected by boyfriends more than once; she promised me

the pain will fade away. I found myself smiling at that, and
told her I already knew.
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Period just started, but I woke up feeling emotionally numb. I
vaguely recall a series of miserable, despairing dreams. My
pillow was damp with tears.

Yet I haven’t wept again all day. The more I think over
Vralnu’s vicious rejection last night, the more I feel angry,
rather than anguished. I told the truth voluntarily, which is
more than he did! And he owes me for saving his life! He had
no right to react that way – he was being selfish and
immature. (Keep reminding yourself of that, Liri!)

If he doesn’t get over himself and contact me with a
grovelling apology pretty soon, he’ll get his wish. He’ll never
see me again.

It hurts to write this... I think I’ll always love Vralnu, but
perhaps I’ll learn to be happy without him. I can get over
him. I will get over him. As quickly as I can.

It was my turn on the short Draleshkun trip today; Shas’ train
took her to Onduuqazh. Before leaving, she gave me a
sniggering account of her first crew experience. “Draleshkun
station’s tiny,” she said, “but there’s a really fun drinkery
across the byway. This hunky passenger, his name’s Naesen
[not that same schoolboy, I assume!], offered to buy me
lunch when we got off. Supervisor said I could go for seventy
minutes, tops. And guess what? The food was okay, but the

sex was brilliant!”
“Sex? Well, you’re not wasting any time!” I didn’t ask where
she and this Naesen managed to have their fun – probably in
a toilet or a back alley, something I’ve never tried.

“He wants to see me again, says he makes that journey a lot,”
she went on. “I told him, maybe. I wasn’t committing to
anyone on my first day!”

Olsevid made the Péuzind journey, leaving first; I warned
him about Steward Maévret, in case he comes across her
soon.

Set off at 10:70. It took about 100 minutes to reach
Draleshkun, with one intermediate stop. The town, Sami and
Leloristel’s former home, is some way inland from the coast.
It’s comparable in size to Dral Jalmáorë but brighter, cleaner
and looks newer. As Shas said, there’s only a small railroad
station, built around the one east-west line – not a terminus as
such.

My supervisor this time was a woman named Mynaireeth,
who offered a little sympathy for my poorly-concealed grief
over Vralnu. The train carried on, and we waited around in
Draleshkun an hour and a half to join one going the other
way. Ate at the drinkery Shas mentioned, the Blue Vorgrard.

I managed to smile and act competently in front of the
passengers. No complaints, except from an old man who
accused me of blocking his route to the toilet while I was
serving refreshments. Got back to base by 15:10; then the
rest of the day was free.
Saw Meshy briefly. She turned up to catch her train back to

Ukeevix, just as I was about to leave the terminus. We had
scarcely ten minutes to chat before boarding. I promised her I
will be all right; she promised me that, if the railroad job ever
brings me to her city, the drinks are on her!

My father is now retired. No more ‘honoured mandator,’ no
more privileges, no more autowheeler, no more homekeeper!
When I got home, I found Father sat in the lounge – not
drinking, but writing on an old school notepad. My library
copy of The Gods of Uldurth was open on the table, where I
left it a few days ago.
“What are you working on?” I asked.
“I mentioned my ambition to write an epic fiction, did I not?
Rather than brood on the untimely demise of my career, I
have decided to begin at once,” he said. “This book you
borrowed: I’ve perused it, and received inspiration.”
“You’re going to write a story about the Uldurth gods?
That’s been done a good few times already, Father...”

He picked up the book and turned to its second chapter: ‘The
Meaning of Uldurth.’ “Not about gods, Liri. About people –
no more divine than any of us – who lived on a faraway
world, very long ago. Their descendants would, in time, learn
to travel between the stars; but at some point, the people of
Uldurth must have been scarcely more advanced than we are
today.”

I smiled and sat down with him. “I like it. You’ll have to
invent a whole world, with only a few ancient names to work
from.”

“That’s what I’m attempting, right now.” He showed me a
rough sketch which was vaguely suggestive of a world map.
“What will actually happen to the people in your story,
though? Wars? Romance? Crime...?” I asked.

“I have yet to decide,” he said. “Perhaps you could provide
me some suggestions. I promise to fully acknowledge any
contribution made by my daughter!”
I thought about what kind of writing I’ve done – and the first
suggestion instantly came to me. “Why not imagine yourself
as a citizen of Uldurth? Write about his life. Make it a diary!”

He’s lost both wife and work now. Amazing how well he’s
coping with it... but that could easily change. I’ve got to
encourage him any way I can.

Tevers has been beaten up! He got home this evening with a
black eye, a bloody lip, torn jacket and a limp. At first I
assumed he’d run into the Rhodium Reavers again. After a
couple of strong drinks, he told me – through thankfully
unbroken teeth – what really happened.

Once Aráeeth heard about Amréil, she begged her father to
use his various contacts and check up on Tevers’ activities as
much as he could. To confirm, or refute, that he was having
another relationship behind her back. Mranyvun got in touch
with Farmer Vavithlat – who knew what was going on with
Glemyreuna Eklorrin.

Realising that his daughter’s boyfriend had been seeing two
other women, Subadjutant Mranyvun Aldelit lost his usual
cool. He went to the fuel farm to confront Tevers himself,

this morning – and, worst luck for Tevers, Glemyreuna was
collecting another cargo at the time! The chubby subadjutant
took vengeful pleasure in telling her about my nephewbrother’s clandestine polyamory.

I asked who had actually attacked him. “It was Glemy
herself!” he groaned. “She invited me for a little ride in the
tanker at lunchtime, being all flirty and irresistible as ever...
then, when she’d parked down the road, she punched me in
the face! Believe me... that woman’s strong, and she can hit
as vigorously as she can – well, you know! After she
screamed that she knew I’d been cheating, she landed a few
more good blows, opened the door and shoved me out, flat on
my back by the roadside.. and drove away. I didn’t get a
zashking chance to talk back, never mind fight back!”

He was more humiliated than heartbroken. He’s not even sure
he still has Amréil, either. “I’m definitely resigning from
Vavithlat Biofuels now,” he added, swallowing another
mouthful of atrillai. “I can’t face seeing her again – and the
way the others will laugh.”
“They shouldn’t be laughing at you,” I said. “Aren’t you due
a civil courage award, after you helped take down Frelsbaan?
Glemyreuna’s the one who should be laughed at, if she’s cast
aside a hero boyfriend!”

“I’ve been told I am getting an award, tomorrow. But you
know what I think? Anyone could have done it. Frelsbaan,
that assassin... he was prepared to exchange his own life for
Grandad’s and the executech’s, and he had to kill them both
before those guards could shoot back. He wouldn’t have had
time to waste shooting me, even if he’d seen me coming at

him. So I’ll accept that award – but I wasn’t really all that
brave.” Tevers licked his damaged lip. “Everyone’s going to
be saying how I could stop an armed Baniltorostu killer – yet
I couldn’t defend myself against a woman’s temper!”
“If you leave the fuel farm... do you want to work for another
one?”

“You’re joking, right? Mother, you, everyone’s kept saying
I’m better than farming. I hate to admit it – but those
recruitment books Aselthen gave me are interesting.” For the
millionth time, he looked up at his father’s portrait. “He was
a man who nobody could’ve humiliated. I don’t want to be a
soldier, though. I’m going to join the Navy.”
This is turning into a singularly disastrous week for our
family.

Radio news: a Velúhmaran destroyer, the Voroélta, seized a
small Délarnish freighter off the coast of T’vuleum
yesterday. Ten of the seventeen-man crew are being detained,
allegedly identified as wanted criminals who committed
several acts of theft, slave abduction and violence in
Velúhmaras. Ristasul Sranéin, Supreme Consul of the
Velúhmaran Union, broadcast an offer to negotiate their
release – in exchange for the two terror suspects still being
held in Sheurziroun.
Ten people for two? The Velúhmaran leader seems to believe
in hard bargains!
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No word from Vralnu. I prepared a simple meal of toasted
wheat bread (a little luxury treat), slices of boiled ulgeurm
meat, suskrin paste and jorlatãr roots before leaving this
morning. Told the boys – and Father – that they could eat it
cold, or fend for themselves.

Today Shas was introduced to the Péuzind route, and I went
to Onduuqazh, leaving Bresklaim at 10:25. The journey there
was uneventful, taking little over an hour and forty minutes
with no intermediate stops. The route passes mainly through
woodlands and marshy, unfarmed plains between the rivers
Onbresk and Avnilaim, then into a drier, grazing region
further south. But when we arrived, I was nervous.
Onduuqazh is Klaeto’s home city. He told me he’s a
mechanic – what if he actually works in their railroad
terminus? If I saw him, I’d probably feel just as bad as the
moment I learned he was getting married. And the last thing I
need now is more heartbreak.

I was working with Steward Dalraema Maévret and Nylúee
Vanidreth again. Dalraema noticed I was looking worried as
we approached our destination. All she said was:
“Whatever’s bothering you, Emlerit, leave it at home in
future. You’ll upset the passengers’ children with an
expression like that!”

Klaeto wasn’t there, or at least I didn’t come across him.
Nylúee and I got off and waited for a return train, while two
other crew replaced us and the 11:65 from Bresklaim
continued south towards Tallmine.

Onduuqazh has a modest rail terminus with five boarding
platforms and a few maintenance sheds. We bought short
glasses of ale in the crew restaurant. The drink eased my
nagging period pain. “So, you like railroad work so far?”
Nylu asked me.

I nodded. “I could do this for a long time. It’s better than
some desk job, or field job, where you can mope around
quietly and worry about men... or injustice, or terrorism. I can
handle the odd awkward passenger.”
“You haven’t seen real awkwardness yet,” she said. “But
when you do, there’ll always be someone there to help.”

On the way home, a small child in carriage two was very
sick. The steward ordered me to clean it up. And I didn’t get
any help...

Called Eltha later. Like Tevers, Nuwahan received an civil
courage award today for his attempt to stop Frelsbaan,
against the severe physical disadvantage of his recent stroke.
It was presented by a senior lawwoman – none other than
Máenera Nimthosh, ironically. But Eltha has something else
to be happy about.

“On Lalmren, Critic Tharnerim contacted the clothing factory
and the Entertainment Bureau, asking to see some of my
designs – because of what I said at the party, about never
having enough colours,” she told me. “Then, this afternoon,
he messaged me. He says I might be something very special.
There’s a colour sense to my work that he’s seen only once
before, in paintings by a woman from Tretláel. What
Ranvothaet thinks is... my eyes could be seeing in four

primary colours, instead of three.”
“Eltha, you’ve always been special! I’m glad someone else
realises it,” I said.

“Ranvothaet wants me to do some new landscape paintings
for the Mrauremj gallery! He’ll make sure I have access to
the biggest colour pallet possible – so I can try to give other
people a glimpse of how I see the world.” There was real
excitement in her voice. “So what if he’s an elitist? He can
help me join the cultural elite!”

“If he’s right about your gift... you could become a great
artist! I really hope so.” Then she could have her two
husbands – not to mention, all the money she’ll ever need.
Maybe I can be jealous of Eltha, after all...

She’s doing her best to put Frelsbaan behind her, although
it’s likely she will be asked to testify at his trial. Just as I’m
thinking of offering to be a character witness at the trial of
Droyelimd and Nisiána.

Radio news: the Savants Supreme have responded to the
seizure of that freighter by broadcasting Freslbaan’s
confession, accusing the Velúhmaran government of
organising the entire Baniltorostu terrorist network, and
demanding reparations for the crimes they’ve committed
against our nation.

Now we’ll see just how stubborn those isolationist slavers
really are.
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Checked for telegrid messages before work this morning.
There was only one.
For - BreSh-824750-LirEm
By - Onduu-341907-KlaeKiv

Dearest Liriōnee,
I’ve probably got no right to contact you now, but I
just have to.
I heard from Derésnae how you reacted to the news
of my engagement. It made me feel terrible. After
all, you yourself said our brief relationship would be
just a bit of fun – I never wanted to hurt you. And the
truth is, it was more than just fun for me as well.
I’d been seeing Tresu – the woman I promised to
marry – for over a year. I thought I loved her and it
was her idea to get married. But now, every time I
hold her or kiss her, it’s your face I see. When I have
sex with her I’m not making love – only going
through the motions and pretending she’s you.
Tresu doesn’t have your sweetness, your charm,
your intelligence or your incomparable physical
beauty. I cannot marry her, Liri. I’m in love with you.
Please tell me there’s still a chance we could be
together. The hope of that is all I’m living for. I’ll
move to Bresklaim if I have to, I’ll do anything.
With love, forever,
Klaetorevdi.

Reading it, I found myself trembling. My heart raced and the
room spun around me. It was a delicious but scary
sensation – as if I’d soared into a golden sky, above a

bottomless abyss. He loves me! All that pain... could there be
joy beyond it? And what about Vralnu?

If I follow my heart, I’ll reply with a joyous acceptance of
Klaeto’s love and try to get the first available night stopover
in Onduuqazh (my job can help me see him, far more often
than I otherwise could!)

If I step back for a minute and try to be logical, I must
remember we’ve had only one night together. Klaeto might
be crazy, or terminally selfish, or violent, or all sorts of
unpleasant things, which would make a proper relationship
impossible. I just don’t know. A girl can’t be satisfied with
sex alone, even if it’s all she thinks about at first!
I’ll reply tomorrow, I promise myself that.

As tomorrow is Murnelmih, the midpoint of the year, I had a
look back at my first diary entries. On Enelmih, I wrote about
feeling there was something missing in my life. Not really
thought about it since; yet now, I realize I don’t feel that way
any more.

The only explanation I come up with is: what I lacked were
actual problems, to be overcome. Family breakup, academic
suspension, heartbreak over one lover and the other being
married to a madwoman, Father’s trial and dismissal, losing
at flingball, facing death in the wild, terrorism right here at
home... Life may not be quite so carefree any more. Yet I’ve
come through it all, and I don’t think I’ve changed much –
I’m basically still the same Liriōnee Emlerit. Doesn’t that
prove me a person worth being?

*

*

* *

*

25:47 - Shas told me this morning that she’d made love with
Evtonro Dãmresh, in the storeroom aboard the Péuzind train
yesterday!
“Did he tell you he’s married?” I asked, thinking of Vralnu.

“Oh, yes. But once I let him know I wanted him, he also said,
‘What happens down the line, stays down the line..’ and he
didn’t exactly try to fight me off!”

I shrugged. “Sorry – I don’t have any such tales to tell you
just yet. Unless you want to hear about xarrosk attacks or
assassination attempts?”

Her eyes widened, looking even more little-girl pretty and
innocent than usual (although she’s anything but innocent!)
“I’d love to hear.”

Today’s train journey went westward through Draleshkun, all
the way to Trogek Vales. A lot of passengers were heading
there to be with their families on Murnelmih, and kept us
attendents rusing around the carriage with scarcely a moment
free. We made three stops along the way, then waited an hour
before the return train pulled out – barely enough time for
late lunch, at a seafood restaurant near the rail station.

The return trip was quieter and easier. One of my colleagues,
a handsome, cheeky Tarnúhan lad named Nolkoip, chatted
me up assiduously and finally asked if he could take me for
an Onbresk boat ride tomorrow evening. Normally, I might
have said yes – he’s got charm and humour and looks very
fit, he can probably perform well in bed – but I was too

fixated on Klaeto. I had to decline Nolkoip’s offer, at least
for now!

Shasrōimd Kirandret, of course, would have had sex with
him right there and then. She may be a bit of a slut, but I like
her – and perhaps she’s got the right idea? I could have a lot
of fun in this job too, with new people to meet every day... as
long as I’m careful, and if Klaeto’s ‘love, forever’ turns out
be nonsense. I can learn to enjoy being Railroad Attendant
Liriōnee Emlerit.

Got back to Bresklaim early evening. It wasn’t until then that
I heard the latest radio news.

The Touvathiir, one of our Délarnish Navy cruisers, was
assigned to secure the release of the captive freighter crew.
Its captain, for reasons still undetermined, broke off
negotiations with his Velúhmaran opposite number today –
and opened fire on the Voroélta. The Navy News Office
called it a warning shot, which hit only by accident.

Voroélta took what looked like moderate damage and
returned fire, with a weapon described as ‘a previously
undocumented, and unexpectedly powerful, rapid-fire
cannon.’ Touvathiir was badly hit amid the upper decks.
More than fifty crewmembers are believed dead, including
the captain, and the ship is adrift. Stormy seas are making
any rescue impossible.

Does this mean that Délarnad is now at war with the
Velúhmaran Union?! There’s been no official announcement
from the Savants Supreme so far. Everyone is pretty worried.

Father observed: “I am gone only two days from government
office, and see what trouble befalls our nation ...”

[Future Past Readers: If Father’s epic fiction idea is right,
then there were once people, uncounted millennia ago on a
planet of some distant star, who were much like ourselves.
I’d like to believe that you – whoever you were – would have
been interested in us, in how we live and what we know. That
some of you might even identify with someone like me, who
loves to learn and is fascinated by the past, yet tries to enjoy
her present life to the fullest.
Maybe it’s pointless for me to talk to that past, especially an
unknown past; but I’m going to keep it up, anyway. I’ve still
got half this year to go...]

PRONUNCIATION GUIDE
VOWELS
Ã has a long, fluid ‘aaa’ sound of smoothly descending pitch.
Thus jorlatãr is pronounced ‘jor-lat-(aaa)r.’
AA has a long ‘arr’ sound, as in naan or salaam. Thus
Daanresya is pronounced ‘Darrn-res-ya.’
AE (sometimes written æ, to distinguish it from adjacent
vowels) has the sound ‘ay’ as in day or say. Thus Ithæor is
pronunced ‘Ith-ay-or,’ and Haelesamin is ‘Hay-le-sam-in.’
AI has the sound it makes in air or lair.
Ë has the sound ‘eh’ as in French le or après.
EE has its normal English dipthong sound, as in bee or see.
I always has its basic English sound, as in sit or win, except
when part of the dipthongs ai, oi and ui. The value of i is not
changed by placing an r after it. Thus Firinoth is pronounced
‘Fi-rin-oth,’ not ‘Fur-in-oth.’
Ō has the capital-O ‘oh’ sound, as in doe or toe. Thus
Liriōnee is pronounced ‘Li-ri-oe-nee,’ not ‘Ler-eye-on-ee.’
Ö has the short umlaut sound ‘ur’, as in German schön or
öffnung.
OI has the sound ‘oy’, as in boil or coin. Thus Shoinvond is
pronounced ‘Shoyn-vond.’

OU has the sound pitched between oo and u, as in French
tout or vous; never the sounds it makes in rough or cough.
UI has a sound pitched between ee and ou, as in French nuit.
Accented vowels (Á, É, Í, Ó, Ú) are used to emphasize a
syllable, and to separate adjacent vowels which would
otherwise form a single dipthong sound.
Examples: Nathérath is pronounced ‘Nath-ER-ath,’ not
‘NATH-er-ath;’ Ensóan is pronounced ‘En-SO-an,’ not ‘Ensown;’ Neúvret is pronunced ‘Ne-U-vret,’ not ‘New-vret;’
Amréil is pronounced ‘Am-RE-il,’ not ‘Am-reel.’
ÚH is a short ‘ooh’ sound, as in sue or true, with an accent
for emphasis. Thus Tarnúh and Tromúhrf are pronounced
‘Tarn-OOH’ and ‘Trom-OOH-rf.’
Circumflex vowels (Ê, Ô, Û) have a harsh, rasping sound.
The double vowels II & UU are have their basic single-vowel
sounds, stretched out longer.
CONSONANTS
CH always has the sound it makes in chance or chill.
DH is a near-silent d combined with a light ‘th’ sound as in
rather. Thus Drëbodh is pronounced ‘Dreh-bo-(dth).’
G has its basic hard sound, as in give or go; it never sounds
like j, as in ginger. Thus Giymad is pronounced phonetically

‘G-ee-mad,’ not ‘Jee-mad.’
GH is a softened g sound, as in anguish, and near-silent.
Thus Traegh is pronounced ‘Trae-g.’
LH is a soft, sighing ‘l’ sound.
Q always has the ‘kw’ sound, as in queen or quick -- even if
not followed by the u which is obligatory in English. Thus
Qisgenri is pronounced ‘Kwis-gen-ri.’ and Qeskudra is
‘Kwes-ku-dra.’
Ř is a rolled ‘r-r-r’, or alveolar trill.
X always has the ‘ks’ sound, as in axe or extra; never simply
‘z’ as in xenon.
Y, when used in place of a vowel, has the ‘eye’ sound as in
my or sky. Thus Xyzôrra is pronounced ‘Ks-eye-ZOR-ra,’
with a rasping ‘or’ -- not ‘Ziz-or-ra.’
When placed next to a non-accented vowel, Y has its basic
consonant value as in yet or you; thus Kalyaver is
pronounced ‘Kal-ya-ver,’ not ‘Kal-eye-a-ver.’
ZH has a ‘z-sh’ sound, as in Russian Zhukov; or like the ge in
French rouge. Thus Xalkozha is pronounced ‘Ks-al-ko-zsh-a,’
not ‘Zal-ko-za.’
Circumflex consonants, such as Ĥ, have a guttural, grating
sound. Thus vruĥynn is pronounced ‘vr-oohkh-eye-n.’

TIMELINE OF ITHÆOR HISTORY
PRESENT YEAR: 2348 QO (Qalminaun Oriamdarë),
Malkréin Vreónsar calendar. Count of years began from
the establishment of Orialaó’s faith in Vreónsaré – year
0. Liōnosun Malkréin worked out a precise system of
months and leap years in 250 QO.
QO year count replaced MZ (Mikorifum Zolsada)
count, which began with the founding of Mikorakt Ohg –
year 1 – and continued for 1797 years.
Years before 1 MZ are counted backwards, referred to as
QJ (Qalminaun Jaelmithrë).
**********
Before 26000 QJ:Hot Age. No permanent ice anywhere on Ithæor; sea levels higher,
epicontinental channels divide Caranæor-Qolmaar landmass into three, and
isolate Mraletæor.

≈ 26000–19500 QJ: Climate cools to modern conditions. Several large scalern and avizard
species die out; global land area increases but forest cover diminishes.

≈ 8000 QJ: Humans from Earth (Uldurth) colonise Ithæor, settling in tropical Caranæor
and more temperate central Mraletæor. Terrestrial livestock and crops are
introduced under controlled conditions.

≈ 7900 QJ: Colony collapses, from a combination of causes including natural disasters

and infighting; contact with Earth is lost. Survivors are reduced to
barbarism. Some other introduced species also survive and become
naturalised.

≈ 7900–2400 QJ: Primitive human tribes spread throughout Caranæor, Qolmaar and
Mraletæor, including the nearby islands of Zetumurr and Loni Rivexaol.

≈ 3690 QJ: Massive volcanic eruption in central Mraletæor. Several tribes wiped out;
lava flows bury ruins of Earth colony.

≈ 2400 QJ: Permanent agricultural communities are established in the Vzanthôsst

floodplain, gradually spreading south to the Urxarrl Valley and east to the
Duuřvrak.

≈ 2150 QJ: Fishing and agricultural settlements along the eastern shores of the Fylraani

Gulf have become permanent townships, early trade systems develop.
Orleklint language spreads inland.

2075 QJ:Establishment of Horlodraneskl as Orleklint capital.
2040-2020 QJ:Earliest known written script is developed, for Orleklint records of crops,
commerce and ritual inscriptions. The first personal name transcribed is that
of war leader Holarstro, who fought the cannibalistic Lazour people of the
southeastern mountains.
[Future historians refer to this early alphabet as Orlek Primary.]
1934 QJ:First recorded forging of bronze tools in Horlodraneskl. Swords and spears
soon follow.

≈ 1900–1620 QJ: Ulgeurms and feral cattle are herded by the semi-nomadic Yangrale people

in central Qolmaar. The practice rapidly propagates east and west, and
south to the Ĥozékrra Sea. Numerous proto-nations emerge, including the
Golsereth and the Atoora.

1880 QJ:Wild lonthraers tamed by Orleklint soldiers in northern Rethronfo plains.
1845 QJ:Orleklint cavalry, under war leader (later Emperor) Volbadro, defeat a
barbarian invasion from the west.
1806–1786 QJ:Scholars in Horlokrrêmid compile sacred myths and legends from all
Orleklint peoples, writing canon scriptures of the Uldurthist religion.
Annual festivals of Tretivaul (Star Walk) and Lêkasral (Creation Day) are
established.
1768 QJ:New Orleklint Emperor Suvolseb I declares himself the living avatar of
Avemrelkra, the supreme god. He marries both his first cousins, to
concentrate the divine bloodline. He and his successors are thereafter
known as godkings.

≈ 1630 QJ: Haurmalen culture, in the southern mountains of Mraletæor, begins
weaving garments from the wool of feral llamas.

1500 QJ:Orleklint Empire absorbs coastal tribes around the Hestraeb estuary,
reaching its maximum eastward extent. New subject peoples introduce
nascent shipbuilding technology.
1451 QJ:Coastal exploration eastward begins. Tip of (uninhabited) North Lerdros is
first sighted; Orleklints initially name it Yichorlonn. Yerikrarr desert tribes
prove hostile.
1420 QJ: First settlement by Orleklint peoples in Yichorlonn, directed by Godking
Volresda II. Further coastal exploration discovers (uninhabited) Alna-Traa,
which is initially named Molmaenskl.

1374 QJ: First settlement in Molmaenskl.

≈ 1350 QJ: Urxarrl Valley culture forge first copper implements in Caranæor.
1310–1168 QJ:Six great hexagonal monuments known as Ulêkasromds, dedicated to the
six primary Uldurth gods, are constructed at Grihorlovakl (near the site of
later Nrygonil). They remain fairly intact and are revered ever after,
although post-Jevlodun Uldurthists generally neglect them as sites of
worship.

≈ 1110 QJ: Oldest known settlement in Outer Aedrevek, south-westernmost island of

the Rivexaol archipelago. Neolithic fisher folk have slowly spread from
island to island in reed boats over the last two millennia.

1000 QJ:Human population of Ithæor is approximately 23 million. The largest city is
Horlodraneskl, its urban populace numbering roughly 70,000.
942–939 QJ:Godking Volbadro VII provokes a rebellion in Horlodraneskl through his
wasteful, self-aggrandizing ceremonial expenditures, which have left most
of the population hungry and poor. Hundreds of rioters are slain by his
royal guards, but the godking is deposed and sacrificed to the rival cult of
Kynaaren (in Grihorlovakl). His nephew Ruvoldreb takes power under the
title of Emperor, promising a less theocratic rulership.
860 QJ:Giant caldera-forming volcanic eruption in north-west Krabáel (currently
uninhabited and uncharted). Yichorlonn frontier settlers, near the southern
end of the Faemrian Mountains, report a “sky of flame” over the Tesikrune
Sea and massive tsunamis. Three years of cold weather and hardship follow
across much of Mraletæor.
793 QJ:Orleklint explorers, in the jungles west of Lake Uízzra, encounter farwandering communities from the Duuřvrak Vales culture. Duuřvrak people
first acquire domestic lonthraers; they unintentionally pass on a deadly
pathogen unknown in the Southern Hemisphere.
790 QJ: Nameless Plague decimates the Orleklint Empire. Royal dynasty dies out,
Horlodraneskl and most other cities are abandoned. Island colonies of
Yichorlonn and Molmaenskl largely escape the plague, but subsequently
degenerate. Uldurthist religious orders survive in Rethronfo and east
Fylraan; their communities remain paranoid and isolated for over 200 years.
The religion continues to be practiced by various remnant peoples.
787 QJ:Library, academy and harbour of Horlokrrêmid are burned by rioting,
starving citizens; the city remains but most of its learning and culture are
lost. A succession of petty dynasties rule over the next millennium,
cannibalising old buildings and warring with neighbouring tribes.

≈ 740–360 QJ: Duuřvrak Vales people, now possessing well-established lonthraer herds,
form trade routes across Caranæor from the Vzônnyrt Mountains to the
western Fruzzfess Desert. Linguistic and cultural exchanges lead to gradual
homogenization. Cults of various scalern-faced deities, typified by ritual
orgies and body scarification, become the dominant religious practice.

609–560 QJ:A great warrior and genius named Vulserbaro, born in Horlokrrêmid of
unknown lineage, travels widely in search of lost knowledge and new
discovery. Operating mostly alone, he acts as a self-appointed champion of
justice, fighting for any tribe or individual he considers wronged or unfairly
persecuted. His immense physical strength, skill, intellect and compassion
cause some to believe him a child of the Gods. Of his own children,
fathered with numerous women, several become prominent chieftains or
scholars.
577 QJ:Vulserbaro liberates many young initiates, significantly inbred, from the
closed and oppressive Uldurthist commune of Grygathka in eastern
Kriwaalamer Mountains. They flee north and join coastal communities,
reintroducing Orleklint literacy and knowledge to what later becomes the
city-state of Asuntrosp.
560 QJ:Death of Vulserbaro, after he returns to Horlokrrêmid intending to depose
the cruel local warlord Rasondreb. Now almost 74 years old, he is forced to
fight five of his enemy’s men single-handed, and finally slain. (His huge
broadsword, which most men can barely lift, is enshrined in a temple of
Indrikta for thousands of years). A young concubine of Rasondreb secretly
knows Vulserbaro was her father; she avenges him by slitting Rasondreb’s
throat in his sleep.
544 QJ:Earliest known stone construction and mining in eastern Av’thanu
Mountains.

≈ 540–230 QJ: Uldurthist missionaries and traders, from Asuntrosp and four newly
outward-looking inland communes, spread Orleklint technological and
architectural legacy west through Mraletæor. Numerous new city-states
emerge, including Fwonruun and Pselmilorl; but many of the continent’s
peoples remain nomadic and primitive.

490 QJ:Vlodunkro, great-grandson of Vulserbaro, pacifies the Jevansva tribe of the
river Mahéirron valley by teaching them literacy. Four Jevansva women
become his wives, seeding a new tribe later called Jevlodun.
345 QJ:The word Xyzôrr, in reference to the peoples and culture of central
Caranæor, is first carved on stone monuments near the springs of the river
Urxarrl.
200–5 QJ:Warrior tribes from the Azhlenf Desert, led by the sado-masochistic
Mikorakt shamans, conquer most of the north-west Mraletæor peninsula.
Their final conquest is the far western Uldurthist city-state of Etalkomt,
where they capture skilled architects and administrators. Etalkomt’s
religious leaders are all killed in sacrificial rites.
**********
1 MZ:Human population of Ithæor is approximately 55 million.
Mikorakt Ohg is founded by Shaman-king Nuôrgemi I, who promotes
urbanisation of the new Mikorifan Empire. He decrees that all male nonslaves must learn basic numeracy and arithmetic, starting with a count of
years.

36 MZ:First Mikorifan attempts at seafaring. Sailors land in Zetumurr, and are
butchered by indigenous cannibals. Subsequent expeditions to Zetumurr all
meet hostile receptions, with heavy casualties on both sides. The Zetumites
capture metal weapons and eventually learn to forge their own, albeit of
inferior standard.
89 MZ:Mikorifan Shaman-king Kulorendi I commissions a conclave of scribes, to
perfect and teach a written and numerical language for his empire.
130 MZ:Port of Chouvrelt Ohg founded.
158–177 MZ:Goltrind War is fought, east of the Imeínzar Mountains in Qolmaar,
between three major herding nations: Utrom, Golsereth and Kiwerrn. It
results in rapid development of iron-working and the formation of a warrior
caste. Resohkar the Atoora, an eastern mercenary of legendarily great
stature and strength, rises to become a champion among the Utrom; during
the final battle at the head of Qoltyn Bay, he slays the Golsereth overlord
Vorsuln and seizes rulership of all three peoples. About half the Golsereth
refuse to serve him and flee west over the mountains, settling in the
Lelimeín floodplain.

≈ 200–220 MZ: Av’thanu Mountain culture has spread to the tip of the Rondrakhi Peninsula
range. They build the highland city of Loranzix, where gold, rhodium and
jewels are collected over the next six centuries in a central vaulted cavern.

221 MZ:Death of King Resohkar. His sons afterwards prove unable to hold his
empire together.
263-269 MZ:Tromkoh and Shoinan, twin grandsons of Resohkar, lead a splinter group
of the Kiwerrn people south to the Havsiř Bay coast. Shoinan is killed by a
minacious efravyrn whilst commanding one of their first fishing boats; the
main settlement is then named Shoinvond, in his memory. Tromkoh rules
for another fifty-five years, fathering over sixty children. His people, many
of whom are his blood descendants, eventually come to call themselves
Tromanins.
294–316 MZ:Mikorifans permanently settle the islands of Thoukdu, Proukjad and
Bloukóuj. The few previous inhabitants (all Neolithic level) had by now
been captured and deported as slaves, or sacrificed.
310 MZ:First Mikorifan landing on the Nlurikt peninsula (future Nluria and
Dohrûs), which at this time is almost all jungle. They subsequently
establish trade relations with two of the most powerful local tribes,
exchanging metal tools and jewellery for slaves, exotic fruits and animals.
340–422 MZ:Exploring the Dloskourem and Voraldéin seas, Mikorifan sailors make
contact with Asuntrosp, Horlokrrêmid and the Xyzôrr state of Ntrassôr.
Relations are generally peaceable, though some skirmishes occur with
Asuntrosper outposts in Tevonúe island.

≈ 380 MZ: First urban settlement at the Wrombri delta on the north coast of Qolmaar,
future site of Trasikalt.

412-418 MZ:Lanuka Grakt, a permanent port and slave depot, is built by Mikorifans on
the west Nlurikt coast. Its name becomes Laúnaneb in the local Hrêsan
language.
450 MZ:Shaman-king Nuôrgemi V launches an all-out invasion of Zetumurr. His
forces are equipped with recently-developed steel crossbows, body armour,
improved swords and tamed vorgrards from Nlurikt (like walking castles).
They quickly conquer the eastern Zetumites, who were disparate and
unprepared.
453 MZ:Mikorifan army secures control of the eastern third of Zetumurr, fortifying
a frontier from the estuary of the river Tyarlger (north coast) to that of the
Iskrorl (south coast, future site of Dor Vadras). Zetumite tribes are enslaved
or flee south-west. They establish a mountain stronghold in the
approximate centre of the island, which will later be known as Giymad.
470–497 MZ:Lupragnith, near the source of the river Blyfeev and the foothills of the
Av’thanu Mountains, is built as the centre of worship by a loose alliance of
tribes who share a language (Old Enrarric) and a geo-theistic cultism. They
glorify the Powers of Rock and Water with the construction of giant fontlike megaliths known as Lup-Enratharrs, around which a series of urban
communities aggregate over the next two millennia.
502 MZ:The free Zetumites, united by their resistance to continued Mikorifan
aggression, become a single nation for the first time under Grand Chieftain
Paqedekai.
524 MZ:An offshoot of the Golsereth people establish a township in the fertile
plains north of the river Trindraln, which will later be called Vreónsaré.
536 MZ:Walls of Giymad are completed, guarding all four mountain passes around
the city with 60-metre high black stone ramparts. The Walls repel a
Mikorifan attack late this year.
555 MZ:Zetumite and Mikorifan forces agree a truce. Their border remains fairly
stable thereafter, although trade relations are never established. Zetumite
people in the conquered territory are kept in subjection, used for menial
labour and human sacrifices.
570-598 MZ:Zetumites settle extensively in nearby Liorwaal, which was previously
uninhabited – as well as the intervening islands of Uuflesf and Háimurr.
Grand Chieftain Anboqelvai begins building fighting galleys, hoping to
match the Mikorifans at sea.
628-645 MZ:Western Xyzôrra from Xokanuska, under King Kethalĥiriss II, extend their
slave-taking expeditions to the north of the Daanresya Desert. They
encounter heavy resistance for the first time, from the Tromanin people.
631 MZ:Mikorifan Empire reaches its greatest southward extent, with the
construction of Slojzar. Intermittent hostilities with peoples of the Juktiret
Mountains continue.

633 MZ:Zetumite mariners discover the Loni Drosar archipelago, which they
initially call Westwind Cloudlands. A few settlements are made over the
next century, but the grand chieftains never invest much effort in these
remote and relatively infertile islands.
670-707 MZ:A schism occurs among the Uldurthist clergy in Horlokrrêmid: dissidents
claim that Uldurth was not, in fact, a separate world, but Ithæor itself
before a cataclysmic breaking of the celestial bodies. These heretics,
referred to as Vukhorlobsek, are driven out by the orthodox believers –
afterwards called Lêkombsek. The Vukhorlobsek exiles establish the city of
Nrygonil, on the ruins of old Grihorlovakl.
673 MZ: A Zetumite fleet, exploring north of the Westwind Cloudlands, is caught in
a great storm and driven far out into the uncharted Serelonic Ocean. Losing
their sails, they drift on the prevailing north-west current for months,
subsisting on rainwater, fish and cannibalism of their dead. The survivors,
numbering less than 100, are cast up on the southernmost cape of
Velúhmaras, barely establishing a viable settlement. They call their new
home Marurr (Lostland). The continent had no human inhabitants
heretofore – nor any Earth-derived flora or fauna.
732 MZ:Tromanin king Threlúam II makes peace with the Xyzôrra. His people
convert to the cult of Sthaxaa, an efravyrn-like Xyzôrr sea god.
760-775 MZ:Dakhoserr, first city of the pastoral but intellectually refined Jevlodun
people, is built on the south coast of Mraletæor.
Second and third-generation descendents of the Zetumite castaways in
Marurr, now calling themselves Marasarg, begin to disperse across the
empty continent. Some retain a farming lifestyle along the inland rivers,
others become nomadic hunter-gatherers (their main prey being indigenous
dalopru species and the large, flightless, running avizards known as
ylemp). With no competition for land or game, they steadily multiply.

≈ 780 MZ: Xyzôrr musicians, in the kingdom of Zresstrark near the Fosantid
Mountains, develop the longflute wind instrument.

829 MZ:Shaman-king Noulerabi III completes the World’s first engineering
academy in Mikorakt Ohg. Known as the Noulera Benkrix, it also functions
as an art gallery.
834 MZ:Loranzix is ruined by a powerful earthquake; most of its inhabitants perish.
The great underground treasury remains, but is sealed off for nearly 2200
years.
853 MZ:Noulerabi III dies, and his twin sons feud over succession. Civil war in the
Mikorifan Empire.
860 MZ:Mikorifan civil war ends, with the empire split into north and south.
Hakroés Ohg (later Kroésg) becomes the Northern capital. Northern
Empire also includes Chouvrelt Ohg and Ytrowhar islands; Southern
Empire retains Slojzar and eastern Zetumurr.

≈ 900 MZ: Traalite culture, centred around the river Ivitraam in Molmaenskl, begin

burying their dead chieftains in characteristic triangular barrows with
boats, pots and weapons at different corners.

943 MZ:Northern Mikorifan traders reach the Ralavronel estuary. Their count of
years is adopted by two new economic partners.
970 MZ:King Vzlonyrr the Dark of Ntrassôr conquers his northern neighbours as far
as Zlarrthiéss and the Fruzzfess Desert, to become the most powerful
Xyzôrr ruler.
1000 MZ:Human population of Ithæor is approximately 137 million. Ntrassôr is the
largest city, with roughly 120,000 inhabitants.
Mikorifans of both empires celebrate their millennium by holding
libertorial tournaments in every city – forcing slave champions to fight
with non-lethal weapons. The winners are set free, the losers become
sacrificial victims. This is a four-yearly tradition henceforth.
1030 MZ:Xelerinth, a western Jevlodun trading post, is fortified against repeated
nomad attacks from the west and north. It becomes the launch point for a
campaign to pacify those regions, as far west as the river Andasvarer.
1054 MZ:Jevlodun western campaign ends in a tactical stalemate, after some
territorial gains. Xelerinth is officially made capital, under Gerent
Ilimdrowm who assumes leadership of all Jevlodun.
1070 MZ:The prophet Quurloéh, formerly a fisherman from the south shore of Lake
Driyláon, relocates to Xelerinth and starts a new astrotheistic cult which
grows rapidly: the worship of Ihzher (the Sun), Zherrista (the Little Sun),
Tirvaen (the Near Moon) and Saahvaen (the Far Moon) as the only deities.
1105 MZ:Gerent Ilimsreen, daughter of Ilimdrowm, converts to Quurloéh’s faith.
Now known as Zherleimism, it becomes the state religion of the Jevlodun
nation. A century of artistic and astronomical innovation follows.
1118–1141 MZ:The great Farnisegor Temple is built in Xelerinth, which serves as a centre
of worship and stargazing, as well as being the Gerent’s main residence.
1128 MZ:Zherleimian astronomers agree to name the five visible planets for
Uldurthist gods, in deference to the older religion which their faith has
replaced.
1147 MZ:Jevlodun territory, at this time, stretches from the southern end of the
Kriwaalamer Mountains to the newly-built frontier city of Lóajinirr, and
from Lake Driyláon and the river Mahéirron to the sea. They begin sending
missionary expeditions west and north, hoping to civilize the nomads by
conversion rather than force.
1159 MZ:A Jevlodun expedition crosses the Juktiret Mountains and makes first
contact with the Southern Mikorifans. Though there is no initial conflict,
the more pacifistic Zherleimians are appalled by the cruelty of Mikorakt
religious practices.

1176 MZ:Jevlodun scholars adopt Mikorifan writing and number systems,
recognising their superiority, as well as the Mikorifan year count.
1190 MZ:A massive earthquake, at the approximate south edge of Xurucorm Desert,
raises a section of west coast and causes a permanent retreat of the sea. The
Trexain tribe, whose inland township is destroyed, consider the new coastal
land a compensatory gift from the Gods. They build a new settlement,
which later becomes important for maritime trade and grows into the city of
Itulth-Trexain.
1206 MZ:Flarrinthowm of Dakhoserr, an elder astronomer and priest – after decades
spent studying motions of the planets and of Zherrista – announces that
Ithæor orbits the Sun, instead of vice-versa. Since Ihzher is their highest
deity, the Jevlodun intelligensia accept this without difficulty.
1220 MZ:Mikorifan-Jevlodun War (later known as the First Continental War) begins.
Several nomad and mountain tribes ally with the Jevloduns, having many
bad experiences of Mikorifan sacrificial rites.
1241 MZ:Southern Mikorifans withdraw most of their Zetumurr garrisons for the
mainland war.
1243 MZ:Zetumites attack and retake the occupied zone of their island. After this
they become isolationist and gradually abandon seafaring.
1249 MZ:Fall of Mikorakt Ohg. The city is never rebuilt, although the Noulera
Benkrix still stands. Southern Mikorifan Empire subsequently
disintegrates, with slave rebellions overthrowing the remaining local
governments.
1250 MZ:Noulanregi IX, last shaman-king of the Northern Mikorifan Empire,
surrenders to Jevlodun Gerent Werorrmalwun II. End of First Continental
War.
Rump Northern Empire is allowed to remain independent, but converts to
Zherleimism – and cedes Chouvrelt Ohg to the Jevlodun-allied Jijaru tribe.
The new, secular kingship is given to Kavugwörru, a great philosopher and
teacher, who founds the longest-lasting dynasty in history.
1255 MZ:Chouvrelt Ohg is renamed Jijarsifa.
1289-1296 MZ:Idoona people of far eastern Qolmaar fight their Atoora neighbours over
possession of the Gordrafef river delta, which is a prime location for
watering herds in the dry season. They are ultimately victorious and build
their only urban centre, Doonatap, at the delta.
1311 MZ:The city-state of Vreónsaré is first visited by Xyzôrr travellers. Its
inhabitants are skilled metal workers, but minimally literate; subsequent
cultural exchange gives the Vreónsar people writing.
1330-1365 MZ:Jijaru people renew the former Mikorifan trade ties with Nlurikt Peninsula
tribes. Many Jijaru later settle there, expanding Laúnaneb into the first true
Nlurikt city.

1366 MZ:Jevlodun sailors first land in Lakorul.
1368 MZ:Discovery of South Lerdros, initially named simply Lerdros.
1401 MZ:Gerent Ouwamreen dies childless. Her counsellors begin an experiment in
democracy, allowing all Jevlodun citizens over twenty-five to elect an UrGerent from among the existing clan chiefs.
1435 MZ:Settlement of Lakorul and Lerdros begins. Over half the initial colonists in
the latter landmass are killed by giant predatory laessks; humans fight back
with specially developed longbows, and the species is eventually
exterminated.
1456 MZ:A fifteen-note musical scale pattern is defined by Taweurem, daughter of a
clan matriarch in Loájinirr. It will eventually be used by musicians
worldwide.
1470 MZ:Zetumurr breaks up into six petty lordships. The eastern lords maintain
loose trade relations with the Jijaru nation.
1481–1484 MZ:Nilwaalem plague sweeps through the Jevlodun Empire, killing over 10%
of the population.
1544 MZ:Vreónsar Dynast Othandel Teuriot begins inter-state livestock and fabric
trading with neighbours on all sides, devising a form of investment
banking. Thereafter, Vreónsaré becomes an important regional power.
1568 MZ:Jevlodun inhabitants of Lerdros establish outposts in neighbouring
Yichorlonn, which they rename North Lerdros. The previous inhabitants, of
Orleklint descent, are primitive and disunited; they gradually become
Jevlodun subjects, but retain a culture and language (Hasaélri) of their own.
The southern island is henceforth known as South Lerdros.
1588 MZ:Jevlodun capital is moved to the more centrally-located city of Dakondram,
as many new eastern territories have joined the empire over the last three
centuries.
1597 MZ:The grand Dlóensragro Palace is completed in Kroésg. The architects and
artisans involved in its construction are granted nobility by King
Dlóenremgu III.
1613 MZ:Vreónsar people absorb the Niskouryd tribe, who control the southern
foothills of the Otrordéam Mountains. As the Niskouryd accept Vreónsar
overlordship willingly, their timber-rich territory is seen as a generous gift.
The event is henceforth celebrated annually, as the eponymous Niskouryd
festival which involves giving presents.
1630 MZ:Alnarene and Traalite peoples of Molmaenskl, who have long been rivals,
unite through a trio of royal marriages. They officially rename their island
Alna-Traa.

≈ 1645 MZ: Dakondram becomes the largest city on Ithæor, home to about 300,000
people.

≈ 1650 MZ: Marasarg people first reach the eastern coast of Marurr.
1657 MZ:The Vreónsar seaport of Vrydornaelen, at the Trindraln estuary, builds first
dedicated exploration ships.
1689 MZ:First contact between Jevlodun and Vreónsar peoples, leading to an
exchange of knowledge, engineering and musical skills. Zherleimian
communities are later formed within the Vreónsar nation.
1695 MZ:Discovery of (uninhabited) Zironarúh by Vreónsar explorers. Its given
name means Northland.
1702–1707 MZ:Tromanin-Vreónsar War. The victorious Dynast Kuthandir Teuriot extends
Vreónsar territory to the east coast, capturing Shoinvond.
1719 MZ:The colonial city of Trylansiir, at an estuary north of Lereánthon in South
Lerdros, is struck by a combination of earthquakes and river flooding; it
largely subsides into the sea.
1736 MZ:First settlement in Zironarúh, near the future site of Honnvri City.
1743 MZ:The archipelago of Loni Rivexaol is first named thus by Vreónsar
explorers, using the indigenous name of the inhabitants of the largest island
(which is afterwards called Kyrivex).
1778 MZ:Vreónsar eastern frontier reaches the river Wrombri. The region further
east, between Wrombri and Chalilorv, remains relatively wild and lawless
for the next two centuries.
1782 MZ:Likrōnan of Shoinvond founds a new, monotheistic religion: the exclusive
worship of Orialaó, the Creator. Thanks to its moral and rational
superiority, his cult quickly replaces the worship of Sthaxaa.
1797 MZ:Likrōnan and his followers move to Vreónsaré (where Zherleimism, several
different polytheisms and animist practices have co-existed fairly
peacefully for centuries) at the request of Lord Nemarail Erefenid, who is
curious about the concept of a single God. Many prominent bankers and
intellectuals convert, and persuade Dynast Lonsafrin Teuriot to approve a
new count of years. The peoples of Mraletæor continue the Mikorifan
reckoning.
**********
0 QO (1798 MZ):Human population of Ithæor is approximately 240 million.
The Oriamdarou priesthood is formally established in Vreónsaré, and
construction of a Great Chancel begun. The anniversary of Likrōnan’s
revelation is first celebrated as a public festival, Oriamiqen.
9 QO:Completion of the Great Chancel. Its layout forms the model for most
future Oriamdarou temples.

40–75 QO:Rise of the Rahíodite nation, east and south of Lake Uízzra. Hegemony
over neighbouring jungle tribes spreads through feudal-style protection
agreements and intermarriage.
51-56 QO:Oriamdarou faith is accepted throughout the islands of Loni Rivexaol.
With support of the priesthood, community elders from across the
archipelago gather as a centralized ruling council in Gevtai on Kyrivex
island.
69–78 QO:The poet Ituróath Nerefomt, in the Vreónsar city of Goltrisaré, composes
his mytho-historical epics based on the ancient Goltrind War and later
mass migrations across Qolmaar. Entitled All Our Sires, North World’s
Children and Qolmaarou Destinies, these great works will be the most
famous artistic legacy of the Vreónsar Empire, inspiring the major poetic
traditions of Tarnúh and Tromúhrf.
112 QO:Teuriot dynasty dies out; the Erefenid family takes over Vreónsar supreme
leadership. A newly-discovered archipelago in the Edalonic Ocean is
named the Erefenid Isles, to mark their accession.
119 QO:Vreónsar exploration vessels, operating from the Erefenid Isles, discover
the much larger islands of Amidrekel and Amidreko.
127 QO:The ceremonial Skiylarêmi (Crystals of Power) are sculpted in Rahíod, to
be the Emperor’s badge of authority.
140–152 QO:The decaying Jevlodun Empire breaks up into five successor states:
Kasskarr (which retains Dakondram as its capital), Waladuru, Jymelfo,
Fylraan and Lakorul (which includes North and South Lerdros). Pseudodemocratic practice continues in Waladuru and Jymelfo. Fylraani clan
chiefs form a permanent governing council with no elected leader; Lakorul
and Kasskarr appoint their most powerful and popular hereditary
chieftains as monarchs.
Uldurthism, which always remained strong in the eastern Jevlodun
provinces, is made state religion of Jymelfo. Major new temples to
Avemrelkra and Kynaaren are built in the capital, Laenandka.
149 QO:Foundation of Nuurzhamad as the new Waladuran capital, built on the
great river Andasvarer for boat access far inland and down to the south
coast. Xelerinth remains as a smaller, historic city.
174–190 QO:Sailors from Alna-Traa establish regular trade relations with the peoples of
what will later be Senmirisen and Utaréo.
Rivexaons establish settlements on Qorunaxiyl and Tralbéom, easternmost
islands of the uninhabited Naxiylan archipelago.
180 QO:Rivexaons first visit Zetumurr.

196 QO:Vreónsar and Rivexaon explorers discover Marurr. They encounter a
wandering Marasarg tribe near their initial landfall on the eastern coast,
and name the continent in part for them: Velúhmaras (Found Land of
Maras). Introduced diseases claim some Marasarg lives, but immunity
soon builds up.
[Continental population of Velúhmaras, at the time of first contact, was
later estimated at 3.5 million.]
205 QO:The first printing press is invented in the Rahíodite border city of
Ezanakod (later called Ezzankurun).
224 QO:Eastern Xyzôrra acquire printing press designs from Rahíodite traders. The
innovation is deemed so valuable that it quickly spreads west through
many Xyzôrr kingdoms, eventually to Gavrranuska.
230 QO:Vreónsar Empire reaches its maximum size: from the southern Zironarúh
coasts to Lake Athreséil, from the Talpirais Mountains to the recentlyfounded colonies in eastern Velúhmaras. Southern provinces are ruled from
the city of Terlosrin, between the rivers Fulinule and Ralavronel. The
easternmost peninsula of Qolmaar is dominated by the Idoona and Atoora
peoples, who have mainly peaceful relations with the Empire but never
become its subjects.
246 QO:First recorded cohabitation of Vreónsar colonists and Marasarg, in
mountain foothills near the river Tlorhoin. Cattle and pigs are introduced
to Velúhmaras at about this time.
250 QO:Malkréin calendar is designed and adopted in the Vreónsar Empire. First
leap year. Oriamiqen is fixed at Oriamnuth 39th; Niskouryd at Mleenuth
6th.
252 QO:In response to the perceived threat of Vreónsar aggression, five Xyzôrr
nations unite under High King Azzondraĥ – a worshiper of the xarroskfaced war-god Argřourth. He demands the withdrawal of Vreónsar forces
from the border region near Uzzalvuít. Dynast Nemarail Erefenid II
refuses.
259 QO:Vreónsar-Xyzôrr war, later known as the Second Continental War, begins.
Rivexaons side with the Vreónsar Empire; the successor state of the
Northern Mikorifan Empire – now called Gwörrn – sides with the Xyzôrra.
The Cult of Argřourth train elite beserker troops known as Slorrûveks, who
commit infamous atrocities and practice cannibalism of their slain
comrades. They unleash partially-tamed xarrosks as battlefield chargers.
264–272 QO:Prince Nenamdir Erefenid leads the Vrondamin Knights on the land front.
He marries senior priestess Liriōnee of Shoinvond, who is in charge of the
Oriamdarou battlefield healers. In the last three years of the war, Vreónsar
armies develop and deploy primitive muskets.

273 QO:Xyzôrra are defeated at the Battle of Savuzuaak; High King Azzondraĥ is
slain. His fellow kings surrender and withdraw eastward. Their unity soon
breaks up. End of Second Continental War.
Vreónsar puppet states are established as a buffer zone. Prince Nenamdir
and Liriōnee become rulers of the Daanresya region until Nenamdir
succeeds his father as Dynast, five years later. Knowledge of printing press
is brought to Vreónsaré from plundered Xyzôrr cities. Rivexaons
conviscate the Gwörrnish main fleet and become the dominant naval
power in the Ytrowhar and Dloskouram seas.
298 QO:Alna-Traa becomes a democratic republic, after the ruling royal triumvirate
prove incompetent and mentally unstable due to centuries of inbreeding.
The ascendant middle class draw up the Lormiaag Charter, an
unprecedented national constitution which guarantees basic legal freedoms
to all adult citizens. The new government is an elected congress, headed by
an elite praesidium and appointed prolocutor; Uitur faú Sithund is the first
man to hold that position.
302 QO:The Jewelheart Mountains in Velúhmaras (named this year) are first found
to contain vast gem deposits.
322 QO:Rahíodite control now completely encompasses Lake Uízzra, stretching
roughly from the Fosantid Mountains to the Av’thanu Mountains and the
Dararlin Gulf. Their regime becomes ever more despotic, even as their
signature artistic metalwork continues to develop.
303-350 QO:Vreónsar settlers advance further west across the interior of Velúhmaras,
reaching the river Ymaeron and Lake Onvaenil at this time; they
intermarry with the scattered Marasarg peoples. Relatively primitive but
hardy and shrewd, many Marasarg readily adopt the settlers’ religion and
technology. The Apavreóni (New Vreóni) language begins to develop,
incorporating grammar and vocabulary from both populations.

≈ 330 QO: Rahíod is now the largest city on Ithæor, numbering about 650,000 people.
341 QO:Zetumurr is again united, under High Lord Omdeqenuu. Recalling the
grand chieftains of old, he begins assembling a new navy with the
assistance of Rivexaon shipwrights.
360 QO:Emperor Zormarth (whose name is self-invented in old Enrarric, meaning
Dark Vision or Damnation) takes power in Rahíod. A ruthless genius, he
personally invents crude explosives and gunpowder superior to
contemporary Vreónsar standards. A field test accident scars him badly,
after which he habitually wears a fearsomely-designed grardskin half-mask
in public. (He fills his harem with blind women).

365–400 QO:Zormarth masterminds a rapid, innovative development of civil and
military infrastructure throughout much of the Rahíodite Empire, most
notably the Torroinar Way (a paved road from Ezzankurun to Nalynbero
via Rahíod, completed in 389). He conquers the west, from the Fosantid
Mountains to the Voraldéin Sea, incorporating the city-states of Orlmadriin
and Jrionaf into his empire, and extorts huge monetary tributes from other
neighbouring states as the price of peace. Although the societal elite,
skilled worker and warrior classes prosper under his rule, Zormarth’s
achievements are cemented with the blood of countless thousands of
slaves. Northern jungle and eastern frontier tribes are especially
mistreated.
369–373 QO:Marriage of Zormarth to Empress D’nremiem, his only true love, who dies
young.
379 QO:Engineers in Vreónsaré, most notably Amdoraen Lalinast, devise a
mechanical calculator.
404 QO:A rebellion among the Av’thanu and Yerikrarr peoples, led by G’vollin of
Vyfrar, deposes the Rahíodite tyrant Zormarth. They meet in single combat
at the Battle of Ximadu-Pror: Zormarth is unmasked and slain, G’vollin is
mortally wounded and dies a day after victory. A new, consular government
is established in Rahíod.
415–430 QO:Zherleimian missionaries from Fylraan are invited into the Rahíodite
Empire; their religion begins to displace the Xyzôrr, Enratharr and local
tribal faiths of the equatorial regions.
449 QO:Alnarenes begin long-range sea voyages, perfecting the navigational
astrolabe. They discover Krabáel, and later Tretláel.
456 QO:Another, brief war is fought between Vreónsar and Xyzôrr forces in the
Daanresya Desert. Though both sides now possess firearms, the former are
again victorious. However, Dynast Nenamdir Erefenid IV – the last of his
line – falls in battle. He is succeeded by Serithenra Ledosaren, his former
minister of finance, the first and only female Vreónsar ruler.
464 QO:Seeking a way to drive their mechanisms without constant human or
animal labour, Vreónsar engineers begin experimenting with steam
pressure.
471 QO:Rahíodite High Council votes to abolish slavery within the Empire.
489 QO:Freed slaves and their children found the city-state of Pfeliatl.
505 QO:Steam power is first used, in Vreónsar coastal patrol boats.
522 QO:The potential of steam engines for manufacturing has become recognised.
Experimental mechanised fabric mills are built in two towns near
Vrydornaelen.

532 QO:(Yalonraer 5th) Starfall. A small asteroid impacts in the Edalonic Ocean,
about 900 kilometres south-east of Amidreko. Resultant megatsunamis
devastate the surrounding shorelines, obliterating cities and settlements as
far away as Honnvri and Qorunaxiyl. The Vreónsar heartland is worst hit;
floodwaters drive inland to Vreónsaré itself, which is heavily damaged.
The Great Chancel and Dynastic Palace are both ruined. Loni Rivexaol is
also very badly decimated, with most of the populace of the large northern
islands wiped out; Gevtai city remains intact due to its upland location.
Colonists in Velúhmaras survive inland, but lose contact with the Empire
and become more merged with the Marasarg cultures. Of those in
Zironarúh, very few endure long-term after their coastal towns are
destroyed.
532–535 QO:Atmospheric debris lowers temperatures and disrupts rainfall patterns
around the Northern Hemisphere, causing crop failures and widespread
food riots. Qolmaar suffers most, although the tropical regions are affected
too. Terlosrin, which had escaped the tsunamis, is repeatedly flooded by
abnormal storms and left abandoned.
Driven by hunger, the Idoona and Atoora invade eastern Vreónsar
provinces in search of new farmland (534). Fighting continues for eleven
years.
536 QO:The western Xyzôrr king Tanzkôrrz offers financial and construction aid to
the stricken Vreónsar Empire, hoping to end centuries of enmity. Due to
the weakening of central governance since the disaster, provinces east of
the Imeínzar Mountains appropriate most of it. This severely alienates
those further west, who are most in need.
540 QO:Dynast Mornalur Ledosaren (who survived in Shoinvond while his father
Evtonro, son of Serithenra, perished in Vreónsaré) is assassinated by
discontented refugees from the Fulinule coast. With its ruling dynasty
broken again, the Empire splits: the eastern portion, now on amicable
terms with the Xyzôrra, eventually becomes Porúhn and Tromúhrf, while
the west redevelops to become Tarnúh and Délarnad.
546 QO:Having pushed the eastern invaders back and occupied much of their
ancestral territories, Vreónsar splinter people in the Talpirais Mountains
region negotiate peace. Both sides, desperately weakened by famine and
battle, renounce their differences and co-operate to build a nation calling
itself Porúhn.

≈ 550–1100 QO: Qolmaar and western Caranæor regress technologically; no new long-

range seafaring is attempted. Xyzôrr society also stagnates, with the petty
kingdoms often fighting each other and turning away from the wider
world. The Cult of Argřourth remains strong in several kingdoms,
provoking frequent conflict.

553 QO:With the majority of its population located between the Imeínzar and
Otrordéam mountain ranges, the emerging nation of Tarnúh establishes a
capital at Serethdíun on the river Lelimeín. Vreónsaré, now mostly ruins in
a ravaged southern province, retains significant communities but never
again becomes a major city.

575 QO:Regional governers in Délarnad (currently a broad strip of land between
the decimated northern coasts and Lake Athreséil) formalize a collective,
hereditary government with no single leader. Skilled craftworkers, farmers
and merchants are organised into distinct social categories who will pass
on their vocations to their blood offspring, beginning a caste system.
608 QO:Resettlement of Wavuro and Kyilazh islands (which were entirely
depopulated by the Starfall tsunamis) begins. The disaster has become
known in Loni Rivexaol as Oceanwrath; its date is marked by an annual
night of remembrance, preserving the symbols of pre-Oriamdarou marine
deities. New members of the Council of Elders are inducted on that night.
660 QO:Zetumites begin militarisation of the Westwind Cloudlands at last,
reintegrating the small island populations of their own descent. Alnarene
explorers also reach the archipelago in this year, encountering Zetumite
ships off the coast of Aehimurr. The two island nations, once aware of each
other, begin a long rivalry.
692 QO:The Sremelnam people, who control the Kreldirron plains region,
voluntarily join the expanding nation of Délarnad. Their leaders are
accepted into the scholarly Athreséilou caste, which gains political
dominance as a result.
705 QO:Rahíodite scholars first transcribe the language of Xurucorm Desert tribes.
Enriched with new vocabulary from Rahíod, it evolves into modern
Nêrsaha.
718 QO:Waladuran Ur-Gerent Ulmaelouredh I ends the tradition of each ruler
adding his or her clan’s greatest treasure to the national coffers. Those
collected since the end of Jevlodun times are permanently housed at a new
museum in Nuurzhamad.

≈ 750 QO: An emergent Velúhmaran culture, in which Marasarg and Vreónsar blood

are now indistinguishable, establishes the first urban settlement at the
Elmilemth delta on the far west of their continent. New city-states have
arisen across the land, including Gellbihss, Voaranont, Frosaréus and
Cheurovasf, with no overall government. Their religion, whilst remaining
basically Oriamdarou, has diversified into several local sects, some of
which begin including minor deities and sacred mountain or forest
locations. Lake Onvaenil is regarded by many as the Hub of the World, the
place where creation began.

787 QO:The ancient city-state of Horlokrrêmid, which has changed hands several
times over the millennia, becomes part of Jymelfo.
812 QO:North and South Lerdros secede from Lakorul and become separate
nations, both ruled by offshoots of the Lakorese Emenodgi royal family.
840–844 QO:Westwind War: Alnarene and Zetumite fleets clash several times around
the islands of Dathykij, Vemedrosar, Kijotyka and eastern Tretláel.
Tretivaul Kiaag becomes a major Alnarene base; Aehmarrl city is founded
by the Zetumites.

860 QO:The city of Itulth-Krêmm is founded as a joint trading centre by Rahíodite
and Xurucorm merchants. The name, and central building designs, are
inspired by Horlokrrêmid.
878–896 QO:Nunuperd Kysevar, a Tromúhrfite priest, climbs Mount Sorjret (in the
Imeínzar range) every three days without fail, building a temple at the
summit single-handedly. He dies of heart failure one week after
completion. The date of his death becomes an annual sacred day, and he
the first of his countrymen to be named a pietist (equivalent to saint).

≈ 890 QO: Populations of Qolmaar and Caranæor west coasts, and of Loni Rivexaol,
recover to pre-Starfall levels.

900–935 QO:The last “barbaric” region of Mraletæor – the south-west – becomes
consolidated into two defined nations: Qandirour (from eastern Juktiret
Mountains to river Ernadrel, capital Baómralven) and Egelraab (from
Ernadrel to river Daenfol and southern Azhlenf Desert, capital Trovlis
Grakt on coast near southern end of Zetumakt Channel). They are bordered
by the Jijaru Nation, Neruótif (Daenfol-Lofamik region), and Waladuru,
which now extends north to the confluence of rivers Nemiúner and
Bindiun.
924 QO:Ocean voyagers from Zetumurr discover the Telmithar Islands, which are
remarkable for their phosphorescent lagoons. The islands eventually
become an important staging post for further exploration.

≈ 940 QO: Kroésg is largest city on Ithæor – and the first to attain an estimated
population of 1 million.

968 QO:Alnarenes discover the uninhabited Isineel Islands, which are named for
Prolocutor Eesul faú Isin. This huge island arc is rich in valuable minerals
and extensively afforested; colonisation proceeds rapidly.
984 QO:The sickly and feeble-minded King Haldestrë Emenodgi III of South
Lerdros is overthrown by his far more charismatic cousin, Duke Alömestra
Fworanthë, who begins a new royal dynasty.
991 QO:Long-corrupt government of the Rahíodite Empire degenerates back into
despotism, with Prime Consul Karuk’keu – who claims direct descent from
Zormarth – declaring himself Emperor. A devout Zherleimian, he begins
penalising practitioners of other faiths. This provokes armed opposition
from followers of the old Enratharr earth-religion, which persists in the far
east of the Empire.
1000 QO (2798 MZ):Human population of Ithæor is approximately 410 million.
Utromv, an ancient hub of worship and trade in central Qolmaar, is
refounded as the capital of Tromúhrf. The Kerwanast Academy is
established in Aldrodest (Porúhn).

1012 QO:Zresstrark city is destroyed by a volcanic eruption.
Zetumites dispatch a colonisation fleet to the Naxiylan archipelago,
settling the islands of New Uuflesf, New Háimurr, Vidranaxiyl and
Naxiyloska. (The approximate location of these islands was already know,
from pre-Starfall Rivexaon charts.)
1020 QO:Délarnad’s capital is transferred from Praskaméa (in the upper vales of
Ralavronel) to the newer and more prosperous city of Melnaméa in the
south. The old Sremelnam language of that region has by now hybridized
with those of Proluthrae (on the west coast) and of the northern provinces,
to become a common Délarnish tongue. The northern language, mostly
Vreónsar in origin, continues to be taught as Etlevreóni (Middle Vreóni).
1042-1052 QO:The women’s game of flingball is officially invented, on the island of
Trokuirl in Lakorul. After a decade of increasing popularity, Queen Taabirl
Ovadelmi (first monarch in a new dynasty, and herself a keen player)
proclaims it the national sport.
1066 QO:Núedak-speaking peoples of Tevonúe and Greúnesa islands become the
nation of Onúewaal, after a series of local wars and revolts. The union is
endorsed by Fylraan, as it facilitates coastal trade; its government, based in
Mrelenk city, is a council of hereditary chieftains and barons similar to that
of Fylraan.
1087 QO:Xurucorm Desert peoples go to war with Jymelfo over control of the west
coast and Itulth-Trexain. It becomes a four-generational conflict
perpetuated by religious differences (between the Lêkombsek and
Vukhorlobsek forms of Uldurthism), later called the Centurial War. Both
sides possess early rifles and cannons. Relkotun, in the fertile Hestraeb
river catchment at the desert’s southern edge, is the main garrison and
workshop centre for the Xurucorm forces. Azoufeur, city of the prominent
Jymelfon Azouf clan, takes on a similar role.
The Rahíodite Empire, although economically allied with the Xurucorm
bloc, refuses to get involved – being preoccupied by an internal conflict,
troublesome Beikrondi and Jinamrese tribes, and interminable Xyzôrr
border skirmishes.
1100-1105 QO:Waladuran Ur-Gerent Lodrögh Owasharn oversees a project to codify the
Duruánic language, culminating in the publication of a dictionary. This is
the first comprehensive standardization of spelling and punctuation since
the early Mikorifan conclave.

1129–1137 QO:Rahíodite Civil War, between the forces of Emperor Thriuk’beir and the
rebellious lords of Nalynbero and Orlmadriin. Rebels eventually win, with
Thriuk’beir dying at the Battle of Anixeral Plain (Fesovraer 1137).
Orlmadriin becomes the new capital.
Weakened imperial power in the east leads to Arlinuij declaring
independence, along with Vrimadrisen (parts of future Varihsen, Tathyisen,
Senmirisen and Yerikrarr). Both breakaway nations reject slavery,
following the High Council of old; the remaining Rahíodite Nation allows
it to resume.
1145 QO:The nation of Tarnúh begins building ocean-going ships. Tarnúh is now a
dictatorial republic, ruled by an assembly of church-sponsored legislators.
Their brand of Oriamdarou religion is fairly traditional; the sects dominant
in Tromúhrf and Porúhn have diverged, to include the Xyzôrr animal gods
in their theology as servants of Orialaó and guardians of nature. This is
repellent to Tarnúhans.
1146 QO:Lupragnith is declared capital of Vrimadrisen, and its ancient LupEnratharrs made national monuments. The Enratharr religion and Enrarric
language are recognised as official by the state, to avoid further religious
strife.
1153 QO:Tarnúhans land in Zironarúh, establishing the settlement of Oriamiqen Bay.
The few previous inhabitants, of Vreónsar descent, readily welcome new
contact from the outside world.
1160 QO:Liorwaal gains independence from Zetumurr, in a peaceful devolution of
power. Zetumurr has by now become an elective lordship, with power
shared fairly equally between the High Lord and the National Mayoral
Moot. The new Liorwaan government, of the same model, is based in
Kelruund city. The two nations remain allied fairly consistently over the
next millennium.
(Liorwaal also includes the smaller island of Liorokim; Háimurr and
Uuflesf are retained by Zetumurr.)
1171 QO:Ithkelan’s Marketplace, a grand centre of commerce, is built in Praskaméa
to help revitalise the city. It is named after Arilvun Ithkelan, most
successful member of the local merchant caste.
1215 QO:Centurial War ends, with the consolidation of the Xurucorm states Utaréo,
Ikraxeb and Vaevuk. Lêkombsek minorities in those regions have been
exterminated, or fled south. Nêrsaha is the official language of these states,
which also have local languages of their own.
The last of the ancient Trexain people, in the territory now Vaevuk, have
died in battle – but their city remains, under the control of Baron Ku
Varrad Srinth. He and his peers form the ruling council of Vaevuk.

1215–1316 QO:The new nation of Utaréo is ruled by King Narselenb I, who lives to an
exceptional age (132) and is an excellent peacetime ruler, to whose
standards all his successors aspire. His birthday, Oriamnuth 17th, remains a
national holiday – First King’s Birthday – indefinitely.
1219 QO:Délarnad begins overseas exploration, following its neighbours. The first
oceanic expedition from Ukeevix is lost in a storm.
The Ikraxen senate hall is completed in Relkotun, and elections begin.
1224 QO:The buried Loranzix Treasury is rediscovered by Dr’bollin Firalob, of
Thaersel in western Beikrond. Its immense wealth soon benefits his
people.
1229 QO:Délarnish explorers rediscover the Erefenid Isles, and later Amidrekel.
1238–1241 QO:Hiring a mercenary army, the Beikrondi people gain control of their whole
peninsula, as far north as the river Sanysaer. Thaersel, ancestral home of
the Firalob house, grows into a major city.
1250 QO:The western peninsula of Zironarúh is settled by Tarnúh, beginning with
the founding of Inklorm.
1261–1276 QO:Increasing maritime and colonial activity by Tromúhrf and Porúhn leads to
friction with Tarnúh, who attempt to restrict the other two nations’
settlement in Zironarúh. The Tarnúhans fortify Wemkruln city on their
north coast, where a strong fleet of warships is built.
Tromúhrf and Porúhn have become theocratic, ruled by synods of highborn Oriamdarou priests – and believe themselves divinely appointed to
seize the northern continent from the Tarnúhans, whom they consider
heretical.
1276–1314 QO:Colonial wars in Zironarúh, historically called the Wars of Sand and Snow.
Tromúhrfite forces capture the Tarnúhan colony of Kumanikath (including
Oriamiqen Bay), while the Porúhnese, led by Warthane Drotyo Tudalir,
establish strongholds on coasts further north, founding Tudalilíun.
Tarnúhans hold the territory of Honnvri in between them, consolidate
control around the Bay of Bevronakt and the western peninsular territory
of Esivyth, and establish a naval base in Amidreko (1300). The homeland
border between Tromúhrf and Tarnúh remains demilitarised by mutual
agreement.
1280–1305 QO:Deruthonro Rethidaen, a visionary Délarnish reformer, leads a democratic
movement which steadily breaks down the entrenched caste system. Born
into the craft-working, non-academic Mishéatalou caste, he defies his predetermined role and excels as a scholar and politician, inspiring thousands
of others to do likewise.
1305 QO:The first democratic government of Délarnad is elected. Shockingly,
Deruthonro Rethidaen refuses to accept a presidency – choosing only to be
chairman of the National Convocation. The country remains a democratic
republic for over seven centuries.

1312 QO:Tarnúhans discover T’vuleum, but consider this mountainous and heavily
glaciated island unworthy of colonisation. (It is named for a Beikrondi
adventurer who has become a captain in the Tarnúhan navy).
1314 QO:Wars of Sand and Snow end with the naval Battle of Zarevlel Bay, in
which Porúhnese-Tromúhrfite fleets suffer a major reversal. Their
armadarers convince the ruling synods of both nations that there is little
profit in continuing to fight, if Tarnúh will seek no further reprisals.
1315 QO:The garrison town at Zarevlel Bay is named Honnvri City, and sees a major
influx of settlers from Tarnúh over the next decade.
1328 QO:Nluria and Dohrûs are properly established as kingdoms by the two longstanding dominant Nlurikt tribes, dividing their peninsula along an agreed
border. Délarnad and Jijaru assist with the negotiations.
The first Nlurian king is Viel Sarlomba. He founds a capital city, Ryr Viel,
on the south coast. First king of Dohrûs is Gsag Abrudu, who rules from
the ancient city of Laúnaneb.
1336 QO:Porúhnese explorers discover and name the Ziron Isles: Arlbeeshan,
Arbeekoy, Falinshan and Qehva Land.
Qehva Land is named for a popular hymnographer from Aldrodest. Its
unique, docile, flightless avizards are initially taken as a delicacy;
however, consuming them infects humans with a virus which later spreads
rapidly in the homeland. Dubbed the qehvchills, it remains endemic
throughout Qolmaar and Caranæor ever after.
1350 QO:The Harbour of Fifty Lighthouses is completed in Dakondram. Ships from
here begin exploration of the far southern Haaronurr Ocean, discovering
the uninhabited polar islands.
Tarnúh founds the city of Huvjyl, in Amidreko.
1369 QO:Niskouryd Islands are discovered and named by Porúhn. Settlement begins
the following year.
1382 QO:Baómralven becomes the largest city on Ithæor, with a population
estimated at 1.75 million. King Trosavor Kathkire marks this
accomplishment by building the Qandirouri Expositorium, a giant art and
sculpture museum which, over the next few centuries, collects
masterpieces from several countries.
1387 QO:Thrarmo’s Land is named for Lasonkru Thrarmo, a Jymelfon cattle and
ulgeurm farming baron who invested heavily in the nascent Kasskarrian
exploration fleet. His support lead to the discovery of that island, plus its
native polar salqeths whose hides and fat are becoming a valuable
commodity.
1390 QO:A joint Porúhnese and Tromúhrfite exploration fleet discovers the Mahsirt
and Káerf archipelago. Indigenous flora, especially on the largest island,
prove to be potential new condiments.

1394–1449 QO:Reign of King Alömestra Fworanthë X of South Lerdros, who is
afterwards remembered as the best and wisest absolute monarch in
Southern Hemisphere history. He solidifies control of the Frimpisht Sea
islands and Walwhollar, defeating Kasskarr in a short naval war (1417-18);
founds the maritime city of New Trylansiir; hugely improves the fishing,
medicinal and finance industries; and inspires a new school of wooden
sculpture which becomes the hallmark of his country’s art. The capital,
Lereánthon, grows into a World-leading centre of metalworking, where
new forging and refining techniques are pioneered. The Juuromga Treasure
Lake is a crowning monument to the national prosperity he achieves,
completed in 1447.
1403 QO: Lanlidal Adromth of Trasikalt (Tromúhrf) invents the melodikey, a
keyboard instrument with three fifteen-note scales for each hand.
1422 QO:Lorjirn Islands are discovered and named by Tromúhrf; no permanent
presence is established for more than thirty years.
1425 QO:First Tarnúhan landing in Velúhmaras, on the shore nearest Amidreko.
They have no contact with local people at first. A settlement is established,
followed by several others, north to the Yonsruth estuary.
1438 QO:Krauvibh Ehashowm of Úawalven (Waladuru) writes the first of his great
theatrical masterworks, Saviours of the Mountain Temples. His
accomplishments continue over the next thirty-two years, setting the new
standard for literary endeavour throughout Mraletæor.
1441–1443 QO:Alnarene captain Irok faú Feiabel achieves the first circumnavigation of
Ithæor. Heading west through the Senmiri Straits into the Moirsiun Sea, he
follows the coast of Mraletæor all the way to Zetumurr, then passes
through the Liorwan Channel to Loni Drosar and heads home directly
across the southern Serelonic Ocean.
1461-1466 QO:Nyundal Islands are named and settled by Alna-Traa.
1470-1487 QO:The people of Ikraxeb, whose country is mostly desert, develop a perfume
industry based on the oils and waxy cuticles of various dareukem plant
species, xerophytic succulents from dry valleys in the Ixurut Mountains.
Large plantation estates are built around oases, allowing a class of wealthy
desert landowners to arise.
1484 QO:Kumanikath breaks away from Tromúhrf by popular uprising, as the first
independent state in Zironarúh. An elitist democracy emerges, with voting
restricted to wealthier male citizens. Oriamiquen Bay is their capital city.
1498–1514 QO:Dalbidrok Plague kills approximately 25 million people across Caranæor
and Mraletæor.
1505 QO:Onazaq, main city and largest island in the Isineel chain, surpasses Port
Lormiaag as the primary Alnarene commercial centre and naval base.

1507–1512 QO:Porúhnese cleric Blenoun Kaline-Estkim discovers a cure for Dalbidrok,
effective on about 60% of patients. With only four assistants he runs a
clinic for plague victims in a border town near the south coast. They save
several thousand people, but Kaline-Estkim finally dies of the plague
himself. His is named a pietist, and remembered annually in Porúhn and
Tromúhrf.
1519 QO:Vrimadak is founded as the new capital of Vrimadrisen (Lupragnith was
evacuated during the plague, and many people are unwilling to return
there).
1523 QO:City of Awahlos is founded by Délarnish settlers. Velúhmarans from
Gellbihss are initially friendly, and their languages are sufficiently
compatible – being both derived from Old Vreóni.
1526-1530 QO:Anboqelvai Islands are named and settled by Zetumurr.
1531 QO:Délarnad officially claims T’vuleum, which was formerly discovered by
Tarnúh.
1537 QO:The Tarnúhan government grants Esivyth independence, as the colonial
administration had grown overly complex and expensive. The new country,
with its capital at Esiévem, becomes a democracy – but has a wider
franchise than that of Kumanikath, inspired by the time-honoured
Lormiaag Charter of Alna-Traa.
1540 QO:Imeínmad is founded by Tarnúhans, at the confluence of the two branches
of the river Yonsruth. Some local Velúhmaran woodmen, less advanced
than their urban counterparts further west, prove unfriendly and harass the
settlers.
1560-1578 QO:Loni Mahéiri islands are named and settled by Zetumurr.
1569 QO:South Lerdros, facing economic ruin after the collapse of its Frimpisht Sea
fisheries, sells the south-eastern islands of Wuglat Land, Fizfou, Ygarum
and Ygarumod to Jymelfo. The latter two are renamed Ygrotchel and
Fustikfo respectively, after their appointed Jymelfon governers.
1572 QO:King Naalebirt Fworanthë III of South Lerdros abdicates, accepting
responsibility for the country’s financial and territorial losses. His son
Hinödun II becomes Ithæor’s first constitutional monarch, with the new
elected parliament taking most of the real power.
1582 QO:Krabáel and Tretláel, which have been gradually settled by citizens of
Alna-Traa, North Lerdros and South Lerdros over the centuries and seen a
series of petty wars, are united as a new republican nation which calls
itself the Hasaélric Sodality. The capital is Yeramlath, in Krabáel.
1595 QO:Opening of the Miydramad Canal, which connects the capital of Lakorul to
the ocean both north and south. Miydramad becomes the most prominent
shipping centre of the Haaronurr Ocean.
1600 QO:Maajiarz, the Porúhnese capital, becomes the largest city on Ithæor as its
population climbs to 3.3 million.

1615-1628 QO:Klomniss Islands, a major archipelago which forms the boundary between
the Serelonic and Xyzaant oceans, are named and settled by Alna-Traa.
Alnarene cartographer Oibur diú Béochusk compiles the first masspublished World map, establishing a convention of putting south at the top
(1628).
1627–1652 QO:Ep’Gleki Wars, between Beikrond and an alliance of Jinamrese supertribal
factions. The latter are determined to end the robber economy of Beikrondi
foresters and hunters, who take whatever resources they want from
Jinamree – often harassing, raping and even killing the local people who
oppose them. Jinamrese gain support from Vrimadrisen, and eventually
push the Beikrondi border south to the river Lomd’davsel.
1634-1639 QO:Zynsaa island is named and settled by Zetumurr. The main township is
called simply Zynsaa City.
1640 QO:Loni Rivexaol develops a modernised constitution, retaining gerontocracy
but requiring the ruling Elders to pass individual assessments of their
mental competence every three years. Membership is limited to one Elder
per 10,000 citizens.
1647-1651 QO:Murnelmih Islands are named and settled by Alna-Traa.
1653 QO:A national government of Jinamree is proclaimed, based in Aflenstli, made
up of representatives from all the wartime supertribes. However, its control
of the country is loose and unstable for the next three centuries, making
Jinamree a haven for high seas pirates, international criminals and
fugitives.
1654 QO:The defeated people of Beikrond turn against their hereditary ruling
houses, burning down noble residences in Thaersel and other cities.
Warruler B’vloni Nulitur, who commanded the retreating army in the last
year of the war, takes control and implements martial law.
1656-1661 QO:With the help of advisors and adminstrators invited from Alna-Traa,
B’vloni Nulitur phases out military rule and builds a democratic system in
Beikrond. He stands as a candidate in the initial presidential election, but
is beaten by M’lori Girizod of Dasindrurg.
1666 QO:Rahíodite Nation re-absorbs Vrimadrisen, to form a Neo-Rahíodite Empire.
Its governing noble conclave becomes more expansionist, hoping to
conquer new territory even as far as the Duuřvrak Vales.
1674–1678 QO:Porúhnese colonies in eastern Zironarúh rebel, after five of their local
martial champions are executed for heresy by the religious authorities. The
colonists, having mastered survival and attrition tactics in the icy climate
and months of darkness, win their independence after nearly four years.
They form the nations of Falinasarike and Ilpakoy, governed from the
cities of Olnemdref and Melkwhaa respectively. Porúhn retains the island
of South Dangóem and the Tudalilíun colony, plus its sparsely-settled
Ziron Isles.

1680 QO:Falinasarike and Ilpakoy agree their borders and establish diplomatic
relations with Porúhn; both remain Oriamdarou theocracies, which
gradually convinces the Porúhnese ruling synod in Maajiarz to normalise
trade with the breakaway states.
1700 QO:Honnvri separates from Tarnúh, after the colonial population raise an
agreed sum to buy their sovereignty. Seeing Esivyth as an successful
example of independence, the Honnvrites choose to elect their assembly of
legislators democratically.
1729 QO:Nluria annexes the Wjassto Isles, purchasing the small Xyzôrr settlements
which previously existed there.
1730 QO:A new, aggressive Oriamdarou sect, known as Teuradæorian (World
Reborn), emerges in the Velúhmaran city-state of Konedanin. It is initially
led by Taivoser Heráith. His teachings include a definitive hierarchy of
peoples: that the continent of Velúhmaras is the birthplace of life on
Ithæor, and that those who found it first (his people, being descended from
the original Zetumite castaways) are Orialaó’s chosen favourites. This
brings a conviction that lower peoples are natural slaves. He also teaches
that the chosen must unite their sacred land and subdue it.
1736 QO:Start of Third Continental War, with Neo-Rahíodite Empire and Xurucorm
nations against the eastern Xyzôrra, Alna-Traa, North Lerdros and Jymelfo.
Xyzôrra win early victories on the northern front, pushing Rahíodite
armies back towards Lake Uízzra.
1738 QO:North Lerdros naval forces attempt a frontal assault on Enmadynak, the
capital city of Utaréo. Most of the attacking ships are sunk by newly-built
coastal defence batteries; Crown Prince Beukad Emenodgi, commanding
one of those vessels, is killed. His father, King Hinoedun Emenodgi VIII –
who ordered the abortive attack – commits suicide from grief and
humiliation. Lacking any other legitimate heir, his councillors choose to
end the monarchy and establish a democratic republic in the style of their
Alnarene allies.
1745–1752 QO:Jymelfo suffers major losses on the southern front, with Xurucorm forces
penetrating almost to the river Sowdhune. The tide slowly turns over the
next seven years due to greater Jymelfon manpower and manufacturing
capacity.
Rahíodite naval forces break through the Alnarene fleet and repeatedly
bombard the coastal cities of Molmaentrew and Port Lormiaag, crippling
Alna-Traa’s shipbuilding industry. Alnarene squadrons recalled from the
Isineel Islands barely prevent a land invasion (1747).
The Traalites (a significant minority in their country) quickly construct
new shipyards inland, along the broad lower stretches of the Ivitraam. This
highly defensible location allows the fleet to be rebuilt safely. Alnarene
forces finally break out of the Ivitraam estuary in a massive counteroffensive (1751).

1753 QO:Alna-Traa and North Lerdros destroy the Rahíodite navy, securing their
dominance of the Yerikraha and Moirsiun seas. The Traalite riverine
industrial hub is declared capital, under its default name of Traa City.
1754 QO:(Ihzhernuth) Xyzôrr armies reach Ezzankurun, and the last Rahíodite
emporer, Si-An’kro Zorm, sues for peace. Xurucorm nations surrender a
week later. Third Continental War ends.
Uqourenir is created as a buffer state between Jymelfo and the Xurucorm
bloc, with a Jymelfon-style government based in Azoufeur city. After
armistice, the Neo-Rahíodite Empire finally breaks up into Moinampisen,
Susteuza, Varihsen, Tathyisen, Senmirisen and Yerikrarr.
Historic Itulth-Krêmm is made capital of Susteuza; Vrimadak, capital of
Varihsen. The noctural Enratharr festival of Othraugan (Ground Renewal,
Fesovraer 13th) is chosen as Yerikrarr’s founding day, and Lupragnith
becomes a capital city once more. Tathyisen is governed from Ximaduusn,
its only major city.
1768–1790 QO:All native city-states of Velúhmaras gradually ally as the Velúhmaran
Union, having embraced the Teuradæorian message. They launch a
systematic and relentless holy war on the Délarnish and Tarnúhan colonies
in the east of their continent. The colonial citizens they capture are
enslaved, as are their descendants in perpetuity.
1775 QO:Skeolsûrr Arena, the biggest sports venue ever built, opens in the Xyzôrr
city of Zlarthiéss.
1799 QO:Swordprime Sokaash Enthruvon saves the Tarnúhan island of Amidreko
from an attempted separatist coup, which would have used Huvjyl city’s
extensive medicinal industry to disseminate poison and kill hundreds. He
becomes a national hero and is later a key figure in the Velúhmaran
conflict.
1803 QO:Senmirisen, which has purchased the Alnarene holdings along its coast,
becomes a Zherleimian theocracy: inherently rejecting wars of aggression,
torture to extract confessions and capital punishment. Senmadwaari is
founded as the new capital city, with a governmental temple-palace
modelled on the ancient Farnisegor Temple of Xelerinth.
1814 QO:Tarnúh sends massive reinforcements to its colonies in the Yonsruth region
of Velúhmaras, temporarily driving the Velúhmarans back to the Jewelheart
Mountains. The lines hold for only three years.
1823 QO:Velúhmarans capture Awahlos, with most of its extensive workshops and
port facilities intact.
1827 QO:Imeínmad falls to the inexorable Velúhmaran advance. About half of its
people escape downriver and flee to Amidreko. Sokaash Enthruvon is
killed.

1829 QO:The Velúhmaran Union captures the last east coast Tarnúhan stronghold,
securing control of their entire landmass. Velúhmaran Supreme Leader
Asathal Destiot, in Gellbihss, sends envoys to Tarnúh and Délarnad,
offering peace if no further expeditions are sent to Velúhmaras. Despite the
loss and enslavement of many of their people, the latter two nations agree.
Velúhmarans become content in their isolationism, and the peace lasts for
519 years.
1830 QO:Délarnad founds the city of Bresklaim Shores, primarily to house refugees
who escaped from the lost colonies in Velúhmaras. Their anger, at the
National Convocation’s acceptance of Asathal Destiot’s peace terms, is
partially assuaged by the expensive gift of a new city; but some resentment
lingers for generations after, along with rumours of secret missions to
rescue enslaved relatives from the Velúhmaran Union.
1841 QO:A piston steam engine is reinvented in Waladuru. The first models burn
wood, and are used in milling machines.
1866 QO:Coal is first used to power a steam engine, in Neruótif. The technology
now begins to develop faster.
1870 QO:Awahlos becomes the Velúhmaran capital, as it possesses better natural
resources, expansion potential and strategic ocean placement than any of
the native cities. The Unification Statues are built there, immortalising the
five greatest religious and political leaders who created the Union.
1890 QO:The Zetumite navy is the first to use steam ships for combat operations,
defeating Jinamrese pirates off Zotralb and Zetosyk islands.
1892 QO:In a unique act of co-operation, Zetumurr and Alna-Traa launch a major
punitive expedition against Aflenstli, the centre of piracy for the western
Serelonic and Xyzaant Oceans. The city is heavily damaged, its docklands
all but destroyed. Many of the kleptokratic Jinamrese leaders are slain or
flee; the impoverished coastal peoples largely welcome the attack, for
helping to purge the entrenched criminality of their rulership.
1893 QO:Pfeliatl becomes the new capital of Jinamree. With a more lawful
government created, the event is commemorated annually as Order and
Justice Day.
1898-1905 QO:Fulgolo Yoknem of Uqourenir, a self-taught historian and philospher,
publishes a series of essays on the failings of ruling aristocracies and
elected heads of state. She advocates a classless society, ruled by
community appointees and mass consensus. Uqoureni Ur-Gerent Gatfekru
Azouf, seeing the popularity of Yoknem’s ideas, attempts to placate public
opinion by broadening the base of electoral candidates to include
prominent citizens without clan affiliation.
1912 QO:Steam passenger vehicles first replace large vorgrard-drawn carriages in
southern Délarnad. New, straighter and smoother main roads are planned
to accommodate them.

1916–1940 QO:Seeking to strengthen his country’s western Serelonic colonial economy,
High Lord Pabelaimunu of Zetumurr invites poor subsistence farmers from
Jinamree to settle in Loni Mahéiri and Zynsaa. Tens of thousands of
immigrants arrive in response, becoming a cheap agricultural and
industrial labour force. The main colonial city of Tusbotril, on Entralbir
island, develops an internationally-important textile industy.
1918 QO:Dhervinael Institute for Industrial Progression (DIIP) is founded in
Jymelfo, bringing together the best engineering minds of several nations.
1928 QO:Practical generation and use of electric current is first demonstrated, by a
Jymelfon engineering team at the DIIP.
1935 QO:The Kingdom of Gwörrn, which has remained stable and at peace since
273 QO and has a royal line nearly 2500 years old, begins to change under
the impact of industrialisation. Proto-socialist sentiments, based on the
work of Fulgolo Yoknem, are publically spoken – and the sole child of the
king, Princess Akouruthrev, declares that she does not wish to inherit
absolute power.
1944 QO:Sy-Ak’kou Oov of Varihsen completes The Kolek’kanuro Cycle, the
longest and richest cohesive fictional work in history. It will be translated
into twenty-six languages, and remain unequalled for almost three
centuries.
1945-1948 QO:Pelyol Unth-Wōsrom sails around the whole continent of Zironarúh, often
travelling solo. She records several new species of annoseoids in the
coastal waters, rediscovers a lost Vreónsar settlement in the forests of
Plorrix, and spends several months marooned on one of the Icetooth
Islands before rebuilding her boat and returning to Porúhn.
1951 QO:King Akouremdu XXII of Gwörrn dies, and the World’s most ancient
monarchy ends. The country experiments with rule by workers’ councils.
Akouruthrev (once Princess, now Citizen Manager) liquidates the royal
estates, using the money to fund mass education and further
industrialisation projects.
1968 QO:First experiments in electrical telegraphy, by Sraulh Uhelluédh of
Úawalven. The technology is developed gradually over the next eight
decades, used mostly for intra-urban signalling by towns and cities in
Mraletæor.
1976 QO:Laenandka is the largest city on Ithæor, the first to reach a population of 5
million.
1979 QO:Electrical batteries lightweight enough to be built into a balloon gondola
are developed, also at DIIP. The research is purchased by shipping tycoon
Roovul Inãdlanga of North Lerdros.
1984 QO:Kasskarr adopts a nominally socialist government, though more
authoritarian than that of Gwörrn.

1987 QO:Jymelfon Civil War. The interior region of Rethronfo becomes independent
after a brief but bloody proletarian uprising, ending with their decisive
victory at the Battle of Dhunandket. A socialist government is set up in that
city. Workshop union leader Traeghel Ygrotch is declared Rethronfon First
Commissar and remains in power for twenty-two years.
1993 QO:First passenger airships are launched by Inãdlanga Industries, operating
from North Lerdros’ capital Yioárthon. The initial routes are to Traa City,
Enmadynak and Nlenand (Jymelfo).
1998 QO:Gwörrn’s socialist experiment fails due massive corruption, food shortages
and the disapproval of neighbouring states. With no overall government, a
period of disorder and warlordism follows.
2000 QO (3798 MZ):Human population of Ithæor is approximately 920 million.
Loni Rivexaol founds the new city of Izfrakaim on the island of Kyilazh.
Also a leap year: Enelmih holiday is extended to four days (this year only)
in Tromúhrf, Tarnúh and Délarnad. The resultant drinking and debauchery
leads to a spike of extra-marital births the following Mleenuth.
2012 QO:Jijaru and Neruótif (both elitist constitutional monarchies) send troops into
Gwörrn to restore order, as its anarchy and rampant crime have begun to
cross their borders. They institute a joint protectorate military government.
2014 QO:Global coal output peaks. Most known seams are becoming depleted, and
new deposits are increasingly difficult to find.
2023 QO:A working two-way voice telephone call is demonstrated, between
Asuntrosp and the Fylraani capital of Paízoke.
2025–2031 QO:Jijaru and Neruótin forces withdraw from Gwörrn, handing over power to
a new Gwörrnish military-meritocratic stratocracy. This regime focuses its
forces on maintaining law and order, defence, and protecting maritime
interests; they refuse to get involved in foreign wars.
2034 QO:Liquid biofuels, derived from slolesel and naygrak plants, are first used as
a replacement for coal in steam motors by the Xyzôrr scientist
Aluokdûzho, in the kingdom of Kaunthiéss. His queen, Vlalerôrr, sells the
technology to Egelraabi, Tromúhrfite and Susteuzan entrepeneurs.
2036 QO:Human population of Ithæor reaches one billion.
2040 QO:Communities in the northernmost non-glaciated parts of Zironarúh – some
still held by Porúhn and Tarnúh, others founded by Honnvri and Esivyth –
join together as the new North Polar Republic. Its capital, Iárlos, is a
former Esivysh city whose populace had developed their own
industrial/artistic culture and a societal friction with the rest of the nation.

2054 QO:(Ohsidraer) Fourth Continental War begins. Fylraan, which currently
includes Fwonruun and much of the Garvénrau peninsula north of it,
declares war on Waladuru over possession of the coal-rich coastal hills
extending west to Pselmilorl. The Fylraani campaign is supported by
Onúewaal and Nluria (under Queen Fnikaa Arlolvi, notorious for
executing four consorts), who already have several ports on the Garvénrau
coasts, and hope to dominate trade and fishing in the Dloskouram Sea.
Waladurans hold the line of the river Nemiúner alone for the next six
years, while their Jijaru allies engage in several naval battles around
Thoukdu, Proukjad and Greunésa.
2055–2062 QO:Tactical electrotelegraph networks are rapidly deployed and expanded by
both sides. Complex cryptography begins to be incorporated. First
undersea cable is laid, between Fylraan and Onúewaal, in 2060.
2056-2059 QO:Jijaru pacifist demagogue Dlomi Nrivaskeer leads an anti-war movement,
until he is assassinated by unknown parties.
2061 QO:(Ohsidraer) Kasskarr allies with Fylraan.
(Yalonraer) Neruótif and Zetumurr side with Waladuru.
2062 QO:(Ihzhernuth) The Kasskarrian navy, commanded by the infamous admiral
Elomeslathou, bombards Lymnirr city – destroying dozens of civilian ships
in port and a hospital containing over 400 sick children. In response,
Waladuran land forces make a huge push into Kasskarr and perform the
first large-scale deployment of soluble poisons; they contaminate local
water supplies and kill an estimated 10,500 civilians.
2063 QO:Waladurans develop the internal combustion engine, which uses slolesel
biofuel more efficiently than steam engines. Crude fighting vehicles
powered by this invention are first deployed three years later.
(Fesovraer) Praumilh Ifedoudh publishes her diary of the early war years.
2068 QO:(Mleenuth) Zetumite sea power forces Kasskarr to surrender. Half of its
land and naval weapons are handed over to Waladuru and Zetumurr,
respectively. The militaristic socialist government is replaced with a
consortium of publically-owned business interests headed by senior
executives, who begin building a corporate republic. All state services and
industries are privitized over the next eight years.
2069 QO:(Yalonraer) Waladuran and allied troops capture Fwonruun. They continue
to drive further east, cutting a huge salient into the Kriwaalamer region of
Fylraan.

2070 QO:Final battles of the Fourth Continental War, along the Garvénrau coastline
near Greunésa, involve heavy use of chemical weapons by both sides.
Most major towns in the area are destroyed and over half the population
dies horribly.
(Oriamnuth) Fylraan, Onúewaal and Nluria surrender.
Nluria’s cruel absolute monarchy is abolished by the terms of surrender,
and a democracy set up. The first president is Ozhaeol Wyambli (female).
Onúewaal, having lost most of its navy and all holdings on the mainland,
falls into poverty and widespread civil disorder. The Garvénrau peninsula,
nominally Waladuran from then on, remains only lightly populated and
largely reverts to jungle.
2076 QO:A referendum is held on returning the captured Kriwaalamer salient to
Fylraan. Its inhabitants, who had found their local clan chiefs to be
inefficient rulers, vote to remain part of Waladuru.
2078 QO: Martial law is declared in Onúewaal, which becomes permanent. The
armed forces establish a stratocratic government based on the Gwörrnish
model.
2085 QO:The World’s tallest building to date, the Nenthéin Tower, is topped out.
Dominating the Velúhmaran city of Cheurovasf, it includes residential
units which cost over a million ancams each.
2093 QO:First Délarnish flingball leagues are set up.
2090–2104 QO:North Lerdros is wracked with increasing working class discontent, as
domestic coal supplies become critically low and biofuels remain
inconveniently expensive. The democratic process fails to yield adequate
solutions; law and order steadily weaken.
2105 QO:The industrial tycoons and bankers of North Lerdros buy out the
underfunded armed forces and civil police, then stage a coup, declaring
themselves the new government. This capitalist oligarchy imposes
repressive order, forcing the lower classes to accept inferior conditions,
outlaws all socialist organisations, and dedicates military force to the
protection of commercial interests.
2107 QO:Inspired by the new regime in North Lerdros, the plantation magnates of
Ikraxeb hire mercenaries to assassinate their republican rulers and form a
similar oligarchy.
2110 QO:A capitalist oligarchy takes over in Tathyisen, supported by North
Lerdrosite and Ikraxen trading partners.
Alarmed by the rise of the oligarchies, the peoples of Varihsen and
Yerikrarr appoint popular religious leaders to rule, rallying traditional
values and patriotism. Varihsen embraces full Zherleimian theocracy, in
close accord with neighbouring Senmirisen. Yerikrarr, however, has a
major Enratharr population; senior members of both faiths agree to wield
power jointly, in a synarchy.

2111 QO:Massive worldwide economic recession takes hold, driven by the final
collapse of the coal industry and years of barely-regulated speculative
investment and lending. Technological advancement all but ceases for the
next fifty years; the militaries of many nations are crippled by chronic
supply shortages and mass desertions. Chattel slavery in the Velúhmaran
Union, which had been steadily declining, is now renewed and encouraged
due to the shortage of money for wages.
2116–2150 QO:Numerous governments fail in the economic downturn, including those of
Lakorul, Jymelfo, Tromúhrf, Uqourenir, Esivyth, Moinampisen, Dohrûs,
Délarnad and Waladuru. Those nations experience significant famines and
population declines.
2119 QO:Lakorul elects its first parliament, retaining a constitutional monarch in the
manner of neighbouring South Lerdros.
2120 QO:Jymelfo becomes a corporate republic, having received major financial aid
from Kasskarr.
2123 QO:Beikrondi miners, guided by the study of ancient Av’thanu inscriptions,
strike a huge motherlode of gold in the southern Rondrakhi Mountains.
Their national prosperity is quickly renewed. The oligarchs of Tathyisen
seek closer trade ties with Beikrond, to bolster their own finances.
2124 QO:Tromúhrf begins democratic presidential elections. The first president is
Barōfys Darorm.
2127 QO:Serelonic War breaks out; it is fought almost entirely at sea. Zetumurr and
Liorwaal push the navies of Alna-Traa and the Hasaélric Sodality out of
the Loni Drosar archipelago, which becomes Zetumite territory (although
keeping its Alnarene suffix, Drosar).
2128 QO:Uqourenir finally becomes socialist, in an almost bloodless revolution
which sees the bankrupt clans and other landowners relinquish their assets
and authority to committees of striking workers. The doctrinal legacy of
Fulgolo Yoknem is soon subverted by ambitious working-class organisers,
who begin to consolidate power with little accountability to the masses.
2129 QO:Alnarenes attempt to annex Loni Mahéiri. Jinamrese-descended islanders
appeal to their mainland kin for assistance, and Jinamree sides with
Zetumurr. Their involvement in the war is limited to protecting Loni
Mahéiri and Zynsaa; however, the war effort boosts Jinamrese patriotism
and strengthens their democracy in the long term.
2130 QO:A major Zetumite fleet is destroyed at the Battle of Ethaekrosa.
Socialist revolution in Esivyth.

2131 QO:A Rivexaon convoy is accidentally cannonaded near the Telmithar Islands,
bringing Loni Rivexaol into the war on the Alnarene-Hasaélric side.
Several engagements follow around Zetumite islands in the Naxiylan
archipelago; Velúhmaran trade ships are repeatedly caught in crossfires
over next two years.
The Rivexaon navy recruits a new marines force, trained to undertake the
most dangerous missions; they become known as the Wavulazh Extremes
Regiment.
2133 QO:Moinampisen becomes a Zherleimian theocracy.
2134 QO:To end the Serelonic War, the Velúhmaran Union demands both sides
negotiate a truce and make the Naxiylan Islands an independent country, in
perpetual alliance with Velúhmaras. Zetumurr agrees to this, if the
Hasaélric Sodality separates into Krabáel (where most of the combatant
Hasaélric authorities and industries are based) and Tretláel, which will be a
neutral buffer between the two factions. Tretivaul Kiaag is made capital of
Tretláel; its original role as an Alnarene naval base is discontinued.
The new, plantocratic Naxiylan nation, with its capital at Ivglon Point on
Naxiyloska island, adopts the Velúhmaran ancam as its currency.
2134-2135 QO:The socialist meritocracy of Esivyth attempt to incite workers’ revolts in
other Zironarúh nations. They are successful with Ilpakoy, whose elite had
become predominantly secular. The theocracy of Falinasarike, however,
crushes its revolution with an aggressive inquisition against all suspected
socialists. Ilpakoy lacks the military strength to invade its neighbour; its
new socialist government close their border for the next twelve years,
whilst conviscating all church property and banning priests from attending
workers’ councils.
2137 QO: The government of Kumanikath exiles 200 socialist agitators and threatens
war against Esivyth if the revolutionary propaganda campaign is not
ended. Most of the exiles are granted sanctuary in Honnvri, where the
working class are sufficiently comfortable to fully support their democracy.
Diplomats from Honnvri and the North Polar Republic manage to maintain
the peace, persuading Esivyth and Ilpakoy to cease their troublemaking.
2138 QO: A capitalist oligarchy seizes control in Dohrûs, executing King Zrits
Ogrizim VI. They transfer their capital to the richer inland city of Meídras.
2141 QO:The technocratic government model is consolidated in Délarnad, derived
from an alliance of scientists, engineers, lawmen and military officers who
had assumed provisional control to rebuild the economy. This system later
grows more egalitarian, empowering members of other academic fields and
professions.
2144 QO:Osvenoth Vóekonthrit, designer of new biofuel-powered trains which have
made Délarnish transportation vastly more efficient, is the first technocrat
to be titled Savant Supreme.

2145 QO:Alna-Traa, suffering a particularly severe national deficit, sells the
Murnelmih Islands to Délarnad.
2149 QO:Tarnúh becomes a technocracy.
2150 QO:Waladuru holds its first election with candidacy available to all; the ancient
leadership title of Ur-Gerent has been abolished. The new national Senate,
headed by a symposiarch, is limited to six-years terms in power. Dröbh
Elullarn, previously the greatest female athletic champion in Waladuran
history, is the first symposiarch.
2151 QO:Slavery is legalised in the Naxiylan Islands, with a tax break made
available to factory or plantation owners who purchase slaves; thousands
are brought in from the Velúhmaran Union over the next fifteen years.
Many free Naxiylan workers, displaced from their jobs by forced labour,
either emigrate or become a criminal underclass.
2157 QO:Arlinuij suffers exceptional flooding of the river Ukoungad. Many
essential crops are lost and the capital city, Zefakudo, is badly damaged.
Construction of a planned series of dams, which could have averted this
disaster, had been repeatedly delayed by budget cuts and wasteful
bureaucracy. The nominally democratic but highly corrupt government is
ousted by popular discontent, replaced with a particularly authoritarian
technocracy – who immediately prioritize completion of the flood
defences.
The Zetumite port of Dor Vadras is now Ithæor’s largest city, with a
population of just over 6.8 million.
2160 QO:The Centrisenic League is formed by Moinampisen, Senmirisen, Tathyisen
and Varihsen, based on common religious authority and economic recovery
efforts (although Tathysisen is not a theocratic state, its oligarchs are
mainly Zherleimians). Their first act is to establish the ilrarn as their single
currency.
2164 QO:Délarnish technocrats open an international cultural museum named Liob
Uukalnalrë (Art of Poverty) in the city of Proluthrae, to commemorate the
decades of recession.
2169 QO:Yerikrarr joins the Centrisenic League. Moinampo is made an official
language in all five League nations.
2175 QO:The global economy recovers to 2110 levels. It is now powered mostly by
biofuels, windmills and waterwheels. Electricity is first generated from
such renewable sources on an industrial scale this year, in Alna-Traa and
Egelraab.
2176 QO:The Urkloras Valley in central Ikraxeb, renowned for its spectacular windcarved walls and monoliths of variegated stone, is declared the first
protected wildland on Ithæor.

2179 QO:First public photoplay (motion picture) is screened in Orlmadriin. It is a
silent, monochrome depiction of the Battle of Anixarel Plain, lasting
twenty-two minutes.
2183 QO:The Isineel Islands become independent from Alna-Traa, although
Alnarene sovereign naval bases remain on Ethaekrosa, Isinathka and
Lymufarrn. The new nation opts for technocratic government, with onequarter of officials appointed from the mining and shipbuilding industries.
Tzyhonôsst of Vlônzre begins a forty-three year career in painting,
developing a surreal, curved-stroke colour style which is widely copied
over the next century.
2184-2190 QO:Following the Ikraxen example, several more protected wildlands are
designated around the World. These include Mount Genamödh of Fylraan,
the Leliméin Starpools of Tarnúh, the Talpanarim Brushwoods of Porúhn,
the Krabew Shoals of Krabáel, the Piblúeem Ice Falls of the North Polar
Republic and the Naeriléun Savannah of Délarnad.
2192 QO:A massive slave rebellion occurs in the tropical south-westernmost
province of Velúhmaras – due partially to the extreme cruelty of local
governor Ernalid Yawuáth, who has forced underfed logging gangs to
work long, often fatal days in the sweltering, disease-ridden jungle.
Hundreds of slave-owners and overseers are killed, along with many
innocent citizens. The escaped slaves build or steal boats and cross to the
sparsely-peopled island of North Barrdlazh, where they form a rogue state.
Five years of asymmetric warfare follow.
2197 QO:Velúhmaran forces recapture North Barrdlazh. The ex-slave rebel leaders
commit suicide rather than return to bondage.
2201 QO:Dohrûsian author Vsal Ustójim publishes Elazki of Kynaaren, the first
speculative fiction set on another planet. It becomes immensely popular,
seeding a new genre, and nine sequels are published by 2225.
2212 QO:Citizens in Kaér Town revolt over excessive trade restrictions imposed by
the government in Utromv. They are supported by Porúhn and Arlinuij,
who value the spices produced on Mahsirt island.
2213 QO:Tromúhrfite reinforcements, sent to retake Kaérf, clash with armed
Porúhnese merchant ships departing the port. Two Porúhnese and one
Tromúhrfite vessel are sunk. A mainland war is narrowly averted by tense
negotiations.
2214 QO:Tromúhrf grants the Mahsirt and Kaérf archipelago independence, in
exchange for Porúhn relinquishing its claim on Tudalilíun (the last
directly-ruled colonial possession in Zironaruh, which now becomes part
of the North Polar Republic).
The people of Mahsirt and Kaérf elect their own president, Kabodren
Lomtyn of Reuryf island. He makes diversification of industries a priority
for his twelve years in power.

2220 QO:Tgof Arboki, a senior oligarch of Dohrûs, sponsors a national academic
challenge to identify the most gifted of the working class youth, fifty of
whom who will then be fostered by ruling families and groomed to inherit
wealth and power – in order to insure the oligarchy against inbreeding and
ossification. This challenge becomes a two-yearly event.
2226 QO:A devastating jökulhlaup flood kills nearly 35,000 people in the North
Polar Republic, along the coastal plains north of Drondask.
2229 QO:First flight of a heavier-than-air powered aeroplane, by Brãljuruon Leumv
of Tretláel.
2235 QO:Radio waves are first used to transmit sound. The invention is credited to
Nysanror Matorrnid, of the Voaranont Research Institute in Velúhmaras; it
was also being pursued by engineers in Egelraab and Délarnad.
Naxiylan organised crime begins branching out as international kidnapping
and human trafficking networks, acquiring slaves clandestinely among the
poor and homeless of several countries.
2239 QO:South Lerdros invades Krabáel over vital mining rights in Rekraben island
and the southern Gáolkin mountains, which have been revoked by the
Krabáic government in violation of a 300 year-old trade agreement. The
latter nation is conquered, by innovative airship bombing and mechanised
infantry tactics. An active resistance movement remains, especially in the
mountains and the far east of the island.
2242 QO:First colour photoplays produced, at the Oserritiw Vicinage in Dakhoserr –
which becomes the most prominent centre of the international photoplay
industry.
2244–2246 QO:Ĥozékrra War. The Xyzôrr states of Uzzalvuít, Ôixeraak and Zovanurrka
attack Porúhn after their trade routes to Falinasarike are raided by renegade
Porúhnese naval elements, based in the Niskouryd Islands. Xyzôrra are
beaten back from capturing that archipelago, at great cost to both sides.
A truce is made when Porúhn agrees to pay compensation for the lost
Xyzôrr business. Approximately 8% of the highly biodiverse Talpanarim
Brushwoods are decimated by wildfires from misaimed offshore
ordinance; after the war, two Porúhnese captains are executed for this
negligent crime.
2246–2257 QO:Skrudanôzhor of Zovanurrka, a Xyzôrr marines officer, goes underground
and wages a one-man war on militant theocracy. He murders Porúhnese
High Cleric Kudahak Saf-Tasdan (2254), one of many victims, before
being caught and executed in Doonatap. Although vilifed across Qolmaar,
he is considered a hero in Xyzôrr popular culture.
2248 QO:Engineers at the Owasharn Seminary in Nuurzhamad devise an electrical
calculating machine, based on vacuum tubes and relays.

2250 QO:The stubbornly isolationist Velúhmarans and Naxiylans finally agree to
connect their telegraph and telephone infrastructure with that of Caranæor.
A bundle of oceanic cables is laid from Zontaeri to Tralbéom, jointly
funded by the Naxiylan and Rivexaon governments.
2255 QO:A technocracy emerges in Susteuza. The new government is authoritarian,
largely made up of agricultural and irrigation engineers, medical scientists,
doctors and army officers. They work to strengthen their border against
any possible aggression by the Ikraxen oligarchy.
2263 QO:Human population of Ithæor reaches two billion.
2266 QO:With clandestine support from North Lerdros, the Krabáic resistance
succeeds in driving out South Lerdrosite occupational forces. Its leaders,
most prominently the three Muachurãm brothers who are former
financiers, form an oligarchic government based on the North Lerdrosite
system.
2267 QO:The new Krabáic oligarchy is recognised by South Lerdros, but no
resources or political prisoners taken during the occupation years are
returned.
2268 QO:Continuing development of calculating machines produces the first
analytical array, capable of storing and processing both numerical and
verbal information. Input and output are via rotating mechanical characterwheels.
2275 QO:All existing Xyzôrr states finally unite as the Confederacy of Xyzôrr
Kingdoms (CXK), their monarchs forming a supreme council with the role
of High King rotated every ten years. Zlarthiéss, the most centrally-located
city and currently the largest on Ithæor (with 7.6 million inhabitants),
becomes the capital.
2279 QO:The Centrisenic League seeks alliance with Waladuru and Jymelfo, hoping
to counter the power of the newly-united Xyzôrra. Waladuru formally
accepts, Jymelfo declines.
2280 QO:Xyzôrr High King Sthyařoh, who is also a prominent medical scientist,
builds a World-leading pharmacological research centre in Ôixeraak, his
home city.
2282 QO: First domestic autowheelers are manufactured, in the Délarnish city of
Ukeevix.
2284 QO:Analytical arrays in Jymelfo, Tarnúh, Délarnad, Tretláel and Zetumurr are
first integrated with the global telegraph networks, which by now reach
virtually every sizeable town. Their message exchange and storage
capability is initially used solely by governments and militaries, but the
potential for academic and social usage is soon recognised.

2289–2299 QO:Relations between Zetumurr/Liorwaal and their nearest continental
neighbours steadily worsen due to ideological differences (state economic
planning and individual motivation, versus free market and directed
achievement-orienation); plus competition for manufactured exports and
dwindling fisheries.
2294 QO:The word telegrid is coined, to describe the nascent global analogue
information net. Valve-driven data hubs are now operational in twenty-five
countries.
Mount Thlenosaril in the Skybrace range of Velúhmaras, the highest peak
on Ithæor at 7980 metres, is successfully climbed for the first time.
2300 QO:Zetumurr elects militant firebrand Moruvargua as High Lord. She begins
an intensive program of weapons research and seeks to intimidate the
nations of Mraletæor into dropping all border taxes on Zetumite exports.
2302 QO:The Jymelfon passenger airship Gatfeglat, one of the largest ever built, is
brought down by an unseasonal hurricane in the Voraldéin Sea. 267 people
are drowned or eaten by zhorkaas.
2306 QO:Home telegrid machine is invented by Faljeo Ambrelen of Drulvernont.
The first model costs 18,000 lathacs and fills twelve cubic metres –
nonetheless, within seven years he is the richest man in Tarnúh.
2307 QO:Awahlos becomes the largest city on Ithæor, its population now almost 9
million.
2312 QO:Waladuru, Qandirour and Egelraab impose a general economic boycott on
Zetumurr and Liorwaal, demanding the cessation of Zetumite military
buildup. High Lord Moruvargua responds by blockading several west
coast ports. Zetumurr negotiates an alliance with the CXK, offering new
firearms technology.
2314 QO:Start of the Fifth Continental War. Zetumurr and Liorwaal invade western
Mraletæor. Initial fighting is fiercest in Egelraab, on the shores closest to
Zetumurr. Trovlis Grakt is almost totally razed. The Qandirouri
Expositorium is accidentally hit by airship bombing during the capture of
Baómralven, and many priceless artworks are lost.
Xyzôrra, under High King Zarusôzh, engage the Centrisenic League along
a front from their mutual border with Arlinuij to the west-Fosantid jungles.
Despite massive casualties, neither side is able to push far into the other’s
territory. Arlinuij fortifies its northern provinces but remains neutral.
In the next two years, Zetumite-Liorwan forces conquer Qandirour,
Egelraab, Neruótif and much of Jijaru.

2316 QO:Zetumite front line reaches the mountain passes west of Nuurzhamad by
Murnelmih.
Waladuran Symposiarch Prëlh Ileshoum is killed by a long-range artillery
shot whilst viewing troop deployments near the front. She is replaced by
Kraelh Ahathowdh, an ex-officer who takes a more direct military
leadership role.
2318 QO:(Fesovraer) Délarnad and Tromúhrf join the war on the side of the
Waladuran/Centrisenic powers, opening a second front with the CXK.
(Mleenuth) With pressure reduced on their northern front, the Centrisenics
send heavy assistance to Waladuru and Jijaru. Délarnish and Waladuran
navies defeat Zetumurr at sea, cutting off their trade with the Naxiylan
Islands and Loni Rivexaol.
From here on, Zetumite-Liorwan armies are gradually driven back towards
the west coast. Early ballistic rockets are devised by both sides, but
considered an inefficient use of materials and never widely used.
2320 QO:(Ohsidraer) Dohrûs sides with CXK/Zetumurr alliance; this achieves a
temporary reversal of fortunes.
2321 QO:Liberated Qandirour, Egelraab and Neruótif, along with Jijaru,
permanently become parts of the greater Walduran Alliance (WA).
(Mleenuth) Last Zetumite troops in mainland Mraletæor are killed or
captured.
2323 QO:(Oriamnuth) Xyzôrra finally surrender, as Moinampo forces close in on
Vlônzre. They pay heavy reparations to the Centrisenic League. A large
block of former disputed territory north of Lake Uízrra, between the
Vzônnyrt Mountains and the river Rezzřuk, is also ceded to Moinampisen.
Xyzôrr coastal territory at Havsiř Bay, including the city of Savuzuaak, is
annexed by Délarnad – giving that nation an eastern coast for the first
time. High King Zarusôzh and three other Xyzôrr monarchs abdicate and
are turned over to Centrisenic warcrimes tribunals.
Dohrûs negotiates a separate peace with Délarnad and the WA.
(Fesovraer) Fifth Continental War ends with the surrender of Zetumurr,
after the outright destruction of Giymad by carpet bombing. Its ancient
black stone Walls finally fall. Zetumurr and Liorwaal are occupied by the
Waladurans. Moruvargua disappears and is never found.
(Yalonraer) Guxolzôr, occupied by Délarnish and Tromúhrfite troops,
separates from the CXK to become a technocracy – with the Délarnish
Technocracy Day, Yalonraer 14th, as its official date of independence. The
four surrendered Xyzôrr monarchs are imprisoned for life on the Lake
Uízzra island of Brozzfa.
[Yalonraer 23rd: Birth of Liriōnee Emlerit in Bresklaim Shores.]

2324 QO:The former Zetumite colonies of Loni Drosar, Loni Mahéiri and Zynsaa are
granted independence. The Telmithar and Anboqelvai archipelagoes are
retained by the Waladuran Alliance.
Loni Drosar becomes a democratic republic, Loni Mahéiri an egalitarian
technocracy; Zynsaa begins development of a direct democratic system,
with universal voting on all policy decisions.
2326 QO:Pan-Oceanic Commerce Centre is completed in Traa City, Alna-Traa,
partly funded by neighbouring North Lerdros.
2328 QO:Porúhnese physicists Revlokoh Esh-Treunf and Novdiom Preked-Hree, at
the Kerwanast Academy, publish the Principles of Panphysic Equivalence
(comparable to Special and General Relativity). This theory is recognised
as revolutionary and shared with all governments. Its implications for
stellar energy production and life history, as well as cosmology, are
explored by new research efforts in several countries.
2331 QO:Zherliemian priesthoods in the theocratic Centrisenic nations officially
change their doctrinal relationships between the celestial deities, to
accommodate the discovery that Zherrista will far outlive Ihzher (and
Ithæor!)
Civil war in Vaevuk. Wasteful desert irrigation schemes have badly
depleted the northern aquifer, forcing nearly half a million to migrate into
the less arid south of the country. The resultant crowding, food shortage
and high crime rate precipitate a popular uprising, which is co-opted by
army divisions loyal to Warruler Vap Trrelad Ustil. He overthrows the
governing baronial council and establishes a dictatorship.
2333 QO:First appearance of the Baniltorostu, an international terrorist organisation
dedicated to overthrowing technocratic governments. They bomb a
government conference in Serethdíun, killing several important Tarnúhan
officials. In the subsequent nationwide purge of political extremists, sixtyfive are executed. Many of these are later proved to have been innocent.
2336 QO:Klomkre War. Governers of the Velúhmaran cities Cheurovasf and
Waalyera attempt to annex the Klomkre Triad islands of the Klomniss
archipelago; they are defeated by an Alnarene Navy task force. The Union
government in Awahlos does not condone the invasion.
2338 QO:Nuurzhamad surpasses Awahlos as the largest city on Ithæor, the first to
reach a population of 10 million.
2339 QO:Refinements made to Panphysic Equivalence by Waladuran scientists
unlock the possibility of atomic energy production – and nuclear weapons.
This study is shared, at first, only with the friendly governments of
Délarnad, Tromúhrf, Porúhn and Alna-Traa; the theory is soon stolen by
spies and diplomats from several other nations, most prominently the
CXK.

2340 QO:The Velúhmaran Union launches first rockets capable of reaching orbit.
Three attempts fail, but a satellite radio beacon known as Destiot Prime is
successfully orbited in Mleenuth. It re-enters and burns up after two years.
Authorities in Susteuza break up a Baniltotorstu-allied drug cartel worth
7% of their gross national product. The narcotics industry is nationalised,
but can only be dismantled slowly due to the potential economic losses.
2342 QO:The Waladuran Alliance put their first satellite in orbit, Star Ahathowdh 1.
2343 QO:Velúhmaran physicists devise nuclear weapons theory independently. Their
government shares it with the Naxiylan Islands, and later the Centrisenic
League.
2344 QO–present:Armed revolt by Nrivaskeerlam separatists in the former northern Jijaru
region – this minority had collaborated with Zetumite occupation forces
during the Fifth War, and now seek independence from the WA. They are
believed to have secret foreign backing.
2345 QO–present:The Pilkatharaun fantasy series, a ground-breaking multimedia fiction
project involving printed books, art exhibits and radioplays, is published in
Délarnad.
2346 QO:(Oriamnuth) An earthquake in Utaréo claims over 300,000 lives. The
unprecedented international relief effort helps prevent many more fatalities
and speeds reconstruction.
(Fesovraer) Vaevuk’s military junta hosts the first World Rangeball
Championship in Itulth-Trexain, hoping to improve their foreign relations.
2347 QO:(Ihzhernuth) Baniltorostu agents assassinate Délarnish High Savant
Nuwariln Vrunirul.
(Yalonraer) Velúhmaran Union commissions the first of its Heráith-class
battlecarriers, the largest and most heavily-armed ships ever built.

